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PREFACE.

Since the appearance of the original volume of ' Workshop

Receipts,' the Publishers have been continually receiving inquiries

for books or articles on a variety of subjects not possessing in

themselves suflScient importance to warrant their being described

in special treatises, yet interesting to a great number of readers,

and collectively wortby of publication in book form. The result

of these inquiries was a determination to issue a series of volumes

bearing the same title— ' WoPvKshop Eeceipts
'—

devoting each

Series to a special class of subjects. Thus the Second Series dealt

with operations and industries having a more' or less Chemical

basis
;
while the Third Series embraced Metallurgical and Elec-

trical matters. Both attracted much attention, and have been in

every way successful. There still remained a number of subjects

of equal utility and of overy-day application, connected with

Handicrafts and Mechanical trades, coming within the scope of all

intelligent persons, and certainly not less interesting than the

contents of previous volumes. Tbese have been gathered into

the Present (Fourth) Series. While each Series possesses its own

special value, the utility of the four volumes has been completed

by furnishing the fourth with a General Index to the whole set.

From the great range of subjects dealt with and the facility thus

afforded for reference, the four series of ' Workshop Eeceipts
'

may be said to constitute in themselves a well-stored library of

technical information such as no other publication affords. The

descriptions and instructions arc given in plain language, aided

by diagrams where necessary ; technicalities are explained, and

every care has been taken to check the quantities, and to make the

index a real guide to the contents.

C. G. Warnford Lock.
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WORKSHOP RECEIPTS,
FOTJRTH SERIES.

"WATERPIIOOFING.—The art

of rendering fabrics impervious to mois-

ture has attained considerable import-

ance, especially in the case of clothing
materials. A few simple pi'ocesses are

briefly described in the First Series of
'

Workshop Receipts,' but many others

are now in vogue, some conducted on an

industrial scale.

- Rubber Goods.—Since supplies
of indiarubber have been regular and

abundant, that useful vegetable secre-

tion has been very largely employed as

a waterproofing agent for wearing
apparel. The crude rubber, which is

received at rubber works in the con-

dition in which it is imported, varies

greatly in appearance and quality, as

well as in the amount of impurities it

contains, and which must be removed
before it can be manufactured.

The preliminary processes, therefore,
to which the crude material is sub-

jected, have for their object this cleans-

ing of the rubber from impurities, and
at the same time the softening of it, and
its reduction to a form in which it is

best fitted for subsequent operations.

(1) The crude material is introduced
into a vat or tank with water, and
boiled by throwing in free steam. This

operation, which has the effect of sof-

tening the crude masses, is sometimes
carried on in the open air, but in other
works within some part of the building.
Some makers find it sufficient to soak
the crude rubber in water at a tempera-
ture not higher than 120° F. (49° C).
(2) When thus softened, the masses of

(4)

rubber are passed between powerful
rollers, the surfaces of which ai'e indented

with flat, square indentations, while a

stream or jets of water flow upon the

rubber from a perforated pipe above.

By this operation the rubber is flattened

out into a thin sheet, and more or less

torn and disintegrated, while the water
works out the foreign substances, dirt

and impurities, which the boiling has

failed to remove. This process is re-

peated until the mass is thoroughly
cleansed. The result is the production
of a thin crumpled sheet, full of holes,
which is then hung up in a room
warmed by hot air to dry. (3) The
rubber thus washed and cleansed is in-

troduced into the "
masticator," which

consists of a strong cylindrical bos,

containing a stout deeply-fluted iron

drum, which revolves within the box
;

steam is introduced into the interior of

the drum, and a current of water is

kept running between the drum and

the cylinder. It is then introduced

dry into another similar "
masticator,"

the flutings of the drum of which are

made sharp and chisel-shaped. The
rubber is here torn to pieces, rendered

homogeneous, and the last traces of air

or water are expelled. At some works
this process of " mastication

"
is omitted.

(4) If it be desired to cut up the rubber

into sheets, &c., the rubber thus pre-

pared is made into blocks of the

requisite size by compression in a

strong screw-press iron box, the in-

side of which is smeared with French

chalk to prevent sticking, and the sides
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of which are hollow and filled with
steam. A uniform block is thus ob-

tained, which when cold or frozen can

be cut into thin sheets or smaller blocks

as may be desired. (5) When it is in-

tended to prepare the rubber for the

process of "
vulcanisation," the vul-

canising material is either kneaded
with the rubber in a masticator, or

by means of mixing rollers heated by
steam and kept for the purpose. In

either instance it is in the form of tlie

rough sheets above described that tlie

rubber is introduced, and there is a

shallow tray beneath to catch such of

the material as falls through. The

vulcanising material consists generally
of iinely-sifted flowers of sulphur, to-

gether with colouring powders such as

lampblack, zinc oxide, or antimony sul-

phide (orange). These are thoroughly
incorjjorated with the rubber in the

appax-atus used. (6) After this stage
of preparation, the Goodyear or American

process, and the Hancock or English

process diverge, (a) By the Goodyear
process, the rubber thus prepared is

rolled out into sheets by causing it

to pass between strong iron rollers

heated by steam, in what is known
as the "

calendering
"

machine, and
these sheets may be subsequently mani-

pulated for the construction from thorn

of various kinds of articles. As tlie

sheet passes from between the rollers it

is received upon linen, and the linen

and indiarubber sheets are rolled up
together ui)on a roller. (h) In the

Hancock process some solvent is used
to soften the rubber and convert it

into a, thick paste. The solvent now

universally used is that product of the

fractional distillation of light tar oil

known in the trade as "solvent naj)h-
tha." The solution is sometimes cflbcted

in a riose cylinder, where the rubber
and n.i]ihtha are, by an arrangement
ju-ovided within the cylinder, wrouglit

up together, ami from which the jjasty

])roduct is drawn off by means of a tap
below. The jiaste is received into iron

pots provided with covers, in which ))ots

it can be reduced, by hand mixing with
more naphtha, to any condition of liqui-

dity that may be desii-ed. In other

works the solution is effected in another

way. The rubber, calendered out into

a thin sheet, is passed between a pair
of hot rollers into an open vessel con-

taining naphtha, by the side of which
vessel a workman sits and presses
down the sheet, softened by the heat,
into the naphtha. When rubber enough
has thus been put in, the vessel is covered

up and set aside for the completion of

the solvent action. In other works the
rubber is simply mixed with the naphtha
with a spade. In order to make the
thick paste into a sheet, what is termed
a "

spreading machine "
is used. This

consists of a table formed of a hollow

steam-chest, along, but not touching,
which a sheet of linen previously sized

is rolled oft'from a roller at the spreading
end to a roller at the fartlier end, and
from this to other rollers underneath.

By an arrangement devised for the

purpose, the softened rubber or thick

paste is spread in a thin layer on this

linen as it passes to the top of the

steam-chest
;
and the rubber thus laid

on is carrie<l upon the linen as if it had
been painted on it. As the sheet passes

slowly along the top of the steam-chest,
the heat causes the solvent to volatilise.

This operation is repeated until the re-

quired thickness of rubber is obtained.

It is conducted in a room where many
similar machines are in use at the same
time. The rubber is then stripped from
the linen by rolling each off in diHercnt

directions upon different rollers, with
the aid of water. As the rubber is

rolled oft', it is evenly coated with a

wash of French chalk, to prevent stick-

ing, and the roll being bound round
with a wet cloth bandage, is readj' for

the " vulcaniser." In making rubber

tubing, thesolution of rubber above men-

tioned, is used to smear the edges of the

strips of rubber which are to be made to

cohere; the solution is also used in the

manufacture of mixed linen and rubber

tubing, and also in the joining of sur-

fac(!s of material in the manufacture of

articles of dress, &c.

Spreadiw/.
— lieference may now be

made in greater detail to the treat-
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ment of fabrics which are to be
'•

proofed
"
by spreading. This consists

in passing them through a pair of

calenders, with the object of pressing
down knots, and giving a smooth and
even surface

;
after this, they are passed

over a steam-chest, to expel moisture,
when they are ready to receive the first

coat. This is usually a different mix-
ture from the bulk of the proofing, and
is called a "sticking-coat," its object

being to secure adhesion between the

fabric and rubber
;

it is generally in-

corporated with colouring pigments,
white or black, so as not to allow the

general mixture to show through the

cloth, or alter its appearance. A little

zinc oxide, or whiting, is used for white
or light-coloured goods; Frankfort and
other blacks are used for dark goods.
The coats, as applied, are dried by
passing over a steam-chest, when the
fabric is again brought to the front of

the machine for another coat, and so

on. Some descriptions of goods have
a finishing coat of better quality or

mixture, in some cases containing no

sulphur, nor any pigment whatever.
The number of coats varies from 3 to 7,

as they require more space, so as to

allow each coat to dry in time to re-

ceive another, it is not certain that

there is much gain in usin? them.

Recovering Napldha.—Methods have
been devised for collecting the naphtha
vapour and condensing it

;
the princi-

pal objections to these arrangements
are that they interfere with the work-
man's ability to see his work as it passes
over the steam-chest, and do not allow
the naphtha itself to pass off so com-

pletely, owing to the partial ob-

struction. The enormous quantities
of naphtha which are dissipated in

the spreading-rooms of some of the

largest establishments, afford sufficient

evidence of the want of some suitable

means for this object. One plan which
has been used, and which certainly does

collect some of the naphtha, consists

of a rectangular iron hood, of such
dimensions as to cover the steam-chest,
or the greater part of it, and raised

towards the middle, where it opens
into a zinc chimney or flue, and passes

down, outside the building, into a re-

ceiver, kept cool by running water.

The vapour is mi.xed with so much

Fig. 1.

according to the class of goods and the

weight of material which is to be put on.

I^Iachines are now employed which
work on the continuous principle ;

but

air, which passes away charge! with
the naphtha vapour, that it is only

possible to collect a very small pro-

portion of the latter. Bruce Warren's

B 2
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method has been used with success. I beams of yarn, -warped in the usual

Its peculiarity lies in collecting the manner, passing through the reed F,

naphtha vapour by indiarubber, which and on to the adhesive surface of C.

IS capable of abstracting solvent va-

pours from air charged with them.

The air, loaded with the vapour, is

made to traverse a series of trays con-

taining laminated rubber, which is re-

quired either for solution or for dough ;

or the naphtha may be recovered by

distillation, and the rubber be used

over again.

Kig. 1 shows an arrangement for

spreading and doubling at one opera-

S.&J5-

tinn. B is n roll of fabric, passing
under a knife D, in the front of which

i.< placed, ahmg the whole width of

C, u roil of dough or cement ; E, 2

The pressure regulated by H on the

rollers A* A- A^ firmly unites the

whole into one fabric G. Instead of

the yarns, a woven fabric or fleece may
be employed, as on B. The rollers are

hollow, so as to admit steam.

At Moseley's works in Manchester,
the escape of the naphtha vapour into

the atmosphere of the spreading-room
is obviated by covering the steam-chest

with a shallow box, in such a way
that the vapour rising
into the space thus en-

closed can, by means of

a fan, be drawn off by
a pipe that enters it at

the farther end. The

vapour mixed with air,

as drawu from all the

macliines, is driven into

a condensing apparatus
connected with the freez-

ing machine in use on

the premises for other

])urposes, and there the

naphtha is condensed and

recovered. The average

saving thus eflected

amounts to over 70 per
cent.

At Quinn's factory at

I.cyland, near Preston,

the vapour diluted with

air, similarly drawn off,

is absorl)("(l by means of

oil. This method is

specially applicable to

factories in which a

freezing machine is not

required for other pur-
losos. Tin; naphtha is re-

coverable by distillation

of its solution in the oil.

Figs. 2 and .'J rci>rcscnt

a spreader in Quinn's
works with its cover a

(if thin galvanised iron;

plates h of glass are introduced to permit

the opjr.itions to be watched ;
at the far-

ther end of the spreader a flap r, ma<le of

canvas, extends from the end of the cover

1"
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over the roller d be3'ond, so as to prevent

any escape of naphtha in that situation.

From the middle of the cover a 3-in.

pipe c rises, and enters a main /with
which other similar pipes are connected;

g, material entering the spreader ; h,

rollers convej'ing the spread fabric to

the drum i on which it is gathered.

Fig. 4 represents the filant employed
at the same works to eflect the con-

densation of the naphtha, and to

recover it for future use. The

main pipe a from the spreading-
room leads to the bottom of a

scrubber 6 supplied with creosote

oil
;
c is a pipe descending from

the top of the scrubber to a

Baker's blower d. The action of

the blower is to draw the mixed

air and naphtha vapour from ail

the spreading
- frames through

the main pipe and scrubber

down the discharge pipe into the

open air. In its passage up the

scrubber, it meets the oil, and the

naphtha is absorbed by it, nothing
but air being discharged at the

blower. The oil with naphtha in

solution runs into a tank or well

e, from which it is pumped again
and again into the scrubber, until

it is sutficiently saturated with

naphtha. The particular arrange- j

ment of the interior of the scrubber

adopted here, is that patented by

Henry Green of Preston, and used

in the gasworks there for scrub-

bing gas. The recovery of the

naphtha from the heavy oil is effected in
\

the same way as a similar separation is

effected at shale-oil works. The solu-

tion is pumped up to a tower / filled

with stones, and is made to trickle down,
while a jet of steam is thrown in at

the bottom. The steam separates the

naphtha, and both pass together by
the pipe g to the worm condenser h.

The remaining parts of the apparatus

figured are devoted to the subsequent

separation of the condensed nai)htha
and water, and the rectification of the

naphtha first by mixing it with sul-

phuric acid and then by distillation.

By the use of this apparatus the amount

of naphtha recovered on the average
is 46 per cent, of the whole used. It

would probably be greater if the spread,

ing were performed more slowly.

Drying Spread Fabrics.—After the

goods leave the spreading-machines,

they are hung up for a few days in a

warm room, so as to espel the littlo

naphtha which is retained by the rub-

ber, and which it gives up very slowly.

Fig. 4.

This drying helps to remove the smell

of the naphtha, and prevents blistering
in curing. The quality of the solvent

used, and the temperature of the dry-

ing-room, determine how long this
"
hanging up

" must last before curing.
As rubber licks up, as it were, the

vapours and odours which float about in

the drving-room. it would be infinitely

better to have a series of drying-rooms,
so as not to hang up the more recently

spread goods with those which have

more or less completely lost their smell

of naphtha. Goods which are cured by
the cold process are hung up in the

same way ;
but as they have always a,
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more disagreeable smell, they should

have a separate hanging-room to dry in.

Curing Fabrics.—When spread cotton

goods have become tolerably firm, or

quite dry, they are wound u])on hollow

sheet-iron cylinders, for curing in open

steam, or in a steam-jacketed heater.

As the condensed steam spoils these

goods, they are carefully wrapped up
as air- and water-tight as possible.

Since wool and silk are destroyed by
the heat necessary to cure rubber in

this way, the cold process is the only

eligible method of vulcanising. Very

frequently, however, cotton goods are

treated in the same manner.

In packing the goods for the steam-

heater, care must be taken that the

fabrics are wound without creases, and

are not stretched, as the fibres of the

cloth, after curing, will retain their

distorted appearance. Double textures

are simply wound up; but "surfoce"

goods are first carefully brushed over

with very fine French chalk, no excess

or loose chalk being allowed to remain.

They are then wound up; but, as this

necessitates the rubber surface coming
into contact with the cotton surface,

whereby it is liable to be marked, it is

more usual to run 2 pieces together,
with the rubber surfaces against each

other. This not only prevents marking,
but secures an even surface

; blisters,

from dampness in the cotton, are also

prevented.
Double textures are obtained by pass-

ing the proofed fal)rics through a ]iair

of rollers (the doubling-machine), whilst

the surfaces arc still sticky or adhesive;
these are vulcanised, if required, by
means of sulphur incorporated with

the com])ounds, and steam-heat. The

doubling-rollers are of solid cast iron,

with turned surfaces, G ft. long. One

is (ixcd, while the <ith(;r can be moveil

liy a lever, so as to admit the fabrics to

be doubled. As they revolve in o])po-

site directions, they draw the fabiic

through, and, when tightened up, press
the 2 cojitod surfaces together.

I'arkes' process of vulcanising with

Hul]»liur chloride is extensively Uncii for

Kurface curing, such as single textures

for garments, and sundry small articles

manufactured from masticated sheet

rubber, as tobacco-pouches, tubing,

rings, &c. The chloride is mixed with
30-40 times its bulk of carbon bisul-

phide for ordinary fabrics
;
but for solid

rubber goods, much more dilute solu-

tions must be used, and a longer im-

mersion allowed, than with stronger
solutions, since the surfaces would be

overcured, and crack. Sulphur chlo-

ride in vapour is preferable in many
cases to the mixture in carbon bisul-

])hide. The articles are then suspended
in a lead-lined chamber, well varnished

with shellac, and 'heated by steam-

jiipes; the chloride is gently evaporated,
either by placing it in an open dish on

the steam- pipes, or by using a small

retort, the end of the tuhulure of

which passes into the chamber. The
chloride is evaporated by a small gas-
burner. Chlorine, bromine, hypochlo-
rous acid, and several other vapours, can

be used in the same way. Although
Parkes uses '.these va])ours with sol-

vents of rubber, they act equally well,
and in many cases more certainly, with-

out them.
Several improvements for curing

double textures have been recently

introduced, the most important of

which is the Silvertown ]irocess. This

consists in jiassing the rubber surface of

each piece to be united over a roller,

revolving in a mixture of sulphur
chloride and carbon bisulphide ;

the

acid mixture does not come into contact

with the fabi-ics, so that no injury can

happen either to the colour or the

fibres, and the most delicate tissues

can be treated. Another process, by
Anderson and Abl)ott, effects the curing

by suspending the fabrics or completed

garments in a chamlier, which is aftcr-

warils charge(l with the vapours of

sulphur chloride; it is questional)lo
how far this method can be de])ended

upon, wiliiout injury to the fabrics.

If the colours are discharged by the

suljdiur chloride, they ;ir(! brought back

by ida<:ing a dish of li(iuid ammonia in

the drying-room.

Single textures are cured by passing
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the coated surface over a roller, revolv-

ing in the curing-mixture, as above.

The fabrics are run on to a large drum,
and the cured surface, which is still

sticky, is kept from coming into con-

tact with the cloth surface, by making
the drum pick up a roller whenever its

arms pass the frame which supports

them, so that between each 2 layers of

material there is a space of about 2 in.
;

as soon as the bisulphide has nearly
all evaporated, the labrics are run on to

a roller for hanging up.

Varnishing Fabrics.—Single textures,
when cured, are well wiped over, and
varnished with shellac dissolved with

liquid ammonia in water. Lampblack
is added for black goods ;

bleached

shellac or seedlac is best suited for

white or light-coloured goods. The

varnishing is performed by passing the

fabrics over a roller running in a trough
of varnish, or better still, by letting
the varnish fall on the rubber surface.

It spreads of itself, the excess being
removed by passing under a close-fitting

scraper or pad. It is dried by running
over a large drum or cylinder, heated

by steam. Small articles are varnished

by a soft sponge.

Joining Fabrics.—Cured or uncured
fabrics are joined for garment-making
and other articles by cementing to-

gether with thin solution. Camphene
was largely used a few years ago for

softening the edges ofrubber for uniting.
It leaves the rubber more sticky than

any other solvent does. Its present

price precludes its use on a large scale.

Several coatings are applied, each being
allowed to get nearly dry before the next
is rubbed on

;
the 2 adhesive surfaces

are then well rolled down by manual

labour, and the excess of cement which
oozes out is rubbed off, when nearly

dry, by a piece of masticated block

rubber. Double textures are stripped,
so as to cement the rubber surfaces, by
applying first a little solvent, which
renders the stripping-off easier. In

spreading, it is necessary to coat one
of the fabrics with less pressure, so as

not to drive the rubber into the meshes
of the cloth. Such coatings are spe-

cially designated
"
stripping-coats."

Without such arrangement, double

textures could not be made with water-

tight seams.

Eubber Felt.—Eubber felt, felt-paper,
or Clark's patent felt, is used for a

variety of purposes, such as covering

damp walls, protecting silk and other

wares from dampness during water-

transit, covering telegraph-wire, roof-

ing, &c. Although rubber is now
entirely used, guttapercha, alone, or

mixed with resins and other matters,
has been employed. A pair of ordinary
mixing-rolls, running at equal speeds,
receive over each a cotton fleece, which
is delivered from the carding-machines
stationed on opposite sides, so that the

2 fleeces enter together between the

rolls, and passing down through an

opening in the floor, are led away, or

rolled up, A soft dough is carefully
laid between the rolls, and as the

fleeces pass through, the rubber is

squeezed into them. The fabric is vul-

canised by incorporating sulphur with
the rubber mixtures, and curing in the

same way as ordinary spread fabrics.

If made with good rubber and naphtha,
it should not feel clammy nor soft, but
should be dry and tough. Paper can

be similarly treated
; and, for damp

walls, &c., would in many cases be as

useful as cotton, while much cheaper.
A hvf yeai's ago, coppered cloth made
from this felt was recommended for

roofing purposes ;
it was abandoned

principally because the rubber decayed,
thus leaving nothing to support the

metal. By vulcanising, the rubber
could be preserved, but it is not cer-

tain that the sulphur, by acting on

the copper, might not be a source of

fresh trouble. Iodine or bromine in-

corporated with the rubber would not

be liable to this action on the copper.
It should form a very useful protection
for iron plates on ships, and might be

used for a variety of purposes, as it

could be cemented on, and, if the

cement contained sulphur, or other

curative agent, it could be vulcanised

by holding a heated body against it.

Colouring Fabrics.—White provides
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rubber surfaced fabrics with a per-
inaaeat brilliant colouring, and slowly
cures the rubber or guttapercha, where-

by the surface of the fabric remains soft,

flexible, coherent, tenacious, and has a

peculiar leathery feeling. A filling

compound, consisting of a mixture of

20 per cent, sulphur, 50 per cent, zinc

oxide, and 30 per cent, suitable colour-

ing material is mixed with the dissolved

rubber to cure it and give it body and

colour ; the surface of the fabrics is

coated with this composition. It is

essential in preparing this filling that

the ingredients be thoroughly dried

before mixing, and mixed dry.
Elastic Fabrics.—Burnham has dis-

covered that, by combining the sap
of the mangrove (the cativo of the

United States of Colombia) with rubber

in variable proportions, he is enabled

to produce permanently elastic water-

proof compounds. These compounds are

capable of being made into waterproof
varnishes by the use of the solvents

and additional ingredients ordinarily

employed, and are also capable of con-

version into products of greater or less

hardness by the ordinary process of

vulcanisation, either with or without
the addition of the whiting, white-

lead, or other ingredients. The so-

called " cativo
"

is semi-solid at the

ordinary temperature of the atmo-

sphere, but becomes fluid at about

i;jO° F. (54i° C). In preparing this

material to serve as the basis of the

compound, it is raised to a temperature
slightly above that of boiling water for

the ])ur])ose of diminishing tjie strength
of its natural odour, and is then strained

through a bag-filter to 8e[)arate it from

insoluble iin])urities. When strained

and j)uririeil, it exhibits a clear reddish-

brown colour. In this condition it is

mixed with rublter, either by using

a|)pro])riate solvi.-iits, such as carlion

bisuljihide or mineral naphtha, or by
the employment of hot kneading I'olis,

by means of which the mixing is

clfocted mechanically. In the latter

case the temperature is elevated until

the mixture acfjuires the desired degri^;
of plasticity. Tho compound may be

used as the base for a waterproof var-

nish, in which case it is preferable to

effect the mixing by dissolving the

cativo and rubber (say, 3 parts catii-o

to 1 of rubber) in carbon bisulphi(ie,

naphtha, or other solvent, to which m»y
be added linseed oil, tar, or asphalt.
When it is desired to produce a vul-

canised product, it is better to effect

the mixture of the cativo and rubber

mechanically by the use of the ordiniu-y

kneading rolls. By vulcanising the

compound with, say, 5 per cent, of

sulphur, a strong elastic product re-

sults. For special purposes the propor-
tion of sulphur may be largely increased,
so that the product will acquire addi-

tional hardness. Metallic oxides, car-

bonates, or other solid substances may-
be mixed with the compound for in-

creasing its weight or bulk, or for other

purposes. For example, a product suit-

able for application to canvas may be

made by using the following ingredi-
ents: 23 parts cativo, 23 of rubber,
3G whiting, 7 white-lead, 5i litharge,
5J suli)hur. The vulcanisation of tho

mixture is effected by subjecting it

to a temperature of about 275° F.

(135° C).

Cuprammonium and its

Allies.—The preparation of these salts

and their application to the waterproof-

ing of j)ai)er and textiles have been

made the subject of much study by J)r.

Alder Wright, to whom the following
remarks are mainly due. The term
"
cuprammonium compound

"
is usually

understood liy chemists as indicating a

member (d'the class of substances obtain-

al)le by the combination ol' ammonia with
certain copper com])oun<ls, so as to give
rise to a " metallo-ammouium

"
deriva-

tive containing copper. Salts of coppei-,

e.g. copper sulphate, usually combine
with 4 ])r(ij>ortiiins of ammonia; thus

cu])ro-tetraiiimiinium sulphate is ob-

tainable! in crystals, l)y simj)ly ]]ouring
a con<:eiitrated solution of copptM' sul-

phate into a solution of ammonia, in such

pro])()rtions as to obtain a dear disej) blue

li(iuid,nnd then j)reei]jitatiiigtlie crystal-
liseil salt by adijiug a considerable (|uan-

tity of liighly concentrated ammonia
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solution, or by shaking with alcohol
;
in a

similar fashion numerous other cupro-
tetrammonium salts can be obtained. A
closely related compound, but possess-

ing somewhat different properties, is

cupro-ammonium hydroxide, prepared

by dissolving cupric hydrate in ammonia

solution, or by agitating together me-

tallic copper and ammonia solution in

presence of air, when the copper oxidises

and dissolves in the ammoniacal liquor,

forming a deep blue liquid, sometimes

termed "
copperised ammonia."

Most of these compounds are very

unstable, breaking up under the in-

fluence of heat and water alone, or

conjointly ;
thus cupro-tetrammonium

sulphate treated with a large bulk of

iOold water is partly decomposed, form-

ing a basic insoluble copper sulphate,

together with free ammonia and am-
monium sulphate ; cupro-ammonium
hydroxide solution is decomposed by

simple addition of alcohol to its am-
moniacal solution, a blue substance

essentially consisting of hydrated copper
oxide being precipitated ;

the same re-

sult ensues on boiling, save that anhy-
drous black copper oxide is then formed,
ammonia being driven off. In presence
of a large excess of ammonia, the in-

stability is less marked in ail cases
;
the

strongly ammoniacal fluids formed by

dissolving copper salts or copper hy-
droxide in a considerable excess of

ammonia water are the ''

cuprammo-
nium solutions

''
referred to.

It has long been known that these

solutions possess the power of appa-

rently dissolving cellulose and various

allied substances ; thus paper, cotton-

wool, and similar materials, when

digested with these fluids, disappear,
and are apparently truly dissolved. It

is held, however, by some chemists that

these are not cases of true solution, but

that the substances are simply gela-
tinised and disseminated through the

fluid in a transparent form, as starch

is in water. On the other hand, on

neutralising the fluid by an acid, or

better still, on adding potassium cya-
nide solution until the blue tint is

discharged, the cellulose reappears as

a gelatinous precipitate ;
this result

would suggest that the reappearance
of the cellulose is brought about by the

destruction of the solvent in which it

was truly dissolved, viz. the cupram-
monium compound, by conversion into

ammonia and cupro-cyanide (or into

ammonic and cupric salts, if an acid be

used). On evaporation to dryness of a

cuprammonium solution in which cellu-

lose has been dissolved, a more or less

gummy mass is formed, containing the

cellulose intermixed with copper oxide,

and with ammonia and copper salts if

a cuprammonium salt were used, but

containing copper oxide and a green

copper derivative or compound of cellu-

lose if cuprammonium hydroxide were

employed. When the cellulose is in

excess, e. g. when the solution is eva-

porated on the surface of paper or

calico, just dipped in the solution,

black copper oxide is often not formed

at all
;

but a green varnish-like mass
of cellulose conjoined with copper oxide,

or of the copper salt of some feeble acid

derived from and closely akin to cellu-

lose, coats the surface of each filament

of the fabric used, welding and cement-

ing them together. This cement-like
"
cupro-cellulose," as it may be termed,

being insoluble in water, communicates

water-resisting properties to the ma-
terial so treated

; moreover, the pie-
sence of copper renders the dipped and
dried substance less prone than befoie

to the attacks of insects and mould, so

that animal and vegetable life of a

parasitic nature and fungoid growths
are rarely, if ever, to be observed in the

substances, even when kept under con-

ditions where boring worms, ants, rot,

and mould would be likely to attack

them.

To produce the best results in this

direction, solution of cupiammonium
hydroxide is, for many reasons, pre-
ferable to solutions containing cupram-
monium salts ; not only is the action

on cellulose more energetic for a given
amount of copper and ammonia in solu-

tion, but various other advantages are

gained. For example, if ammoniacal
solution of cuprammonium sulphate be
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used, the dried treated fabrics will

contain ammonium sulphate, and some-

times copper sulphate, soluble in water,

rendering the material porous it' exposed
to the action of water in sufHcient

quantity to dissolve out the soluble

matters, and causing more or less

tendency to unsightly efllorescence

under other conditions. Further, dur-

ing the drying of materials treated

with cuprammonium hydroxide solu-

tion, all the ammonia present is vola-

tilised, and may be recovered by

appropriate means
; whereas, with cu-

piammonium sulphate solution, a con-

siderable fraction of the ammonia is

fixed in the fabric as sulphate, and so

lost.

A peculiar property of cuprammo-
nium solutions, and one most important
from the manufacturing point of view,
is that whereas iron is, as is well

known, attacked and dissolved by solu-

tions of ordinary copper salts (e. g. the

sulphate, "blue vitriol"), an equiva-
lent quantity of copper being precii)i-

tated during the operation, no .such

iiction is observable with cuprammo-
nium hydrate solutions; so that cast-

and wrought-iron tanks and baths for

the reception of the liquor may be used

with impunity, as may steel rollers

and machinery of all kinds when em-

ployed in contact with the liquor, or

with fibrics moistened therewith. On
the other hand, co]i|)er and brass must
be studiously avoi(led in the construc-

tion of such a|)pliances, otherwise cor-

rosion and injury are speedily brought
about. This peculiarity, as regards the

non-action of iron and steel, is the more
remarkable in that it is not observed

with zinc
;

this latter metal j)recipitat-

ing copper (and Ijeing itself dissolved)
with about equal facility, whether the

ccijiper be in the form of an ordinary

cojiper salt, or in that of a cuprammo-
nium solution.

l'"or certain purposes, a l)atli contain-

ing a mixture of ru])rammiMiiuni and

the analogous /inc-amiiiciniuiii hydroxide
solutions may be used with advantage;
the zinc compound does not of itselt

sulliciently pectise cellulose to give

good results, but when used in con-

junction with cuprammonium hydrox-
ide, pectising is brought about by the

copper solution, whilst certain advan-

tages are gained by the simultaneous

presence of zinco-celiulose and cupro-
cellulose in the finished goods. The
manufacture of cuprammonium and
zinc-ammonium solutions is effected by
the simultaneous action of air and
ammonia water on metallic copper (or

brass, if a mixture of cupro- and zinco-

ammonium hydroxides is required), due
attention being paid to the recovery of

the large amount of ammonia neces-

sarily carried away by the "
spent

"
air

during the operation. The manufac-

ture of fabrics, notably jiaper and

canvas, treated with cujirammonium
solutions so as to waterproof them and

render them rot-proof, and practically
free from the attacks of insects and

mould, has been recently commenced
on the large scale, at Willesden, by the

Patent Waterproof Paper and Canvas

Co.

The process by which these fabrics

are manufactured may be described as

essentially consisting of the prepara-
tion of a concentrated solution of

cuprammonium hydroxide, and the

passing of the goods to be treated

through a bath of this material at just
such a rate as will permit of the j)ec-

tising and gelatinising of the exterior

of the fibres composing the j)a]ier or

canvas, &c., without whidly disinte-

grating the mass; so that the material

on emerging from the bath retains

coherence sullicient to enable it to be

])asseil over and under the usual drums,

&c., of a paper mill, and so to be dried

in the ordinary way. This drying con-

verts the lilm of pectised cellulose coat-

ing each filament and fibre into an

ins(duble solid varnish which cements

the whole together. In order to build

uj) thick cards, ii or more reels of paper
an.' employed, jiassi'd simultanc;ously

through the bath, and tiieu pressed

togctlier and tlried as a whoh;, 2 thick-

nesses thus treated forming '2-ply card.

The best kinds of thick cards are made

by passing 2 rolls of 2-ply simulta-
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neously through the bath a second time,
and pressing them together and drying,
thus giving rise to 4-ply card, the

tliickness mostly adopted for roofing.

By repeating this process with 2 batches

of 4-ply, 8-ply is obtained
;
and simi-

larly to any required degree of thick-

ness necessary for special purposes.
A noteworthy point in connection

with these processes is that, when cer-

tain precautions are taken, the copper
present in the ammoniacal fluid imbibed

by the material passed through the

bath is wholly converted during drying
into a compound with the pectised cel-

lulose of an agreeable green tint, and is

not deposited as black copper oxide, as

it would be on evaporation of the solu-

tion without cellulose in a porcelain

dish, &c. It is largely the presence of

copper in this form that renders Willes-

den fabrics so free from growths of

mould, mildew, rot, and fungoid vegeta-
tion generally, and from the attacks of

insects. The compound is so stable as

to be wholly unaffected by water, when
once dry. Of course, mineral acids

dissolve out copper to some extent, but
this is not the case with ordinary water,

apparently not even with London rain.

Instead of cuprammonium hydroxide
alone, in certain cases a mixture of

cuprammonium and zincammonium

hydroxides may be used. The pectised
cellulose then contains both zinc and

copper, indicating apparently that a

zinc cellulose compound has also been

formed. Zincammonium hydroxide
alone, however, does not pectise paper

sufficiently to give good results. In

order to pectise paper, &c., thoroughly,
when the materials are passed through
the baths at a convenient manufac-

turing speed, it is essential to use a

liquid containing 100-150 lb. of am-
monia per 100 gal.* (about as much
ammonia as is present in solution of

ammonia, sp. gr. "O-tO to 'OeO). Such
a fluid, when nearly saturated with

copper present as pure cuprammonium
hydroxide, will contain 20-25 lb. copper
(reckoned as metal) per 100 gal. Con-

siderably larger amounts of copper,
* 1 lb. per 100 gal. = 1 grm. per litre.

however, may be taken into solution in

the form of cuprammonium salts, or

when certain forms of organic matter
are also present in the liquor. Accord-

ing to the textbooks, ammoniacal solu-

tions of cuprammonium salts dissolve

cellulose, but such fluids are found to

be unsuitable for the manufacture of

Willesden goods, for a variety of reasons.

In the first place, for a given quantity
of copper in solution an ammoniacal
solution of cuprammonium hydroxide

appears to possess a considerably higher

poetising power than a similar solution

of a cuprammonium salt
; next, when a

cuprammonium salt, e. g. the sulphate,
is used, there is not only a tendency to

form a little copper sulphate, which can
be washed out of the finished fabric by
water (thus rendering the tnaterial un-
suitable for many purposes, e. g. cattle

drinking-troughs, portable sheep-pens,

&c.), but further, much ammonium
sulphate is formed in the body of the

fabric, thus giving rise to a double dis-

advantage : first, because the ammonia
thus fixed is wholly lost, whereas the

ammonia in cuprammonium hydroxide
is wholly volatilised during the drying,
and can be recovered and used over

again ; secondly, because when the

fabric is wetted, the ammonium sulphate
is M'ashed out, thus partially opening
the texture, and rendering the mass
more porous and less impervious to

moisture
;
beside which, the ammonium

sulphate sometimes effloresces as an

unsightly saline film. For these and
other reasons cuprammonium hydroxide,
and not a cuprammonium salt, is em-

ployed in the manufacture of the so-

called " Willesden "
goods.

These goods are divisible into 2 classes,

viz. (a) round or made-up, such as

rope, cordage, netting, &c., and (6) rolled

or fiat.

Goods of the first class (a) are pre-

pared by simply dipping the made-up
materials to be treated into a bath of

cuprammonium solution, using certain

precautions as to the mode of immersion
and its duration, and the strength of

the solution. On subsequently drying
the dipped fabrics, they are obtained
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coatftd aiul impregnated with cupro-
cellulose, which thus not merely forms

a kind of varnish-lilce surface dressing,
but further adds strength to the fibres

by more or less intimately cementing
them together. The freedom from lia-

bility to mildew and rot of these ]iro-

ducts is remai'kable, whilst they possess

many advantages as compared with

similar goods protected by tarring, or

dijjjjing in the bark vat, or treatment

with other preservative compositions.
Goods of the second class (6) consti-

tute a much more important group.
Those fabrics are essentially of 3 kinds,
viz. canvas, scrim, and papei*. The
former 2 of these «lasses ])ossess many
features in common with the round or

made-up goods just described, being

prei)ared in much the same way, saving
that the fabric to be treated is usually
unwound from one roller and re-wound

upon another, after passing successively

through the bath and a series of drying
rolls somewhat analogous to those of a

paper mill. Like Willesden cordage
and netting, they exhibit remarkable

freeilom from moulding and mildewing
influences.

Willesden paper manufacture may be

subdivided into 2 departments, viz.

(1) unwelded, (2) welded (rolled) goods,
the (irst class being a single web or ply
of ])a]ier of indelinito length passed

through the bath, and rolled ami dried

in much the same way as canvas and
scrim

;
the second class consisting of

more than one ])ly or layer of primary
material, incorporated into one solid

insoluljle sheet or homogeneous jianel <>f

indefinite continuous length.
1. Unwelded or '

l-idy
"

jjajjor ex-

hibits much the same general resistance

to mildewing and moulding intiuences

as Willesiien canvas and cordage. Ac-

cording to th<! nature of the ])a])('r

originally treated, dill'iTent kinds of

1-ply result. Certain coarso varieties

furnish a water|»roof material excel-

lently adapted for lining jtackages and

wrapping parcels liatili; to be exposed
to dainji during transit, and of special

value as a first coat of ]ia])cr to Im;

applied to dump walls. Finer ijualilies

furnish envelopes and stationery pos-
sessing the valuable property of not

being affected by water. Letters written
with such stationery would be as legible
as ever (provided the ink were not
washed away or bleached) even if the

mail-bags containing them were sunk
in the ocean or washed overboard, and
not recovered until after long periods
of immersion. In connection with this

may be noticed a mode of fastening
envelopes, affording security against

opening and tampering with contents,

impossible with ordinary gummed en-

velopes, or with those secured by seal-

ing-wax, either of which, as is well

known, can be readily opened by a
skilled person, and re-closed without
noticeable alteration (an impression of

the seal being of course taken in the

case of sealed letters, and subsequent Iv

used to re-seal them). This metho I

consists in using as fastening material
a concentrated cu])rammonium solution

;

the edges of the envelope are moistened

therewith, whereby the paper is gela-
tinised

;
the envelope is then closed and

ironed with a warm flat-iron, when the

gelatinised cellulose is converted into

an insoluble cupro-cellulose, an<l the

cover is fastened down so securely that
the only ])ossible mode of opening is to

tear the paper. No amount of steaming
or treatment with water will undo the

cement, as it would with a gummeii
envelope. Another api)lication of this

same princi])le consists in the use of a

wafer of " Willesilenised
"

pajier, mois-

tened with cuprainmonium solution

before use. Obviously, the same prin-

ciple may be ai)plie(l in the direction of

cementing together the edges of .sheets

of paper so as to form larger sheets,

fixing firmly together paper, pasteboard,

wood, ami analogous surfaces, book-

liinding, and in numerous other ways ;

troughs and dishes, water-tight boxes

and packing-case linings arc readily

prepared thus.

2. Welded Willesden goods have un-

doui)tedly the merit of being the most
reiiiarkabli! and interesting of all, ou
account of their novelty and important
aiiplicatious ; they are all prepared iii
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substantially the same way, viz. by
simultaneously dipping more than 1 ply,
and pressing into one compact homo-

geneous sheet the various layers, whilst

still gelatinised or pectised by the action

of the cuprammonium solution. Ac-

cording to the nature and thickness of

the finished material, various sub-

divisions of this class may be tabulated,
e. g. :

—
8-ply, panel board

; 4-ply, for

roofing, building, panelling, decorating ;

2-ply, for underlining, interior decora-

tion, floors, damp walls, packing, leaky
roofs ; 1-ply, described above as un-
welded Willesden goods.

Besides these, various kinds of com-
bination fabrics may be noticed, such as

those obtainable by simultaneously

treating paper and calico, and welding
the two together so as to form an
article resembling ordinary mounted

drawing paper, but differing therefrom

in the important cliaracter that long-
continued immersion and even long

boiling in water causes not the least

disintegration or separation of the

2 diverse fabrics thus combined
;
so that

military and submarine engineers' and

surveyors' plans, and the like, drawn
on such paper would be uninjured by
being exposed to wet and rain, if the

colours or ink were of suitable kinds, so

as to resist the action of the water.

Willesden 8-ply is adapted for panel
work and use where great strength is

required, and is valuable owing to its

being made (to special order) 54 or even
(30 iu. wide, and in continuous lengths ;

from the nature of this material, there

is no fear of its cracking or splitting
like ordinary panel board. For boat-

building and naval construction gene-

rally it is well adapted.
Willesden 4-ply, next to slates and

tiles, stands pre-eminent as a durable

roofing material, unassailable by weather
of all kinds; whilst its strength, com-
bined with lightness and flexibility,
render it a most valuable and unique
article for practical use and service

;

more especially are these advantages
manifest in connection with up-country
and foreign employments.

It would come far cheaper than gal-

vanised iron, in any locality where the

cost of transit is heavy, more especially
in new districts where the means of

communication with the seaboard are

but imperfectly opened up. Again,

being put up in compact rolls (ordi-

narily of 2 cwt. each), no space is

wasted in packing. Another special

advantage is, that being comparatively

non-conducting, the heat of a tropical
sun is less felt under a roof of this kind

than under a metallic one; whilst, on

the other hand, the condensation of

moisture from warm air inside a hut
thus roofed or walled is all but imper-

cejjtible, even on a cold night ;
whereas

an iron building, under similar con-

ditions, frequently gives an inconvenient

drip of condensed water from the roof,
and small streams running down the

walls.

For building purposes generally, and
interior use, 4-ply ofiers many advan-

tages. Where the buildings are tem-

porary and intended for subsequent
removal elsewhere (e. g. workmen's
huts when engaged in railroad con-

struction), the lightness of this material

renders it eminently adapted for con-

struction in removable sections; and
for more permanent structures it is

equally advantageous for numerous
reasons. It does not harbour moths or

other vermin
;
in the hottest weather,

under a broiling trojiical sun, it remains

unchanged, and emits no uiijdcasant
odour ; it requires no painting, and

exempts from tTie necessity of using pot
and brush year after year to prevent
corrosion, or to make a neat surface, or

render water -
tight, being weather-

proof in itself, if required for internal

decoration, however, it will take paint

readily, and, indeed, forms an admirable

foundation for the painter and decorator

to work upon, in this respect having
marked advantages over felt, with which
material it has nothing in common,
although the two can, if desired, be

used in conjunction. In case of fire,

although not absolutely indestructible,

yet
" Willesden

"
will not readily feed

the flames, the copperising and com-

pacting process by which it is made
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rendering it far less inflammable than

such substances as painted or tarred

felt, or wooden shingling ;
its lightness

moreover renders much less massive

timbering requisite for the support of

roofs, thus again diminishing the risk

of damage by conflagration, there being

actually less combustible matter about

a building erected with this material

than is necessary when the weight of a

slated or tiled roof has to be supported.
A special method of fixing walls and

roofs of Willesden paper is recommended

(see
'

Spons' ilechanics' Own Book,'

pp. 618-20). Many such roofs are now

standing in perfectly good condition,
after upwards of 8 years' exposure to

weather of all sorts ; similarly, pipes

conveying both water and steam have

been in use upwards of 3 years below

ground at the Willesden works, without

any visible deterioration.

Willesden 2-ply is susceptible of

being used for many purposes for which

4-ply is applicable, more especially
when a less degree of body and substance

will suffice. One special jjurpose to

which it is excellently well adapted, is

for laying upon or under floor-boards

and joists, to avoid damj) and draughts.
Used as a floor-cloth for stairs and

offices, it wears well and is most efl'ec-

tive, the cost being only a fraction of

that of linoleum, kamptulicon, and

similar articles.

Boats made of the paper answer very
jvell in fresh water, but have not been

tested in salt water. One advantage in

making boats of the ])aper is tliat they
are lighter than those mjide of wood,
and, in the next jdace, are very easily

ri'paired. Photngra]phic dishes can easily
bi,' made by taking a sheet and pinching

ii]i
the corner, bulging l)oiMg ])rfvented

by running a thread througii the corners.

These dishes can be used for chemicals,

though it is not advisable to put in a

second chemical if the first has remaineil

in the dish fir .tome time. The action

of aciils ujion the card depends upon the

concentration as well .'is the nature of

the aciil and the temjicraturc. If the

card were boiled in a beaker, with weak

gulphuric or hydrochloric acid, beyon'l

doubt copper iu solution would be found,

and, no doubt, there would be less

copper in the card than there was
before

; but, in the cold, very little

copper is dissolved out. It is unlikely
that the solution of copper in this way
would affect the stability of the material
for use in galvanic cells. Whether this

material can be used for vats for bleach-

ing purposes, is a matter which experi-
ence alone can decide, though there is

nothing in the character of the material
which would unfit it for the purpose.
At the same time it is doubtful whether
oil of vitriol could be kept in a vessel

made of Willesden paper. With regard
to ropes being only superficially tinged
with the copjiery material, that partly
arises from the circumstance that the

rope is purposely not immersed suffi-

ciently long to enable the fluid to pene-
trate deeply. As the action of the

solution is to dissolve and disintegrate
fibres, if thin ropes were saturated all

through, they would lose a certain

amount of strength. It is not neces-

sary that a rope shall be saturated

throughout. As to the paper treated

at Willesden, complete penetration of

the fluid into each ])ly of jiaper is a

necessity, in order to obtain a proper

product. The i>rincipal dilhculty in

carrying out the process consists in

exactly regulating the strength of the

solution as regards the amount of

cop])er and ammonia, the nature of the

p.i])er and the length of time during
which it has to j)ass through the vat,
in order that the solution shall pass
into the interior of the paper to the

proper extent and no more ; for if the

action of solution is overdone, the nia-

tcii.il becomes too soft and tender to

lie dealt with by the machine. Both
the canvas and paper are susceptible
of use as a medium for painting, though
canvas has not been long in use

;
but

there is every reason to believe that

Works of art on canvas treated by this

jirocoss will be less suliject to deteriora-

tion through injury to the foundation.

The j)aper wouM have no efl'ect upon
any mineral colour employed for decora-

tive jiurposcs. The action of copjier
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upon certain organic dj-es is well known,
but these substances are rarely used for

painting. The paper can be moulded

into any shape. As to the analogy
between this paper and paper parch-
mentised with'ulphuric acid, the 2 pro-
cesses are dissimilar, though chemically
the change produced on the paper fibre

is of much the same character. There

is a certain amount of analogy be-

tween the processes ; if, for example, a

sheet of writing paper is impregnated
with cuprammonium to a fair extent,

it has much the same texture when
finished as parchmentised paper, and

microscopically there is the same kind

of structure. The quantity of copper
left in the paper after treatment will

vary very much according to the length
of time the paper is allowed to remain

in the solution, and the quantity taken

up, but in round figures, an analysis of

4-ply paper shows that it contains about

4 per cent, of metal. Among other

uses to which the paper may be put,
are covering bricks in the brickfield,

and making shelters for vineries. Upon
the question of whether Willesden

paper is a non-conductor for electricity

or not, probably if the material were

rolled up into a pipe and used for tele-

graph cables, it would serve very

efficiently, though scarcely with any
advantage over guttapercha. It cer-

tainly does not conduct electricity

readily ;
but as it contains copper, if

there happened to be a leaky wire, re-

duction of metallic copper might be

caused, whereby metallic communica-

tion would be set up from the wire to

the earth, and, therefore, it is doubtful

whether the substance could serve for

the purpose of insulation. For chemical

laboratories, and household matters,
there are a considerable number of

applications where the material will

come in most handily.
Miscellaneous Preparations.—A large number of compounds have

been proposed at various times for ren-

dering articles of everyday use more or

less impervious to wet. These will now
be collected together and arranged under

4 heads, accoi-ding as they are designed

more particularly for felt hats, leather,

paper, or textile goods.
Felt Hats.—(1) The stuff of coarse

hat bodies is imbued with drying oil,

prepared by boiling 50 parts linseed oil

with 1 part each of white-lead, litharge,
and umber. The felt to be dried in a

stove, and then polished by pumice ;

5 or 6 coats of oil are required ;
the

surfoce is at last varnished. When the

hat is intended to be stiff, the fabric is

to be impregnated, first of all with

paste, then stove-dried, cut into the

desired shape, and pumiced repeatedly ;

lastly placed in a hot iron mould, and

exposed to strong pressure.

(2) Remove lining of hat, and paint
the inside with Canada balsam, made
hot. Hats made waterproof and not

ventilated will bring on premature bald-

ness
;

so punch a few small holes in the

side.

Leather.—(1) Add to a boiling solu-

tion of common yellow soap, in water,
solution of ahmi or alum-cake (alumina

sulphate) as long as a separation of

white alumina soap takes place ;
allow

the precipitate to subside, wash it with

hot water, heat moderately for some

time, to expel adhering water, and dis-

solve the semi - transparent mass in

warm oil of turpentine. The solution

maybe applied by brush, or by dipping
and rolling. Oil and colours may be

added to the bath, and the substance

dried in the air, or more rapidly in a

drying room at 90°-100° F. (32°-
38° C), with care to prevent fire.

(2) 100 oz. best white or yellow wax,
6 oz. Burgundy pitch, 8 oz. ground-nut
oil, 5 oz. iron sulphate, 2 oz. essence of

thyme.
(3) A method of waterproofing

leather and raw hides, used in southern

Austria, is as follows : impregnate the

substance with a gelatine solution,

mixed with some mineral salt to coagu-
late the gelatine in the pores. The

following mixtures can be used : (ti)

1200 water, 15 gelatine, 5 potash bi-

chromate; or (6) 1500 water, 50 gela-

tine, 30 potash bichromate ; the tem-

perature of the solution may vary from

53° F, (10° C), to boiling-point. Vv'hen
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the bichromate percentage is small, the

liquor is used cold, and the leather or

hide is immersed for 24 hours
;
as the

proportion approaches the point of satu-

ration, the temperature must approxi-
mate more nearly to boiling, and the

time of immersion be reduced until it

becomes momentary. The bichromate

solution may be replaced by the follow-

ing: 1000 water, 10 gelatine, 100 lead

acetate, 100 alum
;

in every case, after

impregnation on one or both sides, the

leather or hide should be dried, and

dressed on both sides with paraffin.

(4) For rendering hose of fire-engines

completely water-tight, so as to with-

stand the greatest pressure, the hose,

after being cleaned and dried, is im-

pregnated with a mi.Kture of 100 parts
of glycerine and 3 of carbolic acid,

which may be done either by drawing
the hose through the liquid, or, better

still, by brushing it well in. Thus

treated, the hose preserves a certain

degree of dampness, without, however,

being liable to rotting in the least

degree, and so suffering deterioration in

quality and durability. The brass fit-

tings of the hose are attacked only im-

l)erceptibly by the acid contained in the

composition; but even this may be

easily prevented by giving them before

imj)regnation a coating of weak shellac

varnish, or by greasing them well with

tallow. The hose must be cleaned every
time they have been used, dri(.'d, and

im|)regnated anew with the liquid. The

]iri;vious drying of tlie hose is, however,
not necessarily essential, more esjiccially

in winter, when drying is slightly diffi-

cult; it suffices to let the water run

well out of the hose.

(5) For boots and shoes. Apjily to

the soles as mucli copal varnish as tliey

will absorb
;
and castor oil to the uppers.

The castor oil does not prevent sub-

sequent blacking.

(H) 1 oz. beeswax, J oz. suet, 2 oz.

olive oil, J oz. lamiibla(tk ;
melt the

wax and suet in the oil, add tlie lamp-

black, and stir till cool
;
warm the .shoes

and rub in the compound.
(7) Warm the boots by the fire and

then rub in paraffin wa.\
;

it is,
how-

ever, apt to soil the stockings by being
melted out by the heat of the feet. A
saturated solution of paraffin wax in

cold naphtha, applied cold, is perhaps
better.

(8) Mix together in a pipkin, on the

fire, 2 parts tallow to 1 of rosin, and

having thoroughly warmed the boots,

apply it, melted, with a painters' brush
till they will not soak in any more. If

tlie boots are well polished before apply-

ing the mixture, they will polish after-

wards.

(9) Take about 1 gill of Jlacintosh's

indiarubber waterproofing solution, dis-

solve it in 2 gills raw linseed oil, adding
the oil to the solution gradually. With
this liquor paint the boots, giving as

many coats, at intervals of G or 8 hours,
to the leather as it will take in, which

may be as many as 10 or 12. The pre-

pared leather takes a brilliant polish.

Paper.
—

(1) It is a well-known fact

that cellulose is soluble in cuprous am-
monia solution: ]iaper, linen, and other

vegetable tissues laid therein imdergo a

sort of .surface-amalgamation of the

fibres, which alters their absorbent

powers. A sheet of paper so treated,
and dried afterwards, becomes imper-
meable to water, and this ]n'operty is

not effaced by subsequent boiling.

Sheets of paper soaked in the solution

and laid one upon the other and rolled,

become amalgamated into a kind of

cardboard, ])ossessing great elasticity
and cohesive power. The cui)rous solu-

tion may be jircpared by agitating

copper filings in a closed vessel contain-

ing liquid ammonia of 0*88 sp. gr.

(2) Dissolve 8 oz. alum and 3J oz.

Castile soa|) in 4 ))ints water, and 2 oz.

gum arabic and 4 oz. glue, separately,
in 4 jiints water; mix the solutions,

heat slightly, <li])
in the single sheets,

and hang u[) until dry.

(3) Water]iroofing pasteboard may be

effected with a mixture of 4 parts slaked

lime in 3 of skimmed milk, with a

little alum added. As soon as mixeii,

the pasteboard is brushed over with

2 successive coatings of the preparation,
.and thus becomes impervious to water.

(\) Take pale shellac, 5 oz.
; borax,
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1 oz.
; water, 1 pint. Digest at nearly

the boiling-point till dissolved, then

strain. This fofms also an excellent

vehicle for water-colours, inks, &c. If

required quite transparent, the lac

should be bleached as follows: Dissolve

shellac in a lye of pearl-ash, by boiling ;

filter and pass an excess of chlorine gas

through the solution, which will pre-

cipitate the white lac. Wash and dry
the precipitate, and cast it if desired

into sticks.

(5) To make waterproof packing

paper, dissolve If lb. white soap in

1 qt. water. In another quart of water

dissolve 1| oz. gum arable and 5 oz.

glue. Mix the 2 solutions, warm them,
soak the paper in the liquid, and pass
it between rollers, or simply hang up
to dry.

(6) Even old newspapers may be con-

verted into waterproof roofing material

by applying coats of hot coal tar witli

a brush, uniting 2 or more thicknesses.

(7) Rendering paper impervious to

grease and water. Farchment-paper is

plunged into a warm solution of con-

centrated gelatine, to which has been

added 2|-3 per cent, glycerine, and

allowed to dry. The resulting paper
is impervious to grease. If desired to

make a paper water-proof, the same

parchment-paper is dipped in carbon

bisulphide containing 1 per cent, linseed

oil and 4 per cent, indiarubber.

(8) A strong, impervious parchment-
paper is obtained by thoroughly wash-

ing woollen or cotton fabrics, so as to

remove gum, starch, and other foreign

bodies, then immersing them in a bath

containing a small quantity of paper

pulp. The latter is made to penetrate the

fabric by being passed between rollers.

Thus prepared, it is afterwards dipped
into sulpihuric acid of suitable concen-

tration, and then repeatedly washed in

a bath of aqueous ammonia until every
trace of acid has been removed. Finally,
it is pressed between rollers to remove
the excess of liquid, dried between 2

other rollers which are covered with

felt, and lastly calendered. The product
is suitable for diaphragms in dialytic

operations.

(4)

(9) Treat the tissue to be water-

proofed with chloride, sulphate, or other

soluble salt or salts of zinc or cadmium,
in conjunction with ammonia, applied
in the form of a solution composed of

about 3 parts crystallised zinc sulphate,
or 3 parts of a solution of zinc chloride

at 96° Tw. (47° B.), and about 2 parts
of solution of ammonia of sp. gr. 0*875.

The paper which it is proposed to treat

is passed through a cistern lined with

lead, and specially constructed for this

purpose, with an arrangement of rollers,

so as to allow the material to pass

through at a speed varying from 30 to

36 yd. per minute, according to the

thickness. In its passage through the

liquor, the material becomes perfectly
saturated. From the bath it passes

through a pair of squeezing rollers,

which remove the superfluous liquor,
and harden it by compression. From
the rollers it is next passed to a suspend-

ing apparatus, then hung along the

room in folds in a temperature of 110° F.

(43° C), until it is sufficiently dry to

be taken down. The rollers in the

cistern, the squeezing rollers, and the

suspending apparatus are so speeded
that the material is taken from one to

the other without any inconvenience or

stoppage.

(10) Treat with glue, gelatine, or

other similar substances, in conjunction
with bichromate or chromate of potash,

soda, or alumina, applied in the form of

a solution of about 1 part glue or gela-
tine in about 8 of water at 160° F.

(71° C), and a solution of 1 part potash
bichromate in 15 of water. The mode
of treatment in this case differs from (9)

only in 2 points, (a) During the time
the material is traversing the bath, as

already described, the solution is main-
tained' at 160° F. (71° C.) by means of

siphon-pipes charged with steam
; (Jj) in-

stead of suspending to dry, the mate-
rial is immediately passed over 3 steam

cylinders 7 ft. in diameter, carrying a

pressure of 15-20 lb. to the sq. in.

The cylinders are provided with gauges
to indicate the pressure they are re-

quired to carry, and also with safety-
valves to prevent this pressure from

C
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being exceeded. The bath must always
be kept in a state of darkness.

(1 1 ) The paper is treated with acetate,

sulphate, or chloride of alumina, a])iilied

in the form of a solution of 1 ]>art of

any of these compounds in 6 of water
at 160° F. (71° C). The same con-

ditions are required to produce a water-

proof material with these compounds as

those described in (9) and (10), with
this difference, that it is not absolutely

necessary to preserve darkness during
the process.

Waterproof paper varnishes.— (12)
Pulverise 1 lb. shellac and put it into

a bottle with a sufficient quantity of

alcohol to cover the resin
;

cork the

bottle tightly, and keep it in a warm
place until the resin is dissolved. To
1 qt. of the liquid add 1 oz. ivory black

and J oz. camphor dissolved in alcohol.

Apply with a varnish brush. If too

thick to work well, thin with alcohol.

(1:5) Johnson's green vitriol is dis-

solved in water, a solution of soap is

added to this, and the precipitate of

iron soap which is formed is collected.

When this precipitate has become dry,
and is then dissolved in carbon bisul-

j)liide, or in benzole, a fluid is obtained

which leaves behind a waterproof layer

upon paper or tissue. If the jjajier or

tissue is to remain white, a solution of

alum is used instead of that of green
vitriol, and a white aluminium soap is

tiion obtained, which is used in the same
manner.

(14) Take 4 oz. clean guttapercha,
dissolve in 1 lb. rectified rosin oil

;
add

2 lb. linseed oil varnish, boiling hot.

(ITj) 1 part dammar resin, 4—6 parts
acetono arc digested in a closed flask

for 2 weeks, and the clear solution is

poured off. To this 4 parts collodion

are added, and liie whole is allowed to

clear liy standing.

(16) .'50 i)art3
. white shellac are

digested with rtOO of ether, and to the

.solution IT) of lead carbonati; an; added
;

it is then shaken for .some time find

rfjieatedly filtered.

(17) 5 parts glue arf fiissolved in

100 of warm water, and this solution

IS .spread on paper. After drying, tlie

paper is soaked for an hour in a 10 per
cent, solution of alumina acetate and

again dried, in order to give it a final

glaze.

(18) 120 parts linseed oil are heated

and poured into a mixture of 33 of

quicklime and 22 of water, to which
55 of melted rubber have been added,

stirring all the time. The varnish is

strained and used hot.

(19) 1 part guttapercha is carefully

digested in 40 of benzene on the water

bath, and the paper is covered witli it.

This varnish can be drawn or written

on, and it does not render the paper
transparent or spotted.

Textiles.— Without considering the

methods by which cloth is waterproofed
with rubber, there are several processes
in practical use by which cloth is ren-

dered non-absorbent of water—and for

all practical purposes waterproof—
without materially affecting its colour

or ap]icarauce, greatly increasing its

weight, or rendering it entirely air-

proof. These depend mainly upon the

reaction between 2 or more substances,
in consequence of which a substance

insoluble in water is deposited in the

fibres of the cloth.

(1) Lowry's process. 2 oz. soap, 4 oz.

glue, 1 gal. water. Soften the glue in

cold water, and dissolve it togetlier with
the soap in the water by aid of heat

and agitation. The cloth is filled with
this solution by l)oiling it in the liquid
for several hours, the time required

depending u]ion the kind of fibre and
thickness of the cloth. When properly
saturated, the excess of liquid is wrung
out, the cloth is exposed to the air until

nearly dry, then digested for 5-12 hours

in the following solution: 13 oz. alum,
15 oz. salt, 1 gal. water. It is finally

wrung out, rinsed in clean water, and
dried at a tcmi)erature of about 80° F.

(27° C).
(2) I'aut's process requires a small

([uantity of oil, but in other respects
resembles the last. It is given as fol-

lows: 1 lb. RodiuTn carbimate, h lb.

caustic lime, 2.J pints wafer. Boil

together, let it stand to .settle, then

draw off the clear lye, and add to it
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—7
i lb. rosin, previously

Boil and stir occa-

1 lb. tallow,

melted together

sionally for \ hour, then introduce 3 oz.

glue (previously softened), 3 oz. linseed

oil, and continue the boiling and stirring
for another \ hour. In waterproofing,

\ oz. of this soap is mixed with 1 gal.

hot water, and in this the goods are

soaked for about 24 hours, according to

thickness and character. The pieces are

allowed to drain until partly dried, then

soaked for 6 hours or more in a solution

prepai'ed as follows : 1 lb. aluminium

sulphate, \ lb. lead acetate, 8 gal. water.

Shake together, allow to settle, and
draw oft" the clear liquid. Wring out

after rinsing, and dry at a temperature
of 80°F. (27° C).

(3) Bienvaux uses, instead of glue and

oil as above, the gelatinous portion of

sea-wrack grass, with a small quantity
of a drying oil and common rosin-soda

soap.

(4) In Eeimann's process, the cloth

is passed slowly by machinery through
a tank divided into 3 compartments,
the first containing a warm solution of

alum, the second a warm solution of lead

acetate, and the third pure water, which
is constantly renewed. The cloth on

passing from the latter is brushed and
beaten to remove the salt adhering to

the surface, and finally hot-pressed and

brushed. In this case, lead sulphate is

deposited in the fibres.

(o) In Townsend's process, 2 solutions

are used as follows : 20 lb. dextrine,
10 lb. white soap, 16 gal. water. The
solution is boiled for some minutes, and
if colour is required, 1 pint logwood
liquor is added. The second solution

consists of a saturated solution of alum
in water, or 6 lb. zinc sulphate, 9 gal.

water.

(6) BuUard's process is somewhat
similar to Reimann's. In this, strong

aqueous solutions of aluminium sul-

phate and lead acetate are used alter-

nately.

(7) Berlin waterproof cloth is said

to be prepared by saturating the cloth

in a solution of aluminium and copper
acetate, then dipping it successively in

water-glass and rosin-soap.

(8) A bath heated to 194° F. (90° C.)
is made of 13^ lb. liquid Bordeaux tur-

pentine, 3J lb. tallow, 1 lb. wax, and

\ lb. storax
;
the articles are immersed

for a few minutes, then passed between
heated rollers to remove excess.

(9) For some time past the Belgian
War Department has conducted a series

of experiments at Valvorde, on the

\vaterproofing of soldiers' uniforms by
means of liquid alumina. With respect
to the hygienic side of the question, the

medical authorities have satisfied them-
selves that the articles of dress thus

treated permit the perspiration to pass
off freely, and chemical analysis has

proved that the preparation used in no

way injures the materials, or destroys
their colour. More than 10,000 yd. of

materials, re-dressed 2 or 3 times over,

notwithstanding the rinsing and wash-

ing to which they have been subjected .

after having been soiled, and after con-

stant wear, remained perfectly water-

proof. The only draw-back to the pro-
cess appears to be that it is not very
economical, and, to ensure the desired re-

sult, must be conducted on a large scale,

which requires a considerable amount
of plant. The following is the process

employed :
—Alumina acetate is obtained

by making solutions of equal parts of

alum and lead acetate in separate ves-

sels, and then mixing them together.
Lead sulphate will be thrown down,
leaving alumina acetate in solution,
which must be decanted. The materials

to be waterproofed are soaked in this

solution, and then withdrawn without

being wrung, and dried in the air.

(10) Bellefroid produces an imper-
meable coating, which consists firstly
of a solution of stearine pitch, one of the

by-products of candle-making, which

pitch, in order to be used in the fabri-

cation of the compound, is previously

completely oxidised by exposure to the

air. In order to complete this oxidisa-

tion, the pitch is spread out in very
thin layers, and exposed to the outer

atmosphere for a period of at least 2

years. This exposure is absolutely

necessary, judging from experiments

repeatedly made. The solution is after-

c 2
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wards effected ia the foUovviug manner.
A mixture cotsisting of 75 lb. stearine

pitch, 150 lb. water, and 5 lb. caustic

soda at about 35° to 36°, is put into a

boiler or vessel of any suitable shape,

having a second or double bottom so as

to allow of the removal of impurities
which will settle at the bottom of the

vessel. The mixture is boiled for 12

houi's over a strong fire, after which 52

pints water are added, and the boiling
is continued for another 12 hours. The
solution thus obtained is then poured
out in an open vessel, and left exposed
to the open air for 8 days, for the pur-

pose of being clarified, and enabling the

impurities to settle at the bottom.

(11) Piron has invented a process for

tanning textile fabrics, which renders

them waterproof, and at the same time,
it is said, proof against decay, while

their suppleness is not diminished, and
their weight not appreciably increased.

Arguing from the high state of preserva-
tion in which tiie bands which surround
the heads of Egyptian mummies are

found to this day, and which are im-

])regnated with a kind of resin, Piron

had recourse to the substance extracted

from birch bark, and whioh is now used

to perfume Russia leather. When the

fine white bark of the bircii tree is dis-

tilled, it yitdds a light oil, nearly ^ of

which consists of the special phenol, or

carbolic acid, which gives the well-

known odour to Russia leather. It is

now found that the residue, or green
far of the birch, whicli is obtained from

Kostroma, yields neither acid nor alka-

loid, and it forms, with alcohol, a s(du-

tion of great fluidity, which, however,
when once dried, is unacted upon by
alcohol. It is this substance, which will

unite with the most brilliant colours,
that is used by I'iron for tr(!ating textile

fabrics. Not only does it fill the caj)il-

lary vessels, but it also coats them with
a varnish of great elasticity, which is

unattarkable by acids and sea water,
while it also .stanfis great clianges of

temperature. The aromatic odour of

articles thus treated drives away insects
;

there is no space for microscopic vege-

tation, and neither air nor water can

penetrate into the tissues. This process
is applicable to all vegetable products,
such as sailcloth, cordage, blinds, and

awnings.
(12) Sackcloth or canvas can be made

as impervious to moisture as leather,

by steeping it in a decoction of 1 lb.

oak bark with 14 lb. boiling water.

This quantity is sufHcient for 8 yd. of

stulK The cloth has to soak for 24 hours,
when it is taken out, passed through
running water, and hung up to dry.
The flax and hemp fibres, in absorbing
the tannin, are at the same time better

fitted to resist wear.

(13) Waterproof Coat. — Isinglass,

alum, soap, equal parts \ water sulli-

cient. Dissolve each separately, and

mix the solution, with which imbue the

cloth on the wrong side. Dry, and
brush the cloth well, first with a dry
brush, and afterwards (lightly) with a

brush dipped in water.

(14) For awning or apron.
—Dissolve

1 oz. yellow soap in li pint water by
boiling; then stir in 1 qt. boiled oil,

and when cold add J pint gold size.

(15) Seamen's Oilskins.—The material

should be fine twilled calico, dipped in

bullocks' blood and well dried in a cur-

rent of air, then 2 or 3 coats of raw
linseed oil with a little gold size or

litharge in it (say 1 oz. to 1 pint of oil).

Each coat should bo allowed to dry
thoroaighlv Ijftforo the next is put on

(as bcfort! in a current of air, care being
taken to shelter it from both sun and

rain). Oilskins made in this way, both

here and in the tropics, have stood for

years.

(IG) Waterproofing linen or calico

—the manner in which sea-fishermen

do coats and leggings.
—Whatever the

article is, let it be stretched on a table.

Make very thick paint of whatever
colour is wished. An invisible green

is, perhaps, as good as any. Take a

large lump of common brown soap,

])retty freshly cut from a bar, in the

left hand, ami every time you replenish
tlio brush with jiaint rub well on the

soap, and take up as much as possible,
and rub well on one surface of the

calico or linen. It will take long to do,
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and should be hung in the windiest

place you can find. Summer is the best

time, but a month will see it in very
usable order, and you will have as supple
and perfectly waterproof a garment as

paint can make. After wearing a few

times, a second coat would be advisable,

which will dry in half the time of the

first, and must be done in the same way.

(17) For canvas.—A solution containr

ing equal parts by weight of gelatine and

chrome-alum. It is not advisable to

mix more of the solution at once than

is sufficient to give the canvas one coat,

as, if the mixture once sets, it cannot

be reliquefied like a plain solution of

gelatine, and hence, if the quantity of

canvas to be waterproofed is but small,

it would, perhaps, be preferable to coat

with plain gelatine solution until quite

impervious to cold water, and then to

thoroughly soak, say for 24- hours, in a

strong solution of chrome-alum.

(18) For sail-cloth.—Grind 96 lb.

English ochre with boiled oil, and add

to it 16 lb. black paint. Dissolve 1 lb.

yellow soap in 1 pail of water on the

fire, and mix it while hot with the paint.

Lay this composition, without wetting

it, upon the canvas, as stiff as can con-

veniently be done with the brush, so as

to form a smooth surface ;
the next day,

or the day after (if the latter, so much
the better), lay on a second coat of ochre

and black, with a very little, if any,

soap ;
allow this coat a day to dry, and

then finish the canvas with black paint.

(19) For woollens.—Boil 4| oz. white

soap in 2| gal. water, and separately
dissolve 5| oz. alum in 2J gal. water.

Heat the 2 solutions to 190° F. (88° C),

pass the fabric first through the soap
bath and then through the alum, and

finally dry in the open air.

(20) Oil-cloth.—The manner of making
oil-cloth, or "oil-skin," was at one period
a mystery. The process is now well

understood, and is equally simple and

useful. Dissolve some good resin or lac

over the fire in drying linseed oil, till

the resin is dissolved, and the oil brought
to the thickness of a balsam. If this

be spread upon canvas, or any other

linen cloth, so as fully to drench and

entirely to glaze it over, the cloth, if

then suffered to dry thoroughly, will

be quite impenetrable to wet of every

description. This varnish may either be

worked by itself or with some colour

added to it : as verdigris for a green ;

umber for a hair colour
;
white-lead and

lampblack for a grey ; indigo and white

for a light blue, &c. To give the colour,

you have only to grind it with the last

coat of varnish you lay on. You must
be as careful as possible to lay on the

varnish equally in all parts.

(21) A better method, however, of pre-

paring oil-cloth is first to cover the

cloth or canvas with a liquid paste,
made with drying oil in the following
manner : Take Spanish white or pipe-

clay which has been completely cleaned

by washing and sifting it from all im-

purities, and mix it up with boiled oil,

to which a drying quality has been

given by adding a dose of litharge, J
the weight of the oil. This mixture,

being brought to the consistence of thin

paste, is spread over the cloth or

canvas by means of an iron spatula,

equal in length to the breadth of the

cloth. When the first coating is dry, a

second is applied. The unevennesses oc-

casioned by the coarseness of the cloth

or the unequal application of the paste
are smoothed down with pumice, re-

duced to powder, and rubbed over the

cloth with a bit of soft serge or cork

dipped in water. When the last coat-

ing is dry, the cloth must be well

washed in water to clean it
; and, after

it is dried, a varnish composed of lac

dissolved in linseed oil boiled with tur-

pentine is applied to it, and the process
is complete. The colour of the var-

nished cloth thus produced is yellow ;

but different tints can be given to it in

the manner already pointed out. An

improved description of this article,

intended for printed and figured var-

nished cloths, is obtained by using a

finer paste and cloth of a more delicate

texture.

(22) Varnished silk.—This material,
often employed for umbrellas, is pre-

pared much in the same manner as (21),
but with a paste composed of linseed oil
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boiled with ^ litharge, 16 parts dried

and sifted pipe-clay, 3 of litharge very

finely ground, dried, and sifted, and 1

of lampblack. After washing the sillc,

fiit copal varnish is applied instead of

that used for oil-cloth.

(23) For linen.—A solution of alu-

mina sulphate in 10 times its weight
of water, and a soap bath of the follow-

ing composition : 1 oz. light coloured

rosin and 1 oz. crystallised soda are

boiled in 10 oz. water until dissolved.

Tlie rosin soap is precipitated with i oz.

table salt, and is subsequently dissolved

along with 1 oz. white curd soap in 30

oz. hot water. It should be put in

wooden tubs for use. On made up
articles, the two solutions can be applied
with a brush and then rinsed off.

(24) Parone, of Turin, proposes the

following method of rendering (textures

waterproof. la 14 pints of water,
heated to about 1R0° F. (812° C.) dissolve

l(i| lb. gelatine and 21 lb. castor-oil

soap; then add 10.} lb. lac, shai<ing

the liquid till the lac is completely dis-

solved. Take it off the fire, and add to

the mixture in small quantities at a

time 21 lb. ]io\v(l(.'red alum, shaking it

till the alum is dissolved. The liquicl

tliickens, forming an insolul)le alumina

soap which remains closely incor])orated
with the gelatine and lac. It is spread
over the textures with a brusli.

(25) Cooley gives the following

recipe for waterproofing, which appears
to have the advantage of having been

tried with success :
—" A simjile method

of rendering cloth wateri)roof, without

being air[)roof, is to s])read it on any
smootli surface and to rub the wrong
side with a iunij) of beeswax (])erfeclly

j)iire
and free from grease), until it

])resents a slight, but even, white or

greyish ai)])earance ;
a hot iron is then

pasHcd over it, and, the cloth being
brnsheil whilst warm, tlio jiroccss is

complete. When this o|)i'ration has

been skilfully performed, a candle may
1)0 blown out Ihrongh the cloth, if

coarse, and yet a |)iece of the same

placed across an inverteil hnt may have

Heveral glaHsfiils of water poured into

the hollow formed by if, without any

of the liquid passing through. Pressure
or friction will alone make it do so."

(.!()) For canvas.—The following is

liitjhly recommended as a cheap and

simjile process for coating canvas for

wagon tops, tents, awnings, &c. It

renders it impermeable to moisture,
without making it stiff and likely to

break. Soft soap is dissolved in hot

water, and a solution of iron sul])hate
added. The sulphuric acid combines
with the potash of the soap, and the

iron oxide is precipitated with the fatty
acid as insoluble iron soap. This is

washed and dried, and mixed with
linseed oil. The soap prevents the oil

from getting hard and cracking, and
at the same time water has no effect

on it.

(27) Waterproofing oil.—Take 20 oz.

lard oil, 10 oz. paratiin, 1 oz. beeswax
;

heat the oil over a slow fire, and when
hot add the paralTin and wax ; allow

the whole to remain over the fire imtil

the latter articles are melted, and add

a few dro)is of sassafras oil or other

essential oil to preserve it.

(28) Sailcloth impervious to water,

yet pliant and durable.—Grind G lb.

English ochre with boiled oil, and add

1 11). black paint, which mixture forms

an indillerent black; 1 oz. yellow soap
dissolved by heat in i pint water, is

mixed while hot with the paint. This

composition is laid u])on dry canvas as

stifl' as can conv<'nii.'ntly be done with

the brush. Two <lays after, a second

coat of ochre and black paint (without

any soaj)) is laid on, and, allowing this

coat time to dry, the canvas is finished

with a coat of any desired colour. After

3 days it does not stick together when
folded up. This is the formula used in

the liritish navy yards, and it has givi'u

excellent results. A jjorlable boat may
be made of canvas prepared in this way,
and stretched on a skeleton frame.

(20) For woollen cloth.—4 oz. j)ow-
deri'd alum, 4J oz. sugar of li'ad,

(li^solv(!d in 3 gal. water, and stii'red

twice a day for 2 days. When pi-rfect

subsidence has taken place, pour off the

clear liquid only, and add to it 2 dr.

isinglass, previously dissolved in warm
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water, taking care to mix thoroughly.

Steep the garments in this mixture for

6 hours, after which hang up to drain

and dry. Wringing must be avoided.

This recipe is used by woollen-cloth

waterproofers.

(30) Dujardin's process for all kinds

of textiles is as follows. Place in a

mortar 12 oz. alumina and potash sul-

phate reduced to powder, and 12 oz. lead

acetate
; bray till the mixture is quite

deliquescent. Add 7 oz. pulverised

potash bicax'bonate, and 7 oz. soda sul-

phate; bray till completely combined.

Pour in 4J oz. calcined magnesia, and

continue braying while adding 8f pints

water. Pour the whole into a bucket

containing 11 gal. river or rain water,
which must be fresh. Shake the whole

until there is complete solution, which

takes place in 20 minutes. Pour the

liquid thus obtained into a convenient

receptacle holding about 22 gal., in

which have been dissolved 5J lb. oleine

soap in 11 gal. rain or river water.

Boil for about 20 minutes. To render

a texture waterproof, it is then sufficient

to put in this liquid either by hand or

machinery, until it is perfectly impreg-
nated in all its parts. Care must be

taken during the whole operation to

stir the mixture well, that no deposit

may be formed. The te.xture is then

withdrawn, left to drip, and dried. It

is afterwards washed in plenty of water,

dried, and dressed as usual. In this

condition the texture is waterproof, but

penetrable by air, which is indispensable
for health. This process does not alter

tints at all, but if the materials have

very delicate tints, it is necessary to

take account of the composition of these

colours, and compose the bath accord-

ingly. The potash bicarbonate and soda

sulphate must then be sometimes le-

placed by the same quantity of salts of

iron, copper, zinc, lead, or some other

metallic salt suitable for preserving
colours. To prepare linen, leather, or

wood, add 3^ oz. margarine to the bath.

When it is desired to prepare cotton or

paper, it is well to add to the bath I5
oz. gelatine, and 3J oz. light-coloured
rosin. After that, dry in the open air

or at the fire, and the products will be

perfectly impermeable, and resist every
kind of washing. Paper paste maybe
even soaked in the vat, and thus an

impermeable paper obtained, the above

process replacing the sizing.

PACKING AND STORING.—There are many articles of delicate

odour or colour, or of a deliquescent

character, or liable to ignition, or apt to

suffer from insects or damp, or easily

broken, which demand great care m
their package and storage. Some prac-
tical hints on this subject will, there-

fore, not fail to be of interest.

Glass and China.—The safety of

glass articles packed together in a box

does not depend so much upon the

quantity of packing material used, as

upon the fact that no two pieces of

glass come into actual contact. In

packing plates, a single straw placed
between two of them will prevent them
from breaking each other. In packing
bottles in a case, such as the collecting
case of the microscopist, and the test

case of the chemist, rubber rings,

slipped over each, will be foiind the

best and handiest packing material. They
have this great advantage, that they do

not give rise to dust.

One of the most important things is

to season glass and china to sudden

change of temperature, so that they will

remain sound after exposure to sudden

heat and cold. This is best done by
placing the articles in cold water, which
must gradually be brought to boiling,
and allowed to cool very slowly, taking
several hours. The commoner the

materials, the more care is required.
The best glass and china are well

seasoned before sold. Such wares may
be washed in boiling water without fear

of fracture, except in frosty weather,

when, even with the best, care must be

taken not to place them suddenly in too

hot water. China that has any gilding

may on no account be rubbed with a

cloth of any kind, but merely rinsed

first in hot and afterwards in cold

water, and then left to drain till dry.
If the gilding is very dull and requires

polishing, it may now and then be
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rubbed with a soft wash-leather and a

little dry whiting ;
but this must not

bo more than once a year, or the gohl
will be rubbed off and the china spoilt.

When put away in the china closet,

pieces of paper should be placed between
them to prevent scratches on the glaze
or ])ainting, as the bottom of all ware
iias little particles of sand adhering to

it, picked up from the oven wherein it

was glazed. The china closet should

be in a dry situation, as a damp closet

will soon tarnish the gilding of the best

crockery. In a common dinner service,

it is a great evil to make the plates too

hot, as it invariably cracks the glaze
on the surface, if not the i)late itself.

We all know the result— it comes apart.
The fact is, when the glaze is injured,

every time the "things" are washed
the water gets to the interior, swells

the porous clay, and makes the whole
fabric rotten. In this condition they
will also absorb grease, and, when ex-

posed to further heat, the grease makes
the dishes brown and discoloured. If

an old, ill-used dish be made very hot

indeed, a teaspoonful of fat will be

seen to exude from the minute fissures

upon its surface. Tiiese latter remarks

ajjply more particularly to common
wares. As a rule, warm water and a

soft cloth are all that is required
to keep glass in good condition

;
but

water-bottles and wine decanters, in

order to keoj) them bri^'ht, must be

rinsed out with a little muriatic acid,
which is the best substance for remov-

ing the " fur
" which collects in them.

This acid is fur better than ashes, sand,
or shot ; for the asli(!s and sand scratch

the glass, and if any sliot is left in by
accident the lead is poisonous. liichly

cut glass must be cleaned and polished
with a soft brush, upon which a very
little line ciiaik or whiting is ])ut ; by
this means, the lustre and brilliam y are

preserved, (fioston Journal of C'/uin.)

J)di>]'iescent i^dlt.i.—(1) Lime chlo-

ride and other deliquescent salts may be

]iacked in shaving pa|)pr, in cardboard

boxes, pasted up and then well soaked

in inelti'd wax, parallin, kc.

(2) The dilliculty experienced in pre-

serving caustic soda in a powdered state,

owing to the tendency of its particles
when exposed to the atmosphere, to

deliquesce and combine and mass to-

gether, is said to be overcome by mixing
with the soda a quantity of powdered
sand sufficient to protect the particles
of soda from such contact with each

other as will cause them to mass to-

gether, and also sufficient to shield, in a

measure, the particles of caustic from

contact with the atmosphere. Caustic

soda thus treated is applicable generally
in the arts, and can be handled with

greater facility thnn the ordinary com-
mercial article. Where it is to be used

as a flux iu the manufacture of ca^t

iron, 1 part ground sand may be used to

5 of ground caustic soda; but the quan-

tity of sand may be materially increased,

though a less amount will not prove
etl'ective. While the sand operates in a

measure to protect the soda fiom atmo-

spheric influences, and prevent contact

of its particles, there is no chemical

combination between the sand and soda

which would cause it to solidify and

harden, as would be the case were

jiowdered limest<inp, for instance, used.

in practice tiie soija and sand are ground

up to a powder, either sep;irately or to-

gether, and immediately mixed. From
the facility with wliich the article pre-

]>arcd can be handled, it is especially

adapted for use as a flux in the manu-
facture of cast iron, though for the same

reason it also commends itself to the

trade generally.

y'Ao5/;/iorus.— Phosjihorus should be

kept in a ])lace where no damage can

result in case the water, in which it is

])acked, should leak out, and the air

obtain free access" to it. This is the

general rule ; its practical application

may vary with the circumstances. The

goveinmi'nts on the continent of Europe

usually prcscrilie that it must be kept
in the cellar, in a locked closet. It is

ipften k(']it iu sti-ong vials, filled with

water, which arc stoiijicri'd with a

good cork ;
and the vial is placed inside

of a tin box provided with a well-

fitting lid. I'hosphorus is usually put

up and sold iu tightly-soldered tiu
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cans filled with water. These cans

often begin to rust on the outside, and

it will happen, occasionally, that the

rusting process will penetrate through
the tin, causing the water to leak out,
and producing a more or less slow,

though sometimes quite rapid com-
bustion of the phosphorus. This has

sometimes happened when no person
was present in the warehouse or store-

room, and has been the cause of several

fires. The accident may be prevented

by carefully painting the tin cans, as

soon as received, with several layers
of white paint, so as not to leave the

least portion of tin exposed. Should
a large stock have to be carried, it

is advisable to paint the cans freshly
at least once a year.

Fulminates.—These exceedingly dan-

gerous compounds, liable to explode
either by friction or concussion, are

rendered safe by keeping them tho-

roughly immersed in water.

Explosive Fluids.—Petroleum is an

example of several fluids, heavier than

water, which are liable to igni-

tion, or explosion, or both, when
their vapour comes into contact

with flame or a body at a high

temperature. All such fluids (for

instance, carbon bisulphide) may
be rendered quite innocuous by
storing them under a layer of

water. A convenient tank for the

purpose is shown in Fig. 5 : a,

space for mineral oil or other

fluid to be stored
; 6, diaphragm ;

c, balance -
pipe ; d, filling and

emptying pipe for fluid
; e, inlet

and overflow water-pipe ; /, vent-

pipe ; g, water layer above the

lluid
; h, water layer beneath the

fluid. The tank is first filled

with water by the pipe c/,
enter-

ing immediately under the diaphragm ;

the admission of water is continued until

it has passed up the balance-pipe c, and
filled the space q, driving out the air

by the vent/. The petroleum or other

fluid is then forced through d, displac-

ing the water, which passes up c, into g,
the surplus escaping by the outlet e.

When the vent / is closed, no air can

mingle with the contents, and no eva-

poration can take place. In order to

draw fluid out, water is forced in by e.

With regard to the material for the

construction of petroleum receptacles.
Dr. Stevenson Macadam states that lead

will spoil lamp oil in a week or less
;

iron does not detract from the illumi-

nating qualities, but deepens the colour

and causes a rusty deposit ; zinc, solder,

and galvanised iron are all deleterious.

Metals which do not seriously damage
the oil, but which still cause its de-

terioration by contact prolonged for

months, are tin, copper, and tinned

copper, common solder containing lead

being excluded from use in their manu-
facture. Stoneware, slate, and enamelled
iron are therefore recommended.

It has been asserted that the addition

of a little powdered soapwort (Saponaria
officinalis'), digested in water, to peti'o-

leum, causes it to form a solid mucilage,
and that the subsequent application of a

little phenol (carbolic acid) causes it to

resume perfect limpidity.

:>^

Flowers.—Always cut the flowers

early, in the cool of the morning, and
when in their prime. Take a piece of

cotton-wool, wet it, and wring it out,
then twist it about the stalk. If tin

boxes are used, they must not have

sharp corners, or they will be rejected
at the pcfst-office, but, when properly
made, they excel all others for ^^the
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purjioso ia question. At the bottom of

one of these, place a piece of stout

brown paper (if thin, double it); let

this be well damped, then lay the

flowers carefully in, placing a piece of
" silver

"
or tissue-paper between them,

to prevent their bruising each other.

Over all place a piece of the same paper,
and on this a little cotton-wool. Cover
the box with paper. Modes of faulty

packing may be mentioned as a warning
against their adoption:

—
(1) Placing

the flowers in contact with dry cotton-

wool, which clings to them, and ab-

stracts their moisture
; (2) putting

them in tin bo.xes, such as have con-

tained lucifers, &c., which invariably

get crushed in passing through the

jiost-office ; (3) putting the cotton-wool

about them too wet, the moisture from
which gets shaken over the flowers,
and spoils their colours

; (4) cutting
the flowers after exposure to the sun,
which ensures their falling to pieces on

thoir journey ;
this also occurs if the

blooms are stale. Some persons sending

seedling flowers for an opinion, think it

best to cut them when not fully open,

knowing that they will expand in water
;

but they should learn they do not show
their true character, either in shape or

colour, under such circumstances. A
better plan is to cut oif the pistil

directly it can be done : this will ensure

the flower lasting a considerable time.

Articles of Delicate Odour.—Hitherto

the question of packing delicate goods
has been viewed almost entirely from
what may be called the strength-of-
materials standpoint. Manufacturers
and importers have found that ordi-

nary packing material of a certain

thickness and weight was sufficiently

strong to withstand the blows received

in transit, and have forthwith adopted
this as the only condition necessary to

be fnlfllled in their packages, unless,

indeed, anything cheaper should come
into the market, in which case most

probably it would be usr-d instead.

There is one exce])tion to this whidi
his recently occurred. During the last

few years there has been a dcciilcd in-

crease in the demand for tastily and

attractively packed goods
—

goods of all

kin<ls, in fact, put into such packages
that the eye of the purchaser should
be attracted by the appearance. The
natural result of this has been the

employment of any and every material

which was adapted to increase the orna-

mentation, regardless of whether it was

adapted for preser^'ing the contents from

injury. Packages in which wood is

used have given the worst illustration

of this erroneous style of packing, green
wood being frequently employed, partly,

perhaps, because of its working more

readily, and woods which either have or

develop an unpleasant odour being used

because of their pretty markings or

suitable colour, while it has not been

uncommon of late to employ some kinds

of wood which are to a certain extent

absorbent, and retain any smell with

which they come in contact.

Where goods of an oily or greasy
character have to be packed, and the

escape of the oil may to a considerable

extent be attended with the risk of

fermentation or rancidity, grease-proof

paper, or some such packing has to be

used, and up to the present this paper
is unsatisfactory in character indeed,
unless very costly kinds are used. In

considering the question of export
goods, we have, at the outset, to face

the fict that goods stowed on board

ship have necessarily to be packed in

the hold, and to remain there for some
time— it may be for weeks or even
months—and that wherever the voyage
may be to it is almost certain that the

temperature to which they are sub-

jected in the hold during nearly the

whole time is far in excess of our

ordinary English atmospheric tempera-
ture. To this must be added another

fact which has a great bearing on the

question, and tlint is that the atmo-

si)hore of the hoUl of a vessel is satu-

rated with moisture, and very frequently

superfS'itnratcd. Bilge water exists in

small quantities in every vessel. Almost

every cargo contains goods in such a

state of moisture that they are capable
of giving offmoisture when the tempera-
ture is raised, and there can be few cir-
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cumstances under which the air of a

ship's hold, when the latter is stowed

with cargo, will contain les3 than the

full saturation amount of moisture.

But the temperature of the hold must

vary from time to time, very slightly,

it is true, but probably a small diurnal

•variation of some 1° or 2° would gene-

rally appear. As soon as the diurnal,

or perhaps more probably nocturnal,

fall of temperature takes place, mois-

ture in the form of dew or cloud would

be prodijced and deposited upon the

goods. This is not theory only, but a

fact which has been noted in numbers

of cases, for the moisture so deposited

is always first found upon the top or

upper surface of the packages. There

is a great deal of importance in this

saturation or supersaturation with

moisture. Dry air has very little

effect upon most natural products be-

yond a certain amount of desiccation,

and its action upon metallic substances

is very slight. Most air, on the con-

trary, acts rapidly and energetically

upon metallic bodies, and is the most

active agent in setting up decomposi-
tion in organic bodies. This is not

merely a surface efiect, but depends

upon the specific capacity which almost

all organic substances appear to have

for water. Leather, wood, tea, bark,

straw, each absorb a certain definite

amount of moisture corresponding to

the variety of the article itself—not

merely its species but its variety
—and

the moisture of the air in which it is

placed. Thus, in the case of, say, 4

samples of tea, of four different kinds, if

exposed to air saturated with moisture

they will absorb more moisture than

they previously contained, but when

again exposed to air in what may be

called its normal condition in this

country
—that is, not saturated—the

excess of moisture absorbed would be

given off again, and while this excess

is escaping into the atmosphere it

may carry with it some, of the aroma

belonging to the goods themselves.

Nearly everybody would admit that

the alternately heating and cooling of

anv article with a delicate smell would

injure that smell either in quantity or

quality, or both, but it is equally true

that alternately moistening and drying
such an article—in other words pro-

ducing such an effect as would be ob-

tained by an exposure alternately to a

supersaturated atmosphere and to an

atmosphere not saturated with mois-

ture—would have a like effect.

Dealing still further with the ex-

terior of the package, this deposition of

moisture in the form of dew on the

exterior has another important effect.

This water is precipitated in the air in

the form of minute, almost infinitesi-

mally small, water globules, and these

have a strong solvent action on anj'

gases or vapours which are present in

the air, and which are thus in a more
active condition when brought in con-

tact with the goods on which the dew
falls. Suppose the air in the hold of a

ship to be impregnated, as it always is,

with carbonic acid, and also slightly
saturated with acetic acid generated
from some source or other—the dew

deposited on any change of temperature
will become saturated with both car-

bonic and acetic acids, and will obvi-

ously be a dilute acid in the most
suitable form for acting upon any
metallic surfaces with which it comes

in contact. Not only so, but leather or

cloth goods may be rotted by such an

action during a long voyage, and the

causes may erroneously be put down to

sea damage.
It is notorious that a large propor-

tion of tinned goods which come to this

country ai-e injured so as to be rendered

unsaleable, but it is not equally well

known that a large number of those

which are actually sold are really in a

condition which renders them unfit for

food. It very frequently happens that

when tinned fruit or fish or meat goes
bad the tin becomes what is technically
known as "blown." This "blown"
condition is the expansion or bellying
outwards of the ends and sides of the

tin, aud is produced by the liberation of

gas within the tin itself, which should

have been almost in a vacuous state.

In some cases the gas which causes the
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"Dlown" state is produced by the de-

composition of the tinned substance,
and many tins are absolutely burst by
the force with which this gas escapes.
But in other cases a small amount of

free acid, or an acid still present in the

substance itself or generated by its de-

composition, acts upon the iron when it is

imperfectly coated with tin, or upon the

lead if the proportion of lead in the tin

5s too high, and the gases are liberated

which at once set up an objectionable
state in the contents of the tin. and

bring about its destruction, either by
bursting the tin by the internal pres-
sure of the gas, or perforating it by the

action of the acid upon the uncovered

points, which are necessarily those most

easily affected by the acids. Accom-

panied by this comes another and per-

haps equally serious result. The tin,

some of the iron, and the lead contained

in the tin are dissolved, and the contents

of the can become contaminated with

these metallic substances. In some cases

this contamination is very serious. It

is uncommon, for instance, to meet with

a sample of tinned salmon or lobster

which is in a really good condition,

viewed from a chemical standpoint,
and acid fruits such as peaches, apri-

cots, and plums, seldom remain good
for the second season. To obviate this

result various methods have |been jiro-

])Osed. In many cases the interior of

the tin has been lacquered or coated

with some supposed impervious var-

nish, but this more frequently proves

injurious than beneficial. It is scarcely

possible to manipulate a tin which has

been varnished without cracking the

varnish to some extent and producing
either a slight separation of the film, or

a pin hole. When this is the case, the

whole of the action of any acid con-

tained in the contents of the tin is

concentrated on the one sptit, and the

(li.-struction of the tin is only a qui'.stion

of time, and probably n short time.

Another attempt was ma<le by coating
the iron with chemically pure tin by
ek'ctro-cle[»o8ition, in the ho|)e that by
this means any micro.scopical holes

would be covered. In practice this

aid not work any better than the
other plan, because the solder still

furnished a second metal, so that gal-
vanic action was set up inside the tin

to as great an extent as before. In the

Paris laboratory hundreds of samples
of tinned foods have been examined, and
the almost universal presence of both
tin and lead in all classes has been

strongly remarked upon.
Of dry goods, tea is perhaps the best

illustration, inasmuch as not only is the

flavour of the tea itself very delicate in

character, but tea appears to be re-

markably prone to acquire any external

odour from the air in which it is placed.
It is, of course, w^ell known that tea is

always packed in cases which are lined

with lead. In the case of China teas the

lead is tolerably pure, cast into sheets

by pouring the melted metal on to one

stone and dropping another stone on the

topofit. This primitive method produces
a sheet of somewhat singular uniformity
in thickness, weighing about 2 lb. to 3 lb.

to the sq. ft. Indian teas are packed
almost exclusively in lead which is sent

out from this country. It is not pure.
It contains an admixture in most cases

of tin, and sometimes a small proportion
of antimony. These are added to enable

the lead to be rolled much thinner, and
the weight of it is not more than J lb.

to the sq. ft. Before any injury can

occur to the tea itself this lead must be

either destroyed or perforated, or at

any rate it must not be in an air-tight
condition. It is obvious that, except in

cases of neglect, all such goods would
be packed in wood which was at any
rate fairly well seasoned.

Assuming that the wood has been

cut for a time and is well seasoned, it

is evident that if it be saturated or

supersaturated with moisture for days
or weeks it is brought ag.-iin into

a condition closely a])])roximating to

green wooil as regards its moisture,
and also, by an inference which seems
to be foumled on fact, as regards its

chemical liability to decomposition. Or

again, supposing that this wood has been

supersaturated with moisture, a new
chemical state may be introduced.
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The wood itself may not only be wet

in the same sense as when freshly hewn,
but wet in the sense of having been

dipped in water, or water having been

poured over it. This specially applies
to the top layer of packages in the

vessel's hold, because the coldness of

the deck during the night almost in-

variably produces considerable deposi-

tion of moisture, which is entirely

evaporated again during the day. It

is a matter of common knowledge that

for years past numerous varieties of

wood have been used for packing goods

shipped here from the East, but that

with few exceptions, until recently,

only one kind has been used for pack*

ing tea. This is a species of wood
known in this country as " toon

"
wood,

and every one who has ever seen a tea^

chest made of it must be familial with

its general characteristics. lb is easily

worked, does not require to be stacked

long to season, is free from smefl, and

not very liable to absorb water. The
cases of Injury with this wood have

been of only occasional occurrence, and

appear to have been determined much
more by accidental circimistances than

by even an occasional failure in the

character of the wood itself. But of

late years the supply of " toon
" wood

has run short, the quantity which has

been cut down for tea packages has

completely destroyed some of the larger
forests which used to form the leading
source of supply, and the Chinese have

had to resort to the use of other woods
as substitutes, and in the whole of the

Assam district woods are being used at

random without any attempt at proper
selection. Several of these woods are

fairly suitable, while others are dis-

tinctly unsuitable, from their smell,

and a (peculiar action to which it will

be necessary to draw attention.

There have been several specific cases

of damage during the last 5 or 6 years,
in which large quantities of tea and of

several other delicate substances have

been damaged, and it has been possible
to make a much more complete investi-

gation into the cause than could be

made when the number of damaged

packages was but small. One serious

case was a consignment of Assam tea,

which, instead of its proper tea flavour

and smell, had a distinctive character of

its own, the smell resembling a new
and excessively rank kid glove. Some
hundreds of chests were damaged in

this way, and after inquiry it "was

found that for 3 or 4 seasons in succes-

sion a large portion of the tea from this

particular plantation had come over

damaged in a similar way, although to

a less extent. The tea itself, the mode
of packing it, and the temperature at

which it was packed, naturally sug-

gested themselves as the cause, but

careful inquiries proved that the mani-

pulation in the curing of the tea was

just the same as in other surrounding

plantations, that there was apparently
no difference in the temperature of

packing, and that the cause must be

looked for in something further than

these. A number of the chests were

examined, and it was found that they
were made of a mixture of different

kinds of wood, one chest containing
sometimes as many as 6 or 7 difl'erent

species
—in fact, frequently one-half

the lid would be of one wood and

the other half of another wood. When
the wood was removed from the lead

lining, the inner surface of some of the

pieces was in its normal condition,

nearly clean and free from smell, while

other pieces were coated with a whitish

powder, in some cases in quantity so

small as to need a pocket lens to see

it— in other cases in larger quantities,
so that it could be scraped up with a

finger or a card—and the lead beneath

these pieces of wood which had the

white powder on was found to be

pitted or indented on the surface, and
in cases where the action had proceeded
to the fullest extent it was perforated
as finely and .almost as regularly as if

the whole had been pricked with a

needle. The lead itself was examined.

It was common lead, containing only

J to 5 per cent, of antimony, and quite
as good as, if not superior to, a large

quantity of lead which was used for

other consignments in which no defici-
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encj' had occurieJ. The white powder
was then collected in sufficient quantity,
and found by analysis to be white-lead

of normal composition, i. e. about 75

per cent, lead carbonate, 25 per cent,

lead hydrate, with small traces of ad-

hering acetic acid. This points clearly
to the question which has to be decided

as to the mode in which the damage has

been effected. So far we have cases

lined with lead, which in some parts
are coated with white-lead on the

exterior surface of the lead, and per-

forated, and in other parts are not
;

secondly, the coating of white-lead and
the perforation for the greater j)art

accord in position with certain pieces
of wood forming part of the chest,
while the less injured part of the lead

accords in position with other portions
of the wood forming the chest

;
and

thirdly, we have the objectionable
smell. To see in what way this is

])roduced, we must refer to the chemical

reactions which can take place.
The ordinary Dutch process for the ma-

nufacture of white-lead is so well known
that it is only necessary to sketch it in

outline to show its reference to this case.

Wlien tan or dung, both of which are

essentially woody fibre, although in both

cases containing an excess of nitrogenous
matter, are exposed to moist heat, car-

bonic acid is generated. The generation
of this carbonic acid dejicnds upon con-

ditions which involve the jn-esence of

moisture and a moderately warm tem-

perature. Minute ((uantities of acetic

acid are added in starting the stack, but

the proportion is very small, less than

1 per cent, on the (juantity of load

stacked, and all this is usually absorbed

or combined with load before
.jJ,,

of the

lead has been corroded. It in obvious

that there i;* no special virtue in the

materials used for this Dutch process,
80 long as lead is exposed to an atmo-

sphere which Ciintaiiis acetic acid in

minute traces, and carljonic acid in very
small quantity. This air, so saturated,
is capable of acting upon load and pro-

ducing the efl'oct now referred to. The

sap of woofi invarialily cfintains sugar.
The quantity is small, but still measur-

able. This sugar is, in every case that

has come under observation, a ferment-
able sugar, and the first result of the
fermentation is in most cases alcohol.

Fermentation being carried a step fur-

ther, free acetic acid is the natural
result. With the formation of acetic

acid carbonic acid is also formed, and
it is a general

—
perhaps universal—

thing that carbonic acid is generated or

libei'ated from substances in the hold
of a vessel. Transferring this from a
theoretical to a practical case : A
wood containing sap which was more
than usually saturated with sugar, and

exposed to a moist heat, would fer-

ment more readily, would ])roduce a

larger quantity of alcohol, would con-

sequently produce a larger quantity of

acetic acid, and would therefore, by
inference, derived from practical work,
produce a larger amount of carbonic

acid, and thence of white-lead. These
eflects would be produced mainly, if not

entirely, upon the surface of the wood,
and one of these surfaces would be in

contact with the metallic lead which
forms the lining of the case. Now let

us see what would take ]dace. The lead

lining would be exactly in the same
condition as the lead in a lead-stack

which was being worked by the Dutch

]irocess. Acetic acid, carbonic acid, and
moisture would all be ])iesent. There
would be a reasonable and probably, in

accordance with practice, a very proper

degree of heat, and the lead and wood
would be in contact ;

and it seems the
most natural thing in the world to

assume that, as the result, lead acetate

would be formed by the direct action

of the acetic acid. Lead carbonate and

hydrate would be formed from tiiis by
the action of the carbonic acid and the

moisture in the air, and although the

two chemical changes would run on

almost concurrently, yet the result

woubl bo the direct formation of a film

of white-lead. Again, the white-le.id

having been formed, the sheet lead

forming the lining has niicessarily been

wasted—jiart of it has i)een transformed,
to put it in a jilain way, from metal
into paint.
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The lead of which the linings of tea

chests are made is never quite pure
—

such a thing would be commercially

impossible. The consequence of this is

that the same result takes place as in

ordinary white-lead manufacture. The

action of the dilute acetic acid vapour
is most energetic at places where some

infinitesimal particle of foreign metal

oflers a point of vantage for the dissolu-

tion or change. Examination of a large
number of chests shows that this con-

jecture is true, for instead of the pitting
which is invariably found in crates taken

out from white-lead stacks, we have not

only pitting but absolute perforation
in the lead taken off" from tea chests in

which this action has taken place. Per-

foration takes the form of minute pin-
holes scattered all over the lead, but

showing to a much greater extent on

the upper surface of the package than

on the lower one, thus confirming the

idea that it is partly due to the con-

densation of moisture on the top of the

packages. This gives a new result.

The package is no longer air-tight, or

anything approaching it, but, on the

contrary, there is ample ingress for any
fumes which may be given off" from the

wood or from any general cargo, and

ample exit for the peculiar odour of the

goods packed in the lead lining.

First, this perforation causes the

goods packed inside the lead to be per-
vaded with any peculiar odour that may
come from other portions of the same

cargo, but obviously when the damage
produced in this way is slight, it is a

matter of great difficulty to tell what

goods were packed in the immediate

neighbourhood of the damaged packets,
and in 9 cases out of 10 the cause would

probably never be properly traced out.

But in the other case something definite

may occur. Acetic acid may be pro-
duced in minute quantities ;

it may
act on the lead, and in so acting on

the lead it is certain it would act also

on the wood. Every one who has been

inside a white-lead factory must be

familiar with the fact that a peculiar
smell is produced in the stack, and this

smell, or one very closely analogous to

it, is also produced by the action of

this dilute acetic acid on the wood.
This odour is not a general one per-

vading the hold of the vessel, but a

special and peculiar one produced inside

each chest or case, and in actual contact

with the goods which the chest or case

was intended to preserve. The genera-
tion of acetic acid has made the per-

forations, and the same generation of

acetic acid will or may cause the pro-
duction of a certain amount of objec-
tionable odour, and that odour may or

may not pass into the goods which are

supposed to be carefully enclosed inside

the wooden envelope. If ever such a
small dose pass in, it is obvious that the

goods may be tainted and injured. It

must be borne in mind here that the

objectionable smell is not that of acetic

acid pure and simple, but that of acetic

acid acting on wood, which produces
decomposition products far more un-

pleasant in character.

We now come to two more effects

which may be the result of the same
action. White-lead having been pro-

duced, and perforation of the lead having
been effected, it is not at all necessary,
even assuming that damage has taken

place, that the smell should have been

produced by the action of the acetic

acid. In the first place, some other

cargo might have caused the injury;
but this, although not impossible, is

unlikely, because of the care which is

universally taken in stowing delicate

cargoes of this kind. Secondly, the

wood, which has been the cause of the

damage so far, may by its own inherent

smell damage the contents of the cases

of which it is made as to render it im-

pi'acticable to use or sell them. There
have been instances in which Indian tea

had been packed in cases, part of the

wood of which was of such a character

that it was impossible that any deli-

cately-scented article could be in con-

tact with it for several weeks without

acquiring an odour. It is, however,
difficult to identify these woods accu-

rately in this country—in fact, several

of the samples already obtained are not

I
to be found in the Herbarium at Kew

;
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but among the wooJs which have been

used for the manufacture of tea chests are

Man']ifera S'jlvatica, or "
mango wood "

(which is notorious for its sour or

vinegary smell), Buc/ianiana, Holigarna

lori'iifolia, En/thrina indica, and iJerris

rohusta. Every one of these is either a

poisonous or a stinking wood. A poi-
sonous wood per sc has no effect upon
the subject, except that it is much more

likely to change in character and so do

some injury. Again, the Finns longifoUa
was tried for some time in Upper India,

in the Assam district, but that failed,

because of its resinous smell. It is

scarcely credible that tea growers, fa-

miliar as they presumably must have

been with the general character of these

woods, should have used such utterly
unsuitable specimens for the manufac-
ture of tea chests.

The action on the lead differs in dif-

ferent pieces of wood, and differs to some
extent according to the character of the

wood itself; and the action is in all

cases more energetic on the top of the

chest or package than on the lower

j)art. It seems to follow from this, that

although an external source of acetic acid

would be quite suHicicnt to account for

some damage occurring to chests packed
in this way, it could not possibly account

for the local damage which occurs, nor

for the j)eculiar smell derived from the

wood, which does permeate the contents

of tiie package. P'rom all this it is clear

that the object of the foreign producers
lias been, while bringing their goods up
to the highest quality, to pack them
as chea])ly as possible, anrj having ex-

hausted their KU])idy of suitable woods

they have been using any unsuitable

wood within easy reach, allowing im-

porters in this country to bear the

damage which has been caused.

The summary of the whole matter is

this :
—Ooods smdt as tea must be ])a(jk<'d

in envelojH'H, the sulistance must be

wlioliy covered, and as far as jiractiialib!

it must be preserved from external

effect; this substance must practically
be slieet lead; and this sheet lead must
be iirotected in some way from any such

action us that jioiutcd out. A wooden

casing is suitable and right as regards
mechanical protection ;

but if the ques-
tion of chemical action arises at all, the

wood must be selected with such care

that it is impossible that the lead lining
should be injured.

For many substances, metallic cases

might be replaced by waterproof paper,
as described on another page.

Possibly woods unsuitable for packing
cases, where they would come into con-

tact with metal, may be rendered harm-
less by treatment with a jiotash, .--odn.

or lime solution, to remove all traces of

free acid.

Textiles.— The packing of textile

fabrics for foreign markets is a subject
which has received very great attention

in this country, notably in Lancashire.

Mucli depends upon the proper packing
of goods, and frequently improper pack-

ing causes great losses, owing to the

severity of various climates, in one way
or another. The shape and weight of

packages are both important, and each

foreign market, as a rule, has its special

peculiarities, which must be carefully
considered when purchases are made up
for delivery.

The main points in packing are ('»)

to properly compress goods into the

smallest possible space without damage ;

(6) to so protect them from wet and

wear as to have them reach their destir-

nation in perfect condition ; (<) to have

them suit the convenience, taste, and re-

quirements of various foreign markets;
and lastly (d) to do all this well at the

least expense.
It is essential that packing should l)e

done so as to economise si)ace, and thus

save freight charges, and to do this it

is necessary to jtress the bales into the

smallest size possible without injuring
the goods. Another important ])oint is

to have the goods packed so that a large
IkiIo can bi; separated into smalliT coin-

jdete packages, in ordi^r that they may
be |daceil on mules or other beasts of

Imrden, which are yet the common
carriers in .'»omo countries. In the case

of sized good.n, there are many considera-

tions to be kept in mincl, such as tho

quality of the paj)er, the kind of cloth
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for covering, and tlie material out of

which these are manufactured. Mildew

is common in sized goods, and great care

is always necessary in packing the same.

In fact, unless the ingredients iised in

the sizing are of the proper quality and

quantity, some sort of growth in the

bale is pretty sure to follow, no matter

how well the goods are packed. There

are fashions, so to speak, in packing

goods for some foreign countries, notably

in the South African trade, where even

the colour of the iron hoops on a bale

is important. There was an instance

where a consignment of cloth in red

hoops sold at once, but another lot of

precisely the same goods could not be

disposed of until the black hoops were

painted red. So much for native tastes

and fancies.

The ordinary bale contains 50 pieces,

although as many as 500 are sometimes

packed together. When goods are placed
in a packer's hands, the shipper gives
minute directions how they shall be put

up. If the packer fails on his part, and

any damages arise, he is liable for the

same. Of course there are various

styles of packing, and cheap goods are

often imperfectly packed. It is claimed,

however, by old and experienced houses

that cheap packing is always, as a rule,

the dearest, owing to the dangers of

damage through damp and handling.

Hydraulic presses are generally used in

packing, and the following is the modus

operandi, as a rule :
—

First, the necessary
iron hoops are laid on the bed of the

press, commonly 5 in number, and on

these the coverings for the goods are

placed in their order. The tarpaulin is

cut large enough to cover the top of the

bale and fold down 6 in. or move all

around. The goods are laid on the

coverings, and a duplicate covering is

laid on top, corresponding to that on

the bottom, when the bale is pressed.
A piece of tarpaulin is then wrapped
around the bale, wide enough to cover

the portion from the top and bottom

nicely, and then the ends and sides of

the covering are neatly folded. The
outside wrapper is then sewn up with

strong twine, the hoops are riveted, and

(4)

the work is done. The latest rivet used
has 2 shoulders on it, and when placed
in the slot cut through the hoop and
turned half round it holds fast. When
the pressure is taken off the bale, the

hoops are so very tight that the rivets

cannot well be moved.
The following methods of packino-

may be considered representative :
—

(a) Best. The goods are wrapped
in (1) white paper, (2) grey paper, (3)
linen oilcloth, (4) brown paper, (5)

patent black tar cloth, 20-porter linen,

(6) brown paper, (7) outside canvas,

IS-porter linen, (8) iron bands.

(b) Second. The goods are wrapped
in (1) double grey paper, (2) jute
canvas, 16 porter, (3) best brown tar

cloth, 20-porter linen, (4) brown paper,
(5) outside canvas, 18-porter linen, (G)
iron hoops.

(c) Common. The goods are wrapped
in (1) white paper, (2) double paper,
(3) common brown or tar cloth, IG-

porter jute, (4) brown paper, (5) out-

side canvas, 18-porter jute, (6) 5 iron

hoops IJ in. wide.

(jl) Commonest, for India and China

goods. The goods are wrap])ed in (1)
double grey paper, (2) common asphalt
tar cloth, 14-porter jute, (3) brown

paper, (4) outside canvas, 18-porter

jute, (5) 5 iron hoops IJ in. wide.

(c) Recent, for India and China goods.
The goods are wrapped in (1) double
brown paper, (2) glazed brown paper,

(3) tarpaulin, (4) common brown paper,
(5) outside canvas, 18-porter jute, (6)
5 iron hoops.

These examples will furnish full

details of the methods, and in large

part the materials, in use here in pack-
ing goods for the different markets of

the world, so far as the coverings are

concerned. Some packers use white

paper next to the cloth, while others

use " unbleached "
paper, claiming that

it is purer and less liable to injure the

goods. Style (e) of packing lias been
used by a large firm in Manchester for

2 years past, without a single complaint
from purchasers.

For Africa.—Goods for Africa arc, in

large part, cased in wood and tin. They
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are generally packed in small cases so

that they may be easily transported on

camels. The cases are 12-14 in. deep,
and the width and length depend upon
the size of the cloth. If the goods are

heavy^ what is known as German-lioop
cases are used; if light goods, plain

hoops are provided. A layer of ordinary
brown paper is placed next to the cloth,

so as to prevent the tin from soiling or

rubbing it. Fine pieces are generally

]iacked in brown-paper packages, and

these are first pressed before they are

jilaced in the tin- or zinc-lined case, so

as to form as solid a package as possible.
Where goods are packed in bales for

Africa, much the same covering is used

as in the examples already given. The

cheap goods are generally packed in

bales to save expense.
For India.—Small bales are the rule

in this great trade. Double wrappers
are generally used, and for the interior

4-fold \\Ta])pers are necessary to protect
the goods from the rough usage of long
overland conveyance. The i)aper and
other wrapjters are similar to the

examples given.
For Australia.—For this market the

largest buyers have their goods packed
in zinc-lined cases. The zinc finds a

ready market for roofing j)uri)Oses. The

covering for the goods is similar to the

packing for the African trade.

For Europe.
—The goods are mostly

packed in largo bales for these markets,
about 20 cwt. each. Spain will not

have small ijales. All these goods are

j)acked in single wraj)per. .Jute wr.i]ipi'r

is tised, but single wrapper, though
rather dearer, is much the best. The
diflerence in the cost of the two wrap-
jiers, for a bale rcciuiring 4J yd., is

about Qd.

For Oibraltnr.—The bales landed at

this point liave a <'ovei-ing of wood ^ in.

thick on the top and bottom of each

bale, to fihicM it, as packages receive

rough handling at this port. It has

bi'cn found that this ]triite(;tion of wund
adds to tlio security of the; gnodn, and

also meets the wishes of mfrchants who

purchase them.
For Jliver Plate. — Specially .small

packages are maile u]) for this trade, as

they are transported hundreds of miles
on mules, and these average about 80 lb.

in weight. They are some 3 ft. long,
2^ ft. wide, and 8 in. thick

;
3 iron hoops

are used, and the covering is similar to

(d) heretofore given ;
2 of these pack-

ages are carried by each mule, one on
each side.

Wrapper or Canvas and Tarpaulin.—
Wrapper is of different qualities,(and is

described as 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and
20 i)orter wrapper. The term "

porter
"

indicates the number of threads to the
inch

; 16-porter wrapper meaning 16
threads to the inch, and so on. The

larger the numbers the closer and finer

it is, IG being the popular wra])per in

general use. The wra])per is 32, 36,
40, 45, 50, GO, and 72 in. wide, and has
to be selected according to the width of
the goods to be packed and the intended
size of the bale. Very little of GO and
72 is now used, but the jiacker must

always kecj) these widths in stock. The

tarpaulin need not be above 50 in.,

which is the maximum. If it is too

narrow to cover a bale, a slit can be cut
to cover the same. There are 3 widths
for tarpaulin, viz. 36, 40, and 50 in.

lioth wr,i]i]K'r and tarpaulin should be

ke]>t on ridlers, where they keep softer,
and the latter more 2>liable.

'j'liere are various ju-eparaticms used
in the production of tari)aulin, and
almost cverj^ manufacturer has his own
special mixture. Among the many
named .are the following:

—5 parts
Stockhidni tar ]iitch melted with 4 of

rosin and 1 of Stockholm tar; 48 parts
Stockholm tar pitch, 10 Stockholm tar,
32 rosin, and 1 tallow.

S])ecial attention must be called to

the necessity of having thick ))ncking

paper, in double sheets, ])l.ii-o(l lietweon

the tar|iauiin and cotton goods, wlieie

the tarpaulin had been ma<Ic with the

])itch of cotton-sccd and other oils, as

damage to the goods would take jilaco

umIi'ss this ]ire('aution was observed.

Thi" cost of tarpaulin in Manchester
is as follows: 36 in. wiilc, .'lij'/. p'ir yd. ;

40 in. wide, 4Jr/. ]icr yd.
Iron lloojis.

—The best hoops cost 9s.
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to 9.5. 6J. a cwt., cut to the desired

length, and painted such colours as may-
be desired.

Paper.
—Turner's patent packing is

much used here as a substitute for

paper. It is strong, and answers its

purpose very well. The prices are as

follows : 22J in. wide, l|c?. per yd. ;

28 in. wide, l§c?. per yd.
Twine.—The twine used in sewing up

the bales should be finished in tallow, as

this is much the best. Jute stitching-
twine is generally used here, but cotton

twine is stronger and better. It never

gets hard, and is more pliable than jute.
A good twine costs here 10s. 6c?. per doz.

German packing.
—For the packing

of woven goods in Germany the follow-

ing precautions are taken. The fabric

is first folded on thin wooden board,
then wrapped in white paper, then again
in blue paper, then labelled, and put in

pine cases, the corners of which are

sealed with pitch so as to render them

water-tight. Tin was formerly used

for this purpose, but ])itch has proved
cheaper and equally serviceable.

Common braids are generally wound

up in pieces, each containing 36 yd.,

wrapped in yellow or brown paper. A
small piece as sample is placed on the

outside of each package and the trade-

mark pasted on. Four packages, con-

taining 14:4 yd.
—a gross

—are placed in

a carton, and ^theu the whole tightly
boxed up, so as to prevent movement

during the transport. Finer qualities
of braids, such as mohair, and genappe,
are commonly reeled on slats or paste-

board, covered with blue or red glossy

paper; a line tissue paper, generally a

white one, with the trade-mark pasted
on it, is wrapped around the braid, so

as to keep it fi'om rubbing, and giving
it a fine appearance at the same time.

These braids are likewise placed in

elegant cartons, lined with yellow

English leather, also by the gross, and
then boxed up.
Common trimmings, such as rick-

racks, &c., are commonly put up in

bunches containing 12 yd. each, simply
tied with a red cord, the trade-mark

adjusted in the centre of the bunch, and

the whole is wrapped up by the dozen
in blue paper. Common bindings are

put up in a similar manner, but are

uniformly packed in gaudy cartons.

Finer trimmings and bindinsrs underco
the same process in packing as the finer

braids. Common bands are reeled by
500 yd. on bobbin, and yarn is put up
in skeins by the pound. These goods,
when consigned to parties within the
"
ZoUverein," and to neighbouring

countries, such as France, Belgium,
Netherlands, Switzerland, and Austria,
are generally packed iu simple wooden
cases. Goods consigned to remoter

countries, such as Italy, Spain, Russia,
and Turkey, are frequently wrapped up
in strong varnish paper ; and, when
shipped to the United States, are gene-

rally enclosed in oil-cloth so as to keep
olf dampness, and then put in wooden
cases. Similar shipments to IMexico or
the South American States are mostly
encased in tin boxes, and, after being
soldered, these are placed in wooden
boxes. It may, however, be remarked
that, as a rule, German exporters do not
excel in packing, aud are rather care-

less and deficient iu this important trade

appliance.
French Packing.

— Goods for long

voyages are usually packed in this

manner : A strong box is made from
1-in. boards, being in length and breadth
inside about the same as the length of

the goods to be packed, and of any
required height. The box is then lined

with sheets of tin, cut so as to fit the
box closely. The seams of the tin are

then carefully soldered on the bottom
and 'sides so as to be water-tight, after

which a lining of coarse, cheap cloth, or

other substance, is placed inside in order
to keep the goods from being damaged
by rubbing or chafing. The goods are

then packed in firmly, each piece being

wrapped in paper, and each alternate

layer being placed crosswise of the other
until the box is full, when a like pro-
tection of cloth or other lining is placed
over the top of the goods. Then the
tin cover is put on and carefullj' sol-

dered at the seams where the tin is

joined, making the whole perfectly
D 2
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water-tight. The top of the wooden
box is then put on, and the goods are

ready for shipment. It is claimed that

goods packed iu this manner may be

shipped to the most distant countries

without danger of being in the least

damaged by shifting, chafing, or from

the elements. In fact, it would seem

quite impossible for the goods to receive

damage, even if they were to encounter

rough handling or be quite immersed in

water by reason of Ijoisterous weather

at sea. As the tin lining of the box is

available but for the one shipment, it is

only necessary to use light, cheap tin.

The tin lining may be properly de-

signated as a tin box to be placed within

a closely-fitting wooden box or case in

which to pack goods for shipment, and

for the sake of convenience may be con-

structed separately so as to be ready for

use when wanted, and placed within

the wooden box or case when the goods
are required to be packed.

l-'or shorter and less dangerous

voyages, goods are usually packed in

square -shaped, coarse sacks, around

which is placed wheat, rye, or oat straw,
and around tliis is placed still another

sack of strong material. Frequently
the outer protection in this mode of

])ackiiig is simply an open box, made
from strips of board 3 or 4 in. wide and

about the same distance apart, and being
fasteneil to a square frame at either

end. These boxes, or more properly

ci'ates, are rough and cheaply though

strongly made, and are used for the

purpose of keeping the straw in place
around the sack and the goods from being

damaged. The sacks used in this man-
ner of .Hhipijing are returned by the con-

signee to the shippers, and may be used

until worn out. This ])roces^ of pack-

ing is used only in inland trau'^purta-

tion, ami a|)penrs to be convenient, and

to liave the advantage of a great saving
in wood over the large ami cumbrous

dry-goods boxes one is accustomed to

sec in America.

fee.—The storage of ice in large

quantities is a matter demanding sonic

skill and experience in the const ruc-

tinn of the " hou'^c." The following

directions are given by various autho-

rities.

(1) Build round a brick well, with a
small grating for drain at bottom for

the escape of water from melted ice.

Cover the bottom with a thick layer of

good wheat straw. Pack the ice in

layers of ice and straw. Fix a wooden
cover to the well.

(2) Fire-brick, from its feeble con-

ducting j)0\ver, is the best material to

line an ice-house with. The house is

generally made circular, and larger at

the top than at the bottom, where a

drain should be provided to run off any
water that may accumulate. As small

a surfice of ice as possible should be

exposed to the atmosjihere, therefore

each piece of ice should be dipped iu

water before stowing away, wliiuh, by
the subsequent freezing of the pieces
into one mass, will remain unmelted for

a long time.

(3) ^lake a frame-house the requisite

size, with its floor at least the thick-

ness of the bottom scantling from the

ground, thus leaving space for drainage
and a roof to shed olf the water. The
boards of the wall should be closely

joined to exclude air. Then build up
the blocks of ice, cut in the coldest

weather, as solid as possible, leaving
G in. all round between them and the

board walls; fill up all interstices be-

tween the blocks with broken ice, and
in a very cold day or niuht jiour water
over the whole, so that it may freeze

into a solid block
;
shut it up till wanted,

only leaving a few small holes fur venti-

lation under the roof, which should be

6 in. above the top of the ice. It is not

dry heat or sunshine that is the worst

enemy of ice, but water and damp air.

If all the drainage is carried jir()ini)tly

otl" i)elow, and the damp vapour geno
rate<l by the ice is allowed to esca])e

above, the column of cold air between

the sides of the close ice-house and the

cube of ice will ]protect it much better

than it is protected in underground
ice-houses, which can neither be drained

nor ventilated; sawdust also will get

damp, in which case it is much worse

than nothing.
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(4) An improved sort of ice-house,

recommended by Bailey, gardener at

Kuneham Park, Oxford, is shown in

plan and section in Fig. 6, where the

dotted line indicates the ground level.

Fig. 6.

The well or receptacle for the ice a is

10 ft. 6 in. wide at the base, and 3 ft.

wider near the top ;
the walls are

hollow, the outer j)ortion being built of

dry rough stone, and the inner wall

and dome / of brick. The outer wall e

might be replaced by a puddling of

clay, carried up as the work proceeds.
Over the top is a mound of clay and
soil g, planted with shrubs to keep the

surface cool in summer. The drain ; car-

ries off the water formed by the melted

ice, and is provided with a trap h to

prevent the ingress of air through the

drain. There is a porch or lobby b pro-
vided with outer and inner doors c

;

and apertures at d, to get rid of the

condensed moisture, which, if not re-

moved, would waste the ice. These

ventilating doors should be opened every

night, and closed again early in the

morning. The most important con-

ditions to be secured are dryness of the

soil and enclosed atmosphere, compact-
ness in the body of ice, which should be

broken tine and closely rammed, and

e.xclusion as far as possible of air. (fiard.

2Iag. Bot.)

(5) A very cheap way of storing ice

has been described by Pearson of Kinlet.

The ice-stack is made on sloping ground
close to the pond whence the ice is

derived. The ice is beaten small, well

rammed, and gradually worked up into

a cone or mound 15 ft. high, with a base

of 27 ft., and protected by a compact

covering of fern 3 ft. thick. A dry
situation and sloping surface are essen-

tial with this plan, and a small ditch

should surround the heap, to carry

rapidly away any water that may come
from melted ice or other sources.

{Gard. Jl.)

(6) The following is an economical

method of making small ice - houses

indoors :
—Dig a hole in a cool cellar,

and make it of a size corresponding to

the quantity of ice to be kept. At the

bottom of this hole dig another of

smaller diameter, the edge of which

goes down with a gentle slope. This

kind of small pit, the depth of which
should be greater in proportion as the

soil is less absorbent, must be filled with

pebbles and sand. The whole circum-

ference of the large hole is to be fitted

up with planks, kept up along the sides

with hoops, to prevent the earth from

falling in. Then the bottom and all the

circumference of this sort of reservoir

must be lined with rye straw, placed

upright with the ear downwards, and

kept up along the planks by a sufficient

number ofwooden hoops. The ice is to be

heajjed up in this ice-house, which must
be covered over with a great quantity
of hay and packing cloth, on which
should be placed a wooden cover and

some light straw. (Zes Jlondcs.)

(7) As the result of 14- years' practical

experience as the proprietor and lessee

of salmon-fisheries on the west coast of

Scotland, and having devoted a con-

siderable time to the careful study of

the various modes hitherto generally
observed by fishermen and others, not
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only on tlie west coast, but in many-
other parts of Great Britain, for pre-

snrving ice, Maclean has found tliat

although sometimes elaborately con-

structed, at great expense, the houses

used for this purpose often prove entire

failures. Some simple flaw in the con-

struction renders them practically use-

less to serve the purpose for which they
are intended. As a rule, he has found

that about
-J

of the ice stored in these

houses goes to waste, and, in many
cases, it altogether disappears ; but, of

course, there are exceptions. After

Fig. 7.

ceed 50s., and the cost of the others will

not, under ordinary circumstances, be

greater than between 11. and 8/.—a

very small sum when compared with
the amount of money expended on the

houses generally used for the preserva-
tion of ice. The advantages to be gained

by ailopting Maclean's plan will be an in-

credible saving of time, labour, material,

and, consequently, of expense, combined
with a comparatively small waste of

ice, thus putting within the reach of

fishermen and others of limited capital,
a cheap and useful means of cou-

KiG. 8.

Fig. 0.

2^>sf CrouTid-

soveral trials of various methods which
he thought likely, in some measure at

least, to prevent this waste, he dis-

covered that nothing ran comjjare with

the kind of ire-house now in use at his

fisheries, whiih is .shown in Figs. 7,

8, 9. The total expense of jiroviding
one of these peat-houses m'cd not ex-

veniently storing and iireserving any

(piantity of ice.

In preference to one or more largo

houses, Maclean makes choice of several

small ones—each of them capable of

holding, say, about 'JO tons— because he

finds that, an ice-house once opened, its

contents, exposed to the

atmosphere, are more liable

to waste than the ice in one

which has not been opened.
The advantage of adopting
the smaller houses will thus

at once be seen
;
the opening

(|uanlity of ice at a time.

Again, these lu)US(!S can be

rapi<lly iilliMl, .and should

one, tlirough any cause, fail to siTve its

purpose, there are others to fall back

upon. These remarks ap]dy to his own

jieat-houses only, which .are constructed

on the following ipriucijde, being the

most useful to meet the retiuirenients

of his fisheries, which, ](revio>is to the

extension of the railway to Oban, were
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difficult of access to the market. Having
selected a peat-moss of the reqiiired

depth, convenient to a road, and near

the margin of a small sheltered lake, he

marks out the ground to the dimensions

shown on Figs. 7, 8, 9 for the interior

of the house
;
the divots removed from

the surface are placed in a circle round
the edge of this space so as to strengthen
and protect it during operations. Sis

men in a few hours can make the

necessary excavations : two are em-

ployed clearing out the space required
for the storing of the ice

;
one to cart

;

one to assist in filling the cart from the

debris, and two are employed in cutting
the drains; a seventh man is simul-

taneously engaged in preparing the roof.

The space intended for the ice being

completed, the whole of the men, except
the one preparing the roof, join in

making the drain. By the time the

drain is half finished the supports for

the roof are put up. These are made
of rough pieces of oak, and rest on

barrel staves placed at the required
intervals across the top of and at right

angles to the wall. The spaces between
the couplings are filled up with hazel

or oak branches about 2 in. thick
;
a

layer of divots, heather side inwards,
is now put on

;
over that is laid a coat-

ing of the best and softest moss taken

from the drain and tramped into a solid

mass all over the roof to a uniform

thickness of 15 in. After this, another

layer of divots is put on, heather side

out, and the whole is covered with straw
or heather-thatch to the thickness of

2 in., and secured Avith heather-rope or

coir in the usual way. The apex is pro-
tected from destruction by birds by
covering it with a piece of old tarpaulin
to the breadth of 15 in. The drains are

dug 1 ft. below the level of the floor of

the house. A hole is cut in the north

side of the house to admit of a siphon

being placed in it. Small drains, as

shown in Fig. 7, are cut, and the siphon—which Maclean has found to answer
well in the peat, and wliich is made of

indiarubber tubing 1-1 i in. diameter,
and lashed to a bit of iron bent to shape
and sei'ved over with marlin— is placed.

It has a bell-shaped mouth -piece made
of wood or metal, with a rose covered

over with a small wooden-perforated
box to protect it from injury. If, by
any chance, it is noticed that no drain-

age is coming from the house, or that

the water is exhausted by evaporation,
it is well to attach a small piece of

leather over the nozzle of the siphon,

which, when the wind blows against it,

acts as a valve. A tew branches placed
in the bottom will keep the drains clean,
and the filling of the house may at once

be proceeded with. The ice should

always be broken up into as small pieces
as possible, well packed, and salted with
snow. When the house is filled to about

1 ft. above the level of the walls, pack
the remaining space with sawdust.

As there are many places where peat
cannot always conveniently be Imind,
Maclean would, as the next best means
of preserving ice, recommend it to be

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

r Y TTTTrT YTrrrl

stored in a house constructed on the

plan shown in Figs. 10, 11:—Drive

pieces of split larch of the required
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height into the ground, so as to enclose

a sutficiently large space, and place
them as close to one another as possible,

any rough edges being previously cut off.

Tie them inside and outside by strong
rafters of the same material in a hori-

zontal position
—3 will suffice in ordinary

cases; line the inside of the structure

with rough sarking boards, filling up
the crevices with sawdust well rammed
in courses corresponding to the depth of

the sarking boards all along to and
underneath tlie baulks

;
tliatch in the

usual way with turf and straw or

heather
; put a coating of coal-tar out-

side the sides of the house, and give the

floor a gradual slope towards the door
;

cut a drain round the outside to carry

away the surface water aud any waste

that may take place. A space of 1 ft.

to be packed with sawdust should be

left between the ice aud the wall, and
filled up gradually as the ice is being
stored. The space immediately inside

the door should be carefully and tightly

packed with sawdust : the small door

made in the larger one admits of this

being easily done. A house of this kind

costs between 71. and 8/. The letters on

the roof indicate as follows :
—

a, thatch ;

b, turf; c, tramped peat; d, rough
rafters.

(8) The old-fashioned plan of storing
ice under gronnd was assuredly a good
one, but had the disadvantages of occa-

sionally being impracticable, from the

character of the subsoil, aud always ex-

pensive.
An ice-house, to be thoroughly pfTi-

cient, need not be under ground. Tiie

chief requirements of such storage are

that it be formed of non-conducting

materials, so far as heat is concerned,
an<l 80 constructed as to give easy access,
and drainage, without unduly admitting
the external air. Added to these, an<l

the better to ensure an extended sjihere
of usefulness, low first cost must be

ineiitioDcd.

These indispensables to the modern

ice-house, in iJo.ss's ojiinirtn, are hap-
I'ily not far to seek. In wood we have
the first roquiri-mi-nt admirably met,
while its adaptal^iiity and cost leave

nothing to be desired
; and, if care be

exercised in the selection of the kind of

wood used, and in its subsequent pre-
servation by an occasional coat of paint,
it will prove to be by no means the

ephemeral material many suppose. The
sole remaining difficulty is the design of

the structure. So f;ir as surroundings
are concerned, a shaded situation is pre-

ferable, but not indispensable ;
and as

for the external elevation, it can be

modified to meet the taste and purse of

the owner. By adopting any of the

many modifications of the circular form,
the ventilation is the better assured,
wliile the cost is not in any degree en-

hanced.

The entire floor, extending at least

1 ft. beyond the exterior of the walls,
sliould be of tlioroughly laid concrete,
not less than 1 ft. above the surrounding
level, attention being given to have

foothold for the wall-posts and sIojjc

from the centre for drainage. By this

form of floor we guard against excessive

terrestrial radiation and vermin.

The walls can be raised with any
required number of angles, and the

structure may range from a pentagon

upwards. They must be double, with

an interspace of 18 in. at least, and of

sound pitch pine,
—the interspace to be

filled with the most efficient and cheapest
non-conductor we have, viz. sawdust.

Two doors are needful, one in each wall,
and they must fit ])retty tightly. The
roof must be lined internally on the

couples, and the interspace filled with

sawdust as before. Kelt is preferable as

a roof covering, and the a])ex of the roof

must be of the " Lutther" class of ven-

tilator. The whole exterior to have 3

coats of best silicon white ])aiut. For

drainage, surface guttersin the concrete,

radiating from the centre, and having

trai)i)ed termini debouching at the un-

derside of tlie concrete.

The hotise finished, it has to be filled.

This is best done by i)oun(ling down the

ice, fi'oni whatever source derived, pack-

ing it cjosidy in, and ramming it well

together ns it accumulates.

To use ice economically is at all times

a desideratum, but so long as the stores
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secured in the country are meagre,

economy in its use is imperative on all.

For economical purposes in general, the

modified "Tube Cold Chamber "
answers

all requirements best. Externally of

wood, with a double wall, and door in

the front side, it stands for ordinary

family use about 4 ft. high on corner

supports 9 in. high. The wall inter-

space is filled with sawdust, and inter-

nally it is fitted around the walls and
raised roof with U-shaped tin tubes 1|
in. internal diameter, placed about 5 in.

apart, and extending down each wall

and across the floor. Each has a small

tap at the lowest point and communica-

ting directly with the outside for drain-

age. They are filled with pounded ice,

and simply corked at the mouths, which

project through the tops for convenience.

The bottom of the chamber is fitted

with bottle-bins for wine, and the re-

maining space is shelved throughout.
The shelves extend to and touch the

tubes, but no farther, thus aftording
sufficient intercommunication for the

equalisation of the temperature. Ven-
tilation is provided by air-ducts secured

with wire gauze at the bottom and ex-

treme top of the cover. The upper ven-

tilator can be protected by lapped cover

raised 1 in. from the top.
This refrigerator also forms an ex-

tremely eft'ective ice-bin for family

storage of small qixantities of ice. The
tubes are of course not then required,
and it is better to line the bin through-
out its interior with best galvanised iron

and to have trapped drainage in the
bottom

The cost of the ice-house, as described,
for an hotel or large establishment,
would not exceed 30/. For smaller

families, from half that sum. The re-

frigerator, on a scale suited to the first-

mentioned classes, would cost from 5/.,

smaller sizes, from 21. 10s. The bins

for tempoi'ary storage from 10s. up-
wards.

EMBALMING.—This article re-

lates to the embalming of human
corpses and the preservation of anato-
mical specimens. It may be taken as

supplementary to the article on Pre-

serving, in the 2nd Series of 'Workshop
Receipts.'

It has been remarked by Dr. B. W.
Richardson that the ancient methods of

embalming, when compared with the

present, were singularly rough and

laborious
; yet in those ancient plans

are to be ibund the principles of pre-
servation carried out in perfection,

rudely, but perfectly. The Egyptian
embalmers commenced proceedings by
extracting the brain of the dead person
from the cavity of the skull, through
the nostrils, by means of a hook, and by
the pouring of infusion of certain drugs
into the cavity of the skull. In these

ways they removed the brain without

disfiguring the head or face. The ab-

dominal cavity was next opened with
a sharp Ethiopic stone, and the intestines

were taken out.

After the cavity of the body was

emptied of its natural contents, it was

charged with powder of pure myrrh,
cassia, and other perfumes, but not

frankincense. The body was then sewn

up, and covered with nitre and natron

for 70 days. At the end of that

period, the body was removed, washed,
and closely wrapped in bandages of

cotton dipped in a solution of gum
arable, which the Egyptians used as

glue. It was now returned to the

relations, who enclosed it in a case of

wood. Pettigrew, who unrolled many
mummies, is of opinion that, before

the bandaging was carried out, the

cuticle or scarf skin of the body was

peeled off, the nails being carefully

preserved. The nails were sometimes

gilded ;
these nails and the hair were

well preserved. A second and less ex-

pensive process was performed with-

out emptying the cavities of the body
at all. The intestinal cavity was in-

jected with cedar oil, and the whole

body was afterwards covered with nitre

for 70 days, as in the first instance.

The third and least expensive process
was simpler still. The inside of the

body was washed with a solution called

syrmaea, and then the body was covered

with natron for 70 days. The nature

of syrmaea, or, as some spell it, surmia,
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IS not known. It was probably an ai"o-

niatic solution.

Herodotus tells of another mode of

preserving the bodies of the dead. He

.says of the JIacrobian Etiiiopians that

they extracted the moisture from the

bodies of the dead, and then, covering
each body with a kind of plaster, they
decorated the plaster with various

colours, so as to imitate the dead as

closely as possible. Then they enclosed

the form in a hollow pillar of crystal,
and placed it for 12 months in their

houses. The process led to the story
of preservation of dead in pillars of

crystal.

Upon these ancient methods of em-

balming no marked improvements were

made, as ft\r as we know, until quite
modern times, although there were

great variations. The Guanches, who
lived on the Canary Islands, washed the

body for 4 days with water, anointed it

afterwards with butter, and covered it

with a powder composed of a dust of

pine trees and brushwood, called " bres-

sors," with pumice. Finally, they

wrapped the body up in leather, and

placed it in a cave. A specimen of a

body preserved by this plan is in the

museum of the lioyal College of Sur-

geons.
Preservation of the dead by the sim-

ple process of drying, or desiccation,

was practised by some communities.

The Peruvians desiccated the bodies of

tlieir dead in sand. In Palermo, a con-

vent of Cajjuchin Friars suspended
numbers of desiccated bodies of their

fellows in galleries. Captain Smythe,
wlio visited the convent in 1(J'_'4, re-

ported that the bodies of 2000 had been

so preserved in the convent. A few

years ago some bodies that ha'l been

long preserved by desiccation were ex-

hibited in London. In our modern days
the process of desiccation has l)eeu Vfry

skilfully and practically ajiplied for the

temporary preservation of the dead.

V:\UM\iy is the inventor of this ]ilan,

which consi?*ts in tiie temporary burial

of the dead in a fine sawdust, charged
with a salt which has a great allinHy
for water. Zinc sul]>liate is the salt

that answers the jjurpose best. In

cases wliere those who have died from
infectious disease, cannot be at once

buried, Falcony's plan serves an all-

imi)ortant hygienic purpose. It is also

most practical in instances where de-

ceased persons have to be removed
some distance for burial, or where other

circumstances demand a delay in inter-

ment.
The Burman priests used for em-

balming purposes methods which varied

but little from those of the Egyptians.

They removed the contents of the ab-

domen, charged the cavity with spices,
and covering the body Avith wa.\ or

rosin, finally gilded it. In the monas-

tery of St. Bernard, so well known to

travellers, the bodies of dead persons
who have died in the mountains from
cold are preserved by 2 natural pro-

cesses, (a) extreme cold and (6) slow

loss of water—desiccation. These

bodies are free of putrefoctive changes,
but they lose form and become shrunken
from the loss of water.

If, now, we consider the lesson that

has been taught by the embalmer's art,
we learn that 3 distinct methods of

preservation were thereby discovered—
namely, preservation by the emijloyment
of antiseptic substances; by the plan
of removing water—desiccation

; by the

action of cold. Up to the present day
no new principle has been added to the

art
,

it has been improved in its details,

but on the same bases.

It was not until the time of the

anatomist Kuysch, who was a contem-

porary of Peter the Great, that any
important change of detail was intro-

duced. Kuysch conceived the plan of

iiijocting preservative fluids into the

dead l)ody by the blood vessels. The

jilan has been adopted for another pur-

pose of late years, as if it were a new
invention: it is not new at all. Ruysch
carried the art of preserving by injection
to such perfection that his specimens
were the wonder of the time in which
he liv...l.

William Hunter fidlowed Ruysch in

the plan of ]>assing a preservative fluid

into tlie dead body by the bloodvessels.
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He injected by the arteries, selecting

generally the large artery in the thigh,

called the femoral, for the vessel into

which to insert the nozzle of the syringe.
His preservation of the body of the

vrife of the eccentric JIartin Van But-

chell was one of the curious events of

the latter part of last century. The

embalmed remains of the lady are still

retained in the museum of the Royal

College of Surgeons, and prove that the

embalmment, which was rather a pro-

longed and complicated affair, was
successful in preventing putrefactive

decomposition. The formula for Hun-
ter's embalming solution is—1 pint
Venice turpentine, 2 il. oz. lavender oil,

2 fl. oz. rosemary oil, 5 pints turpentine
oil.

When Dr. Pdchardson was making a

visit to Paris in 18G7, he was shown

portions of a l;idy which had been pre-
served by some process which had

never been revealed. From the general

appeai'ances he came to the conclusion

that the secret preservative used in

this case was nothing more than sul-

phuric acid, and he afterwards made
some experiments of injecting the

vessels of a dead animal with sulphuric
acid slightly diluted, which showed him
that the supposition was perfectly cor-

rect. The muscular structure in these

instances seems as if it were partly

charred, but it remains quite flexible,

owing, probably, to an aftei absorption
of water by the acid from the atmo-

sphere. For the purpose of embalming,
this process, as it now stands, is map-
plicable ;

but if by any means the mus-
cles preserved by it could have a fleshy
colour communicated to them, it would
be an invaluable method to the demon-
strator of anatomy, since by its means
he could preserve careful dissections

of the natural parts for many years,

ready at any moment for demonstra-

tion.

In 18.54-, Dr. Richardson made the

observation that if liquid ammonia
were brought into contact with dead

animal structures, it would hold them
for a long time in a state of perfect

preservation. In this way, in a closed

box, he preserved for a great many
months numerous finnly dissected speci-

mens, and used them from session to

session for purposes of demonstration.

He also injected ammonia into the

vessels of dead parts, in order to make
it applicable as a preservative ;

but he

does not think it would answer as a

fluid for embalming so well as some
other fluids, although for temporary

preservation it leaves little to be

desired.

Simple wood vinegar has been used

by some embalmers for injection of

the vessels. This application came
from an observation made in 1833 by
the distinguished chemist Berzelius,

who examined a body that had been

kept by this means in perfect preser-
vation fur 20 years.
At the time when Gannal's process

was before the Academy of Jlediciue,

Sucquet presented a preservative solu-

tion for embalming that was free of

arsenic. It was a solution of zinc

chlo]-ide. Experiments were made by
the Academy with this solution, and

with Gannal's aluminium sulphide and

chloride solutions. Two bodies were

embalmed, one by Sucquet's, the other

by Gannal's process. The bodies were
buried for 1-i months, with favourable

results.

The Brunetti method for the pre-
servation of the dead consists of several

processes :
—

(1) The circulatory system
is cleared thoroughly out by washing
with cold water till it issues quite
clear from the body, occupying 2 to 5

hours. (2) Alcohol is injected so as

to abstract as much water as possible ;

occupies about J hour. (3) Ether is

injected to abstract the fatty matters;

occupies 2 to 10 hours. (4) A strong
solurion of tannin is injected ; occupies
for imbibition 2 to 10 hours. (5) The

body is dried in a current of warm
air passed ovet heated calcium chloride ;

may occupy 2 to 5 hours. The body
is then perfectly preserved, and resists

decay. The Italians are said to exhibit

specimens which are as hard as stone,

and retain the shape perfectly, and are

equal to the best wax models.
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A fluid for the preparation of animal

and vegetable tissues, which surpasses

anything before known in its power of

preserving the colour, form, and elas-

ticity of specimens treated with it,

has been invented by Wickersheimer, of

the University of Berlin. The fluid

may be injected into tlie veins of the

body to be preserved by it, or the en-

tire object may be immersed in it. In

either case the elasticity of the tissues

and the flexibility of the joints are pre-
served. At a recent meeting of the

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sci-

ences, Prof. Baibeck described a number
of preparations which showed beauti-

fully the combined movements of the

chest, larynx, and other pirts engaged
in the mechanism of breathing. Several

snakes which had been treated with the

fluid more than a year previously jier-

mitted of undulatory and spiral move-
ments. Lungs thus pre])ared may,
even after years, be inflated by means
of bellows. Such old lungs were seen

to swell to 10 times their .size in the

collapsed state, the lobes became dis-

tinct, the brown colour gradually

changed into red, and the whole organ

ai)poared as if t;iken from a fresh body.
Sections of delicate tissues, morlnd
formations which have been removed

by an operation, will ajipear after

months as if in a fresh state, and may
thus be preserved for future study. All

sorts of vegetable organisms may also

be preserved in this fluid. A colony
of exiiuisite fresh-water alga', which had

been in the iiui<l for a year, appeared to

be growing in the water. Tlie Prussian

Government has ])urchased this valuable

discovery, and the Minister of Instruc-

tion has ])ul)lisiied it in his oflicial oi'gan

for the benefit of the scientilic world.

Till' formula for the jirejiaratiipn of tlie

fliii<l i.s ns follows : In (U ])iiits boiling

water, dissolve .'!J o/.. alum, G dr.

common salt, .'I dr. saltpetre, Ijf oz.

])otasli carbonate, '2h <lr. arsenious acid.

After cooling and (iltcring, add to every
1(1 pints of the .solution, 4 pints glyce-

rine, and I jiint iiiethylic alcolnd. The
method of application dillers according
to the nature of the objects to bi; pre-

served. Anatomical preparations that

are to be preserved dry are immersed in

the fluid for 6 to 12 days, according
to their size, then taken out and dried

in the open air. Hollow organs, such

as lungs, &c., must be fllled with the

preserving fluid, then laid in a vessel

containing the same liquid, and after-

wards distended with air, and dried.

Small animals, such as crabs, beetles,

lizards, frogs, &c., if the natural colours

are t'O be preserved imchanged, are not

dried, but put immediately into the

preparation. The same fluid may be

used for the purjiose of preserving
human bodies during transportation, or

even for more permanent embalming.

Depcrais has proposed a process for

disposing of dead bodies so as to

guarantee the destruction of causes of

infection witliout resorting to cremation.

His process is based on the statement

that at 223° F. (106° C.) all pernicious

germs are destroyed. He utilises the

well-known fact that saline solutions

do not boil until after the boiling-point
of water has been passed. The salt he

cnii)loys is calcium chloride, on account

of its cheapness, the ease of its manage-
ment, and because it is antisejitic and

tanning in its effects. On jilunging a

c(ir[ise into such a solution at '.('ii" T\v,

(47° B.) and slowly raising the tem-

jierature of the bath, it is evident that

when the temperature passes 212° K.

(100° C.) the water of the flesh and

tissues will evaporate. Continuing the

heat, the body contracts and the calcium

chloride im]iiegnates it. The pndonged
bath kills tlic disease spores, and the

hardening and antiseptic jiroperties of

the salt partially embalm the body ; as,

however, calcium chloride is deliques-

cent, the body would not dry on re-

moval from the bath. It is removed

by immer.siiiii in a l)ath of soda sulphate,

by which the lime salt remaining ii»

the body and incrnsting all its lilires

becomes lime sulphate, and sodium

chloride is free in the bath. Then the

body is dried either in the o]ien air or

in an oven.

If the object be not so much to

embalm or preserve a whole body, as
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to preserve animal tissues or anatomical

or histological specimens, so that they

may be transported or shipped in any
climate, and be in good condition for

subsequent microscopic examination,

the following method, communicated by
Professor Welch, of Bellevue Hospital
Uledical College, will answer :

—Portions

of the organs should be cut into small

pieces (on the avei-age, cubes about 1 in.

in diameter), and placed fur 4 to 8

weeks in Miiller's fluid. A large quan-

tity of the fluid should be used, and it

should be frequently changed for the

first week, until it remains clear. After

about 6 weeks the specimens are re-

moved from the Miiller's fluid, and for

3 or 4 days are thoroughly washed in

frequently
- changed water, until the

water ceases to become yellow after

standing some hours over the specimens.
The specimens are then placed either in

alcohol, or in a mixture of 2 parts
alcohol and 1 water, and after a few

days are ready for cutting for the

microscope. The spinal cord is cut

into pieces about f in. long, whicli

remain connected by the membranes,
and can be hardened in the above

manner, but should not, as a rule,

remain longer than a month in the fluid.

Small pieces can be hardened rapidly in

strong alcohol. Here it is necessary to

take pieces about J-| in. in diameter,
and to use a large quantity of strong
alcohol. The chief errors are, not using
a sufficiently large quantity of the

hardening fluid, or in attempting to

harden too large pieces. It is best to

use at least 1 pint (and preferably more)
of the Miiller's fluid for 6 or 8 of the

cubes 1 in. in diameter, and to change
this fluid several times. The specimens
should be obtained as freshly as possible
from the autopsy. Well -

stoppered

glass vessels should be used for the

liardening. After the specimens are

once hardened by the process described,

they can be preserved in a small quan-

tity of alcohol, and can be sent packed
in cotton-wool soaked in alcohol. The
Miiller's fluid alluded to is described

below.

Of the solutions employed for pre-

serving anatomical specimens, the best

known are as follows :
—

Babington's,
—1 pint wood naphtha,

7 pints water.

Burnett's,—1 lb. zinc chloride, 1 gal.

water
;
immerse for 2-4 days, and then

dry in the air.

Morell's,
—14 oz. arsenious acid, 7 oz.

caustic soda, 20 fl. oz. water, and suf-

ficient carbolic acid to produce opal-
escence when the mixture is stirred

;

add water to make up to 100 fl. oz.

Used for general disinfecting and em-

balming purposes.

Miiller's,
—2-2j oz. potash bichro-

mate, 1 oz. soda sulphate ;
add water to

make up to 100 fl. oz.

Passini's,
— 1 oz. mercury chloride,

2 oz. sodium chloride, 13 oz. glycerine,
113 fl. oz. distilled water.

Reboulet's,
— 1 oz. saltpetre, 2 oz.

alum, 4 oz. calcium chloride, in 16-20
fl. oz. water

;
dilute according to need.

Seseman's.—Dr. Seseman states that

a corpse may be made to retain the

natural form of expression for months

by («) injecting into it a solution con-

sisting of 4-5 per cent, of aluminium
chloiide dissolved in a mixture of 2

parts alcohol of 90 per cent, and 1 part

glycerine ; (6) painting the entire epi-
dermis with vaseline. The quantity of

liquid required for injection is in the

proportion of
-jL

to -i- of the weight of

the corpse.

Thwaites',—1 oz. spirit of wine
saturated with creosote, rubbed up
with chalk into a thin paste, and 16 oz.

water gradually added.

Von Vetter's,
—7 oz. glycerine at 36°

Tw. (22° B.), 1 oz. raw brown sugar,
and 5 oz. nitre

;
immerse for some

LEATHER POLISHES.—
Most leather articles while in use require
the periodical application of a preserva-
tive varnish to give them a finislied ap-

pearance, and protect them from decay
and surface wear. Such varnishes go

by various names, e. g.
"
dubbing,"

'•

gloss,'' &c., but are most commonly
known as "

blacking," being usually in-

tended to give a black polish. Blacking
is a pasty compound used especially on
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the "
uppers

" and the edges of the soles

and heels of boots and shoes. There are

numerous methods of manufacturing
tliis substance ;

but in nearly all, the

base is a black colouring matter, usually
animal charcoal, mixed with substances

which acquira a gloss by friction, such

as sugar and oil. The carbon employed
should be in the form of a very deep,

finely powdered black. Since it always
contains lime carbonate and phosphate,
it is treated with a mineral acid in

order to decompose these salts
; a mix-

ture of sulphuric and hydrochloric acids

is frequently used, the salts produced

being lime acid phosphate, sulphate and

chloride. The lime sulphate gives con-

sistence to the pasty mass, and the two
other salts being deliquescent help to

keep the leather flexible. No more
acid should be used than is sufficient to

decompose these salts, or tlie leather

will be destroyed. It is probably to

l)revent this that some makers add a

small quantity of alkali to the blacking.
Sometimes powdered gall-nuts, iron sul-

]ihate, indigo, and Prussian blue are in-

corporated with tlie blacking in order to

impart to it a good colour. Fatty or

oily matters are also sometimes ^dded
in order to preserve the flexibility of

the leather, and to neutralise any excess

of acid which may remain. The consist-

ence of different blackings varies widely.

Liquid.
—

(1) The well-known liquid

blacking of l)ay and Martin is com|)osed
ill the following ni.uiner. Very finely

ground animal charcoal, or bone-black,
is mixed with sperm oil till tlie two are

thoroughly commingled. IJaw sugar or

treacle, mixed with a small portion of

vinegar, is then added to the mass.

Next a small measure fif dilute sulphuric
acid is introiluced, which, iiy converting
into sulphate a large jtroportion of the

lime containe<l in the animal charcoal,

thicken.s the mixture into the required

pa.sty consistence. When all eflerves-

cence has siibsidod, but while the com-

pound is still warm, vinegar is pourccl

ill until the mass is hullicii'iitiy thinned ;

then it is ready to be bottled for the

market.

('.'^
Auimal charcoal, 5 oz.

; treacle,

4 07,.
;
sweet oil, ^ oz. ;

triturate until

the oil is thoroughly incorporated, then
stir in gradually

i
pint each vinegar

and beer lees.

(3) Animal charcoal, 1 lb. ; sperm
oil, 2 oz. ;

beer and vinegar, each 1 pint,
or sour beer, 1 qt.

(4) Bryant and James's indiarubber

blacking. Indiarubber in very fine

shreds, 18 oz.
;
hot rapeseed oil, 9 lb.

(1 gal.) ; animal charcoal in fine

powder, GO lb.
; treacle, 45 lb. ; gum

arabic, 1 lb., previously dissolved in

vinegar. No. 24 strength, 20 gal. The
mixture is triturated in a colour-mill

until perfectly smooth, then placed
in a wooden vessel, and sulphuric acid

is added in small successive quantities

amounting altogether to 12 lb. This is

stirred for h hour daily for 14 days,
then 3 lb. of finely-ground gum arabic

are added, and the stirring is repeated
for an additional 14 days, when the

blacking will be ready for use.

(.3) It has been proposed to treat the

leaves and other portions of the mastic

gum tree, Pistacia Icntiscus, by decoc-

tion or distillation, principally to obtain

from them a Ijlacking which dries al-

most immediately after application,
shines without the necessity of being

lirushed, and is much less liable to soil

the clothes.

(6) Acme blacking. To 1 gal. recti-

fied spirit is added 21 dr. blue aniline,
and 31 dr. Bismarck brown aniline, the

S(dution of the two last being effected

by agitation for 8-12 hours. After the

solution is completed, the mass is

allowed to settle, and the liquid poi-tion
is drawn ofl' by sjiigots above the sedi-

ment, and filtered if necessary. The
alcohol is j)l.n'ed in tlu' a]>pMratus first,

then the colours, and the mixture agi-
tated every hour for a space of 10-15
minutes. Of tliis liquid,

J-
gal. is

added to 1 gal. rectified ."spirit, and
in this arc dissolved 1 1 oz. camphor,
10 oz. Venice turj)entine, 3G oz. shel-

lac. To 1 (jt. benzine, add 3J fl. oz.

castor oil, and
I'.]

fl. oz. boiled linseed

oil. The two solutions are then united

by agitation, but should not be allowed

to stand over 2 days in any vessel of
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iron or zinc, as iu the presence of the

gums the colours will be decomposed by
contact with zinc in 8 days, and with

iron in 18-24 days.

(7) A quantit}' of ordinary starch is

dissolved in hot water, and while still

hot, oil or wax is added
;
the mixture is

stirred and allowed to cool. When cold,

a small quantity of iodine is added to

give a bluish-black colour. To 1 gal.

of this are added 8 oz. of a solution of

iron perchloride or other per salt, a

small quantity of gallic or tannic acid

(or both), and sometimes about 2 dr. of

oil of cloves with 8 oz. glycerine. The

whole is thoroughly stirred.

(8) Nicolet, of Lyons, prepares boot

Wacking by dissolving 150 parts wax
and 15 of tallow in a mixture of 200 of

linseed oil, 20 of litliarge, and 100 of

molasses, at a temperature of 230° to

250° F. (110° to 120° C). After this, 103

parts lampblack are added, and when
cold it is diluted with 280 of spirits of

turpentine, and finally is mixed with a

solution of 5 of gum lac and 2 of aniline

violet in 35 of alcohol.

(9) Hein, in Kaufering, makes another

kind of shoe blacking by melting 90

parts beeswax or ceresine, 30 of sperma-
ceti, and 350 of spirits of turpentine,
with 20 of asphalt varnish, and adds 10

of borax, 20 of lampblack, 10 of Prus-

sian blue, and 5 of nitro-benzol.

(10) Brunner uses 10 parts bone-

black, 10 of glucose syrup, 5 of sulphuric

acid, 20 of train oil, 4 of water, and 2 of

soda carbonate. The bone-black and

glucose are stirred witli the acid in a

porcelain vessel until the whole mass is

homogeneous and has a shining black

surface when at rest. The soda is dis-

solved in a little water, and boiled with

the oil under constant stirring until it

forms a thick liquid ;
then the other

mixture is stirred into it. By varying
the ju'oportions of these two mixtures,
the blacking is made thinner and softer,

or harder and firmer. The substances

sold as French polish are mostly com-

posed of these ingredients. In this and

all other kinds of shoe blacking made
with bone-black and sulphuric acid, the

precaution must be observed of stirring

rapidly and evenly after the acid is

added, otherwise lumps will be formed
that are difiicult to crush, and the black-

ing will have a granular condition that

does not belong to it. Good shoe black-

ing must always remain soft, and show
a smooth uniform surface when applied
to the leather.

(11) A good liquid blacking may be

prepared by mixing 3 lb. lampblack with
1 qt. stale beer, and § pint sweet oil,

adding thereto 1 oz. treacle, J oz. green

copperas, and i oz. logwood extract.

This furnishes a blacking which polishes

easily and well.

(12) Cheap and good shoe blacking :
—

To 1 lb. best ivory black add 1 lb,

treacle, 8 tablespoonfuls sweet oil, di.=-

solve 1 oz, gum arable in 2 qt. vinegar,
with i lb. vitriol.

(13) Guttapercha.
— To 30 parts

syrup, contained in a boiler, add 9 of

lampblack and 1^ of finest bone-black,
and mix the whole intimately together.
Heat 1§ part guttapercha, cut into

small pieces, in a kettle over a coal-fire,
until it is nearly all melted, add to it

gradually, under constant stirring, 2J

parts olive oil, and when the gutta-

percha is all dissolved, ^ part stearin.

Four the latter mixture, while still

warm, very slowly and gradually into

the first-mentioned mixture, and when
the whole has been thoroughly incor-

porated, add a solution of 2J- part gum
Senegal in 6 of water, likewise stirring.

Finally, the product may be aromatised

by the addition of I^l part rosemary or

lavender oils. This blacking produces a

fine gloss of a deep black. It is not

injurious to leather.

(14) Take ivory- or bone-black, any
quantity, and to every pound put Ij oz.

measure of sulphuric acid, and well tri-

turate it. It will become damp, like

snuff. Nest add cod oil, 2 oz. to the

lb. If liquid add treacle, 3 oz, to the

lb., and small beer to mix, or stale

beer if for paste, enough to make up
into a paste. Foots sugar is preferable
to treacle, and a better black is got

by adding J oz. to the lb. of Prussian

blue. It is improved if laid up light for

a day or two after the first manipuhi-
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tii>n, and again after the second, as a

decomposition takes place.

(!')) A fine, brilliant, elastic dressing
for leather can be made as follows :

—
To 3 lb. of boiling water add, with con-

tinual stirring, i lb. white wax, 1 oz.

transparent glue, 2 oz. gum Senegal, l^
oz. white soap, and 2 oz. brown candy.

Finally, add 2^ oz. alcohol, and, after the

whole is cooled, 3 oz. fine Frankfort

black. The dressing is thinly api)lied
to the leather with a soft brush, and

after it is dried it is rubbed with a piece
of fine pumice and polished with a stitf

brush.

(IG) 7 lb. each ivory black and

treacle, well mixed with 2 <it. boiling
water

;
add 2 lb. 10 oz. vitriol, and the

previously thin liquid will become quite
thick. After the ellervescence has

ceased, add 1 pint of any common oil—
fish oil is the best. If you want it

liqui'i, add stale beer or vinegar.

(17) Useful blacking for loathor may
be made thus :

—Dissolve 11 lb. of green
vitriol and 5 lb. tai'taric acid in 9 gal.

water. After the settling, draw oil the

clear liquid ;
then boil 16 lb. logwood

witli about 18 gal. water and II gal.

of the lluid. Let the boiled mixture

stand f<ir about 8 days, pour it oti' from

the sediment, dissolve in it 2 lb. grajie

sugar, and mi.x this liquid with the

green vitriol solution. The blacking so

obtained may be made still brighter by
mixing the logwooil decoction with 4 lb.

aniline black-blue before the addition of

the vitriol. The ajiplication of the

blacking is very simple. The leather is

first well brushed with a solution of

sola, or still better with a spirit of sal-

ammoniac, in 2.5 times as much water,

to get rid of the grease. The l)lacking

is then applied with the jiroper bru>h

for the j)urpose.

(18) Finishing Black.—Mix together

J oz. each gelatine and indigo, 1 oz.

logwood extract, 2 oz. crown soap, 8 oz.

Miftened glui', and 1 qt. vinegar; heat

till! whole oviT a slow fire, and stir

until thoroughly mixed. Apply with ii

soft brush, and polish with a woolleu

cloth.

(10) Mix a quantity of b6nc-black

with equal parts of neats'-foot oil and
brown sugar, in proportions to produce
a thick paste ;

then with vinegnr and

sulphuric acid in proportions of 3 jiart3
of the former to 1 of the latter.

(20) Melt 2 lb. wax, and add J lb.

washed and well -dried litharge by
screening it through a fine sieve

;
then

add G oz. ivory black, and stir until

cool, but not cold
;
add enough turpen-

tine to reduce it to a thin paste, after

which add a little birch or other essen-

tial oil to prevent it from souring.

(21) A liquid black is made by mixing
3 oz. ivory black with 1 tablespoonful
citric acid, 2 oz. brown sugar, and a

small quantity of A'inegar, afterward

adding 1 oz. each sulphuric and muriatic
acids

;
mix the whole together, and add

a sufficient quantity of vinegar to make
1 pint in all.

(2_') Vinegar, 2 pints ; soft water,
1 pint ; glue (fine), 4 oz. ; logwood chips,
8 oz.

; powdered indigo, 2 dr.
; ])otash

bichromate, 4 dr. ; gum tragai'aiith, 4
dr. ; glycerine, 4 oz. Boil, strain, and
bottle.

(23) A German journal gives the fol-

lowing:
—Mix 200 ])arts shellac with

1000 of spirit (93 jier cent.) in a well-

stoppered bottle. Keep in a warm j)lace

for 2-3 days, shaking trc(iuently.

Separately dissolve 25 parts Marseilles

soap in 375 of warmed spirit (25 per

cent.), and to the solution add 40 of

glycerine. Shake well and mix with

the shellac solution. To the mixture
add 5 parts nigmsin dissolved in 125 of

sjiirit. Well close the vessel and shake

energetically, and then leave the mix-

ture in a warm j)lace for a fortnight.

(24) Ivory black, <; lb. ; treacle, 4 lb.
;

gum arable (dissolved in hot water),
2 oz.

; vinegar, 2 gal. ; sulphuric aciil,

2t]b. ;
iiidiarubber dissolved in about

1 pint of oil, 2 oz. Jlix well together.
This blacking may be apjilied by means
of a brush, ora small sponge attached to

a piece of twisted wire.

(25) I'loot To]) Liquid.
—Oxalic acid,

1 oz. ;
white vitriol, 1 oz. ; water, 30

or. Dissolve, and ap|ily with a s])ouge
to the leather, which should have been

jireviously washed with water
;

thcu
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wash the composition off with water,
and dry. This liquid is poisonous.

(26) A waterproof blacking, which

will give a fine polish without rubbing,
and will not injure the leather:—18

parts beeswax, 6 spermaceti, 66 turpen-
tine oil, 5 asphalt varnish, 1 powdered
bora.K, 5 vine twig (Frankfort) black,

2 Prussian blue, 1 nitro-benzol. Melt

the wax, add powdered borax, and stir

till a kind of jelly has formed. In

another pan melt the spermaceti, add

the asphalt varnish, previously mixed

with the turpentine oil, stir well, and

add to the wax. Lastly add the colour

l)reviously rubbed smooth with a little

of the mass. The nitro-benzol gives

fragrance.
Faste blackings are also made in a

variety of ways, of which the following
are the chief:—

(1) Bryant and James's indiarubber

blacking may be made in a solid form

Ijy reducing the proportion of vinegar
from 20 gal. to 12. The compound
then only requires stirring for about 6

or 7 days in order to prepare it for use,

and it may be liquefied by subsequent
addition of vinegar.

(2) Dr. Artus manufactures blacking
from the following materials :

—Lamp-
black, 3 or 4 lb. ;

animal charcoal,

i lb.
;

are well mixed with glycerine
and treacle, 5 lb. ]\Ieanwhile gutta-

]>ercha, 2h oz., is cautiously fused in an

iron or copper saucepan, and to it is

added olive oil, 10 oz., with continual

stirring, and afterwards stearine, 1 oz.

The warm mass is added to the former

mixture, and then a solution of 5 oz.

gum Senegal, in li lb. water, and 1 dr.

each of rosemary and lavender oils may
be added. For use it is diluted with

3-4 parts of water, and tends to keep
the leather soft, and render it more
durable.

(3) All ordinary paste blackings re-

quire to be mixed with some liquid
before application, causing considerable

waste. It is claimed for the subjoined
method of preparation, that by its

means the blacking is rendered of such
a condition that when merely dipped in

water or other solvents the required

quantity can be rubbed on to the

article to be blacked without the cake

crumbling or breaking up. The in-

gredients of the blacking are those in

ordinary use, but it is brought to the

required consistence by combination

with Russian tallow, in the proportion
of 3 per cent., and casting the mass into

the desired forms. These may be cylin-

drical, &c., and may be enclosed in

covers of cardboard, tinfoil, &c., in

which the blacking can slide, so that

when one end is pushed out for use, the

remainder acts as a handle. The ex-

posed end, when damped by immersion

or otherwise, can be rubbed on the

article without crumbling. The ivory
black (animal charcoal) which has been

used in the preparation of white paraffin,

according to Letchford and Kation's

patent, may be conveniently used for

making blacking.

(4) The addition of sulphuric acid to

animal charcoal and sugar produces
lime sulphate and a soluble acid lime

phosphate, which make a tenacious

paste. Thus : Animal charcoal, 8 parts ;

molasses, 4
; hydrochloric acid, 1

;
sul-

phuric acid, 2. These are well mixed.

A liquid blacking maybe produced from
this by the addition of the necessary

proportion of water.

(5) Fullers' earth, 8 oz.
; treacle,

3 lb.
;

animal charcoal, 2 lb. ;
butter

scrapings, 4 oz.
; rapeseed oil, 4 oz.

;

strong gum water, ^ pint ; powdered
Prussian blue, i oz. ;

commercial sul-

phuric acid, 8 oz. If the blacking is

required in a liquid form, add i
gal.

vinegar.

(6) To 1 lb. animal charcoal add 4 oz.

commercial sulphuric acid
;
work them

well together, and when the acid has

done its duty upon the charcoal add

4 oz. fish or colza oil
;

stir the mixtui'e

till the oil is thoroughly incorporated,
then pour in gradually a strong solution

of washing soda or other suitable

antacid, and continue the stirring till

ebullition ceases, or the acid is neutral-

ised. Next add about 8 oz. treacle,

and then pour in a solution of gelatine
and glycerine, in quantity about 2 qt.

if liquid blacking is required, but less
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will suffice to pi-oJuce paste. The solu-

tion of glycerine and gelatine is made

by ilissolving the best size in hot water,
in tlie proportion of 4 parts water to 1

of size, and then adding to every qt.
of the liquid li oz. glycerine. The
addition of the glycerine and gelatine

preparation gives great brilliancy, depth
of colour, and permanency to the black-

ing when applied to leather, and at the

same time makes it damp-proof; be-

sides which the antacid has the effect of

neutralising the sulphuric acid em-

ployed, and thus prevents the injurious
action of that acid on the leather, as iu

the case of most ordinary blackings.

(7) Soften 1 part white glue in water,
add 3 parts crown soap, and heat the

whole over a slow fire until the glue is

thoroughly dissolved
;
moisten 3 parts

bone-black with vinegar, and mix it

with 1 part wheat starch, beaten smooth
iu cold water; mix the whole, and

allow it to stand over a slow fire for i

hour, stirring it all the time
;

then

turn it into another kettle and stir it

imtil it is cold. To use, dissolve a small

quantity in sour beer or vinegar, and

ajiply witii a iirush, spreading it as

tliinly as possible.

(8) A leather varnish or polish is

pre])ared by Cunther, of Berlin, by
mixing a filtered solution of 80 jiarts

shellac in 15 of alcohol, with .') of wax,
'J of castor oil, and a sullicient quantity
of j)igment. The mixture is cvai)orated
in vacuo to a syrup. The varnish is

apj)lied to the leather with a brush

moistened with alcohol or with a colour-

less alcoholic varnish.

(!i) Softi'u '2 lb. good glue, and molt

it in an ordinary glue kettle; then dis-

solve 2 lb. Castile soap in warm water
and pour it into the glue ;

stir until

well niixeii, and add i lb. yellow wax
cut into small j)ieces ;

stir well until

the wax is mdted, then adil i pint
noats'-foot oil ;inil (.'iiotigh lanipbla<k to

givi; the ilrsirfcl colour. Wlicn tho-

roughly mix(!d, it in ready for use.

(10) Waterproof.
— Melt together

4 oz. blick ro-sin and (J oz. beeswax

over !\ slow fire
;
when thoroughly di.s-

holved, add 1 oz. lanipbl.ick and \ lb.

finely powdered Prussian blue
;

stir the

mixture well, and add sufficient turpen-
tine to make a thin paste. A]iply with

a clotli and polish with a brush.

(11) Liebig's.
— Mix bone-black in

§ its weight of molasses, and A its

weight of olive oil, to which add i its

weight of hydrochloric acid and J its

weight of strong sulphuric acid, with

a sufficient quantity of water to pro-
duce a thin jiaste.

(12) Molasses, 1 lb.
; ivory black,

1 J lb.
; sweet oil, 2 lb. Eub together

in a Wedgwood mortar till all the

ingredients form a perfectly smooth

homogeneous mixture
;
then add a little

lemon juice or strong vinegar
—

say
the juice of one lemon, or about a

wineglassful of strong vinegar
— and

thoroughlyincorporate, with just enough
water added slowly to gain the required

consistency.

(13) Ivory black, 2 lb.
; molasses,

1 lb.
;
olive oil, J lb.

;
oil of vitriol,

^ lb. Add water to gain required con-

sistency.

(14) Take 1 part ivory black, -}
of

melted tallow, and work uj) well in a

mortar. Incorporate with this paste

^ jiart treacle, J of sul])huric acid, and
A of spirits of salt. This will form an

excellent paste blacking.
For application to dress boots the

following compositions are jjrepared :
—

(1) Gum arabic, 8 oz. ; molasses, 2 oz. ;

ink, i pt. ; vinegar, 2 oz. ; spirit of

wine, 2 oz. Dissolve the gum and

molassefs in the ink and vinegar, strain,

and then add the spirit of wine.

(2) Mix together the whites of 2

eggs, 1 teaspoonful s])irits of wine,
1 oz. sugar, and as much fint^ly pul-
verised ivory black as may b<; reiiuired

to j)roduce the necessary shade of black.

Ajjjjly with a sponge, and polish with a

piece of silk.

(3) Mix together i lb. each ivory

black, purified lamplilack, and pul-
verised indigo, 3 oz. dissolved gum
arabic, 4 oz. brown sugar, and J oz.

glue dissolved in 1 jdnt water; heat

the whole to a boil over ii slow fire,

then remove, stir until cold, and roll into

balls.
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Harness bhickin? is not made in the

same way as boot blacking. The follow-

ing are some of the methods of pre-

paring the former kind :
—

(1) Glue or gelatine, 4 oz.
; gum

arable, 3 oz.
; water, f pint. Dissolve

by heat, and add of treacle, 7 oz.
; finely

powdered animal charcoal, 5 oz. ;
and

then gently evaporate until the com-

pound is of the proper consistence when
cold, stirring all the time. It must be

kept corked.

(2) Mutton suet, 2 oz.
; beeswax,

6 oz. ; melt them, and add sugar caudy,
6 oz.

;
soft soap, 2 oz. ; lampblack,

2\ oz.
; finely powdered indigo, ^ oz.

When thoroughly intermixed, add oil of

turpentine, J pint.

(3) Beeswax, 1 lb.
;
animal charcoal,

\ lb.
;
Prussian blue, 1 oz.

; ground in

linseed oil, 2 oz. ;
oil of turpentine,

3 oz. ; copal varnish, 1 oz. Mix them

well, and form the mass into cakes

while it is still warm.

(4) Add to No. 3, while still warm,
soft soap, 4 oz.

;
oil of turpentine, 6 oz.

;

put into pots or tins while warm.
(5) Isinglass, \ oz.

; finely powdered
indigo, \ oz.

;
soft soap, 4 oz.

; glue,
5 oz.

; logwood, 4 oz. ; vinegar, 2 pints ;

ground animal charcoal, § oz.
;

bees-

wax, 1 oz. Infuse the logwood in the

vinegar for some time with gentle heat,
and when the colour is thoroughly ex-

tracted strain it, and add the other in-

gredients. Boil till the glue is dissolved,
then store in stoneware or glass jars.
Said to be very useful for army harness.

(6) Melt 4 oz. mutton suet with
12 oz. beeswax, 12 oz. sugar candy,
4 oz. soft soap dissolved in water, and
2 oz. finely powdered indigo. When
melted and well mixed, add h pint tur-

pentine. Lay it on with a sponge, and

polish with a brush. A good blacking
for working harness, which should be

cleaned and polished with it at least

once a week.

(7) 3 sticks black sealing-wax dis-

solved in ^ pint alcohol, and applied
with a sponge ;

or lac dissolved in

alcohol, and coloured with lampblack,
answers the same purpose. This is in-

tended for carriage harness
;

it is quick

drying, and hard and liable to crack the

leather, so should be applied as seldom

as possible.

(8) A good blacking consists of:—
Hogs' lard, 4 oz.

;
neats'-foot oil, 16 oz.

;

yellow wax, 4 oz. ; animal charcoal,
20 oz.

;
brown sugar, 16 oz.

; water,
16 oz. Heat the whole to boiling, then

stir it until it becomes cool enough for

handling, and roll it into balls about

2 in. in diameter.

(9) Soften 2 lb. glue in 1 pint water
;

dissolve 2 lb. soap (Castile is the best,

but dearest) in 1 pint warm water
;

after the glue has become thoroughly

soaked, cook it in a glue-pot, and then

turn it into a larger pot ; place this

over a strong fire, and pour in the soap

water, slowly stirring till all is well

mixed
;
then add i lb. yellow wax cut

into slices ;
let the mass boil till the

wax melts, then add h pint neats'-foot

oil and sufficient lampblack to impart
a colour

;
let it boil a few minutes and

it will be fit for use.

(10) When harness has become soiled

it can be restored by the use of the

following French blacking :
—

Stearine,
Ah lb.; turpentine, 6^ lb.; animal char-

coal, 3 oz. The stearine is first beaten

into thin sheets with a mallet, then

mixed with the turpentine, and heated

in a water bath, during which time it

must be stirred continually. The

colouring matter is added when the

mass has become thoroughly heated.

It is thrown into another pot, and

stirred until cool and thick ;
if not

stirred, it will crystallise, and the parts
will separate. When used, it will re-

quire warming ;
it should be rubbed on

the leather with a cloth, using very
little at a time, and making a very thin

coat. When partially dry, it is rubbed

with a silk cloth, and will then give a

polish equal to that of newly varnished

leather, without injuring it in any way.
(11) 2 oz. shellac, 3 pints alcohol,

14i pints fish oil, 19 pints West Vir-

ginia oil, 1 lb. lampblack, 1 pint spirits

of turpentine, 9 pints coal oil
;
the two

first are combined, then the third is

added, and all the others are well

mixed.

E 2
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(12) Heat together over a slow fire,

2 oz. white wax and 3 oz. turpentine ;

when the wax is dissolved, add 1 oz.

ivory black and 1 dr. indisjo, thoroughly
pulverised and mixed

;
stir the mixture

until cold. Apply with a cloth, and

jjolish with a shoe-brush.

(13) An excellent oil for farm and

team harness is made of beef tallow and

neats'-foot oil as follows :
—Melt 3 lb.

pure tallow, but do not heat it up to a

boil
;
then pour in gradually 1 lb. neats'-

foot oil, and stir until the mass is cold ;

if properly stirred, the two articles will

become thoroughly amalgamated, and
the grease will be smooth and soft ;

if

not well stirred, the tallow will granu-
late and show fine white specks when
cold. The addition of a little bone-black

will im])rove this oil for general use.

(14) Melt together 8 oz. beef suet,

2 oz. neats'-foot oil, 2 oz. white wax,
and 2 oz. pulverised gum arable ;

add

1 gill of turpentine, and sufllcient bone-

black to give the whole a good colour
;

stir until thoroughly mixed, remove
from the fire, continue to stir until cold,

then roll into balls. To apply, warm
the ball, rub it on the leather, and

polish with a woollen cloth.

(15) English ball blacking for harness

is composed of 1 oz. lard, 1 oz. beeswax,
8 oz. ivory black, 8 oz. sugar, 4 oz. lin-

seed oil, antl 2 or 3 oz. water.

(IG) Another kind is made of 2 oz.

hogs' lard, 8 oz. best neats'-foot oil, 2 oz.

beeswax, 10 oz. ivory black, and 8 oz.

water. Heat the whole to a boil, re-

move from the fire, stir until sufficiently

cool, and form into balls about 2 in. in

clianiiiter.

(17) A third description is made of

2 oz. each ivory black, copperas, and

neats'-foot oil, 4 oz. brown sugar, 4 oz.

Hoft water, and 1 oz. gum tragacanth ;

Ijoil until the water has evaporated, stir

until cold, then roll into balls or mould

into cakes.

(18) A fourth is made of J lb. bees-

wax, 4 oz. ivory black, 2 oz. Prussian

blue, 2 oz. spirits of turjientine, and

1 oz. copal varnish
;
melt the wax, stir

in the other ingredients, and, when

cool, roll into balls.

(19) Still another famous harness

and saddlery blacking is made of | oz.

isinglass, | oz. indigo, 4 oz. logwood,
2 oz. soft soap, 4 oz. glue, and 1 pint

vinegar; the whole is warmed, mixed,

strained, allowed to cool, and is then

ready for use.

(20) Mix 1 oz. indigo, 1 lb. extract

of logwood, 1 oz. softened glue, and 8 oz.

crown soap (common soft soap can be

used if the other cannot be had) in 2 qt.

vinegar ; place the mass over a slow

fire, and stir until thoroughly mixed.

Apply with a soft brush, and use a

harder one for polishing.

(21) Restoring Leather - covered

Mountings.
—Melt 3 parts white wax,

then add 1 of gum copal, dissolved in

linseed oil, and 1 of ivory black
;
allow

the mass to boil for 5 minutes, remove
it from the fire, stir until cold, and roll

up into balls.

(22) Fur the flesh side mix together
1 lb. j)rime lampblack and 12 lb. pui"e

neats'-foot oil
;
melt 6 lb. good tallow,

and add it while hot to the lamjiblack
and oil. Mix well, and when cold it

will be fit for use.

(23) Another: to U lb. lampblack
add 1 gal. pure neats'-foot oil, and 1 c^t.

vinegar black
;

allow it to stand 24

hours, and it will be ready for use.

(24) Crown Soap Black. — Dissolve,

over a slow fire, 1 lb. beeswax, 1 lb.

crown soa]>, 3 oz. indigo, 4 oz. ivory

black, and A jiint oil of turpentine ;
as

soon as dissolved, remove from the fire,

and stir until cold.

(25) Take G oz. turjientine, 3 oz.

beeswax, IJ oz. ivory black, J oz. in-

digo blue, i oz. ink. Cut the beeswax

fine, pour the turpentine on it, let it

stand covered 5 or 6 hours, and mix

well together; to be kept covered.

(20) Digest 12 parts shellac, .'i white

turjientine, 2 gum sandar.uh, 1 ]aii)|i-

biack, with 4 of spirits of turpentine,

and DG of alcohol.

(27) For Kussct Leather.— Mix to-

gether 1 i>art jialm oil and 3 i)arts com-

mon soaji, ami heat up to 100°F. ;
then

add 4 jiarts
oleic acid, and IJ of tanning

solution, containing atJiast ,'„<if
tannic

acid (all parts by weight), and stir
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until cold. This is recommended as a

valuable grease for russet leather, and

as a preventive of gumming.
(28) Cordova Wax. — Mis together

li pint i"ed acid (chromic), 1 pint beer,

1 gill thick glue. 2 oz. ivory black, and

1 dr. indigo ;
boil for i hour and apply

with a sponge.

(29) Wax Polish. — Melt together
1 lb. white wax, 1 lb. crown soap, 5 oz.

ivory black, 1 oz. indigo, and i
pint

nut oil
; dissolve over a slow fire, stir

until cool, and turn into small moulds.

(30) French Polish.—^ lb. logwood
chips, J lb. glue, ^ oz. indigo,

i oz. soft

soap,
A oz. isinglass ;

boil in 2 pints

vinegar and 1 pint water for i hour
;

strain, and bottle for use. The leather

must be freed from dirt, and the polish

applied with a piece of sponge.

Liquid blacking is usually filled into

small bottles of very coarse stoneware,
closed by corks. Paste blacking is

formed into cakes, which are secured in

waterproofed paper, generally prepared

by steeping the paper first in boiled lin-

seed oil, pressing, then hanging up to

dry for 18 hours to a week. The follow-

ing is an improved way of making a

waterproof paper of superior quality,

thinner, but equally strong, and capable
of drying in less than a minute. The

paper is steeped in a melted or fluid

composition, consisting of paraffin, wax,
or hard tallow, in combination with

crude or other turpentine, in the pro-

portions of two to one. It is then im-

mediately pressed, and the surplus com-

position is removed by passing it be-

tween rollers heated by steam. By
using paper in endless sheets, the whole

process might be made continuous, the

paper being finished for use or storing

by the time it leaves the rollers.

It is obvious that the manufacture of

blacking requires neither skill nor

capital. It may be conducted on al-

most any scale according to the demand.

COOLING.—The artificial produc-
tion of a low temperature is becoming
a matter of great importance in con-

nection with many of our leading

industries, besides beino^ a necessary
element under some conditions of sani-

tation. As processes are simplified and
cost is reduced, it will come to be gene-

rally applied in numerous directions

which are now closed to it. Though
apparently a very simple matter, the

subject will bear dividing into several

sections for convenience of discussion.

Cooling" Air.—Means of cooling
the air in factories, public buildings,
and private dwellings have long been
a subject of study and experiment. The'

methods proposed may be classed under
two heads : (1) fresh air is introduced

into a given space, or (2) the conduits

by which the air is to pass are kept at

a low temperature. Under the first

head come the 4 systems proposed by
Peclet: (a) mechanical action is em-

ployed, and the new air is compressed,
and expands at the moment of escape ;

(6) evaporation is used by passing the

air over moist surfaces; (c) it is re-

frigerated by circulation through pipes

artificially cooled by ice, &c.
; (d) it is

passed through subterranean channels

whose temperature, nearly always in-

variable, is actually equal to the mean

temperature at the surface. The 4 sys-
tems may be described in detail.

(a) By Mechanical Action.— Much
was anticipated from the ingenious prin-

ciple illustrated in lectures of natural

science by the ordinary air match

(briquet). It is known that when a gas
is condensed, it becomes heated

;
on the

other hand, when it is expanded, it

cools. Suppose a certain amount of air

has been condensed in a receiver, and
that after having left the apparatus
alone for some time, the temperature of

its capacity, and the gas contained within

it, should be equalised with that of the

surrounding air
;

if the air be liberated

from the receiver, it will be placed in

the same condition as a gas expanding to

resume its normal state of atmospheric

pressure, and it would follow that it

would become cooler in proportion to

its degree of condensation. This experi-
ment has led several inventors to appli-
cations for the production of cool air.

In order to render this means effica-

cious, it is necessary that the sensible heat

developed in the compression should be
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destroyed by the refrigeration of the

receiver containing the compressed air,

otherwise the new air would be intro-

duced at an equal temperature to that

of the exterior atmosphere. Suppose
this comlition to be fulKlled. Let t' be

the temjwrature of the compressed air,

which will thus be that of the external

temperature; P', its pressure; t and V,

the temperature and pressure of the

expanded air when it reaches the in-

terior; 7, the relation of the capacity
of the air at pressure and mean vuluuie ;

we have, according to a formula of

Foisson,

1+ai' ^ /P'\ 7-1 .

1 + at \Pj y
'

the quantity P is evidently equal to the

;itmnsi)heric pressure; taking it as

unity, and observing that t and t' never

have anything except feeble values, this

equation may be put into the following
form :

—

and replacing a and y by their values :
—

P =
{

1 + 0-008G7 (t'
-

t) } 3-375,

for a lowering of temperature by 5°,

t' — < = 5, we deduct

P' = 1-06.

This compression of atmosphere ffj^j,

or, in mercury, of 46 mm., at first .sight

appears small. At the hospital Lari-

boisiere, in a space containing liOfj beds,

the new air immciliatoly after the

action of the vontilatur was ciin)])rcssed

to 28 mm. of water, or about 2 mm.
of mercury. Now this compression,

although it is excessively slight, re-

quires, from the groat quantity of air

to be compressed, a 12-liorso steam-

engine. If the same quantity nf air had

to Ije compressed by 4i; mm. (mercury),
it would reijiiire for an a|>]iaiatus more
u.seful th.in that of the Lariboisiero Hos-

pital a stcam-i'ngine 15 to 18 times as

powerful, or of IHO to 240 horse-power.
A i>ower of g to

-Jl

of a horse-power
would thus be required for cai:h invalid.

Without (occupying oneself with other

difficulties presented by this method, it

may be seen, from this considei-ation

alone, that it is impracticable.
In a mine in South Wales, an appa-

ratus suggested by Piazzi Smith, despite
the imperfection of the .system, has met
with some success. This apparatus is

thus composed :
—

(1) of a pump for the

compression of the air; (2) of a re-

frigerator, composed of a long tube or
series of tubes, within which circulates

a current of water, while the compressed
air passes round, the disengaged heat of

which is thus absorbed; (.'5)
of a deten-

tion cylinder, where the air expands and
cools to a temperature nearly propor-
tionate to its primitive temperature:
this cylinder was utilised to work the

piini]). The process is not only im-

practicable in consequence of the con-

siderable mechanical labour required,
the refrigeration j)roduced by expansion
not being nearly as high as that indi-

cated by the calculation, in consequence
of the heat develojied in the air by the

jets of compressed gas and the heat

tarnished by the casing.
Tlie principle of this mode of refrige-

ration has been elegantly carried out

by a beautiful experiment of Thiloricr.

It has been not less happily ap])lied to

the fabrication of ice on a large scale,
which proves, as a g(>ni'i'.il result, that

the process is capable of inducing intense

cold. Gorrie's machine has received

much notice in America; Windhauscn's
macliine in Germany ;

in England, the

macliines of Ilarrismi and of Siebe
; in

France, the j)rocesses of Carre and of

Teilier arc still more remarkable, and
their reputation has long since beea
established.

(6) Ihj Evaporation.
—By this moans

fresh air is easily cooled, and almost

without expense ;
but its conijiositidii is

altered by the inf roductinn of a lurlher

dc!gre(! of humidity, which is a fatal

inconvenience in m;iny cases.

One gramme of water in evaporation
absorbs or renders latent a quantity of

heat (enough to cool 1 cub. metre of air

by 2° (J. Let p bo the weight in

!irammrs of the vajiour of water con-

tained in 1 cub. mitre of external air,
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let TT represent the weight of the water

introduced by evaporation ; by jo,, the

weight of 1 cub. metre of internal air,

and by y the resultant lower tempera-

ture, we obtain—

Pi

and

J3 + Tr

y -2tt,

P^ 7^
= P

The evaporation and lowering of the

temperature at an end, the air is satu-

rated. The value of 7; and the exterior

temperature t being known, this limit

may be determined by tables giving the

weight of the saturated vapours at

different temperatures.
To understand this method of refrige-

ration, the limit has been calculated ;it

different values oi p, in cases where the

temperature would be 30° C.
;
at the

same time, the influence of vaporised
water on the breathing has been ascer-

tained
;
and finally the relative humidity

of the internal air, on which the cuta-

neous transpiration depends, has been

determined by supposing that the tem-

perature of the fresh air, on its intro-

duction to the lungs, was raised some

The results

tabulated :
— arrived at are tlius

Weiclit of the Vapour
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quant it V of humidity contained in the

exterior atmosphere. In summer, the

humidity of the external air being

always sutficiently great, the supposi-
tion which had been adopted tends

rather to reduce the relative humidity
of the interior air than to augment it.

Lastly, an account has been taken of

the individuals within the area who,

by double perspiration, introduce new
volumes of watery vapour into the sur-

rounding air. But it also leads to the

unexpected result that the humidity
introduced by the evaporation reduces

pulmonary transpiration for an equal

temperature of external air, no matter

what its humidity, in an important pro-

jiortion, sensibly constant, which, when
that temperature is 30^, would be from

30 to 31 per cent., or nearly one-third.

The action of interior air upon the

animal economy is, in consequence of

these diverse circumstances, ditl'eront

from that of external air.

The waste of heat increases by direct

refrigeration, by contact and radiation
;

on the other hand, it diminishes by
double perspiration. Are these varia-

tions in an inverse sense of the prin-

cipal elements of this waste, taken

together, advantageous? Will the calo-

rific equilibrium be more easy ? and

would it more closely approach the

physical equilibrium? Let us take one

of the cases in the table—that, for

instance, where the moisture contained

in the exterior air is 10 <irm. per cub.

metre. The tem])erature of the interior

air will be lowered to 23-4° C, and
thus will be 6 (i° C. less than that of

the external air. The direct refrige-
ration of 'J '5 cals. per degree is com-

posed of two terms almost equal in

intensity, contact, and radiation
;

the

first depeniis upon the tcmjicrature of

the interior air, but the second specially

ujion that of the walls of the area,
wliich is more elevated. Taking for tlic

latter a mean between the temperature
of the exterinr and interior airs, the

direct refrigeration will be greater in

the interior than in the exterior by
r.i'.'i cals. per hour. Pulmonary trans-

piration being weaker by 3 "43, the

waste in this case would be diminished

by 2 calories, and there would remain
10 "5 cals., from which there is again to

be deducted the heat corresponding to

the reduction found in cutaneous trans-

piration. A reduction of 18 gi-m. an
hour would compensate for these 10 '5

cals., and thus, in respect of waste,
the same conditions would exist as in

the exterior atmosphere. Can it attain

this figure ? Ko exact experiments on
the point exist.

It should be considerable, as all at

once the temperature diminishes 6*(>°,
and the relative moisture rises from
0*32 to 0'74; in degrees of the hair

hygrometer from 55° to 87°. The air,

which is very dry, causing an abundant

perspiration, becomes very moist, which

only admits of very weak perspiration.
Skin perspiration depends much upon

the quantity of watery vapour which
the surrounding air can yet contain

before arriving at a point of saturation.

If it were pro))ortionate to that quantitv,
it would vary, in the two cases, as 21 "4

to 5 "5
;

it would then be 4 times weaker
in the interior air than in the exterior

air. On the other hand, it is known
tiiat this perspiration very widely
varies

;
different experimentalists have

found the mean expressed in numbers
from 30 </rm. to 100 i/rm. an hour,

according to circumstances. It is also

known that in air at 15° C, half-

saturated, and therefore capable of con-

taining G'3 (jrin. of watery vapour per
cub. mitre more, the mean is 35 <jrin,

per hour.

From these various considerations, it

may be concluded that for a like play
of the organs, the reduction of skin

pei'S])iration in the interior would at

moht be 18 <irm. Tlie calorific equili-
brium (standard of heat) would require
an additional eflbrt from them to be

established
;

the equally consi(K!rable

reduction of pulmonary perspiration
would be a further cause of trouble and

discomfort. In short, the interior air,

despite its being cooler, would be far

more imfivourable than the exterior.

The exterior air, just now taken at

23-4° C, to riso at 30<' C, would ro-
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quire per cubic iiietre a volume of heat

represented by 1-22 X 0-24 X 6-6 =
1-93 cal. Tlie 3-43 grm. of watery-

vapour to be added to the exterior air

at 23*4° C, to form the interior air

would give in a latent condition a

volume of heat equal to two calories.

The interior air also contains, although
at a much lower temperature, a much
more considerable volume of heat than

the exterior air, which leads to the

conclusion that the action of the sur-

rounding atmosphere on the calorific

equilibrium depends less upon its tem-

perature than upon the quantity of heat

contained in it. In summer the heat is

far more insupportable and overwhelm-

ing when the air is very moist than in

higher temperatures when it is dry.
Such a result obtained in a particular

case, is evidently capable of general

application.

Cooling by steam vapour therefore

acts inefficaciously upon the organism ;

it simply cools the area in which it acts,

without refreshing the individuals con-

tained in that area.

It will hereafter be seen, in the de-

scription of the kind of apparatus which
have been tried, that the syt-tem em-

ploved at the Institute has proved the

truth of this view. This system cools

the fresh air by evaporation, but also

bv water drawn from a well at 12° C. ;

the lowering of the temperature of the

interior atmosphere varies from 4° to

()° C. Although the conditions of this

refrigeration are more favourable than

if obtained by evaporation alone, ex-

perience has shown that it produces no

benefit, and even rather occasions a

certain amount of discomfort.

A great number of contrivances have

been put up upon this principle, but in

general the experimentalists have neg-
lected to take note of the tests to which

they have been put ;
these would have

most certainly been valuable to them.

Therefore the proposed engines, with

the exception of some few, are defective
;

and even those which have received

more general approval do not comply
with the economical conditions forming
in this case, ag in others, one of the best

guarantees of success. D'Arcet has

shown that to be in a proper healthy
state every cub. metre of air should not

contain more than 7 grm. of water,

agreeing in this with the physicians.
It would be running into another

extreme to dry the air beyond a certain

point. It is necessary that there should

be a certain quantity of water in the

air, but not too much. In the course

of his interesting researches into venti-

lation, General Morin was struck with

the stress laid by the English experts,
who have greatly occupied themselves

with the question, upon the advantages
in point of health, upon arrangements
giving the heated or unheated air intro-

duced into inhabited places a great
amount of hygroscopicity. Thus, in

summer the following plan is often

adopted in London, well deserving atten-

tion. Immediately beneath the hall to

be ventilated is another chamber, into

which the outer air penetrates by
several large bays ;

before this falls a

canvas curtain to arrest the sooty par-
ticles which are floating about in the

atmosphere. In front of the curtain, a

tap is fitted to a tube pierced with a

number of capillary holes, regulating
the fall of a regular water spray or dust

mixing with the atmosphere imper-

ceptibly, so that it falls to the ground
without wetting it to any extent. This

arrangement is intended to augment the

hvgroscopicity of the atmosphere, and

should have upon it an influence similar

to that produced by steam. The English

engineers who have adopted this method

explain its advantage in an original

way. According to them, the vaporisa-
tion of the water-spray thus traversed

by the afiluent air is accompanied, like

the dew, the rain storms, and in accord-

ance with the experiments of De Saus-

sure and De Pouillet, by the develop-
ment of a certain amount of electricity,

which modifies the air in a salutary way
by producing ozone in it. Thus, there

would be a method of purifying the air,

both simple and ftflcacious, especially in

the summer. It is at present beyond
doubt that the dispersion and dissolu-

tion in the air of a certaiji quantity of
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water in the form of spray, as it is

used in some bath establishments, sen-

sibly modifies the electric condition of

the air; this element containing active

oxygen, has in it a high degree of the

property of destroying, by combustion,
certain miasmata, certain bodies in a

state of putrefaction. In consequence
it is only necessary to prove the exist-

ence of this beneficent gas in the atmo-

sphere which permeates the kind of fog
formed by water in the form of dust, to

conclude that the evaporisation of this

water, beside the accretion of hygro-

scopicity and the lowering of the tem-

perature produced by it, should have

an influence upon tlie animal economy
and the cleansing of human habitations,

deserving of the attention of inventors.

If such be the case, there ought to

be, in proper arrangements of contri-

vances founded ujhju this principle,
some solution of the problem of air

cooling. To this we are further le I by
the observation of very palpable ficts.

In proportion as greater heights are

attained in the atmosphere, so tlie

])resence of ozone is recognised ;
there-

fore there is no other reason to be

assigned for its absence in the atmo-

sphere, even at a very small degree of

elevation, than the presence of these

noxious mattei's so abumlantly disen-

gaged at the surface of the soil. The

j)art which ozone has to i)lay in the

great circle of the i)henomeua •

'

nature

is no doubt in those superior regions to

cleanse and ])urify the atmospheric air

from the deleterious comjiounds pro-
duced by the decomposition going on at

the surface in vegetation and life, intro-

ducing themsiflves in a continuous

manner into it, and to restore tiiem to

the condition of the fixed elements—ni-

trogen, oxygen, carbonic acid, and water.

Ozono-metrical observatioivs wliicli have
been made at dillerent times nncl places,
have constatrtly estalilished n coincidence

between the ozonisation of the atino-

8j)here and various epidemics. This

ozoni.sation is ci)nsidi.'rai)le during epide-
mics affecting the throat and che.st,

when all'cctions of the lungs are com-
mon

; and the contjary may take place,

it may even arrive at a zero puint

during cholera, malaria, and the pre-
valence of paludine fevers.

Jluch was expected of the apparatus
designed by Duvoir for the ventilation

of the halls of the Institute. Despite
all his experience, the intelligent con-
structor took a wrong course

; but it

must be admitted that his apparatus
was not without merit. A wind shaft

was placed on the roof above the hall,
the conduct house containing a vertical

cylinder, 13 ft. high, full of water,
similar to heating pipes; 104 equally
vertical tubes were enclosed in this kind
of casing of a diameter of Ih in., and a

stream of water was kept continually

flowing through these tubes. The fresh

air passing by these tubes became moist
and cooled. The windows being closed,
the movement became- evident by the

chimney draught ;
it continued strongly

even when doors and windows were

opened. The fresh air was sucked down

rapidly tlirough tlie wind siiaft, and the

a))paratus began to work independently
of the chimney. The action was, there-

fore, similar to that of a chimney
draught ; the air being cooled instead

of heated, the draught being downw:ird
instead of upwards. Having acquired a

certain degree of rapidity owing to the

])ressure consequent upon its refrigera-

tion, the fresh air reached the rooms in

horizontal layers; heated by the per-
sons assembleil, it rose and escaped by
open windows placed at a uniform

lioight. Duvoir's ajiparatus thus acted

well, but did not fulfil all the required
conditions, owing to the causes already
mentioned. Peclet subsequently im-

])rovod upon this system by causing tlie

air to be cooled to jiass into an a|>pa-
ratus formed of a number of little

moistened tubes not in the interior, as

with Duvoir's plan, but at the exterior.

Kach tube was surrounded by a .sheet

kept constantly wet, and the evapora-
tion was stimulated by the action of a

strong ventilator. Still the necessary
anioimt of moisture was not introduced.

Among apparatus of this kind, Haum-
bauer's jilau is )>articularly to be noticed.

Its .simplicity attracted much attention.
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It was composed of a c_ylinJer traversed

by a minutely divided current of water,
a current of air proceeding in the same

direction, and then flowing into a

chimney draught in which a gas-jet was

burning ;
this cylinder was enclosed by

another open at both ends, containing
transverse metallic gauze, by which the

cold was to pass to the air descending
between the cylinders by the effect of

the lower temperature.

(c) By Ice.—Ice as a refrigerant may
be placed either within or without the

shafts bringing in fresh air. In the first

case, generally preferred by the inven-

tors, it melts, and afterwards evaporates
in the fresh air. The cold resulting
from the fusion and warming of the

water produced not being more than
i of that due to evaporation, it follows

that the amount of moisture introduced

into the air is about i, or nearly as

much as that of evaporation alone. The

refrigeration obtained has the same
inconveniences as before, and is equal!}'
inefiectual. When the ice surrounds

the pipe without being in contact with
the fresh air, it gives, by fusion and the

heating of the water thus produced,
about 100 calories of cold per kilo.

(2-2 lb.). In a hospital, for instance,
a specific ventilation of 100 cub. metres

with a temperature of 5° C, would

require per bed and hour 100 X 0"24:

X 5 = 120 calories of cold, to be

raised by reason of loss to 200 calories,

or 2 kilo. (4*4 lb.) of ice. In warm
countries, this refrigeration would be

wanted, generally speaking, at least for

5 hours a day during 100 days; there-

fore it would need, per bed per j-ear,

the employment of about 1 ton of ice.

In temperate climates it would always
be possible to obtain that quantity of

ice, despite its importance ;
it would

always cause a high amount of expense
in consequence of the ice-houses to be con-

structed, and even the harvesting of the

ice during winter. But in hot climates,

precisely when the consumption would
be the greatest, it would be almost

impossible to obtain it without enormous

expense. In point of fact, this method
of i-efrigeration must be considered im-

practicable when ice is not very cheap,
and cold cannot be produced as inex-

pensively as heat.

The apparatus shown in Fig. 12 and
based upon this principle, may be used
in some cases

;
its simplicity has gained

it a certain degree of support. The air

conduit c passes through a casing a b,

formed of a double lining. The interior

space d surrounding the air conduit
contains ice. The next space e is filled

with tan, or, still better, down or wool,
which acts as a non-conductor of cold.

A tap / lets off the water formed by the

melting of the ice into a receiver g.
The air conduit c is fitted with mechani-
cal fly-wings /(, which increase the con-

tact of the air with the sides cooled by
the ice. These metallic fly-wings are

fixed to a vertical axis, and in successive

rows, but in different planes, which

multiplies the surface over which the
air has to pass. A mixture of ice and
salt is better than pure ice, should ice

be dear, or the casing a 6 be small in

comparison with the degree of refrigera-
tion required. This contrivance, which
manifests ingenious details of construc-

tion, may have been applied with suc-

cess, but it is far from being sufficiently

cheap. It has been calculated that the
cost of cooling the wards of the Lariboi-

siere Hospital in summer by this appa-
ratus would eqiial the cost of warming
them in winter, taking the minimum
price of Jf/. per lb. of ice.

Refrigerating mixtures in point of

economy, so for as they have been

realised, have turned out altogether

illusory. True a considerable degree of

cold has been attained, but the expense
is too high. An apparatus of this kind

would only be accessible to amateurs
who could afford to pay a fancy price,
but may be adopted in some particular
instances. If it were possible to obtain

inexpensive chemical mixtures for pro-

ducing great degrees of cold, this model

might be advantageously employed.
(d) By Underground Channels.—The

temperature of the soil to a depth of

6, 10, or 20 yd., according to its nature
and the local position, is on an annual

average nearly the same as the tempera-
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ture of the air at the surface, but the

variations to which it is subject are

much less, and decrease rapidly with
the depth ;

at 3 or 4 yd. these varia-

cooled in summer if they are of any
length. As such conduits are almost

necessarily a part of any ventilation by
injection, the cooling of air is eftected

Fig. 12.

tions are not more than 2° or .'5° C,
and the temperature may practically be

regarded as constant. 15y causing cur-

rents of air to ])ass through vaults built

at that depth, they will be perceptibly

by this system without any additional

expense
—that is to say, naturally. In

two experiments made at the Necker

Hospital the following results were ob-
tained :

—

Average
TcinpfT.aure
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C. on the average. On the 40 yd. fol-

lowing the cooling is from 3 -4° C. in the

first experiment, and from 3° C. in the

second ;
it is therefore evidently the

same. In consequence of the total re-

frigeration which increases from the

first inlet to the last, the fresh cooled air

is introduced into the same hall at dif-

ferent temperatures, an inconvenience

in itself sufficiently important ;
to this

may be added some other disadvantages.
As the quantity of air which passes

through the first portion of the aque-

duct, only 15 yd. in length, is more

considerable than that which passes

through the second, 40 yd. in length,
it is certain that the refrigeration ob-

tained in the first section arises in a

very large proportion from the evapo-
ration of the water, which penetrates

by filtration through the masonry itself.

The refrigeration being quite as much
in proportion as that produced by eva-

poration alone, shares, in the case of the

Necker Hospital, the inconvenience

existing in the latter method. By
channels of a closer kind, s«ch incon-

veniences might be avoided, and refri-

geration might be augmented by using
instead of brickwork, metallic tubes of

greater conducting power.
On examining the refreshing action of

the system, it is easy to see that it is

far from being proportionate to the low

temperature obtained. Supposing the

conduits to be perfectly impermeable,
the new air introduced always retains a

relative proportion of moisture accord-

ing to weight. Breathing would, there-

fore, remain the same, but the relative

moisture would augment with the lower

temperature, while perspiration would

diminish, and thus would partially com-

pensate for the direct refi'igeration pro-
duced by the lower temperature. On
the other hand, the conduits once estab-

lished, the new air would traverse it in

all seasons ;
the etJect would be to bring

up the temperature to the average level

of the year, with an intensity depending

upon their extent and on the varying

conducting power of the sides of the

conduits. From October to April, the

period when the exterior temperature

is less than the annual average, it would

warm the new air and aid in heating
the areas above; but from April to

October the contrary would take place.
In all parts of France, the mean tem-

perature is less than that maintained in

the ventilated hospital wards; the effect,

therefore, would be to extend the time

of heating to a period when the exterior

air is sufficiently warm to retain, after

refrigeration, the required temperature ;

thus it would ever be augmenting it

more or less, according to the refrigera-
tive power. As a matter of economy,
no doubt there would be regained in

winter what is lost in autumn and

spring. Any very considerable aug-

mentation, which would be necessary
with conduits having a great refrigera-
tive power, would always be of serious

inconvenience. Even in the midst of

summer, sometimes very cold nights
succeed very hot days ;

the cold night

air, still colder in the conduits, would

penetrate into the sick wards at too low

a temperature, and, following tooquickly

upon the heat of the day, might cause

disastrous eflects. The permanent cool-

ingofdayand night produced by conduits

is, therefore, objectionable. This cause,

combined with increase of relative

moisture in the fresh air, enters greatly
into the inconveniences of the summer
ventilation of the Necker Hospital.

Hence, instead of endeavouring to in-

crease the cooling power of the subter-

ranean conduits by injection of air, it

would be better to reduce them in size,

and to render them pei-fectly water-

tight.
On several occasions, attempts have

been made to refresh the air by these

means. At the Conservatoire des Arts

et Metiers, fresh air has been pumped
from cellars. In Paris it has been pro-

posed to obtain fresh air from the cata-

combs ;
it is true that the temperature

of these places is about 52° F.(ll° C),
but such air is unhealthy, especially on

account of the exhalations from the

drains and tombs. Besides, such a sys-

tem is very complicated.
General Morin has sought to show-

that it is impossible to depeaii on any
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one of these methods. He experimented

upon tliat system by which it was at-

tempted to cool the air just obtained by
the ventilator, by passing it through a

water-spray before its introduction.

According to Morin, this only produced
a lowering of the temperature some
2° C.

;
it would thus require the use of

a very considerable volume of water and
a strong motive power to produce an
effect most disproportionate to the cost,

if specially set up fur the purpose.
!Morin has also condemned the process
of passing the air by the sides of metallic

casings containing cold water. It is

efficacious, but requires the use of very
extensive surfaces in proportion to the

volume of air cooled, even when the

water has previously been cooled by a

refrigerating compound, the weight of

wliich in lb. would be twice the number
of cub. yd. of air to be cooled.

Such are the difficulties which have
led General ]\Iorin to ])ropose other

methods more immediately imitating
the ordinary phenomena of nature, and

appearing to him the only methods ap-

plicable in all cases, and sufficient for

ordinary requirements.
These methods belong to the second

class spoken of; they are founded upon
direct refrigeration. All previous heat-

ing of the air passages is here objected

to, as well as of the chambers into

which the air is admitted.

One of these methods is to assure a

constant draught of air by numerous

propurtioned air-holes, thus reiiuiring,

according to General Morin, who has

taken this view into favour, only easy
conditions everywhere applicable and

very inexpensive. The outlets sliould

be calculated to ailmit of an entire re-

placement of tiie air every hall-hour,
and the usual swiftness of the issue may
be calculated at 0-40-0"50 m. i)er second.

The outlets should be iron-plated out-

side, so that the action of the sun by
heating the jilates should increase the

draught, their height should be !• ft.

or more above tlie roofs. The inlets

HhiiuM ]»: as numerous as possible,
and open, if feasilde, on that side

of the oriiicu not cxjiosed to the rays

of the sun
;

their dimensions should

be determined by the condition that

air should not pass through them at

a greater speed than 0*30-0 '50 m.

per second, and that the volume of

air introduced should sutHce to renew
the atmosphere of the area at least

every half-hour. Windows exposed to

the rays of the sun should be l\irnished

with closed blinds or shielded by ex-

ternal blinds, unless they happen to be

in the formof a A'erandah, in which case

they should be well watered and covered

with linen cloth. For factories and
other places lighted with gas, care

should be taken to ensure the escape of

the products of combustion, either

directly to the outside, or, when pos-

sible, by chimney ventilators, the action

of which they would increase. These

chimneys should be provided with re-

gisters to moderate their action accord-

ing to the weather and the seasons.

Such are the terms in which General

Morin describes his jilan
—

really only a

partial solution of the question, and a

very incomplete one.

Xature, which often places the

remedy close to the evil, in some
cases inexpensively furnishes the means
to cool the air. In ascending to the

attics of dwellins-houses, the immode-
rate heat developed by the sun's rays is

very perce])tible, especially in cases

where the roofs are covered with me-
tallic substances. Now, the question
is how to turn this heat to account for

the introduction of jnire uir. In 1800,
Dr. Anderson suggested the application
of such a system. The mode of doing
so is very simple. A ventilating chim-

ney (soe Fig. 13) is placed on the top of

the building, to which abut side props,

forming a doulde ceiling, and having
communication by vents in the cornices.

The fresh air coming from the cellars

enters the room by hollow pillars of

vertical jirops, according to cirtum-

stani-i.'s
;
and at night, the natural lieat

of the sun not being availalilo, artificial

heat is em|)loye<l. For museums and

met'ting-halls, Anderson proposed nu-

merous chinmeys having pierced glass
frames on the suutlieru side, and closed
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on the 3 other sides; the sun striking

on the panes of glass would produce a

draught commensurate with the inten-

sity of the heat.

Regnault proposed a similar plan for

the buildings of the Eihibitiou of 1855.

riG-

This is a very ingenious method, but

like all those named, it can only be

applied in a minority of instances.

Another method, recommended espe-

cially by Morin, is the imitation of the

etiect of raiu
;

it is susceptible of being

In Switzerland a system has been

originated having great analogy with

the proposals of Kegnault. The in-

ventor, Pradez, started from a very

simple point of view. The negro, who
is born in the torrid zone, has been

endowed by nature with a woolly head

of hair, which the sun strikes without

reaching the cranium itself. As soon

as the air contained in the hair is

heated to a greater degree than that

of the surrounding air, ventilation

takes place of itself in a regular and
natural manner ; the negro, whose head

is bare, is better protected against the

rays of the sun than the European with
his hat. Pradez has applied this ob-

servation to railway stations. By his

plan, it is sufficient to protect the

metallic roofs against the sun in the

same manner that flowers are protected
in hothouses against frost, viz. by straw
bands of sufficient length and strength.

used almost directly to most edifices

and dwellings. Accordiug to Morin, it

would not require more than 1 J cub.

yd. of water per hour to moisten 100

sq. yd. of roofing, and to shelter them
from the heat produced by solar radia-

tion. Applied in the morning and dur-

ing the heat of the day, it not only
obviates the heating of roofs, but, as

long as the temperature of the water is

less than that of the air, it can main-
tain tlie interior walls at a temperature
far inferior to the latter, and cools the

air ascending to the attics. This

method of watering being accidental,
and only being required during some
60 days of the year, it is easy to see

that even for a station as large as

that of Orleans, which is 138 yd. by 28,
the annual cost would be no more than
40/. sterling. It must be admitted,

however, that this method, used in

some places, is not to be recommended.
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It is not only under the immediate
roofs that the heat is intolerable during
summer, the effects are visible on every

floor; and if the heat be more sensibly
felt under the roofage itself, it is quite
clear that during the hot season there

is a necessity for tempering the atmo-

sphere throughout the house. The
continual pouring of water on the roof

of a house would have little effect

upon the inhabitants of the first or

ground floors. This refrigeration, on

the contrary, would rather tend to

arrest the course of the air from the

attics, and would thus make atmo-

spheric circulation less rapid. The
constant dilapidation of the roof would
also follow from a constant pouring of

water upon it
;

it is hardly necessary
to urge more by way of demonstration.

The Koman architects employed this

method in the ampliitheati'es ;
one vast

cloth spread above the heads of the

spectators was continually played upon
by water jets. In our days some in-

ventors have tried similar combina-
tions

;
in some places blinds may be

found on which a minute stream of

water is playing. To these contri-

vances, the strange name of hydraulic
blinds has been given.
As pure air was sought to be drawn

from subterranean localities, so also it

was attempted to bring it from the

skies
;

it has been taken from great
elevations by moans of high chimneys and

steeples. At the Lariboisiire Ilosijital,

the draught of air on the toj) of the

tower is regulated by a mechanical

ventilator fixed on the building. At

Guy's Hos|)ita!, London, a similar

method is used. The air drawn from

the summit of the tower, by means of

a chimney jdacdl at its liase, traverses

the wards of the hnspital, ami is <iriven

out by a s(!cond i^himncy situated in the

vaults, |)roducing a constant passage of

iiir in every apartment. However ellica-

cious this method, it must be adiiiitted

that ill Huminer tiie elevated strata of

tlie atmosjjliere do not possess a tem-

perature niati'rially <lillrii'nt from the

lower air sullicieut to mark the system
as a success.

It is evident that these various

methods of cooling the air may some-
times be simultaneously employed. This

is what has been done in Russia by the

engineer Derscliau, the apparatus con-

structed by him offL-ring an ingenious

application of the two processes pre-

viously desciibed. It is true that this

application is expensive ; but it was a
saloon carriage for an empress, and in

such a case expense is no object.
The Derscliau system consists, in the

first place, of double roots, painted

white, with apertures between to

counteract the rays of the sun. To
cool the temperature of the carriages,
Derschau places in them two cooling

apparatus, consisting of two hollow
columns in carved oak— Kegnault's

system. Each column communicates
with the outer air by means of an air

inlet in the form of a funnel placed
beneath the carriage in the direction

of the motion of the train, closed with

very fine double gauze. As long as the

exterior tem])erature does not exceed

71^° V. (22° C), the air entering at the

lower end of the column and emerging
by orifices made under the capital, this

apjiaratus offers a very useful means of

ventilation by giving every hour more
than three volumes of fresh air in an

imperce])tiblo manner. To render the

advent of fresh air insensible, the capital
is ornamented with hanging plumes.
When the external heat is augmented, a

metallic cylinder, of l(^ss diameter than

the column, is fixe<l inside, ami charged
with ice and crystallised calcium

chloride, in the proportion of 4 and .3

parts. In this case, all the windows

being closed, it is jiossible to lower the

tenijierature 6° below that of the ex-

terior air. It is jiossible even to attain

a greater degree of coolness by modify-

ing the comi>osition of the refrigerating
mixture and increasing the size of the

apjiaratus; but then the moisture of

the air is so much increased in the

carriage as fo render it dis.-igreeable,

espt^cially when tlirre is too great a

dill'rrrnce between the interior and ex-

terior temper.'iture.
This new method of cooling railway
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carriages is certainly a step in advance,
and superior to all the methods hitherto

proposed for the purpose ; but, as Der-

schau himself very judiciously says, it

is not to be supposed that it could be

applied on a grand scale, in consequence
of the expense, the difficulties attendant

iipon its regulation, and the constant

loss of material. They have done

better than this, however, in America.

In that country, the railway cars

are hermetically closed, there is only
an opening left in the floor, beneath

which is a tank of iced water
;
at the

axles of the wheels a gearing is fixed,

which puts a ventilator in motion
;
the

air, passing through a grating, is cooled

and purified by the dust being laid. As
a refinement upon comfort, this ventila-

tion takes place in winter also, the water
then being heated.

During the last ten years new inves-

tigations have been made in the sub-

ject, not only in France, but in other

countries, and especially in America,
wliere contrivances are continually to

be met with, the details of which would
be worthy of notice. In France, fixvour-

able mention has been made of the ap-

paratus of Piarron de Mondesir. In

1870 this gentleman communicated to

the Academy of Sciences a note in which
he describes the system for which he

had previously taken out a patent for

15 years. It is similar to that which
he applied with some degree of success

in the Champ de Mars in 1867. At
the Exposition of 1867, says the author,

during the days of extreme heat, the

new air propelled by compressed jets of

water through the wooden gratings in

the central part of the Palace on the

Champ de Mars, arrived clear of dust,
and remarkably cooler. This method
of preparing fresh air consists of the

addition of a minute jet of water in the

middle of the compressed motive air jet.
The water is literally pulverised bv
the compressed air, the dust carried off

falls into the trough which receives the

overplus of the water jet, and in con-

sequence of the intimate mixture of the

pulverised water and the air, the latter

is at once brought to a temperature as

(+)

low as the outside air is high. Mon-'
desir goes further, and proposes to

apply his system to hospitals. In that
which concerns the vitiated air of

hospitals, he observes, a jet of com-

pressed air being placed at the base of

each ventilating chimney, it would be

sufficient to replace the water by a dis-

infecting fluid in order to obtain a

mechanical mixture similar to that

just described for fresh air. The or-

ganic particles of the vitiated air would

probably be precipitated in like manner
to the air dust, and received in the

trough. The intimate mixture of this

disinfecting vapour, and the vitiated air

carried oft' by the outlet chimney, would
also guarantee a complete purification
of that air.

The Mondesir arrangements have
been applied at the establishment of

La Belle Jardiniere
; they have cost

much money, and yield very mediocre

results, as it is easy to perceive by a
visit to that establishment on a hot day
in June. Other applications have been
tried in factories. His apparatus has
not only been tested in domestic eco-

nomy, but in brewing. The brewers,
however, were no more satisfied than
the authorities of La Belle Jardiniere.

It must be admitted, however, that
the system was ingeniously conceived.

It has done good service, and will do so

again.
Tellier discovered, by combining the

known laws of nature with the pro-
perties of ammonia, a plan, the advan-

tages of which were soon recognised.
It is known that in vacuo liquids in-

stantaneously give off" A'apours, reach-

ing their maximum of tension at once.

On the other hand, it is also known that
if two intercommunicating receivers

are maintained at unequal temperatures,
there is always vaporisation going on in

the colder receiver. The following ap-
plication is the result of a combination
of these two laws with the properties
of ammonia. The apparatus repre-
sented in Fig. 14 is intended to produce
a cooling of the air. It is composed of
a chimney a, the height of which is

variable ; at the top of that chinmey is

F
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vertically placed the tubular generator

b, coutaining a solution of liquefied
ammonia to the Hue c. This perfectly
isolated receiver is in direct communi-
cation with the serpentine condenser d

by the two pipes cand/—the receiver d

Fig. 14.
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is also perfectly isolated. Around the

serpentine circulati.'S well-water. No
matter what the tem])erature may bo

outside the apparatus, it is endeiit that

the interior pressure would be superior
to that of the atmosphere; the ammonia
would therefore vai)orise as well in tin;

chamber cc
f/ if

as in the tube/. The

gaseous current being thus formed,

8wce|iinf; through the interioratmosphere
<if the tubes and 8er])entine.i, would carry
before it the air which would be cx-

jielled by turning the tap /(. liy means
of an indiarubber pipe placed ui)on the

nozzle of this tap, this current would
be received in a vase containing water.
The air would escape, the ammonia
would remain in the water, and when
the absorption was complete, and no
more bubbles were formed on the sur-

face, it would be seen that all the air

had escaped; it would then be necessary
to close the tap h. This being done,

nothing would remain in the interior

but the liquelied ammonia, the vapour
of which, immediately attaining the

maximum of tension, would at once

fill the space left emjity by the ex-

pelled air. If then by any accident the

temperature of the generator 6 became

higher than that of the condenser d,

vapour would at once be formed ia the

receiver b, which would proceed to con-

densation in tlie receiver d, until the

balance of temperature was restored.

This action would be all the more rapid
in proportion to the rapidity with
which the vapour is induced in the

vacuum
; and would be also in propor-

tion to the condensation. Thence there

would be a relation between the force of

the condensing action in (/, the prom]>ti-
tude of vaporisation in b, and the energy
of refrigeration of the body passing in

the tubes and round the casing. Now,
this body is no other than the atmo-

spheric air freely entering at the orifice

a and ])enetrating the tubes, drawn by
the increase of density communicated to

it by refrigeration, and causing it to

descend the chimney. If the surfaces

are suflicient, the temperature will re-

main equal between 6 and d; there-

fore, if the water which reaches the

con(lensor is at !J° or 10° C, the air

which emerges at the lower part will

have that temperature; descending
the chimney a, this air ])asses by tho

Conduits i to freely distribute itself in

the lociilities where it is necessary to

produce a cooli-r atmosphere.

Unquestionaidy this arrangement,

susceptible of nioililications a(xording
to circumstances, is ingeniously con-

ceived; a<'cording to tho inventor, it

has the merit of cheai)ness and utility.
But it a|i])oars somewhat complicatiMl,
and this complication materially limits
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its application in many instances, espe-

cially as we have at the present time an

engine which, if not constructed in so

oriojinal a manner as the engine of

Tellier, offers guarantees of success of

a similarly weighty kind, and is more
economical. The employment of am-
monia in itself is an obstacle, among
others, to the application of the ap-

paratus. In industrial matters it is

constantly desired to find, not ele-

gant combinations, but those which
are simple and practical. In some
breweries and chocolate factories, this

apparatus might be of signal use
; but,

despite its utility, despite the incon-

testable claims of the inventor, it cannot

be looked upon as a final solution of the

question.
The question seems to have been

answered by a system founded upon
well-known principles, and which has

the merit of being universally appli-
cable. This new method is allied to

the first class spoken of. la this, both

water and a ventilator are again em-

ployed, but the dispositions of the

system are completely different; to

that there is a wide difference between

them. Duvoir cooled the air by pul-

verising the water
;
Nezeraux and

Garlandat lay no claim to this pulver-
isation of water

; they content them-

selves with filtering the air through

water, and thus purifying and cooling
it. Furthermore, in this new system
the simplicity is incontestable, the

utility is evident, and the economy is

certain.

The original idea is due to X^zeraux,
and the apparatus constructed in con-

sequence was jointly perfected by Nii-

zeraux and Garlandat with signal
success. The principle already ex-

isted in an apparatus previously de-

signed by Nezeraux, and used in the

workshops of a well-known constructor.

This apparatus, upon which has been

bestowed the name of hydro-atmo-

spheric condenser, is composed of two
distinct parts, the condenser a properly
so called, and the refrigerator 6;

—the

condenser of a series of tubes assembled

between two plates forming part of a

cylindrical casing hermetically closed,

of a pump which serves at once for

Fig. 15.
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some degree they remind one of the

tubes in the Duvoir ajiparatus. But
if the two methods of application are

carefully considered, it will be seen

circulation and evacuation, and of a

chimney c, by which the air, saturated
with water, escapes (Fig. 15). The

refrigerator is formed of a metal plato
F 2
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pierced with holes of small diameter,
and of a ventilator, the current of

which passes through the orifice d.

The steam escaping from the cylinder

penetrates to e, disperses through the

space between the tubes, condenses

itself by contact, and jtroduces a va-

cuum. The water which has just con-

densed the steam passes above the

perforated plate /, upon which a cur-

i'ent of air is continually in action from
above and beneath, which divides the

water and instantly cools it; it falls

into the tank g, whence it is pumped
by moans of the tubs h and brought
back by t; thence it passes imiformlv

through all the tubes over the whole
extent of the refrigerating surface by
means of little fluted plugs or similar

contrivances at the top of each tube.

The conducted steam is drawn off at

the base of the apparatus at k by means
of a pump, to be restored to the feeding
tank. Applied to condensers, the re-

fiigerator effects a considerable economy
of water, and jjroduces other advan-

tages which it is unnecessary to mention

hei'e, not concerning the subject under

consideration.

If the steam-boiler and steam be

su])pressed in this apparatus, and the

Fig. 16.

imrforatod metallic plato and ventilator

lie onlv retained, wu obtain another

ap)>nratiiH (Fig. !<>).

Througli the iierforate<l ])latc n,

either of metal or »ome other material,

from beneath to above, the ventilator 6,

set in motion by the hand, or, in the

case of a more considerable application,

by some mechanical motoi% keeps up a

current of air which passes through the

numerous holes of the plite. Above
this plate cold water is introduced by
the pij)e c, furnished with a regulating

tap ; the water passes into a water-pipe,
whence it issues imiformly over the

plate, which is slanted in such a manner
that the thickness of water shall not

exceed certain limits
;

in some cases,

ice or chemical solutions, as those of

phenic acid, may be substituted, accord-

ing to the application of the a])paratus.
The ])ressure exercised by the propelled
air suffices to maintain the water on the

surface of the i>late, and ])revents it

passing to the lower ])art. The water
flows slowly on to the plate, and after

having passed over and given its cool-

ness to the air which penetrates it,

finally reaches the other Jiipe, by which
it runs to the issue at d; in most cases

this water is again useful for other

I)ur|)Oses. As to the cooled air, it

penetrates into the upper part of the

apparatus, escaping by the tube c, and
reaches the places where it is wanted.

Such is the apparat\is which has been
called the rafra'ichis-

sijtr or refrigerator;
it is very simple in

its construction, nor
is its action less re-

markable, liy this

method, we have no

(i]ieration of the pul-

verising of water : a

system of a comjilex
and often unhealthy
nature, particularly
if in the hands of

ignorant and negli-

gent persons.
The utility of the

apparatus consists in

tiie perforated plate,
which presents a large jjlane of action.

It is to be remarked that the same
air can be reintroiliii:i,'d into the apart-
ment where its beneficent effects are

rcquircl. in fact, if the fresh air
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introduced by the apparatus seizes

upon the noxious gas, it will be defi-

nitively expelled; on the other hand, if

it have only conquered some degrees
of heat, it can again be taken up by
the ventilator and again conducted to

the perforated plate, there to leave in the

water the hurtful particles, and again
recommence its course. Well- or spring-
water will su{)ply the liquid at the

required temperature; the temperature,
in fact, can be lowered to about 53§ F.

(12° C); if a lower temperature is re-

cjuired, this can be obt:iined by placing
ice or frigorific materials on the per-
forated plate. In all places coolness

exists under the surface, no matter what
the temperature of the climate

;
and it

is surticient to simply extract this cold

naturally represented by water obtained

from a certain depth, to jtroduce fresh

and even cold air. Several thousand

cub. yd. of air per hour may be cooled
;

and for this purpose a ])l,ite measuring
1 sq. yd. is sufficient. (Jonglet.)
The principle of Jlignon et Eouart's

process lies in the cooling of the air

by contact with refrigerating liquids.

They undertook to maintain at a uni-

form temperature one of the buildings of

the Roval Candle Factory at Amsterdam

during the hot months of the summer
and autumn. This building is over

50 yd. in length by I45 vd. wide, and

13J ft. in height, and s'ome 30,000 lb.

of oil, at a temperature of about 140° F.

(60° C), are passed in daily to be crys-
tallised into stearic acid. The problem
was to maintain during the hot weather
a temperature not exceeding 54° F.

(12° C). This was accomidished in the

following manner. A concentrated solu-

tion of lime chloride prepared with

ammonia solution, which gave 60,000

negative calories per hour, was made,
and a fan was provided for driving the

air at the rate of 20,000 cub. yd. per
hour, the capacity of the building being
U])wards of 3000 cub. yd. A large

cylinder was so fitted with internal

jdates fixed to the sides, and also with a

vertical axis carrying plates or paddles

arranged so as to pass between the

plates affixed to the sides of the cylinder,

that when the refrigerating liquid was

poured in at the top, and the vertical

axis revolved, the mixture was carried

by the centrifugal force of rotation

against the sides of the cylinder, and

being prevented from rising by the

plates fixed therein, was forced down to

the plate next below, where a similar

effect was produced upon it. The result

of this arrangement and motion of the

apparatus was to produce a finely-

separated spray or slowly-falling cascade

of the cooling liquid, which constantly
filled the interior of the cylinder. The
air was drawn by the f;\n from the lower

part of the heated building, and, after

passing through the cooling ap]iaratus,

was driven in from above. It w;is fouml

that from the 20,000 cub. yd. driven

through it hourly, the apparatus ab-

stracted nearly 60,000 calories, and the

result of the experiment was so far

satisfictory that during the hottest pan
of the summer and autumn, the tem-

perature of the building was kept down
to an average of 54° F. (12° C), the

readings scarcely ever varying more
than 2° or 3°. The inventors do not

furnish any details of the cost, so as to

comjiare i-esults with any of the refri-

gerating machines at present in use ;

but it will be seen that this method of

producing cool air promises to be largely
useful in many industries. The lime

chloride solution becomes impoverished
to a certain extent by use, owing mainly
to the absorption of a large amount of

watery vapour from the heated air

drawn from the building.

Fig. 17 illustrates Boyle's arrange-
ment for cooling the air entering a

room in hot weather. It consists of an air

inlet tube of bracket form, made of iron.

The part which penetrates the hole in

the wall has an outer casing, so that

a space of about h in. is left between,
which is packed with a non-conducting
substance, for the purpose of preventing
the heat from the wall penetrating into

the interior of the opening and acting

upon tlie blocks of ice, which are jdaced
in a movable drawer, and kejit in ])osi-

tion by means of open galvanised iron

or copper wire netting. The front of
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the drawer is also double, and packed
same as casing. The outer air entering

through the grating is deflected by a

metal shield on to the suspended blocks

Fig

of ice, and from thence on to tlie ice at

the bottom of the drawer, and thence

up the tube into the room. The air is

not only cooled, but purified thoroughly
from (lust.

Cooling and Freezing "Water.
—Refrigeration, or the artificial \>ro-

ductiun of ice, consists sini)>ly in trans-

ferring the heat of the water (or other

body to be frozen) to some otlier body.

Water at Gu° V. (15i° C.) contains an

excess of heat bevond that of an (Miual

weiglit of ice at a2<^ F. (U° C.) amount-

ing to 170'(35 heat units for each lb.,

therefore, to reduce the water from

the first temperature to the second

will necessitate the abstraction of that

jimount of heat from it
;

to reduce

1 ton of wati-r will rerjuire the removal

of 62,7i:o heat units, or 'JJ40 lb. X 28

(the dill'erence between :5.i°and G0° !•'.).

Jt would still be wafer. To convert it

into ice, it is further necessary to aii-

htract tlio latent heat, which determines

the li'iuiil
.statu of wafer, amounting

to 14tJ <>.'» heat units fur each H). of

water; or, for 1 ton, J'J40 lb. x U'2-(J."»

= 319,.VJ« heat units, bringing the total

to 382,'jr)G heat units. It is thus evi-

dent that about 5 times greater expen-

diture of power is necessary to transform

water at the freezing-point into a solid

condition (ice), than is necessary to

reduce its temperature from the ordi-

nary point to the freezing-point ;
and

this fact must be borne in mind in the

practical application of refrigeration to

commercial purjioses, where a low tem-

peratui'e will often be as eflective as the

actual production of ice.

There are 3 physical methods by
which temperature may be lowered and

ice formed:—(1) By solution of solids ;

(2) by evaporation of liquids; (3) by

expansion of gases. Refrigerating ma-

chines may be broadly divided into 2

classes : those which depend on the

suitable compression and expansion of

air, and those which depend on tl\o

condensation and evaporation of a liquid.

These two classes correspond with hot-

air engines and steam engines respec-

tively, amongst the instruments which

convert heat into meclianical work.

Each has its j)eculiar ditiicultics to con-

tend with, and its own adaptation to

particular purposes.
The 3 methods before mentioned will

now be described.

1. Bi/ Sohdiun of Solids.—Heat is

absorbed in bringing solids to the liquid

condition, and the cold thus jiroduced

may pi'ove suflicient to convert water

into ice. Tlie salts commonly emjiloyed
for this pur])ose are termed "freezing-

mixtures." They are chiefly as given
on the opposite i>age.

The best known of the numerous

freezing-mixtures that have been hither-

to described consi.sts of 3 parts ice, and

1 of ordinary salt. Dissolving concur-

rently tliese two substances give atempe-
ratureof— .^-4° F. (21<=C.),"the freezing-

point of tlie solution. The melting of

only a part of the mixture is suliicient

to produce this temperature throughout
tlie mass; ami witii constant admission

of heat, and stirring, the low tempera-
ture is maintaini'<l till tiie whole is

dissolved. The freezing apparatus of

confectioners is well known: a tin ])ot

containing cream, a wooden or nietallic

vessel enclosing the pot. and the interval

filled with ice and salt, which is fre-

<iueutly stirred, that the ice may not
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Mixtures

(1)

(-2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(')

(8)

(P)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(15)

(16)

(IT)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(2(3)

(^')

(28)

(29)

2 parts snow or pounded ice,l sodium chloride

5 parts snow or pounded ice, 2 sodium "I

chloride, 1 ammonium chloride ,. ../

24 parts snow or pounded ice, 10 sodium I

chloride, 5 ammonium chloride, 5 potas->

sium nitrate )

12 parts snow or pounded ice, 5 sodium)

chloride, 5 ammonium nitrate f

3 parts sodium phosphate, 2 ammonium)

nitrate, 4 diluted mixed acids J

8 parts snow, 10 dilute sulphuric acid

1 part snow, 3 crystallised calcium chloride

5 parts sodium phosphate, 3
ammonium^

nitrate, 4 dilute nitric acid /

1 part ammonium nitrate, 1 water ..

5 parts ammonium chloride, 5 potassium"!

nitrate, 16 water /

1 part snow, 1 dilute sulphuric acid ..

3 parts snow, 2 dilute nitric acid

8 parts snow, 3 dilute sulphuric acid, 31

dilute nitric acid /

5 parts ammonium chloride, 5 potassium |

nitrate, 8 sodium sulphate, 16 water .. /

5 parts sodium sulphate, 4 dilute sulphuric")

acid /

3 parts sodium nitrate, 2 dilute nitric acid

2 parts snow, 3 calcium chloride

3 parts snow, 2 dilute sulphuric acid

1 part ammonium nitrate, 1 sodium car-\

bonate, 1 water /

8 parts snow, 5 hydrochloric acid

6 parts sodium sulphate, 4 ammonium
j

chloride, 2 potassium nitrate, 4 dilute >

nitric acid )

9 parts sodium phosphate, 4 dilute nitrici

acid j

7 parts snow, 4 dilute nitric acid

1 part snow, 2 crystallised calcium chloride

3 parts snow, 4 calcium chloride .. ..

4 parts snow, 5 calcium chloride

2 jiartssnow, 3 crystallised calcium chloride

3 parts snow, 4 potash
6 parts sodium sulphate, 5 ammonium

nitrate, 4 dilute nitric acid

Thermometer sinks:
• OF.

Actual
Reduction
of Tem-

,

peratiure :

2 2

to — o

to -12

to -18

to -25

from — 34 to —50

.,
-6S to -91

'

-40 to -73

to - 34

40 to 4

50 to 10

-20 to -60
to -46

-10 to -56

50 to 4

50 to 3

50 to — 3
• 15 to — 68

32 to -23

50 to —7

32 to -27

50 to -10

50 to -12

32 to -30
to -66

20 to -48
32 to -40
32 to —50
32 to -51

50 to -40

16

23

33

34

36

40

40
46

46

46

47

53
53

55

57

59

60

62

62
66

68
72
82

83

90
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sink to the bottom. la n Paris machine,
for home use, the agitation of the

freezing-mixture is maintained by rota-

tion of the double cylinder containing
it and the cream vessel round an axis

at right angles to the cylinder's length.

MeiJinger has constructed a machine
based on the observation that a solution

of ordinary salt under 32° F. (U° C.)
also fuses ice, and, so long as its con-

centration is maintained, produces the

same low temiierature as the mixture

of salt and ice. He provides a sieve-like

vessel, containing salt, to maintain the

concentration as the ice melts. The

lowering of temperature is uniform

throughout the vessel, and no stirring
is required. The machine has come

largely into use in perfumery.
On the basis of his own experiments,

Jleidinger has formed a table showing
the respective merits of various freezing-
mixtures. The following extract con-

tains the most serviceable :
—

Mixture.

1 ordinary salt, "I

3 ice . . , . /

3 cryst. Glauber)

salt, 2 coned.)

muriatic acid)

2 ammonia ni

trate, 1 sal- (

ammoniac, 3 1

water .,

3 sal-ammoniac
j

2 saltpetre,!
10 water ,.

)

3 sal-ammoniac,
2 saltpetre,
4 cryst. CJlau-

ber salt, '.>

water ,. ..}

O J;

c.

21°

3U'^

2G=

32'

^ a
a o

0-83

74

0-70

0-7G

0-72

1-18

1-31

1-20

rio

Salt mixturos give iiiuih greater

lowering of temperature than simple

salts, as they dissolve in much less

water. Thus, 1 jiart sal-ammoniric is

(lis.solvoil in .'$ )(arts watiT. and lowers

the temi)eraturi' about 19° C. ;
salt-

petre <ii>-8olves in G ])arts water, an<l

lowers the temperature about 11° (J.

(Compare the fourth and fifth on the

Loss of heat
units.

:§3 Si— -.J

To use for 120 c.

o

3

25
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oy vaporisation of the solution, the

salt is easily renewed in its original

condition, ammonia nitrate and sal-

ammoniac, is so costly at the first, that

it would not do to use it only once.

This was the mixture employed in an

apparatus first exhibited by Charles at

the Paris Exhibition in 1867. The tin

vessel containing the substance to be

frozen is enclosed in a large wooden
vessel containing the freezing-mixture,
and is furnished with screw wings,
which stir the mixture as the vessel

is rotated. Another form is that of

Toselli's glaciere Italienne roulante. The
cream or other such substance is enclosed

in a conical-shaped vessel suspended in

the freezing-mixture, and the outer

vessel, enveloped in cloth, is rolled to

and fro on the table. None of these

machines has found very extensive use.

Large masses have to be operated with

to obtain even small results; and the

sum of operations must generally prove
too troublesome in a private house.

As to the question of manufacturing
ice on a large scale by means of solution

of salt, Meidinger comes to the conclu-

sion that by means of 1 lb. of coal (for

restitution of salt used) not more than

2 lb. of ice can be prepared ;
not to

speak of the machine force required for

transport of the large quantity of liquid.

This is verv unfavourable ;
an ammonia

machine will give 4 or 5 times better

results. Much improvement is, in the

circumstances, hardly to be looked for.

It would be necessary to find a salt

that, in dissolving, gave a much greater

lowering temperature than the mixtures

known, and this cannot be expected,
since all the known salts have been

examined in reference to this point.

The real cause of the small productions
of such apparatus lies in the fact that

restitution of the salt is effected only

by change of aggregation (vaporisation),
and this involves large expenditure of

heat. It may be mentioned that ac-

cording to experiments by Rudorff, on

cold produced by solution of 20 different

salts, the two which gave the greatest

lowering of temperature were sulphu-
retted ammonium cyanide, and sul-

phuretted potassium cyanide
—105 parts

of the former, dissolved in 100 parts

water, produce a lowering of tempera-
ture of 31-2° C.

;
and 130 parts of the

latter, in 100 parts of water, as much
as 34:-5°C.

In making ice cream without ma-

chinery, it is always found necessary,
after the freezing begins, to beat the

cream with a paddle by hand. This

facilitates freezing, and at the same

time secures a smooth and uniform con-

gelation. In machinery for freezing
cream on a large scale, it is desirable

that this beating be done automatically,
and the closer the action of the paddle
imitates the movement imparted by the

hand, the better. In the apparatus
shown in Fig. 18, this is accomplished

Fig. 18.

by simple mechanism ;
at the same time,

there is improved machinery for rota-

ting, and scraping the interior of the

freezing can, the whole being so con-

structed that a large quantity of ice
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cream of excellent quality maj^ be

quickly produced by a small expendi-
ture of power. The machine consists of

ice tub, can, scrapers to remove the
cream from the sides as it freezes, the

paddle, and the lid. The tin scrapers,
attached at a, are bent to conform to

the shajje of the can, so as not to bear

hard on the metal and thus scrape off

the tin. The paddle 6 is a bar of gal-
vanised iron, having a tin blade pro-
tected by a wooden point. The lid is of

iron or tin, with apertures at the flange,
so that it may be placed over the scraper

supports. The cream, being suitably

prepared, is placed in the can, and the

tub is filled with ice and salt. The

scrapers are inserted in place, and the

lid is attached. In the side of the tub
is cut a recess, through which a pinion
on the vertical shaft c enters, and en-

gages a circular rack on the can. When
these parts are brought into gear, the

tub is held in place by the i)in d.

The vertical shaft c is now rotated by
bevel gear connected with the main
horizontal shaft, which Irfst is turned

by the crank shown. The can is thus
revolved until the cream becomes quite
thick. The i)acldk', which is secured

to the disc on the left, is now thrown
into operation by the lever e, on moving
which, gearing connected with said disc

is engaged with gearing on the main
shaft. The oscillations of the paddle
are continued until the cream becomes
stilf ami hard. The can is ojjou during
tiie entire o]ieratiou, and hence its con-

tents are always uniier the eye of the

ojierator. The inventor (C. L. Dexter,

Philadelphia) states that a boy of 14

years can easily make 30 qt. of ice

cream at a time without assistance.

The cans may hoM \'l to 40 <it., and
there is no cliurning of the <'ream into

butter by this apjiaratus, which may be

oi)eratcd by steam, if de.sircd.

2. li'j I'Jvapr/ratioii of Liquids.
—The

evaporation and recondensation of a

liquid maybe utiliscil in 2 ways for the

pro(|uction of cold. Typical of the first

method is the well-known lalmrafory
ammonia n|)j>aratus of Carre'. This con-

sists of two vessels, which may be called

a and b, capable of resisting considerable

pressure, and joined by a pipe. The
first step in the process is the prepara-
tion of liquid ammonia. Vessel a con-
tains a solution of ammonia in water,
and is artificially heated

;
6 is kept cool,

and the air is effectually excluded, if

there be any leakage, by a water

jacket, and in it the ammonia condenses
under the pressure caused by the heat
of a. WJien sufficient ammonia is con-

densed, a is transferred to a vessel of

cold water
;

the ammonia vapour is

rapidly absorbed by the cold water with-
in the vessel a. Under the reduced

j)ressure in b, the ammonia boils, absorb-

ing much heat and producing consider-

able cold. The second method is the
exact converse of the condensing steam-

engine. In tlie steam-engine, water is

converted into steam in a vessel at a

high temperature ;
it expands in the

cylinder of the engine, losing a portion
of its heat, which becomes useful

mechanical work
;

it then passes to a
second vessel maintained at a lower

temperature and j)ressure, in which it

is condensed, giving up the balance of

the heat it absorbed in the boiler.

Imagine the water replaced by ether,
the temperature of boiler and con-

denser approjiriately lower, and the

direction of rotation of the engine
reversed by the a]q>lication of external

power, so that, in fact, it becomes a

pump. The ether evajiorates in the

condenser, absorbing heat and causing
cold

;
tlie ether steam jiasses to the

punq), where it is compressed, convert-

ing mechanical power into heat, and,
under the pressure exerted, it is con-

densed and forced at a higher tempera-
ture and jiressure into the vessel cor-

responding witli tlie steam boiler, where
it gives up its heat as may be arraiiired.

Upon the choice of the liijuid used will

depend tlie pressure and temperatures
in the two vessels or chambers. At
.•i2° V. (0° C), the tension of water

vapour is 4'f5 »;i//i. nuTiuiry; of ether,

1S:!".'J; of siiljiliiirous aiiliy<lride,

ll'J.")'!; of ammonia, .'il6'2'9. To pro-
duce 1 litre {I ^ jiint) of water vapour
at 32° V. (0* C), requires 0-0029
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units of heat, the unit being the heat

required to raise 1 kilo. (2 "2 lb.) of

Avater 1° C.
;
to produce 1 litre of ether

vapour at the same temperature requires
0-073 units. At 32° F. (O'^ C), each

stroke of a pump will abstract by ether

vapour nearly 30 times as much heat as

by water vapour. A glance at these

figures shows an obvious advantage in

using liquids having low boiling-points ;

a pump of small capacity will remove a

large quantity of heat, but all such

substances are too costly to be wasted,
and are offensive if any of the vapour

escapes. Water presents obvious advan-

tages, in the fact that we need not care

what becomes of the vapour when con-

densed. But the use of water demands
the power to produce and maintain a

near approach to a perfect vacuum
;
the

barometric pressure must be reduced

from the normal of about 760 mm. of

mercury, to less than 4, aud for every
unit of heat removed, at least 350 litres

of vapour must be withdrawn and con-

densed. Water may be used in either

of the methods already mentioned. It

may be used in a manner exactly cor-

responding with Carre's ammonia ap-

paratus, the water taking the place of

the ammonia, and some hygroscopic

substance, such as sulphuric acid,

taking the place of the water, the

pressures of course being always very
much lower. Or if Ave can find a

sufficiently perfect pump to produce
and maintain a A-acuum of less than

4 mm. of mercury, Ave may realise the

precise reversal of the condensing steam-

engine ;
but to produce any quantity

of ice, the pump must not only be very
perfect, but have a great capacity. A
combination of the two methods ansAvers

best. (Dr. Hojikinson.)
In selecting bodies for abstracting and

absorbing heat Avith the object of pro-

ducing refrigeration on an extensive

scale, several points require to be taken
into consideration. (1) The first is the

amount of latent heat absorbed by 1 lb.

of the body in changing its state, being
966 •! heat units for Avatery A-apours,
900 for gaseous ammonia, 364*3 for

alcohol vapour, 162*8 for ether A-apour.

The amount of artificial cold produced
Avill be in inverse ratio : thus the forma-
tion of 1 ton of ice Avill necessitate the

evaporisation of about 395| lb. of Avater,

424-J lb. of liquid ammonia, 1049^ lb.

of alcohol, or 2348 lb. of ether. (2)
The ne.\t important consideration is the

degree of facility Avith Avhich the bodies

are vaporised, and the range of tem-

perature Avithin Avhich the evaporisation
can be readily accomplished, or, in other

Avords, the boiling-point of the body and
the tension of its A-apour. It is sought
to obtain a body haA-ing the former as

low as is convenient, combined Avith the

latter also moderately low. Many
practical difficulties haA-e been en-

countered through selecting bodies

possessing the former quality, Avithout

much regard to the latter. Thus, at a

temperature of 75° F. (24° C), Avhich

is often exceeded in town Avaters in

AA-arm countries, the tension of liquid
ammonia Avill be 150-160 lb. a sq. in.

;

methyl chloride, about 80 lb. ; methylic
ether, 78 lb.

; sulphur dioxide (sul-

phurous anhydride or oxide), 60 lb.

These immense pressures necessitate

extreme care in the construction of the

apparatus, thereby enhancing the cost;
and the difficulty of keeping the joints

tight often occasions loss of material and
reduced production. (3) Equally neces-

sary to be taken into consideration, is

the condensation of the vaporised body,
in order that it maybe used oA-er again.
This condensation is effected by moans
of a supply of cold Avatei'. In some in-

dustries, and in certain localities, the
scale of consumption of Avater for this

jilirpose is such as to altogether pre-
clude the use of certain machines. (4)
The chemical properties of the sub-

stances employed must be studied in

relation to their action upon the metal
or other material with Avhich they will

come into contact. Having said so

much concerning the general principles
and conditions iuA'olved in the artificial

production of a Ioaa' temperature, or ice

itself, some space may now be doA^oted

to a description of the principal machines
devised Avith this object.
Ammonia machines.— Carre's inter-
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mittent portable apparatus, in which i

ammonia is employed, is shown in I

Fig. 19. A boiler k containing the '

ammonia is connected by the pipe r with

the refrigerator t, into the well of which

Fig. 19.

77it

are put vessels filled with water to be

frozen. The boiler k is placed over a

fiortable furnace, and the apparatus is

purged of air, which is driven by the

evolved gas out at the stop-cock in.

This being closed, and the refrigerator
immersed in a tank of cool water, the

temperature of the li(inid ammonia is

raised to 2:50^-240° F. (110°-115° C),
at which heat the ammonia is expelled,
and condensed in a liquid form in the

refrigerator t. The bniler being now
rcmiived from the furnace, and placeil
in the watiT-bath, the temperature of

the water in it will fall, and the power
of the water to dissolve ammonia will

1)6 restored. The gas will be rapidly

ri'-dissolved, re<luciiig the pressure, as

the lifiuid ammonia will evaporate with

corresponding rajiidity, drawing for its

latent heat u])oii the sensible heat of

the water to be frozen. The result will

Ijc the com])lete cvaj)oration of the

lii|uc(ied ammonia, and the restoration

of an aqueous .scdutiou in the builcr, of

the original strength. lietwceii the

ii.e-[inn and the well, is a body of

alcohol, which will not freeze, but will

act as a conductor. During the refriger-

ation, the vessel t has a non-conducting

envelripe.
In the large refrigi-ratfpr, an ammo-

tiia'-al soluti'iu is placeil in a boiler and

lieated in the ordinary way by a fire

undiMneath. 'I'hc ammonia is given off

rapidly as a gas, and is collected at

pressure in a coil of pipes placed in a

tank, through which a constant stream
of cold water runs. The ammonia is

here liquefied, both by its own pressure
and by the extraction of all heat above
that of ordinary cold water. From this

liquefied condition, the ammonia will,
on removal of the pressure, fly at once
into gas. The liquefied gas is then used
in a species of water engine or meter,
which serves to pump back the re-united

ammoniacal solution into the boiler

again. The liquefied gas, after having
here done its work, immediately on
release flies into gas ;

and this re-evapo-
rated gas is conducted in circuitous

tubes through the freezing tanks or

chamber. By reason of this sudden re-

evaporation of the ammonia, upon re-

lease from high pressure, a large

quantity of heat is taken up and
rendered latent, and this is of course

abstracted from surrounding objects, or

from the liquid to be frozen. After

having served its jjurpose, the ammonia
is led into a chamber, meeting and

mixing with the water from the boiler,

out of which the ammonia has been

evaporated. It is thus re-absorbed, and

then pumped, by the water engine before

referred ti>, back again into the boiler.

The ammonia thus is continually circu-

lating round
;

first evajjorated by heat,

giving the motive j)ower to the ar-

rangement; next becoming liciuefied by
virtue of its own jiressure of 8 to 10

atmospheres, and being cooled by a

stream of running water, it then re-

evaporates in doing work, thereby

causing a large absorption of heat, aiul

ellecting the freezing operation. It is

lastly remixed with the unaiirated water

from the boiler, and is jiuuiped back, as

a solution, once again into the boiler.

Ether machines.—The ether refriger-

ator consists essentially of an engine to

give the motive power to the various

operations. To this engine is attached,

]U'obalily on the same piston-rod, a

vacuum ]>ump. This ]>um]) has its

suction jiipe on tlie one side attached

to the refrigerating vessel, which is

partially filled with ether. Ily reason

of the reduction of pressure in this
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vessel produced by the pump, a portion
of the ether evaporates, being an ex-

ceedingly volatile liquid. In evaporat-

ing, the ether renders latent a large

quantity of heat, thus extracting it

from the remainder of the ether, pro-

ducing a very low temperature. This

reduction of temperature is made use of

by circulating through the ether in

thin pipes, a fluid such as brine, or

calcium chloride, which will not freeze

at 32° F. (0° C). This circulating
medium is then made use of to freeze

water in blocks for commercial purposes.
The circulation is etiected by means of

a suitable pump. On t!ie other side of

the main vacuum pump, the volatilised

ether is delivered at slight pressure into

a pipe, circulating through a large tank

through which a constant stream of

cold water is flowing. This causes

the recondensation of the ether into a

liquid, which then falls by gravitation
back again into the main refrigerating
vessel. Thus a constant circulation,

without loss of the ether, is kept up ;

the heat abstracted in the refrigerator

by evaporation on the suction side being
carried off by the constant stream of

cold water on the delivery side. This is

the most usual form, perhaps, of re-

frigerating machine, and may be repre-
sented by that made by Siddeley and

JIackay, of Liverpool.

Mixed-liquid machines.—The "binary

absorption
"
system of Tessie du Mothay

and A. I. Rossi is one of the most recent

developments of the science of pro-

ducing artificial cold. Experiments on

ethers indicated that those formed by
the acids, as well as their alcoholic

radicals, possess the property of absorb-

ing sulphurous anhydride (sulphur

oxide), some of them to the extent of

300 times their volume of gas, in

certain conditions, ordinary ether

standing first. Upon this fact, the

system is founded. The liquid em-

ployed is ethylo-sulphurous dioxide,

obtained from ordinary ether by satu-

rating with sulphurous oxide gas.
This liquid, at a temperature of 60°-
65° F. (l.[)°-18° C), has no pressure,
and can be readily kept in glass

bottles at 80°-90° F. (27°-32° C.) ;

its tension is only 2-5 lb. Thus a

machine charged with it, when stopped,
will show no pressure on the gauges,
and even a vacuum at rest, if the tem-

perature is low
;

while with other

liquids, even the stoppage of the ma-
chine does not prevent the pressure
of the vapours inside soon reaching its

point of equilibrium with the tempera-
ture outside, and even at as low a

temperature as 32° F. (0° C.) sulphur
dioxide (sulphurous oxide) alone, as

used in the Pictet machine, has still

15 lb. a sq. in. of pressure, exerting a

constant and increasing pressure on the

vessels containing it, and, in case of a

small leak starting, causing the entire

loss of the charge. What is said here

of sulphurous oxide applies with still

more force to liquid ammonia, methyl
chloride, and methylic ether.

Such a binary liquid as that just

mentioned, when evaporated under a

vacuum, is resolved into its two con-

stituents, the mixed vapours entering
the pump together ; then, imder a

small compression, ether liquefies first,

a few lb. pressure being sufficient for it,

even with such waters as are met witli

in tropical climates. The ether thus

liquefied absorbs in the condenser the

vapours of sulphurous oxide, reconsti-

tuting the "
binary liquid," and thereby

avoiding the excess of mechanical com-

pression, which would otherwise have
been necessaiy to effect this liquefaction
of the oxide. Thus, for the work of

compression of the pump, is substituted

a power of chemical affinity, and ab-

sorption of the less volatile absorbent

for the vapours of the more volatile.

With the advantage of the low pressure
of the ether, is combined the advantage
of the intensity of cold produced by the

volatilisation of the sulphurous oxide,

avoiding its drawbacks, in presence of

water and the ether, the sulphurous
oxide is transformed, not into sulphuric

acid, as before, but into "
sulphorinic

"

acid, the action of which acid upon
metals is insignificant, if not absolutely
nil. The sulphurous acid being an ex-

tinctor, relieves the ether of one of the
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drawbacks to its use, and acting as

self-lubi'icant, renders the greasing of

the working parts unnecessary, lu a

machine making 6 tons of ice daily,
the pressures in the condenser in

normal and regular working have boon

14-15 lb., descending to lO-U lb.

under most favourable conditions, and

reaching 20-23 lb. under least favour-

able conditions. The water used for

condensation has been but J to
-^
of that

needed by a Pictet machine of the same

capacity. The smallness of pressure

required renders the machine much

simpler, ordinary valves, &c., sufficing.

The New York Ice Machine Co. are

working very successfully with the

system in the United States.

Kecently llossi and Beckwith have

discovered that still better eft'ects are

obtainable by a mixture of ammonia
and glycerine. The non-volatile gly-
cerine absorbs at low pressure many
volumes of ammonia

;
and when the

ammonia is va])orised by the action

of a j)um]i, intense cold is jiroduced.
The chief advantage claimed for the now

compound arises from the utilisation

of the great cold-producing power of

the ammonia in volatilisation, and the

neutralisation of its enormous pressure

by its absor]itiou in the glycerine.
When the machine is at rest, the pres-
sure is from zero to 15 lb., as against
125 Hi. in the ordinary ammonia

machine; and when the machine is at

work, the ]>ressure is Ii5 to 50 lb. as

comparod witii a ])ressure of 225 to 300
lb. in tin; ammonia machine.

SuI|)hur-oxide machines.—Sulphuric
acid is the medium cmjiloyed in Carre's

ilomestic ai)])aratus shown in Fig. 20.

It consists of a large vessel a for holding
the concentrated sulphuric acid

;
an

:iir-i)uni]i ;i,
witli tulie conni-ctions r,

adapteil to the mouths of the ilecanters/;
and a mechanism by which the lever A

of the air-[>ump keeps the acid in con-

tinual motion; / is a stop-cock. This

ajijiriratus is useful for cooling drinks.

I'ictet's machine sh'iwn in Fig. 21 is

inteu'ied more especially for domestic

use, about 2 lb. of ice licing ])roduced
in 10 minutes with the minimum of

labour and at slight expense. The

freezing liquid is anhydrous sul-

phurous acid, which rajiidly extracts

heat from surrounding substances as it

Fig. 20.

vaporises. The apparatus is composed,
as usual, of a freezer, a compressing
pump, a condenser, and a distributor

working under the ordinary conditions
;

Fio. 21.

but the freezer has peculiar arrange-
ments for constantly supplying the

loss, which however is very slight, of

vidatile liiniid, and so the apparatus
remains ready for work without any
fresh Hujiply for a long time, say, for

exami)lc, a year. The freezer consists

of 2 sujierposed chambers, of which the

lower is the refi'ig(M-ator j)ro])eriy so

called, working between 2 levcds very
cidse togetli(!r, and of wliich tin,' upjier
chamber is the jU'o vision made for

reserve. The refrigerator consists of a
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cylindrical receiver A, within which an

annular vessel B is formed, and from

the centre thereof a column C springs,
it communicates with the receiver and

is swelled out at the top, forming an

enlargement D furnished with stop-cock
E having a nozzle G. The receiver has

on its side a small passage F. The ap-

paratus is charged by introducing the

volatile liquid by G to till the whole
interior capacity of the refrigerator A
to the top of the column C, where it is

terminated by the stop-cock E
;

this

forms the charge of the apparatus.
When the distributing cock is adjusted,
which puts the refrigerator in com-

munication with the condenser," all the

excess of volatile liquid above the

orifice of the pipe F runs into the con-

denser to the level indicated by the line

a a. The liquid evaporating from all

its free surface, it is necessary to ensure

constant equilibrium between the en-

closed part of the receiver and the

interior of the column C by means of

one or more curved tubes of U form,
as indicated. The vessel B receives 3

conical annular moulds filled with

water to be frozen
; they fit almost

exactly against the sides of the vessel B—which, however, contains, as is usual,
a small quantity of uncongealable liquid,
such as glycerine, to ensure the inter-

change of temperature. When the ice

is formed, the moulds are taken out and
treated in the usual way to remove the

ice. The abstraction of heat necessary
to freeze the water in the moulds

corresponds to the evaporation of a

weight of volatile liquid equal to the

difference between the original level a a

and the level b b to which it descends

after the freezing. The refrigerator is

completely enveloped in a wooden case

packed with cork dust to ensure its

isolation. Its total capacity for the

work proposed, should be 27 pints of

volatile liquid, and each of the 3 moulds
will contain about 12 oz. of water—sav,

together, about 21 lb.

In Pictet's larger apparatus, the me-
tallic vessels containing the water to be

frozen are surrounded by a mixture of

glycei-ine and water. The sulphurous

oxide is drawn into a copper tubular

reliigerator, the liquid filling the space
between the tubes. Here takes place

vaporisation, with the consequent pro-
duction of intense cold, and the tempera-
ture of the non-congealable mixture of

glycerine and water surrounding the

refrigerator is so far reduced that water

placed in the metallic vessels immersed
in the tank rapidly becomes frozen. A
propeller-wheel sends a current of the

glycerine solution through the tubes,
and thus hastens the refrigeration.
The vapour of the oxide is drawn out

of the refrigerator by the pump, and
forced into the space between the tubes

of the condenser. Through these tubes,
a stream of cold water is constantly
forced

;
this detei-mines the condensation

of the vapours, and the re-liquefied
oxide passes into the admission-pipe,
and enters again into circulation. A
saturated solution of magnesium chlo-

I'ide gives better results than the glyce-
rine mixture. The tension of the oxide

vapour varies from about 14 "7 to 131b.
;

on the return stroke, the gas is com-

])ressed to J or -i its original volume,

having its temperature raised to 200°
F. (93° C). The cold water current
reduces this temperature to about
61° F. (16° C.) at the outlet; and
under a pressure of S-SJ atmos., the

gas resumes a liquid state. It is claimed

that 1 lb. of acid produces nearly 1 lb.

of ice
;
and that with a consumption of

22i tons of coal, 250 tons of ice can be

made every 24 hours. The cost is said

not to exceed 1 c. a /.ilo. (say if/, a lb.).

The system is largely adopted in skating-
rinks, breweries, &c.

Various -
liquid Biachines. — Some

machines can work with any volatile

liquid. One of the earliest machines of

this kind, and so simple that it can be

made at home, was that invented by
Jacob Perkins in 1834, and shown in

Fig. 22. The apparatus is carried on a

wooden base a, about 5 ft. long and 2^ ft.

wide. At one end is a jacketed copper

pan b, the interior of which holds the

water to be frozen, while the jacket c

contains the volatile liquid and its

vapour. The pan b is enclosed in a
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wooden box d, containing powdered
charcoal e as a non-conductor. From the

top of the jacket c, a pipe / is led away
to the suction-valve of an air-jjunip tj,

tion of ice, additional plant is necessary,

consisting of a large tank, and suitable

receptacles for tlie water. A novelty in

Ilolden's arrauiremeut is tluit the water-

FlG. 22.

fixed in tlie middle of the wooden base

a. From tlie delivery
- valve of this

pump, a pipe h proceeds to the top of a

worm i contained in a worm-tub k, at

the farther end of the base a. The
worm - tub is supplied with water

through an inlet / at the bottom, while

the escape is at m. A pipe ii in con-

tinuation of the lower end of the worm
is connected with the under side of a

valve-box o, in which is a valve loaded

to about 15 lb. per sq. in., so that the

vapour in the worm is subjected to this

pressure, as well as to the cooling in-

fluence of the water, and by these

means is brought back to a lifjuid con-

dition. From the upper side of the

valve-box a ])ipe p proceeds to the bot-

tom of the jacketed pan, to convey the

liquor to it, thus comjileting the circuit.

'I'lic box d has a doulde lid lined with

charcoal, and a pane of glass at ?:

Another machine ada|)tod to the use

<if almost any vfdatile lii|iiiil, whether

ainmonia, carbon bisulphide, ether, &c.,

is lIolden'H, of riiiladeljjhia. it was
first designed solely for reducin.; the

tempi-rature of lii|iiitls, such as bei'r,

wlien the liquiil to be coolecj is allnwe<l

to trickle down over the refrigerating
coil It has been widely adopted in

American breweries. For the jirrMluc-

holding vessels are introduced at one

end of the tank and removed at the

other, })assing through progressively

increasing degrees of cold.

Water machines.—It has long been
known that extreme cold can be pro-
duced by the I'apid evaporation of water
in a comparatively perfect vacuum, the

heat rei[uired for vaporisation being
absti'acted from the remaining water,
which consequently becomes reduced in

temperature, and if the process be sulli-

ciently jirolongod, actually converted

into ice. JIachines to carry out this prin-

ciple hav(! been constructed by Leslie,

Carre, and others, but in all these cases

the air-])ump served only for the rare-

faction of the air in the refrigerating

com])artment, and not for the removal
and condensation of the vapour, which
had to be entindy absorlxnlby sul])huric

acid, r(!quiring renewal after each opera-
tion. Owing to this defect, continuity
of action could not be obtained, while

the removal and replacement of the

acid was not only an expensive operation,
but was oi>en to obvious objections
from till! dangi'r and ililli<ulty of dealing
with smdi a highly corrosive material

as oil of vitriol. For these reasons the

introduction of vacuum maidiiiies has

never been general, and in point of fact
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they were little known oi- used, except
for producing very small quantities of

ice for household purposes and for la-

boratory experiments, in both of which

cases the air-pump was worked by hand.

(Engineer.)

Windhausen, and others, who have

taken up the practical improvement of

his inventions, have brought to a com-
mercial success the manufacture of ice

by the evaporation of water at a very
low pressure. Their machinery is now

working in Berlin and at the Aylesbury

Dairy Co.'s premises in St. Petersburg

Place, Bayswater. The evaporation of

part of the water and freezing of the

remainder is effected in 6 vessels of

truncated conical form, into which the

water is allowed to flow at a regulated

speed from 6 tanks above the cones.

The nozzles by which the water flows

into the cones are jacketed with the

fresh waterflowing into the tanks, for the

purpose of preventing them from being
choked by the ice which would other-

wise form there. The cones are closed

by hinged lids, which are made perfectly

air-tight by meaus of 2 indiarubber

rings, with an annular space between

them filled with water. To secure the

easy disengagement of the mass of ice

when completed, the cones are jacketed
with a space into which steam can be

admitted. The vacuum is produced and

maintained by a compound air-pump.
This pump can produce a vacuum of

5 mtn. of mercury—that is, xsVo P''^^''

of an atmosphere. The large cylinder
is double-acting, and has a diameter of

32 in. and stroke of 20 in., hence a ca-

pacity each revolution of 875 pints. The
exit valves are self-acting ;

the entrance

valves are actuated mechanically. The
small cylinder is single-acting, and has a

diameter of 8" 8 in. and stroke of 8 '4 in.;

hence a capacity of 14 pints. The nor-

mal speed of the pump is 54 revolutions

per minute. In beginning to exhaust

with this compound pump, very great
force would be required, owing to the

great size of the large cylinder in com-

parison with the small. This inconve-

nience is avoided by opening a release

valve giving communication between the

two ends of the large cylinder.', When a

tolerable exhaustion is attained, this

valve is closed, and the pump is worked

compound, the large cylinder eliecting

compression of the residual air or vapour
to a certain point, and the small cylin-
der completing the compression to the

tension of the e.xternal air. But a small

part of the water evaporated passes

through the pump; the major portion
is absorbed in a cylindrical vessel of

boiler-plate. In this, revolves an agita-
tor about a horizontal axis. This vessel

is 23 ft. long, and 34 in. diameter, and

should be about f full, then holding
5250 pints of acid. This vessel is sur-

rounded by water, to prevent the tem-

perature of the acid from rising too

much, but for this purpose no very

large supply of cold water is needed.

After 3 turns have been worked, the

acid is so far diluted that it is well to

change it for that which has been con-

centrated. The air having been ad-

mitted, the dilute acid is allowed to run
out into a tank. On again exhausting
the cylindrical vessel, fresh acid is

drawn up from a chamber. The con-

centration of the acid is efiected in a

lead-lined vessel, in which is a coil of

lead-piping heated by the admission of

steam from the boiler. The ])ressure in

this vessel is kept low by means of an

ordinary air-pump. No acid pump is

needed, as all the moving of acid is

effected by the pressure of the air. A
complete cycle of work would be ap-

proximately as follows :
—Start at 12

o'clock, with acid in the reservoir,

having a density of 60° B., that is an

actual density 1'70, equivalent to 79

per cent. H„S04 to 21 per cent, water
;

about 40 minutes' pumping is required
to produce the vacuum before beginning
to run in the water ;

the water is then

admitted in a regulated stream to the

cylinders, the pump is kept at work,
and the vacuum is maintained at about

3 mm. of mercury ;
about 3780 pints

having entered the 6 cylinders, the flow

is stopped; 792 lb. has evaporated, and

3960 lb. is formed into ice, and passed

through the pump or to the acid. The
valves between are now closed. The
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lids of the cones are opened, anl steam

is introduceil into the jacket. The
6 blocks, of 6 cwt. each, ])resently fall

down. The lids are again closed, the

exhaust valves are opened, and the air

is pumped out. The process is repeated
with a somewhat slower flow of water,
as the absorption by the acid is loss

rapid. A third time is the air pumped
out, and 36 cwt. of ice presently ]>ro-

duced. But now the acid is becoming
too dilute, its density is reduced to

about 51 "5° B., that is actually a den-

sity of 1"55, indicating Cti per cent.

HoSOj and 34- per cent, water. It must
be changed for tliat which has been

undergoing concentration during the

cycle of 3 turns. The cycle just de-

scribed produces 108 cwt. of ice, and

occupies from start to the next start,

and allowing time to change acid, be-

tween 8 anil 9 hours. Therefore the

machine will produce between 15 and

16 tons of ice in '2-t- hours. The con-

sumption of coals is very small, all told

less than 8 per cent, of the weight of

ice produced ;
the acid serves over and

over again, indefinitely ;
the wear and

tear of tiie machine so far appears
to be, practically, nil. The success of

the machine, as regards durability, is

largely ilue to the fact that the suliihuric
acid is never so concentrated as to attack

lead, and is never so dilute as to attack

brass or iron. The condensed water,
both from the vacuum pump and irom

the concentrator pump, did not reveal

the slightest trace of acid. In the early

days of the machine, the concentrator

consisted of a rectangular cast-iron

vessel, without any brail lining; it is

astonishing hnw well the cast iron

withstood the corrosive action of the hot

8ul|>huric acid when ordinary air was
absent. One would expect tiiat there

woulil be some ililliculty in keejiing the

journal of the agitator of the absfirbcr

tight, cxposi'd as it is on the interior to

ncid. This is eilected by jilacing the

external portion of the shaft under

water. On a large scale, in continuous

work, ice can bo made at a less cost than

4s. a ton, allowing 10 per cent, on the

plant for depreciation, 5 per cent, for

interest, and appropriately for other dead

charges and contingencies. Though a

I>erfect pump is a necessary adjunct of

the machine, the work is nearly all

done by the absorption of the acid. The
indicator diagrams of the engine em-

ployed for driving the pumps gave the

following results at the various stages :—With no load, 2*15; during the ear-

lier .stage of the exhaustion, with the
release valve open, 10*1

;
after closing

the release valve, during the process of

freezing, 5
•

in maintaining the vacuum.
As the iiowor varies at different stages
from 2 to 10 horse, it is clear that by
judicious arrangement, 2 complete appa-
ratus could be driven by an engine
capable of indicating 12-horse power.
A larger quantity of steam is required
for heating the absorber from its coil—
about 187 pints of water are condensed

j)er hour. From this figure, and from
the indicated horse-power, it is easy to

see that the consumption of coal maybe
made very materially less than 8 per
cent. (Dr. Hoj)kiuson.)

3. By Expansion of Gasea.—The at-

mosphere may be used as the medium by
which freezing is effected. This depends
on the following natural laws :

—When
air is comjjressed, considerable increase

of temperature is made sensible, exactly

proportioned to the work done in com-

l)ressing. If, now, this heat be extracted

when sensible, upon reduction of pres-
sure and increase to normal volume, the

air will be minus the amount of heat

which has l)een abstracted from it by the

water. In this way, by compression,

cooling, and after re-ex|)ansion, intense

cold is ])roduced, quite accidentally, by
the use of coni])ressed air operating

mining engines, the cold of the exhaust
air being intense. This ])roductiou of

cold in the one machine is effected by
a puni]), alternately compressing and

again allowiin; to expand a given quan-
tity of air. Wlifii the air is compressed,
and its heat is sensibly raisrd, its jiosi-

tion in the machine is detcrmineil by a

second non-conducting ])iston, which
causes the air when hot and under com-

pression to be always on the one side,

and when cold and exj)andcd to be
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always on the other. Upon that side at

which the heated air is always collected

is a hollow cover, through which a con-

stant stream of cold water is running in

order to abstract the heat as it is ren-

dered sensible. On the other side to

which the expanded and cold air is

driven is another hollow chamber with

large surface, through which is driven

the brine or other solution whose tem-

perature it is required to reduce below

freezing-point. The compressed air—
always the same quantity, but rising in

density as the cold increases—thus acts

as a carrier of the heat from the liquid
to be frozen to the constant stream of

cold water which carries it away.

{Iron.}

By Giffard's system on this principle,
a machi"nc using 18-horso power and

burning 792 lb. coal in 10 hours, pro-
duces 1 ton of ice in this time. The ice

thus costs -J^if. per 2^ lb. with coal at

23s. a ton. This price may be reduced

to h, since there are steam engines that

do not burn more than 21 lb. of coal per
horse per hour. The same size machine
furnishes 2145 cub. ft. per hour of cold

air at 32° F. (0° C). {Chronlque In-

dustrielle.)

Bell and Coleman's apparatus is de-

signed to overcome the dilticulty en-

countered in the formation of particles
of ice during the re-expansion. This is

avoided by a more effectual cooling of

the compressed air, and by subsequently

treating the air so as to separate mois-

ture from it, by subjecting it, before

re -
expansion, to an atmosphere cool

enough to ensure the deposition of any

remaining moisture that would be liable

to freeze. (See Spons' Encyclopedia,

pp. 1019-20.)
4, By Mechanical Means.—It often hap-

pens in towns and where manufactories

are crowded together, that the supply
of water for condensing purposes is

Very small, and consequently that it

attains an inconveniently high tem-

perature under unfavourable conditions

of weather, resulting in the deterioration

of the vacuum and a consequent increase

in the consumption of fuel. To remedy
tjr to diminish this difficulty, Boase

& Miller have brought out a water

cooler, which consists of a revolving
basket of wire gauze surrounding an
inner stationary vessel pierced with nu-

merous small holes, through which the

heated water dischai'ged by the air-

pump finds its way into the basket, to

be thrown out in the form of fine spray
to a distance of 20 ft. at each side. The

drops are received in a tank, and in

their rapid passage through the air are

sufficiently cooled to be again injected
into the condenser. A cooler having a

basket 3 ft. in diameter, making 300
revolutions per minute, and discharging
into a tank 40 ft. square, requires 3 to

4 indicated horse-power to drive it, and
will cool 300 gal. per minute. The

following decrease of temperature has

been observed in actual practice :
—

Water entering at 95° F. fell 20° in tem-

perature ;
water entering at 100°-110°

fell 25°; and water entering 110^^-120°

fell 30°. The machine with which
these trials were made was so placed
that the top of the basket was 4 ft,

from the surface of the water in the

tank. With a greater elevation, better

results can be obtained. The advan-

tages claimed for the cooler are that by
its means the temperature of the injec-
tion water can be reduced, the cost and
size of cooling ponds can be diminished,
and condensing engines can be employed
where hitherto they have not been pos-
sible. The apparatus has been for

2 years in operation at several large

factories, and there is every reason to

believe that its use will extend, as it

supplies a real want in a very simple
and ingenious manner. Duncan Bros.,
of Dundee and 32 Queen Victoria Street,

London, are the manufacturers.

Cooling Syrups, Solutions,
&c.—The moderate cooling of fluids

by the effect of a current of cold water

is an essential condition of the condensers

attached to stills, and this part of the

subject will be found discussed undei

Distillation. Much the same principk
is employed in refrigerators for cooling
brewers' worts, the object being to at-

tain the maximum exposure of the wort
in the least possible time and space.

G 2
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An equally important but far less

developed application of cold to solu-

tions is with a view to separating their

valuable portion from the accompanying
water. On this subject, Prof. Mills re-

marks that "
theoretically it comes to

much the same thin^ whether you get a

substance separated out by means of

heat or cold. Cooling is effected by a

heat engine, but universally the nature

of the substance must have a very ma-
terial influence, and that alone may de-

cide as to whether we ought to apply
heat or cold in any particular case.

Ellis has proved the economy in the ap-

plication of cold in the case of soda

sulphate, owing to the peculiar pro-

perty it has of crystallising out in great
abundance at low temperature. In this

case, the mere application of heat raises

no objection, because the sulphate is an

object which you can treat as severely as

vou please by means of heat. This pro-

cess, however, is very suggestive in

other ways, for example, in dealing
with organic bodies, which seem to be

specially proper substances for this

treatment. Again, in the preparation
of solid paraffin wax from the blue oil,

cold is constantly emidoyed for the pur-

pose ;
in fact ever since the gi'cater im-

provements in the paraffin oil manufac-

ture have been made, this has been

systematically applied in order to ex-

tract the paraffin. It is surprising that

we have not heard more of cold in this

way. Why should we not purify such a

substance as carbolic acid by dissolving
it into some suitable naphtha, and by
means of cold separate it again ? By
this way we might find some means
of preparing pure carbolic acid with

greater rapidity. Again, polybasic
acids might yield similar results. Why
not try the effect of cooling solutions of

bcnzoates and tartrates ?
"

More than 30 years ago, Knellcr pro-

posed to concentrate syru[)S by forcing
cold air through them, and his jdan was

much improve'! b)' Chevnllier. Sugar
made in Chevallicr's :i]i|iaratus rivalled

that of the vacuum-pan in every resjicct.

A vessel holding '-tO<) gal. of synip

(comprised of 3 parts sugar to 1 of

water) is estimated by Wray to turn

out 12 tons of sugar daily. The cost of

the apparatus is small
;
the power re-

quired is trifling; the ordinary air of

the estate could be used in dry weather,
and would entail an insignificant expense
for drying in damp weather

;
and the

quality of the sugar is unsurpassed. In

1865, Alvaro Keynoso proposed to

rapidly cool the syrup in suitable ma-

chines, and thus form a confused mass

of particles of frozen water (ice) and

dense syrup. The mixture is afterwards

separated in centrifugals, and the syrup,

deprived of ice, is evaporated in vacuo

I'eady for crystallisation. It seems

most singular that, in the face of the

many drawbacks and great cost incurred

by concentration by heat, so little effort

is made by sugar-growers to adajit the

cooling system to their needs.

Ellis (//. Soc. Chein. Ind.) has pub-
lished the results of his e.\perience
in the application of cooling to the

recovery of soda sulphate from waste

liquors. He found that 100 parts
of water at 9-4° F. can hold in

solution 412 parts of soda sul])hate

crvstals (Na„SO,-f-10HjO) ;
at 80° K.,

184 parts; at 79° F., 110 parts; at

77° F.. 98 parts; at G8° F., 58 parts;
at 50° F., 23 parts; and at freezing-

point only 12 i)arts; so that a very

slight lowering of temperature in the

case of a strong solution gives a very
considerable yield of crystals; a solu-

tion saturated at 94° F. should yield
almost 97 ])er cent, of the crystals if

cooled to 32° F. The waste licjuor ex-

perimented on was about equivalent to a

solution saturated at 05° F., and on

cooling it down to 40° F., about 2*5

lb. of the salt were always obtained

from 1 gal. of liquor; this salt was

tolerably i)ure, and by washing it with

a sjiray of saturated solution of soda

sulphate, a salt almost free from foreign

bodies was obtained. Some samples
which wore analysed contained about

0'2 per cent, of common salt and 0*04

l)er cent, of iron. The next point to be

considered is how miiih heat requires to

be abstracted from 1 gal. of the licjuor

at '",5° F. in order to reduce its tempera-
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ture to 40° F. and to obtain the crystals
from it. We will take as our thermal

unit the quantity of heat required to

raise 1 lb. of water through 1^ F.
;

1 gal. of the liquor weighs about 12-5 lb.,

and has a specific heat of about 0"85,
so that 12-5 X 0-85 X 25= 265-6 ther-

mal units must be extracted in addition

to that which is given out by 2 • 5 lb. of

salt while crystallising : this may be

taken at 250 thermal units, giving a

total of 515*6, to obtain 2*5 lb. of the

salt. About 10 times this quantity of

heat would require to be supplied to

the liquor in order to get the same
amount of the salt by evaporating it to

drvness. In order to arrive at an idea

of "the cost of abstracting heat from a solu-

tion by artificial means, Ellis consulted

Coleman of the Bell-Coleman Refrigera-

ting Company, and he stated that one

of his refrigerators which consumed
3 tons of coal in 24- hours could in that

time produce cold capable of abstracting

4,000,000 of the above thermal units,

which is just about Jj of the correspond-

ing heat which the same weight of

coal can supply in practice when applied
to evaporation. However, in the case

under consideration it would be quite

unnecessary to make use of artificial

cold for the whole of the reduction of

temperature from 65° F. to 40° F., as

during a considerable portion of the

year, at least half this cooling could be

brought about by natural means, and as

the vield of crystals is proportionately
much greater between 65° F. and 50° F.

than between 50° F. and 40° F. it might be

found more advantageous nottu attempt

cooling below 50° F. at all. The liquor
contains about 53 parts of salt to 100

parts of water, and by cooling to 50° F.

30 of those parts should be recovered,
whereas further cooling to 40° F. would

only yield 6-7 parts more of crystals.
Ellis was at first inclined to think that

the question of the recovery of the salt,

economically, could be solved by the

use of artificial cold, produced by a

mechanical refrigerator of such form as

the Bell-Coleman Co. make, but on

going into details of cost and working

e.xpepses, he feels almost convince4 that

a similar result could be brought about
in another way much more economic-

ally, and he proposed the following
method for the treatment of this liquor
on the large scale. Let us first take a

case when the atmospheric temperature
is about 50° F. or lower. The liquor could

be run away from the precipitating
tanks in the copper works into a reser-

voir of suitable dimensions, where it

would be allowed to remain some
little time to permit of the solid im-

purities settling out, and also to allow

the liquor to cool down to a certain

extent. It could then be made to flow

slowly and continuously along a shallow

shoot, on the outside of which a current

of cooling water ran in the opposite
direction to the flow of liquor. In this

way all the cooling effect of the water
would be utilised, and the liquor would
flow away at the end farthest from the

reservoir at a temperature the same, or

nearly so, as the cooling water, leaving
behind it in the shoot all the soda sul-

phate crystals, which it was unable
to hold in solution at that temperature.
These could be fished out from time to

time without stopping the flow of fresh

quantities of liquor, and at once taken

to a hydro-extractor, where they could

be washed with a spray of saturated

solution of soda sulphate, and dried. In

this way they would be rendered almost

entirely free from foreign bodies, and
could then be furnaced and converted
into salt cake. This direct treatment

could of course only be used when the

temperature of the air and water was
not much above 50° F., if a fair percent-

age of the crystals in the liquor were
to be recovered, but as this temperature
is considerably below the average for a

great part of the year, the liquor would

require at other times to undergo treat-

ment betore entering the reservoir, so

that after such treatment it would be

of a strength to yield per gallon at the

particular temperature as much soda

sulphate crystals as a gallon of the

original liquor would yield at 50° F.

This could of course be brought about

by a partial evaporation. Let us sup-

pose, for instance, that the temperature
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was at 59° F., and that the liquor was
of such strength as to be capable of

yielding at 50° F. 2 lb. of crystals from

the gallon. From the table of solubili-

ties at ditlerent temperatures, it is easily

calculated that by evaporating away
about 20 per cent, of the water from

the liquor, or about 1*4 lb. per gal., a

liquor would be obtained which would

give per gallon the same yield at 59° F.

as 1 gal. of the original li(iuor would

give at 50° F., or if the temperature
were as high as 68° F. an evaporation of

40 per cent, or about 2"8 lb. per gal.,

would again give a liquor which would

yield the same result. Thus by varying
the amount of evaporation according to

the temperature of the air and the yield

of salt required, any recjuired result

could be arrived at, the limit of course

being where the evaporation was car-

ried to the e.xtent of driving off all

the water and leaving the dry salts.

This was the case in the method of treat-

ment whicli was formerly resorted to,

and which, from the above, appears to

be an expensive and, except ia most

exceptional circumstances, a useless

method of procedure, for, by the method

of cooling after partial evaporation,
when the temperature is at 59° F. only
1-4 lb. of water refjuire to be evapor-
ated away in order to get 1

• 7G lb. of salt

(that is 2 lb. less 12 per cent, for reduc-

tion in bulk of the liquor during the

])artial evaporation) in a fairly pure

form, whereas by total evaporation, that

is driving olf about 7 lb. of water, only
a* 75 lb. of a very imi)ure salt is the

result, or a little over twice the quan-

tity of salt for 5 times the evaporation.

Having eva|)orat('cl the li(iuor jn ]iart,

it could be run into the reservoir ami be

put through the .same treatment as

before stated. If tiie liquor were run

from the reservoir at a temperature
30° F. above tliat of the cooling water,

theoretically there would be ro(|uired
less than twice as mucli cooling water

as liquor to be treated, fur from 1 gal.

of li(iuor weighing 12-5 lb., 0-H5X 12-5

X-'}0 = 318'75 thermal units would
have to be abstracted in addition to 200
thermal units for the 2 lb, of salt wliile

crystallising out, and 2 gal. of water
should be capable of abstracting 600
thermal units, though, of course, in

practice, rather more than the theoreti-

cal quantity of cooling water would be

required. If it is required that only a

given quantity of salt is to be allowed to

run away in the final waste liquor for

each gallon of the original liquor, and
we suppose that that quantity is fixed

at that which would remain in solution

after cooling the original liquor to 50°
F. ;

when the temperature is at 59° F.,

in place of having to evaporate away 1"4

lb. per gal. we should have to drive off

2 '5 lb. of water. Taking into considera-

tion, however, that the liijuor is a waste

product of practically no value, this

latter would not be such an economical

way of working as the former, where a

gallon of the partially evaporated liquor

gave the same yield of salt as a gallon of

the original liquor.
The plant required for working up

this waste product in this way would
be somewhat as follows:—Piping to

run the waste liquor to an evaporating

pan from the precipitating tanks in

the coi)per works, an evaporating pan
(one similar to those used in the

evaporation of brine would be suitable),
a reservoir, a cooling shoot, a small tank
for making saturated solution of soda

sulphate, a hydro-extractor for drying
and washing the crystals in, with small

gas engine to work the same, a furnace

fnr driving otV the water of crystallisa-
tiiin anil ccui verting the crystals into

salt cake, and ])iping to run away the

waste liquor when it left the cooling

shoot, and to conduct the cooling water

away to be used for any further pur))()se
to which it might be applicable. YAlh

concludes with a rough estimate of the

cost of working j)er day of 24 hours, ou
the supposition that 20,000 gal. were to

ije treated in that time, and that the

average temperature throughout the

year is 50° F. For the partial evapora-
tion, about 2 tons of coal would be re-

quired at 7s. per ton
; say 60,000 gal.

of cooling water at 4d. ])er thousand;
4 men at 4s. and 4 boys at 2s. ;

coal for

the furnace, 2 tons at 7s,
;
4 men at 45.
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and 4 boys at 2s. to attend to the wasli-

ing and furiiacing of the crystals, &c.
;

gas for the gas engine, «&:c., 4.s.
; rent of

ground, 5s.
; management, 15s.

;
interest

and depreciation on jilant at 15 percent,

say on 2000^., taking 300 worlcing days
per annum, 11.

•

giving a total of 71.

The production of salt cake for this,
taken at about 2 lb. of crystals per

gallon, from about 17,000 gal. (after

evaporation), should be

making its cost per ton
allowing for

over 7 tons,

about 11.

PUMPS AND SIPHONS.
The aim of this article is to describe

the various contrivances employed in

ditl'erent industries and in everyday
life both at home and abroad, for

effecting the removal of liquids from
one vessel to another. The most im-

portant liquid, of course, is water, but
there are several, such as acids, whose
corrosive nature renders the ordinary

pump useless
;
and there are others,

such as syrups, whose viscosity de-

mands special provision. All these

will come under notice
;
but not the

modern pumping engines on a scale

interesting only to the engineer, as

these may be found in such works as
'

S])ons' Dictionary of Engineering.' It

will be convenient to divide this subject
into 2 sections—pumps, and siphons.

Pumps.—Before proceeding to a

description of the various forms of

pump as now in use, there are many
means of raising water that demand
some notice.

For Water.-—The simplest and most

rudimentary method of raising water
from a depth is by Fjg. 23.

means of a bucket sus-

pended on a cord
;

the

next step in advance is

a bucket attached to a

pole. These are only
adapted for shallow

depths. When the depth
increases, the weight is

too great for direct haul-

ing, and a pulley must be introduced,
as in Fig. 23. An improvement on this

system, permitting a much larger quan-

tity-
to be drawn at on? time and from

greater depths, consists in applying
animal power to the free end of the

rope, attaching it, for instance, as is very
commonly done in India, to a suitably
harnessed bullock, which is made to

walk along a path of the correct length
to suit the depth of draught. By con-

structing this path with a downward
slope away from the well, the animal's

weight is made to assist its muscular
etlbrts. This arrangement is the churns
or cliursah of India.

Another d'evelopment of the pulley
system is seen in Fig. 24, where the full

bucket is partly counterbalanced bv
the empty one, the Intter being pulled
down to raise the former.

Fig. 24.

In Italy, use is made of a very simple
yet ingenious contrivance for raising
water from a well to the highest stoiy
of a house without descending for the

purpose. This is outlined in Fig. 25.

One end of a strong iron rod a is fixed

to the house above the window of an

upper landing or passage, the lower
end being secured in the ground on the

far side of the well 6, and in a line with
its centre. A ring which will slide easily
over the rod is fastened to the handle
of the bucket c, to which also a cord d
is attached, and carried over a pulley

supjiorted above the window. When
the cord d is slackened, the bucket
descends in a diagonal manner tjll the
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ring reaches the stop c, which is so

arranged that at this point the bucket

hangs directlv over the centre of the

well. Ou still further slackening the

Fig. 23.

corJ (1,
the bucket continues to descend,

but in a jierpendicujar direction, to the

hvel of the water. When filled, it is

simply hauled up.
A great stej) in advance of the pulk'V,

for lifting heavy weights, is the wind-

lass, a cylinder made to revolve by
crank-handles attached to one or both

en Is. The rope should have a bucket

suspended from each end, so as to be in

ii manner reciprocitiiig. The Chinese

windlass illustratcil in 1'
ig.

-•> furnishes

the me.ins of increasing mechanical

energy to almost any extent, and is

used to raise water from jtrodigiously

deep wells. The cylinder a consists of

2 parts of unequal diameter, to the

extremities of which, tlie ends of the

rope arc fastened on opjiosite siiies, so

as to wind round the 13 jiarfs in con-

trary directions. As the loa<l to be

rnifscd is suspended from a pulley 6,

every turn rif the cylinder '( raises a

portion of tlic rope eijual
to the cir-

cumference of the thicker part, but at

the same time lets down a portion

equal to that of the thinnei", conse-

quently the weight is raised at each

turn through a space equal only to

half the ditlt?rence between the circum-
ferences of the 2 parts of the cylinder.
Hence the action is slow, but the me-
clianical power saved is proportionally
great.
Another way of lightening the load

is illustrated in Fig. 27, and consists

Fig. 27.

in replacing a portion of the cylinder -(

by a "fusee" or cone-shaped drum b.

One end of the roj)e is secured to the

sm.ilier end of the cone, and the other

end of the rujie to the bucket. Wliile
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thy full bucket is at a depth in the

well (implying a greater weight to

raise on account of the extra rope or

chain attached), the winding takes

place where the circumference of the

fusee is least, and as the length dimi-

nishes the rope coils round the greatei-
circumference. Thus while the work
is hardest the speed is slowest, and
while the work decreases the speed
increases.

In another modification of the wind-

lass, a cog-wheel is fixed to one end of

the cylinder and moved by a pinion
that is secured on a separate shaft, and
turned by a crank. By proportioning
the diameter of the wheel and that of

the pinion (or the number of teeth on

each) to the po\Ver employed, a bucket
and its contents may be raised from

any depth, since a diminution in the

velocity of the wheel from a smaller

pinion is accompanied by an increase of

the energy transmitted to the cylinder,
and vice versa.

The crank handle of the wind-
lass may be replaced by a drum-
wheel at one end of the cylinder,
of very much greater diameter

than the cylinder (say a wheel 12

ft. in circumference and a cylinder

18 in.). The rope that supports
the bucket is • attached to the

cylinder, while a second rope is

made to coil round the drum.
These ropes run in opposite direc-

tions, so that when the bucket is

down the cylinder rope is un-

coiled while the drum rope is wound

up. By taking the free end of the

drum rope over the shoulder and

walking away from the well, the drum

rope is uncoiled and the cylinder rope is

wound up, thus raising tlie bucket.

Sometimes, instead of coiling a second

rope on the drum, this latter is made of

such dimensions that a horse can work
it by walking inside, constituting a

tread-wheel, such as is shown in Fig.
28. The capstan-wheel is another form,
which was much used in ancient times.

There have next to be considered a

class of contrivances dependent on the

application of simple leverage. The

process illustrated in Fig. 29 is emi-

nently easy, and very widely adopted
in Eastern countries, for raising water
from shallow depths (2-3 ft.) for pur-
poses of irrigation. It is termed mental

Fig. 28.

in Egypt. A small treuch a is dug on

the edge of the tank or stream affording
a supply, and an impromptu seat b is

made of baked earth on each side. The

Fig. 29.

baling vessel c, usually a basket of

twigs or leaves rendered water-tight by
plastering with clay and cowduug, is

suspended by 4 cords d. The free end
of each cord is held in one hand by the

operators, who, on launching the bale

into the water, lean backwards towards
their seats, thus assisting by their own

weight in jerking the full vessel out of

the trench into a gutter cut to receive

and distribute the water. In India,
water is lifted in this way, some
12-16 ft. in 3 or 4 stages, by as many
pairs of men, at the rate of 1800 gal. an
hour.

Swinging gutters seem to have ori-
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the centre, on each side of which parti-
tion holes are made in the floor of the

gutter to let out tlie water into b.

Fig. 32.

ginated in the jantu of India, which
consists of a hollow trough of wood,
about 15 ft. long, 6 in. wide, and 10

in. deep, placed on a horizontal beam

lying on bamboos fixed in the bank of a

pond or river. One end of the trough
rests upon the banlc, where a gutter is

prepared to carry olf the water, and the

other end is dipped into the water by a

man standing on a stage, who plunges
it in with his foot. A long bamboo
with a large weight of earth at the

farther end is fastened to the end of the

jantu ne.xt the river, and, poising up
the jantu full of water, causes it to

empty itself into the gutter. Tliis

machine raises water 3 ft., but by
placing a series of them one above

another, the water may be raised to

any height. Water is thus conveyed
over rising ground to the distance of

more than a mile. Fig. 30 shows the

Fig. 30.

4?

jL

Fig. 31.

mode of working a single gutter, with-

out the aid of a lever pole, a is a

trough whose open end b rests on the

bank over which the water is to be

elevated; the other I'lid c is closed to

retain the water entia])]iel by raising
it. Fig. 31 represents au iinpriivenicnt,

bring a double jjutter tt
jilaci'd across a

trough 6 to receive tiie water. The

gutter « is divided by a
partition

in

Fig. 32 is a further development, termed
a pendulum or set of swinging gutters,

raising water by their

pendulous motion. The
terminations at bottom
are scoops, and at the top
are open jiipes ;

inter-

mediate angles are formed

'^oCt^^-
' with bo.xes and lia])-

-^^L ^ -r^ valve, each connected
with 2 branches of lujie.

The so-called Dutch

scoop, Fig. 33, is much
used in Holland for rais-

ing water over low dykes.
It is a kind of box

shovel a suspended by
cords 6 from a triangular
frame c, and worked by
an o])erator standing on
the plank (/, and thrust-

ing the scoop into tiie

water by means of the

handle c.

Perhaps the most widely used con-

trivance for drawing water from wells

is that shown (in one of its many forms)
in Fig. 34. It is tiie

"
swapc,"

"
sweep,"

or "swip" of Knglish chroniclers since

Anglo-Saxon times, and is now known
to Austr.ilian gold-diggers as a '' han<l

whij)," the term being probably a cor-

ru|)tion of "swip "; it is the s/iadiiof or

c7(uc/oui- of P-gypt. Its numerous niodj-
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fications throughout the -world differ

only in minor details; the leading

principle in all is that the counterpoise

shall be about equal to | the weight

Fig. 33.

alternately lowered and raised, a second

man emptying the bucket as fast as it

rises. This is termed a paecottah or

picota in Bengal.

Fig. 35.

to be raised. In Japan, ropes are at-

tached to the counterpoise for pulling
down when elevating the bucket.

The Hindoos use a modified form of

swape, Fig. 35, in which a man's weight
is utilised in raising the bucket. The
lever is a split tree-trunk, ridged to

form steps, and provided with a bam-
boo railing. As the man walks to and

fro, the arm carrying the bucket is

Scoop-wheels assume several differ-

ent forms, but consist essentially of a

number of semicircular j)artitions be-

tween the closed sides of a wheel,

extending from the axle to the cir-

cumference, as in Fig. 36, which is the

pattern used in draining the Lincoln-

shire fens. As the wheel revolves in

the direction of the ari'ow, the extremi-

tifS of the partitions dip into the water
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and scoop it up ;
and as they ascend,

they discharge into a trough placed
under one end of the shaft, whicli is

hollowed into as many compartments as

there are partitions or scoops.
The Ciiinese scoop-wheel has a num-

ber of buckets attached to the perijihery
of a huge wheel, which is composed of

3 bamboo rings of unequal diameter,

arranged so as to form a frustum of a

cone, the smallest ring to which the

open ends of the buckets (sections of

bamboo 4 ft. long and 2-3 in. diani.)
are attached, being next the bank over
which the water is conveyed. By
this arrangement, the contents of the

buckets are necessarily discliarged into

the gutter as they jiass the eml of it.

When employed to raise water from

running streams, they are proj)elled by
the current in the usual way—the

paddles being formed of woven bam-
boo. The size of these wheels varies

from 20 to 70 ft. in diameter. Some
raise over 300 tons of water per 24

hours, or 150 tons 40 ft. high in the

same time. Being built almost ex-

clusively of bamboo, they combine

economy, strength, lightness, and elli-

ciency in a wonderful degree.
In the Egyjitian norii, instead of

vessels being attached to the wheel,
the wheel rim itself is made hollow
and divided into compartments, as seen

in the section shown in Fig. 37. The
water enters through the o|iciiings a in

the rim and cscajics from those 6 in tlie

side.

Fio. 37.

Tlic Spanish wheel is a very light

framework disc having a sorie.s of ]iots

secured to tlie jioriphery. Its most

remarkable feature is that motion is

given to the wheel by a system of

spokes on its axle working into other

spokes on a vertical shaft—one of the
earliest firms of cog-wheel.
The fault common to all the wheels

hitlierto described is that they begin to

discharge before reaching the channel

provided for the reception of the water,
and waste power in carrying much of

the water higher than it is required.
These two defects are well remedied in

the Persian wheel, by suspending the
buckets so that they are free to swing,
thus hanging perpendicularly through-

'

out their coui'se, until they reach the

receiving trough, when they are made
to tilt and discharge their contents at

once by coming into contact with a

stop on the trough. Fig. 38 illustrates

Fig. 38.

.\nothcr form of Persian wheel having
Ijoth scoo]is and buckets. It has a

hollow shaft and curved floats, at the

extremities of which are suspended
buckets or tubs. The wheel is j)artly
immersed in a stream acting on the

convex surface of its floats; and as it

is tluis caused to rrvolve, a quantity of

water will be elevated by each float at

each revolution, and conducted to the

hollow shaft, at the same time that one

of the buckets carries its fill of water to

a higher level, where it is eniptii'd by
coming into contact with a stationaiy

]iin jilaced in a convenient jiosition for

tilting it.

In Fig. 39 is rejiresented a machine
of ancient origin, still employed on the

liver Kisach, in tlu! Tyrol, for raising
water from the stream. The current

keejiing the whecd in motion, the ])ots

on its periphery are successively im-

mersed, filled, and emptied into a trough
above the stream.
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The bucket wheel being incapable of

reaching water at any considerable

depth, led to the adoption of a modified

form, called a chain of pots, the buckets

being attached to chains working over

the wheel instead of to the wheel

itself. In Egypt, under the name

Fig. 39.

>N^

of sahia, this machine is in com-
mon use, and its employment extends

throughout Spain and the East gene-

rally, power being applied by a vertical

shaft and cog-wheels, moved by bullocks.

It is nothing less than a modern " ele-

vator
" worked by animal power instead

of steam.

Fig. 40.

Another form of elevator or chain

pump is illustrated in Fig. 40, lifting

water by continuous circular motion.

Wooden or metallic discs, carried by
an endless chain, are adapted to a

water-tight cylinder, and form with it

a succession of buckets filled with
water. Power is applied at the upper
wheel.

The chain pump known as the Chinese
or Californian pump, represented in

Fig. 41, is in common use in alluvial

gold diggings in America and Australia.

A rectangular box, about 10 in. by o in.

inside measurement, and varying from
10 to 30 ft. long, according to need, is

traversed by an endless flexible band or

belt of canvas, on one side of which arc

securely fixed at intervals wooden discs

nearly as large as the inside of the box.

The lower end of the box is furnished

with a roller, around which the belt

passes, and is immersed in the water to

be raised from the pit, while the upper
end delivers the water into a trough or

launder, by which it is carried away.
At the upper end the belt passes round
a second roller or drum, which is made
to revolve by either hand- or water-

power. In Fig. 41 is shown one driven

by a water wheel : a is a flat wooden

pipe or box, open at both ends, forming
the pump; h, the pump-belt, carrying
the wooden stops, faced with leather,
called the buckets or suckers d\ c, the
ends of the belts joined together by
lacing; h, the drum fixed on the axle of

the water wheel w and turning with it
;

i, entrance of water to be pumped up ;

e, exit of same
; /, launder or race to

convey the water from the pump and
wheel clear of the working ; g, sluice-

box set in a head-race to bring the
water necessary for driving the wheel.

The Chinese diggers make even the belt

of wood, hinging short sections together

by wooden pins.
An application of the Archimedes

screw to the raising of water is shown
in Fig. 42, the sup[)ly stream being the

motive power. The oblique shaft of

the wheel has extending through it a

spiral passage, the lower end of which
is immersed in water, and the stream,

acting upon the wheel at its lower end,

produces its revolution, by which the
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water is conveyed upward continuously

through the sjjiral passage, and dis-

charged at the top.
A reciprocating lift for wells is indi-

cated in Fig. 43. Tiie top part repre-
sents a horizontal wind-wheel ou a

each extremity. In the centre is a

vibrating tappet, against which the

bucket strikes in its ascent, and which,

by means of an arm in a step wherein

the spiral and shaft are sujiported,
traverses the spiral from one wheel to

Fig. 41

^^
Fig. 43.

Fig. 42.

shaft wliich cnrrios a spiral thread.

The CDUpliii^j of the latter allows a

small vibi'atiuii, lliat it may act on one

worm-wheel at a time. IJehind thi,'

worm-wheels aro pulley.s, over which

passes a rope which carries n bucket at

the other, so that the bucket which has-

ilelivered its water is lowered, and the

other is raised.

Kairbairn's baling scoop for elevating
water short distances is illustrated in

Fig. 44. The scooji is connected by a
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pitman with the end of a lever or of a

beam of a single-acting engine. The
distance of the lift may be altered by
placing the end of the rod in the notches

shown.
Fig. 44.

Brear's bilge ejector, for discharging

bilge-water from ships, or for raising
and forcing water under various circum-

stances, is represented in Fig. 45
;
D is

Fig. 45.

a chamber having attached a suction-

pipe B and discharge-pipe C, and having
a steam-pipe entering at one side, with a

nozzle directed towards the discharge-

pipe. A jet of steam entering through
A expels the air from D and C, produces
a vacuum in B, and causes water to rise

through B and pass through D and C
in a regular and constant stream.

Compressed air may be used as a sub-

stitute for steam.

Fig. 46 is another apparatus operating

on the same principle, and is termed Lans-
dell's steam siphon pump; A is the jet

pipe ; B, 2 suction-pipes having a forked

connection with the discharge-pipe C.

Fig. 46.

The steam-jet pipe entering at the fork

offers no obstacle to the upward passage
of the water, which rises in an unbroken
current.

Fig. 47 is a common lift-pump. In

the up-stroke of the piston or bucket, the

Fig. 47.

lower valve opens and the valve in the

piston shuts
;

air is exhausted out of

the suction-pipe, and water rushes up
to fill the vacuum. In the down-stroke,
the lower valve is shut, the valve in

the piston opens, and the water simply
passes through the piston. The water

above the piston is lifted up, and runs
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over out of the spout at each up-stroke.
This pump cannot raise water over
30 ft. high.

Fig. 48 is an ordinary force-pump
with 2 valves. The cylinder is above

Fig. 48.

water and is fitted with a solid piston;
one valve closes the outlet-pipe and the

other the suction-pipe. When the

piston is rising, the suction-valve is

open, and water rushes into the cylin-

der, the outlet-valve being closed. On
the descent of the piston, the suction-

valve closes, and water is forced up
through the outlet-valve to any dis-

tance or elevation.

Fig. 49.

Fig 49 is a nuiilern lift-pump ope-

rating in the same manner as that

shown in Fig. 48, except that the piston-
rod passes through the stuffing-bo.x,
and the outlet is closed by a flap-valve

opening upwards. Water can be lifted

to any height above this pump.
Fig. 50 is a force-pump similar to

that in Fig. 48, with the addition of an

Fig. 50.

air-chamber to the outlet, to produce a

constant flow. The outlet from the

air-chamber is shown at 2 places, from
either of which water may be taken.

The air is compressed by the water

during the downward stroke of the

]iiston, and e.\])ands ami presses out the

water from the chambers during the

up-stroke.

Fig. 51 is a double-acting ]nini]i.

The cylinder is closed at each end, and
the ]iiston-rod passes through the stulV-

ing-bo.\ (Ui one end
;
the cylinder has

4 ojienings covered by v;ilves, 2 for

admitting water and 2 for its discharge.
A is the suction-])ipe ; li, discharge-

pipe. When the )>iston moves down,
water rushes in at suction-valve 1 on

the up])er end of the cylin<ler, and that

liclow the ])iston is forced tiiroiigh

valve 3 and discharge-pipe li. On the

])iston as<'ending again, water is forced

through discharge-valve 4 on the upper
end of the cylinder, and water enters

th(! lower suctioii-valvi,' '_'.

P'ig. 52 is a double lantern-bellows

])ump. As one bellows is distciuled by
tile lever, air is rarefied within it, and
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water passes up the suction-pijie to till

the space ;
at the same time the other

bellows is compressed, and expels its

contents through the discharge-pipe,

Fig. 51.

Pi
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Fig. 52.

the valves working the same as in the

ordinary force-pumji.

Fig. 53 is an old rotary pump. The
lower aperture is the entrance for

water, and the upper for its e.xit. The
central part revolves with its valves,
which fit accurately to the inner surface

of the outer cylinder. The projection
shown in the lower side of the cylinder
is aa abutment to close the valves when

they reach that point.

Fig. 54 is Cary's rotary pump.
Within the fi.xed cylinder is placed a

revolving drum B, attached to an axle,

a heart-shaped cam a, surrounding the

axle, being also fixed. Revolution of

Fig. 53.

the drum causes sliding pistons c to

move in and out, in obedience to the

form of the cam. Water enters and is

removed from the chambers through
the ports LM, as indicated by arrows.

The cam is so placed that each piston

is, in succession, forced back to its seat

when opposite E, and at the same time

the other piston is forced fully against
the inner side of the chamber, then

driving before it the water already there

into the exit-pipe H, and drawing after

it through the suction-pipe the stream
of supply.

In Fig. 55 a flexible diaphragm is

u
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employed instead of bellows, the valves

being arranged as usual.

Having described the best known
means of raising water under various

by the height raised in ft., and divided

by 33,000. Thus :—

815 gal. X 10 lb. X 30 ft. lift

circumstances, there remains to enter

with more detail into the construction,

capacity, and working of the 3 kinds of

common pump in everyday use— i. e.

(1) the lift-pump for wells not over

30 ft. deep, (2) the lift and force for

wells under 30 ft. deep, but forcing the

water to the top of the house, and

(3) the lift and force fur wells 30-
300 ft. deep.

The working capacity of a pump is

governed by the atmospheric pressure,
which roughly averages 15 lb. per sq. in.

It is also necessary to remember that

1 gal. of water weighs 10 lb. The

quantity of water a jiunip will deliver

l)er hour dcjjends on the size of tlie

working barrel, the number of strokes,

and tlie length of the stroke. Thus if

the barrel is 4 in. diam., with a 10-in.

stroke, jiiston working 30 times a

minute, then the rulu is—square the

diameter of the barnd and multiply it

by the length of stroke, the number of

strokes per minute, and the number of

minutes per hour, and divide by 353,
thus :

—
42 in. X 10 in. stroke x 30 strokes

X GO minutes

353

= R15 gal. per hour. About 10 per
cent. i» de<lucted for loss. Tiiu horse-

power reipiiri'd is the number of lb. of

water delivered i>or minute, multiplied

33,000
-=7-4II.P.

R.

Fig. 56 shows a vertical section of

the simple lift-puni]). a is the wnrking
barrel, bored true, to enable the j)istou
or bucket 6 to niKve up and down, air-

tight. The usu;il length of barrel iu

a common pump is 10 in. and the

diameters are 2, 2J, 3, 3i, 4, ."i,
.ind G

in.
;
a 3-in. b.irrcl is called a 3-in. pump.

The stroke is the length of the barrel;
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but a crank, 5-in. projection from the

centre of a shaft, will give a 10-in.

stroke at one revolution ;
but in the

common pump shown, use is made of a

lever pump-handle, whose short arm c d
is about 6 in. long, and the long arm or

handle de is usually 36 in., making the

power as G to 1 ; / is the fulcrum or

prop. Improved pumps have a joint at

/, which causes the piston to work in a

perpendicular line, instead of grinding

against the side of the barrel. The
head g of the pump is made a little

larger than the barrel, to enable the

piston to pass freely to the barrel

cylinder ; in wrought-iron pumps, the

nozzle is riveted to the heads, and unless

the head is larger than the barrel these

rivets would prevent the piston from

passing, and injure the leather packing
on the bucket. The nozzle h, fixed at

the lower part of head, is to run off

the water at each rise of the jjiston.

There is 1 valve i at the bottom of the

barrel, and another in the bucket b.

The suction-pipe k should be
-^

the

diameter of the pump barrel. A rose I

is iixed at the end of the suction-pipe to

keep out any solid matter that might
be drawn into the pump and stop the

action of the valves. The stiction-pipe
must be fixed with great care. The

joints must be air-tight : if of cast

flange-pipe, which is the most durable,
a packing of hemp, with white and red

lead, and screwed up with 4 nuts and

screws, or a washer of vulcanised rubber

-J
in. thick, with screw bolts, is best. If

the suction-pipe is of gas-tube, the

sockets must all be taken off, and a

paint of boiled oil and red-lead be put
on the screwed end

,
then a string of

raw hemi) bound round and well screwed

up with the gas tongs, making a sure

joint for cold water, steam, or gas.

Many plumbers prefer lead pipe, so

that they can make the usual plumbers'
joint. The tail 7n of the pump is for

fixing the suction-pipe on a plank level

with the ground. Stages ;i are fixed

at every 12 ft. in a well ; the suction-

pipe is fixed to these by a strap staple,
or the action of the pump would damage
the joints. There are two plans for

fixing the suction-pipe; (1) in a well

directly under the pump ; (2) the

suction-pipe ]} u^ay be laid in a hori-

zontal direction, and about 18 in. deep
under the ground (to keep the water
from freezing in winter) for almost any
distance to a pond, the only consideration

being the extra labour of exhausting so

much air. In the end of such suction-

pipe p it is usual to fix an extra valve,
called a "

tail
"

valve, to prevent the

water from running out of the pipe
when not in use. The action is simply
explained. First raise the handle e,

which lowers the piston h to t; during
this movement the air that was in the

barrel a is forced through the valve in

the piston 6
;

when the handle is

lowered, and the piston begins to rise,

this valve closes and pumps out the air ;

in the meantime the air expands in the

suction-pipe /;,
and rises into the barrel

6 through the valve ;';
at the second

stroke of the piston this valve closes and

prevents the air getting back to the

suction-pipe, which is pumped out as

before. After a few strokes of the

pump handle, the air in the suction-

pijje is nearly drawn out, creating what
is called a vacuum, and then as the

water is pressed by the outward air

equal to 15 lb. on the sq. in., the water
rises into the barrel as fast as the piston

rises; also the water will remain in the

suction-pipe as long as the piston and
valves are in proper working order.

The following table of dimensions for

hand-worked simple lift-j^umps will be

found useful :
—

Height
for
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Fig. 57 shows a lift- and force-pump
suitable for raising water from a well

30 ft. deep, and forcing it to the top of

a house. The pump barrel a is fixed

to a strong plank b, and fitted with

Fig. 57.

^^i^

"slings" at c to nnable tho piston to

work ]).iralk'l in tlie iiarrel, :i jjuidc

rod working tiirougli a c(dlar guiding
the piston in a p<'rpcn<liciil;ir po.sition.

'

d is the handle. The suction-jiijn' c and

rose / are fixed in the well tj
as already

(;xpl.'\ine(I. At the top of thi- working
barri'l is a stulling-hox /i,

fiilcMl witli

hemp and fallnw, which ki;eps the

pump-rod water-tight. When the piston
is raised to the top of the barrel, the
valve i in the delivery-j/ipe k closes,

and prevents the water descending at

the down-stroke of the piston. The
valve in the bucket

I, also at m in the

barrel ((, is the same as in the common
])ump. Tliu pipe h is called the " force"

for this description of pump.
Fig. 58 shows a design for a deep well

pump, consisting of the usual fittings
—

viz., a brass barrel a, a suction-pipe
with rose h, rising main pipe c, well-rod

d, wooden or iron stages c f <], and clip
and guide pulleys /;. The well-rod and
the rising main must be well secured to

the stages, which are fixed every 12 ft.

down the well. An exti'a strong stage
is fixed at i, to carry the pump— if of

wood, beech or ash, 5 ft. X 9 in. x 4 in. ;

the otiier stages may be 4 in. sq.

The handle is nunmted on a plank k

fitted with guide slings, cither at right

angles or side-ways to the plank. The
handle /is weighted with a solid ball-end

at 7«, which will balance the well-rod

fixed to tiiejiiston. By fixing tho punij)
barrel down the well about 12 ft. from
the lev(d of the water, the ])ump will

act better than if it were fixed 30 ft.

above the water, because any small wear
and tear of the piston does not so soon

affect the action of the pump, and there-

fore saves trouble and cxi)ense, as the

pump will keej) in working order

longer. It is usual to fix an aii'-vessel

at n. The valves o are similar to those

already described. In the best-con-

struftod pumps, man-holes are arranged
near the valves to enable workmen to

clean or repair the same, without taking

up the j)ump. Every care should be

given to make strong and .sound joints
for the suction-pipe and delivery-pi|)e,
as the ]iump cannot do its pi'oper duty
should the pi|ics lie leaky or draw air.

'i"o find the total wi'ight or pressure
of water to be raised from a well, reckon

from the water level in the well to the

delivery in the house tank or elsewhere.

For example, if the well is 27 ft, deep,
;md the house tank is 50 ft. above the

pump liarrel
;

then yon have 77 ft.

pressuie, or about 31) lb. pressure per
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sq. in. That portion of the pipe which
takes a horizontal position may be

s
CL

neglected. The pressure of water in

working a pump is according to the

diameter of the pump barrel. Suppose
the barrel to be 3 in. diam., it would
contain 7 sq. in., and say tlie total height
of water raised to be 77 ft., equal to

39 lb. pressure, multiplied by 7 sq. in.,

is equal to 539 lb. to be raised or

balanced by a pump handle ; then if the

leverage of the pump handle were, tlie

short arm 6 in. and long arm 36 in., or

as 6 to 1, you have (539 x 1) -r- 56 =
90 lb. power on the handle to work the

pump, which would require 2 men to

do the work, unless you obtained e.xtra

leverage by wheel work. When the

suction- or delivery-pipe is too small, it

adds enormously to the power required
to work a pump, and the water is then
called " wire-drawn." When pumps
are required for tar or liquid manure,
the suction- and delivery-pipe should be

the same size as the pump barrel, to

prevent choking.
The operations of plumbing and mak-

ing joints in pipes will be found fully
described and illustrated in

'

Spons'
Mechanics' Own Book.'

Fur Acids.—The chief difficulty with
acids is their corrosive action on the

materials employed in pump construc-

tion, necessitating the replacement of

the ordinary materials by others less

liable to destruction.

A common leaden lift-pump adapted
for use with acid which is neither strong
nor hot is shown in Fig. 59 : a, wooden

plank, 5 ft. X 11 in, x 2 in.
; b, iron

handle and support ; c, iron rod
; d, iron

stay; e, co]iper plunger-rod; /, leaden
box with spout Ig- in. bore; (/, leaden
barrel 2h in. bore; /i, iron plate; i,

iron bands; /', leaden ball valve; /,

leaden supply-pipe f in. bore ; m, rubber

packing ring ; n. leaden ball valve.

Doulton's stoneware force-pumps for

acids, bleach liquor, alkalies, vinegar,
&c., are shown in Fig. 60. They can
be used in connection with stoneware
socket pil'ing if required, and the

various parts can be had separatelj' in

case of breakage. They range from 1^
in. bore, 6 in. stroke, raising 44 gal. per
hour, and costing 70s., to 6 in. bore,
15 in. stroke, raising 1800 gal. }ier hour,
and Costing 175s, These pumjjs ar§
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arranged to work by steam power.
The ])luneer is of stoneware, accurately

ground to fit the stuffing-gland, this

also being ground on the working sur-

faces. Asbestos is used for jiackiug.

Fig. 59.

The valves, which are of the form

usually known as "
butterfly valves,"

are ground accurately into their sittings,
the rise being adjusted by the stoneware

crossbat, made in the ware above. The

jointing of tlic parts is made by moans
of a circular groove au<l fillet fitting
into each other, packed with rubber or

asbestos, the flange being clipped liy

two sets of iron semicircles crossing each

other, thus forming a <-ontinuous ring,

through which the bults and nuts pass
as shown in drawing. Stoneware barnds
are also carefully made fur lift-pumps
with rubber buckets. Tiie ililliculty of

grinding the interior surface of the

slider being considerable, this arrange-

ment is not in practical use. The ram
is hollow, having an iron rod for attach-

ment passing through the centre, the

end being stopped with some acid-proof

material, such as sulphur. The iron

Fig. 60.

parts are coated with rubber or varnish,
as may be necessary for the jiurpose to

wiiieli the ]iunip is to be applied.
The application of compressed air to

the surface of acid contained in a close

vessel with an outlet is much adopted
in large works. The vessel containing
the acid is usually of cast iron lined

with stout lead, and the air pumjis are

driven by steam. Such ajijjaratus is

best oljtained from well-known maimers,
such as K. Daglish & Co., St. Helens,
and K. 11. & F. Turner, Ipswich. Also

W. H. Bailey & Co., Salford, make a

special ])un)i> for hydi'0(diloric acid.

A vi'ry hanily contrivance for draw-

ing small (juantities of acid from car-

boys, &c., is known as Nichols' acid

pump. This apparatus is securely fixed

by a thumb-screw on a
jjeilest.-ii, to be

readily adjustable for height. The

jiedestal is supported on a miniature

platt'orni (easily extemporized from an

old bu.\), which again is
placed on the
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carboy. The principle on which the

pump is constructed may be seen in

Fig. 61. The body or working part of

the pump consists of 3 glasses a and a

Fig. 61.

rubber bulb b. The glasses are very

carefully ground together and secured

at the joints by screw couplings, making
them perfectly air-tight. The 2 valves

c are fitted to their places and carefully

ground by machinery, which drives the

air into the chamber between the glass

cups. In use, the rubber bulb is com-

pressed by the hand. The lower valve

remains tight, and the air escapes

through the upper valve. The hand,
now removed from the bulb, allows it

to expand, and as a vacuum is created

in tlie chamber, the upper valve closes,

and the acid rises through the section

tube into the chamber to till the vacuum.
Another compression of the bulb drives

the acid up through the upper valve,
and the chamber is again filled with

acid
;
as this operation is repeated, the

li(iuid flows from the nozzle d of the

pump. The relative capacity of the

chamber and bulb is so nicely adjusted
that the acid never rises high enough
in this chamber to enter the bulb. It

will be noticed that an air-chamber is

formed at every joint by a downward

l)rojectiou of the top piece ;
this pre-

vents the acid from ever reaching anv

joint so long as the pump stands erect.

A discharge-tube attached to the nozzle

of the pump e.xtends to a point just
below the bottom of the carboy, so that

continuous pumping for a short time

will give a siphonic action which can

be instantly arrested at any time by
the removal of the bulb from its nipple.
A metallic bulb may be substituted for

the rubber one, giving greater power.

By means of a metallic bulb, a large tube

may be used on the siphon, which will

be capable of emptying a carboy of

sulphuric acid in less than 3 minutes.

The pump consists of a pump and

siphon, which becomes sclf-actimj after

a few strokes of the bulb. Once set ia

motion, the acid flows until stopped.
Its action is rapid and perfect. The

glasses are entirely enveloped in a light
cast-iron covering, and the apparatus is

light, durable, and perfect in its action.

Anv quantity of acid can be drawn
without the least danger to clothing,

person, or floors, and the person using
the pump may be entirely inexperienced
in such matters.

For Sijnips.
—The use of force-pumps

of 'ordinary construction lor raising

cane-juice and syrups is to be condemned
on the grounds of their limited capacity,
the churning of the liquid and con-

sequent admixture of air, and contami-

nation of the liquid by the grease used

in their lubrication. Hence the general

adoption of the monte-jus ('"juice-
raiser "), one of whose many forms is

illustrated in Fig. 62. The body of it

consists of 2 chambers a b, sejiarated by
a steam-tight diaphragm ;

the upper
chamber a receives the syrup to be

elevated while the charge in tlie lower

chamber b is in course of elevation, and
it is made of suitable capacity for that

purpose. When the lower chamber b

is empty, the valve c is raised by turn-

ing the handle d, while the top of the

air-pipe e is opened. The syrup con-

tained in the upper chamber a imme-

diately descends through the valve a,

any air that may have been imprisoned
in the chamber 6 escaping through the

air-pipe c. This air-pipe extends about

6 in. into the lower chamber 6,
for the
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purpose of ascertaining when the cham-
ber is sufficiently full, the escape of air

through the pipe c beinc;, of course,

stopped as soon as the syrup reaches

Fig. 62.

its lower cnil. The cessatinn ril the

whistling noise made by the air rushini;

throuf^li the end of this
]ii|i('

c con-

stitutes the sij^iial for scicwiiii; down
the valve c, to ])rcviMit any further flow

of syrup into the lower chanibcr h.

The air-tap is then closed, and the

Bteani-tai) / of the 8tcani-])i|)e </, coni-

muiiicatiii^ with a steam boiler, is

opened, when the cn)pty space between

the surface of the syrup and the top of

the lower chamber 6 is immediately
filled with steam, which at once com-
mences to drive the syrup out through
the discharge-pijie h. As this pi])e is

carried down to within a short distance

of the bottom of the montc-jus, nearly
the whole of the contained syrup is

forced out of the lower chamber 6. As
soon as any indications of steam appear
at the mouth of the discharge-pipe, the

steam-tap / is shut, and the valve c

and air-tap c are opened to let in a

fresh charge.
It will thus be seen that the action

of the viontc-jus is exceedingly simple,

only one precaution being necessary,
viz. to shut the valve c, through which
the syrup is running, in time. If the

syrup be allowed to reach the top plate
of the chamber 6, the steam, when let

in through the pipe <J, will mix with

and bull the syruji, liut will not elevate

it; considerat)le dillirulty and delay
sometimes arise from this circumstance.

As a jn'ecaution against carelessness, an

overflow tap i should be fitted to the

shell (d" h, a few iuclies below the toj),

so that the suj)eralniudaut syrup might
lie drawn uiX. In the case of cane-juice,
as it comes from the montc-jus, it is

said to be sufliciently warmed to retard

fermentation on its way to the clari-

ficrs.

Wiiile this instrument remains by
far the most generally ado])ted means
of raising juices and syru]is, its supe-

riority has not been unchallenged. It

has been objected that its interior is

not readily accessible, and that it is

therefore dillicult to keep clean, whereby
fermentation mav be caused in juii;es

Ijv the ])resence of accumulated dirt

within the iHontc-JHU. It is also urged
that the liquor is diluted by the admix-

ture of condensed steam.

Ilelice, in nianv cases, the montc-jus
li.as be'cn rcplaceil hy centrihigal ]ium])S.

in favour <d" these, it is advanced that

tjiere are no valves or other m.'i hanism

to become a rei"uge for dirt; no air or

steam is forced into the liinior; and,
with pi'oi>erly a<ljusted arms, the juice
or syrup is raised in a solj.} c(dunn\
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without churniug. Many statements,

however, point to the fact that the

churning is often seriously worse than

with the viontc-jus. In the best cen-

tral sugar factories, steam in the jnoiite-

jus is replaced by air under a pressure
of 60 lb. per sq. in., thus obviating most
of the drawbacks that have been com-

plained of.

For Soap and Lijc.
—Pumps of several

kinds are employed in soap-works, for

removing spent lye and soap from the

coppers. For small pans, a simple hand

favour in England ;
the form usually

employed in America is that bearing
the name of Herse}' Bros., Boston,

Mass., which is represented in Figs. 63,

64, 65. The pumps require to be con-

nected with pipes having swing joints
to permit their being raised and lowered
at will. To avoid the pipe system
becoming choked by soap congealing in

it, a steam-pipe should be inserted at

one end, to warm the pipes and i)ump
previous to use, and to " blow out

"
all

their contents at the end of the opera-

FlG. 63.

Fio. 64. Fir,. 65.

suction-pump answers
;

for larger ones,
a single- or double-acting lift- or force-

pump may be placed inside the copjier,
and worked by hand, or Ijy an eccentric

on a shaft. In large factories, some
form of centrifugal pumj) is found

useful. Their great advantages are the

absence of valves and easily deranged
working parts, and the large amount
of Work they can do in a short time.

The pumps made by J. & H. Gwynne,
89 Camion Street, London, are in most

tien. In the illustrations, S is the

suction-pipe ; H, delivery-pipe ; F,

blades set upon a cone (the rotation of

which in the closed case produces the

pumping), which is kept in its jilace by

adjustable set screws. This pumfi will

transfer to any desired part of the

factory, Ive, melted fat, finished soap
(if not too stiff), "nigre," and soft curd.

The diameter of the ])ump is 10 iu., of

its outlet 25 in. ; when making 120 rev.

a minute, it will pump 6000 gal. an
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hour, its contents being twice emptied
in eacli rovohition.

Siphons.—Where fluids have to bo

transferred from an upper to a lower

level, passing on the way over an ob-

stacle of greater height than the upper
vessel, a siphon may conveniently re-

])lfice a pum]i, as, once the stream is

started, it will continue flowiui^ indefi-

nitely until the level of the liquid in

the su])ply vessel becomes so low as to

admit air into the siphon.
In its simplest form, the siphon is

merely a pipe bent into a U shape, with

one leg longer than the other; the

shorter leg is placed in the lii[uid whicli

is to be drawn off. To start the siphon,
it is necessary to empty it of air and
fill it with water or the fluid to be

siphoned ;
this is best accomplished by

turning it end upmost and pouring the

liquid in at the longer leg till it over-

flows, the thumb being meanwhile held

over the orifice in the shorter leg.
Both ends are stopped in this way
while inverting the siphon into the

vessel to be drawn from, and care must
be taken not to remove the thumb fiom

the mouth of the longer leg till after

the shorter leg is free to draw its

supply.

Figs. 66, 67 show handy glass si])hons

adapted for small operations, the former

being without, the latter with, a stop-
cock c for regulating the ilow. The
current i» started in tliese \>y npidying
the jnoutii to the end <( of the tube,

and employing it as an air-pump to

e.xhaust the air till the fluid rises into

the bulb b. With h.-irmless liquids, a

sim]de bent glass tube mav suffice as

a siphon ;
but suction with the mouth

at the end of the longer arm is

somewhat inconvenient. The arrange-
ment shown in Fig. 68 is simple, and

Fig. 68.

presents cei'tain advantages :
—A glass

tube </, J in. wide, and I'-'-lG in. long,
contracted at the lower end, has, at its

upper end, a cork stojqier, in which
the mouthpiece JI and the siphon h h'

are li.xed air-tight. Tiie shorter arm h
of the si])hon reaches nearly to the

bottom of the tube, and limits the i)lay
of a glass ball /;, which acts as a

valve. The diameter of the ball is

about )t in., that of the sijihon J in.

Tiie instrument thus arranged, being

dip])ed into the vessel to be discharged,
the tubes

</ and h become filled with

liijuid to the surface N N. Instead now
of sucking, as with the common si|dion,
one blows into tlie moutli])iece M

;
and

in consequence of the compression of

;iir, tiie lower opening is shut by the

ball /i, while the liquid rises in h, and

begins to Ilow tiirougii A' in tiie usual

way. If the vesscd to be omjitied is not

full, or the column of li(iuid is a small

one, it is necessary, before blowing into

the niouth])iece, to suck it slightly, iu

order to obtain a larger volunio of the

)i(|uid in // ;
ns one comlition for the

right actiou ijI' the instrument is that
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Fig. C9.

by a chain

This cup is

/i 7t' should be filled before the column

cf liquid in
<j

sinks to the mouth of the

siphon at
/,:,
when one blows through M.

Fig. 69 shows a method of construct-

ing a siphon suited for drawing off

large quantities of hot

or corrosive liquids

(the dimensions given

being adapted to sul-

phuric acid boiling

pans). In the figure,

n is a leaden siphon,
\h in. bore, through
which acid is to be

drawn from the pan,
that lies hidden in

brickwork behind the

stay bar /; o is a

leaden cup, 18 in.

deep, 4 in. diameter,

attached to a weight

passing over a pulley,
filled with acid

;
the siphon is also

filled with acid, and set with one leg in

the pan and the other in the cup. When
the cup is lowered, the acid flows

through the siphon and overHows the

cup, running into />,
a leaden bo.T,

o ft. 3 in. deep, and 9 in. diameter,
whence it flows through q, a leaden pipe

leading to cooler or retorts. When the

cup is raised so much that the top of it

is above the level of the acid in the pan,
the acid ceases to flow. In the draw-

ing, the cup is shown raised to its

highest, the top being a little above

the level of the top of the pan, so that

were the pan quite full of acid, none

would run out until the cup was

lowered. The cup keeps the siphon

constantly set ; but if all the acid were

drawn from the pan, air would enter

the pan leg of the siphon, and it would
biiconie imset. Similar siphons are used

for drawing acid out of the chambers.

Fig. 70 shows a portion ofanother form

of siphon, generally used for drawing off

sulphuric acid from the retorts in which

it is concentrated, but equally useful for

many other purposes. The siphon a is

formed of a piece of ^-in. bore leaden

pipe, bound to a small strip of wood 6
;

c is a glass globe with 2 tapering tubes,

the end of one tube being inserted into

a leaden funnel </,
in which c is her-

meticallv sealed by a mixture of melted

brimstone thickened with a little sand ;

c, an exhausting syringe, to the mouth
of which is attached a short piece of

Fig. to.

rubber tubing. To set the siphon, one

person takes a small piece of sheet

rubber, 'say
A in. thick, and holds it

tightly against the mouth of the siphon,
to stop the passage of air, whilst a

second person takes the syringe and

slips the end of its flexible tubing over

the end of the upper tube of the glass

globe. On working the syringe a few-

strokes, the air becomes exhausted from
the siphon, causing the acid to flow

through it, and commence to fill the

glass globe. The syringe is then re-

moved, and the piece of rubber is quickly
withdrawn from the mouth of the

siphon ; the acid continues to flow until

the retort is nearly empty. A wooden

trough / lined with lead (shown in

section), catches the acid from the

siphon, and leads it to the cooler.

A siphon setting apparatus is shown
in Fig. 71 ;

a is the siphon; 6, a closed

leaden vessel ; c, an open vessel or

bucket. A small metallic pipe connects

the top of the siphon with the tap of

the vessel &, and a rubber tube connects
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the bottom of h with the bottom of c.

To set the siphon (both lecjs of which
must be standing in liquid), fill the

bucket with water, raise it above 6, and
hold it there till all the water has run

Fig. 71.

into the vessel h. Tlien stand the

bucket down, and the water will flow

back into it
; the vacuum thereljy

created in h will exhaust the air from
the siphon, and set it running.

To obtain a uniform How of acid or

other li(juid under varying <l((grees of

I'ressure the apparatus shown in Fig. 72

Fig. 72.

is used. « is a ci.stern containing acid

or other liipiid ; h, a. well in th<! cistern

having a i.oiiical moulli ; c, a jiipe con-

necting the wtdl iiikI cistern with the

cylindrical vessel d, which must be the

same height as a; e, a delivery-pipe
fitted with a tap; /, a lever woriiing
on a central j>ivot. One end of the

lever is attached by a chain to a leaden

bucket which hangs in the vessel d, and
the other end is attached by a short

chain to the rod </ (which is of

; iron cased in lead), having cast

on it the conical plug A, whicli

must fit accurately the contract-

ing mouth of the well b. The
extension of the rod below the

plug serves to keep the latter in

its seat. The tap in the pijjc c

being opened, the greater the pres-
sure of acid iu <(, the higher it

will rise in d, elevating the bucket
and depressing the plug h, which
will check tlie flow. Thus at

whatever height and consequent

pressure tlie liquid iu the cistera

may be, the pressure or How from the

deliverv-pipe will be uniform.

DESICCATING. — There are

many industries and operations where
the removal of excess moisture from
solid bodies is an important feature.

Convenient means of etl'ectiiig this object
will now be described. The apjiaratus

employed may be divided into two

classes, air-ovens and water-ovens, ac-

c!oriling as heated and dried air or hot

water is tiie active medium.
Air-ovens.—Tlie ordinary steam

or hot-air chainiters for laboratory use,

although meeting the most of the re-

quirements for wliich they are designed,
liave the disadvantage of being more

adapted for exiieriniental than manufac-

turing purposes. 'i"he want of a cheap
•uid ((Piivenicfiit ajpparatus induced Maben
to hring under notice a design (I'ig. 71))

due to Hisio)), one of his apprentices,
who iiiteiiileil it for<irying ])hotographic

gelatine jdates ; hut, hy slight iiiodl-

/ic.itioiis of the interior, it is perfectly

ada|>tiMl fur the purjioses of the labo-

ratory.
The chamber c(jnsists of a strong

wooden box a, IM in. high by 18 io.

wide, and 14 in. deep. To the front a

door is .•ittaciieil, liinged in this instance,

hut a vertical sliding movement woulcl
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be uiure convenieut. To 2 sides of the

box are fixed woodeu supports, which
serve to receive teak spars for support-

ing drying trays or evaporating dishes.

Fig. 73.

The bottom of the box has a perforation
of 3 in. diameter into which a zinc

cylinder 6 is securely fitted, and to this

is soldered the upper end of a copper
cone c with a fiat bottom, while into

this latter a bent tube d 2J in. diameter,
and 9 in. total length, is securely in-

serted in the manner shown. A cor-

responding perforation is made in the

top for receiving a tube to answer the

purposes of a chimney.

Using a Buusen burner or a spirit

lamp as the source of heat, the flame

is directed to the bottom of the cone c

with the result that the heated air

ascends into the chamber, being diffused

by means of a dispersion board h about
4 in. square, which is jilaced over the

orifice. At the end of the tube d is

fitted a " hit-and-miss
"

regulator ij,

which consists of a series of triangle-

shaped holes, with a revolving disc

behind, so that the size of the apertures
can be increased or diminished, thus

enabling the amount of air entering to

be under partial control. The highest

temperature to which the air in the

chamber has been raised is 180° F.

(82° C.) which is sufficiently high for

most operations. If a uniform tem-

perature of say 100° F. (38° C.) be

required, the admission of air must be

regulated accordingly by means of the

regulator //, accuracy being ensured by
the insertion of a thermometer in into

a [lerforated cork fitted into a 5-in.

apertuie on the top of the chamber.

By this means, there is no difficulty in

keejjing within 2J° less or more of the

desired temperature.
If a rapid current of warm air is

desired, this can be had by placing an

angular tube k on the top of the chim-

ney e; by heating tlie angle of the tube,
a draught is quickly created.

It is desirable in some cases to filter

the admitted air
;

this can be done by
stretching a piece of lint or other suit-

able material between the regulator g
and the tube d, by which means dust

particles are eflectually excluded.

The metallic parts of the apparatus

being made to screw off and on, they
can be detached at will, so that we can

thus have a series of wooden chambers
suited to different purposes. In this

instance, the chamber being intended

for drying gelatine plates, it was of

course constructed so that the light
would be efl'ectually shut out, but it is

obvious that a small glass window
would add greatly to its value for most
other ]uirposes. The advantages of this

chamber are its simplicity, its i)erfect

security against overheating, and its

small cost,
— it can be made for a few

shillings. It is light and easily handled
and is always ready for work, a current

of pure hot air being obtained in a very
few minutes after the application of the

Buusen flame. It is specially ada])table
in the preparation of granular and scale

compounds, for drying precipitates,

hardening pills previous to coating, and
in other operations requiring a current

of hot air.

Another writer describes his drying-
closet as being made of teak 1 in. thick,
with light-tight door in front

;
the ends
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project beyond the bottom to form legs ;

the top and bottom a.re both double (4 in.

apart), and the air enters through a slit

3 in. wide, and reaching right across

the bo.x. This slit is at one end, and the

air has then to pass along the double

bottom to the other end, where it gets
into the box through a similar slit, thus

keeping out the light ;
and it gets out

at top in a similar war. Over the exit

at top is fitted a tin or copper chimney
3 ft. high, in which burns a Silber lamp,

giving a good draught, and draw-

ing a large quantity of air

through. Inside the box are

brackets (each having a levelling
screw through it, with the point

upwards), projecting from the

ends, on which are laid plate-

glass shelves cut the width of

the box, but 3 in. shorter, so that

when the shelves are in place, if

one is pushed close to the right
end of the box and the next to

the left, and so on, the air has

to pass backwards and forwards

over the jilates. His box has 3

shelves, 13 in. wide and 32 in.

long, and will dry 6 photo-

graphic plates 15 in. by 12 in.,

or, of course, anything less that

will lie in the same space. Sunie

have an arrangement fur drying
and wanning the air before it

enters the box ;
but this some-

times induces blisters and frill-

another form of photograjihic drying-
box, a are shelves on which to put
plates. In the drawer 6 are placed
some lumps of calcium chloride. This

absorbs moisture very rapidly, and the

air in passing through it is thoroughly
dried. In the flue (/ is a small gas-

burner, and below is a light trap c,

made of tin. The gas-jet is for the

purpose of causing an exti'a current of

air to pass over the plates. It is better

to confine the plates as much as possible

Fig. 75.

r>3^

Fir.

—. -™—„—, J
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sufficient exit for the gas. This warms
the air in contact with the tin tube,

and also slightly the air inside the cup-
board. 1'he consequence is, that a cur-

rent of slightly warm air is set up,
and circulates amongst the plates while

supported on the wires, and the drying
of the films takes place rapidly. Some
5-6 hours is a sufficient time in which
to dry the plates, whilst without the

gas-jet it would take 24r hours or more.

In the inside of the cupboard, and near

the top and bottom, are placed 2 card-

board discs to stop the possibility of

anv stray light entering, and as the

whole artair is placed in the dark room,
the chances of any such access even with-

out it would be small. Inside the cup-
board door is a thermometer, and the jet
is regulated so that a temperature ofabout

70° "F. is indicated—80° would do no

harm to the plates; beyond that tem-

perature, it might not be safe to go.

The small gas-jet used is the same as

may be seen in tobacconists' shops ;
the

hole in the end is plugged up, and a

very small hole is drilled at the side.

Another photographer adopted a

large zinc case with a lid of the same
material. He cut a long opening at

one end of the bottom, and had another

bottom soldered inside with an opening
at the opposite end (Fig. 76). He then

Fig. 76.

had a so-called Russian chimney fastened

on one of the sides, and fitted this with
a gas-flame jilaced as shown, so that it

might produce the necessary current of

air. To make the cover fit air- and

light-tight was ratlier more difficult.

This, however, he managed in the fol-

lowing manner. He had a rim soldered

all round in the shape of a gutter, the

edge of the lid sinking into the bottom
of the gutter, and then filled the latter

with small .shot, and thus obtained a

most perfect closure. This box has

been in use ever since, and, with the

addition of a wooden tray, and of an
iron vessel full of calcium chloride, has

done very good service. In the figure,
a is the zinc case; b, gutter filled with
shot

; c, wooden tray ; d, calcium chlo-

ride vessel
; e, Russian chimney.

The usiial forms of hot-air baths used

in laboratories are, almost without ex-

ception, affected by drawbacks, par-

ticularly the following :

1, Either the temperature in the

upper and lower parts is different
;

2, or the temperature difi'ers with
the duration of heating;

3, or it can only be raised to a mode-
rate degree ;

4, or, finally, it can be kept up only

by a relatively lai'ge consumption of

gas.

Meyer proposes to remove these de-

fects in the following manner :

Equality of temperature may be at-

tained by applying the heat at the side—never below—and by taking care that

the flame never comes in actual contact

with the metal. The space to be heated

is to be surrounded with the hot pro-
ducts of combustion of the flame

mixed only with the smallest

possible excess of air, in such a

manner that a triple layer of

heated gases, proceeding from
without inward, surrounds the

inner mantle. Besides, the outer,
or hottest layer, must bo pro-
tected from too rapid cooling by
applying a suitable coating of

bad conductibility for heat.

Equality of temperature for any
length of time may be best attained

by a regulator constructed on the jnin-

ciple of Andrea's, which contains, in a

.'NUiall, confined space a small quantity
of a liquid having a boiling-point a

trifle below the degree of temperature
to be maintained. The autlior prefers
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the mollified form suggested by Kemp,
and improved by Bunsen, which is

\vh(dly constructed of' glass excej)t the

lower end of the gas-tube, this beiug
made of perforated sheet-platinum.

In order to (ill it, the gas-tube a, Fig.

78, is temporarily replaced by a tube b

drawn out at both ends and reaching
down into the reservoir of the regulator

(top of Fig. 78). The lateral braucli c

Fig. 78.

0\
Fig. 7V.

^/

To

CL

^^
Biwner

is now connected with the vacuum

]'uni]i, the whole inverted (as in Fig. 78),

and tlie contracted t-nd ilipi)ed, first for

a moment into the liiiuid to be used as

regulator, ancl ih'-n into mercury, until

the chainbrr is almost, but not quite,
full. The n])])aratus is now turncil

over, a little more mercury poured in,

and the gas-tube c is inserted. When
using the apparatus, the gas-tube is

first dr.iwn upwards, and, when the

l)ro|ipr ti'mpcratiire has been nearly

reached, pu^hc'd dnwn into the mercury
until the supply of gas is reduced to a

minimum. I>y cautious adjustment, it

is easy to find the position at which the

tension of the vapour developed in the

tube raises the column of mercury sufK-

ciently to just close the orifice of the

tube c at the proper temperature. As
the air-bath cools off very slowly, but

heats u]> rapidly, it is of advantage to

adjust the regulator to a slightly lower

temperature than actually required.
It is best to have a series of such

recjulators, charged with substances,

the l)oiling-points of which are about

30° C. apart, and to keep them in a

j)roper receptacle for use. Suitable

substances are, for uater-haths : ethyl

chloride, ether, carbon disulphide, mix-

tures of ether and alcohol, i)ure alcohol,

benzol
;

for air-baths : water, toluol,

xvlol or aniylic alcohol, cymol or oil of

turjientine, aniline or phenol, ua]ihtlialin,

dijilienyl or di])henylmethane, dijiheny-

lamine, and ])erhaps also anthracene. It

is not at all necessary to use these in a

pure state, particularly those which are

solid at ordinary temperature, since they
melt more easily when im])ure. Only

very little of solid substances should be

introduced, for the excess distils off, and

may clog u]) the gas-tube.

Figs. 79,80, and 81 show the air-bath

as usually em]iloyed by the authnr. It

consists of 4 concentric walls of sheet

copjjer, 2 of which are attached to the

upper plate, and the others to the bottom

plate.

Fig. 79 is arranged for a drying
chamber: Fig. 80 for tlie distillation of

substances wliich easily decompose wiien

coming in contact with (over) liiatid

glass ; Fig. 81 lor the dry distillation

of substances which should not be heated

beyond a certain ])oint (f. i., citric aci<l

in the ])r<']iaration
of aconitic acid, &c.).

The iunermost cylinder* surrounds

the space- a to be hiated, which is closed

from below by a doulile bottom 6, fas-

tened by a ])ayonet-clami). The u]ti)er

cover, also double (the 2 walls being

kept p.iralhl by inner su]i]ierts. of which

one is shown at /i), lias 2 tuliuluros, one

(/) for the insertion of a thiTuiomi'ter,

another (i) for the regulator, and another

• The air-clinnil)ers lUiistrnted above are not

H(|iiar<', l)Ut rotniU Tlic illiislratloiis represent
u verllcul seel Ion tlirougli the centre.
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for the escape of the heated vapours.
To this cover the 2 cylinders d and / are

attached, while e and c are soldered to

the bottom piece, which is also provided

Fig. 79.

t^kib
'}'

'

'^ ^ '^ I

Fig. 80.

with 3 legs. The heating is done by a

brass ring attached to the legs, with a

supply of gas controlled by the regu-
lator i. The ring has holes of 2-3

(4^

millimeters bore in intervals of 3 centi-

meters. The little flames thus pro-
duced burn quietly, and may be easily

regulated. With the same amount of

Fig. 81.

gas which is furnished by a gas-cock

supplying an ordinary Bunsen's burner,
the space in a (

= about 5 litres) may
readily be heated to oOO*^ C. and over,
even when it is not closed below. But
in order to obtain this result, the in-

tervals between the several cylinders, in

which the products of combustion cir-

culate, must not exceed 10 millimetei-s.

Besides, the outer cylinder / must be

jjrutected with a non-radiating cover.
The best, for this purpose, is a layer of

asbestos (in sheet), to be applied so as

to leave a little .space between it and

cylinder/, which space is to bo filled out
with siliceous earth (" kieselguhr") or

mineral wool.

If tubes are to be heated, the modi-
fication shown in Fig. 82 may be used.

It is also here of importance that the
channels thiough which the warm air

circulates are very narrow, scarcely
1 cm. apart. The 8 iron tubes pass

through the narrow walls, which latter

are not double, but covered with little

flaps hinging upwards (one correspond-
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ing to each tube), as closely as possible
fitthicr to the surface of the outer cylin-

der, but remaininc; slightly distant from

the ends of the tubes. In case a glass
tube (inserted in

Fig. 82. cue of the iron

tubes, for being
heated) should ex-

plode, its fragments
are caught by the

loosely hanging
ilaps. Between the

iron tubes, a Babo's

If regulator may be

inserted.

For special uses

the above forms of

air-baths may be

still further modi-

fied. It is, how-

^ ever, of importance
to remember that

the heated gases
should surround tlie

sj);ice to be heated

in a triple layer;
that the hottest

layer should be near the outside, and
that the intervals between the walls

should admit as little excess of air as

possible. The gases escaping above

must have the property of c.xtinguihliing
a gb)wing splinter of wood.
Edmund Biihler, of Tiibingen, fur-

nishes air-baths of tlie above-described

construction.

A much enlarged firm nf the hot-air

closet is widely adoiited in curing agri-
cultural ])roduce, such as fruits, te;i, &c.

Everywhere in Tennessee, Nortli

Carolina, and Georgia, one may see at

the farmsteads rows of boards tilted up
to th(! sun and covered with sliced fruit.

Sometimes it is sjircad between sheets

of muslin to keej) a\v;iy the insects, ami

to give the fruit a liner colour. Thi'se

Huiail lots of fruit are collected by the

country storekeepers, and thus find their

way to the great cities and a market.

The first improvement maije in drying
fruit was tried in the North, and cou-

i-isted in covering tin; fruit with gl;iss.

The liot-lied sasli iiile in the barn found

a new duty. Wooiien boxua or frames

made to fit the sash were prepared and
set upon legs to raise them above ground.
Holes were cut at the front near the

bottom, and at the back ne;ir the top,
to secure a current of air through the
frame

;
witliin these glass-roofed frames

the fruit was spread on trays in the
full sun-light. The glass kei)t out rain,

birds, and insects, and the fruit dried

more quickly and with less labour than
in the old way, and with a decided

improvement in its appearance. Expe-
riments were also made with stoves.

Tlie co(jking stove dried the fruit more

quickly than the sun, but it was wanted
for other purposes. The next step was
to erect dr3'ing closets. A small en-

closed ])lace or closet of any convenient

shape or size was put up in the farm-
house or shed, and in this was set a

small stove. The sides of the closet

were protected from the fire by brick-

work, and above the stove were ranged
shelves for the fruit

;
inlets lor the

fresh air were made at the bottom, and
at the top ventilators were provided for

the escape of the heated air and vapour.
Such appliances answered a very good
purpose, and are often used to save tho

surplus fruit of a small farm for domestic
use or for sale. Besides tliese domestic

apjijiances there is now in use a very
good iron stove or drying machine,
costing about 70 dollars, and serving to

dry all kinds of fruit in a much better

manner than the wooden closets, which
ari! liable to take fire. This stove is

))ortable, and may be used out ot' doors

or in a building, as is most convenient.

A (ire is kept up in the fire-box at the

base, and above it are movable shelves

for apjdes, poaches, berries, corn, gra])es,
or other fruits or vegetables. A con-

stant stream of liot air passes through
tlie apparat us, swccjiing across the trays
(d' fruit and quickly extracting all their

moisture. The smoke-flue from the fire

jiasses through tlie escape for the hot

air, and m;iterially assists the move-
ment of the air. Driers of this form
are largely useil in the ]iea(;h ilistricts

of th(! East :inil the grape-growing

couutry of the Pacific coasts, 'i'hey are

ca.sily managed, and will dry as much
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fruit in a (la_v as a family can peel and

slice in that time.

At one American establishment, apples
are pared, cored, and sliced at once by
liand machinery. The slices are then

spread on galvanised screens and placed
in the evaporator, a chamber running
from the top of a large furnace in the

basement upward, out through the roof

of a 3-story building. The current of

heated air is kept as near as possible to

240° F. (116° C). The screens of fruit

rest on endless chains that move up-
wards at intervals of 3 to 5 minutes,
when a fresh screen is put in below and
one is taken off at the third story com-

pleted. The dried or evaporated pro-
duce is then packed in pasteboard boxes

holding 1-5 lb., and these in turn are

packed in cases of 200 lb. each.

A bushel of apples makes about 5 lb.

of the dried fruit
;
and the process of

evaporation is so rapid that the fruit

loses none of its freshness and flavour.

In some of the factories the cores and

peelings are converted into vinegar; in

others into apple jelly, out of which

every variety of fruit jelly is made by
the addition of flavouring extracts.

Sweet corn, potatoes, and other vege-
tables have been successfully preserved

by this process.
In properly evaporated fruit there is

no loss of pleasant or valuable properties,
but an actual increase of fruit sugar,
from the fact that evaporation is essen-

tially a ripening process, the develop-
ment of sugar ranging from 10 to 25

per cent, in different fruits, as deter-

mined by chemical analysis. By the

process of evaporation, i)roperly con-

ducted, in a few hours the juices are

quickly matured, the maximum deve-

lopment of sugar is secured, and water

pure and simple is evaporated, the

change being analogous to the transition

of tlie grape to the sweeter raisin, or

the acid green apple to ripeness, with

corresponding delicacy. The cell struc-

ture remains unbroken, and the articles,

when placed in the rejuvenating bath
of fresh water, return to their original

form, colour, and consistency.
In evaporating cut fruits, such as

apples, pears, and peaches, the correct

method is to subject them to currents

of dry heated air, so as to dry the cut
surfaces quickly, preventing discolora-

tion, forming an artificial skin or cover-

ing, and hermetically sealing the cells

containing acid and starch, which yield

glucose or fruit sugar. This principle
is demonstrated in Jv'ature's laboratory,
in the curing of the raisin, fig, and date,
which are dried in their natural skins—a process not applicable to cut fruits—in a tropical climate, duj-ing the rain-

less season, by natural, dry, hot air, in

the sun
; though a crude and slow pro-

cess, the development of glucose or grape
sugar is almost perfect.
A practical, economical, and inexpen-

sive fruit drier is made by the American

Manufacturing Company. In this eva-

porator separate currents of dry, heated

air, automatically created, pass under-
neath and diagonally through the trays
and then off and over them, carrying the

moisture out of the evaporator, without

coming in contact with the trays of fruit

previously entered, and already in an ad-

vanced stage of completion. The great-
est heat is concentrated upon each tray
when it first enters the machine

;
and

each tray subsequently entered pushes
the previous one forward into a lower

temperature. This operation is continued

throughout, being rendered perfectly

practicable by an inclined, divided eva-

porating trunk.

It is stated that about a third of the

tea produced on Indian estates is cured
in Davidson's so-called "sirocco" drying-
closets. These are made in 2 forms, one

having the fire-place adapted for wood,
coal, bamboo, ekur grass, or similar fuel,

the other suited only for a smokeless

combustible, such as coke or charcoal.

In the first-named from the furnace

of the air-heater is lined with fireclay

tiles, and is so arranged that when, from
accidental breakage, anv of the tiles

require changing, this can be easily done

through the fire-door, without having
to take down any part of the apparatus.
All the other parts of the air-heater are

very durable, and not liable to breakage.
An improvement has been a))plied in

I 2
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the construction of the top of the air-

chimney, wliich has completely obviated

the necessity for any rain hood or cover

(all of which had a harmful effect on the

draught). The base of the air-chimney
sits on an annular collar, so constructed

that it collects and discharrjes, wherevc.'r

reiiuired, any water which, on rainy

days, may come down the chimney,
either from a bad joint where it passes

through the tea-house roof, or from con-

densation of vajiour inside the chimney.
This water ccdlar is applicable to already

existing "siroccos."

The trays are made from a special

wood, which, after having carefully
tested many qualities, has been selected

as being the best suited to stand, with-

out warping or twisting, the very high

temperatures to which they are sub-

jected ; they are strongly put together,

being brass-bound at the 4 corners, and

the wooden battens screwed together
with bolts and nuts, by which they can,

if necessary, be tightened up from time

to time.

With the exception (jf the trays, the

closet is entirely constructed of iron,

and can be readily put together and

worked, even by an inexperienced person.
It requires no motive jiower to create

the draught, which is self-acting. When
erecte<l, it occupies a floor space of about

5 ft. by 4 ft.,iu>d is 10 ft. in heigiit from

base to where the aii'-chimney joins.
This apparatus is capable of drying

20-25 inannds (1 miuml = 80 lb.) of

green leaf ])cr day of 10 hours, with (5-8

7iiauu(ls of dry wood, or 2i-.>i iwiunJs

of coal fuel.

The .se<-ond form dill'ers only in having
a lirick-built (ire-])lace.

With either form there should l)e a

wooden jdatform for the man working it

to stand upon, and a table fur the travs

to be resti.'d on when tlie material is

being spread upon them. One eu<l of

this ]iIatform should project underneath
the apron ti'ay upon the front of the

drying-box, and should nearly touch

the side of the air-heater casitig. The
dimensions of this table and platform
should be as follows:—

Table, length, 8 ft.
; width, 4 ft.

;

height, 6 ft. Platform, length, 8 ft.;

width, ;} ft. 8 in.
; height, 3 ft. 6 in.

Stair to platform, with 2 steps, length,
8 ft.

;
width of each step, 1 ft.

; height
of each step, 1 ft. 2 in.

Of course the apj)aratus might be sunk
into the ground sutliciently to avoid

luiving to use a iilatform at all
;
but in

that case an open space of at least 1 ft.

in width would have to be left on each

side for admitting the cold air to the

air-heater, ami a stoke-hole opposite the

lire would be necessary, as well as a

similar j)lace on the other side to get at

the door for cleaning the chimney. A
large excavation like this, however, is

obstructive and generally objectionable
in the floor of a tea house, and the

makers jjrefer and recommend instead

of it the use of the platform and high

table, with the apparatus set on ground
level, as hereinafter described. Should
the apparatus be sunk into the ground,
the sides of the excavation will reijuire
walls to jirevent the earth from falling
in

;
but if it be ])laced upon the ground

level, no brickwork will be required.
It has occasionally been observed that

the working of driers is more or less

influenced by their situation in the tea

house, and that it is desirable, when

practicable, to have the ajjparatus

placed on the opposite side of the house

to the j>revailing winds—i.e. as the

winds prevail from S.W. it is well to

have the driers sitiuited on the N.E.

side of the tea house, otherwise there

may be a tendency to a ilown liraught

upon the chimney, which wouKl mate-

rially ailect the outturn of work
;

whereas, if placed on the opposite side,

the tendency is just reversed, and the

draught up through the ap])aratus is

increased by the wind ])ressure.

Air-hiiles sill iild always be ke])t o])en
on tlie wind side (S.W.) of the house to

admit the outer air freely, because each

drier (when j)roi)prly working) is con-

tinuously lirawing away about l$0,000

cub. ft. of air jier hour from the house,
and it' the apparatus has to overcome

anv friction or resistanci- in obtaining
this air supjily, tin? outturn of work
will be proportionally reduced.
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It may be here stated as a general
rule that (provided the proper working
temperature of the drier is maintained)
the better the draught of the a]iparatus,
the larger will be the outturn of work

;

and, consequently, everything which
tends to accelerate this draught should

be observed and taken advantage of.

Further details respecting this appa-
ratus may be obtained of the makers,
Davidson & Co., Queensbridge Street,
Belfast. It is obviously adapted to

the drying of many other vegetable

products.
Water-ovens. — The accompany-

ing sketch (Fig. 83) of a combined

steam-oven and distilled water appa-

holds cold water, which falls through
the tube /, enters the condenser, where
it rises slowly, absorbing heat from the

condensing-worni, until it reaches the

tube leading to the boiler at a high

temperature. For a cistern, an 18-gal.
ale cask, supported on a stool, has been

found to answer admirably, having the

advantage of holding sutKcient water on

the top to secure the 2 corks being air-

tight. By a suitable adjustment of the

Mariotte's tube h, the rate of flow of

the water can be so regulated that the

level of the water in the condenser is

constant, or, if desired, allowed to drop

slowly into the waste pipe, while the

water evaporated from a is renewed

Fig. 83.

'£±7-,

ratus, so arranged as to be left to itself

for a long period of time without the

risk of the boiler going dry, may
])erhaps be of interest to many, and a

few words only are necessary to describe

its working. The steam oven a is of

tlie ordinary construction, but is fitted

at the side with a tube connecting it

with the condenser b. Heat is applied
to (t by means of a radial burner, con-

nected with the gas supply by metallic

tubing ;
the steam generated circulates

around the drying chamber, escapes

through the copper tube c, thence

through block-tin worm, and falls as

distilled water in the receiver d. The
cistern c, fitted with a Jlariotte's tube,

by water already near boiling. In

practice it has been found necessary to

allow the water to waste at the rate of
about 2 drops per minute, the 18 gal.

lasting for over 72 hours, during which
time 10-11 gal. of distilled water are

collected. When this apparatus was
first fitted up in the laboratory, it was
intended to have connected the con-

denser directly with the town water

supply, but as the water-works authori-

ties would sanction no such connection,
we had recourse to the cistern, with
the satisfactory result that we are in

this respect quite independent of the

caprice of the water-works turncock.
The several connections are made by
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union joints, to allow the apparatus to

be takea to pieces and the boilei- freed

from scale. The whole apparatus may
be supported iipoa a strong shelf, which
should be protected from the heat of

the burner by means of slates or

asbestos millboard. With this arrange-

ment, bulky precipitates may be allowed

to remain in the steam-oven all night
and found ready for further treatment

next morning. (Chemical News.)
Prof. Peter T. Austen, of the Chemical

Laboratory of Rutgers' College (N. J.),

says : We have used for a number of

years in this laboratory, a form of con-

stant water-bath, Fig. 84, which was

Fig. 84.

<;^::i=i

contrived by Edward Bogardus, formerly
chemist to the New Jersey State Geo-

logical Survey. It consists of 2 tomato

cans connected by a tin tube. Into one

of the cans a bottle of water is inserted

(e. g. a 5-11). acid bottle), the other t-.m

makes the bath. This batii can be left

overnight without risk, and a number
of baths can be similarly fed by con-

necting tlicm by means of a rubber

tube with a single ri'servoir, made of

a fruit can with a number of holes

punched near its bottom, perforated
corks carrying short pieces of glass

tubing being fitted to the holes. A
similar contrivance can be used to make
the connection with the can serving as

the water-bath. Such vents in the

reservoir as are not in use caa be closed

by means of short bits of rubber tubing
and pinch-cocks. Fig. 85 illustrates a
water-bath constructed on the principle
of JIariotte's flask, a serves as reser-

voir of water and is closed air-tieht

by the perforated, rubber stopper b.

Fig. 85.

Through the latter pass 4 glass tubes,
one of which, c, acts as a siphon, in con-

nection with the rubber tube d, to

sujijdy water to the bath. The level in

the latter is regulated by the depth to

which the lower end of tube c reaches.

The other 2 tubes, / and g, are closed

while the apparatus is working, and
are only used for filling it. When this

is necessary, the jiinch-cock at h is

made to compress tlie rubber tube, the

stopper t of the tube ij is opened, and
water is admitted to the flask through
k I. If it is inconvenient or imprac-
ticable to keep the short rubber j)ipo /

constantly connected with a water

faucet, it may, when the llask is filled,

be detached, and the oi)en end pushed
upon the glass tube //, in which case it

is not necessary that the latter be jiro-

vided with a stop-cock. By attaching
several branches to tube d, any number
of water-baths mav be kept supplied at

one and the same time. (KlennMit.)

According to Pomeroy's plan, a tiilie nf

glass or metal, not less than J in. inter-

nal diameter, the emls of which are cut
oil' obliijuely (this is necessary), is bent
as shown in Fig. lS(i. It shoulil make
an angle of about '.U>\ or a little greater,
with the horizon, and the angle may be
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increased if the bore of the tube is

increased. One end is inserted into the

water-bath, the other into an inverted

bottle. The height of the water in the

Fig. 86.

bath is rosnlated by the depth of im-

mersion of the tube in it. The boiling
is not interrupted by the feeding, which

takes place slowly and regularly. The

same form of tube answers equally well

for keeping a constant level of fluid in a

filter or drying chamber. A brass tube

is much better than one of glass, as it

does not crack at the water level after

use for a time. To bend brass tubes,

ram them full of sand, stop the ends,

and bend over a curved surfice.

Seelig has communicated a method of

preventing the loss of water, from

evaporation, in drying
ovens

;
and of confining

the consumption of

gas, at the same time,
to the smallest pos-
sible quantity. The
outer shell of the dry-

ing oven must have

only one exit, com-

municating with the

water space between
the walls. Into this

opening, the apparatus
Shown in Fig. 87 is

firmly fastened by
means of a perforated

stopper surrounding the leg a. The
lateral branch h communicates with the

source of gas, and the branch c is con-

nected with the burner under the drvins

oven. The tube n is expanded above, and

closed by a rubber membrane d. This

prevents, in the first place, loss of the

water by evaporation. As soon as the

tension of the steam in the apparatus
has become higher than it was at the

time of adjusting the apparatus, the

membrane bulges upwards, closes the

outlet of tube c, and thereby diminishes

the supply of gas to the burner. The
total extinction of the flame is pre-
vented by a scant supply of gas reaching
the burner through a small lateral

opening in the inner leg of c. It will

be readily seen that, if the apparatus is

adjusted at the time when the water

has actuallv reached the boiling-point,
it may be kept for any length of time

at the temjierature of boiling water
without having to renew the latter.

(^Zcit. An. Chcm.)
DISTILLING.—The scope of this

article is confined to simple distillation

of fluids, such as the distillation of

water to free it from non-volatile im-

purities, and the distillation of spirit to

remove combined water. These pro-
cesses and the apparatus jiertaiuing
thereto are capable of wide application
and utility.

Water.—The total absence of pot-
able water in many parts of the world,
to which the existence of valuable

mineral deposits attracts a considerable

]iopulation, has called for the invention

of some artificial means of supplying
this, the greatest of all the necessaries

of life. Perhaps in no part of the

world has more attention been given to

the subject than in the northern part of

Chile, "the desert of Atacama." This

region was traversed by Indian posts in

the time of the Incas, the runners being

suppjlied with water at various points
on the road, with an immense expendi-
ture of labour, 'i'he water was carried

long distances, in large earthenware

jars; and the inconvenience was reduced
to a minimum by the care bestowed in

laying out the roads, so as to take the

greatest advantage of the fresh-water

springs at the foot of the Andes.

About 30 years since, the method of

procuring fresh-water from the sea by
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distillation wascommenced. The original
form ot" apparatus, and one that is even

now largely in use, consisted merely of

a Cornish boiler, the steam from which

passed through a coil of wrought-iron

pipes in an open tank, often of wood.

Various improvements have been made
from time to time, inincipally in the

direction of enclosing tlie coils and con-

ducting the steam given oil' to secondary,
and thence to tertiary, condensers,
.similar to the apparatus designed by
the late Dr. Normandy. The ordinary

consumption of coal per unit of water

in the original open condensers is about

i, but with several condensers and an

air-pump on the last, a ratio of
-^^^

is

regularly obtained in daily work.

A serious inconvenience attending
this method of production arises from

the excessively bad quality of the water

for use in a steam boiler, as it contains

about 14 per cent, of salts—the principal
of which are sodium chloride, and lime,

soda, and magnesia sulphates. The

freight on coals from the port, too, is

enormous, amounting, at the time when
the api)aratus was designed, to ',]-'d^

dollars ])er lUO lb. Taking into consider-

ation the loss on the road, and the ex-

pense of rejiairs to boilers, condensers,

&c., the cost of the water was about

4 cents per gallon.
With a view to overcoming this

diHiculty, an ajiparatus for the distilla-

tion of water in Las Salinas, by the

action of the sun's rays, was designed

by Charles Wilson in 1872. Las Salinas

is situated about 70 miles inland from

the port of Antofogasta, and is about

half-way on the road to Caracoles, a

great silver distrii't, r<;(|uiring, when in

full work, the employment of about HOU
cart.s and 4000 mules, which passed

through Salinft'*, on an average, about

once a week. The site selrctcd for the

cstahiishiiK'nt was a smooth plain, with

an inclinition of about 1 in luo towards

the old watercoiirse, in which are wells

for .'*alt water. The ap|»aratus consists

es.scDtialiy of a number of long shallow

troughs, tilled with water, ami covered

by a sloping glass roof. The water is

cvajioratcd by the sun's rays passing

through the glass ; the vapour is con-

densed on the under surface of the glass,
runs down to grooves cut in the wooden

frame, and thence, by a system of pipes,
to the fresh-water tank. There are in

the establishment at Salinas 64 frames,
each 2U0 ft. long by 4 ft. broad, giving
a total area of 51,200 sq. ft. of glass.
K;i(-h frame is composed of 2 ])rincipal

parts, the water-trough and the roof.

The trough is constructed of 3 longi-
tudinal sleepers, 4 in. by 4 in., on which
the planking (I5 in. thick) is laid.

The sides are composed of timbers,
bolted to the sleepers at every 6 ft., the

whole being carefully jointed inside with

putty, to render it perfectly water-tight,
and having an inclination of about 1 in.

in the total length in the direction of

the wash-out plug. The roof is con-

structed in 10 lengths of 20 t't. each.

The sides are of pine, with the upper
edge properly cut to receive the glass,
and a groove for conveying the con-

densed water to the outlet-pipes, which
are placed at the lower end of each

section, the grooves having an inclination

of 2 in. in 20 ft., in additimi to the in-

clination of the trough. Tlie eml frames

of the 20-ft. sections of the roof, except-

ing those which coincide with the ends

of the troughs, are carried down to a

little below the water-level, to prevent
the escape of vapour in the joint, there

being, in fact, no outlet for the vapour,

excepting by the small leaden pipes
which carry off the condensed water.

The ridge is supported by the end frames

and intermediate uprights, resting on

the bottom of the trough. The sash-

bars ai'c movable, so as to suit varying
widths of glass.

The salt water is admitted by a 1-in.

brass cock at the liigher end of the

trough, and a wooden plug for w.nshing
out is ]irovided at the lower end. There

is also, at the lower end, an overflow

pipe, the point of wiiicli is turned down
below the water, to prevent the escape
of vapour. The .salt w;iter is |iumpcd
from the wells by a wimlmill into a

tank at the upper end of the grounds,

sulliciently large to contain about 4

days' supply. The water from the tank
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is distributed to the various trougiis by
a 2-in. wrought-iron pipe, with the

necessary connections. The freshwater

is collected from the small leaden pipes
into a l|--in. wrought-iron pipe running
between the

'

troughs, and connecting
with a 2-in. main-pipe at the end, which
leads to the storage tanks. To increase

the evaporation, the bottoms of the

troughs are blackened with logwood and

alum, and are washed out every second

day, by running salt water through
them.

When fii'st set to work, the establish-

ment produced daily, in summer, up-
wards of 5000 gal. of fresh water, about

equal to 1 lb. of water per sq. ft. of

glass ;
but after the opening of the rail-

way, the owners grew careless, and

allowed the troughs to get out of re-

pair, so that, through leakages and in-

sufficient cleansing, the production

gradually fell oft' to about i of the above.

When not properly attended to, crystals
of soda and lime sulphate (Glauberite)
form in the troughs, directly diminish-

ing the production, and indirectly lead-

ing to loss by leakage when the crystal-
lisation trikes place between the planks,
and so forcing open the joints. When

properly maintained, the cost of water,

including interest on capital, renewals

of glass, &c., amounted to less than

1 cent per gallon. The principal item

of expense is the renewal of glass
broken by whirlwinds, which are ver)'

frequent in the locality. Tlie statf con-

sists of a clerk, who keeps the accounts,
sells the water, and manages the busi-

ness generally ;
and of a glazier, and 2

labourers for cleaning and repairs, and
at intervals a carpenter to restore the

woodwork.
The frames being laid on the ground,

it is difficult to discover a leak, and the

wood in the sides of the roof, between
the fresh -water groove and the salt

water, is apt to crack in the part above
the level of the salt water, and cause a

loss of fresh water bv its leaking back
into the trough. The first defect could

be remedied, at a moderate cost, by
raising the longitudinal timbers on

cross-sleepers placed 4 or 5 ft. apart,

and the second defect by lining the

grooves with thin sheet-lead or tin. In

the warm vajiour under the glass, iron

is very quickly destroj'ed. The temper-
ature of the water in the troughs at

noon (when the thermometer stands at

8U° F. in the shade), is 140° to 150° F.

The distillation usually begins at about

10 A.M. and ends at about 10 p.m.

Some experiments were made, but

vei-y incompletely, to trv the etfect of

warming the water in a boiler before it

entered the troughs, especially for use

during the night and early morning.
From the little that was done, it

appeared probable that good results

might be expected. On cloudy davs, the

production is less than one-half, about

40 per cent., of that on sunny days.

Cloudy days are, however, very rare in

the locality. (Harding.)
All ordinary distillating apparatus

consists of 2 parts
—one in which the

heat is applied to the body to be distilled

and vaporised (called the "still"), and

the other into which the vapours that

are formed enter in order to undergo
the refrigeration that condenses them

(termed the "
condenser"). One of the

simplest forms of distillating apparatus
used in laboratories (Fig. 88) consists of

Fig. 88.

a still into which is inti'uduced the

liquid to be distilled, and which is

placed upon a furnace. The neck of

this fits into that of a sphere whose

0))ening must be wide enough to allow

the orifice of the still to reach the

spherical part of the receiver. Finally,
the sphere dips into a vessel full of cold

water, and is cooled on its external

surface by a wet cloth. The heated

mixture begins to boil, and its vapours,
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escaping from the retort, cool and con-

dense upon the cold sides of the spherical
receiver. This latter serves at once as

a refrigerator and a vessel for receiving
the distilled product.

In the beginning, the empty receiver

weighs less than the volume of water
that it displaces, and tends to float. It

is often kept in the water by placing a

weight (a brick, for example) ujxm the

top of its spherical part and ujion the

sides of the vessel containing the cold

water. The want of stability of this

much used arrangement makes it un-

recommendable. It is preferable to

make use of a sufficiently heavy ring of

lead into which the neck of the receiver

may be introduced, and which may rest

upon the latter's bulge. Upon fi.xing a

similar ring under the receiver, the

latter will be prevented from turning

laterally and even from getting broken.

Tlie water in the external vessel is

renewed so as to keep it cold.

A simple arrangement of this kind is

not adai)ted for materials that have a

low boiling-point, since a large propor-
tion of the vapours escapes, and makes
its exit through the neck of the receiver,

which is kej)t hot by the vapours coming
from the still. The following, which is

just about as simple, is a much more

perfect arrangement.

Fig

other side, in the tubulure of the

receiver there is fixed, by means of a

cork, pei'forated and arranged like the

preceding, a long and narrow glass tube.

When the still has been tilled with
the substance to be distilled, and placed

upon a furnace covered with wire gauze,
the receiver is immersed, as above stated,
in cold water. The vapours that are

formed become cooled in traversing the

elongated neck of the receiver, and are

thoroughly condensed in the immersed

part, provided the ebullition is not too

rapid. In this latter case, the narrow

tube, which presents the only open
orifice, becomes heated, and indicates to

the operator that the lire must be

moderated.

The inconvenience of every apparatus
of this kind is that the vapours which
enter the receiver are not compelled to

impinge against the sides, and may go

directly to the exit-tube, or, in other

words, the refrigeration is not me-
thodical. Moreover, the refrigerating
surfice continues to diminish in measure
as the receiver fills. Finally, if the

receiver breaks, the entire distilled pro-
duct comes in contact with the water.

Despite these disadvantages, the lapidity
with which such a])]):iratus may l>e

arranged causes them to be frequently

employed.

The narrow part of the still is fi.xcil

into the neck of a long, tubular receiver

(I'ig. H'J) by means of n cork which it

traver.ses. This annular cork exactly
ciosps the space between the neck of the

still and that of the receiver. Ou the

The use of refrigerators ])ormits of a

more exact and mof hodical condensaf inn

iif the vajiours. These ai'e arranged as

follows : The 2 orifices are i)laced in

contact by means of a rubber tulje, 3 to

4 cut. in lengtli, into one end of which
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is introduced tlie neck of the retort n

(Fig. 90), and into the other the tube

<<t' the refrigerator. The latter being
held in an inclined position br means of

a clamp, a current of water traversing

Fig. 90.

manv cases, by any other spherical
vessel with a narrow neck. In this

case the receiver is closed (Fig. 91) by
a cork or rubber stopper containing an

aperture that is traversed, through

slight friction, by a glass tube. This

latter is so bent that the angle formed

Fig. 91.

it from top to bottom, and a bent tube

being adapted to its lower extremity,
the free extremity of the bent one is

fi.xed into the flask that is to collect the

product. We may also suppress the

central tube of the refrigerator in the

flask b, kept inclined. To fiicilitate this

arrangement, the neck of the retort is

cut at a point where it has the same
external diameter as the tube of the

refrigerator, and is then edged with a

flame. Again, if the dift'erence between

the diameters is considerable, we may,
by means of a flame, draw out slightly
the one of the two tubes that is the

larger, and cut it at the proper point
to obtain an equality in the diameters.

Finally, we may solder to the extremity
of the refrigerator a cylindrical tube,
2 or 3 cm. in diameter and 6 or 7 in

length, into which is fitted the neck of

the retort previously provided with a

cork. This latter contains an aperture

running in the direction of its axis, and
the whole is arranged so as to form a

tight joint.
When the substance distilled attacks

oork and rubber, the neck of the retort

is drawn out to a sufficient length to

aliow the tube that terminates it to

enter the refrigerator to some depth.
The rubber with which the 2 parts of

the apparatus are connected is thus

nearly out of the range of the vapours.
It is very evident that the still may

be I'eplaced, and advantageously too, in

by its 2 branches shall corrcsp(]nd to

the inclination that is given to the

lefrigerator. The external extremity
of the tube is connected with the re-

frigerator by means of one of the

arrangements described above for the

neck of the retort. As for the internal

extremity, it is well, especially if the

tube is narrow, to bevel it off so as to

facilitate the flow, drop by drop, of the

condensed liquid which accumulates

therein, and which, without such a pre-

caution, might be carried along by the

vapour toward the refrigerator. Jlore-

over, in the case of a liquid that would
attack the joints, the bent tube that fits

into the neck of the receiver may bo

that of the refrigerator itself.

One of the best forms of still for

the photographer to employ consists

(Fig. 92) of a tin can or bottle in which
the water is boiled, and to this a tin

tube is adapted by means of a cork, one
end of this tin tube terminating in a

coil passing through a tub or other

vessel of cold water. A gas burner, as

shown, is a convenient source of heat,
and in order to ensure a complete con-

densation of the vapour, the water in

the cooling tub must be changed now
and again.
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Sometimes the vapour is condensed

bj' being allowed to play against the

inside of a conical cover which is

adapted to a saucepan, and is kept cool

Fin. 92.

stills being largely employed in Ireland

fur the private manufacture of whisky.
It is s(;arcely necessary to say that

the condensed water trickles down on
the inside of the cone, and ilows out at

the spout.
An extemporised arrangement of a

similarcharacti'r may be made by ])assing
a tobacco |)ipe through tii<.' side of a tin

saucepan as shown in Fig. 0;t, and

inverting the lid of the saucepan; if

tlie li<i is now kept cool by frecjuent

changes of water inside it, and the pipe
is properly adjusted so as to catch the

drijipings from the conv(;x side of the

lid, a considorabbr (|uantity of distilled

water may be collected in an hour
or so.

The ]>roportion of solid impurities

present in water as ordinarily met with

is e.\tremely variable
;
rain water which

has been collected toward the end of a

Fig. 93.

by the external application of cold

water; and in this case the still takes
the form rei)resented by Figs. 93, i)4,

and 95
;

sucli compact and portable

Fig. 94.

storm contains only a minute fraction

of a grain ])er gallon, while river or

spring water may contain from less than

30 gr. per gallon or so upward. Ordi-

FiG. 95.

nary sea water generally contains .'5-4

])er cent, of saline matter, but that of

the Dead Sea contains nearly J of its

weight of salts.

The ;5 impurities of water which most
interest the photograjiher are lime or

magnesia salts, which give the so-called

hardness; chlorides (as for exam]ile,
soiiium chloride or common salt), which

throw down silver salts; and organic

matter, wliich may overturn the balance

of ])hotographic operations by causing

]>remature reduction of the sensitive

silver ccunpounds. To test for them is

easy. Hardness is easily recognisable

by washing one's hands in the water,
the soa]i being curdled ;

but in many
I
cases one must rather seek for a hard
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water than avoid it, as the tendency of

gelatine phites to frill is far less in hard

water than in soft water. It is, indeed,

a common and useful practice to harden

the water used for washing by adding

5-I oz. of Epsom salts (magnesia sul-

phate) to each bucket of watei'.

Chlorides—sodium chloride or common
salt being that usually met with—may
be detected by adding a drop or two of

silver nitrate to half a wineglassful of

the water, a few drops of nitric acid

being then added. A slight cloudiness

indicates a trace of chlorides, and a

decided milkiness shows the presence of

a larger quantity. If it is wished to

get a somewhat more definite idea of

the amount, it is easy to make up a

series of standards for comparison, by
dissolving known weights of common
salt in distilled or rain water, and test-

ing samples of them side by side with

the water to be examined.

Organic matters may be detected by

adding a little silver nitrate to the

water, filtering off from any precipi-
tate of silver chloride, and exposing
the clear liquid to sunlight ;

a clean

stoppered bottle being the most con-

venient vessel to use. The extent to

which a blackening takes place may be

regarded as approximately proportionate
to the amount of organic matter

prestnt.
Filtration on a small scale is not

altogether a satisfactory mode of purify-

ing water, as organic impurities often

accumulate in the filter, and enter into

active putrefaction when hot weather

sets in. {Photo. News.')
The simple apparatus shown in

Fig. 96 works admirably, and is very
convenient. « is a common tin sauce-

pan, with a small hole in the side, for a

tobacco-pipe; 6, a "steamer," on top,
with a bottom like an inverted cone,
1 in. of wire being soldered at the apex.
A gas jet (Bunsen's, if possible) boils the

water in the saucepan ;
the ascending

steam is condensed on the lower surface

of the steamer, runs down to the point
of the wire, down the pipe into the

bottle. A small jet of cold water keejis
6 cool.

Fig. 97 illustrates a little earthen-

ware distilling apparatus in use among
the Japanese. It consists of 4 pieces :

a boiler a, on to which fits a short

Fig. 96.

cylinder with a perforated bottom b,

and over this a condenser c, with a

cover d. The cover being removed, a

stream of cold water can be kej)t

Fig. 97.

running into the condenser by means of

a bamboo, and the overflow carried off

by the spout at its base. Rounil the

base of the inner side of the middle

cylinder runs a ledge which forms a

channel opening into an exit sjxiut.

The materials for distillation are put
into the boiler, and the whole is placed
on the ordinary hibatchi, or domestic

fire-box. The vapour passes through
the perforated bottom of the cylinder,
collects in drops on the dome-shaped
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inner surface of the condenser, runs

down into the channel before described,

and is collected at its exit from the

spout. This little contrivance is known

by the Japanese under the name of

lufnhik or rambiki, which is doubtless

some corruption, through the Dutch, of

the word alembic. In the country dis-

tricts pejjpermint is largely used as a

corrective for water rendered muddy
and otherwise unsuitable for drinking

by rains, as well as for other domestic

])urposes, and this a))paratus is one of

tlie means employed for its distillation.

Tinctures, Extracts, &c. —
A very convenient and complete still is

shown in Fig. 98. The body holds over

Fig, 93.

3 gal. ;
tlie condenser has 7 straiglit

tubes .surrounded with the cold water
introduceil by a rubber tulie from a

liydiant or bucket of water placed

higher than the .still, and carried oil' as

it becomes warmed by another tube as

indicated by the arrows. By the siphon
arrangement shown in the cut, it is

possiiile to feed the still from a reser-

voir whilst distillation is in progress,
thus Using a •'(-gal. still where a much

larger one wouhl have been necessary.
The still may bo set into a kettle partly
filled with water and thus usccl as a

watcr-liath, or a shallow dish with flat

rim, which ucconipauicii the btill, may

be placed between the '2 brass ring
bands and clamped securely.

Having for some time been in need of

an apparatus for distilling a quantity
of water at a time, and finding none in

the market answering the purpose,
A. B. Stevens, of Detroit, Jlich., ar-

ranged the apparatus shown in Fig. 99

Fig. 99.

for continuous distillation, which has
tlius far answered all that is required
of it. As soon as the water jjasses out
of the boiler a the iloat b lowers, letting
a fresh supply of water from the con-

denser c through (I, thereby keeping
the water in the boiler at a constant

level. This avoids the necessity of

adding a large ([uantity of cold water
at once, the eli'ect of which would be to

r<'ilucc the tum))erature of the water
below the boiling-jMiint.

Cold water is supplied to the con-

denser through c, and as it becomes
heated and rises to the to)), it is carried

olf through /. The boiler and con-

denser are joined at
(j.

By leaving out the float and closing
the inlet d with a cork, it can be used

for distilling various things as well as

water.

The apparatus is not patented, and
should any ])harmacist desire to make
one for his own use ho can do so

;
should

he i)refer one reaily-made, Stevens will

furnish them to order, size 10 in.

diameter, all of copper, with 6 ft. of

rubber tube, for H dollars (say 35s.).

For the jiurpose of distilling a series
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of samples at one time, Dr. B. Land-

mann has devised an apparatus which

appears to be very compact, and may be

fastened against tlie wall, so as not to

interfere with other available space in

the laboratory. It consists (Fig. 100) of

a common, tinned-iron cooler A,

21f in. long, 12 in. high, and 2 in.

deep, with a series of openings

<7,
for passing through the con-

densing tubes, and an inlet and
outlet for water, g and h. The
cooler stands upon 2 iron supports
b, about y| in. long, to the front ends

of which is attached the gas-pipe /,

which is provided with 6 stop-cocks
and a lateral burner. The 2 ii-on sup-

ports are firmly held in place by the

2 parallel rods e, and the iron frame-

work d, which is If in. distant from
the cooler, has a height of 8 in., and a

width of 21 in. The receivers are placed

upon a board which is laid across the

supports c. As it is necessary that

quite a number of connecting tubes

should be on hand, it is advisable to

bend them all after a pattern or draw-

ing ma'le upon a board. Should the

corks through which the cooling tubes

a pass not be sufficiently tight, it is

only necessary to pour melted paraffin

through the orifice g, until it has coated

the bottom of the apparatus.
The distilling apparatus represented in

Fig. 101 is intended primarily for the

use of pharmaceutical chemists or drug-

gists, but it possesses features which
will recommend it to many who have

need of a trustworthy and quick-acting
still. The wide delivery tube is a useful

feature, allowinsj as it does for the accu-

mulation of vapour, and permitting the

introduction of the hand. The body
of the still is of wrought iron or copper,
with a lid fitting on ground edges, and
held together by screw-clamps, as seen

in the engraving. A gauge is fitted to

Fig. 101.

show the quantity of liquid in the still.

The condenser consists of a number of

glass tubes, which, if they are 1 in.

diameter and 24 in. long, expose a sur-

face of 264 in., while that of the sur-

rounding cylinder is only ISSJ in. The
ends of the condenser tubes are drawn

together and tapered, as shown in cut,
to permit, if desired, the collection of

the distillate in a narrow -mouthed
bottle. The advantage gained by this

apparatus, aside from the general one
of convenience, is thus seen to be in the

notable increase of condensing surface

it exposes, which to that extent in-

creases the effectiveness of the device—
1. e. its rapidity of action. Compared
with a Liebig condenser of similar

dimensions, this apparatus exposes pro-

bably 3 times as much condensing sur-

face. The idea of a tubular con-

denser, employed in the manner set

forth, is, in the opinion of the American
Journal of Pharmacy, an excellent

one, that may find useful imitation in

the chemical laboratory and elsewhere.

The device illustrated and described

was invented by Joseph P. Remington,
whose recommendation of its merits is
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based upon a contiuuous use of it for

3 years.
In chemical or pharmaceutical opera-

tions, it often becomes necessary, after

having used an upriijht condenser for

the purjjose of continuous extraction, to

reverse the whole condenser, in order to

recover the volatile menstruum. This

also necessitates, in most cases, a change
of the current of water for cooling the

apj)aratus. All this may be avoided by
constructing the condensing tube in the

manner shown in Fig. 102. From a

Fig. 102.

btilbous expansion blown in the tube at

its lower end, a tulje c arises, provided
with a faucet d, and subsecjuently
turned at a right angle downwards. At
about the centre between the faucet and
the angle, the glass tube passes through
a sujjjiort connected with the condenser,

whereby it is in a great measure i)ro-

tected from being broi<en olf. The use

of this modified condenser is almost self-

evident. Jf it is used for continuous

extraction, so that the condensed li((uid

constantly Hows ba^ into the llask

connri;teil with '/, the faucet at d is

closed. The (.'ondeused lii|uid will thru

at lirst (ill tin; tube c until it Hows over

into the tube n. Finally, when tlic

operation is to be finished, a I'eceivcr

is ]ilace(l under e, anil the faucet is

open(!d, wlit-n all thi' condcMscil li(|uicl

ni;iy lie collected without di^turbing the

connections of the condenser. It is

advisable before opening the faucet d tf>

dip tlie end of the tube c into a Hask

containing a |)ortion of the liipiid which
i.s to be distilled over, f. i. ether. The

depth to which the tube may be dipped
should be less than the length of the
column of liquid contained between c

and d. (Simand.)
Dr. Carl Roth draws attention to a

condenser lately devised by him. He
was led to its construction by the fre-

quent breaking of the tubes in Liebig
and Hotfmann condensers, in which
latter the water immediately surrounds
the tube containing the vajtour. While,

ordinarily, there is little danger of the

tubes bursting, they are, nevertheless,

quite liable to do so in cases of the

distillation of absorption products.

Fig. 103.

a/

Dr. Roth's condenser, as Fig. 103

shows, consists of a glass tube around
which is wound a thin leaden pijie of

10-15 times the length of the glass.
The pipe is Hrst wound with the con-

volutions close together, and is then

brought back in large turns. This ar-

rangement allows the water to be heated

.somewhat l)efore it gets close to the glass,
and in addition it utilises to a greater
extent than in the old form. Its e(li-

ciency can be increased still more by
])lacing tinfoil upon the glass before

winding the tuiie. Another advantage
of the apparatus is, that in case the

glass tube bursts, the distillate will not

be in danger of becoming mi.xed with
water.

Dr. Roth states that he has used thi.s

form suciM'ssfully in experiments that

would iiievitaldy have caused the <le-

struction of I.iebig's condenser. In the

ligure the water enters at a and Hows
out at b. {Dini. Pot. Jl.)
The stills which are used by ])hnr-

maceutists or chemists are usually pro-
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vided with a head terminating in a

tapering pipe, which is intended to be

conneeted to tlie worm or condenser.

This connection, however, is, in many
cases, quite awkward, and often a

source of loss from leakage. Those

who have had much occasion to work
with such an apparatus will fully

appreciate the truth of this. In large

stationary stills, used on a manufactur-

ing scale, the condenser consists of

several parts ;
the so-called column, a

series of vessels, which the vapours
have to traverse, and in which all that

part of the vapour condensable below a

certain temperature is reduced to the

liquid condition, and returned to the

still
;
and in addition to this n regular

worm or condensing cooler. Such ar-

rangements are, however, too circum-

stantial for small stills.

To obviate the difficulties above men-

tioned. Rice has constructed a new form
of still-head and condenser, which com-

pletely answers all demands made upon
it. It requires one packing, may be

used as a reflux-condenser, and saves

a great deal of room, from the fact that

a special worm-tub is matle unneces-

sary. Fig. 104 gives a correct repre-
sentation of the apparatus.

It consists mainly of 2 parts; the

still and the head with condenser. The
still has a capacity of 16 gal., and is

heated by steam, which enters at a, b

being the exhausting pipe. The still-

head is constructed of tolerably heavy
copper, to be able to bear the weight of

the condenser, which is fastened to it

by 3 iron legs, attached with rivets.

The condenser is a cylindrical copper
vessel, of the capacity of about 10 gal.,
with rounded bottom and closed top,

having short ^-in. tubes projecting from
the bottom and from the top

— at c

and d. There are 2 such tubes at the

bottom, one for attaching the rubber
hose e bringing the water

;
the other,

shown in the cut immediately along-
side the letter c, is closed with a cork,
and is used to permit the water to be

emptied without detaching the hose

from the other. At the top there are

likewise 2 lubes, one at d, for attaching

rubber hose to carry off the water into

the waste-pipe /; the other, being
closed with a cork, is not shown in the

cut, as it is on the back of the con-

denser.

Fig. 104.

The head of the still carries 3 short

tubulures, only one of which is visible

in the cut, and which contains a cork

bearing the safety-valve g. Another

opening is at the other side, for refill-

ing the still when required ; and yet
another narrower tube, intended for

the insertion of a thermometer. The

condensing-])ipe begins at /(, where it

rises from the head parallel with the

condenser. It is made of copper as far

as the point indicated by the upper A,

where it is soldered to the dov:nv:ard

projecting upper end of the bluck-tin

worm contained in the condenser and

emerging from it at i. This arrange-
ment makes it impossible for any con-

densed liquid to come into contact with

anything but block-tin. The worm,
inside the condenser, is made by care-

fully winding upon a round block of

wood 20 ft. of f-in. block tin pipe,

taking particular care that the coil has
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a uniform downward descent through-
out. After emerging from the con-

denser at J,
it extends for a short

distance, where the cut shows it to

be connected to the separate block-tin

pipe k by means of a union joint lined

with tin. Half way between i and the

end proper of the worm, the pipe is

taj)peil, and a branch, carrying the

faucet I, leads into the still m, where
it terminates under the centre of the

head in the shape of an co, forming a

trap to prevent the esca))e of vapours

by this passage. The object of this

arrangement is to cause the cnndenseil

liquid to How buck into the still,as long
as the faucet / is open, or to collect it

outside by turning oft" the faucet /.

Prolonged digestions with alcohol may
be made by means of this ajiparatus,
without any loss of liquid. The head

is attached to the still by means of a

rubber washer and iron clamps, and

when it is desired to remove it, the

water is allowed to drain from the con-

denser, the clamps are removed, and tlie

whole is hoisted up by the tackle n and

set on one side.

To illustrate the use of the faucet I

by an e.xample, we will suppose that we
have to completely exhaust 10 lb. of

powdered nux vomica. Into a frame

fitting into the upper part of the inside

of the still is fitted a broad, short,

copper percolator, which Is j)ackcd with

the ])()wdered nux vomica. The head

and condenser being connected with the

still, about ;? gal. of alcohol are poured
into the still, and the water liaving
been turned on the condenser, ami

flowing briskly, steam is carefully
turned on at (i. 'J'lie faucet I is k.qit

closed as yet, and the ])ipe h is made to

jioint into a receiver. As soon as con-

liensed alcohol flows into the latter in a

«teaily and uniform stream, the faucet /

is 0|)ene(j, when the ilow of aicolml re-

turns to the still, and empties itself

from the ciul of the co ovit the centre

of the percolator. Krom time to time

the faucet is closed, and the regularity
of the (low is observed, as it empties
itself into the reccjivcr. After a certain

lapse of time, depending upon various

circumstances, and mainly upon previ-
ous experience

—in the present instance,
after about 4 hours—the nux vomica is

completely exhausted, and the last part of

the operation consists in turning off the

faucet, and permitting all the alcohol to

run into the receiver.

Rice is in the habit, when using the

apparatus for such purposes, of placing
in tlie still 2 gal. of ordinary glyce-

rine, and in this a large porcelain pot,

supported in such a manner that the

glycerine surrounds it on all sides up to

within about 4 in. of the top. The

liquid to be distilled, such as alcohol,
is ))laced in the dish, the distillate, if

required to be used as a continuous

menstruum, is made to run back into

the still, where it flows into the dish,
and finally, after distilling off the

alcohol, the dish is removed with the

extract contained in it. If the tincture

is allowed to run directly into the still,

and the alcohol is distilled ofi', it re-

quires considerable labour and waste of

alcohol to remove the extract, besides

incurring the danger of ovei'heating and
almost baking it.

In all cases, when possible, it is re-

commended to place in the still a pre-

liminary charge of water, say ^-1 gal.,

and to distil this over to dryness. The

jtacking thereby swells up and becomes

tiglit, so that when the alcoholic liiiuid

is introduced no loss will be incurred.

The ajqjaratus is ivit jiatented, and
Rice ))laces it at the disposal of any one

who wants to use it. (^New Remedies.')
An improvement on Liebig's con-

denser is jiroposed by Abraham. In

the old form, the water, heated by
vajjour in the coil, very slonlij rises

U])wards, mixing at the same time with

the surrounding water and producing a

Inrje ijUanUty of warm water, which
has to be removed to keep the coil cool.

In a ])roperly constructed Liebig's con-

denser^ however, a ra]iid current of

water should rlrive that in front of it

farther and farther without matcrinUij

mixinq vith it, until at last it is driven

out at a very high tenijierature, having
done all, or nearly all the w<irk it pos-

sibly could. In I'ig 105, the dimensions
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are : a-b, 6 in.
; b-c, 10 ft.

;
d is a

steam-tight joint ;
<? f, |-in. tubes, nearly

meeting, not joined ; g-h, 8 ft.
; h-i,

2 ft.
; k, stop-cocks for supply of other

Fig. 105.

condensers
; I,

hot-water exit
; m, stop-

cock, with index to regulate flow of

water. In designing his new condenser

Abraham went on this principle, and
not only had his outer or cooling tube as

small as possible, but, to further in-

crease its condensing powers, had a thick

The old coil was only capable of con-

densing 4 gal. per hour, and did not

always cool that quantity as completely
as is desirable for the purpose of distilla-

tion in vacuo ; in order to ensure against

possible failure, and to increase if possible
the condensing power, the new one

was made, if anything, slightly longer
than the old. The efficiency of this

condenser is such that it would, if only
half its present length, condense and
cool perfectly about 6 gal. of liquid per
hour. Not only is its condensing power
highly satisfactory, but it occupies next

to no space, as it is fixed to the wall
;

it

is more cleanly and, what is perhaps of

more advantage than anything else, it

is very easily cleaned by driving steam

through it, whereas a tube requires to

be emptied before this can be done.

The wet distillation ofcamphor is an in-

stance of the adaption of this process for

extracting organic products. The most

general arrangement of the still and con-

denser, adopted in the Tosa district of

Japan is shown in Fig. 106. On a small

circular stone wall A, serving to form a

fire-place, lies an iron plate F, 2^ in. thick.

Fig. 106.

copper wire wound spirally round the

inner tube so as to compel the water to

rotate at a high speed. Diameter of

internal tube, 1 in.
;
diameter of ex-

ternal tube, IJ in.; both No. 16 wire

gauge copper tubing.

This is covered by a numerously per-
forated lid, luted tightly with clay, which
at the same time forms the bottom E of

the vessel B, which is 3 ft, 4 in. high,
and 18 in, wide at the top. Near the

1 bottom is a square opening D, which
K 2
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may be closed by a board. The whole

is clothed with a thick coating of clay

C, held fast by a binding of bamboo

hoops a. The upper opening is closed

by a clay-luted cover G, having a hole

in the centre, furnished with a cork K.

Just under this cover, a hollow bamboo
stem leaves the still and passes to the

condenser h. This consists of a 4-sided

box open beneath, divided into 5 inter-

communicating compartments by means
of 4 partitions, and turned with its

open side into a vessel il containing
water. This condenser is kept con-

stantly cool by a stream of water, led

over the top by means of the pipe 6.

The distillation is conducted in the

following way. After removing the

cover G, the vessel B is filled with the

chips of camphor wood, the cover is

keep the water in F at a steady boil.

The ascending steam, finding its way
among the chips, carries all the cam-

phor with it, and on condensation in the
cooler H, the camphor is deposited, and
removed at suitable intervals.

Such a simple and efficient apparatus
ought to afford a valuable hint to many
a colonist who wishes to utilise natural

products of a similar character.

To obtain the essential oils from

flowers, plants, or seeds, the oleiferous

material is placed in an iron, copper, or

glass still, of 1-1000 gal. capacity, and
is covered with water

; superposed is a

dome-shaped lid, terminating in a coil

of pipe, placed in a vessel of cold water,
and protruding therefrom with a tap at

the end. On boiling the contents of the

still, the esseutial oil passes over with the

Fig. .107.

replaced and well lut<Ml with clay;
then through the opening K, a certain

qnanlitv of water is run in, wiiicli, after

Katiirating the chips, will collect in the

j>an K. Gentle firing is now commenced,
and is contiDued for 12 hours, so as to

steam, and is condensed with it in the

receiver
;
the oil and water separate on

standing. A groat improvement, in-

trfKJuced by Drew, Ilcywood, and Har-

ron, is the use of a steam-jacketed still,

as shown in
l'"ig.

107. Steam is sup-
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plied from a boiler by the pipe a into

the jacket 6; within the head of the

still, is fixed a " roiiser
"

c, a double-

brinched stirrer curved to the form of

the pan, and having a chain attached

and made to drag over the bottom, the

whole being set in motion by means of

the handle d. The still is charged, and

nearly filled with water
;
the head is

then bolted on, steam is admitted into

the jacket, the contents are well stirred,

and soon the oil and steam are carried

up the pipe e, condensed in

the refrigerator /, and let

out at g into the receiver h.

Here the oil and water sepa-

rate, and escape by different

taps. In the illustration, it

Is supposed that the oil ob-

tained is heavier than water
;

It will then sink, and be

drawn out by the lower tap
t, and, as soon as the water
reaches the level of the

upper tap k, it will flow

Into the siphon-funnel I, and
thence into the still. Thus
the same water is repeatedly
used in the still. The pipe
m conveys cold water into

the refrigerator/; the water

escapes as it becomes hot by
the pipe n. When the oil dis-

tilled is lighter than water,
the taps i k exchange duties.

Before commencing opera-

tions, the siphon I is filled

with water to prevent the

escape of vapour.
An apparatus recently con-

structed by Rigaud and Dus-
sart is arranged so that dry
Bteam enters directly among
tho matters to be distilled,

and the temperature is always main-
tained at a high point. This is shown
in Fig. 108. It is claimed to yield a

larger and superior product, and to pre-
vent all chance of creating an em-

pyreumatic olour, such as sometimes

happens with other forms.

Distillation as a means of obtaining
essential oils is worthy of every con-
sideration. Generally it should be ef-

fected by steam
;
but there are cases

(bitter almonds, &c.) where contact

with water is necessary for the produc-
tion of the oil, while in others, open
fire and steam are equally applicable,

though the latter is superior. The
water employed must be perfectly pure
and neutral, though in some cases (sassa-

fras, cloves, cinnamon, &c.) common
salt is added to raise the boiling point.
The receiver is always some form (there
are many) of " Florentine receiver."

Fig. 108.

la some instances (anise, &c.) where the

distillation-products are solidifiable at a

low temperature, the condenser-worm
needs to be warmed instead of cooled.

Spirit.—The distillation of spirit is

performed for the purpose of separating
the alcohol more or less from the water.
The boiling point of water at the ordi-

nary standard pressures of the atmo-

sphere, equal to 30 in. of mercury, is
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212° F. (100° C), that of alcohol

173° -PF. (78-5° C). At the sea

level, the pressure of the atmosphere

may frequently vary between 28 "5 and

30 "5 in.; the boiling points of water

corresponding to these temperatures are

210° F. and 213° F. Indeed, changes
in the weather may cause the boiling

point of water to vary as much as 5° F.

in our climate. These alterations in

pressure would cause corresponding

changes in the boiling point of alcohol.

If we gradually raise the temperature
of alcoholic fluids to a point when

vapours are freely formed, it is observed

that though there is a continuous ab-

sorption of heat, yet the liquid does

not increase in temperature. The heat

which is absorbed during the first

period is doing work of a different cha-

racter from that employed subsequently.
There are two phases in the process,
and two different kinds of work jier-

formed by the heat employed in boiling
even a kettle of water.

The first phase is indicated by a rise

of temperature from 60° F. to 212° F.
;

the second phase by a change of state,

from that of a liquid at 212° F. to a

vapour at the same temperature. The

quantities of heat required by different

liquids in these changes varies greatly,
but the variation is greatest when they

pass through the second phase. Thus
1 lb. of steam at 212° F. if converted

into water at 212° F., will give u])

heat sufliciont to raise 09G lb. of water

from 00° to Gl° F. The heat rendered

up by 1 lb. of alcohol vapour at 173° F.

during condensation to li(iuiil at 173° F.

will heat 374-9 lb. of water from G0°

to Gl° F. These figures are sullicient

to show that a small quantity of steam

will boil a large quantity <if alcolwd.

Stills of improved construction depend

upon this principle.
The sini|)li-st form of distilling ap-

paratus consists of a close vessel con-

nected with a tube immersed in water;
the tube is open, and as the vapours

expand and pass into the tube, they are

cooled down sufficiently to assume the

liquid state, their heat being rendered

up to the water. It is necessary, then,

to have a large body of water to begin

with, or else for the water to be con-

tinually changed. An ordinary still

and worm consists of a boiling vessel

with a large head for the accumulation
of the bulky vapour, connected with a

coiled tube immersed in a tub holding
a large body of water, which is con-

tinually being changed. The coils of

the tube are largest at the upper part
of the worm tub, where the vapours are

the most bulky. The change of water is

effected in this way. A stream of cold

water is conducted down to the bottom of

the tube, which being there distributed,

displaces the water at the top, this latter

having condensed, the alcohol vapour has

become warm. As the liquid below

gradually makes its way upwards, it

comes in contact with successive coils of

tube, each one being hotter than the

other, until the top coil is reached, which
is at a temperatuiK dill'eriug but little

from that at which the liquid is being dis-

tilled. The more perfect forms of stills

are so designed as to take advantage of

the latent heat of the vapours to raise

the temperature of the liquid to be dis-

tilled.

When a mixture of alcohol and water
is distilled, the liquid will not boil con-

stantly at 173° F. until all the alcohol

has passed over, but will rise in tempera-
tui-e gradually throughout t lie distillation

until 212'^ F. has been reached. The dis-

tillate, if separated into fractions boiling
between fixed points, consists of aseries of

mixtures of alcohol and water in definite

proportions. The mixtures richest in

alcohol come over first, that is to say,
at the lowest tcni])crature.

The latent heat of the vapour of a

liquid with a hi^h boiling j)oint, can lie

made to boil a liquid with a lower boil-

ing point ; for instance, steam at 212° F.

can boil alcohol at 173° F., and alcohol

at 173° F. in turn can boil ether at

il4-8° F. With a simple still, strong
alcohol can be olitaiued from wash by
re])eated <listillation only. Woullle
realised the fact that this wasteful and
tedious process could be dispensed with,

by connecting together a number of

rectifying chambers in such a manner
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that the vapour driven off from the

chamber nearest the fire should be con-

densed in the second, and by the heat

given out by its condensation, cause the

more volatile portions of the liquid of

the second to distil into the third

chamber, and those of the third into

the fourth, and so on, until a sufficient

degree of concentration is attained.

Adam put this principle of rectification

into practice, and it is well illustrated

by a description of the working of

Laugier's still. In this arrangement
another process, that of dephlegmation,
is put in operation, which is exactly the

reverse of rectification.

It consists in partially cooling the

vapours, whereby they are separated
into an alcoholic and an aqueous por-

tion; the former passes on to another

cooler, only the latter being condensed.

Laugier's apparatus consists of sepa-
rate parts connected by the necessary

pipes ;
these are 1st, a worm tub

; 2nd,
a dephlegmator ; 3rd, a rectifier

; 4th,
a still. The rectifier is warmed by the

waste heat in the flue, the still only is

heated by a direct fire. The wash

passes first into the worm tub, where
it absorbs all the heat given off in the

condensation of the alcoholic vapours,
thence it passes into the dephlegmator,
where it becomes heated to near its

boiling point by the condensation of

water vapour only ;
it next passes into

the rectifier, where it is boiled by the

aid of steam from the still
;
the alcohol

in the steam becoming concentrated in

the liquid, is boiled off; finally, the

liquid in the rectifier is run into the

still, from whicli vessel it is periodically

discharged. The general arrangement is

ell'ective in separating the 2 liquid.s, and
the former goes upwards and the latter

downwards. It is not adapted to dis-

tilling mash of different kinds, nor for

yielding alcohol of the highest strength
at one operation. The first apparatus
to fulfil these conditions was devised

by Coffey. Although a variety of ap-

paratus for distilling have been con-

structed by Savalle, Siemens Brothers,
and others, yet some form or modifica-

tion of Coffey's still is most commonly

used in this country. It is constructed

largely of wood and sheet copper ;
the

wood being a bad conductor, prevents
loss of heat, but it is liable in turn to

give rise to leakage, and requires fre-

quent renewal. The wash is raised by
a pump to the top of a column, the

upi)er half of which is a condenser, and
the lower a dephlegmator ; by means of

a zigzag copper tube, the wash passes

downwards, and upwards again, to the

top of a second column, into which it is

discharged, where it undergoes a pro-
cess of distillation, by means of steam

rectification, on a series of perforated
shelves connected with each other by
over-flow pipes. Such stills may be

built of any size, even of such dimensions

that the pumps of each still are capable
of passing 80U0 gal. of wash per hour.

(Prof. W. N. Hartley.)
The simplest form of spirit still is

shown in Fig. 109, and consists of 2

essential parts, the still or boiler A,
which is made of tinned copper, and
enters the furnace, and the cooler or

worm B, a pipe of block-tin or tinned

copper, bent into a spiral and connected
with the top of the still. The liquid is

boiled in the still, and the vapours
passing over are condensed in the pipe,
which is placed in a tub or vessel con-

taining cold water. This simple appa-
ratus is not much employed in distilling,
as it is impossible to get sufficiently

pure products ft-om it on a commercial
scale. In an arrangement of this kind,
the vapours of alcohol and water are

condensed together. But if, instead of

filling the cooler with cold water, it be

kept at a temperature of 176° F. (80°
C), the greater part of the water will

be condensed
;
but the alcohol, which

boils at 172i° F. (78° C), passes through
the coil uncondensed. If, therefore, the

water be condensed and collected sepa-

rately in this manner, and the alcoholic

vapours be conducted into another

cooler, kept at a temperature below
n2i° F. (78° C), the alcohol will be

obtained in a much higher state of con-

centration than it would be by a process
of simple distillation. Supposing, again,
that vapours containing but a small
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quantity of alcohol are brought into

contact with an alcoholic liquid of lower

temperature than the vapours them-

selves, and in very small quantity, the

is shown in Fig. 110, in which is a still

A to contain the liquor. The vapours
are conducted by a tube into the egg-

shaped vessel B, the tube reaching

Fig. 109.

vapour of water will be partly con-

densed, so that the remainder will bo

richer in alcohol than it was previously.
But the water, in condensing, converts

into vapour a ])ortion of tiie spirit con-

tained in the li(iuid interposed, so that

the uncondensed vapours [lassing away
are still further enriched by this means.

Here, then, are the results obtained :

the alcoholic vapours are strengthened,

firstly, by the removal of a portion of

the water wherewith they were mi.xed
;

and then by the admi.xturo with them
of the vaporised spirit placed iu the

condenser. By the employment of some
such method as this, a very satisfactory

yield of spirit may be obtained, both

with regard to quality, as it is ex-

tremely concentrated, and to the cost of

jtroduction, siuce the simple condensa-

tion of the water is made use of to con-

vert the spirit into vapour without the

necessity of having recourse to fuel.

The construction of every variety of

distilling a|i|iaratus now in use is based

U()on the ab()V(; principles.
Adam's aj'paratus for the production

of strong alcohol on an industrial acale

nearly to the bottom
; they then pass

out by another tube into a second egg
C

; then, in some cases, into a third, not
shown in the figure, and finally into

the worm D, The liquor condensed in

the first egg is stronger than that in

the still, while that found in the second

and third is stronger than either. The

sjiirit wliich is condensed at the bottom
of the worm is of a very high degree of

strength. At the bottom of each of the

eggs, is a tube connected with the still,

l)y which the concentrated liijuors can

be run back into it. In the tube, is a

stop-cock «, by regulating which, enough
licjuor can be ke])t in the eggs to cover

the lower ends of the entrance pipes, so

that the alcoholic va])ours are not cnly
deprived of water by the cooling which

they undergo in passing through the

eggs, but are also mixed with fresh

s|)irit obtained from the vaporisation
of the liijuid remaining in the bottom
of the eggs, in the manner already
des(;riliod.

Adam's arrangement fulfils, there-

fore, the 2 conditions necessary for the

production of strong spirit inexpen*
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sively ;
but unfurtunately it has also

serious defects. The temperature of the

egg cannot be maintained at a constant

standard, and the bubbling of the

the other. The saving of time and fuel

resulting from the use of this still is

enormous. In the case of the previous

stills, the fuel consumed amounted to a

Fig. 110.

vapours through tlie liquor inside

creates too high a pressure. It was,

however, a source of great profit to its

inventor for a long period, although it

gave rise to many imitations and im-

provements of greater or less merit.

Among these are the stills of Solimnni

and Berard, which more nearly I'esemble

those of the present day.

Utilising the experience which had
been gained by Adam, Solimani, and

Berard, and avoiding the defects which
these stills presented, Cellier-Blumen-

thal devised an apparatus which has

become the basis of all subsequent im-

provements; indeed, every successive

invention has differed from this arrange-
ment, merely in detail, the general

principles being in every case the same.

The chief defect in the 3 stills above-

mentioned is that they are intermittent,
while that of Cellier-Blumenthal is con-

tinuous
;
that is to say, the liquid for

distillation is introduced at one end of

the arrangement, and the alcoholic pro-
ducts are received continuously, and of

a constE^nt degree of concentration, at

weight nearly 3 times that of the spirit

yielded by it
;
whereas the Cellier-Blu-

menthal apparatus reduces the amount
to J of the weight of alcohol produced.
This latter apparatus, however, is

adapted only to the needs of large dis-

tilleries, and a description of it would
be out of place in the present volume.

The operation of distilling is often

carried on in the apparatus represented
in Fig. 111. It is termed the Patent

Simplified Distilling Apparatus ; it was

originally invented by Corty, but it has
since undergone much improvement. A
is the body of the still, into which the
wash is put ; B, the head of the still

;

c, 3 copper plates fitted upon the upper
part of the 3 boxes; these are kept cool

by a supply of water from the pipe E,

which is distributed by means of the

pipes G. The least pure portion of the

ascending vapours is condensed as it

reaches the lowest plate, and foils back,
and the next portion as it reaches the

second plate, while the purest and

lightest vapours pass over the goose-

neck, and are condensed in the worro,
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The temperature of the plates is regu-
lated by altering the flow of water by
meaDs of the cock F. For the purpose

joint H, at the lower end of the worm.
The part of the apparatus marked I

becomes filled soon after the operatioa

Fig. 111.

Fig. 112.

^N^

of cleaning the apparatus, a jot of steam

or water may be introiiuced at a. A
gas apparatus is afTlxed at the screw-

has commenced : the end of the other

pipe K is immersed in water in the

ve.ssel L. The aiivanfaije claimed for
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this apparatus is that the condensation

proceeds in a partial vacuum, and that

there is therefore a great saving in fuel.

One of these stills, having a capacity of

400 gal., is said to work ofl" 4 or 5

charges during a day of 12 hours, fur-

nishing a spirit 35 per cent, over-proof.

Fig. 112 represents a double still

which is largely employed in the colonies.

It is simply an addition of the common
still A to the patent still B. From
time to time the contents of B are run
oft" into A, those of A being drawn off as

dunder, the spirit from A passing over

into B. Both stills are heated by the

same fire
;
and it is said that much fine

spirit can be obtained by their use at

the expense of a very inconsiderable

amount of fuel. In Jamaica, however,

nothing is likely to supersede the com-
mon still and double retorts, shown in

Fig. 113. It is usually the custom to

Fig. 113.

pass the tube from the secona retort

through a charger containing wash, by
which means the latter is heated pre-
vious to being introduced into the still

;

the tube then proceeds directly to the

worm-tank. With an arrangement of

this kind, a still holding 1000 gal.
should produce 500 gal. of rum (30-40
per cent, over-proof), between the hours
of 5 in the morning and 8 in the even-

ing. The first gallon of spirit obtained

is termed " low wines," and is used for

charging the retorts, each of which con-

tains 15-20 gal. After this, rum of

40-45 per cent, over-proof flows into

clean cans or other vessels placed to

receive it.

The apparatus used in England for the

distillation of grain-spirit is known as
"
Coftey's

"
still

;
and is shown in

Fig. 114. It consists of 2 columns,
CDEF and G H J K, placed side by
side, and above a rectangular chamber,
containing a steam-pipe 6 from the boiler

A. This chamber is divided into 2 com-

partments by a horizontal partition,

pierced with small holes, and furnished

with 4 safety-valves e. The column

CDEF, called the analyser, is divided

into 12 small compartments, by means
of horizontal partitions similar to the

one beneath, also pierced with holes and
each provided with 2 little valves /.

The spirituous vapours passing up this

column are led by a pipe to the bot-

tom of the second column or rectifier.

This column is also divided into com-

partments in precisely the same way,
except that there are 15 of them, the

10 lowest being separated by the parti-
tions k, which are pierced with holes.

The remaining 5 partitions are not

perforated, but have a wide open-

ing as at w, for the passage of

the vapours. Between each of

these partitions passes one bend
of a long zigzag pipe m, beginning
at the top of the column, winding
downwards to the bottom, and

finally passing upwards again to

the top of the other column, so as

to discharge its contents into the

highest compartment. The appa-
ratus works in the following

way :
—The pump Q is set in motion,

and the zigzag pipe then fills with the

wash or fermented liquor ixntil it runs

over at n'. The pump is then stopped,
and steam is introduced through h,

passing up through the 2 bottom cham-
bers and the short pipe z into the

analysing column CDEF, finally reach-

ing the bottom of the other column by
means of the pipe i. Here it surrounds

the coil pipe containing the wash, so

that the latter becomes rapidly heated.

When several bends of the pipe have

become heated, the pump is again set to

work, and the hot wash is driven ]-apidly

through the coil and into the analyser
at n'. Here it takes the course indicated

by the arrows, running down from
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chamber to chamber until it reaches the

bottom
;
none of the liquor finds its way

throufjh the perlorntions in the various

partitions, owing to the pressure of the

As soon as the chamber B' is nearly full

of the spent wash, its contents are run
off into the lower compartment by open-

ing a valve in the pipe V. By means of

HsccnJiiig stpam. In its course down-
warils the wash is met by tlie steam,
niicl the whole of the sjiirit which it

contains i.s thus convertcJ into vapour.

the cock N, llioy arc finally dischars^ed

from the afijiaratus. This ])roccss is

continueil until all the wash biis bcei)

jiiimp!''! fhroiijh.
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The course taken by the steam will be

readily understood by a glance at the

figure. When it has passed through
each of the chambers of the analyser,
the mixed vapours of water and spirit

pass through the pipe i into the rectify-

ing column. Ascending again, they heat

the coiled pipe m, and are partially

deprived of aqueous vapours by con-

densation. Being thus gradually con-

centrated, by the time they reach the

opening at W they consist of nearly pure

spirit, and are then condensed by the

cool liquid in the pipe falling upon the

partition s, and being carried away by
the pipe y to a refrigerator. Any un-

condensed gases pass out by the pipe R
to the same refrigerator, where they
are deprived of any alcohol they may
contain. The weak liquor condensed in

the different compartments of the recti-

fier descends in the same manner as the

wash descends in the other column ;
as

it always contains a little spirit, it is

conveyed by means of the pipe S to the

vessel L in order to be pumped once

more through the apparatus.
Before the process of distillation com-

mences, it is usual, especially when the

common Scotch stills are employed, to

add about 1 lb. of soap to the contents

of the still for every 100 gal. of wash.

This is done in order to prevent the

liquid from boiling over, which object is

attained in the following way :
—The

fermented wash always contains small

quantities of acetic acid
;
this acts upon

the soap, liberating an oily compound
which floats upon the surface. The
bubbles of gas as they rise from the

body of the liquid are broken by this

layer of oil, and hence the violence of

the ebullition is considerably checked.

Butter is sometimes employed for the

same purpose.
When the still contains a charge of

about 8000 gal., distillation is carried

on as quickly as possible until about

2400 gal. have passed over. This por-
tion possesses but little strength, and is

knowTi as '' low wines." The remainder

of the 8000 gal. is received in another

vessel for re-distillation, and the low

wines are also re-distilled in another

still, until the product acquires an

unpleasant taste and smell
; these,

which are then called "faints," are

collected in a vat called the " faints

back," mixed with the impure portions
of the first distillation, diluted with

water, and re-distilled. The product
of a further distillation then yields
finished spirit.

Fig. 115 represents the apparatus
used in Neufchatel and other places for

the manufacture of absinth and similar

perfumed sjiirits. It consists of the

following parts :
—

A is a kettle enclosed in a wooden

jacket, acting as a water-bath enclosing
another kettle, which contains the

ingredients to be distilled. B is the

top or cover of the still
;
C an opening

closed by a plug for charging the still
;

C a similar opening for discharging the

plants after distillation. D is the cap
of the still, fastened on by a circular

collar, and terminating in a neck which
conducts the alcoholic vapours to the

cooling coil. E is the cooler with its

coil, and E' the discharge pipe of the

coil. F is the colourer, furnished, like

the still, with plugs through which to

fill and empty it. G is a pump fastened

firmly to the wall by the collars G'.

H is a piston rod
; I, the eccentric for

driving the pump; J, a pulley on which
a band runs to connect with the power ;

and K, bearings from the pulley shaft.

L is a tank or well of metal sunk into

the floor. M is a suction pipe, and JI'

another, connected with the colourer.

N is a 3-way cock attached to the

suction pipe to draw any liquid from the

tank to deliver it into the still, into the

colourer, or to the store-i-oom, or to

draw the finished liquor from the co-

lourer, and deliver it to the store-room.

N' is a pipe for drawing off the coloured

product ;
is a force or delivery pipe ;

P, a 3-way cock, which directs liquids
at pleasure into the still or the colourer ;

P', a pipe delivering the liquid into the

colourer, and P" a pipe conveying the

liquor into the still. R is a cock and

pipe for delivering the manufactured

product into the store-room ; S, a funnel

and pipe to convey the distilled product
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to the tank ; T, the main steam-pij)e
connected with the steam boiler

; U, the

steam-cock for the kettle of the still
;

and V the steam-cock for the colourer.

water and alcohol in the correct pro-

portion, and the boiler of the still with
the ingredients necessary for the pre-

paration of the absinth, the cock P P' is

The apparatus is worked in the fol-

lowing inunnur :
—

'Jlie tank L having been filled with

opened and the pnm|i set to work. The
boiler A is immediately filled with the

contents of tiie tank L. ' As soon as the
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tank is empty, the pump is stopped and

the cock P closed. Steam is turned on

by openin2; the cock U, and the product
soon begins to flow over from the con-

densing coil into S, and again fills the

tank L
;

it now consists of spirits per-
fumed by the plants placed in the still

;

it is white in colour, and possesses

already many of the properties peculiar
to the manulactured article. In order

to colour it, the pump again draws up
the liquor into the colourer F, which

has been previously filled with the

proper quantity of the colouring plants.
After this operation, the pump fulfils

its third office by raising the coloured

absinth from the colourer through the

pipe N', and the cock and pipe li into

its final receptacles.
EMULSIFYING.—To emulsify

an oil consists in rendering it capable
of mixing with water to form a uniform

milky fluid, by the aid of an intervening

medium, generally saccharine or mu-

cilaginous.
Jlilk being the most perfect emulsion

obtainable, such a mixture of fat which
simulates this compound most closely
must likewise be regarded as superior
in the degree that these qualities are

intensified. To be sure, an artificial

emulsion always represents a greater

percentage of fat than milk, and its

preservation is therefore relatively
easier than in that obtained from nature,
but this fact merely modifies the result,

and does not involve the principle.
The greater proportion of water in milk

also favours decomposition, but, on the

other hand, the minute, perhaps even

molecular division of the fat globules,
renders it possible to withstand decom-

position longer than an equally dilute

artificial emulsion, wherein the oil glo-
bulesarenot so thoroughly disseminated.

We, of course, recognise the fact that

milk contains different animal bodies

not present in ordinary artificial emul-

sions, which are prone to decomposition,
so that the similarity drawn between

the two is based more upon physical
characteristics than their presenting

any features in common chemically.
But it is this attempt at compro-

mising its principal physical feature—
fluidity—with permanency, which makes
the preparation of an emulsion so diffi-

cult. To so change a fat as to render

it miscible with water is a matter of

easy execution, but when we attempt
to embody the desirable feature of

fluidity, then we are thwarted by phy-
sical laws, and resort to chemical means
as a compromise.

Condensed milk is a striking illus-

tration wherein by a change of its

physical condition, complete preserva-
tion has been attained much more

satisfactorily than milk in its natural
form could be preserved, even with
chemical means. It is for this reason

that consistence is the most desirable

feature to ensure the permanence and

preservation of any emulsion, natural or

artificial.

It is well known that a perfect and

permanent emulsion can be made with
cod liver oil and malt extract, owing
to the consistence of the preparation

solely, as we have attempted to use the

same agents represented in malt extract,

namely—dextrine and glucose, and dis-

covered that as soon as the consistence

was abandoned these agents did not

possess any advantage over those usually

employed for emulsifying fats. To the

albumen in milk has been ascribed the

high degree of and most permanent
emulsification, and therefore gelatine
is employed in artificial emulsions, with
not much better success however tlian

other agents, when serai-fluid consistence

is abandoned.
We will now consider what should be

used as emulsifying agents and also such

as, while largely used, are not desirable

for obvious reasons.

Unfortunately the well-worn maxim,
so justly applied to most classes of

pharmaceutical preparations, "The sa-

crifice of medicinal value for elegance,"
has not been lost sight of in the prepara-
tion of emulsions. Periodically, differ-

ent substances from all the different

kingdoms of nature have been proposed,

enjoyed a short, fashionable stay, and
then been relegated to their well-merited

oblivion.
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The vegetable 2:ums, acacia and tTa-

gacanth, have been the longest in use,

and the first mentioned of these has

probably answered the purpose of a

reliable, convenient, and at least innocu-

ous emulsifying agent better than the

majority of latter-day substitutes.

The late Prof. Wm. Proctor announced

the proportion to be used of gum acacia

to produce a perfect temporary emul-

sion. His directions were as follows :

" Mix intimately in a perfectly dry
mortar the oil with one-lialf its weight
of powdered acacia

;
to this add at once

one-half as much water as the combined

weight of oil and gum, and triturate

briskly until the mixture has assumed
the colour and consistence of a thick

cream, which produces a crackling
noise when the pestle is moved rapidly
around the sides of the mortar." This

is the emulsion proper, and to this can

be added any amount more of water or

other desirable veliicle or medicament
to bring the finished preparation up to

the quantity prescribed.
If perfectly made, this emulsion will

stand any degree of dilution with watery
mi.ttures

;
in fact, its quality is jjroved

when, by a large addition of water, the

oil globules will not sejjarate or aggre-

gate at the top of the licjuid.

Practice has demonstrated that the

proportion of gum can be varied accord-

ing to the nature of the oil employed,
but the constant relation between the

water used fur the emulsion i)roper, and
the mixture of oil and gum must be

scrupulously adhered to as ensuring
infillible n'sults.

Fixed oils, rich in gum, per se, as co-

paiba, castor oil, &c., <lo not require as

large an amount of gum as cod liver oil,

while in the case of ethereal oils, fur

instance, oil of turpentine, an equal
amount of gum, or weight for weight,
is necessary. To prepare an emulsion

from tur])entine not unfrequcntly pre-
sents dilliculties, and so much the more
ia this to be guanled against, as it is a

powerful remedy, and, if presented in a

merely mechanical mixture, will prove

irritating, and perhaps engender serious

consequences.

But then, if by careful observance

of this method we ran obtain a perfect

emulsion, what more is desired ? Al-

though this emulsion is perfect it is not

permanent, and to circumvent this

negative feature is the problem for so-

lution.

While we have not discovered any
means or process whereby this problem
can be solved, yet we have found agents

capable of preventing this separation in

a great degree, being guided in their

selection by a knowledge of the con-

stituents which are most favourable to

this separation, and those that are not.

An emulsion should be palatable, and
for this reason it is always sought to

make it sweet by the introduction of

cane sugar or glycerine. These two

agents are the cause of the most dis-

satisfaction with emulsions. Sugar,

owing to its affinity for water, and

density, favours separation very rapidly,

precipitating while the emulsified oil

forms a compact, creamy and gradually

diminishing sti'atum at the top of the

vessel. Glycerine, probablv from the

same causes «ind its incompatibility with
fi.ted oils, behaves in a similar manner,
and for these reasons these otherwise

desirable vehicles cannot be represented
in an emulsion when permanence is to

be obtained.

As no other agents present themselves

for fulfilling the sweet object in view,
we have been in the habit of preparing
cmulsious without attempting to make
them sweet, and, we believe, without

detracting from their palatability, while

enhancing their appearance.
Now, then, let us consider what

agent will favour the homogeneity of

the emulsion, that is, ])rcveut separa-
tion or jirccipitation, bearing in mind
that the]irei)aration must not be changed

physically or chemically.
Gelatine has been used with some

satisfaction, as it retards the oe]>arati<)n

fur a considerable length of time : in

fact, it answers the purj)Ose so well that

fur the cxtenii)oraucoiis j)re])aring of

emulsions it leaves nothing to be desired.

IJut in common with other agents used

for this purpose, it gradually loses its
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power of preserving the homogentity
of an emulsion, and eventually the

separation and decomposition, so-called,
alluded to above, take place.
The proportion of gelatine employed

is about 40 gr. to 1 pint of the emul-

sion
;

it should be dissolved in the

water and added at any time of the

operation. By increasing this amount
so that a jelly is formed of the emulsion,
a perfectly permanent and stable pre-

paration is obtained. But this result is

obtained because the physical character

of the emulsion has been changed
—

fluidity abandoned for consistence. Un-

happily we cannot take advantage of

this condition, and therefore " consist-

ence is not a jewel
"
pharmaceutically.

Chemical agents such as change the

character of an emulsion by saponifying
the oil, have been largely advocated,
and to the employment of this class of

substances is principally due the ele-

gance and permanence of ready-made
emulsions. That this is attained at the

sacrifice of the medicinal value of the

preparation, we have no doubt, but

medical authorities have also demon-
strated it to be a questionable procedure
to chemically change the constitution of

a fat intended for internal administra-

tion by what should be a simple phar-
maceutical process

—
emulsification, and

now condemn the use of alkalies with

balsams and resins. Copaiba is no more
exhibited with solution of potash, and

alkalies are generally conceded as oper-

ating to break up the sensitive electro-

negative principles of resins, upon which
their medicinal value chiefly depends.
Animal fat, and especially cod liver oil

when rendered alkaline, undoubtedly
suffers decomposition in those very con-

stituents to which its superior digesti-

bility is due, and thus what has been

gained on one hand is more than lost on
the other. The saponification which
has been produced by the use of the

alkali renders the preparation very
prone to rancidity if exposed to the

air, and even when freshly made, it

possesses inferior palatability, but then
this has been of secondary importance to

homogeneity or elegant appearance.
(4)

But our materia medica is vast in

extent, and we have yet another quar-
ter to draw upon, namely, the animal

kingdom. It was a rational thought
which prompted the employment of

egg-yolk as an emulsifying agent, and
how well it answers the purpose, we are

all familiar with. Egg-yolk unfor-

tunately aoes not belong to the general
armament of a pharmacy, and a con-

venient and stable form thereof was
therefore suggested in the preparation

glyco)iin, a mixture of egg-yolk and

glycerine in about equal proportions.

Although the proportion of glyconin
required for emulsifying oil is small,
about 1 to 4, and therefore the quantity
of glycerine in the finished emulsion not

very great, we prefer to use the fresh

yolk alone when this can be obtained.

Egg-yolk sometimes possesses advan-

tages as an emulsifving agent over gum
acacia when this latter is inadmissible

on account of the precipitation that
would take place when alcoholic liquids
are desired in the combination. The

following prescription is typical of the

class of preparations in which it will

prove a valuable agent :

Emulsion of Copaiba and Spirit
Nitrous Ether:

Take of

Copaiba 2 oz.

Oil Almonds, Exp 4 „
Oils Gaulther. and Sassa-

fras, each 20 m.

Egg-yolk (or Glyconin, 3) li oz.

Water . . 4 „

Turpentine pitch . . . . 1 „

Spirit Nitrous Ether. . . . 4 „

Make an emulsion as described under

gum acacia. Dissolve the turpentine in

the spirit of nitrous ether, and add it to

the emulsion.

But it has been reserved to physio-

logical chemistry to discover upon the

whole the most rational and valuable of

all emulsifying agents. Not valuable

in the sense that the preparations are

either permanent or homogeneous, but

valuable because the emulsification is

the most natural, and attained with the

I.
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least change only in so far as its su-

perior assimilative qualities are con-

cerned. That preference should be

given to such agent in preparing an

artificial emulsion as fulfils this mission

in the animal or human body we can-

not deny, ])roviJing it is c ipable of prac-
tical application ;

that is, if this agent
can be obtained in as natural a form as

necessary to serve this same purpose

artificially. Pancreatine, as is well

known, is that peculiar principle which
is secreted by the pancreatic gland in

animals, performing the function of

emulsifying fats so as to prepare them
for assimilation in the economy. Modern

therapeutists, reasoning that maladies

such as indigestion or malassimilation of

food, especially of a fatty character,
would be benefited by this agent sup-

plied artificially, have had their expec-
tations realised in no small degree, and

pancreatine has therefore met with in-

creasing favour. Although believed to

be a complex substance, and to possess

digestive powers identical with those of

pepsine and ptyaline, yet it seems un-

doubtedly to exercise its greatest power
on fats, decomposing them in glycerine
and fatty acids, thus fitting them for

ready absorption.
Pancreatine has been largely pre-

scribed in substance, but of this we
have nothing to say, as our observa-

tions are in regard to its pharmaceuti-
cal use. The pancreatine obtained from
the fresh pancreas of the calf, vulgarly
termed sweetbreads, has been most
successful in our hands, and we feel

confident that as an emulsifying agent
it will be found superior to that ob-

tained from the hog or sheep.
P.incrnatine |iosHessc8 greater emulsi-

fying jiDwer tii.in any agent we are

acquainted with, 1 gr. of this ailide

jircpared by the writer having been

found sufliciont to emulsify 1 oz. of cod

liver oil; and by careful manii)ul;ition.
after having been rendered slightly
alkaline by soda, as much as .'! oz. were

cmiiisitioil, or over liioO times its weight.
An emulsion of this strength is, how-

ever, not |iermanent, ami n^quires the

addition of some heavier emulsifying

agent in reduced pinportion. A pan-
creatic emulsion, owing probably to its

partially decomposed condition, while a
desideratum from a therapeutic stand-

point, is not so pharmaceutically, unless

prepared within a reasonable period of

the time when wanted for administra-

tion.

As an illustration, we now submit a
formula for a somewhat largely used

preparation originating in the Bellevue
Medical College Hospital, New York :

Pancreatic Emulsion of Cod Liver
Oil and Hypophosphites :

Take of

Cod Liver Oil 8 oz.

Oil Gaultheria 15 m.
Oil Bitter Almonds . . . . 10 „
Gum Acacia 2 oz.

Pancreatine, 90 per cent. 15 gr.

Pepsin, U.S 60 „
Calcium Hypophos . . . . fiO

,,

Sodium 60
Water

Spirit Frumenti 1§ „

5 oz.

Fro. lie.

OPEN

Mix the oils and gum acacia, dissolve

the hypo])hosphites, pepsine, and pan-
creatine in the water, make an emul-

sion to which add the

sjjirit frumenti.

In conclusion, wo call

attention to a simple

apparatus for making
emulsions in a larger

way tiian can be done

ec(inomi( allv in a mor-

Tf TT Fig. 116 shows an

ordinary vessel in which
sets a narrow tin

cylinder with a valve

at the top, fastened

with a hinge, a bell-

shaped and i)erforated
terminus being attached

to the lower end a, im-

mediately above which
is also a wooden dia-

phragm h. The mixture to be emul-

sified must half fill the vessel, and by

working the cylinder perpendicularly
the air, bring confined by the valve
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closing at the top when the cj-linder is

plunged downward, is forced all through
the mixture, and a perfect emulsion is

formed in a very short time. (C. S.

Hallberg.)
The successful formation of emulsions,

whether of fixed or volatile oils, is de-

pendent upon certain rules, well under-

stood by accomplished pharmacists,
which when deviated from will in-

variably embarrass the operator, either

by retarding or completely preventing
perfect emulsification. Tliese rules

are :
—

1. That the water and gum arable *

shall be in definite and absolute pro-

portion to each other. This proportion
is 3 parts of water to 2 of gum, both

by weight.
2. That the relation of oil to gum

(and water) shall be definite within

certain limits
;
that is to say, the mu-

cilage formed in the above proportions
is capable of perfectly emulsifying a

minimum and a maximum proportion
of oil. The minimum proportion is 2

parts of oil to 1 of gum ;
the maximum

proportion is 4 of oil to 1 of gum.
3. That the trituration of the oil,

gum and water be continued until a

perfect homogeneous, milky white, thick

creamy mixture is formed, i. e. until

perfect emulsification takes place, before

the addition of a further quantity of

water or other liquid.
The thick creamy emulsion obtained,

if the above conditions are fulfilled,
must be the basis of all perfect emul-
sions. It will bear dilution to any
extent with water, forming mixtures

varying, according to the proportion
added, from the appearance and con-

sistence of cream to that of very thin
milk. Obviously the water may be

replaced by solutions of saline com-

pounds, syrups, &c., and this permits
the production of the various combina-
tions of cod liver oil in current use from
the above thick creamy emulsion, which
for distinction may be designated as—
* The writer is well aware that other emul'

."^ifying agents have been proposed and are used,
but he is satisfied that none of these answers as
well as does gum arable.

I. Concentrated Emulsion of Cod Liver

Oil.—Take of fresh Norwegian cod liver

oil, 8 oz.
; powdered gum arable, 2 oz.

;

distilled water, 3 oz. First weigh the

gum into a wedgewood or porcelain

mortar, then the oil, and triturate till

the gum is well mixed with the oil
;

then weigh into the mixture the dis-

tilled water, and triturate the whole

briskly until the mixture thickens and

acquires a pasty consistence and milky
whiteness. Kow scrape down the por-
tions adhering to the sides of the mortar
and to the pestle, and continue the

trituration for a short time, after

which add such other ingredients as

may be desirable, or transfer the con-

centrated emulsion to a wide-mouthed
bottle for future use.

This concentrated emulsion will keep
for a reasonable time in cold weather,
and, if placed in the ice chest, also

during warm weather. It may, there-

fore, be kept in stock if the demand
for emulsions is brisk enough to justify
it

;
but inasmuch as its preparation

does not consume more than 5 or 10

minutes, it is advised to always prepare
it fresh, or at all events, never to pre-

pare more than a week's supply, par-

ticularly in summer. Its consistence is

such that it is poured out of the con-

taining vessel with difiiculty; hence the

necessity of using one with a wide

mouth, which should be as securely
stoppered as possible, and should be
cleaned very carefully each time it is

refilled. All this takes time and in-

volves trouble, which is prevented by
preparing the concentrated emulsion

only as required.
II. Simple Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil.—Take of concentrated emulsion of cod

liver oil, 13 oz.
;

oil of wintergreen, 2-t

drops ; syrup, 1 fl. oz.
; water, 3 fl. oz.

Weigh the concentrated emulsion into

a mortar, add the oil of wintergreen,
and triturate thoroughly ;

then gradu-
ally add first the water and then the

syrup.
The manij)ulation for this emulsion is

typical for all the other cod liver oil

emulsions given below. It has the con-

sistence of very thick cream, but is
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readily poured out ot' narruw-mouthed

bottles, is milky white, and mixes

readily with water or other liquids that

may be administered with it. It con-

tains exactly 50 per cent, (by volume)
of oil, the quantity that manufactured
emulsions are said to contain, although
some of them do not contain that firo-

portion. The oil of wintercjreen dis-

guises the odour of the cod liver oil

admirably, and has the further advan-

tage that it acts as a preservative.
III. Eimthion of Cod Liver Oil with

Ihjpophosphite of Lime.—This differs

from the simple emulsion in that 128

gr. of calcium hy])0|)hosphite are dis-

solved in the water, each tables])oouful
of the finished emulsion containing 4 gr.
of that salt.

IV. Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil with

Hypophosphite of IJme and Soda.—This

differs from the simple emulsion intlxit

128 gr. of calcium hypoiihosphite and 9G

gr. of sodium hypophosphite are dis-

solved in the water, each tablespoouful
of the finished emulsion containing 4

gr. of the calcium and 3 gr. of the

Bodium salt.

V. A'intilsion of Cod Liver Oil with

Hijpophosjihites.
—This ditl'crs from the

simple emulsion in that 128 gr. of cal-

cium hypophosphite, 96 gr. of sodium

hypoj)hosphite, and 64 gr. of potas-
sium hypophosphite are dissolved in

the water
;
each tablespoonful contain-

ing 4 gr. of the calcium, 3 gr. of the

sodium, and 2 gr. of the potassium
salt, and corresponding to a teaspoon-
ful of Churchill's syrup of the hyjio-

j)hosphit('s.

VI. Kmulsion of Cod Liter Oil vith

J'hosp/tatc (if Lime.—Tliis differs from
the simjdc emulsion in that 2.'J6 gr.
of calcium phosphate are dissolved in

the water by the aid of 128 gr. of

hydrochloric acid,* each tablesjioonful

containing 8 gr. of the iiiiosjihate held

in pli'.isantly iicid .solution.

Vil. L'inulsum of Cod Liver Oil u-ith

Phosphate of Lime and Soda.—This

• Tlio use of hydrochloric nciil insloiul of

phoRphorlr acid is profiTnd, biruiiso llic liirgi!

quantity of lh(! latl'-r rftpilrcd would make
Ibc preparation uiiplcaHaiiily Hour.

dili'ers from the simple emulsion in that
256 gr. of calcium phosphate and 64 gr.
of sodium phosphate are dissolved in the

water acidulated with 128 gr. of hydro-
chloric acid : each tables|ioonful con-

taining 8 gr. of the calcium and 2 gr. of
the sodium salt.

VIII. Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil vith

Lactophosph ite of Lime.—This differs

from the simple emulsion in that 256

gr. of calcium lactate dissolved in 2 fl.

oz. of diluted phosphoric acid are sub-
stituted for 2 d. oz. of the water, each

tablespoonful containing 8 gr. of lime

lactate or about 10 gr. of lactophos-

jihate.
IX. Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil icilh

Wild Cherry Bark.—This differs from
the simple emulsion in that the oil of

wiutergrecn is replaced iy 8dro])s of oil

of bitter almonds and in that 1 fl. oz.

of the fluid extract of wild cherry bark
is substituted for 1 fl. oz. of the water;
each tablespoonful containing 15 minims
of the fluid extract and one-fourth of a

drop of oil of bitter almonds.
Other combinations of cod liver oil

with different medicinal agents may be

ollected in the same way as point(Ml out
in the above, or the ))roportions of salts

may be varied to suit particular cases.

The process for the concentrated emul-
sion also may be applied to theemulsifi-

cation of other oils, as, for instance, in

the following :

X. Emulsion of Castor Oil.—Take of

castor oil, 4 oz. ; powdered gum arabic,
1 oz.

;
distilled water, l.J oz.

; syrup,
cinnamon water, of each 3 fl.oz.; sjiirit

of cinnamon, 12 minims. Emulsify the
oil with the gum and distilbni water as

directed under I., tlicn add the other

ingredients successively with constant

trituration. Tliis emulsion contains 33

per cent, of castor oil, and is conse-

quently more limpid than the 50 per
cent, cod liviM' oil emulsions above de-

scnijed, and is in ('very respect an elegant

jireparation. (C Lewis Diehl.)
A useful contrivance for making

photogra])hers' emulsions is shown in

Fig. 117: a, funnid with tuft of cotton

wool in its throat, Hcrviiig to filter the

iutlowing water; 6, guttajiercha buug ;
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c, jampot provided with a hole to carry

a cork, holding an indiarubber tube d
;

e, muslin bag retained in position by
the bung, and containing the fragments
of emulsion.

Fig. 117. Fig. 118.

Another excellent apparatus for mak-

ing gelatine emulsions for photographic

purposes is that introduced by Birrell,
and illustrated in Fig. 118. This ap-

paratus is placed undtr a tap, the water

being allowed to flow in at about the

same rate as it will flow through the

filtering medium in the funnel. Instead,

however, of using cotton-wool for the

purpose of filtering the iufiow water, it

is more convenient to tie a piece of

muslin over the stem of the funnel as

shown m the subjoined diagram, this

method of arranging a filter having
been recommended by Colonel Dawson
in another case. All string and muslin
used should be cleansed before use by
boiling in soda and subsequent washing,
as recommended in respect to the canvas

;

and it is undesii-able to use either of

such materials a second time when one
is making a highly sensitive emulsion.

The washing being completed, the mus-
lin strainer is removed from the jar,

and, the edges being gathered together,
the whole is swung round a few times
to drive off the loosely held water; but,

notwithstanding this, it is extremely
probable that the fine shreds of emul-
sion will have absorbed so much water
as to make the preparation inconveni-

ently weak when melted, and the test

of this is to weigh the product. A
clean beaker of suitable size is balanced

on the scale-pan, and a piece of wet
muslin corresponding to that used for

retaining the emulsion is placed in the

weight-pan. The square of muslin con-

taining the emulsion should now be tied

up blue-bag fashion, placed in the beaker,
and weighed. If it weighs more than

750 grm. (26J oz.), it is well to remove
some of the water—a very easy matter

if the bag be dipped in alcohol—and

moved about for a few minutes, after

which it is once more swung round to

drive off the redundant water and again

weighed.
EVAPORATING.—By evapora-

tion is meant the vaporising u± a fluid

by means of diminishing the atmospheric

pressure, or exposing it to heat or a dry

atmosphere ;
or the heat may be com-

bined either with diminished pressure

(boiling in vacwJ), or with a dry atmo-

sphere. It is resorted to for 2 distinct

purposes : (a) for the sake of the ma-
terial from which the vapour is liberated,

('() for the sake of the vapour itself.

The former class only is to be dealt with

here, the latter being chiefly repr?sented

by the evaporation of water to piouuce
steam.

Evaporation is essentially a suiface

operation, hence a leading principle is

the exposure of a maximum suiiace.

Another point to be considered is facility
for the escape of the vapour generated,

preventing its impeding the progress of

the operation by pressing on the surface.

A third consideration is the avoidance

of condensation of the liberated vapour
by contact with a cold surrounding
medium, either solid or vaporous, so

that it can fall back into the mass

undergoing evaporation.
The ordinary basis of calculation for

evaporating surface is that 10 sq. ft. of

heated surface will evaporate 1 lb. of

water per minute; and that a thin copper
tube exposing 10 ft. of surface will con-

dense about 3 lb. of steam per minute,
with a difference of temperature of about

90° F., in other words 30° F. per lb.

Hence, steam employed for evaporating

purposes should be at 212° -f- 30° =
242° F.

It has been established that cvapora-
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tion is the only normal mode of vapori-
sation of liquids. Gernez has also shown
that with all liquids evaporated at tem-

peratures above the boiling point, there

is a rate of evaporation which remains

constant at every tempeiviture, whatever

may be the surrounding temperature,
and that the rate of evaporation is

sensibly independent of the nature of

the medium into which the vapour is

disengaged. The duration of evapora-
tion of a column of liquid of determined

height, measured when disengaged freely
into the atmosphere, and when ignited
at the e.xtremity of a tube, proved this;
a column of carbon bisulphide, 50 milli-

metres in height, heated to 90°, dis-

charged itself into the atmosphere in

2 minutes 26 seconds, and in 2 minutes

27 seconds when the vapour was ignited
at the end of a tube. In the same tube,

containing the same quantity of liquid
heated to 100°, the period of evapora-
tion was 1 minute 46 seconds, whether
the vapour was ignited or not. The

rapiility of evaporation is inversely as

the diameter of the tubes in which the

evaporation is conducted, as the follow-

ing numbers show :
—

15

Diameters in millimetres.

3 2 1 0-35 0-

Rate of evaporation.

1 2-2 2-7 3-0 10 21-90 30-0

In dealing with means of conducting
artificial evaporation from a technical

point of view, it will be convenient to

adopt a classification based on the nature

of the article tr<;ated and the conditions

demanded by it. The chii'f kinds of

liquids subjected to evaporation are:—
(1) Saline solutions, for the purpose of

recovering their solid contents in crys-
talline form

; (2) syrups, necessitating

jirecaiitions against orgauic changi'S ;

and (3) acids, with a view of rendering
tliciii niori' highly concentrated.

Saline Solutions.—.Sea water may
be considered as a dilute saline solution,

and its treatment for the recovery of

common salt (sodium f.hloride) atl'oi-ds

an example of the utilisation of natural

heat (the sun's rays) for evaporation on
a commercial scale.

The works in which the sea-salt in-

dustry is carried on consist of several

series of basins communicating with one

another, and possessing extensive eva-

jiorating surfaces. Through these, the

sea-water is led until arriving in the

last, which are very shallow ; the al-

ready concentrated salt water is allowed
to stand till most of the salt has crystal-
lised out. The mother-liquor or " bit-

tern
"

is drawn oil', and the salt is col-

lected and drained to dryness.
The first of the series of basins is

usually a large shallow pond, into which
the sea-water is admitted, and where it

is allowed to settle, and is stored for use.

Sometimes two such large basins are

employed, one for settling, the other for

storage. Hence the water is carried

through a series of other basins, each set

in its turn being smaller and shallower.

In the last, the salt principally deposits ;

it is then collected, drained, and stacked

for sale.

These works are called by various

names, according to the countries in

which they are situate. In England,

they were known as "salt-marshes,"
"
salterns," "salt-gardens," and by other

local names. In France, they are called

inarais sulantg or sdliiis; in Portugal,

marinhas; in Germany, Mccrsalincn or

Sals^iiirtcn.

Fig. 119 shows a maraii salant as now
in use on the Atlantic coast of France.

The spot chosen is generally some little

bay or creek protected from tlie direct

action of the waves; from this is led a

small canal, through which at spring-
tides the sea-water can be conducted

into the large reservoir A, the jas or

vasierc ("settler ") where the water is

allowed to clarify. This reservoir is

usually placed higher than the rest of

the iiiuriiis S'llant, so that the water can

be run off at pleasure into the first set

of basins or couches c, without ]iumping.
The yas may be of any moderate dimen-

sions, and ofteu covers 2J acres, the

dopth varying from a yard to a fathom.

The water, having become thoroughly
clarified in theja«, is allowed to run by
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the undergrotind channel B, fitted with

a suitable sluice, to the couches, which
are frequently about 23-24 ft. long,
12 ft. wide, and 1-1^ ft. deep, arranged
in sets of 8 or 10 in a double row, as

it continues to evaporate. It is led by
the sluice G into a caual D, which nearly
encircles the marais salant, and serves

to conduct the water on to the tables E,

arranged similarly to the couches
;
over

Fig. 119.

shown, separated by low walls or dams,
but communicating with each other in

such a manner that the water entering
from A by the sluice B can circulate

slowly through them, as shown by the

lines and arrows, and be drawn otf by
the sluice G. In fine weather, the water
has already undergone some degree of

concentration by the time it has settled

in the jas A, and as it passes in an almost

insensible current through the couches,

these, it flows as before in an almost

insensible current into other basins R,
called adc7-nes or munnts. whence it is

fed as required by small channels cut

in the soil into the oeuilletf: f g, small

basins where the salt crystallises.
On the shores of the Mediterranean,

about Cette, Marseilles, and the Etang
de Berre, immense quantities of salt are

produced by a somewhat similar arrange-
ment. As, however, there are no tides
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in that sea, the arrangement with the

separate reservoir A is not essential.

A series of basins whose bottoms are

levelled and plugged with clay, are made

by sets in gradients (usually 3), so

arranged with channels and sluices that

the water can flow from basin to basin

and from one set to another. The general

principles involved are much the same
as on the Atlantic coast. They ditl'er,

however, in the degree of circulation of

the water. In the western works, the

water is allowed to almost stagnate, as

it were, no differences of level being
maintained so as to promote its flow,

except in respect of the jas, which is

usually placed on a rather higher level.

In the salins du midi, on the contrary,
when the flowing water has reached its

lowest gradient, it is collected in large

wells, whence it is drawn up and thrown
back by a pump or water-wheel to its

former level, and again traverses a like

set of gradients, to return once moi'c to

another set of wells. The /irst set are

called " wells of green water," the second

are called " salt water "
wells.

Sometimes brine, whether derived

from springs or otherwise, is not brought
to the surface at a sutlicient degree of

concentration to be eva))orated by arti-

ficial heat, without too great a consump-
tion of fuel. It then becomes necessary
to concentrate the brine. The most eco-

nomical mode of doing this is obviously

spontaneous evaporation by exposure to

the air; and in places by the seaside

where high winds prevail, and where
land may be of little value, large quan-
tities of salt are economically ])roduceil,
as already detailed, by this means. But
in other places, this arrangement would
be inconvenient, and other means of

cxjiosing tin; liquiil to evaporation on

an extended surface are rcsurted t".

Such is the so-called "
graduatinn

"

system invented by Aliith in the IGth

century, and still practised in a few

places on the Continent. A graduation-
house {Griidishaus) is generally a liiige

shell, ;5UO-400 yd. long, presi-nting one

end to the prevailing wind, and open at

both ends. The interior is (iiled with

rows of fagots ;
the floor is a large fiat

reservoir or basin, and on the top, by
means of pumps and other arrangements,
the water is sprinkled profusely over

the fagots, and in course of descending
into the trough below, trickles over the

sticks, and exposes a large evaporating
surface. By several repetitions of this

process, the liquor loses water, and a

concentrated brine is the result. Fig.
120 represents the general construction

of a graduation-house. A description of

that at Schonebeck, one of the largest
and most important establishments of

this kind, will suffice, as the system is

not required in England, and is becoming
less used elsewhere. The building is

916 yd. long, and 11-1-i yd, high. It

is filled with a double tier of fagots,

presenting a thickness of b^-lh yd. at

its base, and S^-Sj yd. at the top, con-

sequently oliering an immense superficies
for evaporation. The illustration shows
the whole arrangement in jirofile, end

on. a is the large reservoir for the salt

water. It is excavated in the ground,
and widens out at the top to c to catch

any drij) the wind may carry away ;
d c

are merely stays to support the walls of

the reservoir, and to sustain the building

against the lateral pressure of the wind
;

/ is the wooden framework in which

may be arranged 4 vertical walls or tiers

of fagots. These fagots are made of

white- or black-thorn, the branches of

which are especially crooked and an-

gular. The water is elevated by pump-
ing to the reservoir h at the top, which
is so arranged that tlie outflow can be

altered according totlic way oftlu' wind.

Tiie water is allowed to descend through
2 ]>ipes, closed or opened at will by the

valves k into the transverse pipe (];

thence it rises through the ])ii)es,
and

flows out by cocks into pans, from the

overflow of which it drips on to the

fagots. Bertliier calculates that tlic

average eva])oration in ordinary fine

weather by this means at Moutiers, in

Savoy, where cords are ein])lnyp<l instead

of faggots, the other general disjiositions

rem.-iining the same, is i;5if gal. for every

sq ft. of cord surface in 24 hours. At

Ki.^singen, the sheds are nearly 1 J miles

long by 25 ft. high. Tiie water is raised
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6 times in passing from one end to the

other of the building, and by this, its

strength is raised from 2J to 17j per
cent, of salinity. Forbes has calculated

fine and extra-fine salt-pans are 30 ft.

long by 22-25 ft. wide, and 1 ft. 9 in,

deep. This gives an evaporating sur-

face of 720-750 sq. ft. Butter-salt

Fig. 120.

'aAm^

that here nearly 3 million cub. ft. of

water are evaporated annually by this

means. The first set of fagots are

stained brown by ferric oxide which
encrusts them, and they all have to be

changed every 2 years or so, on account of

a deposit of calcium carbonate (" thorn-

stone ") which coats them. By what-
ever means the strong brine is obtained,
it needs evaporation to produce white
salt.

Brine evaporating-pans are built of

common boiler-plate, J—J in. thick, the

plates being about 4 ft. long by 2 ft.

wide, and well riveted together. The

plates are usually of rather smaller

dimensions in the part immediately
over the fire than elsewhere on the

bottom or floor of the pan, as by this

means some of the tendency to warp
and buckle is supposed to be avoided.

In England, the usual dimensions for

pans are perhaps a trifle longer, say
35 ft. by 22-25 ft., and the same depth,
with an evaporating surface of 770-
875 sq. ft. Common and fishery pans

range from 50 to 70 by 22-25 ft., and

have the same depth, presenting an

evaporating surface of 1100-1750 sq. ft.;

some fishery salt-pans belonging to the

British .^alt Co. at Anderton are 90 ft.

by 22, while at Stoke and Winsford,
are fishery salt-pans ranging up to

130 ft. in length. Beyond 70 ft. in

length, however, there really would not

seem to be sufficient gain, at least with

the quality of fuel used in Cheshire, to

compensate the increased cost of con-

struction and repairs. In France, the

common and fishery salt-pans are about

the same sizes as ours, only perhaps a

trifle wider; and at Dombasle, near

Nancy, where Botta has carried the

manufacture to as great perfection as is
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attained ia perhaps any works, the pans

(poeles) are 72 ft. by 29^ ft. by 43J in.,

with an evaporating surface of 212-i

sq. ft.

The floor of a pan is usually made

slightly arched upwards towards the

centre, so that a new pan is rather

deeper at its sides than in the middle
;

but they soon flatten out and warp in

various directions under the influence

of the firing. On the Continent, cast-

iron pans have been in some cases

adopted, and cast-iron plates substituted

for the smaller wrought-iron ones

universally employed in this country in

the part of the pan just over the fires.

Besides the advantage accruing from

the less tendency to buckle and warp,
the cast iron has a much liigher con-

ductive power than the wrought iron,

and the advantage of cheapness. The

plates are not made much thicker than

the ordinary wrought plates, and are

cast with e.xterior flanges all rouud
their edges, by which they can be

bolted together beneath the pan. They
also have grooves cast in their edges, to

receive asbestos cord or cement, by
which, when screwed up, they can be

made watertight. Were it not for fear

of their greater fragility and some
didiculties of adjustment, they would
doubtless be employed in this country,
thus avoiding leakages into the flues,

and the consequent production of large
stalactites of salt, technically termed
"
cats," an inti)lerable nuisance to the

salt-maker, in Austria, such cast-iron

pans are actually now in use, and their

advantages will be manifest from the

following com]>arative e.\]>eriments made
at Berchtesgadcn under like conditions

of firing, &c. :
— '

Tt-mpfnitiiro Cust of

attuiiii'd lu timin-

tbe pan. ttnuncc.

I lur.i-

bility.

Sheet iron G4-4° F,

Cast iron K.

X ycurH.
74-8 12

04-4 21

It is also sometimes the practice
abroad to make the |>ans with plates
riveted on to j-iron bars nniDiiig
nuross the width of the entire jian, the

1 central flange of the T-'fon standing up
between the edges of the plates, and
these latter having the rivets counter-
sunk into them. This seems somewhat
to prevent the buckling.
Wooden pans have been and still are

employed. One belonging to Thompson,
of Northwich, is 4 ft. G in. deep, 12 ft.

wide, and 75 ft. long. The 2 ends are

of sheet iron, and a long sheet-iron

cylinder, closed at the 2 ends by steam-

tight doors, runs from end to end. This

cylinder is about 18 in. diam., and is

supplied fiom above at about the

middle of the pan by means of a lateral

pipe with waste steam from an engine
and boiler near. By this, the pan is

kept at a temperature of about 9u°-
100° F. This pan is said to produce
45-50 tons of extra fishery salt every
6 weeks or so.

In Cheshire and Worcestershire, the

fire-places, usually 4 in number, njeasure
about 4-5 ft. from the door to the back,
and are about 3i-4 ft. wide ; from the
bottom of the pan to the grate-bars is

usually about 3 ft. In the case of very
long pans, this height may increase to

3 ft. 4-5 in. The grates are formed of

square wrought-iron bars, it being
found inconvenient in .salt-works to

employ the improved cast-iron "
fish-

bellied
"

bars. This is on account of
the great liability to choking with

clinkers, and caking of the ashes with
the brine which drips from leaks over
the fires fusing into clinker, and clog-

ging the grate-bars. The blows necessary
to detach these masses would seriously

endanger cast-iron bars
; but certainly

the shape of the bars might well be

improved, and rocking-bars, such as

those emi)l()ycd in pyrites-kilns and

elsewhere, might be more generally
introduced with advantage. Tlie firing
is usually done in a stoke-hole with

8tej)s on each side loading U]) to tha

pathway around the [lan.

In France, often 2 fires only are jiut
under each jliu. 'i"he guncral construc-

tion of a French salt-works is rather
more regular than in those of this

country, and the pans are usually

placed side by side in sheds, while a
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common flue connects with the outlet-

flue of each pan, and such arrangements
are made that, when required, any one

pan can be cut ofl' by a damper. This

common flue is made to pass beneath

one or more long deep pans fed with

cold brine, and from these the brine is

fed, already more or less warmed, into

the evaporating-pans. English pans
are always set on brickwork, and their

bottoms stand about on a level with the

ground, overlapping their sustaining
walls by some inches, and reposing on

longitudinal flues. These latter are

usually 4, corresponding in number
•with the fires, and run straight nearly
the whole length of the pan, sometimes

entering a chamber at the far end, and

passing thence to a low chimney serving
one or two pans ;

but sometimes they

converge simply into one common flue,

running the whole length of a row of

pans, and having an exit to the main

chimney. At times the flues do not

continue the whole length of the pan,
which is then supported here and there

by pillars or bits of wall built in

parallel lines. Sometimes no flues at

all are employed, the pan being merely
sustained by pillars of brickwork, sand-

stone, or cast iron. The whole space
then beneath the pan constitutes one

large flat flue, through which the heated

gases find their way unencumbered.

This plan is common in Worcestershire.

On the Continent, other dispositions
of flues are often adopted. At Nancy,
and pretty well throughout France, the

flues from each fire (often only 2) run

down to the end of the pan, returning
towards the fire-end, and back again
once more to the chimney or main flue,

each flue thus forming 3 parallel lines.

This plan has been tried in England,
but is not now usually employed, the

simpler form of straight flues leading
from each fire right away to the

chimney or common flue seeming

generally to be preferred. Here in

England also they usually have 2

"dead" flues, as they call them, one on

each side beneath the pan, these being

spaces like flues, but completely walled

up at each end, so that no gases can

enter them. The flues are usually
2-3 ft. deep, of a capacity in fact to

admit a man or boy ;
and between the

entrance of the flues and the fire-place,

is built a wall of fire-brick, reaching to

within 18 in. of the bottom of the pan.
Over this "

bridge," as it is called, the

heated gases pass before entering the

flue, and as the bricks of the bridge
become red-hot, they tend to induce a

more perfect combustion of the smoke
before it enters the flues, where it

would become too rapidly cooled by
contact with the bottom of the pan,
and soot would fall.

In Cheshire, and other places in

England, the evaporating-pans are at

times employed quite open and exposed
to the sky, but nowadays they are

mostly surrounded with sheds, these

being furnished with ventilating open-

ings in the roof, to facilitate the escape
of steam. On the Continent, all except
the fine and butter-salt pans are gene-

rally covered in with wooden trunks,
flat on top with sides converging

upwards, thus forming an elongated
truncated cone about 5 ft. high over the

pan. All along the lower parts of the

sloping sides of this cover, and on both

flanks of it, are frames fitted with

shutters removable by hand. By remov-

ing one or other of these, the progress
of the crystallisation may be watched.

A shelf is sometimes made, running
along the whole length of this cover of

the pan, just above the shutters
;
and

when the pan is drawn, the workmen
fish out the salt with rakes and scoops,
and let it drain a bit on the drainers

alongside of the pan, corresponding to

what our salt-makers call "
hurdles,"

and then pitch it overhead on to this

shelf, on which it is allowed to drain

pretty completely, the drippings fall-

ing back into the pan ;
thence it is

shovelled on to the flat top of the cover

of the pan, which is set with tiles. On
these tiles, which are kept hot by the

steam within the trunk durmg the time

the pan is at work, the salt becomes

dried, and is then on a level with the

bins (magasins) into which it is tipped
from wagons for storage. From that end
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of the trunk farthest removed from the

fires, rises a wooden chimney 10-15 ft.

high, for carrying off the steam from

each pan ;
it passes through the roof of

the building in which the work is

carried on. Sometimes fan-blowers are

placed in this and the main chimney, to

e.xpedite the exit of the steam. It is

asserted by many of the French salt-

makers that notwithstanding the greater

cost of covering in the pans in this

manner, the lessened facility of egress

for the steam, the inconvenience, and

the somewhat larger amount of labour

involved in drawing the pans, they are

compensated by a considerable economy
in the combustible employed, through
the diminished loss of heat by radiation ;

certainly they obtain cleaner products
than English salt-makers. At the

Dombasle salt-works, one of the best-

managed and best-organised in France,

on the contrary, with 100 lb. of the

small, poor coal from Saarbruck they

only produce 160-170 lb. of common
salt. This coal is, however, far inferior

to the slack used in Cheshire and

Worcestershire, and it is not employed
for fine or butter-salt, being unable to

to the stirrers, and is so arranged that

any one or more of the pans can be

thrown into or out of gear at will.

The depth of the pans is 2 ft., and an

opening is left in one side of each down
to the bottom, this opening being closed

with outside troughs riveted to the

sides of the pans. The bottoms of these

troughs go lower than the bottoms of

the pans, so that any salt swept out of

the openings falls into the troughs, and

cannot return into the pans. The pans
are fitted with conical covers of sheet

iron, through the centre of which pnss
iron spindles, geared above to the

pinions of the shafting by bevel-wheels,
and resting on the bottoms of the pans,

in which they are free to turn. These

spindles are attached at their lower

parts to arms or stirrers, carrying

scrapers swinging loosely beneath them,
and resting on the bottoms of the ])ans.

The covers are fitted steam-tight upon
the tops of the pans, and each is pro-
vided with one or more manholes, by
which workmen can enter to clean the

pans. Those parts of each cover corre-

.sponding to the jiarts left open in the

sides of the pans are brought down so

maintain a pan in continued ebullition, as to partially close the openings and

so small is its heating power. It is

used on account of its low price, and its

yielding a gentle dillused heat suitable

ibr the work.

lioth in England and abroad, attempts
have been made to reduce the loss of

heat, chiefly due to the scale in the

pans and the soot of the flues, by heat-

ing bv steam. Whatever economy there

mav iie in this metliod, it h is not made

much i)rogress among English salt-

makers, though the system is a common
one for other purposes in the salt dis-

tricts. The steam-i>ipes get covered

with scab', which is diliicult to detach

without injury to them, and they are

rather in the way of drawing the jiaus.

So-called "machine-pans" arc .some-

times cmidoycd. They are usually

worked in pairs, standing 20-110 ft.

apart, with a .smal' engine between, or

a shafting running afiove several of

thi'm <lriven liy
an engine at one end;

this shafting is geared by bevel-wheels

come just low enough to dip into the

lirine about 2 in., when the pans are

about f filled, while the spindles pass-

ing tiirough the covers turn in stuliing-

boxes. Thus, when the pans are closed,

they are steam-tight, and there is no

exit for the steam unless by forcing the

water out of the i)an3 into the troughs,
or jiassing oil' by the flues. Each i)an is

fired by ,1 fires, and boilel as for fine

salt, while the spindle carrying thearms
and scrapers is made to rotate. The in-

crustation of the pans is thus for the

most i)art avoide i,
while very fine salt

is produced, and is swej)! by centrifugal

motion into the troughs, whence it is

continuously ladled with a scoop, drained

on "hurdles," and sent to the stove or

the butter-.salt bins, as the case may
require. The ga.ses from the fires under

the jians, and jierhaps from the fire of

the t-ngini', are made to pass to the flues

beneath the outer pans. I'.otli the jians

which are heated by the steam stand on
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short brick or iron columns without

flues
;
the pans taking the waste gases

are set upon winding flues such as already
described as being in frequent use in

France.

Sometimes an ordinary boiling-pan is

mounted with a fishery-salt pan behind

it, so that the flues from the former

passing beneath the latter, this pan also

becomes heated by the waste gases.
The Cheshire Amalgamated Salt Co.

have some interesting and peculiar com-

posite pans, known as "
clay

"
or " tank

"

pans, also working on this principle.

Fig. 121 represents a ground plan of

this arrangement, and Figs. 122, 1"23,

124, are transverse sections on the lines

D E, F G, B C, respectively. The boil-

ing-pan a is placed with its upper edge
on a level with the ground or barely
above it. It is of the usual depth of

1 ft. 9 in., and of the form shown. The

fishery -salt pan 6 utilises the waste
heat of the furnace-gases, after they
leave the flues beneath a. There are 3

fire-places /, and 3 flues e, beneath a,

together with 2 dead flues. Alongside
of and parallel with the pans a 6, is a

pit or trench c, about 4 ft. deep, 10-12
ft. wide, and 38-40 ft. long. It is

puddled with clay, and lined with bricks

throughout the sides and bottom. The

upper edges of this trench are about

4-5 in. below the level of the upper
edge of the pan a. A parting wall of

brickwork also divides this trench c

longitudinally into 2 compartments of

equal width. This wall, however, only

goes to within about 10 ft. of the end of

the trench farthest from the fires, and
to within 2 ft. of that end which is in a

line with them. The side of the pan a

turned towards the trench is cut out at

the end farthest from the fires, and a

shallow channel of sheet iron, just as

deep as the pan, connects it with the

double trench, while the space k con-

tained between a and the trench is

filled up with a bed of masonry, the

surface of which slopes gently from the

upper edge of a towards c, so that the

waste brine from any salt drawn on to

it may drain into c. k is connected
with d by a short wall, and a pump is

placed at A, while another sheet-iron

channel, only 2 ft. wide, but of the
same depth as a, leads between the

pump and the pan a. There is a small

pit g, made of masonry, at the end of
this channel

;
and at the end of the

parting wall, at (/, is a flat space just

large enough for a man to stand upon
to look after the pump when requisite.
With this arrangement, if brine be

poured in by the brine-pipe i, c will be

filled, and if the influx of the brine be

continued, a and 6 may be filled till c is

nearly overflowing, and a becomes full

to within 4-5 in. of its upper edge. If

then the pump h be worked so as to lift

the brine from c and cause it to fall

into g, it will flow back into a, and, cir-

culating through a, will pass again into

c
;

thus a steady circulation of the
brine may be mamtained in the direc-

tions shown by the arrows on the ground
plan, so long as the pump is kept going.
If then the fires /, Fig. 124, be lit, the
brine will be heated in a, and, circulat-

ing in the manner described, expose a

large evaporating surface. The heat is

so managed in these pans as to produce
butter-salt in a and common salt in c

;

while at g, where the pump produces
constant agitation, very fine salt is

formed. Around the clay pan, the
butter-salt pan, and the fishery-salt pan,
are the usual paths for the circula-

tion of the workmen, and the places
for the so-called " hurdles

" m upon
which the salt is thrown to drain.

The stoke-hole is below the level of

the ground. The fishery-salt pan 6

may be mounted on columns of brick-

work or cast iron without separate
flues, and the chimney at the end of

this pan carries oft" the furnace-gases.
These pans seem to produce very
fine qualities of salt, particularly
the common salt from the pit c.

The yield is about the same (as regards

weight of salt to weighit of coal con-

sumed) as with the ordinary pans, but

the repairs are somewhat less, and cer-

tainly the qualities of salt produced are

very fine. The chief drawback to them
is a rather greater tendency of the pan
a to become coated with scale, than in
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Fig. 121.
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the case of the ordinary butter-salt

pans.
Otto Pohl's arrangement consists of

2 superimposed pans, at one end of which

the fires are placed ;
the

heated gases, passing be-

tween them to the chimney
at the other end, heat the

upper pan from below in

the ordinary way, while

they sweep the surface of

the brine in the lower pan,
which thus constitutes the

bed of this portion of the

flue. Figs. 125 to 130

show this arrangement in

ground plan, longitudinal
and transverse sections,

and in side and end eleva-

tions. Milner, of Marstou,
near Northwich, has a pan
mounted on this same

principle, which Pohl

states to be an adaptation
of the principle of the

salting-down pans of the

alkali-makers. His ar-

rangement, however, dif-

fers from that of Pohl in

that the upper pan is dis-

pensed with, being re-

placed by an arch of

brickwork. According to

Pohls system of construc-

tion, the lower pan is 5 ft.

deep. It may be made of

boiler-plate or of cast iron,

or, for that matter, the

bottom and lower parts
of its sides might very
well be made of elm or

pitch-pine, with cast-iron

ends and framing. I'ohl

tried brickwork for the

construction of this lower

pan, but abandoned it on

account of leakage. In

the pan figured, however,
he has formed the bottom
of tiles embedded in clay.
Pillars of cast iron rising from the

bottom 8 of this lower pan support the

upper pan, which is of the ordinary

make, and demands no special descrip-

tion. The interval between the two
need not, according to Pohl, be more than

3 in. In practice, however, 5-6 in. is

not too much from the bottom of the

Fig. 125.

Fig. 130.

Fig. 126.

upper pan to the surface of the brine in

the lower one when completely filled.

The length of these pans is about 60
ft. ; breadth of the upper one, about
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20 ft., and of the lower one, 22 ft., the

space between the two being filled all

around with brickwork.

Wilner has made the lower pan in

his arrangement much wider than this,

or rather it may be said a lip or open-

ing running all along each side of the

lower pan permits of the salt as it col-

lects being drawn to the sides by rakes,
and lifted out by perforated scoops as it

accumulates. According to Pohl's ar-

rangement, this might easily be man-

aged by continuing the sides of his

upper pan downwards for say 8-9 iu.,

the })an being placed at such a height
above the lower pan that these sides

may dip 2-3 in. below the surface of

the brine in the lower pan, and thus

constitute a flue / 4-5 in. deep, through
which the furnace gases might pass. Tlie

lower pan might then be made say 3 ft.

•wider than the upper one, so as to leave

a trough on each side about 18 in. wide,

through which the salt might be drawn.
As it is, when the pan has to be drawn,
which, of course, must be done as soon

as it becomes full of salt, the fires have
to be let out, the brine run oil', and the

salt-drawn by the door or manhole /;.

The furnaces in Otto I'ohl's arrange-
ment are 4 in number

; they are made
about 4 ft. wide internally, and 4| fr.

or even up to 6J ft. between the top of

the arch and the grate-bars ;
a distance

of 3 ft. or so is also left at the back be-

tween the end of the grate and the

lower pan, the angle being filled up
with a curve of masonry as shown at <.

This form of construction is intemled

to allow space for more perfect com-

bustion, before the heated gases enter

between the i)ans, where they tend to

become rapidly cooled, with proportion-
ate liability to deposit soot. Fig. 130
shows the front elevation and the ar-

rangement of the sliding doors 6. Pohl

at first carried his upper [>:in right
over the fin.-s. He now stops short

behind them, covering tiiem in with

arches of massive brickwork, .so as to

avoid as far as may be loss of heat by
conduction in this (juarter. He also pro-

posed to make a sort of short circuitous

flue, through which the products of

combustion might be made to pass on
their road to the space between the

pans, by building 3 arches over the

fires, constructed so as to reach alter-

nately to the back and to the front of

the fire-place, like the shelves of pyrites-
dust kilns. These arches becoming
strongly heated would aid in promoting
the combustion of the smoke, while they
served to catch the dust and ashes

carried over from the fires. This plan,

however, he appears to have abandoned.
A further provision was made for get-

ting rid of soot by keeping the lower

pan always filled to the brim, making
the end of it farthest removed from
the fires a trifle lower than the fire end
and sides, and keeping it full to the

brim at that end. Much of the soot,

falling on the surface of the brine in

light flocks, would float thereon, and
be carried off over the end of the pan
by the draught towards the chimney.

Between that end of the pan and the

entrance to the chimney, is a soot-box

or closet h, with a door for cleaning it

out. Notwithstanding all these precau-
tions, large quantities of soot are liable

to become condensed, either upon the

bottom of the upper pan, or between the

2 pans, and, falling on the surface of

the orine, get carried down and mixed
with the salt, rendering it black and

totally unfit for food. This quality of

salt, however, has been found specially
suitable for the H irgreaves' salt-cake

manufacture, so tiiat the small quanti-
ties now produced find a ready enough
sale, as the soot docs not signify. The
method shows an important economy
of CO ij, and, according to Pohl, gives 3

tons of butter-salt witi> the same
amount of fuel and labour as is requi-
site for jiro'iucing 2 tons by the old

methods. The use of gas from a Sie-

mens ])roducer would obviate the soot

completely, while it is ]iroi)abiy pre-
ferable (a<'cor<ling to Miluei's plan) to

do ;iway altogether witii th(! U]ij)er

pan, emi)loying merely a brick or tile

covering as a rcvcrberatory and radi-

ating surface to throw the heat down
into the lower pan, and so get rid of

leakages, salt cats, and much cobbling
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and repairs involved in working by
bottom heat. According to some ex-

periments by Pohl, while the tempera-
ture of the upper pan remained suitable

for making common salt, or ordinary

fishery-salt, that of the surface of the

brine in the lower pan was maintained

at full boiling, and the produce, so far

as grain was concerned, was very tine

butter-salt, while no scale worth men-

tioning forms in the lower pan. He

gives as a result of 16 days' boiling with

brine containing 25 '27 per
cent, salt, for 57 tons of slack

(from Little Houltou Colliery,

Lancashire) burnt,
—82 tons

of fine butter-salt, .and 49 of

common salt ; while on the

old system, the 82 tons butter-

salt would have taken 54 tons

]3 cwt., and the 49 tons of

common salt, 26^ tons, or a

total of 81 tons 3 cwt., show-

ing an economy of 24 tons

3 cwt. Instead of the gases

escaping into the chimney at

a temperature of 600-* F,

(315^ C.) as during the manu-
facture of salt with the ordi-

nary common salt pans, or at

a temperature of 800°-1000°
F. (425°-538° C), as when making
butter-salt, they never rose, even with
the strongest firing, above 288° F.

(142° C).
Pohl states that in a subsequent trial,

after lifting the top pan at the end

nearest the fires to a height of 6 in.

and lowering the other end to within

3 in. of the surface of the brine in the

bottom pan, he obtained, as an average
result of a series of boilings, 3 tons of

salt for 1 ton of slack, the gases passing
off at a still lower temperature ;

while

in the top pan 200°-208° F. (93°-98°
C.) was the temperature attained in

front, 180° F. (82° C.) in the middle,
and 160^ F. (71^ C.) at the far end.

The various descriptions of soda pan
and setting are shown in Figs. 131 to 136.

The apparatus is usually termed a
*' boat

"
pan from its shape. It will

be noticed that the pan is so set in

brickwork that the fire only plays upon
(4)

the sides about half-way up. Conse-

quently the soda salt, as it crystallises

out, accumulates at the bottom of the

pan and is then " fished
"

out up the

sloping sides, being protected by the

solid brickwork from being burned. An

ingenious form ofpan has been occasion-

ally tried. It consists of 2 compart-
ments, the one heated and the other

kept cool, connected by a large tube.

The liquors are kept in constant circu-

lation between the 2 compartments,

Fig. 131.

O- o : oi
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quent finishing process rendering it

perfectly easy to produce a satisfactory
carbonate.

Two forms of evaporating pan for

Fig. 135.

Fig. 136.

i»iiJ^i$i
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Yk. 137.

lime acetate liquors are shown in Figs.

137, l.'iS. The former is the better, as

the .salt raked up on the shelving end of

the ])an shown in Fig. 1.'38 is aj)t to

burn, and the drainiii'.;s are returned to

the )ian cold. In some works, the ace-

tate liquor, instearl of being allowi'il to

crystallise out in the manner described,
is boiled down to dryness in a ])ot of the

form shown in Fig. l.'Jit. In this w.iy

only au inferior article is obtained
;
but

by evaporating to dryness in a shallow

sheet-iron pan, similar to that shown in

Fig. lo7, a tine product may result.

Every manufacturer of potash chlorate

is aware that his boiling-
down pans are acted upon
by the liquors, even when

they are free from chlorine

or hypochlorite. The clear

liquid becomes turbid dur-

ing the evaporation, and
in the case of iron pans

deposits a red muddy pre-

cipitate. In the case of

lead, the formation of a

mud is not so conspicuous;

evidently the lead oxide

originally formed decom-

jioses with potassium chlo-

ride into caustic potash
and lead chloride, at least

partially. Usually it is

assumed that lead is less

acted upon than iron, but

the latter is often pre-
ferred as being more
durable. It seems to be

au open question whether
cast iron or wrought iron

is more suitable for such

boiling-down pans; the

latter are cheaper for

large sizes and more easily

repaired than cast-iron

pans, but are more quickly
acted upon by the liquors.
Some exj)eriments made

by Dr. Lunge induced him
to arrive at the following
conclusions:—

1. All metals employed
arc acted upon by the

boiling lii|U()r3 treated

therein, more so by concentrated than

by dilute solutions of j)otassium chlo-

rate, and most of all by the mixed
solution nf calcium chlorate and chloride

formed in inanut'aituring.
2. The wi'ight of metal di.s.solved is

always smallest in the case of cast iron,

iiy far the greatest in the case of lead,

wrought iron holding a middle place, but

being not much worse than cist iron. If

we consider that the calculations from
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the chloride formed are made from pure
iron, but that cast iron only contains

90 to 93 per cent, of such, the difference

between cast and wrought iron is still

further reduced.

heated by steam, (c) film evaporators,

(d) vacuum-pans.
Paws heated by Fire.—The earliest

and crudest system of evaporation was
the "

copper wall," or "
battery

"
of

Fig. 138.

3. The weight of chlorate destroyed
does not differ very materially whether
cast iron or lead is employed.

4. Since in any case the quantitv of

chlorate destroyed is not essentially less

Fig. 139.

-6-.^^

in the case of lead pans than in that of

iron pans, but the loss of metal dissolved

(as well as the cost of firing and repairs)
is much greater with lead than with

iron, boiling-down pans made of iron

are preferable to leaden ones. Accord-

ing to the practically most important
series of experiments, there is no es-

sential difference in respect of action

between cast and wrought iron.

Saccharine Liquors. — The
means by which heat is applied to the

evaporation of saccharine juices and

syrups may be described under 4 sepa-
rate heads, according to their principles:—

(a) Pans heated by fii-e, (6) pans

open pans called " teaches
"

(laches,

tayches, &c.) The first 2 pans of the

series are the clarifiers; thence the

juice flows into the teaches, sheet-

copper pans set in masonry on a

descending plane. As the juice concen-

trates, each lower pan fills up with

liquor from the one immediately above

it, until tlie density of the liquor in the
"
striking-teach

"
permits granulation,

when the mass is ladled into shallow-

wooden vessels, and conveyed away to

be "cured." By the oldest method, the

liquor was ladled throughout the series.

Jlore recently an improvement was

introduced, consisting of a copper

dipper, fitting inside the striking-teach,
and having at the bottom a large valve,

opening u]>wards and worked by a lever.

The dipper is attached to a crane, whicli

commands the striking-teach and the

gutter leading to the coolers. This

greatly economises time. The furnace

for heating the series is set under the

striking-teach ;
the heat passes by flues

to the chimney or to the boiler-flue.

In working a batterv, the dilficulty is

determining the exact moment when
the boiling of the "sling" in the

striking-teach must cease, i.e. when to

make a "skip"; great skill and experi-
ence are required to suit each kind of

juice.
The drawbacks of the cojiper-wall

are :
—

(1) Waste of fuel
; (2) the amount

of labour required and lencjth of time

^M 2
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occupied ; (3) considerable waste of

liquor in the sloppy manipulation ; (4)
the proportion of molasses produced is

intensified by the churning up of the

liquor and consequent admixture of air,

and by the irregular and uncontrollable

action of the heat upon the surface of

the metal with which the liquor is in

contact. The teni])erature prevailing
in the striking-teach is not less than

230°-235° F. (110°-113° C.) in any
part, and much greater at the bottom of

the mass. It is therefore not surprising
that liquor showing 10 per cent, of

inverted (uncrystallisable) sugar in the

first pan, should have 22-ii3 per cent.

by the time it is finished in the striking-
teach.

I'cms heafed by Steam.—The simplest
form of steam evajiorating-pan consists

of a rectangular wrought-iron tank, at

the bottom of which is a series of copper

steam-pipes, connected by gun-metal
bands brazed to them, and carried on

wrought-iron supports. Tlie tank is

fitted at the siiie with a steam valve at

one end of the steam-pipe range ;
at the

other s-ide is a cast irun-bo.x, fitted with

a wrought-iron pipe, for the escape of

the condenser water to ii condense bo.x.

This form of evaporator presents a large

heating surface, witli facility for clean-

ing, liy jjassing the cuds of the sfeam-

pipe range through stuffing boxes, the

pipes can be turned uji, and all parts of

the interior of the tank be readily

cleaned, a matter of great importance.
Under I'ressure.—The 5 steam concen-

tratiiig-pans erected at Aba-el-Wakf
receive the juice when it h.as fallen to a

temperature of about 100° V. (71° C).
Kach consists of a copjicr tray, '23 ft.

long and G ft. wide, heated by a steam-

boiler beneath, and covered by a sheet-

iron casing which conlines the steam
evolved I'roni the juice. Tlie ste.ini-

boilers work under UO 11). jiressure.

'J'he heating surface of each tray is

increased by 405 vertical nozzles screwed

into it; these are of brass, cast very
thin, and sliglitly tapered. Theirnieau

external diameter is 2^ in., and they

jirojt'ct 4J in. above the )date. If the

juice is in good order, it makes very

little foam : if not properly tempered,
a thick froth soon forms, but appears to

condense against the cover, and drop
back into the boiling fluid. Each particle
of juice takes about 18 minutes to pass

through the tray, and though exposed
to the temperature due to 3-4 lb. pres-
sure of steam ou its surface, the syrup
gains hard!)' more colour than would be

due to the increased density. The
steam generated from the juice is

collected into a wrought-iron main, and
taken by one branch to the vacuum-

paus, and by another to the vacuum-

]iumps and centril'ui;al engines, which
it actuates, supplying all the power
necessary for boiling to grain, curing,
and raising the water required through-
out the mill. A great drawback to the

use of steam from the juice is its low

pressure (3-6 lb.).

The advisability ofconcentrating syrup
under j)ressure in this manner has been
tiie subject of much discussion. It is

usually held that any temperature
above 140^ F. ((30° C.) is prejudicial to

sugar solutions, and that above 1G5°-
17U° F. (74°-77° C.) the proi)ortion of

sugar inverted to the uncrystallisable
condition is very large. A perfectly
white refined sugar ex])osed to a tem-

perature of 224° 1'. (107° C.) for 3 hours
becomes quite yellow. Tiie normal

boiling jxiiut of svrup at 1.')° Tw.

(10° li.) is about 214° F. (101° C). In

these pans, the extra pressure of 3-6 lb.

of steam means an increase of 8°-lG° F.

in the temperature in order to arrive at

the boiling jxiint, which would seem to

be higlily injurious. I-ong exposure,

however, is quite as mischievous as high

tem|)erature. Jt is easy to avoid one by
incurring the other; the dilliculty is to

avoid both. I'erliaps the chii-f h.irm of

rapid concentration at a high tempera-
lure is the vi(dent ebullition of the

mass, whereby )(ortious of heated sur-

face .are n)omentarily left dry. The
Aba pans, working with a steam tem-

I)erature of 200° F. (143° C.) on the

under side, and the juice being at

222^ F. (10.')J° C), actually made less

mol.isses (i. e. inverted and charred

sugar) than some more generally-
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recogniseil plans. Still the system
cannot be recommended for adoption
where there is no necessity for using the

water evaporated from the juice.

Film Evaporators.
—Under this head

are particularly included those evapora-
tors which depend upon the principle of

exposing thin films of liquid to the

action of a heated surface in the open
air. They are generically known as
" wetzels

"
among planters, and comprise

the "
pans

"
bearing the names of

Gadsden, Wetzel, Schroeder, and Bour,
and many modifications, some of which,
such as JIurdock's, have steam-heated

coils. The original form was Aitchisou's

upon a square shaft, and fixed about
6 in. apart. The apparatus has the

additional advantage of cheapness, but
the heat derived from the steam-jacket

requires to be supplemented by a coil of

steam-pipe winding between the discs,
which constitutes an evil.

Bour, observing that larger grains of

sugar are produced on the discs in

Wetzel's pan than on the pipes, con-

cluded that hollow steam-heated discs

would increase the evaporating surface,
and produce better grain. A front ele-

vation of his pan is shown in Fig. 140;
and vertical and transverse sections of

the disc on an enlarged scale in Fig. 141.

Fig. 140.

simple cylinder revolving with

partial immersion in the liquid,
and heated internally by steam.

In its revolution, the cylinder
carries on its surface a film of

liquor, whose water is soon

evaporated. In the Gadsden pan,
the cylinder is replaced by a

skeleton cylinder, consisting of 2

metallic discs connected by a

series of metallic rods fixed at

short intervals around the peri-

phery of each disc. Here the

drawbacks are the churning of

the liquor (except at very low

speeds), and the insufficiency of

the heat derived from the steam-jacket
of the pan.

Schroeder overcomes the churning by
having a jacketed pan fitted with a set

of revolving solid metallic discs strung

Fig. 141.

a is the steam engine ; 6, exhaust-pipe
to heat the revolver

; c, revolver consist-

ing of 10 copper discs
; d, copper pan for

holding the liquor under treatment, and

discharged by the valve e at bottom ;
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/, pipe for carrying off the condensed

water from pan ; g, pipe for carrying
of air and uncondensed steam ; A, sal'ety-

valve. The discs are mounted on an

axis which allows the steam to com-
municate freely with them, at the same
time collecting the condense-water and

carrying it otl' at one end. Inside each

disc are 2 spoons /;, running from the

extreme diameter and terminating in

the axis, into which the water is de-

livered. Outside the discs e are small

buckets i,
which lift the liquor as the

discs move round, and spread it as a

thin film over the surface which is not

immersed. The speed of the revolver

is 10-20 rev. per minute. Where steam

is plentiful, equally good sugar is pro-
duced by the quicker speed, and nearly
double the work is performed in the

same time. One pan cooks 12 cwt. of

sugar per hour, from 32i° T\v. (20^ B.),

as taken from the battery, the tempera-
ture never exceeding 170° F. (77° C).
The distributing-cups churn the liquor

excessively.
One of the most recent modifications

is Pontifex's, shown in Fig. 142. The

to them at a density of 4i°-46i° Tw.

(•_'(;°-27° B.).

Another apparatus on similar princi-

ples is Fryer's "concretor," made by
JIanlove, Alliott, Fryer, & Co., Notting-
ham and -Rouen, shown in Fig. 143.

It consists of a series of shallow trays

A, jdaced end to end, and divided

transversely by ribs running almost
from side to side. At one end of these

traj's is a furnace B, the tlue of which
runs beneath them

;
and at the other

end are a boiler C and an air-heater D,
which utilise the waste heat from the

flue, employing it both to generate
steam and to heat air for the revolving

cylinder.
The whole series of trays A is placed

on a slight incline, the upper end

being next the furnace. The topmost
3 trays are made of wrought iron,

since the intense heat here would render

cast iron liable to fracture. The clari-

fied juice from the i)ipe JI flows first

upon the tiay nearest the furnace
;

it

runs down the incline towards the air-

heater 1). meandering from side to side

in a shallow stream. Thus it lias to

Fig. 142.

pad n contains the liquor to be evapo-

rated, within which revolves a coil of

8tcam-i)ipe 6. Thus a large heating
surface is obtained, without the draw-

back of churning u|) the liquor.

It is to be observed that all these

forms of film evaporator arc destined

only to finish the concentration begun
in the battery. The liquor is brought

traverse a channel 400 ft. long before

it can leave the trays at the end adja-
ci-nt to th(.' air-heater, although the

distance between tlie furnace and the

air-iieater in a direct line is not quite
r»U ft. While flowing over these trays,
the juice is kept rapidly boiling by
means of the heat from the furnace;
and although it only takes b-10 minutes
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to traverse, its density is raised from
about 15°Tw. (10° B.) to about 52§° Tw.

(SO"' B.).

From the trays, the thickened syrup
flows into the tank F, and thence passes
out into the revolving cylinder E. The

cylinder Is full of scroll-shaped iron

plates, over both sides of which the

thickened syrup flows as the cylinder

i:evolves, and thus exposes a very large
surface to the action of hot air, which is

drawn through it by means of a fan G.

Motion is given to the whole apparatus

by means of a small engine. In this

cylinder, the syrup remains for about
20 minutes, and at the end of that time
flows from it at a temperature of about
195°-200° F. (91°-94° C), and of such
a consistency that it sets quite hard on

cooling. By the use of dampei-s, the

hot gases from the flue may be directed

either under the boiler, returning
through it to the heater, or direct to

the heater. At J is an auxiliary fur-

nace for raising steam, when the heat

from the concretor flue is insufficient or

not forthcoming,
—

as, for instance,
when beginning to crush canes, and
before the juice has covered the trays.
K is a smoke-door for cleaning out the

boiler-tubes. L is a chimney, either of

brick or iron, for the last escape of the

gases.

Vacuum-2?ans.
—The vacuum -pan is

shown in section in Fig. 144. The cop-

per pan a is fitted in a cast-iron steam-
case b, with steam-space left between,
and is surmounted by a copper domec.
The copper and iron pans and the dome
are bolted together through their flanges
with a wrought-iron ring and bolts so as

to be air- and steam-tight throughout.
A man-hole d, with a ground gun-metal
cover, is attached to the top of the

dome, from which proceeds the arm-

pipe opening into the receiver h. A
steam-valve k opens into the copper
steam-worm y. This worm gradually
diminishes in diameter from the en-

trance-point at the steam -valve to the
exit at the bottom of the pan, A
wrought-iron pipe x is fitted into the

cast-iron pan 6, to carry off the water
from the steam-case

;
the slide-valve z

at the bottom of the pan is for discharg-

ing the sugar.

Glycerine (introduced here on account
of its syrupy nature, thouf^h it bears

no relation to sugar) is generally con-

centrated in a modification of the
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' Wetzel
"
evaporating-pan, constructed

by Chenaillier, Paris. This ^caporateur

universe!, as he terms it, which is very
wonomical and efl'ective, is shown in

Fig. 144.

ScaU^/^in^r^

jacketed trough of the liquid to be

evaporated, and when they are revolved,

layers of this are brought up and

speedily concentrated on their surface.

It may also be worked in a vacuum, as

shown in Fig. 146.

Acids, — The sulphuric
acid made in the chambers is

not strong enough for many
of the purposes to which it is

applied. The acid can be con-

centrated by boiling, however,
which causes the evaporation
of a part of the water with

which it is combined. This

may be performed in leaden

pans up to a strength of 1
• 750

sp. gr. ;
but the higher the

concentration, the greater the

ditHculty in disengaging the

combined water, so that the

temperature at which eva-

poration takes place rises

rapidly and an increasing pro-

portion of acid is distilled over

at the same time. The acid

Fig. 145.

Fig. 145, and consists essentially of

pairs of haucers set eilge to ccl'^'o ujwn a

hollow central revolving .shaft, through
which, steam passes to tlic interior of

the saucers (the waste sfcam from a

high-prossurc cngiin; will do); the

lower cilgci of tho saucers dip in a

cannot be concentrated to monnhyilrate

by sirnj)le evnjioration of the water, but

moderately strong acid will be distilled,

and must be afterwards condensed. As
acid of more than 1 '750 sp. gr. attacks

lend very f)ow«'rfnlly, an<i the boiling

point of monoliydrated acid is very
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nearly equivalent to the melting point
of lead, the concentration is not carried

beyond that point in leaden vessels, but

in retorts of platinum or glass.

Fig. 146.

chamber for utilisntion, if required. D is

a flask cooler, to receive the concen-

trated oil of vitriol from the boilers, and

to pass it, cooled, into the carboys ;

When the acid is to be concentrated
m platinum vessels, it must first be per-
fectly purified from nitrogen compounds,
as that metal is very rapidly destroyed
by them. The most reliable plan of

denitrating the sulphuric acid during
concentration in leaden pans is by the
addition of a small quantity of ammonia
sulphate. With tolerably good working,
the acid will contain only so much ni-

trogen compounds that -l-'b per cent,

of the ammonia salt will suffice.

Fig. 147 shows the most recent form
of platinum pan and still, manufactured

by Johnson, Matthey, and Co., of Hatton
Garden. A are platinum pans, with

corrugated bottoms and longitudinal or

transverse partitions, exposed to the

flame in the flue. They can be worked
in series, replacing the thick leaden

tanks now employed for concentration
of the chamber acid. B is a platinum
boiler, with corrugated bottom and

partitions to receive the add at 142° Tw.
(60° B.) or above, from the pans A,

completing the concentration to 168J°
Tw. (66° B.). C is a head and arm for

carrying off the vapour to a leaden

condenser (not shown) or direct into the

the leailen water-jacket should be so

arranged that the cold water may have
the greatest Dossible amount of cooling
power.
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This is the newest form for the con-

centration of sulphuric acid, securing

great strength, productive power,

safety and economy in worlcing, and the

highest degree of purity of acid, with a

minimum of platinum.

By the corrugated form of bottom

(Prentice's patent) the greatest possible
amount of strength, surface, and con-

sequent evajiorating ]iower is obtained

in the boiler or still, and a considerable

saving in fuel is effected. By means of

the pans the large and costly leaden

tanks for the previous concentration of

the chamber acid, which require con-

stant repair and renewal ami more or

less contaminate the acid, can be to a

great extent done awaj' with. The

setting of these boilers and open pans is

of the simplest kind : they are placed

upon an iron frame over a straight Hue,
and they may be multi))lie<l or enlarged
to any desired capacity of production,
without sacrifice of existing plant.
Pans of lead (or any suitable material)
of the same form or principle, employed
for the first concentration of the

chamber acid, are included iu this

patent. Tlie cooler is of an improved
economical and convenient form, easy to

clean, and securing great cooling power
with a minimum of water and space.

Before the adoption of i)latinum
vessels for completing the concentration

of the acid, large glass retorts were

used, and these are still emjjloyed in

works where the glass can be bought at

.a low figure, or where the quantity of

sulphuric aciil needed in a concentrated

stnte is small, or where the manufacturer
has not sullicicut capital to all'ord a

platinum still.

The retorts may be set in two rows
iu a gallery furnace, and are (illcd with

pure acid at ITjO^ Tw. (i!2^ B.). The
number of retorts fed by one fire will

liepend upon the class of fuel used, as

well as tlic size of the retorts. The
retorts are usually protected against
sudden changes of tpmiieraturc by sand

Ijaths in iron pots, but other materials

have been recently adopted. The

jurajting of the acid during the boiling
is prevented by putting some small

pieces of glass, platinum, or gas-retort
carbon into the retort. Sometimes a

leaden pan is provided underneath the

retorts for catching the acid in case of

a fracture occurring. The glass of

which the retorts are made must be fiee

from alkali, or the acid will attack

them rapidly. They are of various

dimensions, but those holding about
3 cwt. are most convenient.

The steam evaporated is conducted

away by glass arms fitting into the
necks of the retorts, and condensed for

use. The great drawbacks to glass
retorts are that they consume very
much more fuel, and that they are con-

stantly liable to accidental breakage, on
account of their necessary fragility.
The retorts used in this country are

cylindi-ical, about 33 in. high and 20 iu.

in diameter. Each retort is fired from
a separate furnace. Tiie top of the

retort is provided with a short wide

neck, into which a glass arm is fitted

for carrying oft' the steam. The retorts

are filled and emptied by means of

leaden siphons, the process being inter-

mittent. It is convenient to allow the

acid concentrated during one day to

remain in the retorts till the following

morning, so that it may cool somewhat

during the night.
It will be readily believed that the

boiling of such a powerfully corrosive

substance as sulphuric acid, requiring a

tem])erature 3 times as great as water,
in extremely thin glass flasks holding
some 3 cwt. each, is an operation of the

greatest delicacy, not to say danger ;

and it is therefore of primary importance
that th(!

" retort house '*
shall be built

oi' brick or concrete with a most durable

roof, and that every crevice shall be

securely stopped against the admission

of the slightest draught, or drop of

iluicl, whether rain or aciil. The house

.should also be roomy enough, and

es])ecially of a good height, for .is

ventilation is inadmissible, suflicicnt

space must be left overhead for the

accommodation of the extremely pungent
and irritating Anm-s which pour off the

retorts during the time that they are

being drawn off.
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Fig. 148 shows the arrangement and
construction of the furnace and the iron

pot which holds the glass retort: A,
cast-iron pot weighing about 4 cwt.

;

giving it the hollow shape of the bottom
of the pot, until the layer of sand is of a
uniform thickness of about 1 or IJ in.,
and reaches as far up the pot all round

Fig. 148.

Ttlf

a, furnace bars
; b, bed plate ; c, door

frame
; d, flue holes, one on each side of

the fire-place ; c, flue holes leading into

the main flue/. These holes should not

be all of the same size, but should
increase in proportion as they are

farther removed from the flue hole, so

that the amount of draught may be

equally distributed among the furnaces.

The one nearest to the flue hole may be

3 in. by 3 in., the one farthest from it

3 in. by 6 in., and the others of inter-

mediate sizes. / is a flue leading to a flue

hole, about 12 in. by 9 in., fitted with a

damper, and conducting to the chimney.
In the figure, the flue hole is supposed
to be at the end of 6 retort furnaces,
but with 12 retorts it may be placed in

the middle, h, fire lumps covering in

the flue /; i, fire lumps covering the

furnace fire
; I; thin plates of iron to

strengthen the front brickwork, being
held in place by w, perpendicular tie

bars, and n, horizontal tie rods.

Before commencing to " set
"

the

retorts, it must first be ascertained that

the pots are absolutely dry. Some sand

must then be thoroughly desiccated and
afterwards sifted through fine wire

gauze to free it from any small gravel,

&c., that may be in it. Put some of

this dried sand into the pot and spread
it over the bottom with your hand.

as shown at a in Fig. 149. Take the
retort by its neck with both hands, and
lower it gently into the pot till it rests

on the bed of sand. Place it as nearly
as possible in the centre of the pot, and
take care that it stands perpendicularly.
Should it be found that the sand does

not support the retort (when left alone)

Fig. 149.

in an upright position, a little sand
must be poured in between the retort

and the pot on whichever side support
is wanting. When satisfied that the

retort is well placed in tlie ])()t.
take

more sand and pour in all around the

glass till it rises as high as l>. The
retort will then be ready for filling with
acid to the level d, from which point it

will rise during boiling to the level c.
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FILTERING.—In general terms,
the object of filtration may be said to lie

the separation ofthe solid from the liquid
constituents of a fluid mass by means of

a straining medium. Either the solid

portion, or the liquid portion, or both,

may be the valuable ingredient. As
different processes and apjiaratus are

employed according to the character of

the fluid to be filtered, it will be con-

venient to divide the subject into several

heads.

Water.—Water is undoubtedly the

most important fluid submitted to filtra-

tion. In this case, the operation is

destined to perform 3 distinct functions,

at least where the water is required for

domestic use
;
these ai-e (1) to remove

suspended impurities, (2) to remove a

portion of the impurities in solution,

and (i) to destroy and remove low

organic bodies.

The first step is efficiently performed

by nature, in the case of well and spring

water, by subsidence and a long period
of filtration through the earth; in the

case of river water supplied by the

various companies, it is carried out in

immense settling jionds and filter beds

of sand and gravel. This suffices for

water destined for many purposes. The
second and third steps are essential for

all drinking water, and are the aim of

every domestic filter. The construction

of water filters may now be discussed

according to the nature of the filtering
medium.

Gravel and Sand.—The usual jdan

adof)tnil by the water companies is to

build a series of tunnels with briclis

without mortar ; these are covered with

a layer of fine gravel 2 ft. thick, then a

stratum of fine gravel and coarse sand,

and lastly a layer of 2 ft. of fine sand.

The water is first pumped into a reser-

voir, and after a tinn', fnr tlie stibsidcncc

of the coai'ser imjiurilics, fh<! water
flows tjirnugli the filter beds, which ai'c

slightly lower. For the benefit of those

desirous of filtering water on a large
scale with sand filtering beds, it may
be stated that there should be IJ yd. of

filtering area for each lOiiO gal. per

day. For eOective work, the dcvccut of

the water sliould not exceed (J in.
j
cr

hour.

This simple means of arresting solid

impurities and an apjircciable portion of

the matters in solution, may be applied
on a domestic scale, in the following
manner.

Procure an ordinary wooden pail and
bore a number of J-in. holes all over

the bottom. Next prepare a fine muslin

bag, a little larger than the bottom of

the pail, and about 1 in. in height.
The bag is now filled with clean, well

washed sand and placed in tlie pail.

Water is next poured in, and the elges
of the bag are pressed against the sides

of the pail. Such a filter was tested by
mixing a dry sienna colour in a gallon of

water, and, passing through, the colour

was so fine as to be an impalpable

powder, rendering the water a deep
chocolate colour. On pouring this mix-
ture on to the filter pad and collecting
the water, it was found free of all

colouring matter. This was a very

satisfactory test for such a simple

a]ipliance, and the latter cannot be too

strongly recommended in cases where a

more complicated arrangement cannot

be substituted. The finest and cleanest

fand is desirable, such as that to be

purchased at glass manufactories.

This filter, however, at its best, is

but a good strainer, and will only arrest

the susjiended jiarticles. In a modern
filter more jierfect work is required, and

another eflect produced, in order that

water containing objectionable matter
in solution should be rendered fit for

drinking jiurposes. Many persons when

they see a water quite clear imagine
that it must be in a good state for

drinking. They should remember, how-

ever, that many substances wliich en-

tirely dissolve in water do not diminish

its clearness. Hence a clear, iiright
water may, despite its clearness, be

charged with a ]>oison or sul)stances

more or less injurious to health ; such,
fi)r instance, as soluble .'ininKil matter.

To makca perfect filter, wiiii'liisliould

have the double action of arresting the

finest susjiended matter and removing
the mattei's held in solution, and the
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whole to cost but little and capable of

being made by any housewife, has long
been an object of much attention, and,
after many experiments and testing
various substances in many combina-

tions, the following plan is suggested as

giving very perfect results, and costing

only about 8s.

Purchase a common galvanised iron

pail, which costs 2s. Take it to a tin-

shop and have a hole cut in the centre

of the bottom about \ in. diameter, and
direct the workman to solder around it

a piece of tin about | in. deep, to form
a spout to direct the flow of water
downward in a uniform direction.

Obtain about 2 qt. of small stones, and,
after a good washing, place about 2 in.

of these at bottom of pail to form a

drain.

On this lay a partition of horse-hair

good plan is as shown in Fig. 150.

Between the factory supply tank and
the river providing the water a longitu-
dinal basin is dug in the ground 30 yd.

long, 8 ft. wide, and 8 ft. deep, the

sides and bottom being cemented with

great care. At the left extremity,
which is towards the reservoir, is a

well-cemented wall, resting upon iron

supports, and bearing a trough con-

nected with the reservoir. At the

right extremit}', which is towards the

river, is a second wall, resting upon the

ground, and closing in the basin.

Stretching across the basin from side to

side a number of iron rails are built into

the walls, bearing wooden laths upon
which is laid the filter bed. This is

composed of 4 layers, the lowest of large

stones, the second of coke, the third of

flints, and tlie fourth and uppermost of

Fig. 15).

cloth or Canton flannel cut to size of

pail. On this spread a layer of animal

charcoal, sold by wholesale chemists as

boneblack at about bd. alb. Select this

about the size of gunpowder grains, and
not in powder. 'J'his layer should be 3

or 4 in. A second partition having been

placed, add 3 in. of sand, as clean and as

flne as jjossible. Those within reach of

glassmakers should purchase the sand

there, as it is only with that quality of

sand that the best results can be

obtained. On this place another parti-

tion, and add more fine stones or

shingle
—

say for 2 or 3 in. This serves

as a weight to keep the upper partition
in place, and completes the filter.

By allowing the filtration to proceed
in an upward instead of a downward
direction much better results are

obtained. For a large supply, as in the

case of a paper factory, for instance, a

river sand. The water is allowed to

flow gently from the reservoir and enter

at the left, that portion of the basin

underneath the filter bed. Here it

deposits coarse suspended matter, and

gradually rising in height penetrates
the filter bed from below, and is drawn,
filtered, into the factory from the sur-

face of the bed by a ))ipe built into the

lower portion of the wall. For ))urifving
the filter it is simply necessary to allow
the current tO]iass in the opposite direc-

tion—that is, the stream is permitted to

flow from the reservoir upon the filter

bed, which it penetrates and frees from

impurities. The settling basin is cleansed

by permitting a current of water to flow

tlirough it from the reservoir into the

river by the lowest opening in the

right wall. If such cleansing take

place every 3 weeks there will be no
need for a renewal of the filter bed
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except at rare intervals. The velocity
of filtration is about 1§ cub. yd. per
minute. For the decoloration of peaty

water, the addition of 1 part of alum to

8000 of water has been found, iu

Groningen, an etficient means. The
water and the right amount of alum
solution arc pumped together through a

pipe into a clarifying basin, where they
remain for 8 hours, and are then passed

through a filtering basin, when the

residue of suspended matter is given up.
Water thus purified remains unaltered

in taste, but its hardness and residue,
on evaporation, increase by a minute
amount.

The apjdication of sand as a filtering
medium has received a curious modifica-

tion in Hyatt's filter. The No. 1 form,
shown in Fig. 151, is especially adapted

Fig. 151.

c^:^

to housr.s, .sm.iil steam Itoilers, l.tnndrie.s,

&c., and wherever the quantity of

wutor to be filtered is Kuppli<'d through
a °-in. pi|)e under a pressure of h or l>

atmosjihcrcs, or less. Its operation is

as folinws: The water is admitted by
the com]>ouud cock </,

and jiasscs through

the valve b, into the sand. The course

of the water, during the operation of

filtering, is indicated by arrows. A
portion of the water passes upward
from the valve b entirely through the
sand by the side of the filter to the top,
and then descends to the discharge

pipes. Other portions traverse the
sand from the side at various heights,
between the top and bottom, all escap-

ing through the jierforated discharge
tubes c d. The upward current of water

entering from the valve b, loosens up
the sand and keeps it in a state of mild
ebullition for a distance laterally some-

thing less than J of the diameter of the
filter. The sand is loosened the most
and has the greatest motion ne.xt to the

side of the filter, while farther away it

gradually moves slower, and becomes
closer as the distance increases from the

side, until motion ceases, and the sand

compacts together moi'e and more by
the pressure of the water passing

through. By this j)lan, in the first

part of the filtering operation, the
coarsest impurities in the water are

retained in a distributed condition by
the ])ortion of sand which is in a loosely

moving state
;
the ne.xt finer impurities

are arrested a little farther away, where,
the current of water being slower, the

sand is not so much disturbed; finer

particles again are stopped farther

away by the still denser sand
;
and so

the process goes on by gradations, till

the water comes into sand which is

motionless and compact. In this com-

pact sand, adjacent to the outlet, the

line and last remaining impurities are

obstructed, and jjure water passes

through the tubes c d into the outlet

pi]ie c.

This description applies to each of

the 3 varieties of Hyatt filters. It

jiennits a larger amount of water to be

filtered by a given (pianf ity of sand than
is possible where tlie silt .iml im])urities
are jwrmitted to accunitilatc in a dense

stratum upon the motionless surface of

a filter bed. At the same time the

sand is in condition to be more easily

cli'ansed, the impurities being loosely
distributed among the particles of sand
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instead of adhering together in a more

or less tenacious mass.

The filtering process having thus

been explained, the method of cleansing
the sand from the accumulated impuri-
ties will be described. As a rule the

sand in a filter should be thoroughly
washed at least once a da\', although
this depends upon the character and

amount of impurities which the water

contains. In warm weather, especially,

cleansing should be done frequently to

prevent decomposition of the organic
matter remaining in the sand, which

makes filters which are only cleansed at

long intervals fountains of filth instead

of purity.
In washing Hyatt filter No. 1, the

handle of the compound cock a is turned

to the left as far as it will go. This

shuts off the water from the valve 6,

and permits it to enter through the

small valves /, which are distributed at

regular intervals in the bottom of the

filter bed. From these valves the

water rushes upward through the sand,

loosening and carrying with it all the

silt and impurities that have been

retained in the sand while filtering, and

discharging them through the central

pipe g, from which these issue by one of

the openings in the compound cock a,

into the waste pipe h
;
5 or 10 minutes

forjwashing is usually quite sufficient.

If this be done regularly each day, the

filter will be kept in order, and will do

its work for a practically indefinite

period, as there is no waste of sand,

and the filter is constructed of bitu-

minised iron and has no working parts
liable to get out of order. After wash-

ing, the handle is turned to the right imtil

it stops, and filtering is at once resumed.

Some of tliese filters are arranged
for the introduction of the unfiltered

water over the sand instead of at the

bottom. It is then filtered downward,
and discharged through perforated
metal below. In a filter of the form

and capacity of house filter No. 1, this

arrangement will give finer filtration

but a less quantity of water. The plan
of washing the sand is, however, as

just described.

Charcoal, simple.
—All kinds of char-

coal, but especially animal charcoal, are

useful in the construction of filters, and
have consequently been much used for

that purpose. Charcoal, as is well known,
is a powerful decolorising agent, and

possesses the property in a remarkable

degree of abstracting organic matter,

organic colouring principles, and gaseous
odours from water and other liquids.
It has been shown that it deprives liquids,
for example, of their bitter principles, of

alkaloids, of resins, and even of metallic

salts, so that its usefulness as a medium

through which to pass any suspected
water is imdoubted. The one point to

be observed is that it does not retain its

purifying power for any great length of

time, so that any filter depending upon
it for its purifying principle must either

be renewed or the power of the charcoal

restored from time to time, and this the

more frequently in proportion to the

amount of impurity present in the water.

A combination-filter of sand or gravel
and granulated charcoal is a good one

;

but the physical, or chemico-physical,
action of such compound filters, or of

the other well-known filter, composed
of a solid porous carbon mass, differ

in no respect from that of the simple
substances composing them

;
that is to

say, such combinations or arrangements
are much more a matter of fancy or

convenience than of increased efficiency.

Experiments on the filtration of water

through animal charcoal were made on

the New River Company's supply in the

year 1866, and they showed that a large

proportion of the organic matter was re-

moved from the water. These experi-
ments were afterwards repeated, in 1870,
with Thames water su])plied in London,
which contains a much larger proportion
of organic matter, and in this case also

the animal charcoal removed a large

proportion of the impurity. In con-

tinuing the use of the filter with Thames
water, however, it became evident that

the polluting matter removed from the

water was only stored up in the pores
of the charcoal, for, after the lapse of a

few months, it developed vast numbers
of animalcula, which passed out of the
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filter with the water, rendering the latter

more impure than it was before filtra-

tion. Pruf. Frankland reported in 1874 on

these experiments as follows: "Myriads
of minute worms were developed in the

animal charcoal, and passed out with

the water, when these tilters were used

for Thames water, and when the char-

coal was not renewed at sutBcientlv short

intervals. The property which animal

charcoal possesses in a high degree, of

favourina; the growth of the low forms

of organic life, is a serious drawback to

its use as a filtering medium for potable
waters. Animal charcoal can only be

used with safety for waters of considei'-

able initial purity ;
and even when so

used, it is essential that it should be

renovated at frequent intervals, not by
mere washing, but by actual ignition in

a close vessel. Indeed, sufficiently fre-

quent renovation of the filtering medium
is an absolutely essential condition in all

filters.

Tig. 152 shows Atkins's filter, in which

Fig. 153.

a is the unfiltercd and b the filtered

water, c being a bluck of (harcoal furmed

1)V mixing |M)udcred charcoal with pitch
or n-.sin, moulding and calcining. Tlie

filter is ca]>ablc of being taken to pieces
and can thus be easily and frequently
cleaned. The block siiould on such oc-

casions be scrajied, washed, boiled, and

baked.

Fig. 153 illustrates another form of

Atkins's, in which powdered charcoal

is used, retained between movable per-
forated earthenware plates.

Fig. 153.

Figs. 154, 155, represent Sawyer's
filters, in which a is unfiltered water ;

6,
filtered water

; c, charcoal hollow

Fig. 154.

cone; d, filtered water tap; c, sediment

ta|) ; /, mass i)f granular charcoal. The
must important feature here is the up-
ward filtration.

Charcoal, modified.
—Several substances

have been jiroposed for combination with

carbon to improve its filtering capacity
or increase its germ-destiny ing powers.

Silicated Carbon.—This was one of
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the earliest modifications of the simple
carbon block. Figs. 156, 157 show-

respectively the forms adopted for down-
ward and upward filtration. In the

F.G. 155.

former, the stoneware receptacle is

divided into 2 parts by a diaphragm
upon which there is fi.xed, by a por-
celain stay, a silicated carbon block.

Km. 156.

which entirely closes the apertures in

the diaphragm. The upper surface and
comers of the filtering block are non-

porous, consequently the water has to

enter at the edges and follow the course

indicated by the arrows, before it can
reach the clear water compartment be-

FiG. 157.

low. In cleaning the filter, it is only

necessary to unscrew the nut, when the

block can be lifted out and soaked in

boiling water, after which the surface

can be scrubbed.

The 'Army Medical Report' says of

filters emiiloying carbon in porous blocks

that,
" These are powerful filters at first,

but they are apt to clog, and require

frequent scraping, especially with im-

pure waters. Water filtered through
them and stored, shows signs of the for-

mation of low forms of life, but in a less

degree than with the loose charcoal.

After a time, the purifying power be-

comes diminished in a marked degree,
and water left in contact with the filter-

ing medium is apt to take up impurity
again, though perhaps in a less degree
than is the case with the loose charcoal."

The advantages of combining silica with
the carbon are not at first sight apparent.

Maignen combines charcoal with lime
to produce a compound which he calls
"
carbo-calcis.'' At the same time he

employs an asbestos filtering cloth. The

arrangement of his filter is shown in

Fig. 158. The hollow, conical, perforated
frame a is covered with asbestos cloth h

;

c is a layer of finely powdered carbo-

calcis, deposited automatically by being
mixed with the first water poured into

N
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the filter
;
d is granular carbo-calcis

filling up the space between c and the

sides of the containing vessel
; c, unfil-

tered water
; /, filtered water

; g, tube

Fig. 158.

for admitting air to aerate the water

and correct the usually vapid flavour of

filtered water. This filter has remark-

able power ;
wine passed through it

will come out colourless and tasteless.

Moreover the cleansing and renewal of

the filtering media are simple in the

extreme.

Prof. Bernays, of St. Thomas's Hos-

j)ital, has taken out a patent for a now

iiltering material, consisting of charcoal

combineil with a reduced manganese
oxide. The well-known i]urifying action

of charcoal (animal an<l vegetable), which

in its ordinary state is liable to certain

dilficultics .and olijcctioiis, is in this in-

vention Kiippli'Mienlcd and ini])rnvi'd by

heating it in covered crucildes with !)

to 15 per cent, or more of powdered
manganese black oxiile(tho mineral ])y-

rolusite), together with a very small

fjuantity of simie (ix<'(i oil, resin, or fat.

Having ascf^rtainfd that the siinidc ad-

mixture of the maiiganesK dioxiile with

the charcoal without jirevious lieating

had no utility a-* a (iitpring medium.

and was even injurious by reason of the

diminution of the porosity of the char-

coal. Prof. Bernays devised the above
method with the object of oxidising the

hydrogen and other oxidisable impurities
of the charcoal, and hence ajiproximating
it to pure carbon in a state similar in

efficacy to platinum black leather than
in its ordinary less powerful analogy to

spongy platinum. The heating is of

course out of contact with air, and the

temperature sutliciently high to cause

the reduction of the manganese dioxide

at least to manganous-manganic oxide,
which afterwards acts as a carrier of

oxygon, and thereby much prolongs the

purifying action of the medium. An-
other method of obtaining charcral in

coniliiuation with manganous-manganic
oxide is to saturate charcoal with man-

ganous chloride (or even manganese re-

sidues) and afterwards subject it to a

strong heat in closed crucibles. The
charcoal prepared in the above manner
may be employed in the filtration of

water in layers with sand and other

filtering material in the usual manner.
A filtering material which has all the

properties of animal charcoal, and is

said to give higher results, is magnetic
carbide, discovered by Spencer, many
years ago, and consists of iron protoxide
in chemical combination with carbon.

It is considered that the purifying effect

is produced by its power of attracting

oxygen to its surface without the latter

being acted on, the oxygen thus attracted

being changed to ozone, liy which the

organic matter in the water is consumed.
'I'herc can be no doubt of the value of

this filtering material. Its manufacture
is very .sim])le, as it is obtained by roast-

ing hematite iron ore with granulated
charcoal for 12 to IG hours at a dull

i-i.'d heat, and used in a granular form.

Another form for making this material

is to heat the hematitf (iron red oxide)
with sawdust in a close vessel. The

j)rorIuct is magnetic, and never loses its

activity until tlie pores are choked up.
The Soiitliport Water Co. formed their

filtering beds of this material, and after

years of use it is still giving satisfaction.

Iron,— From experiments made by
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allowing water to filter through spongy
iron on to meat, it has been found that

after 6 weeks the meat remained fresh.

Another test was made by preparing a

hay infusion, which was kept till it

showed abundance of organic life. The
infusion was filtered through spongy
iron with layers of pyrolusite, sand, and

gravel, and then was kept in contact

with meat for many weeks. The meat
showed no signs of putrescence. In some
of the expei-iments filtered air was sup-

plied, which proves conclusively that

bacteria or their germs are not revived

when supplied with oxygen after the

filtration; this is a result of importance,
as it demonstrates that by filtration

through spongy iron, putrefaction of

organic matter is not only suspended for

a time, but that it ceases entirely until

reinstated by some putrefactive agent
foreign to the water. The peculiar ac-

tion of spongy iron is believed to be

thus explained. If a rod be Inserted

into a body of spongy iron which has

been in contact with water for some

time, gas bubbles are seen to escape.
These are found to contain carbon and

hydrogen, and experiments lead to the

conclusion that the carbon is due to the

decomposition of organic matter.
The material was introduced for fil-

tration purposes some years ago by Prof.

Bischof. His ordinary portable domestic
filter consists of an inner, or spongy iron,

vessel, resting in an outer case. The
latter holds the "prepared sand," the

regulator arrangement, and the recep-
tacle for filtered water. The unfiltered

water is, in this form of filter, mostly
supplied from a bottle, which is inverted

into the upper part of the inner vessel.

After passing through the body of spongy
iron, the water ascends through an over-

flow pipe. The object of this is to keep
the spongy iron, when once wet, con-

stantly under water, as otherwise, if

alternately exposed to air and water, it

is too rapidly oxidised.

On leaving the inner vessel, the water
contains a minute trace of iron in solu-

tion, as carbonate or ferrous hydrate,
which is separated by the prepared sand
underneath. This consists generallv of

3 layers, namely, commencing from the

top, of pyrolusite (manganese black

oxide), sand, and gravel. The former
oxidises the protocompounds of iron,

rendering them insoluble, when they
are mechanically retained by the sand
underneath. Pyrolusite also has an

oxidising action upon ammonia, convert-

ing it more or less into nitric acid.

The regulator arrangement is under-
neath the perforated bottom, on which
the prepared sand rests. It consists of
a tin tube, open at the inner, and closed

by screw caps at its outer end. The
tube is cemented water-tight into the
outer case, and a solid partition under
the perforated bottom referred to. It is

provided with a perforation in its side,
which forms the only communication
between the upper part of the filter and
the receptacle for filtered water. The
flow of water is thus controlled by
the size of such perforation. Should
the perforation become choked, a wire
brush may be introduced, after removing
the screw cap, and the tube cleaned.

Thus, although the user has no access to

the perforation allowing of his tamper-
ing with it, he has free access for

cleaning. Another advantage of the

regulator arrangement is that, when
first starting a filter, the materials may
be rapidly washed without soiling the

receptacle for filtered water. This is

done by unscrewing the screw cap, when
the water passes out through the outer

opening of the tube, and not thi-ough
the lateral perforation.

Various modifications had, of course,
to be introduced into the construction
of spongy iron filters, to suit a variety
of requirements. Thus, when filters

are supplied by a ball-cock from a con-

stant supply, or from a cistern of suffi-

cient capacity, the inner vessel is dis-

pensed with, as the ball-cock secures

the spongy iron remaining covered with
water. This renders filters simpler
and cheaper.
As the action of spongy iron is de-

pendent upon its remaining covered with

Avater, whilst the materials which .ire

oniploycd in perhaps all other filters

lose their purifving action very soon,
N 2
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unless they are run dry from time to

time, so as to expose them to the air, the

former is peculiarly suited for cistern

filters.

Cistern filters are frequently con-

structed with a top screwed on to the

filter case, by means of a flange and

bolts, a U-shaped pipe passing down
from this top to near the bottom of the

cistern. This tube sometimes supplies
the unfiltered water, or in some filters

carries otf the filtered water, when up-
ward filtration is employed. This ]ilan

is defective, because it ])ractically gives
no access to the materials

;
and unless

the top is jointed perfectly tight, the

unfiltered water, with upward filtra-

tion, may be sucked in through the

joint, without passing at all throui;h
the materials. This is remedied by
loosely surrounding the filter case with
a cylindrical mantle of zinc, which is

closed at its top and open at the bot-

tom. Supposing the filter case to lie

covered with water, and the mantle

placed over the case, an air valve is

then opened in the top of the mantle,
when the air escapes, being replaced by
water. After screwing the valve on

again, the filter is supplied with water

by the siphon action taking place be-

tween the mantle and filter case and the

column of filtered water, which passes
down from the bottom of the filter to

the lower parts of the building. These
filters are supplied with a regulator

arrangement on the same principle as

ordinary domestic filt<!rs. The washing
of materials, on starting a filter, is

easily accomplished by reversing 2

stop-cocks, one leading to the regulator,
the other to a waste jiipo.

The use of spongy iron has now been

api)lied on a large Ki'ale to the water
obtainecl from the river Nctte, for the

supply of tlie city of Antwerp. Dr.

Frankland has visited the Antwerp
Watorwork.s at Waelhnim, about ir>

miles above tliat city, and rc|)orti'd on

the result of his imiuiry. He attaihrs

t'«j)ecia] value to tin- fact that spunky
iron filtration "is absolutidy fatal to

Jinctcria ami their germs," and lie con-

siders it would be "an invaluable boon

to the Metropolis if all water sui)plied
from the Thames and Lea were sub-

mitted to this treatment in default

of a new supply from unimpeachable
sources."

Many preparations of iron have long
been known to possess a purifying in-

fluence on water containing organic im-

purities. Thus Scherer, years ago,
recommended a solution of iron sul-

phate where the impurities were

present in large quantity. Later still,

iron chloride was proposed as suit-

able, the salt being precipitated in the

presence of organic matter as ferric

oxide, the oxide thus formed acting
also mechanically on the suspended
impurities in course of precipitation,

very much as white of egg acts in

clarifying liquids, when it coagulates
and carries imj)urities with it to the

bottom. Other iron preparations have
a similar action, notably dialysed

iron, while several oxidising agents,
such as potash permanganate, are also

well known to possess a powerful elVect

on organic impurities. It will at once

be seen, however, that all such sub-

stances are inadmissible as filtering

media, or purifying agents for jwtable
waters, for the reason, that in the case

of some at least of the agents men-

tioned, decompositions take place, which
in themselves might prove dangerous,
while in the case of all an excess (ami it

would be almost im])ossible to avoid an

excess) of the ]>urifying agent would be

equally bad, and would render the

water qiute unfit for domestic purposes.
It has been found, however, that various

kinds of native rock containing iron

protoxide effect the filtration of water

very com])letely, ami Sponcter, acting
on this idea, after experimenting, found

that when the iron jirotnxide w;is

isolated as magnetic oxide, it both freed

the water from turbidity and effected

decoloration very ipiickly. Thus bog-
water, as <iark as porter, when filtered

through it speedily hist its colour and

liecanie clear ami .sweet, the carixinic

acid given off during the process of

decomposition rather tending to im-

prove the water. The purifying jiower
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of the magnetic oxide does not deterio-

rate with use. The oxide gets coated

with a slimy deposit, owing to the

deposition of decomposed oi'ganic

matter, but this being removed, it is

as powerful as ever in its purifying
action. Unfortunately this iron rock

is not found native to any extent, but

the fact of its action being determined,

Spencer continued his experiments with

the result that it can now be produced

artificially, and forms one of the most

efficient and useful filters for domestic

purposes.
Metallic iron is employed by Jen-

nings & Hinde. The filtering mate-

rial consists of fine iron or steel shav-

ings, filings, turnings, or borings ob-

tained from the swarf or skin of cast

iron, wrought iron, or steel
;
this mate-

rial may either be used by itself, or it

may be used with other materials,
either mixed with them or in separate

layers. The iron or steel shavings, &c.,

are obtained from iron or steel that has

been brought to a state of fusion either

by melting or the processes necessary
for making cast iron, wrought iron, or

steel, and being separated from many of

the impurities contained in the ore from

which it was obtained, will have but a

comparatively small portion of earthy

impurities mixed with it, and will be

for this reason superior to iron which
is obtained from native ores or oxides

•without fusion.

By filtering water through small

divided swarf or skin of cast iron,

wrought iron, or steel, free oxygen will

be withdrawn from the water, and con-

sequently any insects or animalcula

contained in the water will be deprived
of life, and any germs contained in the

water will be deprived of the oxygen

necessary for their development and life,

and the water will be consequently

purified and rendered wholesome. A
convenient way of forming a filter is to

use a layer of the turnings, shavings,

&c., together with layers of other

filtering material resting upon a per-
forated partition placed across a closed

vessel. The materials are cleaned by
boiling them in hot water with a

small quantity of ordinary washing
soda, to remove any oil or grease that

might accidentally be associated with
the materials above mentioned. After-

wards the iron borings should be well

washed before being put into the filter.

The filter vessel may be of any ordinary
construction and shape. If sand is used in

conjunction with the above-mentioned
materials it is preferable to place some
of the sand at the bottom of the filter-

ing vessel, and the iron or steel mate-

rials, or both, over the sand, and then
more sand over them. These materials

are disposed so that they may be par-

tially separated from each other by per-
forated plates of earthenware, glass, or

other suitable material. But this par-
tial separation, though convenient, is

not essential, as the perforated plates

may be dispensed with and the material

placed over and under each other in

layers without plates to separate them.

Magnesia.
—One object of filtration

is the removal of salts in solution,

notably lime, which renders water
" hard."

In some of the dyeing establishments

in Germany water containing lime has

been softened successfully by a new
process. The principle of the invention

is based on the fact that magnesia
oxide made red hot easily absorbs, after

hydration, the free carbonic acid of

natural water, and by thus depriving
the water of the gas dissolved in it

causes the lime carbonate in solution to

be precipitated. The magnesia itself is

then dissolved, and joins the magnesia
bicarbonate which is in the water. At
first the water cleaned in this way was
blamed for attacking old boilers which
were fed with it, and filling them with
mud. It w\as, however, found that

magnesia sulphate in the pure water,
when heated to a high degree, acted

upon the lime carbonate, of which the

deposit in the boilers consisted, and
formed gypsum and magnesia oxide,
so that the hard deposit was gradually
transformed into mud. When this was
blown off it not unfrequently happened
that weak parts in the plates were ex-

posed which previously were kept tight
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by the deposit, and this gave rise to the

opinion that the plates wei'e attacked.

How erroneous this supposition was
is clear from the fact that the always
present magnesia hydrate is alkaline,
and counteracts the effects of acid,
which would act corrosively. At first,

stirring was considered indispensable,
but it was found that by taking an

excess of a mixture of magnesia hydrate,
with a proper substratum serving as a

filtering medium through which the

water could pass continuously, the

desired effect was obtained without any
trouble. When proportionate quantities
of finely powdered magnesia oxide and
sawdust are mixed with water it will

be found that, under the action of heat,

magnesia hydrate is foimed throughout
the whole mass. After cooling, the

magnesia hydrate will be discovered so

firmly united with the sawdust, so to

speak crystallised into it, that it cannot

be removed by mechanical means.

This preparation thus possesses the

quality of filtering water in a high

degree. By tightly filling cylinders of

metal with this mixture, and forcing

dirty water through, the water, it is

said, leaves the first cylinder not only

deprived of all lime, but quite clear,

the lime carbonate crystallising directly

upon the sawdust. The action is so

rapid that even water saturated to the

fullest extent with lime or gypsum
leaves the apparatus with these sub-

stances perfectly removed, after 10

minutes' action.

I'uruus I'ottcry.
—Cliamberland has

found that the liquid in which microbi.'S

have been cultivated becomes absolutely

pure if passed through unglazed porce-
lain. Its purity can be demonstrated

by mixing it with liquids sensitive to

the action of microbi.'S, such as veal

broth, milk, and blood, in which it

produces no alteration,

A tube a (Fig. 159) of unglazed por-
celain is enclosed in another b of metal,
and tlie water to be (iitcreil is admitted
to the space between the two by turn-

ing a »ti)|>-cock. Thence it vlowly
filteri through to the inside of the

porcelain tube, and flows out at the

Fig. 159.

a.-

bottom. Under a pressure of 2 atmo-

spheres, or 30 lb. to the sq. in., a tube
8 in. in length, with a diameter of 1 in.,

will yield about 5 gal. of water daily.
For a larger supply, it is

only necessarj' to increase

the size or the number of

the tubes.

In cleansing the filter,

the porcelain tube is re-

moved, and the microbes
and other matter that
have accumulated on the
outer face of it are

brushed off. The tube

may also be plunged in

boiling water, in order to

destroy any germs that

may be supposed to have

penetrated beneath its

surface
;

or it may be

heated in a gas jet or in

a furnace. In fact, it can
be more readily and more

thoroughly cleaned than
most of the domestic
filters in ordinary use.

It is interesting to re-

mark that some of the
earliest filtering vessels

of which we have any
knowledge are simply
made of porous earthen-

ware. After all our modern researches

after antiseptic filtering media, we are

reverting to the ways of our remotest

forefathers.

Cellulose.—One familiar form of cel-

lulose as a filtering agent is that of the

ordinary laboratory filter-paper. The
same may be used on a larger scale by
mashing it into a pulj) with the licjuid
to be filtered, and allowing it to dojjosit
on a filter cloth automatically, as in

the filters made by Maigneu for indus-

trial j)urpose3.
This or a similar material is emi)loyed

by Piefke at the Berlin Waterworks,
The fiitrr shown in Fig. IGO consists

of a wrought-iron casing tt containing a

miiiibfr of j)erforat<.'d brags b, which
form the bottom of flat bfll-siiajied cast-

iron vessels c, the whole groujied one

i
above the other inside the casing. The
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water to be filtered enters by the funnel

d, and through pipe c, runs into the

vessels, overflowing in the direction of

the arrows, and after passing through
the filtering material spread upon the

Fig. 160.

perforated brags 5, rises till it over-

flows at the outlet. The filtering
medium is chemically prepared cellulose

or vegetable fibre, and is variously
treated according to the purpose for

which the filtered water is to be used,

or, in other words, according to the

degree of purity required in the filtered

water. Its price varies accordingly ;

the best quality is charged at 75s. per
cwt., and a filter capable of purifying
1000 gal. of water per hour requires,
for its first charge, about 3 lb. of filter-

ing material. To charge the apparatus
the fibre is mixed with water to a thin

paste and admitted through the funnel,
when it deposits in an even layer over
the perforated surfaces b, and the filter

is then quite ready for action. After
about 1200 gal. of water have been

purified per square foot of filtering

area, the latter requires cleaning
or washing out

;
this is performed

in a very simple manner by charging
the filter with water in the usual

manner, and at the same time

slowly rotating the vertical spindle

/, which carries the scrapers g, and

by means of which the filtering
material is suspended in the water,
the latter washing out the im-

purities. As soon as the water
runs clear again, the rotary action

is stopped and the tap h, on the
bottom of the casing, is opened to

allow the water to run otf, and
the filtering material to settle,
when the filter is again ready for

use. The quantity of water which

may be filtered before it becomes

necessary to clean the fibre de-

pends, of course, largely on its

state of impurity, and it is ad-

visable to use as a guide the pres-
sure required to force the water

through the filter. This should
not e.xceed 3—4 ft. of water pres-

sure, and it is therefore best to

place the funnel about that height
above the overflow. At each clean-

ing a small quantity of filtering
material is naturally washed away
with the impurities ;

this amounts
to about 10 per cent., which

quantity should be replaced by admitting
it with the water. For the purpose of

washing out the filter it is not necessary
to use filtered water, nor is water of any
particular pressure required ;

it may be

simply charged tlirough the delivery
pipe. If at any time it becomes desir-

able to entirely empty the filter of the

filtering material, water is charged
through the delivery pipe or into the

Ojen vessel, and the tap;, at the bottom
of the supply pipe d, is opened, when
the fibre will run out with the water.
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The apparatus can be recharged as de-

scribed above, and for the complete

operation of cleaning one filter, one

man only is required for about 10

minutes. The filter is recommended by
the manufacturers for purifying water
for all juir[)0ses ;

a small size measuring

only 9 in. in diameter and 15 in. high
inside, and carrying only about 1 oz. of

filtering material, is specially manu-
factured as a portable filter for mili-

tary purposes, capable of filtering over

80 gal. of water per hour.

Sponge.
—The problem of constructing

a filter for steam users and manufac-
turers that should be able to deal with

large quantities of muddy river and
canal water, and should at the same
time be capable of being easily and

efficiently cleaned, has been solved by
the adoption of an elastic filtering ma-

terial, which when compressed forms a

compact bed through which the water

percolates, but when released immedi-

ately cxjiands, freeing itself from the

accumulated dirt, and olfering little

resistance to the flushing current that

is then sent through it in the opposite
direction. The material employed is

sponge contained in a cylinder, and nor-

mally compressed between the cylinder
end and a ])iston. While the cleansing

operation is being conducted, the jiiston

is alternately raised and lowered, the

action on the filtering medium being
similar to that ordinarily adopted in

washing a soa))y sponge ;
it is first

allowed to absorl) water until the })ores

are filled, and then tiic water issiiucozed

out, carrying .a part of the mud with it,

the process being continued until the

ellluent water is clear.

A successful installation of these

filters is in operation at the works of

Oartiin, Hill & Co., sacidiarum manu-

facturers, Iiattersea, London, where it

is su|ii)lying feed w;it(;r for H boih-rs,

each .JO ft. by 7 ft. When the river is

jiarticularly muddy, the cflluent water

from the filter is bright Hn<l clear, and

as fur as appearance goes, is .similar to

the company's water, which is also

drawn from the Tharnis, though of

course at a higher part of the river, and

has been submitted to an elaborate pro-
cess of settling, and filtration by s.'ind

beds. The immense quantity of mud
eliminated by the filter is made mani-
fest as soon as the cleaning process is

commenced, when it pours out in a

thick stream, gradually becomingclearer
and clearer until the turbidity ceases.

It is not contended that sponge has any
power to extract the soluble impurities
contained in water, or to counteract

the ill effects of contamination by sew-

age. All that is claimed for the filter

is that it will ra].idly cleanse large

quantities of muddy water sullicientlj'
for every manufacturing purpose, and
for feeding boilers both on shore and in

river boats, and that with a very small

amount of care it will remain in good

working order for years. The filters

are made in 5 sizes, the smallest of

which will j)ass 100-150 gal. per hour,
and the largest 2000-3800 gal.

Filterinj Cisterns.—The following is

a description of a filter which purifies
foul water from organic imjmritics
held in solution as well as from sus-

j)ended solids. Take any suitable vessel

with a perforated false bottom, and
cover it with a layer of animal charcoal,
on the top of that spread a layer of iron

filings, borings, or turnings, the finer

the l)etter, mixed with charcoal dust;
on the top of the filings place a layer of

fine clean siliceous sand, and you will

have a perfect filter. Allow the foul

water to filter slowly through the

a))ove filter, and you will produce a

remarkaldy ])ure drinking water. Before

])lacing the iron filings iu the filter,

they must be well washed in .a hot

solution of soda or potash, to remove
oil and other impurities, then rinse

them with cb'an watia-
;

the filings

shfuild be mixed with an eiiual measure
of fine charcoal. If the water is very
foul, it must be allowed to filter very

slowly. The deeper the bed of iron

filings is the quicker they will act.

In liailey-Denton's cistern filter, the

)prinripal novelty is that it runs inter-

mittimtly, ami thus .allows the; aiiration

of the filtering niiterial, and the oxida-

tion of the impurities detached from
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the watei". The oxidation is efiected

by the perfect aeration of the filtrating

material, which maybe of any approved
kind, through which every drop of

water iised in the kitchen, bedrooms,
find elsewhere must pass as it descends

from the service cistern for use. As
water is withdrawn from this filter,

fresh water comes in automatically by
the action of a ball-tap ;

and this fresh

water immediately passes through the

aerated material into a lower chamber,

forming the supply cistern of filtered

water for the whole house. The advan-

tages claimed for the filter are that it

secures pure water for the whole house.

It is attached by pipe to, but is distinct

from, the service cistern
;

it can be

placed in any part of the house, and it

cannot get out of order. Any approved

filtering material may be used, and

beins: aerated between each passage of

water through it, oxidation is made
certain.

A slate or iron cistern and filter

combined may be made by dividing the

cistern with a vertical partition perfo-
rated at the bottom, and placing in the

half of the cistern which receives the

water, a bed of filtering material, say
6 in. of gravel at the bottom, 6 iu.

animal charcoal in granular form in

the middle, and 6 in. clean sharp sand

at the top, covering all by a perforated

distributing slab.

The following remarks relate to

apparatus and materials for filtering
rain water that is stored in cisterns,

especially for drinking and cooking
purposes.

Among the things to consider in

determining whether cistern water is

safe to drink, are the cleanly or dirty
condition of the roof, and the materials

it is made of; whether leaves from

overhanging trees fall upon the roof

and lodge in the gutters ;
whether birds

foul the roof; whether it is made of

wood, slate, or tin, or of materials

inimical to health— as lead, copper, or

covered with deleterious paints.
The water taken from a cistern fed

from a roof encumbered with leaves

from an oak tree has been found so

strongly impregnated with tannic acid

as to turn black when boiled in an iron

pot.
In order to obtain the best results

from filtering cisterns, the roof and

gutters should be kept free from leaves

and dirt, and it is also advisable to

arrange the leader with a switch valve,
with the handle convenient for operat-

ing within the building, so that the

first wash may carry away the dust,

dirt, or other foul matter, and thus

save only the best water.

Caution should be exercised in locat-

ing cisterns that are intended to furnish

drinking and potable water, that they
be away from the influence of cesspools
and privies, as clean water readily
absorbs the odours, gases, and germs of

foul air.

The materials selected for filter beds

should be in accordance with the

resources of the locality in which the

filter is to be used, for the jiurpose of

renewal.

We recommend such materials only
as have proved I'eliable, leaving out all

textile or organic substances, as we
deem such unfit for this class of filtra-

tion.

Pulverised charcoal mixed with sand,
or between layers of sand and gravel,
so long used for filtering purposes, has
a cleansing or antiseptic power, probably
derived from the contact of a large
carbon surface. Pulverised coke has

been used, and is considered a fair

filtrant, but less effective than charcoal.

Bone charcoal has also been recom-
mended as being highly antiseptic,
besides having a strong absorbent power,
due to the variety of its chemical

components.

Spongy iron, or pulverised hematite
mixed with sawdust and roasted

;

pulverised magnetic iron ore and clean

scale from a blacksmith's anvil, pulver-
ised and mixed with clean, sharp sand,
have been much used and experimented
with in Europe with great success, in

not only making fetid water sweet, but
it is also claimed that the iron mixtures

destroy bacteria and their germs.
A combination of two extremes, a
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large carboa surface in charcoal and the

pungent oxidising qualities of the spongy
iron, or its equivalents, will no doubt

become the acme of a filter.

From experiments made with the

filters of public waterwoi-ks in Europe,
for the quantity of water that a filter

will yield per square foot of surface, it

has been ascertained that, with a filter

composed of 10 parts fine sharp sand,
1 part coarse sand, 15 parts spongy
iron mixed with one-third its bulk of

fine gravel, laid upon a strainer of per-
forated galvanised iron—a bed of brick

laid close—or a stratum of gravel

covering a perforated iron i)ipe, a yield
of 1 gal. of clear, pure water for each

foot in depth per hour for each square
foot of surface : 4 ft. being the greatest

depth with a yield of 4 gal. per foot per
hour—illustrating the probable fact

that the velocity of the water corre-

sponds with the depth of the filtering

material for equal purity.

Figure IGl illustrates a method of

preparing an ordinary house cistern for

Fig. ICI.

filtering. Thi;
iiiiie

and fittings 8ho>ild

be of galvanised iron; black or
\A\\\\\

iron in better as long as it lasts,

a.s it rusts f;i.st ; in either ca-sc it is

better tu waste the water lirst drawn,

for the water absorbs both the zinc and
the iron when standing over night.
The zinc is not healthy, and the taste of

the iron is unpleasant.
The perforations should equal 3 or

4 times the area of the suction pipe,
which in ordinary cisterns may be

1{ in. pipe, while the branches may be

% in. pipe. The holes, if
\ in., should

number at least 200, distributed along
the lower half of the pipes. Smaller
holes are preferable ;

of
.j'g-in. holes, 800

will be required.
For the liltering material we recom-

nienil a layer of fine gravel or pebbles
for the bottom, 3 or 4 in. in depth, or

heaped up over the perforated pijies ;

upon this a layer of sharp, clean sand,

9 in. in depth ; upon this a stratum of

pulverised charcoal, not dust, but

granulated to size of peas or beans, or

any of the material above mentioned,
4 in. deep; and upon this a stratum of

fine, clean sand to 12 in. in depth.
Such a filter should be cleansed at

least twice in a year by pumping out

all the water, taking out the mud or

settlings, and one-lialf tiie depth of the

toj) layer, and ro2)lacing with fresh

sau<I.

The double filter cistern, Fig. 162,
has much to recommend it, having a

Fi«;. 102.

large receiving basin which in itself is

a (ilter jdaced iu a position for easy

cleaning. The recess at the bottom

may be covered with a j)erforatcd plate
of galvanised sheet iron, upon which

may be laid a filter bed of gravel, sand,

charcoal, spongy iron, ami sand in the
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proportions as stated above. This

enables the frequent cleaning by remov-

ing the top layer of the filter bed with-

out disturbing the water supply. The
cover should fit tight enough to keep
out insects and vermin.

A double-bottomed basin perforated
and filled with clear, sharp sand and

charcoal should be attached to the

bottom of the pump pipe, as shown.
This enables the small filter to be

drawn up and cleaned, without the

necessity of emptying the cistern or

interrupting the water supply.
The half barrel or keg filter, as

illustrated in Fig. 163, is a convenient

form of cistern filter where filtered

water is required from cisterns already
filled.

Fig. 163.

This is also a convenient form for

readily cleaning or changing the filter

without the necessity of discharging the

water from the cistern.

This filter can be made from an oak

keg or half barrel, such as is used for

liquors or beer. Take out one of the

heads and cut away the edge, so that it

will just drive into the end of the keg,
fasten 2 battens of oak across the head

with oak pins left long enough to serve

for legs for the filter to rest upon.
Bore this head full of holes \ in.

diameter. In the other head bore a hole

I^ in. diameter, and bolt an iron flange
into which the pump pipe is to be

screwed. Let the bolts also fasten upon
the inside a raised disc of galvanised
sheet iron, perforated with a sharp
point or chisel. Proceed to charge the

filter by turning the tojJ or flanged
head down, and placing next the per-
forated plate a layer of fine gravel 3 in.

thick, then a layer of sharp, clean

sand 3 in. thick, then a layer of pulver-
ised charcoal free from dust, 3 in. thick,
then a layer of sharp clean sand mixed
with spongy iron, pulverised magnetic
iron ore, or blacksmiths' scales, followed

by a layer of coarse sand, gravel, and
broken stone, or hard burnt bricks

broken into chips to fill up. Place the

perforated bottom in as f;ir as the head
was originally ;

bore and drive a half

dozen oak pegs around the chine to

fasten the head. Then turn over the

filter, screw the pump pipe into the

flange, and let it down into the cistern.

Such a filter requires to be taken out

and the filtering renewed in 6 to 12

months, depending upon the cleanliness

of the water catch. With the precau-
tions mentioned above in regard to the

care of the roof, such a filter should do

good work for one year.
A country resident thus describes the

manner in which he utilised rain-water,

falling upon an ordinary tin roof,
covered with some sort of metallic paint,
f aid to contain no lead, and flowing into

a large cemented brick cistern, whence
it was pumped into the kitchen. The
cistern difl'ered from the usual construc-

tion in this manner: across the bottom,
about 3 ft. nearer one side than the

other, was excavated a trough or ditch

about 2 ft. wide and 2 ft. deep; along
the centre of this depression was built

a brick wall from the bottom up to the

top of the cistern, and having a few

openings left through it at the very
bottom. The whole cistern, bottom,

sides, and canal included, was then
cemented as usual, excepting the

division wall. Upon each side of the

wall, at its base, 6-12 iu. of charcoal

were laid, and covered with well-washed
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stones to a further height of 6 in.,

merelj- to keep the charcoal from float-

ing. The rain-water running from the

roof into the larger division of the

cistern, passes through the stone cover-

ing, the charcoal, the wall, the charcoal

upiiu the other side, lastly, the stones,

and is now readj' for the pump jilaced
in this smaller part. It is much better

that the water at first pass into the

larger division, as the filtration will be

slower, and the cistern not so likely to

overflow under a very heavy rainfall.

He used this cistern for many years,
and was troubled only once, when some
toads made their entrance at the top,
which was just at the surface of the

ground, soon making their presence
known by a decided change in the

llavour of the water.

If the house chances to be in a dusty
situation, several plans will suggest
themselves whereby a few gallons at

the first of each rain may be prevented
from entering the cistern. Should the

house be small, and therefore the supjily
of water from its roof be limited, do not

lessen the size of the cistern, but rather

increase it, for with one of less capacity
some of the supi)ly must occasionally be

allowed to go to waste during a, wet

time, and you wUl sull'er in a drought,
whereas a cistern that never overflows

is the more to be relied upon in a long
season without rain.

Rainfall varies exceedingly in dilTorent

]ilaces, and even in the same situation

it is im])ossible to foretell the amount
to be expected dui'ing any short ])eriod

of time, but the most careful observa-

tions show that about 4 ft. in depth
descends at New Vork and vicinity

every year, or nearly 1 in. a week. If

this amount were to be furnished

uniformly every week, the size of a

cistern need only bo sullicicnt to conf.iin

one week's su])ply, but we often have

periods of 4 weeks without receiving
the average of one, and we must build

accordingly.
The weekly average of 1 in. equals

1 cub. ft. upon every 1- ft. of surfa<:i',

or '.iiy.iO cub. ft. u])on .'in acre, weighing
about 113 tons. Upon a roof 40 ft. by

40 ft., 1600 sq. ft., it would be 133
cub. ft., 1037 gal., or about 26 barrels

of 40 gal. each. A cistern 8 ft. across

and 10 ft. deep would contain 502 cub.

ft.
;
and one of 10 ft. across and 10 ft.

deep, 785 cub. ft., or 6120 gal.—about
the average fall upon a roof of the

above size for 6 weeks
;

while the

smaller cistern would hold 3000 gal., or

a little less than 4 weeks' rainfall.

The weekly supply of 1037 gal. is equal
to 148 gal. per day, or nearly 15 gal.
to each individual of a family of 10.

This is certainly enough, and more than

enough, if used as it should be
;
but

where water is plentiful it is wasted,
and in our capricious climate, whether
we depend upon wells or cisterns, it is

wise to waste no water at all, at least

during the warm summer months, and

lay by not for a wet but a dry day.
In Fig. 164, a 6 erf show the e.xcava-

tion that must be made for the cistern,

Fir,. 16 t.

anl supposing the diagram to exhibit,
as it does, a section of the cistern, the

roce])tacle for the water will be, when
finished, taking the relative ])roportions
of the dillerent parts into consideration,

just about 9 ft. wide and 4h ft. deep.
Of course, the excavation must be made

greater in breadth and depth than the

dimensions given, to allow for the s\ir-

rounding walls and the bottom. The
walls may i)e of brick, cemented within,
and backed with concrete or puddled
clay without, or of monolithic concrete

;

but the bottom, in any case, should be

made of concrete. The trench c f (j
h

running across the bottom c)f the cistern

is 2 ft. bro.ad and 2 ft. deep, in the

middle of this opening is built uj> u 'J-
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in. brick wall, or a party-wall of con-

crete, t^. Along the bottom of the

wall openings I are left at intervals.

The party-wall divides the entire space
into the larger outer cistern m, and the

smaller inner cistern n. Supposing the

breadth from e to / to be 2 ft., and the

wall 9 in., spaces of 7| in. will be left

on each side of the wall. These are

filled to f the height, or for 18 in.,

with lumps of charcoal, smooth pebbles,
1-3 in. in diameter being laid along the

top of the charcoal till the trench is

filled up. The cistern is so constructed

that the water from the roof enters m;
it passes downwards through the stones

and charcoal, as shown by the arrow at

/, passes through the opening, and forces

its way upwards in the direction of the

arrow at e into the cistern n, in which
it rises to the level of the water in m,
to be drawn thence for use by a small

pump.
Laboratory Filters. — Text-

books generally remark at the outset

that it is very necessary to use a funnel,
the sides of which form an angle of 60°,
this being the angle foi'med by the

folded paper. Symes takes exception to

this very exacting requirement. We
do not get our straining bags or perco-
lators made of such a shape, and that

because our experience teaches us how
much more suitable is a form in which
the angle is decidedly more acute, the

sam3 volume of liquid in this latter

form producing a longer column, and

consequently a greater downward pres-
sure. Then, as to the paper fitting the

funnel, we know quite well that all

else being equal, the less perfectly it

fits, the more rapidly filtration pro-

ceeds, so that, for any useful purpose,
it is quite unnecessary to insist on this

very orthodox shape. One has, say, a

pint of fluid to filter, and for this pur-

pose a funnel of about 8 oz. or 10 oz.

capacity is taken. .Byrnes would use

one of the long French pattern, fold

the filter in plaits, and before opening
it out, place it fairly well down in its

position in the funnel, or, if there were
reasons for not plaiting the filter, then
it should be folded first in half, and

then the two outer portions, represent-

ing rather more than i each of the
entire paper, should be turned back so

as to overlap each other slightly at the

top, and not to form a very acute point.
In either case, the paper, whilst being

fairly well supported, would have com-

paratively little surface adhet'ion, and
but small resistance would be offered to

the passage of the fluid in any part.
Funnels of this shape, in much larger

sizes, can be used with advantage, but
it is then desirable to have them ribbed.

The ribs of funnels (especially of large

ones) to be of any real value, should be

much deeper than they usually are, and
should not run vertically, but spirally.
A piece of muslin placed between the

paper and funnel not only strengthens
and supports the paper, but assists fil-

tration by preventing adhesion
;
a cone

formed of coarse hair cloth is still

better. For larger sizes, say of 4 to 8

pints, it is advantageous to dispense
with the funnel altogether, and to use

an inverted cone formed of linen or

stout calico, the edges being fastened to

a wooden hoop, which, resting on a

deep earthenware pan, forms an efficient

support for the paper, the liquid passing

through with equal facility over the

entire surface, a suitable cover placed
over it excluding the air, and the pro-
cess goes on under comparatively satis-

factory conditions. A self-feeding ar-

rangement can be fitted to this if it be

so desired, in a very simple manner.

When, by exhausting the receiver,

atmospheric pressure is brought to bear
on the liquid in a funnel, then the latter

should be of the ot'thodox shape, as with
it air is less likely to pass ;

but this re-

quirement militates against the advan-

tage that such a method would other-

wise possess. The point of the filter

should be supported by a cone of plati-

num, or zinc, or by a packing of tow or

prepared wool.

English paper-makers do not appear
to have devoted much attention to the

production of filters in any variety, and
for this reason we derive our supplies

chiefly from the Continent. It is a

well-known fact that holding almost
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anv of the common filters np before a

strong liglit tlioy are seen to be perfo-
ratod more or less with minute pinholes,
so that, when in use, it is only after

these have become filled up that the

whole of the solid matter is separated,
and the liquid passes through bright.
Each time a fresh portion of liquid is

added the disturbance caused thereby is

liable to remove some of the particles
which are acting as a filling, and if

this occurs, filtration again becomes

imperfect. These filters, although very

cheap, do not pay to use if time and

convenience are taken into consideration.

There is, however, considerable differ-

ence in the efficiency of the various

kintls of filtering ])apers, even when
free from this defect. The presence of

animal matter, as in the grey filter,

increases the strength, but diminishes

its working capabilities, and the exist-

ence of mineral matters therein does

the latter, but not the former. The

papers specially prepared by Schleicher

and Schiill arc practically free from all

extraneous matters, the pulp having
been treated with hydrochloric and

hydrofluoric acids, &c. They are an

example of what can be accomplished in

this respect, but at the same time they
are too expensive for general pharma-
ceutical purposes, and, indeed, are only
made in comparatively small sizes, suit-

able for analytical work. For opera-
tions requiring filters of 7 in. diameter

(before folding), the Rhenish papers,
iio. 595, are, in Syines' opinion, the most

suitable ;
for larger sizes, the French

stout plaiteil or plain papers, taken in

all their qualities, give the best results.

The French also make a paper specially
suitable for syrups, thick to support
tlie weight, and yet sulliciently pervious
to allow of fairly rapid filtration.

Symes finds, howi-ver, in very large

sizes, a double sheet of Klienish jiapcr in

an inverted case of linen, as already
described, answers even better.

Filtcr-pa])er which has hern im-

mersed in nitric .icid (sp. gr. 1-42) and

washed with water is reniarkaldy

toughened, the produrt being pervious
to liquids, and quite dillerent frnm

parchment-paper made with sulphuric
acid. Such paper can be washed and
rubbed without damage, like a piece of

linen. The paper contracts in size under
the treatment, and the ash is dimi-
nished

;
it undergoes a slight decrease

in weight, and contains no nitrogen.
Whereas a loop formed from a strip
25 77im. wide of ordinarj' Swedish paper
gave way when weighted with 100-
150 grm., a similar loop of toughened
paper bore a weight of about 1"5 kilo.

The toughened paper can be used with
the vacuum pump in ordinary funnels

without extra support, and fits suffici-

ently closely to prevent undue access of

air, which is not the case with parch-

ment-paper. An admirable way of pre-

paring filters for the pump is to dip

only the apex of the folded paper into

nitric acid and then wash with water
;

the weak part is thus eftectually

toughened.
Some fabrics, such as swansdown,

close-textured twill calico, &c., filter as

brightly as paper does, and may be used

lor that purpose as distinct Ironi ordi-

nary straining, provided the solid jiar-

ticles separate from the liquid in which

they are suspended .with ease, but
when this is not the case, they are

of much less value
; indeed, with paper

as a medium, slimy do])osits jiresent
considerable difliculty. I'epsin wine,

prepared from the fresh, undried pepsin,

might be regarded as typical of this class

of liquids, the tendency being to choke

up the pores of the (ilter almost imme-

diately the operation commonees. In

such cases, some kind of coarse straining
material placed within the paper cone

helps materially to obviate the diffi-

culty. Hair cloth, and thin coarse

flannel answer well for this j>urposc ;

tliey operate by collecting on their

rough projecting surfaces the larger

jtroportion of the undissolved slimy

matter, without becoming sufficiently
choked up to materially imi)eile the j)ro-

gi-ess of the o|)cration.
Succiis taraxai'i, MS t>xi)ressed from the

root and mixed with spirit accnrding to

the li. I', iiistrui'tions, is typical of a

class containing a large quantity of
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starchy matter and where subsidence in

a closed vessel previous to filtration is

of great service. The liquor from

poppy capsules, in the process of pre-

paring syrupus papaveris alb., furnishes

us with an example of a liquid con-

taining a large quantity of albuminous

matter and mucilage which, when co-

agulated by spirit, has to be filtered

off, and here again subsidence in a closed

vessel helps the separation materially.
The greater portion of the liquor can,

after a time, be poured almost bright
into the filter, and the remaining soft

mass can, with care, be slowly pressed
almost dry, the chief difficulty in the

latter operation being to press suffi-

ciently slowly to separate the liquid
from the solid, and yet not to expose it

to the air long enough to lose much

spirit by evaporation, as in that case

some of the solid portion would be

again taken up in imperfect solution.

The Druggists' Circular recommends
chamois skin, free from thin places, cut

of the desired size, washed in a weak
solution of any alkali, to remove the

grease, and rinsed thoroughly in cold

water before using. Tinctures, elixirs,

sirups, and even mucilages are filtered

rapidly. A pint of the thickest sirup
will run through in 4—5 minutes. By
washing thoroughly after each time of

using, it will last a long time.

For removing suspended particles
from strong acids, spun glass, known as

"glass wool," answers best, but this

might be regarded as straining rather

than filtration. With ordinary liquids,
when there is but little insoluble

matter, absorbent cotton not only
strains, but by fairly tight packing,
filters brightly. In cases where it is

desired to save the deposit, and possibly
to dry or incinerate it, asbestos paper
can be recommended

;
the liquid passes

through it slowly, but it is very strong,
and it is indestructible by heat. Paper
lint, as introduced from America some
few years ago, answered well as a filter-

ing medium, being both strong and
absorbent.

So far we have considered filtration

as conducted only in funnels or funnel-

shaped arrangements, as the various

forms in which atmospheric pressure is

commonly employed are described in

works which treat of such matters.

They are chiefly those in which a long
column of liquid is carried above the

point of filtration, as in Proctor's

arrangement, where exhaustion is ob-

tained by means of a syringe under-

neath, or suction by means of a bent

tube, as described by Schacht at the

meeting of the Conference at Birming-
ham, in 1865.

Symes considers that upward filtra-

tion is the direction from which we may
expect the best results.

Some years ago, William R. Warner,
of Philadelphia, invented an oil filter

on this principle, consisting of 2 vessels

in superposition, measuring altogether
about 40 in. in height by 10 in. in

diameter, and which is said to be cap-
able of filtering a barrel of oil per day.
This, of course, would depend on the
nature of the oil and the temperature
at which it is used.

Recently Symes devised a form of

upward filter in one vessel only, and
added to it a suction tube. It occupies

comparatively little space, is simple in

construction, efficient in action, and can
be made by any tinman at little cost.

It is shown in Fig. 165, and consists of

a plain tin cylindrical vessel a, with a

tap-hole 6 li in. from the bottom
;

it

is 22 in. high, and 8 in. in diameter.
A tin tray c, 7 in. in diameter, with a

vertical rim 1-lJ in. deep, has a hole d
in the rim, this and the hole near the
bottom of the cylinder being fitted

with a short female screw of the same

pitch of thread. Over the tr«y, the

filtering material e (flannel, calico,

paper supported by muslin, or any other
material that may be suited to the

liquid to be operated on) is tied securely ;

it is then inverted and placed in the

cylinder so that the holes 6 dare exactly

opposite one another. A tap /, with a

bend at a right angle, is screwed in so

that it holds the two together, and
assists a short leg g in supporting the

tray in position. To the end of the tap
is attached a rubber tube turned on it-
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self h, or a lnug glass tube of similar

construction (in fact, take a large safety
funnel deprived of the thistle head),
which can be attached by a short piece
of rubber tube. It will be obvious that

Fio. 1G5.

CL

any cunununicatiun between the tap and

the contents of the vessel must be made

through the filtering medium which
covers the inverted tray, and that any
deposition wliich takes place must be on

the bottom of the vessel itself, or on

the opposite side of the tray, but not on

the filtering surface, and herein lie the

special advantages of the filter. The
use of a long lielivcry tube is not new

;
it

formed jiart
nt an oil (iltor ]iatA'ntcd by

llrittiMi, of Liverpool, some ycais before

ychacht's application of it to his filter.

Neitiier is upward filtration new, as

already stated
;
but the coniijination of

the two, and in this j>arti<:ular form,
will pioliably rommend itself to any
one who will give it a trial. The
dimensions given furnish a filler ofabout
.3 gal. caj)acity, at a cost of some lU-l'J.v.

(J'hitrm. JiAir.)

A dealer in wares used liy chemists

informed Casamajor that he bad many
inquiries concerning asbestos for filter-

ing lirpiids in cheniical analysis. Some

chemists complain that they cannot get
clear solutions through asbestos, while

others, who obtain clear solutions, find

that their liquids filter altogether too

slowly.
The method ofmaking asbestos filters,

by pouring a thin paste of this material

over a perforated platinum disc, was
first proposed by Casamajor in lS75,
but he neglected to give directions con-

cerning the preparation of asbestos, to

make it fit for filtering liquids in

chemical analysis. It now appears,
however, that such directions would be

found useful.

The kind of asbestos to use is a mat-
ter of some importance. He tried 3

kinds, which are sold by dealers in New
York as "Canadian," "Italian," and
" Australian." This last is less flexible

than the other two, and consequently
the fibres do not felt together and ]iack
as closely on the perforated plate.

Hence, liquids filter more rapidly, and
the Australian is, on this account, pre-
ferable to the othertwo kinds. He was
informed that the Canadian asbestos is

the most soluble in acids, but has not

verified the assertion.

Whatever may be the kind of asbestos

used, the following is a process for ob-

taining, with little trouble, a quantity
of the pulp in a fit state for filtration:

A coarse brass sieve is ]ilaced over a

sheet of jiaper, and a handful of asbes-

tos is ruijbed pretty rougiily over the

sieve-cloth. This breaks it up in such

a way that the smaller fragments pass

through the meshes, and are deposited
on the ]iaper underneath. After a

while, the portion which remains on

the sieve-cloth is collected in one

bundle, and rubbed again in the same

manner, and the operation is repeated
until a sufficient quantity has gone

through. In a few minutes enough of

the material is obtained to last for

months.

As to the coarseness of mesh to use,

('asamajor has used No. 10 sieve (10

openings to the inch) with satisfactory
results. The sieve is best |daced bottom

tip, so as to leave plenty of room under

the cloth.
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The next operation is to free the

sifted material from dust and from the

finest particles. This is easily accom-

plished by placing the asbestos, as ob-

tained above, over another sieve of finer

mesh (about No. 25 or No. 30), and

stirring it while water is poured over

the sieve. The first water which passes

through is quite milky, but it gradually
becomes clearer as the washing is con-

tinued. The washed asbestos is then

put in a beaker glass, and boiled for

about J hour with strong hydrochloric
acid (about 1 part of fuming HCl to 4

of water).
The pulp, after this treatment, is

poured over a perforated platinum plate

placed in a funnel, and washed with

distilled water until no acidity is shown

by litmus paper. The pulp is then taken

out of the funnel and strongly heated

in a platinum dish. After letting it

cool sufficiently, it may be placed in a

wide-mouth bottle for future use.

{Jour. Amer. Chan. Soc.}

Fig. 166 shows an improved method
of supplying liquid to a funnel filter.

Fig. 166.

invented by E. E. Robinson, and de-

scribed in the Chemical News. When
large quantities of liquids, such as re-

agents, have to be filtered in the la-

boratory, it is often convenient to have

(4)

some means by which the funnel filter

may be kept filled. The handling of

large bottles for the purpose of empty-
ing the liquid into the filter is disagree-
able and tiresome. By the arrangement
shown, such labour is avoided and the

liquid is at the same time silently but

surely transferred to the filter.

To the longer limb of the siphon is

attached a short rubber tube. Opera-

ting vertically within the lower end of

the tube is the narrow conical stem of a

glass bulb float, in the bottom of which
are 2 or 3 small lead shot or weights
for the purpose of retaining the stem
of the float in a vertical position.
As the liquid in the funnel filters

out, the glass bulb descends, which in

turn opens the bottom of the surround-

ing rubber pipe and permits the liquid
in the siphon to flow out, falling over

the bulb. If the liquid from the siphon
flows faster than that through the

filter, the bulb rises, and by its conical

form wedges against the inner lower

periphery of the rubber pipe, plugging
the same, and stopping the flow there-

from. By this means the funnel is

kept constantly supplied until all the

liquid in the upper bottle has been si-

phoned out. An important advantage
of this arrangement is that when once
started it can be left

without attention Fig. 167.

until the filtration is

completed.

Fig. 167 shows a

very simple appa-
ratus for filtering

water. Take a glass
tube about 1 yd. long
and of j-in. bore, and
bend it twice at a

right angle, as shown,
so that the longer leg
is about 6 times as

long as the shorter.

To the shorter leg is

fastened, by means of a perforated cork,
a wider glass tube, about 4| in. long
and i in. wide (inside) ;

this tube is

filled with absorbent cotton (freed from

fat), a small piece of perfectly clean

sponge being laid ne.xt to the cork, and
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a similar piece being used to close the

other opening of the tube. In place of

the narrow glass tube, a rubber tube

may also be used. The apparatus is

started like any other kind of siphon,
and will be found to work well in all

cases where the liquid is not too much
loaded with suspended matters.

Dr. Ebermayer reports tliat he has

found muslin, which is folded in shajje
of a filter, and placed below the latter,

to be an e.xcellent jiromoter of rapid
filtration. He had occasion to make
use of such additional muslin filters, for

the pui-jiose of removing the paper-
filters from the funnel, without tearing ;

and he thereby had occasion to notice

this useful property of the additional

muslin filter. (Noio Remedies.)
It is known that certain ])recipitatcs,

such as suljihur, in emulsion jiass

through iilter paper. lioisbaudrau

often em]iloys a method which in many
cases obviates this inconvenience, and

which, to his knowledge, has not yet
been made public. Filter paper is

boiled with aqua rei/ia until the mass is

fluidified
;

it is then jjoured into a large

quantity of water, and the white i>reci-

jiitate formed is washed by decantation.

To render the texture of a filter very
compact, it is filled with this material,

jiroviously stirred up in water, so as to

form a very thin paste, aud allowed to

drain. The paper is thus covered witli

a layer, which obstructs its pores. Or
a little of the same pasty matter may
be mixed with the liquid to be filtered.

Kiselt recommends the use of sponge
for filtering distilled water. The fil-

tration goes on with great rapidity, and

the ])roduct is clear as crystal. When
filtered through ])a])er, distilled water
soon exhibits a "

felty
"
sediment, which

is never formed when filtered through

sponge, so that the bottles scarcely ni'cd

cleaning after several montlis' use. The

ftpjiaratus that he emjjloys consists of a

bottle with an ojd'iiing ni.'ur the l)ottoin

from which descends a bent glass tube.

This tube is about G in. long and 1-1 J

in. in diameter; at each end is a per-
forated rubber stojiper bearing a nar-

rower glass tube. The wide tube tou-

tains one or two long strips of fine

sponge that has been cleaned with di-

lute hydrochloric acid and then dried.

The bottle to which this filter is at-

tached must not be larger than the one

])laced beneath to catch the filtrate.

The sponge, of course, must be cleaned

every few months. (^Neuste Erfah-
runiicn.)

Guncotton is scarcely acted upon by
the most energetic chemical agents at

ordinary temperatures, and may thei-e-

fore be used as a filtering medium f(jr

solutions containing strong acids or al-

kalies.

G. F. Burton, of Springfield, Ohio, is

the inventor and manufacturer of an

appliance shown in Fig. 168, to be used

Fig. 168.

in connection with an ordinary funnel

or jtercolator, designed to prevent loss

by evaporation and tlie escape of odours,
;ind to exclude dust ami fiies. It will

also serve as an air-tight cover to a

macerating or infusion vessel. I!y the

ordinary method of filtering anil perco-
lation one loses constantly by evapora-
tion not only in alcohol, but often in

the vojatili! ])oi-tioi) (pf the drug: while

to keep the filter or percolator supplied
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requires constant attention. If filled

and left at night, in the morning the

filtering paper will usuallj' be dry and

gummed, or the drug in the percolator
be exposed to air. These difficulties are

entirely overcome by this apparatus.
To use it, place the rubber stopper

into the receiving bottle, and insert the

funnel or percolator (previously packed).
On this place the cover. Into a suitable

discharge bottle containing the desired

quantity of liquid, insert the cork with

the rubber tube attached, closed by
means of the pinch-cock. Secure this

inverted, at a proper height, directly
above the cover, and pass the rubber

tube through it as far as is desirable, to

permit the liquid to rise in the funnel

or percolator. Press on the rubber of

the cover to secure it firmly to the

edge of the funnel or percolator. There

should be a slight bend in the supply

pipe, otherwise it might draw the cover

out of jdace; if too much, there will

not be a free flow of liquid. Loosen

the pinch-cock, when the liquid will

flow until it reaches the end of the tube

and close it. Then no more will run
until the liquid is low enough in the

funnel or percolator to admit air, when
more will flow as before. Should the

quantity of liquid be small, or for any
other reason it is not desired to use the

supply vessel, insert the stopper in

place of the tube.

When the liquid begins to drop from

the percolator, if it is desired to set it

aside for a given length of time to

macerate, instead of closing the lower

orifice with a cork, the flow may be

stopped by closing the air-tube by means
of the pinch-cock. The funnel or per-
colator should not exceed 85 in. in

diameter. With this size, or a little

smaller, a 7-in. filtering cock and No.

33 paper can be used. If it be desired

to employ vessels the full size of the

cover, to secure it perfectly tight, it

may be necessary to weigh it down
with sand, or by filling it with water.

Filters for Liquids demand-
ing Special Conditions.—There
are some few liquids or solutions that

cannot be suitably filtered in an appa-

ratus such as may be employed for water.

They are chiefly fluids of an oily, gela-

tinous, or syrupy character.

Gelatinous Fhiids. — A simple and

rapid method of filtering gelatinous
mixtures will doubtless be acceptable to

many photographers. The plans usually
recommended are, the use of a funnel

plugged with tow or cotton-wool, or a

piece of cambric or other material spread
over a jar, on which the solution is

poured and allowed to percolate through.
These plans are altogether unsuitable

where large quantities of liquid have to

be filtered, and even for small quantities
the process is slow. The gelatine has

to be kept warm till the operation is

complete, and a rather open material

must be employed, or the solution will

only fall through drop by drop. The

plan here described will be found very
expeditious, there is no waste, a filter-

ing material of the closest texture may
be used, and the warm mixture is filtered

before it has time to thicken by cooling.
It has been used successfully for filter-

ing gelatino-bromide emulsions and the

gelatinous mixtures employed in the

preparation of carbon tissue. The ar-

rangement referred to is shown in Fig.
169 : a is a wooden stand 18 in. high,

Fig. 169.

having a hole in the top 4 in. in dia-

meter
;

6 is a ring made of bent cane or

whalebone, slightly larger tluin the hole

in the stand. The filtering material,
which must be of the closest texture,
should be cut in a circular form about

O 2
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22 in. in diameter ;
when secured to the

ring with stout thread it forms a bag c,

the ring b preventing it from falling

through the opening in the stand.

To use the apparatus, the operator

pours sufficient of the mixture into the

bag to half till it
;
he then seizes the

bag, above the liquid, with his fingers,
and presses the filtrate through into a

receptacle placed below to receive it.

Further portions of the mixture are

poured in till the whole quantity has

been filtered. With the measurements

given above, quantities varying from 4
to 40 oz. may be readily operated upon.

(^Photog. News.)

Liquids affected by Air.— Fig. 170
shows a rapid-acting filter by Vollmar,

Fig. liO.

for liquids liable to change by exposure
to the air. The filter is hermetically
closed while woriiing. It is lincil inside

with filtering paper, and the filtration

takes ])lace so that the turbid liquid
enters the filter b(dow, ])asses through
the i)aiii'r, and is discharged clear at

the top, where a
])i]ic conveys it into

a receptacle. This arrangement is of

special service for filtering wines or

ether delicate liquids which shoulil not
be long exposed to air. A sii)hon in-

sertetl into the cask containing tlie tur-

bid li'inid, which stands on an elevated

place, conveys the liquid to the filter,

and from there it flows into the new
receptacle. If the liquid is very sensi-

tive to air, and a layer of oil cannot
affect its flavour, some pure olive oil

may be poured into each cask, and the

delivery tube leading from the filter be

pushed down to the bottom of the re-

ceiving cask. In this way the liquid is

absolutely protected from contact with
air.

Lime Muds from Soda Catisticisers.—
These are usually drained in a filter

consisting of a half boiler, cut longitu-

dinally, loosely paved with bricks, which
are covered with layers of coke to a

depth of 9 in. or so
;
the bottom layer

is composed of good-sized lumps, the top
of small j)ieces, surmounted by a cover-

ing of coarse sand or cinders. Over the
filter-bed are laid i)erforated iron plates
or grids, upon which the mud is placed.

Syrups.
—The filtration of syrups and

saccharine fluids is largely performed
in what are familiarly known as "bag"
or "

Taylor
"

filters. The construction
and arrangement of these are shown in

Figs. 171, 172. The filter consists of a

wrought-irou case a, with openings at

b, and an internal flange at top to carry
a cast-iron box c, having holes in the

bottom, for the reception of gun-metal
bells (/, to which are attached cotton-

twill fi'ter-bags e. Fig. 172 shows an

enlarged section of the gun-metal bell d.

The bags c fastened to these bells are

3-6 ft. in circumference and 6-10 ft.

long, woven without a seam. They are

crunij>led up inside "sheaths" of strong

oj)en weljbing, about 18 in. in circum-

ference, which restrict their expansion.

They arc arranged in series of 100 or

more.

In sugar refineries use is largely made
of animal charcoal, packed in huce

cylinders.
Oils.—The filtration of oils may be

effected in a very great variety of ways,
cither with or without the assistance of
artificial ])ressure derived from (a) a
" iiead

"
of the liquor to be filtered, (6)

one of the many forms of filter-press in

use, or ('•) atmospheric jircssure by the

production of a vacuum under the filter-

bed. For example, olive oil is mostly
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subiected to no process of purification

beyond what is attained by allowing it

to'deposit impurities and repeatedly de-

canting. But, for the best qualities,

further purification is necessary not only

Fig. 11 1.

filters. In France, the oil to be puri-

fied is received into perforated boxes

carpeted with carded cotton (wadding) ;

elsewhere, cotton tissue interposed be-

tween beds of granular and washed

Fig. 172.

ScaL:. 2 Tns- 1 Foot.

ScaLi ii hhch^l Foot.
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]Montfort's plan ;
carbonised schist and

peat, by Cossus' method
; clay heated

to 200° (?F.), as proposed by "Wright;

by introducing china-clay and allowing
to stand at a moderate temperature,
then filtering through cotton, as adopted

by A. Pizarri. Perhaps the best mode
is' that of Pietro Isnardi, of Livornia,

Tuscany, which received an award at

the Vienna Exhibition. This apparatus,

Fig. 173, consists of a boiler full of

water, serving as a water bath for 2

turned-iron cylinders b, receiving the

oil from the reservoir c, a suction- and

force-pump d, and a filter e, containing

perforated trays whose holes are filled

with wadding. This apparatus enables

the oil to be filtered without coming
into contact with the air, and at an ele-

vated temperature which can be regu-

larly maintained. Coco-nut oil is an-

other example of purification by simple
subsidence and filtration.

PERCOLATION.—This is a kind

of filtration, commonly called "
by dis-

placement," employed for extracting
the essence from roots, herbs, seeds,

barks, &c. It is effected in the follow-

ing manner: It is first necessary that

the articles to be acted upou should be

ground in a drug mill to the condition

of a coarse powder ;
then moisten the

mass thoroughly with alcohol, allowing

it to "macerate" for 12 hours in a

vessel well covered. Next is required

a hollow instrument of cylindrical form,

having one end shaped like a funnel, so

that it can be inserted in the neck of a

glass bottle, and having inside, near the

lower end, a partition pierced with nu-

merous small holes, like the strainer of

a French coffee-pot, which is a simple
coffee percolator ; in the absence of such

a ])artition, soft cotton, or any insoluble

substance, may be substitute<l, and being

placed in the inside at the lower end of

the instrument, will answer as well as

the strainer. This instrument is called

a percolator. lioullay's filter or per-

colator is usually emi)loyed. Macerate

the ingredients to be acted upon, for the

time named—introduce them into the

percolator, and slightly press them upon
the partition. Any portion of the lifiuid

used in the maceration, not absorbed by
the powder, should be poured upon the

mass in the instrument, and allowed to

percolate. Now gradually pour into

the percolator sufficient of the alcohol,

or other liquid to be filtered, to drive

before it, or ''displace," the liquid con-

tained in the mass; the portion intro-

duced must in like manner be "dis-

placed
"
by another portion ;

and so on,

till the required quantity of filtered

liquor is obtained. This extract is called

a tincture. In case the liquor which
first passes through should be thick

and turbid, again introduce it into the

instrument, being very careful not to

have the powder too coarse or loosely

pressed, or it will permit the liquid to

pass too quickly ;
and on the other liand

it should not be too fine and compact,
or it may offer an unnecessary resistance.

Should the liquor flow too rapidly, re-

turn it to the instrument, and close it

beneath for a time, and thus permit the

finer parts of the powder to subside,

and cause a slower percolation.
The first portion of liquid obtained by

the method of displacement is always in

a state of high concentration. In general,
it is a simple solution of the soluble iiii-

ei'edients of the crude drug in the fluid

employed. But sometimes the solvent,

if compound, is resolved into its com-

pound parts, and the fluid which passes

through it at any given time is only
one of these, holding in solution only
the most soluble parts of the drug.

Thus, if diluted alcohol be poured
over powder of myrrh, in the cylinder
of the percolator, the fluid which first

drops into the receiver is a solution of

an oily consistence chiefly composed of

resin and volatile oil dissolved in alcohol.

In like manner when the powder of gall-

nuts is treated in the same way by

hyilrated sulphuric ether, two layers of

fluid arc obtained, one of which is a

highly concentrated solution of tannin

in the water of the ether, and the other

a weak solution of the same principle
in pure ether. In all cases, therefore,

in which it is not otherwise directed, it

is absolutely necessary to agitate the

several portions of the liquid obtained
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Fig. 174.

by ijercolation together, iu order to en-

sure a product of uniform strength or

activity.
To illustrate the operation of displace-

ment, and describe an excellent perco-
lator for making perfume tinctures, we
will suppose that benzoin is under treat-

ment. The apparatus, made wholly of

glass, having been arranged, as shown
in Fig. 174, and a plug of raw cotton

dropped loosely at a, the

benzoin in coarse powder is

then poured into the por-
tion b until it reaches the

line c. Alcohol (95 per

cent.) is next added, until

it rises to the line d. As
soon as the first portion
sinks into the benzoin, a

fresh addition must be

made; andthus the succeed-

ing relays go on displacing
those which preceded them
without mingling with
them. Each stratum be-

comes more and more

charged with soluble matter
as it descends

;
and when

it reaches the bottom of the mass, under
the pressure of the superincumbent
liquor, it runs out saturated. \Vhen,

by successive additions of fresh alcohol,
the benzoin imder treatment has become

exhausted, the liquid passes through the

mass, and falls into the receiver e, as

tasteless and colourless as when first

poured in. This indicates the comple-
tion of the process.
As atmosjjheric pressure is an impor-

tant element in the operation, it will

not answer to shut it off by closing the

top of the disjilacer, without making
some compensation ; and, therefore, a

communication between the upper and
lower vessels is established by means of

a latent-tube arrangement /. In this

manner the apparatus is kept close, and
the evaporation of alcohol prevented,
while the pressure produced is distri-

•buted throughout the apparatus, and

rendered uniform. As the runnings are

clear, filtration is rarely necessary. The

quantity of alcohol thus consumed need

not be more than sufficient to exhaust

the material
;
and the resulting tincture

must therefore be diluted to the proper

strength. For perfumes, deodorised

alcohol must always be used.

The method of displacement has the

advantage of expedition, economy, and

yielding products possessing uniformity
of strength ;

but it requires considerable

experience to adapt it to all substances.

The art res'ts in properly packing the

ingredients in the cylinder, some sub-

stances requiring considerable pressure
to be used, while others, when even

liirhtly packed, scarcely permit the

fluid to pass through them. An excel-

lent plan, applicable to all substances,
but especially those of a glutinous or

mucilaginous nature, is to mix the

powder with an equal bulk of well-

washed sand before rubbing it up with
the menstruum. The coarseness of the

powder must also be attended to. Sub-
stances that readily become soft and

pappy when wetted by the menstruum,
should not be used so fine as those that

are more woody and fibrous. The
method of displacement answers m'cU

for the preparation of all tinctures that

are not of a resinous nature, and for

most infusions of woody and fibrous

substances, as roots, woods, barks, leaves,

seeds, insects, &c. It is especially

adapted for the preparation of concen-

trated infusions and essences, as they

may thus be obtained of any required

strength, without loss, or requiring
concentration by heat, which is so de-

structive to their virtues.

When ordinary tinctures are made in

large quantities, displacement is never

likely to supersede maceration on ac-

count of any practical advantages it may
possess. If the prescribed directions be

duly attended to, the process of macera-

tion is unexceptionable. The process is

more simple than the other
;
the mode

of operating more uniform
;

it is, in

fact, always the same; it requires less of

skill and dexterity in conducting it
;

it

requires less constant attention during
its progress, which, in operating on large

quantities, is a consideration ;
and finally,

the apparatus required is less compli-
cated. -When, however, only small quan-
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titles are to be made at a time, and kept
in stock, the adoption of the process of

dis])laceinent will often be found conve-

nient and advantageous. It offers the

n-:eans of making a tincture iu 2 or 3

hours, which, by the other process, would

require as many weeks.

The preceding t]-emarks are mainly
gathered from Cooley's Cyclop;cdia.
More recently the subject has received

great attention from J. U. Lloyd, of

Cincinnati, Ohio, and the results of his

observations are thus recorded in the

Proceedings of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association :

—
One of the most frequent operations

to be performed by the pharmacist is

to separate from the crude materials,
offered principally by the vegetable

kingdom, active ])rinciples from others

inert or not desirable. This object is

reached by bringing the same into the

liquid state by solution, with the aid

of a proper solvent (menstruum). Thus
we have the j)rocess of maceration and

percolation, the latter being a modifi-

cation of the former, calling in the aid

of gravitation. To arrive at a proper

nnderstamling of the laws which govern
the solution of substances, that is, the

transfer of a solid into the liquid state

through the aid of solvents, we should

consider first the greatest agent in per-

colation,—the attraction of gravitation.
This unknown force impels all terres-

trial bodies toward a common centre,
the centre of the earth.

If we arrest the fall of a solid and

potir upon it a liquid, that liquid will

flow over the solid, excepting a small

amount held by adhesion, ami will fall

from the lowi^r surface towards the

earth. If that solid be impenetrable,
and insoluble in the licinid, it will

remain intact; if solui>le, it will gradu-

ally assume the licjuid state and disap-

j)ear. If the soli'l be ])orous the liquiil

will enter. This is due toabsorjttion
—

n molecular force, which is W()rking

indiqicn<l<'nt of the attraition of giavi-

tation, and overcoming it to a limited

degree, thereby exercising a great in-

fluence over the process of solution,

beneficial inasmuch as it en.surcs a floser

and more continued contact between
the solvent and the solid. Thus, if a

certain amount of liquid be slowly

poured upon the porous body, we shall

find that attraction of gravitation will

fail to detach the liquid from the lower

sido
;

it does not flow over the outside, I

but enteis, is absorbed, and held within '

its substance. The attraction of gravi-
tation still exerts itself, for the actual

weight of the mass is the sum of the

separate weights of the 2 bodies. With-
out further examination we might
suppose the materials at rest

; such,

however, is not the case. There arc

disturbing elements which produce con-

stant motion
; thus, an alteration of

temperature will excite a change in the

relative position of the molecules of

the liquid, and temperature constantly

changes. But besides the motions of

the molecules, caused by the constantly

varying changes of temperature, there

is osmosis, an attraction that induces

currents of liquid through cellular

tissue. Gravity, however, overcomes
at first all of these various contrary
influences—among which we may class

diffusion—and is ever tending to draw
the li(iuid most heavily charged with

soluble matters downward through the

lighter, and thus there seems to be no

rest, but, on the contrary, continual

change.
The influences mentioned exert them-

selves whether the solid be large or

small, whether a single jiarticle of dust

in a quantity of li<juid or an innu-

merable number placed in a mass and

covered with liquid. Let us turn our

attention to solution. Throwing aside

all theories as to the why and where-

fore of the change of state from solid to

fluid, we must accejit the fact, that

below the melting temperature certain

solids will, to a fixed extent, assume
the form of liquiils if in contact with

])nrti(iilar fluids. The conditions neces-

sary to etl'ect and promote this change
arc : surface exi)oscd to the dissolving

medium, circulation of the liquid, tem-

])erature and time of contact between

the surfaces of solid an<l the liquid. In

regard to the first of these conditions,
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it is invariably found that the rapidity
of solution increases with the area of

the surface exposed ; thus, for an ex-

ample, if a cubic crystal of potassium

bromide, or any other substance, 1 in.

in dimension, be surrounded with water,
the surface in contact with the water

will be 6 sq. in. If the crystal be bi-

sected by a plane parallel to any 2 of its

sides, the amount of the material re-

mains the same, but its surface has

been increased 2 sq. in. Let each half

now be divided into 4 equal parts,
and there will be a total of 12 sq. in. of

surface, exactly twice the amount of the

original cube. Division can be theo-

retically, and in the above instance

according to mathematical laws, con-

tinued to the extent of our imagination,
and each cube divided into 8 will double

the amount of the surface. But in

practice we meet with obstacles of

various nature which soon interpose
insurmountable limits to accurate di-

visions, making our further efforts in

that direction impracticable, and the

desired increase of surface is most

readily effected by pulverising the

solid, thus obtaining irregular sur-

faces.

In considering the rest of the con-

ditions upon which solution depends we
next observe the action of currents.

Thus immerse a cubical crystal of

potassium bromide 1 in. in dimension in

water, and its 6 sq. in. of surface will

be in contact with 6 sq. in. of water

surfiice
; immediately the 2 surfaces act

together, resulting in the disintegration
of the surface of the salt, which assumes

the liquid form and blends with the

surface of the water in the most inti-

mate manner. This change takes place
to a fixed extent, dependent upon the

temperature and the saturation of the

solvent. If the crystal be at the bottom

of a vessel of water, it commences most

rapidly to diminish in size from the

top until finally it disappears. In ob-

serving closely the process we notice

streams of liquid circulating about the

crystal. These currents, colourless and

transparent like the surrounding me-

dium, are clearly visible from the fact

that they refract the rays of light

differently, an optical result caused by
the portions of liquids of difl'erent den-

sities, for the particles which form the

surfaces of the salt unite with those of

the water surface, resulting in a com-

pound that has a greater specific gravity
than pure water, consequently, as soon

as united, this fluid flows over the

crystal and down its sides in obedience

to the laws of gravitation. It strikes

upon the bottom of the vessel and, in

response to the law that fluids of dif-

ferent densities seek their own level,

spreads out, and in doing so displaces its

bulk of water, which rises and replaces
the solution about the crystal, and thus

continuous currents flow over and down
the sides of the crystal, and fresher

menstruum is constantly taking the

place of that more saturated. We
might liken the foregoing to a surface

of liquid resolving against a solid, each

movement of which wears away the

solid and decreases the wearing force of

the liquid. At last, if the amount of

water be sufficient, the crystal will

have disappeared, and at the bottom of

the vessel will be found a dense solution

at rest surmounted by a lighter one.

Again cautiously introduce a crystal of

the same salt and the afore-named phe-
nomenon will take place, though in a

less marked degree. The circulation of

the medium becomes gradually less and
less distinct, and finally, if the salt be

in excess, disappears. There remains
now a remnant of potassium bromide
surrounded by a dense solution, while

overlying we find almost pure water.

In obedience to what is generally con-

sidered another force, which, it is

thought, produces the ditl'u.-ion of

liquids, the solution and overlying
water continually but slowly inter-

mingle. At last they are homogeneous,
preceding which, however, the remnant
of crystal at the bottom of the vessel

will have disappeared. The foregoing

exemplifies the changes which take

place, under like conditions, when the

crystal is broken, excepting that the
increased amount of surface contact,
before considered, hastens the operation.
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Thus we find that nature's laws con-

stantly produce circulation while so-

lution is progressing. Arguing there-

from we should be able to hasten the

operation at certain stages and assist

nature by frequently stirring the entire

liquid, thus mixing the solutions.

Kecognising the theoretical value of

circulation and extent of surface, when
we wish to dissolve substances we

shouldpowder them, and stir the liquids

at short intervals.

Temperature is most important.
With a few exceptions substances dis-

solve to a greater extent in warm than

in cold liquids, and even though the

material be scarcely more soluble in

the hot menstruum it dissolves more

rapidly. This results from the fact

that liquids while rapidly changing

temperature are in a more rapid state

of circulation, and heat also decreases

the cohesive attraction of solids, their

molecules being more easily detached

from the mass, and therefore more

readily unite with those of the liquid.

l''ew operators have failed to notice the

benefit of a warm room when dissolving

substances. Careful manufacturers

cannot allow the process of percolation

to be conducted at winter temperature,
even though so doing results in great

saving of alcohol by lessening evapora-
tion. Time is a consideration of im-

portance. An appreciable amount of

contact must be allowed between sol-

vent and solid. That solutions require

time for action is a principle well

recognised and scarcely necessary to

mention.

Having now briefly noticed the influ-

ences wliich govern solution, let us con-

tiider the relation between maceration

ond percolation, as those ])rocesses are

called, bearing in mind the fict that

the direct oliject is the .solution of

certain substances. Place 2 oz. of]>ow-

(lered buchu in a vessel and saturate

llionmgiily with alcidiol. Then fit

closely on the jmwder a sheet of blot-

ting-])aper, and add alcohol so that the

entire aniDunt used is 1'5 fl. oz. ;
then

very carefully remove the paper so as

not to disturb the powder. Now wc

shall have the principles of solution

exemplified exactly as in the previous

example, excepting instead of one crys-
tal we have a number of very small

fragments, and instead of a perfectly
soluble material the substance is only

partially soluble, and in addition to

other forces we have capillary attrac-

tion.

Solutions of different densities quickly
form throughout the interstices of the

powder. These solutions are in con-

stant motion. They are subject to the

forces before mentioned, but by the

predominating influence of gravitation
the constant tendency of the heaviest

solutions is downward, and the densest

part of the solution constantly seeks

the lowest point. Thus we have new
surfaces presented between solvent and

material, attended in the first place with

a handing downward of the dissolved

matter. Apparently, the liquid and

the powder are at rest; actually, there

is constant motion, and so long as the

act of solution progresses the circulation

of the menstruum continues. How-

ever, these forces cannot extend their

influence above the surface of the

powder. It may be suggested here

that diffusion can effect the mixture.

Consequently the liquid within the

interstices of the ]>owder may be

strongly saturated with dissolved mat-

ters, while that just overlying is

scarcely contaminated, and that near

the surface of the vessel is for some

time perfectly jjure. Assuming now
that we desire to transfer the dissolved

matter equally to all jjortions of the

liquid, we most easily accomjilish the

object by stirring the contents of the

vessel until the menstruum above and

the solution within are thoroughly

incorporated. When allowed to rest,

.s(dution as lieforc proceeds ;
and when

we again stir the contents of the vessel,

we transfer a certain proportion of dis-

solved matter to the overlying fluid.

Kach operation doi)lctcs the j)owder to

an extent of soluble matters, and tends

to produce an ciiuiiilirium l)ctween men-

struum and material. The process of

solution becomes gradually less active,
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aud. at last coasps to auy perceptible

degree, at which point we lind the

liiiuid above the powder and the liquid
within identical. However long we
may allow them to lemain together,
aud however violently they may be

agitated, we cannot further deplete the

powder without increase of temperature.
This is maceration, and thus it is we
cannot by maceration represent the

powder operated upon, for when the

supernatant liquid is filtered from the

powder, soluble matters in proportion
to the liquid within the powder must
remain with it. As the liquid obtained
is to the entire menstruum, so must
the material in the liquid obtained be

to the material dissolved by the entire

menstruum.
Other inconveniences attend the prac-

tical application of this mode of extract-

ing the soluble substances from our

plants. A very serious objection is the

time required
—

generally 2 weeks. This,

perhaps, more than auy other cause,
interested pharmacists in a general
endeavour to improve. Another desi-

deratum was an increase of strength in

the product. We will consider briefly
a slight modification of this process of

maceration. Let us carefully moisten
2 oz. of powdered buchu with alcohol,

press firmly into a container, and cover
with the same menstruum. The opera-
tion of solution will be repeated exactly
as in the other examjile. At length the

liquid within the powder, and that in

the cavities between its particles will

be identical. When this state arrives,
we remove the material to a press, and
obtain all the liquid possible by pres-
sure.

The residual material is again finely

comminuted, macerated witii fresh alco-

hol, and again submitted to pressure ;

the operation being repeated as many
times as is considered necessary. It at

first strikes us with reference to this

process, that as we constantly remove
saturated liquid from the powder, and
substitute perfectly pure in its place,
we must soon perfectly deplete the

powder. But by any ordinary means
we cannot remove all the liquid, and

certainly that held within the powder
must contain its full proportion of dis-

solved matters. Therefore, assuming
that it required 4 oz. of alcohol, and
the liquid within the powder and that
between the particles had become iden-

tical in composition, and 3 oz. of liquid
were obtained (a liberal allowance),
I of the strength must remain in the
residuum

; consequently the 3 fl. oz.

obtained containing f of the extractive
matter represent 1| oz. of bnchu, or J
oz. of powder to each fi. oz., and each of
the following operations dilutes this.

At each successive step the powder,
preceding aud following maceration and

expression, contains the same amount
of liquid, and for every 4 oz. of alcohol

applied, 4 oz. of solution are obtained,
excepting loss by evaporation, which
will not be considered here. Decrease
in quantity of powder by having a por-
tion of its extractive matter removed

by each maceration is also disregarded.
The second expressed liquid we find

represents but f of the extractive mat-
ters remaining in the powder, that is,

I of J, which is
j-

of the whole, or ori-

ginal quantity, which, added to the f ob-
tained by the first operation, make the
sum of ig contained in 7 fl. oz. of solu-

tion, a Tittle less than ^ to the fl. oz.

The first operation produced -^^^
to the

fl. oz., therefore there is a reduction of a
little more than

-^^ to the fl. oz. by the
second maceration. Theoretically this

procedure may be carried to infinity
before entirely exhausting the material.

Practically the exhaustion will not be
as thorough as our example represents.
From considerations yet to be named,
the writer believes it is impossible to

obtain an expressed liquid containing
substances of the plant capable of being
dissolved by the menstruum, in the

great proportion between successive

percolates indicated by this ideal ex-

ample. It is invariably found that a

tenth maceration will produce an ap-
jireciable amount of extractive matter,
and when we come to study the con-
stituents of plants and their relations
to menstruum, it \vill be doubtless ac-

cepted that such must be the case. As
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the matter stands, those that favoui- tliis

process cannot well object to the argu-
ment and table, inasmuch as it admits

of the greatest possible depletion of the

powder. Others may, perhaps, with

good cause, arc;ue that theoretical pro-

portion of soluble matter extracted will

be less than the above upon the assump-
tion that the menstruum and the

inert portion of the powder are alike

impregnated with soluble matter, and
that the actual proportion should be

between menstruum squeezed from the

mixture and entire residuum. Another
trouble attending this process in practice
is the necessity of finely dividing or

pulverising each residue before rema-

ceration, an operation tedious and diffi-

cult to accomplish in the majority of

cases, especially when large amounts of

material are worked. Lloyd never suc-

ceeded to his satisfaction in a general

way, without passing the residuum

through a sieve after each expression,
an operation not easily accomplished,

especially with substances which agglu-

tinate, although in certain instances the

process is preferable to any otiier. Our
aim we understand to be the transfer-

ence of soluble matter from material to

liquid, if possible representing a grain
of the material with a minim of the

solution. This latter result we have

not yet accomplished, and cannot by
cither process of maceration examined.

In the first case we operate directly

against the laws of nature. We are

continually transferring a dense solu-

tion upward. In the latter example we

neglect to take advantage of nature's

greatest force. We use manual lal)<)ur

to accomplish, in the way of sei)arating
the liquid, what gravitation will do

for us to any extent, and better in

every jiarticular. Now let us modify
the ojieration by rejicatiag the ox]ieri-

ment of maceration cxaitly as hereto-

fore, but in .a vessel with a layer of

cotton at the bottom, and an exit below,
care being taken to avoid stirring the

powder. After the usual maceration,

c-autiously open the exit and allow the

liquid to c»caj)e at the very bottom of

the jiowJer. As a consequeucc we

obtain the densest liquid at first, and
substitute in its stead at the surface

perfectly fresh menstruum, with the

advantage that the liquid extracted has

always passed through the entire ma-
terial. Thus we find the product is

constantly decreasing in colour and

flavour, and the powder is continually
submitted to the action of a moving
menstruum.
We use no manual labour after pre-

paring the apparatus, and have no

pressed residue to j)ulverise. We
simply connect maceration as before

examined to one of nature's most familiar

laws, and in this latter experiment have

an exemplification of the process which
Prof. Procter recommended for the

preparation of fluid extracts and tinc-

tures. It is only a modification of the

processes previously examined, differing
in the manner in which the liquid is

separated from the powder. It is

simple in operation, easy in manipula-
tion, and productive of satisfactory
results when properly applied. It is

called percolation, under which name
we shall ])erhai>s be led to examine
some j)oints of interest connected there-

with, and some modifications which
have been suggested as improvements
over Prof. Procter's process, very pro-

perly denominated simple percolation.
Prof. Procter, in bringing before

pharmacists this process to deplete a

l>owder of soluble matters, laitl no claim

to originality, excepting in the applica-
tion of the i)rin(:iple for the purpose of

making tinctures and fluid extracts.

He certainly was aware that the pro-
cess had been in use for a similar

I>rocess was recommended by Count
Kumford for preparing coffee; and in

1H17, C. Johnson ap])lied the i)rinciple

to the extraction of cinchona bark,

saying: "The machine I use is similar

to one made several years ago by
Kdmund I.oyd and Co., 17H, Strand, and

does not (lill'cr essentially from any of

those described in Count Rumfurd'a

eighteenth essay, and in the Jicpcrton/

of Art<, for Ajilil and May, 1M13." Of
the ]ira<,tical application of the ])roccss,

Johnson remarks,
" that in the Lancaster
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Public Dispensary this method is found

to aftbrd a better preparation than was

formerly obtained from twice the quan-

tity of cinchona."

Pelouze, as early as 1834, introduced

percolation into the laboratory of the

chemist in his method of preparing
tannic acid, calling it "exti-action by
the process ofdisplacement." Virtually,

percolation had been employed for ages
before with civilised and even partly
barbarous nations, as, for esample, in

making saltpetre and potash.
In conducting percolation, the object

being the preparation of fluid extracts,

many points are essential other than
the considerations mentioned heretofore.

Of those the most essential to be con-

sidered are the vessel employed, the

material operated upon, the menstruum

used, and the manner of manipulation.

Accepting the argument that percolation
is for the economical extraction of

soluble materials, it is of the utmost

importance to study influence of con-

tact between the menstruum and the

material whose partial solution is to be

effected, as we have already seen that

contact, continued for a length of time,
is of first necessity. Thus, if we place
1 lb. of powdered sugar, or any other

soluble substance, within a cylindrical

percolator of such diameter that the

space occupied is 1 in. in height, and

cautiously add, evenly upon the upper
surface, diluted alcohol, admitting for

the sake of argument that the men-
struum passes evenly and regularly

through the powder, the diluted alcohol

in the first of the percolate will have
been in contact with 1 in. of material.

That which follows will have succes-

sively less material to operate upon, for

the first portions of percolate are partly
made up of dissolved sugar or extracted

matter. Thus each preceding portion
of the percolate lessens the material

in the percolator, and lessens the

height, thus decreasing the contact of

any that may succeed, until finally only
a thin layer of sugar remains, between
which and the passing menstruum the

contact is very slight indeed. At
last the sugar disappears. For this

reason, even where the material is

completely soluble, our percolate should

theoretically become less and less

charged with dissolved matters as

percolation progresses (unless it be
saturated to a certain point of the per-

colate), and at last a comparatively
large amount of menstruum should
contain but a small amount of dissolved

material.

Let us now imagine a like amount of

jiowdered sugar in a percolate of less

diameter. The height will be increased

and the contact between the first part
of percolate and powder will be greater
in proportion to the increased height.

Allowing, for argument, the material
to occupy 8 in. in height, it will follow
that the menstruum of the first portion
of percolate will have passed through 8
times the height of sugar that the

corresponding portion did in the former

experiment, although the real amount
of sugar was the same. Now, again,
we have the afore-mentioned rule

regarding decrease of contact. Each
successive part of the percolate lessens

the sugar in the percolator, and decreases

the possible contact (with sugar) of all

the menstruum tliat may follow, and
under like motion of liquid the sugar
decreases in each succeeding part of the

percolate. It will be seen that, theo-

retically, each portion of the menstruum
in the smaller percolator must have

greater contact with the material than
the corresponding menstruum of the

larger, if both percolate with the same

rapidity, although in both examples we
operate upon similar amounts of

material. Arguing therefrom we are

induced to ani.icipate that unless the

percolate from the percolator of greater
diameter is saturated with sugar, that
which corresponds from the smaller will

contain more dissolved matter, for

after 1 in.—the depth of sugar in the

percolator of greatest diameter—is

passed there remains in the smaller
7 in. of contact during which solution

may progress. Calculating accordingly
we may expect that if we spread 1 lb.

of sugar so that it will occupy a depth
of 1 in. in a percolator, and percolate
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through it diluted alcohol enough to

produce IG fl. oz. of percolate, we will

fail to obtain as much sugar in solution

as though the sugar had been placed
in a vessel of less diameter, thereby
increasing the contact between men-
struum and sugar. A])plyiug the same
rule to larger and smaller amounts of

other substances, we must conclude that

unless there be counterbalancing influ-

ences the amount of dissolved matter
in a percolate must increase and decrease

with alteration in the height of powder,
other conditions being identical, and
amount of percolate passing fi-om each

in a given time.

Let us not infer, however, that the

conditions cannot render tlie foregoing
to an extent inaccurate. If our material

ijc placed loosely in the percolator as a

consequence the first portion of men-
struum will pass rapidly. If after the

first fraction of percolate is obtained

the flow be retarded by means of a

stopcock, that which follows may be

held in contact with the material some
time longer than the first

; after the

second fraction is reserved the flow may
be again retarded, and thus more actual

contact of time induced between men-
struum and material than was obtained

at first, although there is continually
less material withiu the ])ercolator.

With some substances another benefit

to be derived by the latter percolates
arises from the fact that it" the material

be not lincdy divided or ])ressed firmly
into the percolator the first portion of

jiercolate flows over the jiarticlcs and

through the interstices between, thus

jircventing the menstruum flow coming
into close contact with soluble materials.

<^;raduaily, however, tlie material may
absorb menstruum, an<I ex])anding fill

u[) those interstices, thus forcing the

jiassing percolate to seek more and more
the capillary j)a8sago8 through tlie

material, and thus give a larger amount
of dissolved material to a ])oi-tion of

percolate succeeding a certain ainoimt

of the first. To aa extent this result

may occur from a somewhat similar

cause, even with materials perfectly
soluble ill the menstruum, as, for an

example, sugar or salt. With small

amounts of loosely packed granulated
sugar the first part of a percolate of

diluted alcohol or water quickly finds

the exit of the percolator, but the sur-

faces of the particles are in the mean-
time softened and the mass contracts.

The interstices become filled with thick

syrup or solution, and thus the perco-
lates that follow are for a time retarded.

It will be noticed that the foregoing

discrepancies result simply from imjior-
fect contact, or, as we may say, im-

perfect maceration.

We will now consider another phase
of the subject. Will a certain amount
of material, occupying a height of 10 in.,

yield to corresponding j)ortions of j)er-

colate loss dissolved matter than a

smaller amount in a jiercolator of such

size as to make the heiglit 20 in.? If

we accept the foregoing arguments we
must conclude this will be the case to a

certain jioint of the ojieration, unless

the ]ieri;olate from each percolator is

saturated, as each drop of menstruum

passing through the one will come into

contact with a larger ))ortion of material

than that from the other, until a certain

amount of soluble matter is carried from
tlie smallest amount of material, when
it will naturally follow that the jierco-

late from the largest amount of material

will contain more dissolved matter. In

other words, the first portion of perco-
late from the material occujiying the

greatest height will excel the other,
while afterwards the case will be

reversed. Perpendicular height shouhl

govern to this extent the result from
this standpoint regardless of quantity.
For the greatest contact between ])owiler
and menstruums, moving with like

ra|iii!ity, must be where t here is greati'r

height iif powder regardless of breadtii.

in considi.'ring now that ])hase of

contact between menstruum and solid,

called maceration, in connection with

jMircolation, one cannot find any iiiflu-

(Mice at work .arising fi'om a force other

than those simply due to a i)rolongation
of contact before considered. The j>ass-

ing menstruum i.s retarded, thus per-

mitting a longer time for the action of
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the solvent. In treating of this entire

subject let us bear constantly in mind
that our aim is to dissolve solid sub-

stances, and that the various modifica-

tions of the processes are simply iutiu-

ences affecting solution.

If we close the exit of our percolator
at any time during the progress of

percolation, the menstruum within the

percolator will necessarily cease to move

bodily downward. The liquid will thus

remain in direct contact with the

material, and as a consequence the act

of solution will progress in a manner
similar to that exemplified by our

example of the dissolving crystal of

potassium bromide. Hence, it is evident

that no other advantage than those

resulting from longer continued contact

can arise. To guard against any dis-

turbing influence affecting succeeding

pei'colation, caused by an unequal con-

traction of the only partially saturated

powder, it is to be observed that all

particles of material are equally and

j)ermanently surrounded by menstruum.
We must bear in mind that the action

of the menstruum upon the powdered
material in the percolator, which con-

sists of a number of small fragments,
aud that upon the single crystal of

potassium bromide, in the example cited

heretofore, ditfer only in degree ;
its

solvent power affects alike all the

molecules exposed to its influence, and

tlie relative difference is dependent

solely upon the diflerence of the areas

of surface exposed to contact. In fact,

the term molecule implies no definite

idea of size, ana is an expression apply-

ing to something beyond our senses ;

we cannot comjjare the molecules of

a liquid to particles of matter of any
conceivable size. We are forced to

assume that a menstruum is made up of

an inconceivably large number of in-

finitely small particles, which we con-

sider capable of permeating the powder
within the percolator, finding its way
through the capillary channels which
surround the particles of the solid,

circulating around them in obedience to

laws already considered, and according
to influences yet to be mentioned.

During the process of maceration in

the percolator the capillary tubes, as

well as the larger interstices, are

supposed to be filled with liquid ;
if

this liquid be capable of dissolving

wholly or partially the solid, solution

must take place. Each successive move-
ment of contact is found to decrease

the quantity of matter held in solution

until the liquid is saturated or the

solid dissolved. Thus we find the effect

of contact in percolation to be identical

with that in simple maceration.
In percolation, from the instant the

stratum of menstruum commences to

penetrate the material until it escapes,
we have maceration connected with
alteration of the position of the mass of
the liquid. There are continually new
surfaces of contact formed as the liquid

passes downward towards the exit of

the percolator, and in maceration this

phenomenon is also presented. There
is no rest within the vessel while solu-

tion progresses. Mediums of greater

specific gravity than the original men-
struum are constantly forming, which,
obedient to gravity, seek the lowest

portion of the vessel, in turn to be dis-

placed by heavier liquids. In this way,
during maceration numbers of percola-

ting currents are flowing throughout
the capillaries, and between the inter-

stices of the material, as in percolation,
while fresh portions of liquid are con-

tinually coming into contact with new
surfaces, and saturations are giving
way with perfect regularity to those
not saturated.

Thus circulation of currents progresses
and will continue until an equilibrium is

established, as long as there is soluble

matter and unsaturated menstruum
within the percolator, and afterwards
whenever the temperature is permitted
to change. Therefore maceration cannot
be disconnected from percolation, and as

we have seen percolation must include

maceration. Thus the contact of macera-
tion and the contact of percolation are

identical. Reasoning from the foregoing
it may be argued that the expression,
maceration in connection with percola-

tion, is simply an expression to imply
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prolonged contact of liquid with ma-

terial, by which means we may over-

come a defective contact of height of

material within the percolator. Upon
the other hand, increase of height of

]>owder may imply prolonged maceration

of the material with successive portions
of menstruum.
We may be justified in ai-guing that

the iuHuences which modify contact are

of vital interest in the study of percola-
tion ; that the solvent action of a perco-

lating menstruum may be facilitated by

judicious maceration, or by increasing
the perpendicular height of the powder.

Let us now consider the vessel which
contains the material known as the per-
colator. This is of the utmost import-

ance, as the increase and decrease of

diameter governs capacity, subservient

to mathematical laws, which it is neces-

sary to ex;imine.

The percolator controls the height of

powder under like ])ressure. As the

diameter of the percolator decreases it

is responded to by greater, and as it in-

creases by less height, both of powder
and menstruum. Thus, if a cylindrical

percolator be (3 in. in diameter, and a

given amount of liquid or powder occupy
a height of 6 in., the same material will

occupy
—

13J in. in height in a percolator 4 in.

in diameter; 24 in. in height in a per-
colator 3 in. in diameter, and 54 in. in

height in a jjtrcolator 2 in. in diameter.

This is in conformity with tlie mathe-

matical law that the height of both

licjuid and powder increases inversely as

the square of the diameter of the ))cr-

colator; a rule, liowever, which does

not apply to the increase and decrease of

the resultant contact between the ma-
terial and passing liquiil, as a more
careful examination will illustrate.

Let us re|)resent contact by numbers.

If a cylindrical or ])rismatic percolator
be used which has been iilli.'d 1 in. with

a j)owTler, overlving which is alcohol to

the ilejith of 1 in., it is evident that

every i>articlc of the powder which as-

sists to form any perpendicular line f)r

column of the ]iowder 1 in. in height will

be exposed to and come into contact with

every collection of molecules in the line

or column of alcohol perpendicular
above, providing the alcohol passes

directly through the powder from top
to bottom. If we knew the number of

particles of powder and the number of

molecules of alcohol in their respective

columns, by multiplying the numbers to-

gether the product would represent the

individual contacts between particles and
molecules. As before remarked, wecannot
calculate the number of molecules in a

given bulk, therefore we will simply
call the inch of alcohol and the inch of

powder one, and thus by multiplying
one by one we have the product one,
which we will take as unity. If the

powder be 2 in. in de|)th and the alcohol

be 1, or if the alcohol be 2 in. in depth
and the powder 1, the contact will be

twice as great (2x1= 2), and may be

represented by 2. If both are 2 in. in

depth, the contact will be (2x2= 4)
twice as great as the last, or 4 times

that of the tirjt, and may be represented

by 4, and so on. Let us now take a per-
colator and apply the foregoing law of

increase of contact. For the sake of

obtaining even numbers we will consider

a square prism instead of a cylinder,
as the i)rinciple applies alike to either,

althougli in jiractice cylindrical perco-
lators are employed.
The area of the base of a square prism

IG in. in diameter is 16 X 10 or 2[JGsq.
in. If a powder j)roperly moistened for

percolation be jdaced in it to the depth
of 1 in., above which rests 1 in. of alcohol,
there will be 2oG cul). in. of each layer,
and yet being taken as unity wlien the

alcohol has jiassed through the jiowder
the contact will be 1 X 1 = 1, and thus

the contact may only be represented by
one. If a sijuarc )irism Bin. in diameter

be considered, the area of the base will

be G4 sq. in. If lilled with powder to

the depth of 1 in., over which rests 1 in.

in <lc|)th of alcohol, each layer will con-

tain <i4 cul). in. of material, or J the

amount required to fill the IG in. ]]erco-

lator I in. in de|)th. The H-in. jierctda-

tor would therefore have to contain 4 in.

in depth of each alcohol and jjowdcr
before the amount (2jG cub. in.) could
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be reached. Thus the contact will be

4 X 4 = 16.

A prism 4 in. in diameter must be

filled 16 in. in depth with both alcohol

and powder to contain 256 cub. in. of

each material. The contact will conse-

quently be 16 X 16 = 256. Thus con-

tinuing our calculations, we have the

following table which expresses the con-

tact between material and liquid, in each

instance the percolator below being ^ the

diameter of that above :
—

Percolator 16 in. in diameter, alcohol

and powder each 1 in. deep, contact, 1.

Percolator 8 in. in diameter, alcohol

and powder each 4 in. dce]i, contact, 16.

Percolator 4 in. in diameter, alcohol

and powder each 16 in. deep, contact, 256.

Percolator 2 in. in diameter, alcohol

and powder each 64 in. deep, contact,
4096.

Percolator 1 in. in diameter, alcohol

and powder each 256 in. deep, contact,

65,536.
It will be seen that with the percolator

1 in. in diameter there will be 65,536
times as much contact between alcohol

and
] owder, inch for inch, as in the 16-in.

percolator. Thus we find that whereas
the height of both liquid and powder in-

creases inversely as the square of the

diameter of the percolator, the contact

between liquid and powder increases

inversely as the fourth power of the

diameter of the percolator.
As we follow a line of experiments,

the solution or partial solution of one

problem brings us face to face with
others. Thus we are led onward, and
the more thorough our study of the

present, the more important we find it

to carefully note the future. The ut-

most caution is necessary in studying
nature's laws, lest from insutficient data

we hastily generalise. The foregoing

argument regarding the laws of contact

is undoubtedly as accurate, from a

theoretical view, as those of the mathe-
matical increase and decrease of the

capacity of the percolator. In practice,

however, the advantage derived from
increased contact of height between

liquid and powder, is not by any
means as great as the foregoing calcu-

(4)

lations indicate. Counteracting agencies
overcome to a very great e.xtent the

theoretical advantages contact should
aft'oid.

ELECTROTYPING.—The elec-

tro-deposition of metal is much employed
as a means of reproducing printing sur-

faces, especially being adapted for

duplicating engravings and delicate

work rather than ordinary type. The
conduct of the process demands the

provision of 3 separate rooms, for taking
the moulds, working the battery, and

finishing the plates respectively, efficient

ventilation being a primary necessary.
The battery room should not have a

lower temperature than 50°-60° F.

(10°-155° C), and demands the greatest
attention in ventilation.

The fittings comprise a bench 2^-3 ft.

wide, placed in a good light; a small
steam or gas stove, for melting the
wax

;
and a few imposing surfaces.

Also a cupboard for storing the acids

and solutions in proper stoppered jars
or bottles. The floor of the battery
room is best of brick ; a wooden floor

may be covered with sheet lead or a
bed of sawdust 3-4 in. thick, with some
old plaster or mortar distributed

through it. Sabots and a large apron
are desirable for the workman.
The formes should be imposed in

screw chases, made of thick wrought
iron, with a proportion of iron furni-

ture, to withstand the heavy pressure
to which they are subjected.

The pot used for melting the wax
and keeping it liquid generally consists

of a round sheet-iron pedestal 3 ft. high
and 18 in. wide, fitted inside with a
zinc or sheet-iron pan about 18 in. deep.
If a steam jacket is used, it should
surround the whole of the pot; if gas-

heating is adopted, the burners are

restricted to the bottom of the pan.
The iron moulding-boxes generally

measure 10 in. by 13 in. inside, the top
rising 2-3 in. for the connecting-hooks,
and the sides about -i in. to accommodate
the proper depth of was

;
2 holes are

made in the head for connection by
hooks to the copper rods. If the

moulding frame is made with au electric

1'
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connection gripper, the pan is of brass,

and litting inside is a conducting-paii,
attached by clamps to a long bar 2 in.

wide, curved at the end to admit of

hanging on the rods. Tnis latter plan
obviates the stopping-out process, as

only the portion of the pan contain-

ing the wax is subjected to the chemical

action.

The press employed may be either of

the "hydraulic" or of the "toggle"
pattern, according to choice.

The so-called process of " blacklead-

ing" the mould, that is coating it with

graphite, is often performed by hand
;

but a machine for the purpose is advis-

able, as being certainly more economi-

cal, not only in saving labour but also

graphite. When done by hand, a large

])ertentage flies off in dust; but in the

machine, the mould is so effectually
closecl in tliat no waste occurs, the

sur|dus being received in a slanting bo.\

un(lenieatli the table.

The maciiine simply consists of a

large box supported on legs, having in

the 7niddle a table formed of a series of

I'aftors. To this is given a slow motion
to and fro, the driving and reversing

gear being placed at the back of the

box. Fixed to 2 arms extending from
the main shaft is a long brush, the

same width as the table, having a

vibrating motion of about 400 per
minute. Tlie whole is covered in by a

box having a door at the end. The
mould is placed on the travelling

carriage or table, and a quantity of

grai)liite is put over the surface. The
maciiine being set in motion, the

carriage carries the moul(I slowly back-

wards and forwanls ui\dc;r the vibrating

brush, and tlie graiihite by this means
is thoroughly beaten into the mould.
The machine can be worked by hand.

Sometimes, when "
blackleading

"
is

(lone liy hand, a glass-top case is used,
with (iik; end open to admit the mouM
and the hand of the opi'iator. 'J'liis

method saves a certain ^quantity of

>;raphitc, but it in questionable whc-

thei-, considering tlie loss of time caused

by tlie necessarily confined .space, and

awkward position of the operator'a

hand, it is really better tlian the usually

ado[)ted ]>lan of merely placing the

mould on its back, sprinkling the

graphite on the face, and brushing it

well in.

Blackleading brushes are made of

goats' hair, the best quality only
being used, or the moulds are likely to

get damaged. Economy in brushes is

effected by using the blackleading

machine, as the action of the brush is

vertical. In some machines, canvas re-

places wood for the bottom of the box

(under the table) to catch the gra])hite ;

it is fixed somewhat loosely, and slojjing

towards the front. The vibration

caused by the rapid movement of the

brush slightly shakes the canvas, and
the graphite is thus automatically col-

lected at the front or lowest part.
The battery jar is a thick, cylindrical

stone jar, capable of holding about
8 gal.
The depositing trough must be of a

size adapted to the amount of work to

be performed. It matters little what
its length is, but it should be at least

3 ft. deej>, and wiile enough to take 2

4to moulds suspended on tlio same rod.

The trough must be of sullicient de]ith
to afford space under the bottom of the

moulds for the sediment of the solution

to settle without touching the wax, as

the co])per of the solution becomes
denser at the bottom, and if the moulds
were to be allowed to dip too low, the

deposit would be uneven, being much
thicker at the base, while the quality of

the metal would be inferior. The

trough should be made of wood, about

li-'J in. thick, firmly boltcil together
• 111 the outside. Various materials are

used for the lining, thick ]ilate-glass

being .sometimes adopted. In this case

the joints should be made with marine

glue, Canada balsam, or gntta-])ercha ;

the wh(de can be cemented to the wood

by liquid as))hMltiim or ]iitch. It may,
however, be urged against tiiis method
of lining, that the joints are a])t to
"

))erish
"

by the action of tlie acids;
and should a mould by accident fall into

the solution, tin-re is a )irolial)iIity
• of

the glass becoming cracked, tjhect lead,

i
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with the joints well burned together, is

the best material
;
solder is destroyed

in time.

Several methods will su£rs;est them-
selves for securing the rods which

support the copperplate and the moulds.

Thus a copper rod about f in. thick may
be placed on each side of the trough,

extending from end to end, the wires or

copper bands secured to these rods, and

the electricity passed to the copper

plates and moulds
;

the connections

being made at the end near the battery,
one rod to the zinc or positive, and the

other to the silver or negative pole. Or,
on the top of the side of the trough,
near the wall, may be secured 2 long

copper bands about ^ in. thick and 1§ in.

wide, to which may be soldered, at

proper intervals, ui)right sockets, in

which one end of the rods rests, the

other end being supported by nicks cut

into the wood on the other side of the

trough ;
one band being connected to

the zinc and the other to the silver of

the battery. But always take care to

secure the rods in such a manner as to

prevent their being accidentally shifted

while the battery is in operation.
The sheet-copper bands which conduct

the electricity from the battery to the

trough should be about -^V in. thick and
1 in. wide

;
wire has not sufficient body

to carry the necessary amount ofcurrent.

Their width is regulated by the extent

of plate surface in the battery, but it is

important that the bands shall be

large enough, or the deposit is apt to be

retarded
;
better have them too large

than too small.

The surface of the depositing trough
must be perfectly free, hence the con-

ductors should be so secured as not to

interfere with placing the moulds. A
9-in. board may be first fixed to the
wall at the back of the trough and

battery, and the copper bands screwed
flat to it until they reach the point
where the connections are made. When
electrotyjiing is done on a large scale it

is advisable to have more than one con-

nection from the battery, so that the
current may be of uniform strength
throughout the solution. After the

first connection is made, the conductors

are carried along to the centre of the

trough, where the second junction can

be effected. If the depositing vat is

large, and this plan is not adopted, the

deposit is liable to be thicker and more

rapid at the end than in the centre of

the solution.

For supporting the moulds and

copper plates in the depositing trough,
rods J in. in diameter are used, slightly
shorter than the width of the trough,
so as not to hang over, or they will

interfere with the workman
; they are

commonly made of brass, but copper is

more durable, as the zinc in the brass

quickly becomes afl'ected, and after the

rods have been a little time in use,
corrosion sets in.

Copper binding-screws are employed
for securing the zinc plates and con-

necting the wires. The moulds are

hung from the rods in hooks of copper
wire about J in. thick, well turned up
at the ends, to admit of the moulds being
moved without slipping off. A thick

deposit of copper will form on the ends

of the hooks if they are allowed to

touch the solution, and must be re-

moved with emery paper or a file; the

copper rods may be cleaned in the same

way.
Be sure always to have a good supply

of water in the battery room
;
also a

lead-lined trough beneath the tap. At
one end of the trough, fix an inclined

board, covered with sheet lead, on which
to clean the moulds before putting them
into the trough. A useful accessory is

12-18 in. of rubber pipe, with a fine

rose at the end. Nail a fillet along the

outer edge of this board to keep the

water from running on the floor.

The metal pot is rectangular in form
and usually I'ather large, to admit of

the backing-pans being lodged on the
surface of the metal witli little difficulty.
Fumes from the molten metal may be

carried off by suspending a large sheet-

iron funnel immediately over the pot,
and providing it with an outlet into a

flue or chimney. The pans may be

either lifted by hand on to the metal,
or swung from a suspended framework,

P 2
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on which a small carriage can travel,
about 4 ft. above the pot.
The iron backing-pans are of a size to

accommodate 2 demy-4to shells, with a

handle at each end for the hooks on the

travelling carriage to hold by. But the

backing of shells, in almost all instances,
is done by placing the backing-pan, con-

taining the newly-tinned shell, on the

ii'on surface, and pouring metal from
the ladle.

Besides the melting pot for wax for

"building
"
purposes, another must be

provided on a separate bench for "
stop-

ping-out
"
the back and those portions

of the moulds where no deposit is re-

quired. An iron or leaden slab should

be placed near, on which the moulding
])an can rest, and on which the super-
fluous wax may run

;
the latter can

then be easily scrajied fron; the surface

and replaced in the pot. A wooden
balk is liable to become quickly indented

by the moulds, and the wax, filling the

holes thus made, renders the task of

cleaning more dillicult. A brush, simi-

lar to that used for blackleiuling grates,
is employed for "stopping-out." Waste
wax and dross from the melting pots,
which may contain a small j)ercentige
of copper, should be collected and sold.

Preparing the Forme.—If high spaces
have not been used by the jirinter, the

pages must be floated in i)last(,'r
of Paris

in the same manner as described on p.

219.

Work for electrotyping is generally
sent to foundry imjiosed in small chases ;

2 or more 8vo jiages may be jilaced

together, with type -high furniture

between. If screw chases and ty])e-

high furniture, already described, have
not been used, the forme must be
"
dropped

"
u|)on the imposing surface,

and reimposod, lirst carefully examining
on the inside, that no dirt be adher-

ing.
When the forme is sci-ewcd-up, the

face of the tyi)e is well brushed over

with lye, to remove dirt from the

beards of the letters, then dririi antl

jilaned thoroughly, taking ran- that all

the spaces are pushi'd down. N<'Xt the

type in brushed over with yrajihite,

until the surface is perfectly bright ;

this assists in the separation of the
wax when lil'ting, after the impression
is taken, and to some extent it ensures

the graphite finding its way into all

portions of the mould.
If there are wood-blocks in the type,

the page should be examined to ascer-

tain whether they are of the same

height as the type. If not, they must
be underlaid with glazeboard. Turpen-
tine should be used for cleaning wood-
blocks prior to moulding, as it causes no

warping. After blackleading, be sure
that no dust remains on the surface.

Preparing the Mou'ding Pan.—
Jleantime the moulding-pan will have
been filled with a comjiosition made

by mixing 20 lb. beeswax with o lb.

^'enice turpentine and i lb. graphite,

keeping it perfectly free from dirt.

Several frames at once are laid upon
the iron imposing-surface and filled to

the level of the sides of the frnme
;

if it

sinks on cooling, more is added till the

frame is full. Any that Hows over the

sides speedily soliililles, and may bo put
back into the melting pot. Air-bubbles
must be carefully and quickly removed.
As the wax rapidly becomes solid, the

pouring should be iierformeil as speedily
as possible ;

if allowed to become thick,
the surface will nut be level. Shoubl
the wax seem inclined to crack in cool-

ing, owing to a low air temperature, a

little more Venice or virgin turpentine

may be added.

Moutditig.
—As soon as the mould and

forme are ready for moulding, jiuU the
table of the press forward, so as to

allow of the pages being properly placed
in the centre, and wipe it i>erfectly
clean. Before j)utting the moulding
frame on again, carefullj- examine the

surface of the type to ascertain if it be

finite clean. Taking tlie moulding
frame, one end in ca<h hand, lay it face

downwards on the forme, so that the

impression will be taki-n in the centre

of the wax. Pressure is a|i]ilied till

the required de])th is obtained, as deter-

niiiR'(i by cxpcriiMHe. If the mould
is not deej) enouijli, the work of the

finisher is greatly augmented, owing to
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the extra amount of "building-up
"

re-

quired ; if too deep, the fare of the

mould is npt to be torn when lifted.

After the pressing, the wax will be

found to be forced out unevenly all

round the edge of the moulding frame.

Raising the mould from the forme is

the most difficult operation, performed

by the aid of 2 jiieces of flat iron about

1 in. wide and ^ in. thick, fitted into

handles, with the ends turned up, the

bend resting on the chase or furniture,

forming a lever. The irons must be

placed under the head and foot, and on

no account should the sides be attempted
first, or the wax will be torn from be-

tween the letters
;
when the mould is

loosened, the sides may be slighth' and

very gently raised, or tire wax will tear.

When every pait of the mould is disen-

gaged, the frame is taken by the head and

foot, and perpendicularly lifted from the

face of the forme. If perfect, it is ready
to be prepared for the depositing trough.

Clav dispenses with the assistance of

a press, and obviates the necessity of

floating low-spaced formes prior to tak-

ing the impression in wax, by using a

thick iron "
registering-frame," slightly

higher than the chase, fitted in>ide

with 2 long set-screws at right angles,
with somewhat large heads, and an

ordinary Albion press with the tym-
pan removed. The register -frame is

placed on the bed, and blackleaded,

the forme is placed inside. The face of

the tvpe is covered with a piece of

calico
;
on this is laid a thia piece of

rubber sheetinc:, then the pan containing
the wax, care being taken to push the

sides of the pan flush to the set-screws

in the register-frame. On pulling a

light impression and lifting the wax,
it will be found that the " whites

" have

been almost suffitiently raised. The
rubber and calico are next discarded, and

the wax-pan is placed directly on the

type, the edges of the pan being pushed
close to the heads of the set-screws to

ensure the wax falling exactly in the

same place. If a moderate impression
is pulled, the mould will be found suffi-

ciently deep and sharp, equalling one

produced by a press. In the case of

type electros, this plan possesses the

advantages of being quicker, less

troublesome, and saving in time and
material.

Greater difficulty is experienced in

moulding open or rule work than with
other kinds of formes

;
the pressure

must not be too severe, or it is probable
that the mould will be torn in separating.
Brass rules lor work to be electrotyped
are specially made with a wide shoulder,
which prevents the rule itself cutting
too deeply into the wax.

For moulding casts taken from elec-

troplates, an iron slab about | in. thick

should be provided as a bed on which
the plate is supported on the table of

the press. Mounted electros should

first be removed from the wood, as the

block may be "
spongy

"
or uneven, bj'

forcing a thin chisel between the plate
and the wood.

In separating the plate from the wax,
the plate is lifted from the wax by lay-

ing the moulding frame on its back, and

inserting a thin chisel between the wax
and the electro, gently raising at the

head and foot till thoroughly loosened,
when the sides may be treated in the

same manner. Woulding from an elec-

troplate of a cut is rather more difficult

than from a wood-block, as the fine

w'ork is invariably shallow. If great
care be not taken in the examination of

the mould, when the plate is finished it

will be found necessary either to repeat
the process or partially re-engrave the

work.

Building.
—The moulded wax im-

pression is handed to the "
builder,"'

whose duty is to remove the super-
fluous wax from the sides, neatlv trim

them, and "
build-up

"
the low parts or

*' whites
"

in the page. The amount of

work required in finishing the plate

greatly depends upon the manner in

which this operation is performed. The
wax that has been forced out round the

edges is cut away with a knife, as low
as the edge of the moulding frame will

permit. Then molten wax is run into

the hollows, such as the quad lines in

paragraphs, the spaces on either side of

the title and at the head of the page, tg
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ensure these portions being snfiiciently

low in the shell to prevent them black-

ing in the printing, as of course the

higher these spaces are raised on the

mould, the deejior they become in the

electro.

A handy tool for stopping out small

spots is made by twisting copper wire

round a short stick, the ends being al-

lowed to hang over the end. The wire

on the body of the stick is warmed, and

when sufficiently hot, a piece of wax is

pressed against it ; on inclining the

point to the desired spot, the wax will

run in.

The wax melting pot should bo near

the " builder's
"
hand. As tlie wax solidi-

fies immediately it is taken from the jiot,

especially in cold weather, the knife

must be kept hot by holding it in the

gas-flame before taking up the wax.

With the warm knife, lift a small por-
tion of the liquid from the jiot, and

slightly decline the point in the hollows,

moving the knife with a rapid but

smooth motion above the parts to be

built up. Great nicety and steadiness

are required in doing this: if the wax
is too hot, it will flow too freely, and

probably run on to the impression ;
if

it becomes chilled, it will be sluggish
and run unevenly.

Fragments ot wax tha*; may be

found on the top of the sjiaces must be

removed, but unless done in a clean and

shar|) manner, will cause an ultimate

defect
; they may, however, .sometimes

be softened down by passing a gas-flame

rapidl'i over the entire surface of the

mould.
If low s]iaces have been used, and the

forme has not lj(>i:n ih)ated jirior to

mouidins;, the work of the "builder"
is greatly augmented. The removal

of the wax spaces becomes a long and

tedious job, and the risk of spoiling the

mould is considei'ably incrcasi.'d. A
sharp fbit knife, slightly warmed, should

be useii for the purpose, and tin- pi(!ces

cut away uniformly. l>ut it i.s never

advisable to take a mould from a low-

(ipnced forme (except by Clay's j)rocess),

ns floating takes less time than removing
the wax from the

8j)accs,

Blackleading.
—Wax being a non-con-

ductor of electricity, it is necessary to

cover the surlace of the mould with
some substance that is not only a con-

ductor, but can be applied without dis-

torting or damaging the wax. Gra-

phite or "
blacklead," as it is more com-

monly called, is not only an excellent

conductor, but can also be easily and

safely deposited on the surfice of the

mould.

The graphite must be perfectly pure,
well ground, and free from grit. Jf it

is not, the surfaces of the moulds are

liable to be scratched or otherwise

injured in the brushing. The best plan
is to sifc it through a very tine gauz-e
sieve prior to using. No metallic de-

posit will take place except on the

spots coated by the blacklead. Brush-

ing the mouhl with blacklead prior to

making the mould, somewhat assists the

operation, but the pressure forces u]) to

the surface a quantity of wax which
must also be coated.

The conduct of the operation of black-

loading has been already described on

p. 21U.

The blacklead is entirely removed
from the surface, whicli should be

gently polished by the goats' -hair

brush, until it attains a bright metallic

lustre.

titopping-ont.
—The mould is next

"stoiiped out," by brushing li(|uid wax
on those portions of the frame and wax

upon which no deposition is intended ti>

take place. With a brush dipi)ed in

the liquid wax, thoroughly cover the

back and sides, and that portion of the

front that is not ini]ir('ssed. It is also

necessary to ex<lude all the minute air-

buMilis that are jirobably attached to

jiortions of the face of the mould. If

this were not done effectually, the shell

would be ruined by minute jierfora-
tioTis. It is ]ii'rfonued by jdacing the

mould face U]nvards in a ]ian, cover-

ing it with aliout .'i in. of w;itei', and

directing streams of water on to the

mould through the rose. Tlie operation
also removes any remaining ])nrticles of

LTaphite. It is n good plan to .add a

little alcohol to the water, as it has a
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great affinity for the wax, and in the

action of rising to the surface displaces

the air.

The Deposit.
—^The mould is now ready

for immersion in the battery trough.
A full account of the electro-deposit-

ing process will be found in '

Workshop
Receipts,' First Series, pp. 170-235.

Galvanic batteries and dynamo ma-
chines are also described in

'

Workshop
Receipts,' Third Series, pp. 117-38.

A substantial electrotype or shell

should be obtained in 10-15 hours. To

test the thickness of the shell, the mould

may be lifted from the solution, and a

corner of the copper sliglitly raised

from the wax by a knife. The usual

thickness is about -J^ in. When pro-

perly backed, any number of impressions

may be obtained from such a plate. A
thin shell is more secure on its backing
than a thick one ; being light in texture,

it is better able to adapt itself to the

metal. If, when the mould is taken

out, the deposit is found not to be

sufficiently thick, rinse it well in water

and replace it till done
;
then wash it

in cold water, lay' it on the inclined

board near the sink, and pour hot water

on the back, when the copper will imme-

diately disengage from the wax. If, on

holding the plate up to the light, many
holes are seen, the defect may generally
be attributed to faulty blackleading, and

a new electro will ihave to be taken
;

if there are but few, the plate may be re-

l^ired by the picker when finishing.

A number of shells may be backed at

one time, and sufficient metal should be

in readiness. As the backing metal and

the copper shell have no affinity for

each other, it is necessary to employ a

medium to unite them. Granulated

tin, mixed with lead, is generally em-

ployed. Take equal parts of lead and

tin, and when in a molten state pour
the metal tlirough a fine gauze net,

allowing it to fall into a pail of water.

The backing-metal is made by melting

together 91 parts lead, 5 of antimony,
and 4 of tin. Less antimony is used

than for stereotype plates, because it

has a great affinity for tin, and has a

tendency, if in too great a proportion,

to take it up from the shell. The
"
peeling

"
of the shells is sometimes

owing as much to this cause as to an

insufficiency of granulated tin. Back-

ing-metal can be bought ready made.
The backing-pans are allowed to rest

on the surface of the metal pot until

they are hot, before placing the shells

in position. Meantime the latter are

arranged on the iron surface, and any
tendency to curl at the sides or ends

may be cured by laying stereo-clumps
on the edges. With a stift' brush cover
the back with muriatic acid, and

sprinkle so much granulated tin as will,
when melted, cover the entire surface.

To muriatic acid used for soldering
mitst be added \ water, and as much
zinc (amalgamated) as it will take up;
also a little borax or sal-ammoniac.

Lowering the shells in the backing-

pan on to the starface of the metal, the
tin soon melts, covering the whole of

the shell with an even film. Wherever
it fails to touch, a piece of solder must
be applied, as the metal will not adhere
in the bare places. The copper must
not be allowed to become superheated,
or it will oxidise.

The shell being properly covered
with tin, skim the dross from the sur-

fice of the metal, and test the latter as

described on p. 220. Pour metal on the

shells, commencing at one corner, and

gradually advancing over the entire

surfice, until the necessary thickness is

attained. Set the pan aside to cool,
when the plates can be taken out and

placed iu racks ready for finishing.

Any small pieces of metal found between
the lines, or between the hollows of the

letters, nwy be easily removed with a

bodkin.

Trimming and Bevelling.
— A good

plate should be perfect on the surface,
level on the back and front, square, and
have bright, clean, and accurately-
bevelled edges. On being taken from
the pan, it is trimmed as close as

will leave sufficient metal to form a

good bevel. If several are backed

together, they are separated by the

circular saw before trimming. Any
depressions or "sinks" must be marked
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with a pair of callipers, properly-

adjusted to the thickness of the

plate ;
then lay the plate face down-

wards on a clean smooth iron surface,

and with a polished and flat-headed

hammer beat the places carefully.
Practice will soon enable the oar to dis-

tinguish when the spot has been beaten

up to the level of the slab, by the hard

metallic sound. Next, with a small

planer 15 in. square, plane the back all

over, when the jjlate will be ready for

the lathe, as described on p. 2L"2. It is

not necessary to put i)aper between the

face of the lathe and the plate, as the

copper is sufficiently tough to resist

injury with fair usage, and can be

better secured without. The knives

should take otf sufficient m(>t:il toreiluce

the {)late to within a thick lead of the

thickness ultimately required.
All superfluous metal is sawn off,

allowing a margin 1 great primer in

width from the edge of the type. The

plate is then ready for the |)laning

machine, where it is finally reduced to

standard thickness, as described on p.

222.

The bevelling may be done either by
hand or on Mauley's machine. If the

latter be used, trinuiiing is unnecessary.
In bevelling by hand, the knife should

be sharp, in order that the cut may be

clean
;
steadiness of motion in working

should be aimed at. The metal may be

easily taken off with an ordinary amount
of care.

J\[</untinf/.
— If the electro is to be

mounted on wood, the bevel need only
be sufficiently wiile to afford a sub-

stantial hohi for the )>ins. Mahogany
is the best wood for mounting on. A
quantity should be j)urchasi'il and stored

in a dry j)lai(',
so as to Ijccome tho-

roughly .seasoned before use. The libick

must be a trifle thicker than is aljso-

lutcly required, to admit of trimming
down in the lathe, a gauge lieing kept
for the jiurpose. French jiins witii

very small lieads are best for fistcniiig

the plate to the woocl. After fastening

the hides, one or two nails shoulil be

driven into the bo<iy of the plate, in

the " whites." It i» almost impossible

to repair the surface when the plate
has once been fastened on the wooden
mount.

Pickinij.
—The picker works at a

bench j)laced in a woU-Jit position, su])-

porting a leaden slab, aiiout i in. tliick

and 1- in. square, with a small rectan-

gular hole near one coi'ner for use when

punching. A double gas bracket is fixed

at the l)ack of the bench, one arm being
for lighting the workman, and the

other to sujjply gas for his blowpipe
apparatus.

The picker's fu'st duty is to chip down
the " whites" of the plate, so that they
shall not take the ink in jirinting.
Where much work is done, tliis process
is jierformed by a routing machine with
vertical steel cutters.

Tlie next object of attention will be

injuries to the working surface of the

l)late. A battered letter may sometimes
be repaired by forcing up the sides of

the injured jiart, making a small hole

underneath with a fine bodkin, and then

forming a firm line. If a word or

letter be much damaged, types must be

inserted, thus :
—

Lay the plate on its back, and with a
small chisel cut away the letters as

deeply as jxissiblc ;
bore a hole through

the plate, tiiat the exact sjiot may be

indicated on the back
;
turn the plate

on its face, and cut away the metal until

a hole is made almost large enough for

the type ; file the ))erforation to the

jiroper size, ensuring that the hole is

exactly cviMi with the line of the jdate;

push the letter in from the back and

carefully examine that it be in its proper

position. The hole should not be made

larger than is ab.-.olutely reauired, or

dilliculty may be experienced in fixing
tlu! type for soldering; in that case,

the type may be tem]iiirarily secured by

forcing a ])ortion of the metal of the

plate on one side or the other by the

bodkin. When the letter is ])roporly in

position, ta]) it on its end, and the plate
on either side, to ensure its being

exactly of the same height as the sur-

face
;

then saw the protruding liody of

the letter away flush to the iiack of the

plate; again csaminc it on the surface,
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to make sure that it has not been shifted

in the cutting ;
then scrape the metal

aronnd the insertion, apply a little

dilute muriatic acid, and melt the solder

on the place by the blowpipe, removing
superfluous solder with a rasp. Many
hints on soldering will be found in
'

Workshop Receipts,' Third Series.

When electros of cuts are soldered to

a plate, or inserted in the text, in

steieotypes or electrotypes, great care

is required in joining the metal that

the soldering be thoroughly done.

Before repairing batters at the edges
of a plate, it is a good plan to solder a

piece of metal along the side to support
the type, taking it away after the let-

teis are properly secured.

Gauginij Mounted Electros.—Jlouuted

electros should be cleanly planed along
the sides and edges by the block and

])lane. For adjusting them to their

proper height, a long plane is necessary,
the box of which should be about 3 ft.

long, the knife being nearly in the

centre. A shooting-block must be

made, with raised ])ieces of wood at

either side, and exactly tyi}e high, which
is tested by passing it under a gauge
consisting of an iron slab, having a

kind of bridge in the centre, the exact

height of type. If the block is higher,

place it face downwards on the shooting-

block, securing it on either side by
wooden wedges ; then take a shaving otf

the back by the long plane, the ends

being allowed to rest on the side-sup-

ports, which prevent too much being
taken off. Electros should be mounted
rather low than otherwise.

STEREOTYPING.—When mat-
ter has been set up in type, it is often

desirable to reproduce it in a form more
convenient for handling, while at the

same time liberating the type for further

use. Hence has arisen the art of stereo-

typing, or reproducing the type surfoce

in solid plates of metal. There are two
methods in which this is performed,

differing essentially in the material

forming the moulds. They are known

respectively as the Plaster and the

Paper processes.

Plaster process.
—la this, the

older but less adopted process, the
moulds are formed of plaster of Paris.

Among the advantages of this method
are that the castings produced have
much sharper and deeper outlines

;
on

the other hand, the mould is destroyed
in releasing the casting, and the opera-
tion occupies a longer time and is more

expensive.

Apparatus.—The metal-pot, of a con-

venient size for immersing the dipping
pans, is best iixed against a wall, to

facilitate handling the pans by means
of a crane. The oven for baking the

mould may adjoin the melting pot, and
be fitted with several shelves. A good
arrangement is an ordinary low brick

furnace surmounted by a square oven
about 3 ft. wide and 4—5 ft. high,
bricked in, and havinoj the fuinace iiue

carried round the back and sides. The
door covers the whole front of the oven,
and an iron shelf 8-10 in. wide, is fixed

beneath it on a level with the bottom

shelf, for convenience in sliding the
articles in and out. The floor of the
oven should be reserved for heating
pans and plates befoi-e casting, and
never for baking the plaster moulds, as

its temperature is unequal, and would
cause uneven shrinkage and conseqixent
destruction of the mould.

Fig. 175.

The plates are cast in dipping pans
(Fig. 175), 3-4 in. deep, oblong, and
with sloping sides, on which are

sockets a to admit the clam])s by whiclj
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the pans are swung from the crane.

The cover b may be flat or slightly

domed, the corners c being cut off to

admit the metal. The lid is held in

place by the screw d and the hinged
clamp e. The floating plate, of 5-in.

iron, fits loosely into the dipping pan.
The trough for cooling the dipping

pan and its contents is placed beside the

metal-j)ot, in a ])osition to admit of the

crane easily depositing its charge. It

should be about 4 ft. long and 2 ft.

wide, and stand slightly below the top
of the metal-pot ;

4 iron bars, f in.

thick and 2 in. wide, are fixed across,

sulliciontly near each other to allow of

2 dij)ping pans being placed on them at

one time. A few pieces of thick flannel,
or similar substance, secured round the

bars will admit of the moisture being
communicated gradually to the hot pan.
Some molten metal freriuently falls into

the trough from the corners of the

dip]iing ]ian during suspension, and from
tiie ladle while filling; the trough should
be cleaned up at intervals, and the

cleanings thrown into the metal-pot,
but not while the metal contained

in it is heated. A good plan is to

sweep the foundry and clean out the

cooling trough every night, and to

transfer the sweepings to the metal-pot,

ready for melting on the following

ninrning.
Tlie ])laster matrix is taken from the

forme in a moulding frame, which in

ap]iearancc beai's a close resemblance to

an ordinary chase
;

but the 4 sides

facing the type are bevelled inwards,
80 that when the jilaster hardens it is

equally su])]iorted on all sides.

The Inrmc.-; are ])laced for moulding
on an iron surface fixed .against a wall.

It shoujil be long enough for several

moulds to be i)re])arod in immediate suc-

cession. The iron surface may be re-

jiiaced by a slab of stereo metal, 1 in.

tiiick, well ])l.ined on the surface, ami

arranged along an ordinary woodon
balk

;
in this latter case, the surface of

the slab should be freciuently examined,
to luscertain whether there are any
indentations, which would necessitate

their being either replaned or discarded,

as the type might sink into the cavities

when planed down, and render the

mould imperfect.
The dipping pan, after cofiling, is

placed on a block 4 ft. high and o ft.

wide, where the mould is knocked out
of the pan, the corners of the cast are

detached by the mallet, and the plate
is thus set free.

Brushes are needed for cleaning the

tyjie, removing the plaster from the

surface, and oiling ;
small steel straight-

edges, for taking off the superfluous

jilaster from the back of the newly-made
mould

; chisels, for raising the mould-

ing frames from the forme, ami releasing
the plate from the metal

;
a strong

barrel, with lid, for the storage of the

plaster in a dry place ;
and several tin

cans for mixing the composition.

Frepai'iiKj the Metal.—Several recipes
for the composition of alloys for cast-

ing stereotype jdates will be found in
'

Workshop Keceii)ts,' Third Series, p. .'i.'}.

In general terms it consists of lead with
about 12-18 per cent, ofantimony added
to produce the necessary degree of

hardness. It may be bought in blocks

ready fir use, which is the better jilan
in all but large estaldishments, as some
skill is required to ensure making a good
quality of metal, and without that

(juality satisfictory work is impossible.
The furnace ami jjot for melting the

metals and making the alloy, as well

as for heating the metal ready for cast-

ing, should be completely encased in a

hood of sheet iron, with a fine leading
from the toj), which flue may be utilised

for convoying a certain amount of heat

to the drying oven. The hood must
have a door in the front to permit the

metal to bestirred, skimmeil, and ladled

out.

Before making the alloy, the lead is

melted alone (irht, and thoro\ighly freed

fr(jm the dirt and dross which collect on
the surface, by means of a skimmer,
consisting of a disc of ])erforat(!d sheet

iron with a rim and short handle. Tho
addition of a small quantity of oil or

grease to the molten metal will much
l;i<:ilifate the liberation a.nd removal of

the dross. When the lead is i)erfectly
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clean, it is cast into blocks ready for

remelting to make the alloy.
In conducting this latter operation,

the lead is again placed first in the pot,

melted, and well skimmed, taking es-

pecial care that no zinc is allowed to

contaminate it. When quite clean, t'he

proper proportion of antimony is added,
that being, for every 100 lb. of lead, 18

lb. for the plaster process, but only 12

lb. for the paper process. If the molten

alloy, after being well stirred to mingle
the two metals, be found to exhibit a

tendency to adhere to the sides of the

pot and to the tools plunged into it,

this may be taken as a sign of poor

quality and the necessity for adding
more antimony. Having secured a good

quality of metal, it will be fit for cast-

ing at about 600^ F. (316^ C). Experi-
enced workmen estimate the tempera-
ture by holding the hand at a distance

above the pot, instead of having recourse

to a pyrometer, but a novice would

need to resort to the more scientific

method until accustomed to judge of the

heat.

In making stereotyping metal in the

foundry, a quantity should be mixed at

one time, as the plaster process demands

much material always in use. The

manufacture of the alloy considerably
interferes with the casting, and the

dipping should never be commenced
without a sufficient supply being avail-

able. In most foundries where mixing
is carried on to any extent, a separate

pot is provided for the purpose, taking
care that it is well closed in by an iron

hood, before described, just sufiicient

opening being left for the long iron fur

mixing.
The broken metal, if of good quality,

should present a sparkling appearance ;

if it is dull, sufficient antimony has not

been added, and plates made from such

metal will lack sharpness of outline.

Preparing the Forme.—The first step is

to subdivide the forme, if possible, so as

to have plates of minimum size. The
forme is laid on the imposing surface,

unlocked, slightly damped, and re-im-

posed in smaller chases with type-high

clumps to replace the furnituve round

the pages, noting that the lower side of

the clumps must come next to the type.

Every precaution must be observed to

prevent types falling out, and to ensure

the matter being securely locked up and
level.

Low spaces and quads must all be

raised to the level of the height of the

shanks of the letters prior to moultling;
therefore it is desirable to employ high-

spaced founts when plaster casts are to

be taken. Besides being originally more

costly, however, the high spaces would
be a source of much trouble if the type
should be required for working from.

"
Filling-up

"
is effected by pouring

plaster having a pasty consistence over

the surface of the forme, and rubbing it

down by hand. When this has been

evenly and thoroughly performed, and
before the plaster has completely set,

the whole is gone over with a moderately
stiff brush, to remove the plaster from
the beards of the letters.

The pages having been examined for

imperfections, the forme is set to dry
thoroughly in a rack specially provided.
If a number of formes are to be cast, it

is well to fill them all at one time. 'I'he

plaster being dry, the forme is laid on

the imposing surface, which must be

perfectly clean, and the face is again

brushed, so that any small detached
crumbs of jilaster may be cleared away.

Before oiling, it is absolutely essen-

tial that the face of the type be both

clean and dry. When this is the case,

carefully apply some olive oil on a soft

brush, sometimes adding a small pro-

portion of turps if the oil is very thick.

The oil must adhere in every part, or

the cast will come away in an imperfect
condition—pieces of plaster remaining
attached to the unoiled spots. The oil

answers a double purpose, preventing
the adhesion of the mould to the type as

well as hindering the moisture of the

fresh composition from affecting the

plaster already used in filling-up the

forme.

Cisting the Mould.—On the locking-

up furniture round the type are placed

pieces of tin about 1^ in. wide and of

^

various lengths, destined to provide ;v
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perfectly flat surface for the casting

frame, and to stop the thiu plaster from

running. The casting frame is adjusted
in position round the pages, after the

sides hare been oiled. Then, in an iron

or tin pot kept for the purpose, is mixed
a sutKciency of plaster to a creamy con-

sistence
;
this is poured upon the face of

the tvpe, and carefully forced in by a

pad of folded blanket, called a " dabber."

In this way the air is expelled from
between the j)laster and the face of the

type. Then more [lasty plaster is added,
and well rubbed in by hand, to ensure

the plaster occupying the smallest inter-

stices, when the surface of the tyjie will

be completely covered with a film of

plaster.
Next a further quantity of the com-

jiosition is mixed somewhat thicker, and

enough of it is poured on the forme to

entirely till the casting frame. As the

jdaster hardens very rajiidly, every
means must be taken to prevent small

lumps from forming, both on the hands

and in the mixing pot ;
after each

Operation, the hanils and pot should be

well washed. Whilst the plaster re-

mains liquid, the surface is scraped with

a straight-edge level with the toj) of tlie

casting frame, after which the mould is

allowed to stand for 5 minutes; by this

time, it will have ])artially hardened,
when the back may be scraped again.
Should the mould not be of uniform

thickness throughout, it is apt to be

cracked by the ))res>ure of the molten

metal in the dipjiing pan. Success is

almost entirely dependi-'Ut upon the

quality and manipulation of the plaster.

JiCiiioviiiii the Mould. — When tiic

mould lia.s stood some 15-20 minutes, it

should have Ijecome sulliciently firm fur

lifting from the type. Forked trndn

with short handlesare used Utr this ]iur-

jMj.se,
one in each hand, the fKiints being

carefully inserted between the casting
frame and the chase. The operation di.'-

mands the gentlest can?
;
if force is exert eel

luieveiily, small jiortiuns of pla^ter will

break olf and spoil the mould. Afti'r

detaching one cud of the frame, tiie

other end is looseneil in the .same m;inuer
;

tbvQ the wl)ole can be lifted oil' the

forme, being supported by the protruding
bevel of the casting frame. After re-

moval of the mould, the tvpe should

pr sent a jierfectly clean face, not a par-
ticle of plaster appearing among the

type.

Baking the Mould.—When the mould
has stood for a few minutes, with the

aid of a knife cut a small groove round
the back, towards the iron frame. Turn
the mould on its back, and lightly tap
the frame, when the plaster will drop
out in its entirety. Sujierfluous plaster
is trimmed ofl" with the knife, and
notches are cut on the top sides of the

plaster rim, that the molten metal may
gain admissiim to the face when put into

the dipping ]ian.

Ihe plaster cast is next baked in the

oven, whose proper heat is about -100° V.

(204-°C.). The mould is introduced

between 2 of the partitions in the oven
on its side, and allowed to remain for

about li hour, by which time it will

have become sulliciently baked, and will

assume a brownish hue. Meantime the

dipping pot and floating plate are likewise

put into the oven, on the bottom shelf",

in order that they may attain the same
heat as the mould.

Testinij the Met d.—Before jiouring,
it is necessary to test the metal, as un-

less it is hot enough, it will not flow

freely under the cast, and the plates will

lack sharjniess or become chilled
;

if too

hot, the mould is liable to crack when
inunersed. The test mostly applied is

that of inserting a i>iece of paper in the

metal, when the jiaper should acquire a

straw colour. If the metal is too hot, the

<lrau';;ht of the fire must be recluccd or a

little cold metal ailded. The dipping ]>ot

or casting ]ian, when sulliciently heated,
is slid along thi; iron sludf to the front

of the metal-pot, and the floating jilate,

which is of the same size as the bottom
of tiie ])an, is put inside, the workman
being ]>roviil(;d with pails of thick flannel

while handling them.

Castiwj the Plutc.—The first precau-
tion is to ensure that the pan, plate, and
mould are of nearly one uniform tem-

jierature: if the |ilate is c<dder than the

<ast it will cause a suddep contraction
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of the latter
;

if warmer, a sudden ex-

pansion, either of which will probably
track or warp it. Some workmen prefer
to heat the Hoating plate by immersion

in the molten metal. There must be no

delay between placing the dipping pot in

jiosition, the floating plate inside, the

mould on the top, and fastening the lid.

After removing the cast irom the oven,

should anything unforeseen occur to pre-

vent its being immediately placed in the

dijiping pot, it must be put back in the

oven till heated again, together with

the pot and plate.
Should the cast be much smaller than

the floating plate, small ])laster cubes,

jireviously prepared, may be placed
round the sides, to prevent it moving
.nbout in the pan. The cover is next

put on and secured by means of the

clamps and screw, the clamps attached

to the chain on the crane being fastened

into the sockets on the side of the pan.
The ratchet is wound up and the whole

is swung above the metal-pot, then

gently lowered until the top is on a

level "with the surface of the metal. By
tilting the clamps with one hand, the

side of the dipping pan is gently dipped
at one corner into the metal, allowing
the latter to flow in only at one corner,

so that the air maybe driven out at the

other openings, the pan being entirely
immersed only after all the air has been

expelled. When the pan is full, gently
lower the whole into the metal, allowing
it to rest on the bottom of the pot.

Care must be taken that the metal in

the melting pot is not allowed to run

too low, so as to ensure that when the

mould is placed ready for dipping, there

is sufficient metal to cover the top of the

pan.
When new metal is added to the pot,

the temperature of the mass will be con-

siderably lowered, and no cast should

ever be made without first testing the

temperature.

By its greater specific gravity, the

molten metal presses uj) the tioating

plate and the mould to the lid of the

dipping pan, and forces itself through
the notches cut in the side of the ])laster

into every part of the mould. 'J'he pan

should remain in the metal for about

10 minutes, during which time the

floating plate for the next casting may
be placed in the metal, allowing suffi-

cient to remain above the surface to

enable the operator to obtain a tirm hold

for its removal.

Cooling the Cast.—When tlie pan has

remained in the metal for the time

stated, it should be gently raised, swung
round to the cooling trough, and allowed

to rest on the supports made for the

purpose. Care must be taken that it be

swung in a perfectly horizontal position,

or the metal will be liable to flow to

one side and thus render the thickness

of plate uneven. As the metal cools, it

contracts considerably, and more metal

must be poured in at the corners of the

dipping pan, to make up the deficiency,
and to exert the necessary uniform pres-
sure on the cast. This pouring must be

repeated several times during the cool-

ing. As the water in the trough sinks

owing to the rapid evaporation, further

supplies should occasionally be added to

maintain the required level. The cool-

ing of the cast (which properl}- occupies
about 20 minutes) must not be hurried,
or the mould will split, and the metal

will run into the crack. If the cooling

operation is hastened in the slightest

degree, the sudden contraction of the

metal on the surface of the newly-formed

plate will cause the letters to lose their

clearness of outline. The water in the

trough should be high enough to satu-

]'ate the pieces of blanket, but it must
not be allowed to touch the pan bottom.

Knocking-out the Flate.—When the

pan has completed its cooling, it is lifted

on to the knocking-out block
;

then

loosen the clamps, and remove the lid

bv inserting a strong chisel at the cor-

ners. Turn the pan upside down, and

give a smart blow with the mallet on

the bottom, when a block of apparently
solid metal will drop out. Let it stand

for a few minutes to allow it to become

still colder, then turn again, the widest

jiart uppermost. When the metal is

sufficiently chilled, strike off the extreme

corners with a mallet, being careful to

hit away from the bulk. Next break
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away the sides, striking from the top,

and, as before, away from the body of

the metal, or the plate will be injured.
After all the edges round the top are

struck off, the thin metallic covering of

the mould can be removed, and the

whole of the i)lastcr will be exposed to

view. This can be picked from the sur-

face of the cast, and the latter be lifted

from the floating plate.
It is wise to wear a leather apron, to

provide against the effects of metal

splashing ;
some thick blanket-pads

should be provided to enable the work-
man to safely handle the hot dipping-

pans, floating plates, &c.

Should any plaster adhere firmly to

the detached pieces of metal, the whole

may be thrown into the melting pot,
when the plaster will rise to the sur-

face, and can be skimmed off with the

ladle.

If the cast is perfect, superfluous
metal is cut away and the plate finished.

Jlore work is entailed in finishing a

plaster plate than in the paper process,

incurring additional items of expense.

Ftattcninj the Plate.—In consequence
of the unequal contraction of the metal

on the face and back of the cast, before

finishing in the ordinary way, the plate
needs to be " flattened." Haviug trimmed
the superfluous metal from the sides,

&c., run a small straight-edge over the

face, when indentations may easily be

seen. Mark these places with a pair of

callipers on the back, and then with a

planer or burnishiog hammer knock

them up to the required height. A

piece of thick brown paper or thin

flannel must be i)l:iced between the

beating surface and the face of the

plate, or the latter may get injured.

Tuniinr) to uniform thickness.—The
back of the plate is sure to be somewhat

rugged, and jirobably extremely uneven.

It is therefon; necessary, befoi'e j)laniiig

smooth, to turn the ])late to a uniform

thickness, in a lathe made specially for

the purpose. This consists of n large
thick liisc, working on a short shaft; 4

adjustable toothed chucks or "
dogs

"

lie ujion tiie surface, and ran be moved

to any positioa towards the ceutru of

the disc by the turning of a screw-head
in the flange of the wheel. In front,
and parallel with the disc, is a slide,

upon which is fastened a carriage ])ro-

vided with adjustable knives. After

the plate is fi.\ed to the large disc or

wheel by the chucks, the machine is set

in motion, and, as the plate revolves,
the carriage and knives move slowly
along toward the centre of the disc.

By this means, a regulated thickness of

metal is taken off, in circular strips. A
piece of thin brown paper is laid between
the faces of the disc and the ])late, to

prevent any injury to the latter by
rubbing when it is being secured. When
fixing, it is essential to place the plate
as near the centre of the wheel as pos-

sible, and to tap or press it closely to

the surface
;

if this be neglected, it may
be springy when screwed up, which will

cause the metal to be taken off to an un-

equal degree. On t'fie other hand, the

chucks must not be screwed up too

lightly, or the same defect will occur,
and the plate be insecure. .lust suffi-

cient force should be exerted in securing
the plate to prevent the ]>ossibility of

its being jerked olf while being turned.

Plauinij the bach.—Before placing the

turned plate in the planing machine,
the angles of the top and bottom edges
of the back of the i)late need filing off

a little, so as to enable the i)lane to

catch the metal fairly. The machine
must be adjusted with accuracy so as

to reduce the thickness of the plate to a

small pica, always allowing for the

sheet of paper which must be interposed
between the face of the plate and the

bed of the planing machine. This ))laning

])roce.ss is not always carried out, but

its arlvantages are obvious in saving
labour when the jjlate has to be made

ready for printing from.

A iiandy form of planing machine is

shown in Kig. 170. It consists of a long
iron bed ii working backvvanls and for-

wards on a long screw b running beneath.

The knife c is fastened at a slight incli-

nation in a frame d fixed across the

centre of the bed. The i)late is laid face

downwards on the bed, and a thick iron

wedge is forced by tiie workman ou thtj
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back of the plate. By revolving the

capstan wheel e, the plate is gradually
driven under the knife, by which a slice of

Fig. 176.

metal is taken off and the plate reduced
to a uniform thickness and even surface.

Bci'cUhiq and Squaring the Plate.—
The planing has rendered the plate true

as regards its faces. The ne.xt step is

to adjust its edges. An accui'ate gauge
should be used, each size of type page

requiring a separate gauge. The plate
is laid on a flat narrow iron table, ar-

ranged to run on slides, fixed to a very
firm bench, with a planing iron secured

in juxtaposition. The plate is laid on

its back and covered with a piece of stout

blanket, on which a screw platen de-

scends to hold it in position. The plate

having been correctly gauged, the edges
are accurately planed olf to the gauge,
and then as carefully bevelled at the

margin. Where operations are conducted
on such a large scale that hand labour

would be inadmissible, some form of

planing and bevelling machine may be

used, such as Hoe's or Manley's. These

operate by means of I'evolving cutter

discs, a hood being fitted over the work
to collect the flying particles of metal.

A small gas engine or water motor is

handy for driving the machines.

Mounting the Plate.—If the plate is

to be mounted on a wooden base, the

bevelling can be dispensed with, the

plate merely requiring to be trimmed

square and almost flush with the type.
The best wood for mounting on is

well-planed pine ;
the plate is tho-

roughly secured by driving J-in.

French nails through the metal and

into the wood, punching them down
flush with the metal.

Stereotyping has been largely

adopted in newspaper work as saving
much labour wheie the same item of

news has to be sent to perhaps a

dozen or more different papers. In

this case, plates of the items are cast

in the required number, and distri-

buted. To reduce the heavy cost of

transport entailed by using the ordi-

nary massive plates, the impression is

taken in sheets of metal of only just
sufficient thickness to atlbrd a printing
surface and ensure freedom from

liability to breakage by rough hand-

ling. Then this metallic printing sur-

face, which will be recognised as the

essentially valuable part of the stereo-

type plate, is mounted either on wooden

lengths, of the proper thickness, and
secured by nails ; or recourse may be

had to the metallic block system, as in-

troduced by Cassell & Co., in which the

plate is cast with an undercut projec-
tion corresponding with a groove in the

block which is to make up the necessary

tvpe height. The blocks are cast in

columns, and afterwards cut into pieces

varying from \ in. to 18 in. in length,
for convenience of making up into

columns. The plates are locked to the

blocks by column rules. Obviously the

same principle may be carrieil out with

any suitable method of uniting the

plates and blocks.

It is a matter of convenience to cast

the "risers" or movable blocks for

mounting plates, on the premises. They
are usually made square, with indenta-

tions at the sides for reception of the
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Fig, 177.

brass catches, as ia Fig. 177, wliicli

measures 3 in. long and IJ in. square,
other sizes being also made. Tiie side

clumps, Fig. 178, are made either H
or 3 in. long, and 1 pica thick. Tiie

blocks should be cast

hollow to save metal.

The catches. Fig. 170, are

made of biass rule, and

can easily be produced on

the premises, by getting

long strips cast with the

required tlange, then cut-

ting up as needed, filing

quite smooth, and drilling
the necessary hules for

admitting the jiin tliat

holds all secure./

Fig. 178.
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rubbing it with the palm of the hand

to render it smooth ;
care must be taken

that all lumps have been previously
removed from the paste. Next lay a

sheet of blotting on the tissue, and roll

flat. To this must be added 2 more

pieces of tissue-paper, the whole forming
a substantial flong. When a number
of moulds are to be taken, it is advisable

to make sufficient flong for the whole.

When completed, and not required for

immediate use, place the flong sepa-

rately between damp blankets, with a

board and weight on the top. This

will keep them moist, and in a proper
state for use for some considerable time.

By this plan, the workman can finish

one operation at a time, and confine his

attention to each successive process. If

the flong becomes 'dry, it must be dis-

carded, for in this case it loses its virtue,

and great difficulty will be experienced
in obtaining a proper depth in the

mould. Moreover, it is liable to crack

in the heating.

Beating the Flong.
—The forme having

been properly planed level and carefully

examined, slightly slacken the quoins.
With the brush provided for the purpose,
rub the surface of the type with olive-

oil to prevent the matrix from adhering
too firmly to the type. Cut the flong
to the size of the page or pages, includ-

ing the side and bottom clumps. Press

it between blotting-paper to remove the

superfluous water, and with a long soft

brush dust some French chalk over the

surface.

Now place the flong on the face of the

type, the tissue downwai-ds. Cover it

with a damp linen cloth, and with the

hard brush commence to beat, beginning
at one end of the forme and advancing
to the other, in order to exclude the air

from the surface of the type. If this be

not attended to, it is probable that an

imperfect mould will be the result. If

the work be very open, or composed of

rule-work, the blank parts may be

pricked with a pin to liberate the

confined air.

Beating the flong is undoubtedly the

most difficult process to be mastered,
and it is only with great care and

(4)

judgment that a really good mould can
be obtained. The handle of the brush
must be held in such a manner as to

enable the bristles to fall positively flat

on the back of the flong : if it falls

unevenly, the mould will be distorted,
and perfectly useless, besides which, the

face of the type will be injured. The

process requires much practice to per-
form it successfully.

In time, the bristles of the brush
become somewhat rounded, especially
with careless beating, in which case

difficulty will be experienced in obtain-

ing a sharp and perfect matrix
;
besides

this, the flong will require more beating,
and the type will be rapidly worn down.
As soon as the brush shows signs of weai',
rub it carefully, while in a perfectly
horizontal position, on the hottest part
of the oven floor, so that any protruding
hairs may be charred till they assume
the level of the majority. This is some-
times done even with new brushes.

When the impression of the types is

plainly seen at the back of the flong,

paste a piece of thick wrapper paper on
the top, and beat again ;

after this, lay
on another piece, and proceed as before.

The mould may now be of sufficient

thickness, and the operator can deter-

mine if such be the case by lifting one
corner and examining the impression.
If any portion appears to be deficient in

sharpness or depth, paste another piece
on and carefully beat again in the
shallow part. The whole of the flong
should never be lifted off the type until

it is determined that the mould is

satisfactoi-y, as great difficulty may be

experienced in replacing it. If there
are any "whites "

in the mould, cut a

piece of an old mould half the size of
the open space, and paste on. This will

prevent the metal from being too high
in the plates, and obviate chipping.
When the mould is of sufficient and
uniform depth all over, softly plane the

back. After having tightened the

quoins, proceed to the drying process.

Drying the Flong.
—The melting pot

and furnace have already been de-

scribed. The flue of the furnace is

conducted through the drying plate, on

Q
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which the moulds arc baked nnd dried.

This is a long, thick iron slab, made

hollow, to admit of the smoke passing
from the furnace to the chimney. At
one jioint is fixed a press for drying the

moulds, the platen of which is adjusted

by a strong, upriglit screw, having a

wheel at the top. The use of dry heat

for baking the mould is sometimes

liable to destroy the type by rounding
the bottom. A steam-chest is preferable,
the entry and escape of the steam being

regulated by screw-valves placed under

the table.

The iron imposing surface for laying

up, re-imposing the page, and making
the mould has already been mentioned.

A second surface should be provided,
at a slightly lower level. Type-high

clumps and chases arc jdaced round the

pages previous to moulding.

Drying the Mould.—Proceed to lift

the forme and place it on the drying
surface under the press, taking care that

the mould does not become misplaced

during the ojjeration. Cover the back

with 2 or 3 pieces of blanket, and

tightly screw down the platen, if the

page be solid, but use less pressure in

the case of an open or title-page. Some
10-15 minutes are reijuired for the

drying ojjeration, after which it is well

to loosen the platen, so as to relieve

the forme of pressure for a minute or

two, to allow steam to escape. Owing
to the great heat, the quoins may
possiljly have become loose

;
it is ad-

visable to tighten them before removing
the fiirnie to the imjwsing surface. The

mould will now adhere somewhat

tightly to the type ;
its removal must

be patiently eiVected, or it will surely
be spoilt. Carefully raise one corner

atatime with the foriffiugiT and thumb,

lifting it liigher each time, when the

mould will leave the type. Should

it, from any cause, such as imperfect

oiling, adhere so (irmly n.s to resist

the ordinary means of lifting, the

beating brush may be ajiidied to tli(!

back. If this fails, the mould will liavi;

to be destroyed by pouring cold water

on the back after the furmc has been

again heated.

According to Byles' method, in use
at the Bradford Obserccr ollice, the

mould, instead of being dried upon the
forme from which it is taken, is lifted

oft' in a moist state, placed in a special

frame, and subjected to the necessary
amount of heat. The inventors claim
for this process sevei-al advantages, the
most important of which is, perhaps,
the prevention of injury to the type;
type suffers considerably from being
repeatedly subjecteii, under pressure, to

great heat, the bottom becoming rounded.
A saving is also eft'ected in the original
cost of the plant, no drying process or

surface being required. Fuel is saved

only when the drying surface is heated

independently. On the otlier hand, a
new item of cost arises in the purchase
of the drying frame. A saving of time,

however, is undoubtedly eft'ected by the

adoption of this process, as the mould
can be properly baked in 3-4 minutes,
whereas nearly double this time is

usually occupied in the operation. As
the forme is not heated, the tyj)o is ready
for distribution immediately the mould
is lifted, certaioly au additional advan-

tage.

Bahing the Mould.—Before commen-

cing to bake the mould, trim it with
a pair of shears to the ]U'oper size,

allowing sullicient margin to admit of
the gauges lying securely on the surface.

Cut a piece of brown pa]ier the same
wi<lth as the mould, and G-8 in. long,
and paste on the top edge of the i)age.
'I'his is to lap over the mouth of the

casting bo.\, and prevent the midten
metal from running to the back of the

mould when the plate is being cast.

Lay the matrix on its back on the

heating surface to bake. To keeji it

jicrfectly flat, and prevent its wari)ing,

]ila(X' weights on the sides: tyjie-high

clumps are admirably suitecl for this

jjurpose. After aljout 15-20 minutes,
it will be perfectly dry and hard, and

ready for use. Previous to ])!acing it

in the casting box, put a little French

chalk over the surface with a long-
h/iii(!d soft l)rush.

CastiiKi tlic I'lutc.—The casting box,

Fig. IbO, cousistd of 'J thick iron Bur-
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faces, the top one a serving as a lid.

The hinges 6 are made by 2 protruding

pins at one end, fitting loosely into

slots c on either side of the bed. By
this means, plates of any thickness can

Fig, 180.

be cast, the height being regulated by
the steel gauges d placed round the

mould. The box is supported in a low

upright frame c by 2 swivels / in the

centre. The lid a and bed g are held

firmly together by a movable bar /(,

which works loosely on a pin i on one

side of the bed, and when the lid is

closed down, may be swung round and

securely clamped by a centre screw k.

The mouth I of the bo.x is slightly
bevelled inwards, to admit of the metal

being poured without spilling. The

casting box being nicely balanced in its

frame, but little power is needed in

the tilting for pouring, &c. When it

is moved either in an upright or hori-

zontal position, it is secured by self-

acting springs. The steel gauges d are

usually 1 pica thick.

To prevent the metal being too

rapidly chilled while it is being poured,
it is necessary to heat the casting box

prior to placing the mould, usually
done by pouring a ladleful of molten
met:il into the box, and letting it

remain fur a minute or two, when the

box can be opened and the block re-

moved. When first commencing work,
this should be done 2 or 3 times. After

carefully wiping clean the surface of

the box, place the mould in the centre,
face upward, and allow the brown paper
that has been previously fastened to

the top of the page to lap over the

front of the mouth of the casting

box, to ensure the metal running
directly to the face of the mould. The

gauges are now put round the mould.
The lid of the box is next closed,

clamped, and secured by the upright
screw. The side spring is disengaged,
and the box swung into a vertical posi-

tion, when the mouth will be at the top.
If the brown paper before-mentioned is

liable to obstruct the flow of the metal,

place a small wooden wedge at either

corner.

With the skimmer again carefully re-

move any dross that may have accumu-
lated on the surface of the metal. Ascer-

tain that it is of the proper temperature,
as already directed, and take sufficient in

the ladle for the whole casting. This

is in all cases necessary, as the metal,

immediately it comes into contact with
the casting box, solidifies, and the

addition of a second lot would assuredly

spoil the appearance of the plate, as it

would be imperfect at the junction.
When large castings are made, the ladle

is sufficiently capacious to hold the

requisite quantity of metal, having a

handle at each end to admit of 2

workmen lifting it. As the large ladle

cannot conveniently be dipped into the

metal, it is filled by a smaller ladle,

but prior to this it should be heated by
bein^ first filled with hot metal, which
can be emptied back again. The cast-

ing box must be perfectly dry before

pouring.
The metal should be slowly run into

the mouth of the casting box, without

splashing. Sufficient being poured in,

it is allowed to remain for 2-3 minutes,

by which time it will have set. The
box is then swung into a horizontal

position, the clamp is unfastened, the

lid lifted, and the plate will be found

lying on its face. The gauges are re-
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moved, and the casting is laid on the

imposing surface, the workman wearing
a long leather apron and being pro-
vided with thick blanket-pads for hand-

ling the still hot plate and box.

Trimmlnj the Plate.—When the cast-

ing is sutlicien''.ly cool, the sui)crfiuous
metal at the head, called the "

tang,"'

or "
pour-piece," is removed by a cir-

cular saw or sharp-pointed hook. If

more than one page has been cast, the

pages must be sejiarated in the same

way, and trimmed to a gauge. The

newly-cast plate is slightly thicker

than is required, and is also uneven on

the back, in consequence of the unequal
contraction of the metal. It is next

subjected to the planing and bevelling

processes already described for plaster-
cast plates. The circular .'•aw should

have a screen of sheet tin or iron, or

thick glass, to protect the workman
from the flying scraps of metal.

Snpplcmentanj Remarks.—Small com-

plete s ereotype-foundries are fitted u])

for heating by gas, by Harrild's and

other firms, at prices ranging from about

20 guineas upwards.
For newspapers, the plates are often

made typo-high, but with an iron core

introduced beneath, to reduce the con-

sumption of metal, which core will

need heating the same as the moubl
before casting. Several ingenious con-

trivances are in the market for casting
solid plates of any' size without the

necessity of having special cores.

BOOKBINDING.—By "binding"
a l)(Mik is iiiiaiit the arrangement of the

"sheets" comijosing it, with ma])S,

j»lates, &c., in proper sequence, within a

pair of covers, of various material, with
or without ornamentation, anil in such

a manner that the ]iages can lie turned

over sojiarately without being detarhed.

The art is divided into a numljer of

operations.

FuliliTU].
—The first step is to fold the

jtrintcd sheets evi.-nly, by laying them
on a table with the "signatures'"

(figures or letters on the first page of

each shei-t) at the left side facing
rlownwards. The sheet is folded over

from right to left, carefully i)lacing tlie

"folios" (numbers of the pages) to-

gether, and held so while the folding-

stick, carried in the right hand, is

drawn across the sheet, creasing the

centre. Next the folder i.s held where
the new crease is to be made, and the

top half is folded downwards in the

same even manner. This order is re-

peated till the sheet assumes the form
of a page.

Books that have already been folded,
and issued in numbers, must be "

pulled
to pieces" or divided before binding.
The parts being arranged in order, the

outside wrappers are torn away, and
each sheet is pulled out singly, cutting
any thread used in sewing the centre of

the sheet at the back. Even if the sheets

have not been properly done in the first

instance, refoKling is not often resorted

to, the previous creasing rendering the

paper liable to be torn
;

books that

have been bound and cut would be ren-

dered worse by refolding. The *'

groove
"

is knocked down on a Hat surface, after

screwing it up in the laying press (the

groove is the projection of the book at

right angles to the back, and is where the
back edge of the board or cover hinges).
The edge of each sheet (from a folded

work) being cleared of all adhering
glue, &c., the book is ready for the next

l)rocess. In large establishments folding
is done by machine. A very useful

auxiliary to hand folding is a revolving
table carrying the sheets in succession

before the gatherers.

Dcatimj and Ji'olliwj.
—The object of

these i)rocesscs is to make the book
solid. Use is made of a stone or iron

slab, jierfectly sinooth, and bedded with

great solidity; and a bell-shaped ham-

mer, weighing aliout 10 lb., with a

short handle fitting the hand. The
faces of lioth hammer and " stone

"

must bo ke](t clean, and it is well to

lay a jiiece of paper above and below
the " sections

'' when beating, or the

repeated concussion will glaze them.
Kach " section

"
or lot should l)e

about J, in. thick, that will be 15-20

sheets, according to the thickness

of paper. The section is held be-

tween the fingers and thumb of the
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left hand, resting on the stone
;

the

hammer, grasped firmly in the right

hand, is raised, and brought down with

rather more than its own weight on the

section, which is continually moved

round, turned over and changed about,

in order that it may be equally beaten

all over. By passing between the

fingers and thumb, it can be felt whe-

ther it h;is been properly and evenly
beaten. In each blow of the hammer,
the face must fall fairly on the body of

the section
;

if the hammer is used so

that the greatest weight falls outside the

edge of the sheets, the paper will break

away as if cut. After each section

has been beaten, the whole are put to-

gether and beaten again.

Eolling sometimes replaces beating.
But all books should not be rolled, and it

is essential to know how and when to use

the beating hammer, and when the

rolling machine. Old books should on

no account be rolled. The early print-

ing presses exerted such pressure on the

type that the paper round the*.margins is

often 2 or 3 times as thick as the

printed portion. For modern work, the

rolling machine
is,

as a rule, better than

the hammer.
For rolling, the book is also divided

into sections, but fewer sheets are taken
—from 6 upwards, according to the

quality of the work. The sheets are

placed between tins, and the whole

passed under a roller, which is ad-

justed to the thickness of the sections

and the power required, by a screw pro-

vided for the purpose. Some binders

execute rolling at a small charge for

others.

Collating.
—Each sheet or leaf must be

put in its proper sequence, according to

the "
signatures." Plates are trimmed or

cut to the proper size before being

placed in the book
;
and maps that are to

be folded must be put on "
guards." A

map mounted on a guard of the size of

the page mav be kept laid open on the

table beside the book, which can be read

at any part without concealing the map ;

this is called "throwing out
"

a map.
For collating, the book is held in the

right hand, at the right top corner, a

turn of the wrist bringing the back to

the front. The sections are fanned out,
and with the left hand brought back to

an angle, which will cause them when
released to spring forward, so that the

letter on the right bottom corner of each

sheet is seen and released in succession.

The book must always be beaten or rolled

before placing plates or maps, especially
if coloured.

After ascertaining that the letter-

press is perfect, the plates are collated

and squared with a sharp knife and

straight-edge. If printed on paper

larger than the book, the plates must
be cut down to the book size, leaving
less margin at the back than there will

be at the foredge when the book is cut.

Frontispiece plates face to the left
;
but

as a general rule, plates should be placed
on the right hand, so that on opening
the book they face upwards. With

plates at a right angle to the text, the

inscriptions are placed on the right

margin, whether the plate faces to the

right or left. Plates on thick paper
must be "

guarded," either by adding a

piece of paper of the same thickness, or

by cutting a piece off the plate and re-

joining with a strip of linen, so that the

plate works on a linen hinge. The
width between the guard and the plate
must equal the thickness of the paper.
Cardboard plates are strengthened by
putting linen at both back and front. If

a book consist of plates onh', sections

may be made by placing 2 plates and 2

guards together, and sewing through
the centre between the guards, leaving
a space between the guards to form the

back.

Maps are best mounted on the finest

linen (which takes up the least room in

thickness), cut a little larger than the

map, with an additional piece left, on

which to mount the extra paper, which

throws the map out. The latter is

trimmed at its back fii-st, then brushed

with rather thin paste ;
the pasting-

board being removed, the linen is laid

on, gently rubbed down, and turned over,

so that the map comes to the top ;
the

white paper is then placed a little away
from the map, and the whole is well
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rubbed dowu, aud liually laid out flat to

dry. The paste must be clean, free from

lumps, and used very evenly and mode-

rately. The map, when dry, is trimmed
all round, and folded to its proper size—
a little smaller than the book will be

when cut.

With all folded maps or plates, a cor-

responding thickness must be placed ia

the backs where the maps go, or the

foredge will be thicker than the back.

Pieces of paper called guards, folded

J-1 in. in width, according to the size of

the book, and placed in the back, are

sewn through as a section ; but care

must be taken that the guards are not

folded so large as to overlap the folds of

the map, or the object of their being

placed there will be defeated. It is easy
to ensure the pasting being straight along

theedge of apaper plate by placingastrip
of waste ]iaper to mark the limit and

receive the spreading of the brush.

Having placed the plates, go through
them again when drj', see that they
adhere properly, and break or fold them
over up to the pasting, with a folding-

stick, so that they will lie ilat when the

book is open. Coloured plates should be

looked after during the whole of binding,

especially after pressing. The gum on

their surfaces may cause them to stick to

the letter-press; in this case do not try
to tear them apart, but warm a polishing

iron, and pass it over the plate and letter-

press, laying a piece of jiajjcr between
the iron and the book to avoid dirt. The
heat and moisture will soften the gum,
and the surfaces can then be very easily

separated. liubbing a little powdered
French chalk over the coloured plates
before sticking them in, acts as a pre-
ventive.

If a book is entire!)' composed of

single leaves, it should be c<dlnted

properly and the ))late3 placed in

their j)lace8, sfjuared and broken

over, by laying a straight-edge
about i in. from the back edge,
and running a folder under eadi

plate, thus lifting it to the eilgc of

the runner. The whole book is then

pressed for a few hotirs and taki-n

out
;
the back, previously roughed with

the side edge of a saw, is glued up, tiius.

The book is put into the laving press
between boards, with the back projecting
about i in.

;
the side edge of the saw is

then drawn over it, so that the paper is

rasped ;
the back is then sawn in pro-

perly, as e.xplained in the next section,
and the whole back is glued. After

drying, the book is separated into "sec-

tions
"

of -1, G, or 8 leaves, according to

the thickness of the paper, and each sec-

tion is then "overcast" or "over sewn"

along its whole length. The thread

being fastened at the head and t.iil (top
and bottom), each section is made inde-

pendent of the others. The sections are

then (2 or 15 at a time) gently stinick

along the back edge with a hammer
against a knocking-down iron, to imbed
the thread in the paper, or the back
would be too thick. Having placed the

plates, the book is put into the press for

a lew hours, when it will be ready for
"
marking up

"
if for flexible sewing, or

for "
sawing in," if for ordinary work.

The j)resses used by bookbinders are

called "standing" and "laying," the
latter name being obviously a corruption
of "

lying."
For interleaving writing paper be-

tween the leaves of letter-press, the
book must be properly beaten or rolled,
and each leaf cut up with a hand-knife,
both at the head and foredge ; the

writing pa])er is then folded to the size

of the book and j)ressed. A single leaf

of writing ])aper is fastened in the centre

of each section, and a folded leaf is placed
to every folded letter-]iress leaf, by in-

serting the one within the other, leaving
to every other section a folded writing

paper outside, putting them all level

with the head; the whole book islinally
well pressed.

Fio. 181.

b

Fig. 181 illustrates methods of insert-

ing guards : in A, n is the guard, b the

lineu hinge, and c the plate ;
in li, a are
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the guards, covered on each side with

linen, and b are the plates, the dot be-

tween the guards indicating where the

sewing through takes place ;
in C, which

is B closed, are the linen-covered guards,
and b the plates.

Marking up and Sawing in.—After

having been for a night in the press,

the book is again collated, knocked

straight at both head and back, and put
into the laying press between boards,

projecting beyond them about i in. The

boards are held between the ringers of

each hand, and the back and head are

knocked alternately on the cheek of the

press ;
the boards being then withdrawn

the required distance from the back of

the book, the book and boards are held

tightly with the left hand, and the

whole carefully lowered into the press,

the right hand being employed to screw

up tightly, holding the book quite

straight, and firmly.
If the bofk is to have "flexible"

binding, it is not sawn in, but marked,
the difference being that the cord is out-

side the sheets, instead of being imbedded

in the back in a groove made by the saw.

For the flexible binding of an ordi-

nary 8vo volume, to be cut all round,
the back is divided into 6 equal por-

tions, leaving the bottom or "
tail

"

J in. longer than the rest, to accom-

modate an optical illusion, by which,
if the spaces were all equal, the bot-

tom one would appear to be the

smallest. The marks on the back are

exactly squared, and marked pretty
black with a lead pencil. The head and

tail are next sawn in to imbed the chain

of the kettle-stitch, at a sufficient dis-

tance to prevent the thread being acci-

dentally divided in cutting. Great

accuracy is absolutely necessary in flex-

ible work, especially in the marking up,
as the bands on which the book is sewn
remain visible after covering. A very
small book, such as a prayer-book, is

marked up for 5 bands, but only sewed

on 3, the other 2 being fastened on as

false bands when the book is ready for

covering.
A book that is to be "sawn in" is

marked up as for flexible work, but the

back is sawn, both for the bands and
" kettle -

stitch," with a tenon saw,

having the teeth not spread out too

much, and of suitable width of cutting
face. The cut must not enter too deeply,
and must in all cases be guided by the

thickness of cord to be used. The size

of the book determines the thickness of

the cord
;
suitable kinds can be pur-

chased, being known by the size of the

book, as 8vo, 4to, &c. Loose cording
causes great inconvenience, and necessi-

tates putting a lot of glue into the

grooves to keep the cord in place. On
the other hand, if the saw-cuts are not

deep enough, the cord will stand out

fi'om the back, and be seen when the

book is finished, if not remedied by extra

pieces of paper between the bands when

lining up. Double thin cord is better

than single thick for large books, because

thin cords will imbed themselves in the

back, whereas a large one will not, un-

less very deep and wide saw cuts be

made. Large folios should be sawn on

6 or 7 bands, but 5 is the right number
for an 8vo, from which all other sizes

can be regulated.

Sewing.
—The "sewing press," Fig.

182, consists of a bed a, 2 screws 6, and

Fig. 182.

a " beam "
or cross bar c, round which are

fastened 5 or more "
lay cords

" d
;
5 pieces

of cord cut from the ball, in length

measuring about 4 times the thickness

of the book, are fastened to the lay cords

by slip knots, the other ends being fas-

tened to small pieces of metal called
"
keys

"
e, by twisting the ends round

twice and then makintr a " half hitch."
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The keys are passed through the slot /
in the bed of the "

press," and the beam
is screwed up loose enough to allow the

lay cords to move freely backwards or

forwards. The book being on the bed of

the press, with the back towards the

sewer, a few sheets are laid against the

cords, and exactly to the marks made ou

the back of the sections
;
when quite

true and perpendicular, they are

tightened by screwing the beam up.

If the cords are a little to the right, the

sewer can get his left arm to rest better

on the press.

Fig. 183 represents the course of the

thread in sewing the sheet to the bands
;

Fig. 183.

ou
^^^

a being the back of the booK, 6 the

thread, and c the cord, an arrow indi-

cating the direction of the thread.

The first and last sections are streng-
thened by overcasting with cotton. The

first sheet is laid against the bands, and

the needle is introduced through the

kettle-stitch hole on the right (head)
of the book

;
the left hand being inside

the centre of the sheet, the needle is

taken with it, and thrust out on the left

of the mark made for the first band ;

the needle is taken in the right hand,
ami again introduced on the right of

the same band, thus making a complete
circle round the band. This is repeated
with each succeeding band, and the

needle is finally brought out of the

kettle-stitch hole on the left (tail) of

the sheet. Another sheet is jilacod on

the top, and similarly trcatcil, by intro-

ducing the needle at the left end (tail);
and when taken out at the right end

(toji), the thread is fastened by a knot

to the end, hanging from the first sheet,

which is left long enough for that pur-

pose. As a tiircad is uscii out, aiiotlier

is joined to it, making it continudus
;

the knots mu.st be made very neatly,
and the ends cut off. A third sheet

having been sewn like the others,

the needle is brought out at the

kettle-stitch, thrust between the two
sheets first sewn, and drawn round the

thread, thus securing each sheet to its

neighbour by a kind of chain stitch.

This is the strongest way of sewing,
and takes 3 or 4 times as long as ordi-

nary sewing. The thread must be drawn

tight each time it passes round the band,
and finally properly fastened off at the

kettle-stitch, or the sections will work
loose in time. The cord for flexible

work is called " flexible
"

;
it is twisted

tighter and is stronger than any other,
Marshall's being the best. The thick-

ness of the cord must be proportioned to

the size and thickness of the book, and
will partly depend on whether the sheets

are halves or wholes. Too thick a thread

will make the "
swelling

"
(the rising

caused in the back by the thread) too

much, and prevent a proper rounding
and a right sized "

groove
"

in backing.
Witli thick or few sections, a thick

thread must be used to produce a good

groove.
In a book of moderate thickness, the

sections may be knocked down by occa-

sionally tapping them with a piece of

wood loaded at one end with lead, or

with a thick folding-stick. In the

kettle -
stitch, the thread must not be

drawn too tight in making the chain, or

the thread will break in backing ;
nor

left too slack, or the sheets will wear
loose. The last sheet should be fastened

with a double knot round the kettle-

stitch, 2 or 15 sections down, and that

section must be sewn all along.

Ordinary sewing difl'ers in that the

thread is not twisted round the cord.

The cord fits into the saw cuts
;
the

thread is jiassed over the cord, not round

it, and then along the section, out of tlie

lioles made, and into them again, the

kettle-stitch being made in the same

way. In this style, the back of the

book can be bettor gilt : in flexible

work, the leather is pasted to tin; liack,

and is iient each time thir bodk is opened,

incurring a risk of th(^ gcdd breaking

away from the leather in wear. Books

sewn in the ordinary method are made
with a hollow back, and when the book

is ojiened, the crease in the back is iu-
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dependent of the leather covering, so

that the lining of the back only is

creased, and the leather keeps its form

because the lining gives it a spring
outwards. Morocco leather is always
used for flexible work. Ordinary sewing
is adapted for books that do not require

great strength, such as library bind-

ings ;
but a book for constant reference

or daily use should be sewn flexibly.

In the method called " flexible not to

show," the book is marked up in the

same way as for flexible, and is slightly
scratched on the band marks with the

saw, but not deep enough to go through
the sections. Then a thin cord is

doubled for each band, and the book is

sewn in the ordinary flexible way. The
cord is knocked into the back in for-

warding, and the leather may be stuck

on a hollow back with bands, or to the

back itself without bauds.

In order to keep down the swelling
of the book to the proper amount neces-

sary to form a good backing groove and

no more, the sheets must from time to

time be gently tapped down with a

heavy folding-stick, and great care must
be observed to avoid drawing the fasten-

ing of the ketcle-stitch too tight, or the
" head " and " tail

" of the book will be

thinner than the middle,
—a fault which,

once committed, has no remedy.

Very thin sections, or half sheets, if

the book is very thick, may be sewn
" 2 sheets on," i. e. the needle is passed
from the kettle-stitch to the first band

of the first sheet and out, then another

sheet is placed on the top, and the

needle is inserted at No. 1 band and

brought out at No. 2
;
the needle is

again inserted in the first sheet and in

at No. 2 band and out at No. 3, thus

treating the two sections as one, in

which way, obviously only half as much
thread will be in the back. With books

that have had the heads cut, it is

necessary to open each sheet carefully

up to the back before it is placed on the

press, otherwise the centre may not be

caught, and 2 or more leaves will fall

out after the book is bound.

Books composed of single leaves are

overcast, and each section is treated as

a section of an ordinary book, the only
difference being that a strong paper

lining should be given to the backbefcie

covering, so that it cannot " throw up."

Forwarding.
— For "end" papers, the

coloured paper is pasted on white, the

style of binding deciding the choice.

The usual kinds are as follows,
" Cobb "

paper (used generally for

half-calf bindings with sprinkled edge,
or half-calf gilt top) is stained various

shades and colours in the making, brown

being the colour most favoured.
" Surface" paper has one side prepared

with a layer of colour, laid on with a

brush very evenly ;
some kinds are left

dull, others are glazed. Darker colours

are generally chosen for religious books,
and lighter for cloth or case work.

Many other kinds are put into " extra
"

bindings with good effect, e. g. a cream
of fine colour and good quality in a

morocco with cloth or morocco joints.
"Marbled" paper has colours dis-

posed on it in imitation of marble, pro-
duced by sprinkling prepared colours

upon a coating of size made from an
emulsion or resinous solution.

"Printed" and "fancy" papers may
be bought in any variety.

" Coloured

paste
"

paper may be home - made.
Some colour is mixed with paste and

soap till it is a little thicker than

cream, then spread upon 2 sheets of

paper with a paste brush
;
the sheets

are next laid with their coloured sur-

faces in contact, and when separated
will bear a wavy pattern. The paper
is hung up till dry, and glazed with a

hot iron.

Having decided upon the kiud of

paper to use, cut and fold 2 pieces to

the size of the book, or a trifle larger,

especially if the book has been already
cut

;
also prepare 2 pieces of white

paper in the same way. Tiiis done, a

white paper is laid down, folded, and

very evenly brushed with moderately
thin paste ;

the 2 fancy papers are laid

on the top, level with the back or folded

edge ;
the top fancy paper is pasted,

and the other white is laid on that
;

next take them from the board, and
after a squeeze in the press, iiang them
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up separatelv to dry. Thus one half of

the white will adhere to one half of the

marbled or fancy paper. When dry,

they are folded in the old folds, and

pressed for J hour. As many as 10-15

pairs may be done at once, by commenc-

ing with 1 white, then 2 fiincy, 2 white,
and so on, always pressing, to ensure

the surfaces adhering properly, then

hanging up to dry, and, when dry, press-

ing again, to make them quite fiat.

In jiasting, be sure to draw the brush
well over the paper and away from the

centre, towards the edges of the paper.
Take just enough paste on the brush to

make it slide well. See that the whole
surface is pasted ;

remove all hairs and

lumps from the paper, or they will

mark the book
;
and never attempt to

take up the brush from the paper before

it is well drawn over the edge, or the

paper will stick to the brush and turn

over, with the risk of pasting the under

side.

Pnstinr] up.
—In every book, the first

and last sheet must be "
jiasted up";

and if the book has too much "swell-

ing," it must be tapped down gently
•with a hammer, holding the book tightly
at the foredge with the left hand,
knuckles down, and resting the back on

the ])ress. A better plan is for the

back to be knocked flat on the laying

press, placed in it without boards, so

that the back projects, screwed up
tightly, so that the sheets cannot slij);

a kiiocking-down iron is then placed

against left side of the hook, and the

back is hammered against it. The

"slips" or cords arc jjulled tight, each

with the right hand, the left hand hold-

ing them against the l)ook so tliat they
shall not be drawn through. The pro-
cess is illustrated in Kig. 184: a, press;

i, knocking-down iron
; c, book. If a

slip is acciilcntally pulled out, it is

necessary to ri!-sew the book.

When the slijis have been pulleil

tjglit, the lirst and last section are

pasted to those next thom, thus :
—

Lay
the book on the edge of the j)ress, throw
tlie toj) section back, lay a jiiece of wasti

j>a|><T upon the next section

the book, and paste the space between
the back and the waste paper, using the

second finger of right hand, and holding
the paper down with the left. After

pasting, the waste paper is removed,

Fig. 184.

lU.

i'roin the back, according to the size of

and the section is put even with the

back of the book, which is turned over

so that it may not shift, and the other

end is treated in the same manner.

Finally a weight is i)ut on the top, or

if a number of books, one may lie on

the top of the other, back and foredge

alternatelv, each h in. within the for-

edge of tlfe next, with a few pressing
boards on the top. After di'ying, the

end pa])ers are put on.

Pastinijon the End Papers.
—For each

side of the bdok, a single leaf of white

))apcr, somewhat thicker than that used

for the ends, is cut. Lay the end papers
on a board or on the press, with the

pasted side up]iermost, and put the

single loaves on the to]). Fan them out

evenly to a ))rop('r width (about \ in.

for an 8vo), lay a piece of waste jiaper

on the to]), and paste their edges. Having
thrown the sli|)s back, the white flyleaf
is put on the book, a little away from

the back, the made enils on the to]j

are placed even with the back, and the

book is again left to dry beneath a

weight.

Very heavy or large books should have

bookbinders' cloth or leather "joints"

matching the colour of the cover, mo-
rocco being mostly uscil for leather

joints. Cloth joints may l)e added cither

when the ends arc being put on, or when
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the book is ready for pasting down. Now
the cloth is cut 1-3 in., according to the

size of book, and folded quite evenly,

leaving the side of the cloth to go on

the book the width intended to be glued :

thus a width of 1 in. sliould be folded

f on one side, leaving J on the other,

and putting the J on the book. Having
glued the smallest fold, the white fly-

leaf is put on, and the fancy paper on

the top. The difterence here is that

the paper is single, or is cut to the size

of the book and pasted all over. It is

best to paste the mai'ble paper, put on

the white, rub well down, and lay them
between millboards to dry. Finally
a piece of waste or brown paper may be

slightly fastened at the back over the

whole, turning the cloth down on the

book to keep it clean and prevent injury.
When the cloth joint is to be put on

after the book is covered, the flyleaves
and ends are only edge-pasted to the

book just to hold them while it is being
bound

;
when the book is to be pasted

down, the ends are lifted from it by
running a thin folding-stick between

the ends and the book. The cloth is

cut and folded as before, fastened on,

and the ends and flyleaves are properly

p.isted in the back. Morocco joints are

always put in after the book is covered.

Cloth joints go in better at the same
time as the ends, taking care that the

ends are quite dry after being made
before attaching them, or their damp-
ness will cause wrinkles.

The ends being quite dry, the slips

are unravelled and scraped with a bod-

kin and a knife-back, so that they may
with greater ease be passed through the

holes in the millboard, and the cord

be more evenly distributed and beaten

down, to prevent their being seen in the

covered book.

Trimming.
—If the book is to be uncut,

or to have a gilt top, the rough edges
are " trimmed "

oft' with a very sharp
knife or shears. The book is knocked

up straight, laid on a smooth-planed

"trimming board," and compassed from
the back as a guide ;

a straight-edge is

laid on the compass holes, and the for-

edge is cut. The object being merely

to make the edges true, only the rough
and dirty edges are taken off', leaving
the book as large as possible. Some-
times the book is put into the cutting

press, and the overplus is taken oft' with

a " round plough," especially if a num-
ber of books are to be done together.
It is better to use the straight-edge and

knife for the foredge and tail, and to

cut the top when the boards are on the

book.

Glueing up.
—Glue is now applied to

the back to hold the sections together,
and make the back firm during the

rounding and backing. Knock the book

perfectly true at its back and head, and

put it into the laying press between 2

pieces of old millboard
; expose the

back, and let it project from the boards

a little, the object being to hold the

book firm and to keep the slips close to

the sides, so that no glue shall get on

them
;
then with glue, not too thick,

but hot, glue the back, rubbing it in,

and taking the overplus off" again with
the brush.

A handful of shavings is sometimes
used to rub the glue in, and take the

refuse away, but a great quantity of

glue is thus wasted. The Germans rub

the glue in with the back of a hammer,
and take away the overplus with the

brush
;
this is better than using shavings.

The back must not be allowed to get
too dry, before it is rounded, or it will

have to be damped with a sponge, to

give the glue the elasticity required,
but being wet is worse than letting it

get too dry. The book should be left

for about an hour, or till it no longer
feels tacky to the touch, but still retains

its flexibility. A flexible bound book
should be rounded first, using a backing
board to bring the sheets round, instead

of a hammer; then the back is glued,
and a piece of tape is tied round the

book to prevent its going bnck flat.

All books are not glued up in the

press ;
some workmen knock up a number

of books, and, allowing them to project
a little over their press, glue the lot up
at once

; others, again, hold the book in

the left hand, and draw the brush up
and down the back. These last methods
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are, however, only practised in " cloth

shops," where books are bound or cased

at very low prices. The proper way is

to put the book in the press; and if

more than one, they should be laid alter-

nately back and foredge, with the back

projecting about J in., and allowed to

dry spontaneously, on no account being
dried by the heat of a fire, as all artificial

heat in drying in any process of book-

binding is injuiious to the work.

Sounding.—"
Rounding

"
applies to

the back of the book, and is preliminary
to backing. In rounding the back, the

book is laid on the press before the work-
man with the foredge towards him, and
held with the left hand by placing the
thumb on the foredge and fingers on
the top of the book pointing towards
the back, so that by drawing the fingers
towards the thumb, or by pressing

fingers and thumb togethei-, the back
is drawn towards the workman at an

angle. The back is then struck gently
with the flat or face of the hammer,
beginning in the centre of the back,
still drawing the back over with the left

hand. The book is then turned over,
the other side is treated in the same

way, and so continually changed or

turned until it has its proper form,
which should be about

-j-
of a circle.

When sufficiently rounded, it is examined
to see if one side be perfectly level with
the other, by holding the book up and

glancing down its back, and gently tap-

ping the places where uneven, until it

is j)erfectly uniform. The thicker the

book, the more ditlicuit to round it
;
and

some
i)a))(;rs will be found more obstinate

than others, so that gri;at care must be

exercised both in rouncjing and backing,
ns the foredge when cut will have

exactly the same form as the back.

Jtdcldnij.
— •'

backing-boards" should
be of tliesame b-ngth as the book, some-
what thicker than cutting-boards, and
witli their tops jil.in'Ml at an angle, so

that the sheets may fall well over.

H(dd the book in the left hand, laj'

a board on one side, a little away from
the back, taking the edge of the top
hh'-i-t as a guide, the distance to bo a

trifle more than the thickness of the

boards to be used. The book, with the

backing-board, is then turned over, hold-

ing the boards to the book by the thumb,
so that it does not shift

;
next lay the

other board at exactly the same distance

on the other side. The whole is now
held tightly by the left hand, and low-
ered into the press. The boards may
possibly have shifted a little during the

process, and any correction may now be

made whilst the press holds the book
before screwing up tight, such as a

slight tap with the hammer to one end
of a board that may not be quite straight.
Should the boards however be not quite

true, it will be better to take the whole
out and readjust them, rather than lose

time in trying to rectify the irregularity

by any other method.
The book and boards being lowered

flush witli the cheeks of the press, screw
it up as tightly as possible witli tlie iron

hand-pin. The back of the book must
now be gently struck with the back of

the hammei-, holding it slanting, and

beating the sheets well over towards the

backing-boards. Commence from the

centre of the back and do not hit too

hard, or the dent made by the hammer
will show after the book has been

covered. The back is finished with the

face of the hammer, bringing the sheets

well over on the boards so that a good
and solid groove may be made. Each
side is to be treated in the same way,
and have the same amount of weight
and beating. The back must receive a

gradual hammering, and the sheets,
when knocked one way, must not be

knocked back again. The hammer
should be swung witii a circular nrntion,

always away from the centre of tlie back.

The book, when opened after backing,
should be entirely without wrinkles.

Backing and cutting constitute the chief

work in forwarding, and if these are

not done j)ro]HMly, the book cannot be

square and solid—great essentials in

bookbinding.

backing flexible woi'k is a little more

dillicult, !U> the slips are tighter; other-

wise the process is exactly the same,

only care must be taken not to hammer
the cord too much, and to bring over

1
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the sectioDS very gently-j ia order not to

break the sewing thread.

Fig. 185 illustrates a section of a book

in the press before backing : a, press ;

Fig. 185.

b, backing-boards ; c, book. Fig. 186

represents a section of the same book in

the press after backing.

Millboards.— The workman should

take advantage of the period of drying
to select the proper thickness of boards,

and line them with paper on one side

or both.

First square the edge which is to go
to the back of the book, in the cutting-

press, using a cutting-board for one

side termed a "
runner," and another

called a "
cut-agaiust

"
for the other

side. These are to save the press from

being cut
;
and a piece of old millboard

is generally placed on the cut-against,

so that the plough-knife does not cut up
the latter too quickly. The boards, if

for whole-binding, are lined on both

sides with paper ;
if for half-

binding, on one side. The
reason for lining is to make
the boards curve inwards
towards the book. The va-

rious pastings would cause

the board to curve the con-

trary way if it were not

lined. It may be taken as

a general rule that a thinner

board when pasted will al-

ways draw a thicker one.

If the boards are lined on
both sides, paper is cut double

the size of the boards ; if on
one side, the paper is cut

a little wider than the

boards, so that a portion
of it may be tiirned over

the other side about I in. The
is brushed with not too thick

paste, and the board is laid on the paper
with the cut edge towards the portion
to be turned over. It is now taken up
with the paper adhering, laid on the

press with the paper side upwards, and
rubbed well down

; again turned over,
and the paper drawn over the other

side. Press the boards so as to be quite
sure that the paper adheres.

When books are very thick, 2 boards

may be stuck together, not only to get
the proper thickness, but for strength.
If a board has to be made, a thick and
a somewhat thinner board should be

put together. Paste both boards, and

j)ut them in the standing press for the

night. Great pressure should not be

put on at first, but after allowing them
to set for a few minutes, pull down the

press as tight as possible. Wh«n put-

ting made boards to the book, the thinner

one should always be next the book.

When boards are lined on one side

only, it is usual to turn J in. of the

paper over the square edge, and t-he

lined side must be placed next the book.

There are many kinds of boards made.

on to

paper
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Black boards made of old rope vary
much in quality, but the blacker, harder,
and smoother they are the better. The

grey or white boards, used mostly for

antique work, are pasted on a thin black

board, and bevelled down to the black

one to the required width and angle. The
boards used extensively for cloth work
are yellow and are made from straw, or

from wood pulp. All boards are sold by
weight, no matter what size or thickness.

The most useful implement for cutting
the boards up are large shears, costing
16-30s. One arm or shank is screwed

into the laying press, and the other, left

free, is used with the right hand
; the

left hand holds the board to be cut.

Boards, when lined, are laid out to

dry, and, when dry, cut to the size of

the book. The requisite width is ob-

tained by extending the compasses from

the back of the book to the edge of the

smaller bolt or fold in the foredge.
After screwing them up, the boards are

knocked up even, compassed up, and

cut in the laying press, using as before,

the "cut-against," and placing the

runner exactly to the compass holes.

When cut, they are tested by turning
one round and putting them together

again ;
if they are the least out of truth,

it will be apparent at once. The " head "

or top of the boards is next cut by
placing a square against the back, anil

marking the head with a bodkin. The
boards being quite straight are again

I)ut into the press and cut, and when
taken out should be again jiroved by

reversing tliem as before
;

if not true,

they must be recut. The length is

taken from the head of the book to the

tail, and in this some judgment must
be used. If the book has already been

cut, the boards must Ije somewhat

larger than the book, leaving only such

an amount of paper to be removed as

will make the edge smooth. If, how-

ever, the book is to be entirely uncut,
the size of the book is taken, an<I tln^

jiortions calleil
"

sqtiares
"
that project

round the bciok, in arldition.

When a book has not been cut, flu;

amount to be cut off the head will give
the head or top square, and the book

being measured from the head, another

square or projection must be added to

it, and the compass set to one of the

shortest leaves in the book. Bearing in

mind the section on trimming, enough
of the book only should be cut to give
the edge solidity for either gilding or

marbling. A few leaves should always
be left not cut with the plough, to show
that the book has not been cut down.
These few leaves are called "proof,"
and ai-e always a mark of careful

work.

Drawing-in and Pressing.
—The boards

having been squared, they are attached

to the book by lacing the ends of the

cord through holes in the board. The
boards are laid on the book with their

backs in the groove and level with the

head
; they are then marked with a

pencil or bodkin exactly in a line with
the slips, about ^ in. down the board.

Holes are next made in the board with
a short bodkin (with a piece of wood

beneath) on the line, at a distance from
the edge in accordance with the size of

the book. About i in. away from the

back is the right distance for an octavo.

The board is turned over, and a second

hole is made about i in. away from the

first ones. The boards having been

hnled, the slips are scraped, pasted

slightly, and tapered or pointed. Draw
them tightly through the hole iirst

made, and back through the second.

Ta]) them slightly when the board is

down, to prevent them from slipping
and getting loose. When the books are

dra\vn-in, cut the ends of the sli|i3

close to the board with a knife, and well

hammer them down on the knocking-
down iron to make the board close on

the slijis and hold them tight. The

Kli])S sliouM be well and carefully

hamnicri'd, as any ])rojection will l>e

seen with great distinctness when the

book is covered. The hammer must be

hold perfectly even, or the slijjs will be

cut by the edge.
The liook is now cxamineil, and any

little alteration may In; made l)efore

jiutting it into the standing i)ress.

I'ressing-boards, the same size as the

book, should be put flush with the
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groove, and in the centre of the press

directly under the screw, which is

tightened as much as possible. With
all good books, a tin is put between the

millboard and book, to flatten the slips
and prevent their adherence to the

book. The tin is put right up to the

groove, and serves also as a guide for

the pressing-board. In pressing books
of various sizes, the largest is put at

the bottom of the press, with a block

or a few pressing-boards between the

various sizes, in order to get equal

pressure on the whole, and to allow the

screw to come exactly on the centre of

the books.

The backs of the books are pasted,
and allowed to stand for a few minutes
to soften the glue. Then with a piece
of wood, called a "

cleaning-otF" stick,
the glue is rubbed off, and the backs

are well rubbed with a handful of

shavings and left to dry. Let them lie

as long as possible in the press, and, if

the volume is rather thick, a coat of

paste should be applied to the back.

In flexible work, care must be taken
that the cleaning-off stick is not forced

too hard against the bands, or the

thread, being moist, will break
;
or the

paper, being wet, will tear
;

or the

bands may be shifted. The cleaning-off
.stick may be made of any piece of wood

;

an old octavo cutting-board is good.
When the volume has been pressed

enough (at least 8 hours) it is taken

out, and the tins and boards are put
away. The book is then ready for
"
cutting."

Cutting.
—All cutting

"
presses

"
are

used in the same way : the plough runs
over the press, and its left cheek runs
between 2 guides fastened on the left

cheek of the press. By turning the

screw of the plough, the right cheek is

advanced towards the left : the knife

fi.xed on the right of the plough is

advanced, and, with the point, cuts

gradually through the boards or paper
secured in the press, as already de-

scribed in preparing the boards. There
are 2 kinds of plough in use—in one the

knife is bolted, in the other the knife

slides in a dovetail groove
—termed

respectively
" bolt knife

" and "
slide

knife." The latter is preferable, on
account of its facility of action, as any
length of knife can be exposed for cut-

ting. A bolt knife, being fixed to the
shoe of the plough, is necessarily a

fixture, and must be worn down by
cutting or squaring millboards, or such

work, before it can be used with the
truth necessary for paper.
To cut a book properly, it must be

quite straight, and the knife must be

sharp and perfectly true. Having this

in mind, the book may be cut by lower-

ing the front board the requisite dis-

tance from the head that is to be cut
otF. A piece of thin millboard or
"trindle" is put between the hind
board and the book, so that the knife

when through the book may not cut
the board of the book. The book is now
lowered into the cutting-press, with the
back towards the workman, until the
front board is exactly on a level with
the press. The head of the book is now
horizontal with the press, and the
amount to be cut off is exposed above it.

Both sides should be looked to, as the
book is very liable to get a twist in

being put in the press. When it is

quite square, the press is screwed up
tightly and evenly. Each end should
be screwed up to exactly the same tight-
ness

; if one end is loose, the paper
will be jagged or torn instead of being
cut cleanly.
The book is cut by drawing the

plough gently to and fro
;
each time it

is brought towards the workman, a

slight amount of turn is given to the
screw of the plough. If too much turn
is given to the screw, the knife will
bite too deeply into the paper and will

tear instead of cutting it. If the knife

has not been properly sharpened, or has
a burr upon its edge, it will be certain
to cause ridges on the paper. The top
edge being cut, the book is taken out of
the press and the tail is cut. A mark
is made on the top of the hind or back
board just double the size of the square,
and the board is lowered until the
mark is on a level with the cut top.
The book is again put into the press,
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with the back towards the workman,
until the board is flush with the cheek

of the press ;
this will expose above the

press the amount to be taken off from

the tail, as before described, and the

left-hand board will be, if put level

with the cut top, exactly the same dis-

tance above the press as the right-hand
board is below the cut top. The tail is

cut in the same way as the top edge.
To cut a book properly requires great

care. Always lay a book down one way
and take it up another, and in cutting

always work with the back of the book

towards you, and cut from you. Give

the turn to the screw of the plough as

it is thrust from you, or you will pull

away a part of the back instead of

cutting it.

In cutting the foredgo, always have

the head of the book towards you, so

that if not cut straight you know

exactly where the fault lies. The for-

edge is marked at both back and front

of the book by placing a cutting-board
under the first 2 or 3 leaves as a support ;

the millboard is then pressed firmly
into the groove, and a line is drawn or

a hole is pierced at head and tail, using
the foredge of the board as a guide.

The book is now knocked with its back

on the press quite flat, and "trindles"

(flat pieces of steel in the shape of an

elongated U^ about Ij in. wide and 3-4

in. long, with a slot nearly the whole

length), are placed be-

tween the boards and book

by letting the boards fill

back from the book, and

then passing one trindle

at the head, the other at

the tail, allowing the top
and bottom slip to go in

the grooves of the trindhs.

The object of this is to

force the l»ack u|) quite
flat ; by hobliiig the book

when the cut-against and

riinn(!r are on it, suj)]iorted

l.y
the other hand under

the boards, it can be seen

if the book is Btraight. The rnt-against

must be put<iuite (lush witli the licdfs on

the left of the book, and the runner the

distance under the holes that the amount
of square is intended to be. The book

being lowered into the press, the runner
is put flush with the cheek of the press,
and the cut-against just the same
distance above the press as the runner is

below the holes. The trindles are taken
out from the book when the cutting-
boards are in their proper place ;

the
millboards will then fall down. The
book and cutting-boards must be held

very tightly, or the book will slip. If

the book has been lowered into the

press accurately, everything will be

quite square. The press is screwed up
tightly, and the foredge is ploughed ;

when the book is taken out of the press,
it will resume its original rounding, the

foredge will have the same curve as the

back, and if cut truly there will be a

proper square all round the edges. This
method is known as "cutting in

boards."

If the workman has a set of some

good work which he wishes to bind

uniformly, but which has already been
cut to different sizes, and he does not
wish to cut the large ones down to the
smaller size, he must not draw the small
ones in, as he may possibly not be able

to pull his boards down the re(|uired

depth to cut the book, so he must leave

the boards loose, cut the head and tail,

then draw the boards in, and turn up
and cut the foredge.

Fig. 187.

"Cutting out of boards" is by a

different method. The foredge is cut

before glueing up, taking the size from
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the case, if fur casing, from the back to

the edge of the board in the foredge.
The book is glued up, rounded, and put
into the press for § hour, just to set it.

The size is again taken from the case,

allowing for squares at head and tail.

The book, having been marked, is cut,
and then backed. Cloth cases are made
for most periodicals, and may be pro-
cured from their publishers at a tritiing

cost, which varies according to the size

of the book and the amount of blocking
that is upon them.

Fig. 187 illustrates the cutting-press,
a being the knife. Fig. 188 shows the

Fig. 188.

Kuocking-down iron: the flange a is

secured between the cheeks of the

press ;
the sides 6 rest on the press ;

and
the boards are hammered on the smooth
face c. Fig. 189 is an ideal section of

the cutting-press, representing the cut-

FlG. 189.

ting of a foredcre of a book

press ; 6, cut-against ; c.

a, jaws of

foredge of

book
; c?, runner ; e, boards of book.

w

Colouring the LJijcs.
—The edges of a

book should be in keeping with the

binding. A half roan book should not

have an expensive edge, nor a whole
bound morocco book a sprinkled edge.
Taste is the only guide.

Sprinkled Edges.
—Jlost shops have a

colour, usually a reddish-brown, which

they use for all sprinkled edge books
;

it can be purchased at any oil shop. A
mixture of burnt umber and red-ochre

is generally used
;
the 2 powders are

well mixed in a mortar with paste, a

few drops of sweet oil, and water. The
colour may be tested by sprinkling
some on a piece of white paper, allow-

ing to dry, and burnishing. If the

colour pow-ders or rubs, it is either too

thick or has not enough paste in it. If

the former, some water must be added;
if the latter, more paste. It will be

better if the whole is passed through a

cloth to rid it of any coarse particles.
Books may be sprinkled so as to

resemble a kind of marble by using 2 or 3

different colours. For instance, the book
is put in the laying press and a little

sand is strewn upon the edge in small

mounds. Then with
a green colour a

moderate sprinkle is

given. After allow-

ing it to dry, more
sand is put on in

various places, a dark

sprinkle of brown is

put on, and the

whole is allowed to

dry. When the sand
is shaken off, the edge
will be white where
the first sand was

dropped, green where
the second, and the

rest brown.
A colour of 2

shades may be made

by using sand, then

a moderately dark
brown sprinkled,
then more sand, and

lastly a deeper shade of same colour.

A few still use the "
finger-brush," a

small brush about the size of a shaving
R
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brush. maJo ot'still'bristles cut squarely.

They dip it into the colour, and then by
drawing the finger across it jerk the

colour over the edge. Another method
is to use a larger brush, which, being

dipped in the colour, is beaten on a

stick or press-pin until the desired

amount of sprinkle is obtained. But
the best j)lan for an amateur is to use a

nail-brush and a common wire cinder-

sifter. Dip the brush in the colour and
rub it in a circular direction over the

cinder-sifter. This mode has the satis-

factory result ofdoing the work quicker,

finer, aud mure uniformly. The head,

foredge and tail must be of exactly the

same shade, and one end must not have

more sprinkle on it than the other, and

a set of books must have their edges

precisely alike in tone and character.

Colours for Sprinkling.
—Many dyes

and colours that answer all jmrposes,

may be purchased ready for instant use.

Judson's dyes diluted with water are

very good.
Plain (Jolouring.

—The colours, having
been well ground, are mixed with ])aste

and a little oil, orglaire and oil. Then,
with a sponge or brush, colour the

whole of the edge. In colouring the

foredge, the book should be drawn back

80 as to form a slope of the edge, so

that when the book is o|)ened a certain

amount of colour will still be seen. It is

often necessary to give the edges 2 coats

of colour, and the first must be quite

dry before the second tint is applied.
A very good cU'ect may be produced

by first colouring the edge yellow, and

when dry, after throwing on rice, seeds,

jiieccsof tiircad, or anything else accord-

ing to fancy, s|>rinklc with some other

dark colour. For this cias.s body colour

Bliould always be used. This may be

varied in many dilTi'rent ways.
Marbleil Kdgcs.

—Tin; edges of marlded
books should corres])ond with tiicir

marbled ends. In Lond<in, few binders

marble their own work, but semi it out of

the honso to mnrblers, who do nothing
but make marl)lcd eclges and paper. It is

n jirocpss that may seem easy, but is vi;ry

diliicult to execute piopcrly, and it costs

but little to get it done.

The requisites are a long square
wooden or zinc trough, about 2 in. dee]),

to hold the size for the colours to float

on; about 16-20 in. long and 6-8 in.

wide, will probably be large enough.
Various colours are used, such as lake,

rose, vermilion, king's yellow, yellow
ochre, Prussian blue, indigo, some green,
flake white, and lamp-black. The
brushes should be of moderate size, and
each pot of colour must have its own
brush. Small stone jars are convenient

for the colours, and a slab of marble and
a muller fur grinding them. The combs

may be made with pieces of brass wire

about 2 in. long, inserted in a piece of

wood
;
several of these will be required

with the teeth at dilTerent distances,

according to the width of the pattern

required to bo produced. Several dif-

ferent sized burnishers, flat and round,
will be required for giving a gloss to

the work.
The first process in marbling is the pre-

jiaration of the size on which the colours

arc to be lloated. Tliis is a solution of

tragacanth, or, as it is commonly called,

"gum dragon." If the gum is ))laied

overnight in the ([uantity of water

necessary, it will generally be found

dissolved by the morning. The jiropor-
tiuus can easily be learned by exjierience ;

the solution must be filtered through
muslin or linen before use.

The colours are ground on the marble

slab with a little water, as tine as

))ossible ;
move the colour from time to

time info tlio centre of the marble with

a i):ilctte knife, and as the wafer cva-

])orati'S add a littli! more. About 1 oz.

of colour will .sullice to grind at once,

aud it will take abuut 2 hours to do it

I.ro])erly.

liaving everything at hand an<l ready,
with the size in the trough, and water
ne;ir

;
the tup of the size is to bo care-

fully taki'ii (ill' with a ]iii'co of wood the

exact width of the trouiili, and the

colour being well mixed with water and
a few drojis of ox gall, a little is taken

in the brush, and a few very fine sjjots

are thrown on.

If the colour does not spread out, but

rather sinks down, a few more drops of
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gall must be carefully added and well

mixed up. The top of the size must be

taken otF as before described, and the

colour again thrown on.

If it does not then spread out, the

ground or size is of too thick consis-

tency, and some clean water must be

added, and the whole well mixed.

If the colour again thrown on spreads

out, but looks rather greyish or spotty,
the colour is too thick, and a little

water must be added, but very carefully,
lest the colour be made too thin. Jf

the colour still assumes a greyish ap-

pearance when thrown on, the fault lies

in the grinding, and it must be dried

and again ground.
When the colour, on being thrown

on, spreads out in very large spots, the

ground or size is too thin and a little

thicker size should be added.

If the colours appear all right on the

trough, and when taken off on a slip of

paper adhere to it, the size and colours

are in perfect working order.

The top of the size must always be

taken off with the piece of wood before

commencing work, so that it be kept
clean, and the colours must always be

well shaken out of the brush into the

pot before sprinkling, so that the spots

may not be too large. The marbler

must always be guided by the pattern he

wishes to produce, and by a little

thought he will get over many difficul-

ties that appear of greater magnitude
than they reallj' are.

Spot JIarble. — The size is first

sprinkled with a dark colour, termed
the "

ground colour
"

; then follow the

other colours, bearing in mind that the

colour which has most gall will spread
or push the others away, and this colour

should in spot marbling be put on last.

With very little variation all the

other kinds of marbling are done
;
but

in every case where there are more
books or sheets of the same pattern than

the trough will take at once, the same
order of colours must be kept, and the

same proportion of each, or one book

will be of one colour and the second

entirely different.

Comb or Konpareil Marble.— The

colours are thrown on as before, but as

fine as possible. Then if a piece of wood
or wire be drawn backwards and for-

wards across the trough, the colours,

through the disturbance of the size, will

follow the motion of the stick. The
comb is then drawn the whole length of

the trough in a contrary direction. The
wire in the comb will draw the colour,
and produce what is termed "comb "

or
"
nonpareil

"
marble.

Spanish Marble.—The ground colour

is thrown on rather heavily, the others

lighter, and the wavy appearance is

caused by gently drawing the paper in

jerks over the marble, thus causing the

colour to form small ripples.
Other effects.—A few drops of tur-

pentine put in the colours will give
them a different effect, viz. causing the

small white spots that appear on "shell

marble."

There are various patterns, each being
known by name : old Dutch, nonpareil,

antique, curl, Spanish, shell. Specimen
sheets of the various kinds might be

kept as patterns for future reference.

Edges.
— Edges are marbled, after

making thedesirtd pattern on the trough,

by holding the book firmly, pressing the

edge on the colour and lifting it up
sharply. The foredge must be made flat

by knocking the book on its back, but it

is as well to tie the book between a pair
of backing-boards, so that it may not

slip, especially if large. Care must be

taken with books that have many plates,
or if the paper is at all of a spongy
nature or unsized. If a little cold water
be thrown on the edges, it will cause

the colours to set better. In marbling
writing paper, a sponge with a little

alum water should be used to take off

the gloss from the edge, occasioned by
the cutting knife, and to assist the mar-

bling colour to take better.

Paper is marbled in the same way
by holding it at 2 corners, then gently

putting it on the colour and pressing it

evenly, but gently all over, so that the

colour may take on every part. It must
be lifted carefully, as the least shake by
disturbing the size will spoil the regu-

larity of the pattern. Paper should

B 2
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be damped overnight and left with a

weight on the top. When the paper
has been marbled and is dry, a rag with

a little beeswax or soap should be

rubbed over it, so that the burnisher

may net stick, and to give a finer gloss ;

this applies also to the edges in burnish-

ing. Marble paper manufacturers bur-

nish the paper with a piece of polished
flint or glass fixed in a long pole working
in a socket at the top, the other end

resting on a table which is slightly hol-

lowed, so that the segment of the circle

which the fiint takes is exactly that of

the hollow table. The paper is laid on

the hollow table, and the burnisher is

worked backwards and forwards until

the desired gloss is attained. By the

best and latest method, the paper is

passed between highly polished cylinders.
it is more expensive, on account of the

cost of the machinery, but ensures

superior effect.

Sizing.
—

Paper should be sized after

being marbled. The size is made by
dissolving 1 lb. best glue in 5 gal. water
with § lb. best white soap. This is put
into a copper overnight, and on a low
fire the next morning, keeping it con-

stantly stirred to prevent burning.
When quite dissolved and hot, it is run

through a cloth into a trough, and each

sheet IS passed through the litjuor and

hung up to dry ;
when dry, burnished

as already described. It is generally

cheaper to buy the paper than to

make it.

Following is a method of transferring
the pattern from marble j)aiK'r to the

edges of books:—Wring the book up
tightly in the press, the edge to be as

fiat as possible ; cut strips of the best

marble ])aper about 1 in. longer than
the edge ;

make a pad of old papcT larger
than the edge of the Itook, and aljout

J in. thick
;
then get a ]iiece of blotting

jiaper and a sponge with a little water

in
; now pour on a plate .sullicient spirits

of salts (muriatic acid) to saturate the

]ia|)er, which must be
])l.ii-eil

marlde side

downwards on the s])irit (not dippeil in

it); when soaked, jnit it on the edge

(which has been previously dam])ed with

a ^pong^•), lay your Id'.t
|.:iim'|'

< ti
it.

then your pad, now rap it smartly all

over, take off the pad and blot, and look

if the work is right, if so, take the book

out, and shake the marble paper oft";

When dry, burnish.

Gilt Edfics.
—A gilt edge is the most

elegant of all modes of ornamcntino:

edges, and this branch of bookbinding
has from time to time been so greatly
extended, that at the present day there

are many ways in which a book may
have the edges gilt. Thus there are
"
plain gilt," then "gilt in the round ";

again, some colour under tlie gold, for

instance "
gilt on red," or whatever the

colour may be, red being mostly used,

especially for religious books. Some

edges are "
tooled," and some have a gilt

edge with landscape or scene appropriate
to the book painted on the edge, only
to be seen when the book is opened.
"
Marbling under- gilt

"
may also be

used with good efTect
;
but still better

"
marbling on gilt."

The room where gilt edge work is

done should be neither dirty nor drafty,
and the necessary materials are :

—
The Gold Cushion.—This may be pur-

chased ready for use, or it may be made

by covering a piece of wood, about 12 in.

by G, with a piece of white calf, the

rough side outwards, and padding with

blotting paper and cloth. The jiioces

underneath should be cut a little smaller

than the upper one, so that it will form
a bevel at the edge, but quite flat on

the top. The calf to be neatly nailed

all round the edge. If the jiile
of tiio

leather is too rough, it can be reduced

with a jiiece of ])uniice, by rubbing on

the calf with a circular motion.

Gold Knife.—This shouhl be a long
knife of thin steel, the blade about

1-1} in. wide.

llurnisiiers.—These are made ofagate,
and can be jjurchased of any size. A
flat one, and 2 or 3 round ones, will

be found sulUcient. They should hp.ro

a very high ]iolish.

Glaire Water or Size.— The white of

an egg an<l a tea-cup full of water are

well beaten together, until the albumen
is ]>('rfe<-tly

dissolved
;
then allowed to

st.iiil for some hours to settle; after
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which, it should be strained through a

piece of old linen.

Scrapers.
—Pieces of steel, with the

edge or burr made to turn up by rubbing
the edge flat over a bodkin or other steel

instrument, so that when applied to the

edge a thiu shaving of paper is taken off".

The beauty of gilding depends greatly
on proper and even scraping.

Gold Leaf.—This is bought in books,
the price, according to quality ; most of

the cheap gold comes from Germany.
Use the best that can be had, it being
in the end the cheapest, as cheap gold
turns black in time by the action of the

atmosphere.
To gild the edges, the book should be

put into the press straight and on a

level with the cheeks of the press be-

tween cutting-boards, the boards of the

book being thrown back. The press
should be screwed up very tightly, and

any projection of the cutting-boards
should be taken away with a chisel. If

the paper is unsized or at all spongy,
the edge should be sized and left to dry.
This may be ascertained by wetting a

leaf with the tongue : if spongy, the

moisture will sink through as in blot-

ting paper. The edge should be scraped

quite flat and perfectly even, care being
taken to scrape every part equally, or

one part of the edge will be hollow or

perhaps one side scraped down, and this

will make one square larger than the

other. When scraped quite smooth and

evenly, a mixture of blacklead and thin

glaire water is painted over the edge,
and with a hard brush it is well brushed
until dry.
The gold is now cut on the gold

cushion. Lift a leaf out of the book
with the gold knife, lay it on the gold

cushion, breathe gently on the centre of

the leaf to lay it flat
;

it can then be

cut with ease to any size. The edge is

now glaired evenly, and the gold is taken

up with a piece of paper previously

greased by drawing it over the head.

The gold is then gently laid on the edge
which has been glaired. The whole

edge or end being done, it is allowed to

get perfectly dry, which will occupy
2 hours.

Before using the burnisher on the gold
itself, some gilders lay a piece of flne

paper on the gold, and gently flatten it

with the burnisher. Books are often

treated in this manner: they then be-

come "dull gilt." When intended to

be bright, a waxed cloth should be

gently rubbed over the surface 2 or 3
times before using the burnisher. The

beauty of burnishing depends upon the

edge presenting a solid and uniform
metallic surface, without any marks of

the burnisher.

The manner of burnishing is to hold
a flat burnisher, where the surface is

flat, flrmly iu the right hand with the

end of the handle on the shoulder, to

get better leverage. Work the burnisher

backwards and forwards with a perfectly
even pressure on every part. When
both ends are finished, the foredge is

proceeded with, by making it perfectly
flat. It is better to tie the book, to

prevent it slipping back. The foredge
is gilt exactly in the same manner as

the ends
; it will return to its proper

round when released from the press.
This is done with all books in the ordi-

nary way, but if the book is to have an
extra edge, it is done " solid or in the

round." For this way, the book must
be put into the press with its proper
round, and without flattening it, and

scraped in that position with scrapers

corresponding with the rounding. The

greatest care must be taken in this kind
of scraping that the sides are not scraped

away, or the squares will be made either

too large or lop-sided.
Gilt on Red.—The edges are coloured

by fanning them out as explained in

colouring edges, and when dry, gilt ia

the usual way ;
not quite such a

strong size will be wanted, through
there being a ground in the colour

;
nor

must any blacklead be used. The edges
must in this process be scraped first,

then coloured and gilt in the usual

way.
Tooled Edges.

—The book is gilt as

usual, then, while in the press, stamped
or worked over with tools that are of

some open character; those of fine work

being preferable. Some design should
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be followed out according to the fancy
of the workman.
The tools must be warmed slightly,

so that the impression may be firm
;
the

foredge should be done first. Another
method is to tool the edge before bur-

nishing, or the different portions of the

tooling may be so managed in burnishing
that some parts will be left bright and

standing in relief on the unburuished or

dead surface.

Painted Edges.
—The edge is fanned

out and tied between boards, and whilst

in that position some landscajie or other

scene, either taken from the book itself

or appropriate to the subject of it, is

painted on the foredge, and when quite

dry it is gilt on the flat in the usual

manner. This work of course requires
an artist well skilled in water-colour

drawing.
After the edges have been gilt by any

of the foregoing methods, the rounding
must be examined and corrected, and

the book should be put into the stand-

ing press for 2-3 hours, to set it. The
whole of the edges should be wrapped
up with paper to keep them clean during
the remainder of the process of binding.
This is called "capping up."

Head - banding.
—Few binders work

their own head-bands
;
the majority use

the machine-made head-band. These

can be purchased of any size or colour,
at a moderate price.

Head-banding done by hand is really

only a twist of different coloured cotton

or bilk round a piece of vellum or cat-

gut fastened to the back at every half-

dozen sections. If the head-band is to

be square or straight, the vellum should

be made by pasting 2 or 3 pieces to-

gether. Damp the vellum previously,
and put it under a weight for a few
hours to get soft. Vellum from old

ledgers and other vclliini-boun<l books

is mostly used. The vellum, when quite

dry and flat, is cut into strips just a

little under the width of the squares of

the books, so that when the book is

covered, the amount of le.itlier aliove

the head-band and the head-band itself

will be just the size or height of the

square.

If, however, a round head-band it

chosen, catgut is taken on the same

principle with regard to size, and this

is further advanced by using 2 pieces of

catgut, generally ono being smaller

than the other, and making with tlie

beading 3 rows. To explain how the

liead-band is worked is a ditlicult task ;

yet the process is very simple. The

great difficulty is to get the silks to lie

close together, which they will not do
if the twist or beading is not evenly
worked. This requires time and pati-
ence to accomplisli. The hands must be

clean, or the silk will get soiled; fingers
must be smooth, or the silk will be

frayed.

Supposing a book is to be done in 2

colours, red and white. The hcad-binil

is cut to size, the book is, for conveni-

ence, held in a press, or a plough with
the knife taken out, so that the end to

be head-banded is raised to a convenient

height. The ends of the silk or cotton

are joined together, and one, say the red,
is threaded through a strong needle.

Tliis is ])assed through the back of the

book, at about the centre of the second

section, commencing on the left of

the book, twice, and a loop is left.

The vellum is put into this loop, and
the silk is drawn tiglit; the vellum
will then be held fast. The white is

now twisted round the red once, and
round the head-band twice

;
the red is

ne.xt taken in hand, and twisted round
the white once and the head-band twice.

This is done until tiie whole vellum is

covered. The needle must be passed

through the back at About every 8 sec-

tions to secure the head-band. The

beading is the effect of one thread being
twisted over the other, and the hantl

must be kejjt exactly at the same tight-
ness or tension, for if ])ulled too tightly
the beading will go underneath, or be

irregular. The fastening off is <ione by
passing the needle through the back

twice, the white is tiien jiassed rountl

the red and under the vellum, and the

ends ai-e tie I together.
Tliree Colours I'lain.—This is com-

menced in the same way as with 2, but

great care must be t^ken that the silHs
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are worked in rotation, so as not to mix
or entangle them. The silks must be

kept in the left hand, while the right
twists the colour over or round

;
and as

each is twisted round the vellum, it is

passed to be twisted round the other

two. In fastening otF, both colours

must be passed round under the vellum,
and listened as with the 2-colour pat-
tern.

Head-bands may be worked intermixed

with gold or silver thread, or the one

colour may be worked a number of

times round the vellum, before the

second colour has been twisted, giving
it the appearance of ribbons going round
the head-band.

Stuck-on head-bands may be made at

little expense, by iising striped calico for

the purpose. A narrow stripe is to be

preferred of some bright colour. The
material must be cut into lengths of

about 1| in. wide, with the stripes across.

Cords of different thickness are then cut

somewhat longer than the calico, and a

piece of the cord is fastened by a nail at

one end on a board of sufficient length.
The calico is then pasted and laid down
on the board under the cord

;
the cord,

being held tightly, may be easily covered

with the striped calico, and rubbed with

a folder into a groove.
When this is dry, the head and tail

of the book are glued, and the proper

piece of the head-band is put on. Or
the head-band may be purchased, as

before stated, worked with either silk or

cotton readv for fastening on, for 2s. '3d.

to 4s. 6c?. a piece of 12 yd., according to

the size required. The amateur will

find this far better than working his own

head-bands, but it has the disadvantage
of not looking so even as a head-band

properly worked on the book.

After the head-band has been put on

or worked, the book is
" lined up

"
or

"
got ready for covering."

Preparing for Covering.
—

Nearly all

modern books are bound with hollow

backs, except where the books are sewn
for flexible work, or otherwise meant to

have tight backs.

The head-band is first set with glue,
jf worked, by glueing the he?vd and tail,

and with a folder the head-band is made
to take the same form as the back. This

is done by holding the book in the left

hand with its back on the press, then a

pointed folder held in the right hand is

rim round the beading 2 or 3 times to

form it
;
the silk on the back is then

rubbed down as much as possible to

make all level and even, and the book is

allowed to dry. When dry, it is put into

the laying press to hold it, and the back
is well glued all over

; some paper,

usually brown, is now taken, the same

length as the book, put on the back and
rubbed down well with a thick folder :

a good-sized beef rib is as good as

anything. The overplus of the paper is

cut away from the back, excejit the

part projecting head and tail. A second

coat of glue is put on the top of the

brown paper and another piece is put on

that, but not quite up to the edge on
the left side. When this is well rubbed

down, it is folded evenly from the edge on
the right side over to the left

;
the small

amount of glued space left will be found
sufficient to hold it down. The top is

again glued, folded over from left to

right, and cut off level by folding it back
and running a sharp knife down the fold.

Tills is what is generally termed " two
on and two off," being 2 thicknesses of

paper on the back and 2 for the hollow
;

but thin or small books need only have 1 on

the back and 2 for the hollow. Thick
or large books should have more paper
used in proportion to their size. Books
that have been over-cast in the sewing
should have rather a strong lining up,
so that there be not such a strain when

opened. When the whole is dry, the

overplus of the paper, head and tail, is

cut off close to the head-band.
The better the paper used the easier

will be the working of it. Old writing
or copy-book paper will be found to be as

good as any, but good brown paper is

mostly used.

The book is now ready for putting the

bands on. These are prepared before-

hand by sticking with glue 2 or 3 pieces
of leather together or on apiece of jiaper,
well pressing, and allowing to dry under

pressure. The paper must be glued
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twice, allowing each coat to dry before

glueing again. It should then be put on

one side for future use, and wlien wanted,
the proper thickness is chosen and cut

into strips of a width to corresjjond
with the size of the book. The book is

marked u]), 5 bands being the number

generally useil, leaving the tail a little

longer than the other portions. The

strips of bauil are then moistened with

a little hot water to cause the glue upon
the paper to melt. Each piece is then

fixed upon the back just under the holes

made with the comjiasses in marking up.
This will l)e found to be a Air better plan
than to iirst cut the strips and tlien glue
them. By the latter j)lan, the glue is

liable to spread upon the side, where it

is not wanted, and if the book has to be

covered wiih light calf, it will certainly
be stained black: be careful that all

glue is reniove<l from the back and sides

before attempting to cover any book with

calf.

When dry, the ends of the bands are

cut oil' witli a bevel, and a little piece of

the hoards from the corners nearest the

back is also taken off on the bevel, that

there may not be a sliarj) point to fret

through the leather when the book is

opened. This is also necessary, so that

the head-band may be properly set. A
sharp knife shouM be inserted in tlie

holbiw, .-lud should separate it from the

back at head and tail on each side so far

as to allow the leather to be turned in.

Morocco may have the back glued, as it

will not show through, and will facilitate

the adliesiou of the leather.

Flexible Work.—This is not lined up.
The leather is stuck directly upon the

book
;

the head-liand is set as before

cx]daincd, and held tight by glueing a

piece of fine linen against it, and when

quite dry, the overplus is ctit away, and

the back is made (juite smooth. The
bands are knocked vi\> gently with a

blunt chisel to make them ])'Mfectly

straight, being first (iami)ed and made
soft with a little jiasle to facilitate the

working and prevent the thread from

being cut. Any holes caused by sawing-

in, in j)reviou8 liinding, must be (illeil up
with a i>icce of frayed cord, pasted. Any

holes thus filled up must be made quite
smooth when dry, as the least unevenness
will show when the liook is covered.

In " throw uji
"
backs, or in " flexible

not to show," a piece of thin linen or

stuff called " mull
"
(muslin) is glued on

the back first, and one jiiece of j)aper on
the top. For the hollow, 3, 4, or even 5

pieces are stuck one on the other, so that

it may be firm
;
whilst the book itself

will be as if it had a flexible back. The
bands, if any, are then fastened on, and
the corners of the boards are cut otf. It

is then ready for covering. "Mock
flexible" has generally one jiiece of

paper glued on the back, and when

marked-up, the bands are put on as be-

fore, and the book is covered.

Covcrinij.
—Books are covered accord-

ing to the fancy of the binder or cus-

tomer. The materials used at the present

day are—leather of all sorts, parch-
ment or vellum, bookbinders' cloth,

velvet, needle - work, and imitation

leather, of which various kinds are

manufactured, such as leatherette and
feltine.

Each kind requires a difTerent manner
of working or maniiiulatiou. For in-

stance, a wet calf book must not be

covered in the same manner as a velvet

one.

Under the class of leather, come
moroccos of all kinds; russia

; calf,

coloured, smooth and imitation
; roan,

sheep and imitation morocco.

The morocco cover, indeed any leather

cover, is cut out by Laying the skin out
on a flat board, and having chosen the

jiart or ])ic(e of tin; skin to be used, the

book is laid on it and the skin is cut

with a shai'p knife round the book,

leaving a s])ace of about J in. for an

8vo, and more or less according to the

size of the book and thickness of board,
for turning in. The morocco cover

should now h.ave markcil upon it with
a pencil, thi! exact size of tiiebook itself,

by laying the book on the cover, and

running the point of a blacklead ])encil
all round it. The leather musttluin be
"
pared," or shaved round the edges,

using the pencil marks as a guide.
This paring process is not dillicult, es-
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pecially if a French knife is used, such

as may be purchased at Eadie and Son's,

the chief point being that a very sharp

edge is to be kept on the knife, and that

the "burr" is on the cutting edge.
The knife is held in the right hand,

pLacing 2 fingers on the top with the

thumb underneath. The leather must
be placed on a piece of marble, litho-

graphic stone, or thick glass, and held

tightly strained between finger and
thumb of the left hand. Then, by a

series of pushes from the right hand,
the knife takes off more or less, accord-

ing to the angle given. The burr causes

the knife to enter the leather
;

if the

burr is turned up, the knife will either

not cut or run off. If the knife is held

too much at an angle, it will go right

through the leather. The leather should

from time to time be examined, by turn-

ing it over, to see if any unevenness

appears, for every cut will show. Spe-
cial attention should be given to where
the edges of the board go. The turning
in at the head and tail should be pared
off as thin as possible, as there will be

twice as much thickness of leather on

the back where turned in, the object of

this care being that it must not be seen.

The morocco cover should now be wetted

well, and grained up by the hand or a

Hat piece of cork. This is done by
gently curling it up in all directions

;

and when the grain has been brought up
properly and sufficiently, the leather

should be pasted on the flesh side with
thin paste, and hung up to dry. Should
the leather be "straight grain," it must

only be creased in the one direction of

the grain, or if it is required to imitate

any old book that has no grain, the leather

should be wetted as much as possible,
and the whole of the grain rubbed out

by using a rolling-pin with even pres-
sure.

Russia and calf require no setting up
of the grain, but russia must be well

rolled out with the rolling-pin.
When the cover (morocco) is dry, it

is well pasted, and the squares of the

book are set, so that each side has its

proper portion of board projecting.
The book is then laid down evenly on

the cover, which must be gently drawn
on; the back is drawn tight by plac-

ing the book on its foredge and pulling
the skin well down on the back. The
sides are next drawn tight, and the
bands are jiinched well up with a pair
of " band nippers." The 4 corners of
the leather are cut off with a sharp
knife in a slanting direction, a little

paste is put on the cut edge, and the

operation of turning in may be com-
menced.
The book is held on its edge, either

head or tail, with a small piece of paper
put close to the head-band to prevent
any paste soiling the edge or head-band,
and with the boards extended, the
hollow is pulled a little away from the

back, and the leather is neatly tucked
in. The leather is next tightly brought
over the boards and well rubbed down,
both on the edge and inside, with a

folding-stick, but on no account must
the outside be rubbed, or the grain will
be taken away. The foredge is treated
in like manner, by tucking the corners
in for strength. The head-band is set

by tying a piece of thread round the

book, between the back and the boards,
in the slots cut out from the corners of
the boards

;
this thread must be tied in

a knot. The book being held in the
left hand, resting on its end, the leather
is drawn with a pointed folding-stick,
as it were, towards the foredge, and
flattened on the top of the head-band.
When this is done properly, it should
be exactly even with the boards, and

yet cover the head-band, leaving that

part of the head-band at right angles
with the edge exposed. A little prac-
tice will indicate what amount of leather
is to be left out from the tui-ning in,
so that the head-band can be neatly
covered. The perfection in covering a
book depends upon the leather being
worked sharp round the boards, but
with the grain almost untouched.

Paste should be always used for all

kinds of leather
;

but leather with
an artificial grain should be glued,
the turning in being pasted. The
glue gives more body to the leather,
and thus preserves the grain, Whitp
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morocco should be covered with paste
inivle without alum, which turns it

yellow. It' the leather is washed with

lemim-juice, instead of vinegar, when

iinishing, the colour will bo much im-

jiroved.
Kussia leather is pared in the same

way as morocco. It should be damped
and rolled with a roUing-pia before

covering.

Calf, cither coloured or white, need

be pared only round the head-baud
;

it

should be covered with paste, and the

Ijook washed, when covered, with a

clean damp sponge. In putting 2 books

together, when of calf of 2 ditferent

c(dours, a piece of paper should be

jdaced between, as most colours stain

each other, especially green. Care

should be taken to finger calf as little

as possible ;
whilst wet, touching it

with iron tools, such as knives and
band nijipcrs, will cause a black stain.

JI<jrocco will bear much hanilling.
Vellum or I'arcliment.—The boards

should be covered with white paper, to

avoid any darkness of the board show-

ing through. The vellum or ])arc]iment
should be jiared at head and tail, and
the whole well pasted and allowed to

stand for a short time, so that it be

well soaked and soft. The book should

then be covered, but the vellum must
not on any account be stretched much,
or when dry it will draw the boanls

tip to a remarkable extent. If the

book be prosseil, the vellum will adhere

bettiir. Old binders took groat jiains
in covering their white vellum books.

The vellum was lined carefully with
white pajier and dridl before covering :

this in some degree hindered the shrink-

ing in drying, and enabled the work-
man to give the boards a thin and even

coat of glue, which was allowed to dry
before i)Utting on the covering.

lioan is covereil with glue .anil turned

in with paste. Heail ;ind tail only need

be pared roim<l the head-band.

<-'loth is covered by glueing the cover

all over an<l turning in ;it once: glueing
one cover at a time, and finishing the

<overing of each book before touching
the next.

Velvet should be covered with clean

glue not too thick
;

first glue thcback
of the book and let that set before the
sides are put down. The sides of the
book should next be glued, and the
velvet laid down, turned in with glue.
The corners should be very carefully
cut or they will not meet, or cover

properly when dry. When the whole
is dry, the pile may be raised, should it

be finger marked, by holding the book
over steam, and, if necessary, by using
a brush carefully.

Silk and satin should be lined first with
a piece of thin paper cut to the size of

the book, glued with thin clean glue,
rubbed down well, and allowed to get

dry, before covering the book. When
dry, cover it as with velvet.

Ilalf-bound Work.—The book has its

back, a part of the sides, and the corners

covered with leather. The sides are,
after the leather is ])erfectly dry,
covered either with cloth or paper
according to fancy, turned over the

boards as with leather. The book is

then pasted down. Before the paper is

])ut on the sides, all unevenness of the
leather is pared away. This style has

Come very much into reputation lately
on account of its economy ;

tlie amount
of leather required is less, and the work
is as strong and serviceable as in a

whole-bound book. It will be better if

the back be finished before the corners

are j)ut on, as there is great likelihood

that the corners may get damaged to

some extent during the jirocess of finish-

ing. The outside ])aper may eitiier

match the colour of the leather, or be

the same as the edge or end-i)ai)ers.

Pastinr/ doini.—This is to cover up
the inside board by pasting <lown tlie

end-papi'rs to tiic lioards.

Tlie white or waste leaf, tiiat has till

this process protected the end-pa])ers,
is now taken away or torn out. The

joint of the board must be cleaned of

any jiaste or glue that may have ac-

cuniiilated there, by jiassing file ])oint

of a sh.arp knife abnig it, so tliat when
the end is pasted down, the joint will

be (piite straight and jierfectly square.
Jlorocco books should be filled in
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with a smooth board or thick paper,
the exact substance of the leather.

This thickness must be carefully chosen,
and one edge be cut off straight, and
stuck on the inside of the board very

slii;htly, in fact only touching it in the

centre with a little glue or paste, just
sufficient to hold it temporarily. It

must be flush with the back-edge of

the board. When dry, the paper or

board is marked with a compass about

J in. round, and both paper and leather

are cut through at the same cut with
a sharp knife. The overplus board

will fall off, and the outside of the

leather may be easily detached by lift-

ing it up with a knife. The paper or

board,, which will now fit in exactly,
should be glued and well rubbed down
with a folding-stick, or it may be put
into the standing press if the grain of

the morocco is to be polished, but not

otherwise.

Morocco books only have morocco

joints, thus made. Morocco of the

same colour is cut into strips the same

length as the book, and about l^ in. in

breadth for 8vo
;
a line is drawn or

marked down each strip about h in.

from its edge, with a pencil or folder,
as a guide. The leather is pared from
the mnrk to a thin edge on the J-in.

side, and the other side is pared as thin

as the leather turned in round the

board, so that there will be 2 distinct

thicknesses on each piece : the larger
half going on the board to correspond
with the leather round the 3 sides, and
the smaller and thinly pared half going
in the joint and edge on to the book.

The end-papers, only held in with a

little paste, are lifted out from the

book, the leather, well pasted, is put on
the board, so that the place where the

division is made in the leather by paring
will come exactly to the edge of the

board
;
the thin part should then be

well rubbed down in the joint, and the

small thin feather edge allowed to go
on the book.

Great care must be taken to rub the

whole down well, that it may adhere

properly ;
the grain need not be heeded.

With regard to the overplus at the

head and tail, there are two ways of

disposing of it : first, by cutting both

leathers slanting through at once, and

making the two meet
; or, secondly, by

cutting the cover away in a slant and

doing the same to the joint, so that the

2 slant cuts cover each other exactly.
This requires very nice paring, or it

will be seen in the finishing. The
book should be left till quite dry, which
will take some 5-6 hours. The boards

are then filled in by the same method,
and the end-papers are fastened in again

properly.
Cloth Joints.—If the cloth has been

stuck in when the ends were made, after

cleaning all unevenness from the joints,
the boards are filled in as above, and
the cloth joint is stuck down with thin

glue, and rubbed down well. The
marble paper may now be put on the

board by cutting it to a size, a little

larger than the filling in of the board,
so that it may be well covered. When
cloth joints are put in, the board paper
is generally brought up almost close to

the joint; but with morocco joints, the

space left all round must be even.

Calf, Russia, &c.—After having cleaned

the joint, the leather is marked all round
a trifle larger than the size intended for

the end-papers to cover. Then with a

knife, the leather is cut through in a

slanting dii'ection by holding the knife

slanting. The boards should be thrown
back to protect the leather, and the

book placed on a board of proper size,
so that both book and board may be

moved together, when turning round.
When the leather is cut, a piece of

paper should be pasted on the board to

fill up the thickness of the leather, and
to curve or swing the board back

;
the

boai'ds otherwise are sure to curve the

contrary way, especially with calf.

When this lining is dry, tlie end-papers
may be pasted down.

There are 2 methods of doing this.

In the most exact, the paper is pasted
all over, especially in the joint, and the

paper being held in the left hand, is well

rubbed down, more particularly in the

joint. The paper is marked all round

(head, foredge, and tail) with a pair of
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compasses to"' the width required for

finishing inside the board. With a very
sharp knife, the paper is to be cut

through to the depth of the paper only,

by laying the straight-edge on the

marks male by the compasses. Tliis

has the advantage of procuring an
exact margin round the board

;
but it

must be done quickly, or the paper will

stick to the leather round the board

from the paste getting dry, the leather

absorbing the watery particles in the

paste. The other way is to lay the

paper back, and down on the board, and
then to mark it. A tin is then placed
between the book and paper, and the

paper is cut to the marks made. The

paper is then pasted down as above.

when pasted down, the book should be

left standing on its end, with boards

left open until thoroughly dry, which
will be about G hours. A tin should be

kept especially for cutting on, and the

knife must be as sharp as )iossible.

This latter method is used for all half

bindings.

Hand-finishin(i.
— Hand -finishing is

really an art. The finisher should be

able to draw, or at least have some

knowledge of composition, and also know

something about the harmony of colours.

Taste has no small influence. It is better

to finish books plainly, rather than put
OQ more gold than is necessary. Let

the tools be always in keeping with the

book, both in size and character. Large
cues should be used only on a large

book, and those of less size for smaller

works. A book on Natural History
should have a bird, insect, shell or other

tool indicative of the contents. A flower

should be used on works on Botany,
and all other works should be treated

in the same emblematical manner. In

lettering, see that the letters are of a

size pro])ortionate to the book—legible

but not too bold. They should neither

be so large as to j)rcvent the whole of

the title being road at one view, nor so

small as to |iresent a dilliculty in ascer-

taining the subject of a book when on

the shelf. Amongst a large number of

books, there should be an agreeable

variety
of styles, so that the cU'ect may

be in harmony with the colours around,
and produce as pleasing a contrast as

possible.
Tools and Materials.—These embrace

rolls, fillets, pallets, centre and corner
tools of every possible class and charac-

ter; type of various sizes for lettering
books or labels. The type may be either

of brass or printers' metal
;

if the latter,
care must be taken that it be not left

at the frre too long, or it will melt.

Type-holders ai'e made to fit the re-

spective sizes, but one or two with a

spring side, adjusted by screw, will le
found convenient for any type. In

England it is the custom to letter books
with hand letters, each letter being
separate and fixed in a handle. Doubt-
less these will in time be laid aside, and
the type and type-case will be adopted.
Of polishing-irons 2 are necessary

—
one for the sides and one for the backs.

Often a third is kept for ))olishing the

board eml-papers when pasted down.
The gold-rag, to wipe ofl' the surplus

gold from the back or side of a book,
should have a little oil well worked into

it, so that the gold may adhere to and
remain in it. This rag when full of

gold will be of a dirty yellow, and may
then be melted down by a gold-refiner,
and the waste gold recovered.

Rubber, cut up very small — the

smaller the better—and steeped in tur-

pentine so as to make it as soft as pos-

sible, is used for clearing away any gold
not taki'u off by the gold-rag. This
should also be melted down when full.

Sponges are wanted—large ones for

paste-washing, smaller for glairing and

sizing.
Glaire may be purchased alreadv jire-

l)areil, or it may be made from white of

egg very c^irefully beaten up to a froth

with a whisk. In breaking the egg,
care must be taken not to let any of the

yolk get amongst the white. A little

vinegar should be mixed with the white
before beating up, and a drop of am-

monia, or a gr.iiii or two of common
table salt, or a small piece of cam])hor,
will in some measure ]irevent it from

turning ))utrid, as it is liable to do.

Some workmen keep a stock of "goocj
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old glaire," as they term it, by them,

fancying that it produces better work
;

but this is a mistaken notion. When
well beaten, allow the glaire to stand

for some hours, and then pour the clear

liquid into a bottle for use.

Cotton wool is used for taking the

gold leaf up and pressing it firmly on

the leather.

Varnish should be used only on that

part where glaire has been applied and

has afterwards been polished, the object

being to restore brilliancy and preserve
the leather from the ravages of insects

attracted by the glaire. These pests
do great damage to the covers of books

prepared with glaire, taking away the

surface of the leather and spoiling the

appearance. Tarnish may be purchased
at all prices ;

use only the best, and be

very sparing with it.

A small pair of spring dividers, some

lard, sweet oil, and a finishing stove, are

also required. Before gas was intro-

duced, use was made of the now almost

extinct charcoal fire. A bookbinders'

gas stove can now be purchased at prices

varying with the size, which can be

used to warm glue, make paste, and heat

tools for finishing, besides a hundred
other purposes. Where cost is an object,
or where gas is not obtainable, charcoal

may still be used. Any old tin may be

utilised : make a number of large holes

through the sides
;

fill it with some live

charcoal, and place a perforated tin plate
on the top. It will keep alight for hours,
and impart quite enough heat for any
purpose required. This primitive stove,

however, must be placed on a stand or

on a piece of thick iron, lest it become

dangerous.

Styles.
—Finishing is divided into 2

classes—"blind," "antique," or as it

is sometimes called,
" monastic

"
;
and

"gold-finished."
The term antique is mostly known in

the trade
;
and when morocco antique

or calf antique is mentioned, it means
that the whole of the finishing is to be

done in blind tooling. Not only this,

but that the boards should be very thick

and bevelled, and the edges either dull

gilt or red, or gilt over red. This

class of work is used extensively for

religious books. A gold line introduced

and intermixed with blind w-ork gives
a great relief to any class of antique
work.

It is not necessary that a special set

of tools be kept for antique work, al-

though some would look quite out of

keeping if worked in gold. As a general

rule, antique tools are bold and solid,

such as Venetian tools, whilst those for

gold work are cut finer and are well

shaded. The greater number work

equally well in gold and in blind
;
but

when a special style has to be followed,
the various tools and their adaptation
to that style must be studied.

The general colour of blind work is

dark brown, and the proper way of

working these antique tools is to take

them warm and work them on the damp
leather a number of times, thus singeing
the surface only, until it has assumed
its proper degree of colour. Antique
work as a decoration, requires quite as

much dexterity and care as gold work.

Every line must be straight, the tools

worked properly on the leather, both in

colour and depth ;
and as the tools have

to be worked many times on the same

spot, it requires a very steady hand and

great care not to double them. Some
consider blind work as preparatory to

gold work, and that it gives experience
in the method of handling and working
the various tools

;
and the degree of heat

required for different leathers without

burning them through. The leathers

on which this work is mostly executed
are morocco and calf.

In finishing the back of a book, it

must always be held tightly in a small
hand press, termed a "finishing press."
This is of the same kind as a laying

press, only much smaller, and is screwed

up by hand. When in the press, mark
the head and tail as a guide for the

pallets by running a folding-stick along
the edge of a piece of parchment or

pasteboard held by the fingers and
thumb of the left hand against the sides

of the volume across the back at the

proper place. When several books of

the same character and size are to range
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together, the backs are compassed up
so that the head and tail lines may run
continuous when finished. In usin^^ the

pallet, hold it firmly in the right hand,
and let the working motion proceed
from the wrist only, as if it were a

pivot. It will be found rather dilfieult

at first to work the pallets straight over

the back and even to the sides of the

bauds, but after a little practice it M'ill

become easy to accomplish.
^lorocco flexible work, as a rule, has

blind lines, a broad and a narrow one,
worked close to the bands. Damp the

back with a sponge and clean water, and
work it evenly into the leather with a

hard clean brush. Take a pallet of the

size suitable to the book, warm it over

the stove, and work it firmly over the

back. As the leather dries, make the

pallet hotter
;

this will generally be

found sufficient to produce the required
dark lines. Sometimes it will be neces-

sary to damp the different places 2 or 3

times in oi-der to get the jn'oper colour

in the blind tooling.
The pallets will have a tendency to

stick to the leather and possibly burn it.

To obviate this, take 1^ oz. white wa.x,

and 1 oz. deer fat or lard, place them in

a pipkin over a fire or in a warm jilace, so

that they may be well mixed together;
when mixed, allow to cool. Kub some
of this mixture upon the rough or fleshy
side of a piece of waste morocco, and

when working any tools in blind, rub

them occasionally over the jirepared
surface. This mixture will be found of

great service in getting the tools to slij)

or come away from the leather in work-

ing. Lard alone is sometimes used, but

this mixture will be found of greater
service to any finisher, and the advantage
of adding the wax will be a|)parent.

The lines im])ressed on the back must
now liave their gloss given to thcui.

This is (lone by
"
gigg<?rii.g "the pallets

over them. Make the |)ailet rather hot,

rub it over the greasc<l jiiece of leather,

and work it backv/nrds and forwards in

till! impression jireviously made. (Jreat

care must Ik,' taken that tin; jallct be

kept steadily in the impressions already

pnadc, or they will bo doubled. The

back is now ready for lettering, as de-

scribed farther on.

To blind tool the side of a book it

must be marked with a folder and

straight-edge, according to the jiattern
to ie produced; and as a guide for the

rolls and fillets to be used. These lines

form the ground plan for any design
that has to be worked. Damp the whole
of the side with a sponge, and brush it as

before directed
;

then work the fillets

along the lines marked. Kun them over

the same line 2 or 3 times. When dry,
make the fillet immovable by driving a

wooden wedge between the roll and fork,
and gigger it backwards and forwards
to produce the gloss. If tools are to be

worked, make them slightly warm, and,
as the leather dries, make the tool hotter

and hotter. This must be repeated as

often as necessary until the desired

depth of colour and gloss is obtained.

In using a roll that has a running or

continuous pattern, a mark should be

made upon the side with a file, at the

exact point that first comes in contact

with the leather, so that the same design

may always come in the same place in

the repeated workings. It is impossible
for a roll to be cut so exactly that it may
be worked from any ]ioint in the circum-

ference without dnubliiig it. Blind work
is done in the same way whether in using
a small tool or a large roll. The leather

must be damped and repeatedly worked
until the depth of colour is obtained.

It is then allowed to dry, and re-worked
to produce the gloss. The beauty of

blind work consists in making the whole
of the finishing of one uniform colour,
and in avoiding the fault of having any
portion of the work of lighter tint than

the rest.

Gold Work,—This is far more rom-

jili<atiMi than blind or antique woik, so

that it is better to inactise upon some

spare pieces of roan, calf, and morocco,
before attempting to finish a book. Gold

work is not more difficult than blind

tooling, it is only more complicated.
The (liderent kinds of lcath(!r require
such (lilli'icnt degrees of heat, that what
would fail to make the gold adhere upon
one leather would burn through another.
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The various colours lequire different

degrees of heat
;
as a rule, light fancy

colours need less than daik.

The medium by which the gold is

made to adhere to the leather is used in

2 ways—wet and dry. 'i he wet is used

for leather, the dry for velvet, satin, silk,

and paper.
The wet medium is again divided into

2 classes, one for non-porous and another

for porous leather. Morocco is the prin-

cipal of the non-porous leathers, with

roan and all other imitation morocco.

The porous varieties consist of calf of all

kinds, russia and sheep.
The non-porous leathers need only be

washed with thin paste water or vinegar
and glaired once

;
but if the glaire be

thin or weak, it will be necessary to give
them a second coat of glaire.

The porous varieties must be paste-
washed carefully, sized all over very

evenly, and glaired once or twice
;
care

being taken that the size and glaire be

laid on as evenly as possible.
All this, although apparently so

simple, must be well kept in mind, be-

cause the great dilficulty is in not know-

ing the proper medium for the various

leathers, and one book may be prepared
too much, while another may have a

deficiency. As a consequence one book

will be spoiltby the preparation cracking,
and the gold will not adhere to the other.

By following the directions here given,
the gold will adhere without much
trouble, beyond the practice necessary in

becoming accustomed to an accuiate use

of the various tools.

Suppose that a half-morocco book is to

be neatly finished and lettered. Take a

broad and narrow pallet of a suitable and

proper size, woik it against the bands in

blind as a guide for finishing in gold.
As the impression need be but very

slight, warm the pallet on the gas stove

but very little. Choose some suitable

tool, as a centre piece to go between the

bands. Work this also lightly on tine

back exactly in the centre of each panel,
as truly as possible and perfectly straight.

A line made previously with a folding-

stick along the centre of the back will

greatly assist in the working of a tool in

its proper position. Wash the back with

vinegar, and brush it well with a hard

brush to disperse the moisture and drive

it equally into the leather
;
some use

paste-water for this pur|pose instead of

vinegar. Paste-water has a tendency to

turn grey in the course of time : this

is avoided in using vinegar, which also

imparts freshness to the morocco, and

keeps it moist a longer time, very desir-

able in finishing.

The impressions made by the broad

and narrow pallet and the centre tool

are pencilled in with glaire ;
when dry,

pencil in another coat
;

allow this

again to dry, then rub them very

slightly with a piece of oiled cotton

wool. Take a leaf of gold from the

book, and spread it out evenly on the

gold cushion ;
cut it as nearly to the

various shapes and sizes of the tools as

possible. Take one of the pieces of

gold upon a large pad of cotton wool,

greased slightly by drawing it over the

head. (There is always a sufficient

amount of natural grease in the hair to

cause the gold to adhere to cotton

drawn over it). Lay the gold gently
but firmly on the impressed leather.

See that the whole of the impression be

covered, and that the gold be not

broken. Should it be necessary to put
on another piece of gold leaf, gently

breathing on the first will make the

second adhere.

When all the impressions are covered

with gold leaf, take one of the tools

heated to such a degree that when a

drop of water is applied it does not
hiss but dries instantly ; work it

exactly in the blind impressions. Re-

peat this to the whole of the impres-
sions, and wipe the overplus of gold oiT

with the gold-rag. The impressions
are now supposed to be worked pro-

perly in gold ;
but if there are any

parts where the gold does not adhere,

they must be re-glaired and worked in

again. A saucer should be placed near

at hand with a piece of rag or a sponge
and water in it, to reduce any tool to

its proper heat before using. If the

tool be used too hot, the gold impression
will be dull—if too cold, the gold will
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not adhere. To use all tools of the i

exact degree of heat required is one of
]

the experiences of the skilled workman.
The back is now ready for the title.

Set up the words in a type-case, with

type sufficiently large and suitable to

the book. The chief word of the title

should be in somewhat larger size than
the rest, the others diminishing, so that

a pleasant arrangement of form be

attained. In order to adjust the length
of the words, it may be necessary to

"space
" some of them—that is, to put

between each letter a small piece of

metal called a "
space." Square the

type, or make the face of the letters

perfectly level by pressing the face of

them against a flat surface before

tightening the screw. They must be

exactly level one with another, or in

the working some of them will be

invisible. Screw the type-case up,
warm it over the finishing stove, and
work the letters carefully in blind as a

guide. Damp the whole of the letter-

ing space with vinegar. When dry,

pencil the impressions in twice with

glaire. Lay the gold on and work them
in gold.

but with lead type and a spring type-
case (more suitable for amateurs on

account of its relative cheapness, and
the case fitting itself to the different

sizes of the type) the latter must
be warmed before the type is put in.

The heat of the case will impart suffi-

cient heat for the type to be worked

jiroperly. If the case ami tyjic be put
on the stove, the type will jirobably be

melted if not watched very narrowly.
Hand letters are letters fixed in handles

and each used as a single tool. The
letters are arranged in al]ihabetical
order round the finishing stove, an<l as

each letter is wanteil it is taken from
the order, worked, and roplaceij. They
are still very much used in Kngland,
but where several books arc to have the

same lettering, brass tyj)e is very much
letter. It does its work mr.re uni-

formly than hand letters, howevc.T skil-

fully used.

When this simjile finishing can be

executed projicrly and with case, a more

difficult style may be attempted, such
as a "full gilt back." This is done
in 2 ways, a "run-up" back and a
" mitred

"
back. As a general rule,

morocco is mitred. Place the book on
its side, lift up the millboard and make
a mark at head and tail on the back, a

little away from the hinge of the back.

Then with a folder and straight-edge
mark the whole length of the back :

this is to be done on both sides. Make
another line the whole length down the

exact centre of the back. With a pair
of dividers, take the measurement of

the spaces between the bands, and mark
the size at head and tail for the panels
from the top and bottom band

;
witii a

folder and strip of parchment make a
line across the back, head and tail, at

the mark made by the dividers.

Work a thin broad and narrow

pallet alongside the bands in blind.

Prepare the whol? of the back with

vinegar and glaire, but lay the glaire on
with a sponge. When dry, lay the gold

on, covering the whole of the back with

it, and mending any breaks. For

mitreing, take a 2-line pallet that has

tlie ends cut at an angle of 45*^, so that

the join at that angle may be perfect.
Work this on the side at the mark
made up the back, and up to the line

made in blind across the back. Repeat
this to each panel. The 2-line pallet
must be worked across the back and up
to the lines made in gold, the cutting
of the i)allet at the angle will allow of

the uni<m or mitre, so that each panel is

independent of the other. There will be

sjjaces left at head and tail, which may
be filled up with any fancy pallet or

repetition of tools. The corners should

be in keeping with the centre, and large

enough to fit the ]ianel. Work these

from the sides of the square made, or

from the centre of the ])anel, as will be

found most convenient according to the

thickness of the book and style of

finishing, and then fill in any small

stops. When the whole is done, rub

the gold oil" with the gold-rng, and use

the rubber if necessary. The title is

jiut on in the manner before described.

It is not always necessary that the
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finishing be done in blind first. One
accustomed to finishing finds that a few

lines marked previously with a folding-
stick are all that is required. When
working the title, a thread of silk

drawn tightly across the gold produces
a sufficient line, and is the only guide
that an experienced workman requires.

To finish a side, make a mark with the

folder and straight-edge as a guide for

rolls or fillets. Prepare the leather, as

before described, where the ornamenta-

tion is to come ;
but if the pattern is

elaborate, it must be worked first in

blind. As a greater facility, take a

piece of paper of good quality and well

sized. Draw the pattern on the paper,
and if any tools are to be used, hold

them over the gas flame
;

this will

smoke them so that they may be worked
on the paper in black. When the pat-
tern is complete in every detail, tip the

4 corners of the paper with a little

paste, then work the pattern through
the paper on to the leather, using the

various sized gouges as the scrolls re-

quire, and a single line fillet where there

are lines. Work thus the complete

pattern in blind. This being done com-

pletely, take the paper off from the 4

corners, place it on the other side, and

work it in the same way. Prepare the

leather with vinegar, and pencil the

pattern out with glaire. If the whole

side be glaired with a sponge, it will

leave a glossy appearance that is very
undesirai)le. The whole side is now laid

on with gold, and the pattern is worked

again with the warm tools, in the pre-
vious or blind impressions.

The inside of a book is generally
finished before the outside. This should

be done as neatly as possible, carefully

mitreing the corners when any lines

are used. Most frequently a roll is

employed, thus saving a great deal of

time. A style was introduced in France

called "
double," the inside of the

board being covered with a coloured

morocco different from the outside, in-

stead of having board papers. This

inside leather was very elaborately
finished

; generally with a " dentelle
"

bo]'der, while the outside had only a line

or two in blind. It is a style which,

although very good in itself, has quite
died out with us, so many prefer to see

the finishing to having it covered up
when the book is shut.

The edges of the boards and the

head-bands must be finished either in

gold or blind, according to fancy, and
in keeping with the rest of the embel-
lishment. A fine line worked on the

centre of the edge of the board by
means of a fillet looks better, and of

course requires more pains than simply
running a roller over it. If it is to

be in gold, simply glairing the edge is

sufficient. Lay on the gold, and work
the fillet carefully. Place the book
on its ends in the finishing press to

keep it steady, or it will shake and
throw the fillet off. If a roll is used,
take the gold up on the roll, grease it

first a little, by rubbing the gold-rag
over the edge to make the gold adhere.

Then run the roll along the edge of the

boards
;
the kind generally used for this

purpose is called a " bar roll
"—that is,

haviug a series of lines running at right

angles to the edge of the roll.

Imitation morocco is generally used
for publishers' bindings, where books
are in a large number and small in

price ;
and the finishing is all done

with the blocking press. To finish this

leather by hand, it is advisable to wash
it with paste-water and glaire twice.

Roan is generally used for circulating

library work, and is very seldom
finished with more than a few lines

across the back and the title. This
leather is prepared with paste-wash
and glaire, and, when complete, var-
nished over the whole surface.

Inlaid Work. — Inlaid, or mosaic

work, is used only in the higher
branches of bookbinding. Formerly
books were not inlaid, but painted with
various colours. G roller used a great
deal of black, white, and green. Tuckett

employed a method of extracting one
colour from leather and substitutins:
another by chemical action, thus :

—
Take dark chocolate colour, trace the

design thereon, and pick it out or

pencil it in with suitable chemicals, say
S
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dilute nitric acid
;

this will change the.

chocolate, leaving the design a bright
red on a chocolate ground.
To lay on the various colours with

leather is, no doubt, by far the better

plan. Paint has a tendency in time to

crack, and, if acids are used, they will

to a certain e.xteut rot or destroy the

leather; but if leatlier is used it will

always retain both colour and texture.

To choose the proper colours that will

harmonise with the ground, give tone,

and produce the proper effect, requires
a certain amount of study. Jlorocco is

generally used, but in Vienna calf has

given very good results. If the pattern
to be inlaid be very small, steel punches
are used, the pattern being worked in

Idind on the side of the book. Take
morocco of a diiVereut colour from the

ground it is to decorate, pare it down
as thin as possible, and lay it on a slab

of lead. With a steel jjunch the e.xact

facsimile of the pattern that is to be

inlaid, punch out from the leather the

required number of pieces. These arc

pasted and laid very carefully on the

I'.xact spot made by tlie l)lind tooling ;

jiress each down well into the leather

either with a folding-stick or the fingers,

so that it adheres properly. When dry,
the book is pressed between polished

plates, so that the raised pieces, or the

jiicces that have been laid on, may bo

i'lirced well into the gi'ound leather.

When it has been ])ressed, the whole of

the leather mu.st be prepared as for

morocco, and finished in gold. The tools

ill the working will hide all the edges
of the various inlaid pieces, provided

they are laid on exactly.
If interlacing liands arc to be of

various colours, the bands must be cut

out. Pare the leather tliin, and after

working tlic ])attcrn through the paper
ou to the leather on the side of the iiook,

lay it ou the thinly jparcil leathiM-; with

a very sharp and pointcil knife, cut

through the |ia])er and leather together
ou a soft board. Or, thede.sign may l)e

worked or drawn on a tliin board, and

the various bands cut out of the boanl

as jiatterns. Lay thf^e on the thin

leather and cut round them. Kecj> the

board templates for any future use of the
same patterns. The various pieces are

pasted, carefully adjusted in their places,
and well rubbed down. The leather is

then prepared and worked off in gold.
Another method is to work the pat-

tern in blind on the sides, pare the

morocco thin, and while damp place it

u]ion the portion of the pattern to be

inlaid, and press it well with the fingers,
so that the design is impressed into it.

Lay the leather carefully on some soft

board, and cut round the lines made
visible by the pressure with a very
sharp knife. Wlien cut out, paste and

lay them on the book and prepare as

before, and finish in gold. This last

method is not of much value, though
it is sometimes chosen

;
for any good

work, where accuracy is required, the

plans mentioned previously are to be

preferred.
The Viennese work their calf in the

same way that the cabinet-makers inlay
woodwork. With a very sharp and
thin knife, they cut right through two
leatliers laid one on the other. The
bottom one is then lifted out and re-

l)laced by the to]i one. By this method
the one fits exactly into the other, so

that, if ])roperly done, the jimctions are

so neatly made that no finishing is re-

quired to cover the line where the two
colours meet.

Porous.—Calf, as before described,

requires more and dilTerent prcjiaration
than morocco, on account of its soft and

absorbing nature. As a foundation or

ground-work, paste of different degrees
of st rength is used, according to the work

re((uired.
Calf books have gen(!rally a morocco

lettering piece of a dill'erent colour from
the calf ou the back for the title. This

is, however, o])tioual. Leather lettering

])ieces have a great tendency to jieel

off, es])eciallv if the I)ook lie ex postal to

a hot atmosjiliere, or if the j)aste has

been badly m:ide, so that it is ))ei'ha]>s

better if the calf itsidf be lettered.

There is no doubt that a Ijctter effect

is ])roduced in a bookcase when a good
assoi'tment of coloured li'tt(!ring pieces
is jilaced on the variously coloured
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backs, and the titles can be more easily
read than if they were upon light or

sprinkled calf; but where wear and
tear have to be studied, as in public

libraries, a volume should not have any
lettering pieces. All such books should
be lettered on their natural ground.

For lettering pieces, take morocco
of any colour, according to fancy, and

having wetted it to facilitate the work,
pare it down thin and evenly. Cut it

to size of the space it is intended to fit,

pare the edges all round, paste it, put
it on the place, and rub well down.
Should the book require two pieces

—or

one for the title, and one for the volume
or contents—it is better to vary the

colours. Do not allow the leather to

come over on to the joint, or by the

frequent opening of the boards the

edge will become loose. A very good
plan as a substitute for lettering pieces
is to colour the calf dark brown or black,
thus saving the leather at the expense of

a little more time. When the lettering

pieces are dry, mark tlie back, head and
tail for the pallets or other tools with a

folding-stick. Brush paste all over the

back. With the handle of an old tooth-

brush, rub the paste into the back.

Before it has time to dry, take the

overplus off with a rather hai'd sponge,

dipped in thin paste-water. The reason

why paste of full strength must be used

for the back, and only paste-water for

the sides, is, that through the stretching
of the leather over the back in covering,
the pores are more open, and conse-

quently require more filling up to make
a firm ground. IMuch dejiends upon
the ground-work being properly applied.

Finishing, above all other depart-

ments, demands perfect cleanliness. A
book may have the most graceful

designs, the tools be worked perfectly
and clearly, but be spoiled by having a

dirty appeai'ance. See that everything is

clean—paste-water, size, glaire, sponges,
and brushes. Do not lay any gold on
until the preparation is perfectly dry,
or the gold will adhere and cause a

dirty yellow stain where wiped off.

Should the calf book be intended to

have only a pallet alongside the bands,

it is only necessaiy where the paste-
wash is quite dry to glaire that portion
which is to be gilt : this is usually
done with a camel-hair brush, by laying
on 2 coats. When dry, cut the gold
into strips and take one up on the

pallet and work it on the calf. This is

what is termed " half calf neat." The
band on each side is gilt, leaving the
rest of the leather in its natural state.

Some binders polish their backs instead
of leaving them dead or dull.

Full gilt back.—(rt)
"
Pam-up." Make

a mark up the back on both sides a
little away from the joint with a folder
and straight-edge. Put on lettering
piece. When dry, paste and paste-wash
the back. When again dry, take some
of Young's patent size, melt it in a

pipkin with a little water and apply it

with a sponge. Lay this on very
evenly with a very soft sponge, and be

particular that it is perfectly clean, so
that no stains be left. When this size

is done with, put it on one side for
future use. This size should not be
taken of its full strength, and when
warmed again some more water should
be added to make up for evaporation.
When the coat of size has dried, apply
2 coats of glaire. The first must be

dry before the second is applied, and
great care should be taken that the

sponge does not go over the same place
twice, or the previous preparations will
be disturbed. It is now ready for

finishing. Cut the gold to proper size
;

rub a little lard over the whole of the
back with cotton wool. Tliis requires
great attention. Very little must be

put on light or green calf, as these
colours are stained very readily. Take
the gold up on a cotton pad; lay it

carefully down on the back
; breathe

on the gold, and press down again. If
there be any places where the gold is

broken, they must be mended. Heat a
2-line fillet so that it hisses when
placed in the cooling pan or the saucer
with the wet rag in it, and run it the
whole length of the back on the line

made before paste-washing. Do this on
both sides, and rub the gold off with
the gold-rag up to the lino on the out-

S 2
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side. Work a 2-line pallet on each side

of the bands, and the morocco lettering

piece last, as it requires less heat. The
centre piece of each panel is next

worked, firmly but quickly. The
corners are worked from the centre or

sides, using the riwht-hand corners as a

guide, and judging the distance by the

left-hand ones. The press must be

turned when it is required to bring the

left side to the right hand in working
the corners. The requisite pallets are

worked to finish the book head and tail,

generally in one operation with the

2-line pallet.
Calf-work requires very quick work-

ing. The tools must not be held over

the various places too long, or the heat

will destroy the adherent properties of

the albumen. With morocco tliis does

not signify so much, as the heat is not

so great.

(6)
" Mitred back

"
is prepared the

same way as for "
run-up back," and the

mitreing is done as explained iu working
morocco. This is superior work, re-

quires more skill, and takes longer, but

looks much better. Each panel must bo

an exact facsimile of the rest. If the

tools do not occupy precisely similar

places in each panel, the result will be

very unsatisfactory. When the backs

are finished, rub the gold off with the

gold-rag, and clear off :iny residue with

rubber. Be very careful that every

particle of the surplus gold be cleared

off, or the delicate lines of the orna-

ments will be obscure and ragged in

appearance.
The book is now ready for lettering.

Set the type u]) in the case, and work
it carefully in a perl'ectly straight line

over the back. The whole of the back

is polisheil with the iron, which must
be perfectly clean and bright. I'rcjjan;

a board from an old calf l)incling, by
.'ijqilying some fine eimTy or charcoal

ami lai'd on tlii! leather side of it.

liubljing the iron over thi.s pre])ared
surface will give it a bright jxdish. It

must be used over the back by holding
it lightly and giving it an oblong cir-

cular motion. Go over every jiorlion
of the back with very eveu pressure, so

that no part may be made more glossy
thau another. The polishing iron should
be used rather warmer than the tools :

but if too hot, the glaire will turn
white

;
if too cold, the polish Avill be

dull. The grease upon the leather will

be quite sufficient to make the polisher

glide easily over the surface, but the

operation must be rapidly and evenly
done. All light and green calf requires
less heat than any other kinds, and will

turn black if the iron be in the least

degree too hot.

The sides should be always in keeping
with the back. Before the sides can be

finished, the inside of the boards must
receive attention. With a "run up"
back, the edge of the leather round the

end-pajjors is worked in blind or has a

roll run round it in gold. In any case

it should be paste-washed. If fur blind,
the roll is heated and worked round it;
if for gold, it is glaired twice. The

gold, cut into strips, is taken up on the

roll, worked, and the overplus taken olF

with the rag as before directed. E.xtra

work, such ai> nfitred, should have some
lines or other neat design put on.

i\aste-wash the leather, and, when dry,

glaire twice. When again dry, lay ou
the gold all round, and work the single
or other fillets, or such other tool as

n)ay be in keeping with the exterior

work. When the gold has been wiped
oil',

the leather is polished with the

iron.

The outside must now be finished. If

the sides are not to be polished, paste-
wash the whole of the side up to the

edge of the back carefully, then glaire

only that portion which is to be gilt.

In general a 2-line fillet only is used

round the edge, so that the width of

the fillet or roll must determine the

width to be glaired. When glaired
twice and dry, take up the gold on the

fillet or roll and work it evenly and

straightly round the edge. The corners

where the lines meet arc next stopped

liy working a small rosette or star on

them. Clean off any gold that maybe
on the side, and work a small dotted or

|iin-head roll at the edge of the glaire.

Tliis will cover aud couccul the edge.
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Extra calf books generally have the

sides polished. Paste-wash the sides

all over, and size when dry. Hold the

book, if small, in the left hand ; if large,

lay it on the press and work the sponge
over the side in a circular direction, so

that the size may be laid on evenly.
Be very careful that it does not froth

;

should it do so, squeeze the sponge out

dry, and fill it anew with ft-esh size.

Some workmen work the sponge up and
down the book, but if this be not done

very evenly it produces streaks. Allow
to dry by leaving the book with boards

extended. When perfectly dry, glaire
once. This will be found sufficient, as

the size gives body to the glaire. When
sizing and glairing, be sure that the

book is laid down with the boards ex-

tended on a level surface
;

if the book
be not level, the size or glaire will run

down to the lowest portion of the

surface and become unequally dis-

tributed.

The gold is now laid on the respective

places, either broad or narrow, accord-

ing to the nature of the finishing or

width of the rolls. As a rule, the sides

of the better class of calf books are only
3-lined round the edge and mitred m
the corners. This is, however, quite a

matter of taste. Some have a border of

fancy rolls, but never any elaborate

pattern as in morocco work. To finish

the sides, place the book in the finishing

press with the boards extended, so that

they may rest on the press. This will

afford greater facility for working the

fillets, rolls, and tools necessary to com-

plete the design on each side. The

finishing press being small, it can be

easily turned round as each edge of the

border is finished.

To polish the sides, place the book on
its side on some soft surface, such as a

board covered with baize, and kept for

the purpose. Use the large and heavy
polishing iron, hot and clean. Work
the iron quickly and firmly over the

sides, first from the groove towards the

foredge, and then in a contrary direction

from the tail to the head by turning
the volume. The oil or grease applied
to the cover previous to laying orj the

gold will be sufficient to allow the

polisher to glide easily over the surface.

Polishing has the effect of smoothing
down the burr formed on the leather by
the gilding tools, and bringing the im-

pressions up to the surface. The iron

must be held very evenly, so that its

centre may be the working portion. If

held sideways, the edge of the iron will

indent the leather. The heat must be

sufficient to give a polish ;
but if the

iron is too hot, it will cause the glaire
to turn white. A practised finisher can

generally tell the proper heat on hold-

ing the iron at some little distance from
his face. Calf books should be pressed,
whether polished or not.

Pressing.
—Plates of japanned tin or

polished horn are proper for this pur-
pose. Put pressing tins between the
book and the millboards, up to the

joint. Place one of the japanned tins

on the side level with the groove, turn
the book and japanned tin over carefullv

together, so that neither shifts
; lay

another of the japanned tins on the top
of the book, thus leaving the book be-

tween 2 tins. Put the book into the

standing press, screw down tightly, and
leave for some hours. When pressed

sufficiently, take the book out, and if

the sides are polished, varnish them.
Make a little pad of cotton wool,

saturate the lower portion with varnish;
rub it on a piece of waste paper to

equalise the varnish, then work the pad
over the side as quickly as possible, in

a circular direction. Renew the wool
with varnish for the other side. Enough
must be taken on the pad to varnish the

whole side, as the delay of renewing the

varnish would cause a streaked surface.

When the varnish is perfectly dry, the

book is again pressed. To do this, rub
the gold-rag over the sides to give them
a little grease, wliich will prevent the

sides from sticking to the polished

plates. Place the book between the

plates as before, leaving out the pressing

tins, and put into the standing press.

Only little pressure must be given ;
if

the press is screwed down too tightly,
the plates will stick to the book. The
varnish must be of good quality, arid
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perfectly dry. Half an hour in the

press will be found quite long enough.
Should the plates stick, there is no
other remedy than washing oflf the

varnish with spirits of wine, and the

glaire and size with warm water
;
then

carefully re-preparing the whole surface

as before. This is, however, an accident

which cannot hap])en if due care and

judgment be exercised.

Graining.
—

Graining is now used very
much on calf books. This may be pro-

perly considered as a blind ornament.
It is done by means of copper or wooden

plates cut out in various i)atterns, so as

to form small squares, scales offish, or an

imitation of morocco. Place the volume
between 2 of these plates even up to the

groove of the back, in the standing

press ;
screw it tightly down. The im-

pressions should be equal over the

whole surface. Nothing looks worse

than a bold impression in one place and

a slight one in another, so that it is

rather important that it be evenly

pressed ;
a second application of the

plates is impracticable. Graining has

the advantage of hiding any finger
marks that may accidentally be on the

calf, and conceals any imperfections in

the leather.

The state of the weather must in a

great measure guide the finisher as to

the number of volumes to prepare at

one time. The leather should always
be a little moist, or rather " fresh."

In winter, double the number of books

may be prejiared, and the gold laid im,

than the dryness of a summer's day will

admit of. If books arc laid on over-

night, the tools must be used very hot

in working them the next morning, or

the gold will not adhere. During sum-

mer, flies will eat the glaire from various

places while the book is lying or stand-

ing out to dry, so that constant vij,'il-

ance must bo kept to avoid these jie.sts.

Russia leather is prepared in the

same way as calf, but is u.sually worked
with more blind tools than with gold,

and the sides are not as a rule polished,
HO tliat the size and glaire are dispensed

with, except on those parts where it is

to be finished in gold ;
and those por-

tions need be only paste-washed and

glaired once without any size.

Finishing with Dry Preparation.
—

Dry preparation is used for silk, velvet,

paper, or any other material that would
be stained by the employment of the

wet process. A number of recipes are

in use.

Dry some white of egg by spreading
it somewhat thickly over glass plates,

preserving it from dust. It will chip
off readily, when dry, if the glass has

been previously very slightly oiled or

greased. It must not be exposed to a

greater heat than 122° F. (50° C), or

the quality of the albumen will be de-

stroyed. The dried mass is well powdered
in a porcelain mortar.

Or, take equal portions of mastic,

sandrac, and arable gums, and grind
them in a mortar into an impalpable

powder.
Put it into a bo.^ or bottle, and tie 3

or 4 thicknesses of fine muslin over the

mouth. By tapping the inverted box,
or shaking it over the lines or letters,

the dust will fall through in a fine

shower. The powder should fall only
on the part to be gilt. Cut the gold
into strips, take it ujwn the tool, and

work it rather hot. The overjtlus of

the powder must be brushed away
when the finishing is complete<l.

Velvet is very sehlom finished beyond

having the title i)Ut on, and tliis should

be worked in blind first and with mode-

rately large letters, or the pile will

hide them.
Silk is finished more easily, and can,

if care be taki-n, have rather elaborate

work put upon it. In such a case, the

lines or tools, which must be blindcd-in

first, may be glaired. For this pur-

pose, the glaire is put in a saucer or

j)lati!
in the free air for a day or two,

SI) that a certain amount of moisture

may evaporate ;
but it must not l)e so

stiff as to prevent the brush going

freely over the stuff. Great care must
be taken, or the glaire will sjjre.ad and

cause a stain. A thin coat of |)aste-

water will give silk a liody and keep
the glaire from sjireading to a certain

extent ; but the best medium for silk is
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the dry one, as it is always ready for

instant use. In using glaire, the gold
is laid on the silk, but on no account

must any oil or lard be rubbed on it for

the temporary holding of the gold.

Rub the parts intended for the gold
with the finger (passed through the

hair) or with a clean rag lightly oiled,

and when the tools are re-impressed, use

a clean piece of flannel to wipe off the

superfluous gold.

Blocking has been used lately on silk

with some success in Germany. The

blocking plate is taken out of the press,

and the gold is laid on it, and then

replaced in the press. The finishing

powder is freely distributed over the

silk side, which is laid on the bed of

the press. On pulling the lever over,

the block descends and imprints the

design in gold on the silk. This pro-
cess may be applied to velvet, but

velvet never takes the sharpness of the

design on account of the pile, so that as

a rule it is left in its natural state.

Vellum.—Several kinds of vellum

are prepared from calf-skins :
"
pre-

pared
"

or " artists'
"

vellum, with a

very white artificial surface ;

" Oxford "

vellum, the surface of which is left in

its natural state
;

" Roman "
vellum,

which has a darker appearance. Parch-

ment is an inferior animal membrane

prepared from shaep-skins after the

manner of vellum, and is very success-

fully imitated by vegetable parchment,
made by immersing unsized paper for a

few seconds in a bath of dilute oil of

vitriol. This is used very e.xtensively in

France for wrappering the better class

of literature, instead of issuing them in

cloth as is the custom here.

The method of finishing vellum is

altogether different from leather. On
account of its very hard and compact

nature, it requires no other ground or

preparation than glaire for gold work.

The cover should be washed with a soft

sponge and clean water, to clean off any
dirt or finger marks, and to make the book

look as fresh as possible. This washing
must be very carefully done by going
over the surface as few times as possible.

This caution applies particularly to

the "prepared" vellum, as each wash-

ing will take off a certain amount of

the surface. It requires some experi-

ence to distinguish the flesh and leather

surfaces of prepared vellum, but this

experience must be acquired, because it

is absolutely necessary that the leather

side should be outward when the book

is covered, for two reasons : the flesh

side is more fibrous and adheres better

to the boards than the leather side, and

the leather side is less liable to have

its surface disturbed in the process of

washing.
When dry, the parts that are to be

gilt must be glaired, and as the glaire

will show its presence, or more strictly

speaking leave rather a dirty mark, the

tools should be worked in blind, and the

glaire laid on carefully up to their

outer edge. When dry, lay the gold
on and work the tool in. Let the tools

be only moderately warm ;
if too hot,

they will go through to the millboard,

leaving their mark as if they had been

cut out with a knife.

As a rule, no very heavy tooling is

put on vellum, as the beauty lies in

keeping the vellum clean. As the tool-

ing, comparatively speaking, is on the

surface, owing to the thinness of the

skin, it requires a very competent and

clean workman to produce anything
like good work on vellum.

Vellum is of so greasy a nature that,

if a title-piece of leather has to be put
on, it will be a matter of great difliculty
to make it adhere properly, unless some

special precaution be taken. The best

plan is to scrape the surface, where the

leather is intended to be placed, with

the edge of a knife. This will produce
a rough and fibrous ground on which to

place the pasted leather. This leather

when dry, must be prepared with paste-
water and glaire, in the same manner
as with other books.

Blocking.
— The tools required for

blocking are " blocks
"

or "
stnmps,"

composed of very small pieces, or in

one block cut to the size of the

book. In any case, the block has to

be fastened to the movable plate at

the bottom of the heating box of the
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blocking press. To block tlie sides of a

book, glue a stout piece of paper upon
the movable plate. Then set the blocks

upon one side of the book in exact posi-

tion, and place that side upon the bed

of the blocking press, leaving the

volume hanging down in front of the

press. The bed is next fixed, so that

the centre of the board is exactly under
and in the centre of the heating box.

When quite true, the sides and back

gauges are fixed by screws. Pull the

lever so that a slight pressure upon the

plate be given ;
release the press and

take out the book and examine if all be

correct. Some of the blocks may re-

quire a small piece of paper as a pad,
so as to increase the pressure, others to

be shifted a little. Now glue the back
of the stamps and replace them. Put
the whole under the to|> plate in the

press, heat the box, and pull the lever

over
;

let the book remain for some
little time to set the glue. Take out

the book, examine if perfectly square
and correct, but replace it with a soft

millboard under the stamps and pull
down trie press. The lever must re-

main over anil the blocks be luuler

I)ressure until the glue is hardened.

Another method is to glue upon the

plate a piece of thick paper, and mark

ujion it the exact size of the book to

be blocked. Strike the size from the

centre, and from that draw any otlier

lines that may assist in placing the

blocks. Arrange the blocks upon the

plate so as to form the design; when

correct, paste the blocks on their backs

and replace them on the jdate. When
the paste adheres a little, turn tlie

plate over and jmt it into the i)ress.

A|)ply hi-at to tlie box; JjuH the lever

f)ver
;
and when the jjastc is set, regu-

late the bed and gauges.
When the j)ross is properly heated,

throw back the lever: t.iki- out tlii^ inill-

Imard from under the stamp, and regulate
the degree of pressure ri'quireil by thi;

aide screw under the bi-d. Place upon
the bed the .side to be Ktam))eil, hold it

firmly against the guides with the

left hami, and with the right draw
the levfr (juickly to the front. This

straightens the toggels and forces down
the heating bos, causing a sharp im-

pression of the stamj) upon the leather

or other material. Throw or let the

lever go back sharply and take out the

book. If the block be of such a design
that it must not be inverted, the whole
of the covers must be blocked on one

side first, and the block turned round
for the other side, or the design will be

upside down.
Work for blocking in gold does not

require so much body or preparation as

if it were gilt by hand. Morocco can
be worked by merely washing the
whole surface with a little urine or weak
ammonia

;
but it is safer to use a coat

of glaire and water, mixed in propor-
tions of 1 to 3. The heat should be

moderate and the working slow.

Calf should have a coat of milk and
water or thin paste-water as a groun<l,
and when dry another of glaire, botli

laid on evenly; but if only portions are

to be gilt, such as a centre-piece, and
the rest dead, the centre-piece or other

design should be jjoncilled in with great
care. The design is first slightly blocked

in blind as a guide for the glairing.
The edge of the glaire always leaves a

dark stain. The heat required for calf

is greater than for morocco, and tiie

working must be done more quickly.
Cloth requires no ])reparation wiiat-

ever
;
the glucbencatli and the coloured

matter in the cloth give quite enough
adhesiveness, when the hot plate comes

down, for the gold to adhere.

Calf Colouring.
—Although coloured

calf-skins may be bought almost as

chea])ly as ''smooth" calf (uncoloured

ones), yet there are many j)laces whero
coloured calf (^^nnot 1)e |)rocured. Skins

may be purchased already sprinkled or

marbled at most leather shops. This pl.an
of sprinkling anil marbling the whole
skin is good enough for cheaj) or half-

bound work, but for extra work it is far

better to sjirinklc, marble, or otlierwise

colour the leather when on the book.

Hand-colouring is coming again into use,
and by degrees getting known through-
out the trade.

When an acid is used on leather, it is
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essential to wash as much as possible of

it out with water immediately after it

has done its work, or in a few months

the surface of the leather will be found

to be eaten away and destroyed. It is

a fault of some binders, that if they use

a chemical on leather or paper, they are

not satisfied to have weak acid, allow it

to do its work slowly, and, when the

proper moment has arrived, stop its fur-

ther action. They frequently use the

acids as strong as possible, and neglect
to wash out the residue. The conse-

quence is, the leather or paper rots. To

avoid this, the recipes given below are

selected for their harmless character.

Black.—Iron sulphate (copperas) is

the chief ingredient in colouring calf

black. Used by itself, it gives a greyish

tint, but if a coat of salts of tartar or

other alkali be previously used it strikes

immediately a rich purple black. It

can be purchased at Id. per lb.

(a) Into 1 qt. boiling water, throw

\ lb. iron sulphate ;
let it reboil, stand to

settle, and bottle the clear liquid for

use.

(6) Boil 1 qt. vinegar with a quan-

tity of old iron nails or steel filings for

a few minutes; keep in a stone jar, and

use the clear liquid. This can from time

to time be boiled again with fresh vine-

gar ;
an old iron pot must be kept for

boiling the black.

Brown.—(a) Dissolve J lb. salts of

tartar (oxalic acid) in 2 pints boiling

water, and bottle for use. This is mostly
used for colouring ;

it has a very mellow

tone, and is always used before the black

when a strong or deep colour is required.

It is poisonous, and must not be used

too strong on the calf, or it will cor-

rode it.

(6) For a plain brown dye, the green
shells of walnuts may be used, broken

up, mixed with water, and allowed to

ferment. The liquid is strained and

bottled for use. A pinch of salt thrown

in will help to keep it. This does not

in any way corrode the leather, and

produces the best uniform tint.

Yellow.—(rt)
Picric acid dissolved in

water forms one of the sharpest yellows.
It must not be mixed with any alkali in

a dry state, as it forms a very powerful

explosive compound. It may be bottled

for use.

(6) Into a bottle put some turmeric

powder, and mix well with methylated

spirit ;
the mixture must be shaken

occasionally for a few days until the

whole of the colour is extracted. This

is a very warm yellow, and produces a

very good shade when used after salts of

tartar.

For all the following a preparation or

ground of paste-water must be put on

the calf, that the liquids may not sink

through too much. The calf must be

paste -washed all over equally, and

allowed -to get thoroughly dry. It will

then be ready for the various methods.

Perhaps to wash it overnight and let it

stand till next morning will be the best

and surest plan. It matters very little

whether the calf is on the book or in

the skin.

Sprinkles.
—There are many sprinkles,

all worked in the same way, by throw-

ing the colour on finely or coarsely, as

it may be wanted light or dark.

Presuming that the paste or ground-
wash is thoroughly dry, take liquid salts

of tartar and dilute with cold water,
1 part salts to 2 of water, in a basin

;

wash the calf with this liquid evenly,

using a soft sponge. The calf will re-

quire the wash to be applied 2 or 3

times, until a proper and uniform tint

is obtained. Each successive wash must
be allowed to get thoroughly dry before

the next is applied.
The next process is to sprinkle the

book, with the boards open ;
'2 pieces of

flat wood, about 3 ft. long, 4 in. wide,
and 5- in. thick, will be found very use-

ful for carrying the book. These rods

must be supported at each end, so that

the book may be suspended between

them, with the boards resting on the rods

nearly horizontally. Put into a round

])an some of the copperas fluid, and into

another some of the solution of oxalic

acid. Use a pretty large brush for each

pan, keeping each for its own fluid. The

sprinkling may be commenced. The
brushes being soaked in the fluids, should

be beaten out, using a broomstick to
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beat on before beating over the book,
unless a coarse sprinkle is desired.

Whilst beating over the book, the hand
should be held up high, and moved
about, so that a fine and equal spray

may be distributed; and this should be

continued until the desired depth of

colour is attained.

This may be varied by putting some

geometrical design, cut out of thiu mill-

board, on the cover : or if the book is on

any special subject, the subject itself put
on the cover will have a very pretty

effect, and may be made emblematical.

A fern or other leaf for botanical work
as an instance. The sprinkle must in

these cases be very fine and dark for the

better effect. The leaf or design, l)eing
lifted from the cover when the sprinkle
is dry, will leave the ground dark

sprinkle with a liglit brown leaf or de-

sign. "Cambridge calf" is done in this

way by cutting a square panel of mill-

board out and laying it on the sides.

The square on the cover may be left

brown or may be dabbed with a sponge.
Marbles.—As the success of marblino;

depends upon the quickness with which
it is executed, it is important that the

colours, sponges, brushes, and water,
should be jireviously disposed in order

and at hand, so that either of them can

be taken up instantly. Another point
to which attention must be directed is

the amount of colour to be thrown on,

and consequently the amount that each

brush should contain. If too much
colour (black) is thrown on, the result

will be invisible; if too little, no matter
liow nicely the marble is funned, it will

be weak and fceolc.

JIarbling on leather is produced by
small drops of colouring liquids, drawn

(by flowing water down an inclined

jilane) into veins, and .sjiread into fantas-

tic forms rosunililing foliage
—

hence,
often called "tree-marble." It rei|uires

gre:it <lexterity of haml and p'-rfcct

coolness and de('ision, as the least Ijurry
or want of judgment will ruin the most
elaborate jir<?paration.
To pn-pare the book, pn.ste-wash it

evenly all over, and, to further equalise

the paste-water, pass the palm of the

hand over the board after washing it.

When dry, wash over with a solution of

oxalic acid 2 or 3 times to get the desired

tint. When dry, glaire the whole as

even as possible, and to diminish the froth

that the sponge may occasion, put a few

drops of milk into the glaire. Again,
allow it to dry thoroughly. Put some
fresh copperas into a pan, and some solu-

tion of oxalic acid into another, and soak
each brush in its liquid. Place the
book upon the rods, the boards extend-

ing over and the book hanging between.
Should it be desired to let the marble
run from back to foredge, the back must
be elevated a little, and the rods support-

ing the boards must be level from end to

end. The elevation must be very slight,
or the water will run off too quickly.

Place a pail of water dose at hand
;

in it a sponsce for washing off, and a

bunch of birch to throw the water with.

A little soda should be added to soften

the water. Charge each brush well,
and knock out the superfluous colour

until a fine spray comes from it. A
little oil ])ut on the palm of the hand,
and the brush well rubbed into it, will

greatly assist the flow of colour from
the brush, and prevent the black colour

from frothing. Throw some water over
the cover in blotches with the birch, just
sudicient to make them unite and ilow

downwards together. Now s))rinkle
some black by beating the brush on a

press pin, evenly and finely. When
sufficient has been thrown on, beat the

brown in like manner over the extended
boards. When the veins are well strutik

iuto the loathei', s])<inge the whole well

with clean water. Have no fear in doing

this, as it will not wash oil". Then set

the book up to dry.
Tree-marbles.—The cover is prepared

and s[)rinklc(l in the same manner as in

marbling ;
the boards, however, must

be bent a little, and water ap]diecl by a

Kjionge in the centre of each to give the

necessary flow ; when the water is

thrown on, it will ilow towards the centre

or lowi'st part of the boards, and when
the sjirinkle is thrown on, a "

tree," as

it were, will be fi>rm('(l. The centre,

being white, forms the stem, and fmm it
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branches will be formed by the gradual
flow of the streams of water as they run
down.

For marbling, everything must be

ready at hand before any water is thrown

on, so that the water may not have time

to run off before the colour is applied.
The water must run at the same time

that the spray is falling, or a failure

will be the result.

Dabs.—This is a process with a sponge,

charged with the black or the brown

liquid, dabbed on the calf either all over

the cover or in successive order. Give

the proper preparation to the calf, and
be very careful that the ground tint of

brown is even. Take a sponge of an

open nature, so that the grain is

pleasant to the eye ;
fill it with black,

squeeze out again, and dab it carefully
over the calf. Repeat the operation with

another sponge charged with brown.

Cats' paw, French dab, and other

variously named operations all emanate
from the sponge. When done properly,
this has a very good effect, and gives

great relief to the eye when placed with

a number of other books.

All marbles and sprinkles require

practice, so that a first failure must
not be regarded with discouragement.
When one's hand has got into the

method with 2 or 3 colours, it is

astonishing how many different styles

may be produced. In all this manipu-
lation, a better effect is obtained if a

yellow tint is washed over the leather

after the sprinkle or marble has been

produced. Again, by taking coloured

calf and treating it in the same manner
as white, some very pleasant effects are

brought out
;
and when the colours are

well chosen the result is very good.
Take for instance a green calf and

marble a tree upon it, or take a light
slate colour and dab it all over with

black and brown.
In all operations with copperas, care

must be taken that it does not get on

the clothes, as it leaves an iron stain

that cannot be easily got rid of. Keep
a basin for each colour, and when done

with wash it out with clean water.

The same with the sponges : keep them

as clean as possible ;
have a sponge for

each colour, and use it only for that
colour. A piece of glass to put the

sponges on will be of great use, and

prevent the work-table or board from

catching any of the colour. A damp
book or damp paper laid on a board
that has been so stained will most

probably be damaged, even though it

has waste paper between the work-
board and book. No amount of wash-

ing will ever take away such a stain.

When the book has been coloured, the

edges and inside are blacked or browned

according to taste, or in keeping with
the outside.

STRAW-PLAIT, MATTING,AND BASKETS.—There is so much
similarity in the manufacture of these

articles that they readily admit of de-

scription under a general heading.
Straw - plait.—In this industry,

Tuscany holds a first place. All that
which is known as Leghorn or Florence
straw is raised on the hills which rise

on each side of the rivers Pisa and Elsa,
to the south-west of Florence. It re-

quires a particular soil
;

in fact, its

adaptability to the uses to which it is

destined depends principally on the soil

in which it is sown, which to all ap-
pearance exists only in this small dis-

trict, out of the bounds of which the
cultivation of straw is unknown.

The grain of several of the finest

qualities of wheat, provided it be of the
kind that has a hollow flexible stem, can
be used for seed. The soil must be

tilled and prepared very much as it is

for corn, but the seed must be sown 5
times as thickly as what is usual for

other purposes, either in December cr

February ;
in the latter case the crop is

gathered later. When the straw is full

grown, and just before the grain begins
to form itself in the ear, which usually
is during the months of Mav and June,
it is uprooted and firmly tied, close to

the roots, in little sheaves, each one

about the size of a handful. Each little

sheaf or menata. as it is called, is spread
out in the shape of a fan to dry in the

sun for 3 days, after which it is safely
stowed away in barns.
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After the harvest is over, and the

fields are empty, it is agaia spread out

to catch the heavy summer dews and to

bleach in the sun, during which process

every sheaf has to be carefully turned

over every day, till it is equally white

on both sides. Here the cultivator's

work ends and the manufacturer's

bej^ins. But before we leave the straw-

fields we must say a few words concern-

ing the dangers to which this delicate

plant is exposed during the various

stages of its growth and preparation.
When young and small, it is, like other

crops, liable to be drowned by too much
rain; or if, on the other hand, the

weather be too dry, its gi-owth will be

stunted. When full grown, a storm

often injures or even destroys it in a

couple of hours. A whole field of straw

on the eve of being uprooted will some-
times be laid down flat on the ground,
and the fragile stems will be crushed,

stained, and unfitted for use. Even if

only slightly bent, the ends will turn

upward again, and continue growing,
and the little knot or joint which is

then formed in the stalk renders it

almost unmarketable. If the weather

is only foggy or damp, the straw is

exposed to rust stains
; indeed, it is at

all times liable to these stains if not

properly dried. A great deal of wind
will drv and shrivel it uj), and harden it ;

it will also harden the ground and make
it impossible to uproot the straw with-

out s|)oiling it, while it will lose its

flexibility and be unfit f >r plaiting if

the grain forms itself in the car before

it is uprooted. A shower of rain will

often spoil it after it has been \i])rooted

and laid out to dry. It will be watclKnl

day and night if the weather is doubt-

ful, and at tin; least a])pr<iacli of dangf^r
it is quickly piled up and covered with

mats, or else taken undoj- shelter. If

not properly dry, it must not be kept
too long ])iieil up, or it will fi'rment.

A great deal is often lost in that way,
fur as it cannot be laicl out again in the

Wet and muddy fields, it will bi; siioilrd,

unless there arc jiaved or gravelled

places to Hpreail it out in. When piir-

fcctly dry, its greatest dangers arc over,

for although watching is equally neces-

sary during the bleaching process,

changes in the weather occur less fre-

quently and less suddenly in tlie more
advanced season, and with a little care

it is easily protected from any serious

damage.
The next proceeding is the sjilatura,

as the process of carefully drawing out
each single straw from its outer covering
or sheath is called. This is done by
peasant girls who assemble for the pur-
pose, and holding the sheaf firmly by
the roots with one hand, they briskly

pull out the straws one by one with the

other, the straw thus deprived of its out-

ward sheaf being tied in little l)undles,

weighed, and put aside for plaiting.
Before it is plaited, it must, however,

be first properly sorted according to the

different degrees of its thickness. This

is usually done by machinery, the straw

being ingeniously shaken in an upright
position over a frame in wliiih exceed-

ingly small holes are bored, through
which the verj' finest straws alone can

pass. What cannot get through is

taken on to a second frame with slightly

larger holes, then to a third, ami so on

through 10 different degrees of thickness.

What remains is set aside fur very
coarse hats and other uses.

The little bundles being now properly
sorted and numbered, according to the

size of the straw, the heads or ears are

cut off, and the stalks are cut across in

the middle to sejiarate the to]) ends

from the bottom, or pcilali, the former

being used for the finest plaits, the latter

for the more common ones. The bun-
dles are then wette<l, an<l arranged in

circular rows one above the other in an

earthen or woodm tub or other recep-
tacle ;

ami a small vessel ('ontaining

lighted sulphur lieing placed in the

middle, the whole is well covered to

prevent the fumes escaping, and the

straw is well fumigated till it attains

the ](roper degree of whiteness
;

it is

t hen e.\i")sed to the sun until juTfi'itly

dry, and is niaily for plaiting. If apart
of the straw gets stained in course of

pr(!paration, it is dyed and used for

mixed plaits or for coloured hats,
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Nearly all the peasants plait. Some
make theii- whole living by it, others

only plait in their leisure hours, while

tending cattle, or durino; the lonir

winter evenings. In some places men,

women, and children all plait, and little

else is done. Straw merchants go about

once a week in their carts from house

to house, calling for the ready-made
plaits, and leaving more bundles of

straw to be worked. The plaits are

made of different sizes and patterns, the

usual plain ones being made with 7 or

11 straws, according to the width de-

sired. An open pattern can be made by
plaiting in a whalebone, which is after-

wards drawn out, or the stjaw may be

wound round a stick while plaiting,
which when removed leaves a kind of

curled edge on one or both sides of the

plait. The plaits, if not found suffici-

ently white, can be again bleached and

fumigated with sulphur before they are

sewn into hats or bonnets ready for

wenr.

Straw can be sold at different periods.
It is sometimes bought

" on the ground
"

—that is, before it is uprooted
—in

which case a sum is fixed upon for the

whole field, and the risks and costs of

uprooting, drying, &c., rest with the

buyer. It is more generally sold after

it has been dried and taken home, and

just before it is bleached, and then so

much is given for each hundred sheaves,
or menate

;
if sold after the sjilatwa,

that is, when cleaned and tied in bundles,
it is sold by weight. The price varies

according to the demand there is for it,

and according to the quality of the straw.

It has varied from 2 to 8 or 9 francs

the 100 sheaves, so that it is impossible
to give an idea of what can be gained
or lost by straw raising. Machinery
has lately been used for working straw,
and a very pretty tissue is made of it,

and used for making baskets, parasols,
and other things ; very pretty fanciful

braids, fringes and tassels for trimmings
are also made The rich plait used for

hats continues, however, to be made

entirely by hand. (Jowr. Ap. Sci.)

For centuries the manufacture of

straw hats has been a special art in

Tuscany, and Signa, one of the most
industi-ious of Tuscan towns, was for a

long time the centre of the trade,

which, however, was of little import-
ance and limited until the seventeenth

century, when it commenced to attract

considerable attention, and large quan-
tities were manufactured both for

home use and for exportation. There
are 3 varieties of wheat of the golden
plant (pkmta dclla fila d'oro), as straw

is called in Tuscany; the first is called

pontcderas scmone, which produces the

best straw for hats
;

the second, inar-

zuolo, which is of a rather common
quality; and' the s«nfa _^o;-o, [which is

only used for pedals and braids. The

pontcderas scmone is sown in arid soil,

while the other 2 varieties require a
more fertile soil. Seed is sown in

November and December, according to

the season, the object being to have the

grain well up before the heavy frosts

come, in the proportion of 11 hecto-

litres to each hectare, that is, about

12| bush, to the acre. It is sown
as thickly as possible, in order that
the growth of the plant may be so im-

poverished as to produce a thin stalk, at

the same time having towards the end
from the last knot the lightest and

longest straw. Side hills, with a

gravelly soil, and high meadow lands

that have had a surface ploughing and

rough harrowing, are specially adapted
to the straw culture, low swampy
grounds being generally avoided, as

dampness when the stalk is well grown
renders the straw discoloured and coarse.

The ground is ploughed and dug up in

June, and left in this condition until

November, when the soil is again turned

up, and then it is ready for sowing. If

the soil is very poor and thin, a very
light surface of manuring is occasionally

used, but this is not frequently resorted

to, as it is apt to render the stalk thin
and brittle. The wheat blooms at

the end of May or beginning of June
;

it is generally pulled out by hand by
the roots when the grain is half

developed. For uprooting the straw,
fine continued sunny weather is selected,
as the rain has a very injurious eflect
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upon it, often turning it black. When
uprooted, tlie branches are tied together
in sheaves, each sheaf or menata is

spread out in the shape of a fan to dry
in the sun for 3-5 days, after which it

is stowed away in bams. The harvest

being over, and the fields being only in

stubble, the straw is again spread out to

catch the heavy summer dews, and to

bleach in the sun for 4—5 days, but not

the whole of the crop at the same time

for fear of a sudden rain. Formerly
the yellow colour of the straw was pre-

ferred, but now the extra white is more

sought after. Before being ready to be

made up into braids, hats, and orna-

ments, the straw has to be again

bleached, fastened in small bundles, and
classified. It is then cut close above

the first joint from the top, and again
tied up in small bundles containing
about 60 stalks m each. These small

sheaves are then submerged in clear

water for 4 or 5 minutes, and as soon

as they become partially dried, are sub-

mitted to the action of burnt sulphur
(in the proportions of 1 Ih. to 100 bundles

of straw) f(jr 3 or 4 niglits, in rooms

adapted for the purpose ; during the day
the doors of these rooms are left oj)en.

The classification of the straw is made

according to length and colour, the ear

or end of the stalk having Iteen pre-

viously cut off; all the straw below the

first knot is used simply for forage or

bedding, as it is worthless for the pur-

pose of making braids or hats.

A ready sale is found for the plait at

the nearest market, though, in many
instances, special contracts are made by
the fnttorcs (straw brokers) with the

workwomen direct, they supplying the

straws into which the braids are made

up. Many women make 28-34 yd. of

brail! a day, and some can finish even
GO yd. of common braids, liut fine l)rai(ls

rei(uire V(!ry great care and clranliness.

Owing to tin.' great strain upon flu- eyes,
the finer kinds of braids can only be

worked upon for 2-3 hours each day;
it takes, thnrffore, a woman 4—5 days to

make braid sufiicifnt for the hats usually
Worn by men, while for the superior

Lughuru hats for ladies it requires b-'J

months for each hat. It is a noticeable

fact that, in several districts where the

finer hats arc made, the workwomen
suffer greatly from an ailection of the

eyes, caused by too close application to

this kind of labour. Between 1822
and 1826, women employed in making
braids realised Gs.-7s. a day, but at the

present time the best braid-makers and
hat-sewers only make about Is. The
most important centres of the straw

industry are Brozzi, Signa, Prato,

Fiesole, the Casentino, the Bolognese,
and the Modenese. The province of

Casentino is one of the most industrious

in Tuscany, producing 300,000-400,000
hats yearly, all for exportation. These

hats, though hitherto comparatively
unknown, are now very much sought
after, on account of their strength and

cheapness, prices varying from 4c/. to Is.

each. In the Bolognese, the straw
manufacture is confined chiefly to the

mountain districts along the base of the

Apennines, where the inhabitants of 17

l)arishes are engaged in making the

cheaper and coarser kinds. Laino and
Searicalasino are the centre of this trade.

r>ulognese hats are brought to Florence

to be fashioned, and the price jiaid is

Is. Gd.-2s. Gd. per dozen
;
the quantity

brought amounts to about 120,000 dozen

yearly. For the last 30 years the aimual

exi)ortation ofstraw goods from Tuscany
averaged 1 2,000,000 7i;r, 5,000,000 lire

alone lieing exported to the United States

in 1878. By a comparison of ti»e 3

jirincipal products annually exported
from Tuscany, straw goods show a value

of 12,n00,od0 lire; silk, 5,000,000 lire,

and timber, 4,000,000 lire. (Jour. Soc.

Ats.)
Consul Welsh reports to the United

States fJovernmont as follows :
—In the

city of Florence is a market for straw

goods made by hand by female resiilcnts

of surrounding ])la('os,
such as Fiesole,

lirozzi, Signa, I'rato, &c. Most of the

straw merchants are established at

Florence, but workshops arc not to be

found in the city, with the exception of

those for ]ireparing, casing, an<l l)aling

goods to be Bhippe<i. Ancoua and Carpi
are likcsviae i)lucc8 of production, but
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their products are under the control of

Florentine merchants.

The price of straw hats and braids

depends much upon the fashion and the

season of the year, winter being the

marketing season
; also, upon the num-

ber of straw threads used in making up,
and if they are bleached or unbleached,
coloured or not, &c.

Straw goods are all invoiced at the

actual market value, they being all on

consignment for sale. It is to be under-

stood, however, that there is not a

proper market in which prices for the

various kinds of braids on hats are

quoted, and consequently not even the

local Royal Chamber of Commerce,
which superintends the trade of this

province, can keep any record whatever

of the straw trade. The prices are sub-

ject principally to the quotations of the

Xew York market and the importance
of orders received.

It is iitterly impossible to give the

exact market value at which straw hats

and braids are invoiced, owing to tlie

fluctuation of prices and the difference

of quotations among the various places.

Moreover, the nomenclature of goods
varies so much that every week mer-

chants bring in a new name for braids

and hats, which may difier but very

slightly from the kinds made for

years.
Goods are generally ordered by cable

or letter merely by a number, each

number indicating the style of straw or

hat wished for—each number having a

corresponding one in the sample book

of the merchant. Straw braids are

made in pieces and measure sometimes

45-48 meters, and in other instances

48-52 yd.
Straw braids and common or un-

finished hats are baled, and the bales

cost about the sum of 6s. Straw hats,

finished, are put in cases containing
several hundred dozens, the cases costing
from B-9s. each. Fashionable hats for

ladies are carefully packed in boxes,

which cost 2-3s.

Prior to the packing of braids and

hats, they are carefully selected and

folded, for which operation merchants

usually charge -irf. per each piece of

braid, or hd. per dozen of hats.

Although the manufacture of straw

hats was introduced into England by
James I., and took root at that time in

Bedfordshire, the large size of the wheat
straw used for plaiting prevented the

home manufacture from entering into

successful competition with the finer

productions of Italy.
The founders of the Society of Arts

endeavoured, by the offer of rewards, to

stimulate and improve the British

material. The difficulty caused by the

size of the straw was partly overcome

by splitting it, and in 1774, a reward of

30 guineas was given to John Pepperell,
for having establislied a manufactory of

chip hats at Totnes. In 1775, 5 guineas
were awarded to Kobert Gallowa)-, for

the invention of tools for cutting chip
hats. Ten guineas additional were given
to Pepperell for the chip hats made at

his manufactory at Totnes.

In 1804, the Society's gold medal was
voted to William Corston for a substitu-

tion of a plait from rye straw, which he

had introduced in place of Leghorn plait.

Six years afterwards, Corston wrote to

the Society an account of his experi-
ments in growing the grass on Bagshot
Heath and on some barren land in Nor-

folk, in which paper he claimed that

his manufacture had then obtained an

established success.

A strong interest was still felt in the

improvement of the home production,
as it was found that, after the re-

establishment of peace in 1815, the

British producers were unable to com-

pete with the Italian straw bonnets,
which were largely imported, in spite
of the heavy protecting duty imposed

upon them by the Government. J.

Parry received the Society's silver medal
for the manufacture of Leghorn plait
from straw imported from Italy ;

and

in the same year, Sophia Woodhouse, a

farmer's daughter, of Weathersfield, in

Connecticut (afterwards Mrs. Wells),
sent to the Society an imitation Leghorn
bonnet of her own manufacture, from

the stems of a species of grass growing

spontaneously in that jiart of the United
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States, and popularly known by the

name of " Ticklemoth." This com-
munication met with great approval,
and some of the principal dealers in

such articles, after inspecting the bon-

net, declared that it was superior even

to Leghorn in the fineness of the

material and beauty of its colour. In

accordance with this expression of

opinion, the large silver medal and 20

guineas were awarded to Mrs. Wells.

William Cobbett was much struck with
the importance of this subject, and

printed an account of it in his Eeijister.

An importer of Italian straw then ap-

plied to Cobbett to know whether he

could get any of the American straw

imported. The result was that Cobbett

set to work in his usual energetic
manner to see if English grasses might
not be used for the same purpose, and
he thus opened up a fresh industry for

large numbers of the unemployed, and

received a large silver medal from the

Society. (Jour. Sjc. Arts.)
The manufacture of straw goods in

the United States commenced in 1804,
at Wrentham, Mass. The output from

the Xew England shops is now set down
at 14,000,000 hats, and from factories

j

west of New England nearly as much i

more, making in all from 25,000,000 to

30,000,000 hats as the annual pro-
duction of the country.

l);icin<].
— As a rule, straw goods

should be well steeped, and then treated

with alum, orchil, and indigo extract,
and yellowed with turmeric. The shades

most in demand are black, brown, and

grey.
Black (for 25 hats) : Logwood, 4 lb.

6 oz. ;
bruised galls, 17J oz. ;

turmeric

or fustic, 4J oz. Boil for li hours, and

then steep in a beck of black liquor

(crude iron acetate) at 4°. or 5° B.
;

rinse in several waters, dry, and rub

with a brush of dogs' grass, to bring up
the ]ii>li8h.

Orey.
— Tliis shade can be obtained

only on very white straws. Steep in a

bath of soda crystals to which a little

lime water has beco added, to causticise

the alkali. The jmrpose of this wash-

ing is to remove all traces of sulphur

from the straw. For 25 hats, take :

Alum, 4 lb. 6 oz.
; tartaric acid, 2>h oz.

Add ammoniacal cochineal and indigo

extract, according to the shade desired.

By making the one or the other of these

wares predominate, is obtained a reflec-

tion more bluish or reddish. A little

sulphuric acid is added to the beck, to

neutralise the alkalinity of the am-
moniacal cochineal. The hats are boiled

ill the dye for about an hour, and rinsed

in water slightly acidified.

Maroon (25 hats) : Ground sunders,
1 lb. 10 oz. ; turmeric, ground, 2 lb.

3 oz.
;
bruised galls, 7 oz.

; rasped log-

wood, 24^ oz. Boil in a kettle so roomy
that the hats may not bo bruised. Kinse.

Steep overnight in black liquor at

3° B., and rinse in several waters. To

produce a deeper black, return to the

first beck, which is strengthened by an
addition of sanders and logwood. Polish

as for black.

Havana.— This shade, being a de-

gradation of maroon, may be obtained

by the same process, reducing the pro-

portions by h or ^, and omitting steep-

ing in black liquor. The hats may be

soaked lor a night before dyeing in 4|-
Gi lb. of alum. (Mon. de Tcint.)

In order to obtain a level black colour,
a solution of gluten is added to a lye of

soda, which is allowed to stand for 24

hours, and iiltered. The hats are then

steeped for 12 hours in the clear liquid.
The straw is thus freed fiom grease,
and the mordants of nitrate, sulphate,
or acetate of iron, as well as the decoc-

tion of logwood mixed with sumac or

galls, is very evenly taken up by the

fibre. A slight addition of )>otash bi-

chromate ini])roves the tone of the dye,
and the goods are finished with gum or

gelatine. (Haden Gcwerbacit.)
Panama Hats.—These are made from

the plant Ciirludovica pulinata, whose

leaves are 6-14 ft. high, and 4 ft. wide.

In the Isthmus of Panama the plant is

called portorico and jijiijcpa, but the

last name is the most common, and is

dillused all along the coast as far as

I'eru and Chili
;

while in Ecuador a

whole district derives its name from it.

TUiijipiJapa is cominou in Panama and
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Darien, especially in half shady places;
but its geographical range is by no

means confined to them. It is found all

along the western shores ofNew Grenada
and Ecuador

;
and it has been found

even at Salango, where, however, it

seems to reach its most southern limit,
thus extending over 12 degrees of lati-

tude from the tenth N. to the second S.

The Jipijapa, or Panama hats, are prin-

cipally maniifiictured in Veraguas and
Western Panama; not all, however,
known in commerce by that name are

plaited in the Isthmus
; by far the

greater jiroportion is made at Manta,
Monte Christi, and other parts of

Ecuador. The hats are worn almost in

the whole American continent and the

West Indies, and would probably be

equally used in Europe, did not their

high price, varying from 8s. to 30/.,

prevent their importation. They are

distinguished from all others by con-

sisting only of a single piece, and by
their lightness and flexibility. They
may be rolled up and put into the pocket
without injury. In the rainy season

they are apt to get black, but by washing
them with soap and water, besmearing
them with lime juice or any other acid,
and exposing them to the sun, their

whiteness is easily restored.

The process of making these hats is

as follows : The "
straw," previous to

plaiting, has to go through several pro-
cesses. The leaves are gathered before

they unfold, all their ribs and coarser

veins are removed, and the rest, without

being separated from the base of the

leaf, is reduced to shreds. After having
been put in the sun for a day, and tied

into a knot, the straw is immersed in

boiling water until it becomes white.

It is then hung up in a shady place,
and subsequently bleached for 2—3 days.
The straw is now ready for use, and in

this state is sent to dilTerent places, espe-

cially to Peru, where the Indians manu-
facture from it beautiful cigar cases,
which have been sometimes sold in

Europe for 6/. apiece. The plaiting of the

hats is very troublesome. It commences
at the crown, and finishes at the brim.

They are made on a block, which is

C4)

placed upon the knees, and requires to

be constantly pressed with the breast.

According to their quality, more or less

time is occupied in their completion ;
the

coarser ones may be finished in 2 or 3

days, the finest take as many months.
The best times for plaiting are the

morning hours and the rainy season,
when the air is moist

;
in the middle of

the day and in dry, clear weather, the

straw is apt to break, which, when the

hat is finished, is betrayed by knots, and
much diminishes the value.

Matting-.—PiUssian Matting.—Mats
of lime (linden) bast form in Russia the

object of a considerable ti-ade. It is no
iinusual thing at Riga, Archangel, and

Petersburg, for English and German
vessels to take in a complete cargo of

them. The consumption in the country
is also very large ; they are made into

corn sacks, coverings for cases in which

goods are sent, floor mattings, corn

sieves, nets in which carters carry a

supply of hay, &c. On the Russian

river and canal vessels, the rigging, and
even the sails, are made of lime bast.

Over a large extent of the country this

material is used for shoes, and for roofing

purposes, and in olden times it was even

employed to write and paint on. In

the months of May and June, when the

rising sap renders it easy to peel off the

bark, the peasants go out to the forest

for this fiiirpose with their wives and
children. The lower part of the bark is

usually employed for roofing, being first

warmed and pressed so that it may not

roll up ; they get in this way pieces
5 ft. long and o§ ft. wide, costing -iJ.

each. The bark from the upper part of

the stem and the branches is tied up
in bundles, which are laid in water,
where they are allowed to macerate till

September.

They are afterwards dried in artificial

heat, and divided into thin fine strips,

which are woven into mats of different

strength, according to the various pur-
poses for which they are to be used.

They weigh 2-7 lb. each. The heaviest

and strongest are sold at the market of

Nischni-Novgorod, at about 95s. per hun-

dred. The number of mats made an-

T
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nually is estimated at fourteen millions,

amounting in value to about 300,000/.
If \vc add to the estimate other articles

made of lime bast, the total will amount
to about 472,5uO/.

In order to obtain this result, about

a million lime trees are felled annually,
a consumption of trees which would

appear to decrease the Russian forests

at too rapid a rate for nature to restore

the waste.

Chinese Matting,
—The United States

Consul at Canton reports that the manu-
facture of matting is extensively carried

on in China, especially towards the

south, where it is one of the most im-

portant industries engaged in. Enor-

mous quantities of matting are made
both for export and home use, much

being used as sails on the native sailing

craft, as it is cheaper, if not more dura-

ble, than the ordinary canvas or sail-

cloth. It is also used as coverings for

boxes and packages in which tea, sugar,

cassia, &c., are exported ;
also in making

money bags, it being a very convenient

mode of handling dollars, especially
when broken u]) into small pieces by
the constant stamping or "chop]>ing"
of the dollars, as is the custom in China.

The plant from which the mat sails, &c.,
so extensively used in China, is obtained,
is known as "

aquatic grass," also as
"
russ." It is cultivated in the Shui-

hing department on the West River,
about 75 miles in the interior from
CantoD. It is grown in tiie same way
as rice, in fields flooded with water. It

re(iuires very little care in its cultiva-

tion, as it propagates itself by shoots

from the root, and attains a height of

C-8 ft. It is brought to market in

bundles of about 12 in. in diameter, and
if of proper length and good quality,
sells at about IQd. per bundle, each
bundle being sufficient to make 4 bed

mats, or G such as arc useil fir making
sails. The district of Tung Kuan ]iro-

duces large quantities of this grass, but of

a species used almost entirely in the man u-

fa<:ture of lloor matting. It is said to

grow better in the vicinity of salt water,
where the water flooding it is some-

what brackish. It is planted usually

in the month of June from slips. These
are allowed to grow for about 2 months,
when they are re))lanted in rows. The
soil being plentifully manured with
bean cake, it requires nearly 12 months
to mature, when it is cut, the shoots or

straws are split with a knife, and,
when partially dried in the sun, packed
in bundles, and manufactured into mat-

ting at the city ofTung Kuan, or brought
to Canton, where there are several

extensive manufactories. When brought
to the factory, the grass is carefully

sorted, it is then made into bundles of

2-3 in. in diameter, and placed in large
earthenware jars, holding about 10

gal. of water
;

it is allowed to remain
thus in soak for 3 days, when it is

taken out and dried in the sun for a

day. If it is to be dyed in the ordinary
red colour, which has been for years
much in vogue, it is jdaced in jars con-

taining a liquid dye, made by soaking
red sapan-wood chips in water. It

remains in these jars for 5 days, then

dried for a day, afterwards again im-
mersed in the dye for 3 days, when it

is usually ready for use. It is only
within the past 2 or 3 years that other

colours, such as green, yellow, and blue,
have been used to any extent. The
solution for colouring yellow is pro-
duced from the seeds and flowers of a

plant conmion to China, the hui fa. A
yellow colouring matter is also made by
boiling, for several hours, 25 lb. of the

dried flower-buds of Sophara Japonica
in 100 gal. of water, and adding, when

cooled, 1 lb. alum to each 10 gal. of the

solution. Green and blue are produced
from the twigs and leaves of the lamyip,
or blue plant, which grows in al)und-

ance near Canton. To the sclutionthus

produced a small quantity of chemical

dye is now usually added. In dyeing
these colours, the straw is soaked in

water for 7 days, and then immersed in

the colouring matter for a few hours

only, the solution being hot. Consul

Lincoln states that in a recent visit to

one of the largest manufactories, he

found 50 looms being worked, 8 of

which were large. The large ones are

exactly the same as the ordinary silk
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loom, and are used in making the very
wide, and also the damask or carpet

patterns ;
3 men are required to work

each of the large looms, their wages
being Is. 3d. to Is. 8d. a day ;

8 yd. of

matting from each loom is considered

an average result of a day's work. The
small looms are rude and simple, each

being worked by 2 small boys, who are

paid from Id. to lOd. per day each, and

who daily weave 5 yd. of most perfect

matting of the more ordinary patterns.
The loom is composed of 2 uprights,
driven into the ground, about 5 ft.

apart, and about 4 ft. in height, 2

cross-bars fit into sockets in the up-

rights, one at the top, the other about

8 in. from the ground. The warps,
which are strings of Chinese hemp, 21

yd. in length, are then passed over the

upper, and round beneath the lower

cross-bar, through the holes in the

weaving bar, and, being drawn taut,

are fastened by both ends to a long,
thin piece of bamboo, placed parallel

with, and just below the lower cross-

bar. The weaving bar, and the most

important part of the loom, consists of

a piece of wood, varying in length

according to the width of the matting

required, and about 2 in. square ;

through this, small holes are pierced
at different intervals, into which the

warps are passed ; the bar can thus be

worked up and down in the warps by
means of handles near the extremities—
these holes vary in distance from each

other according to the pattern desired—
alternately on top and bottom. The
holes are enlarged, or formed into slots,

converging at the centre of the stick.

When the warps have been thus ar-

ranged, and bundles of different coloured

straw, sufficiently damp, deposited near

the loom, one of the boys raises the

weaving bar to the top of the warps,

tipping it forward, the slits in the bar

allowing the alternate warps to remain

perpendicular, the holes carrying the

others forward, thus separating them

sufficiently to admit of a single straw

being passed between them. This is

done by a long flat piece of bamboo,
a notch being cut near the end, into

which one end of the straw is placed,
and then used as a shuttle. When the

bamboo is withdrawn, the weaving bar

descends, carrying the straw to the

bottom
;
the bar is then raised again

and tipped down, thus carrying the

warps backward which had just before

been passed forward, the work of the

shuttle being repeated. As the weaving
bar presses the straw down, the weaver

gives the ends of the straw a half-turn

round the outside warps, the operation

being repeated until the warps are full,

the edges trimmed, the warps untied,
the matting now 2 yd. in length re-

moved, and a new set of warps put on.

The matting thus woven is then dried

in the sun, and over a slow fire. The

shrinkage consequent on this drying is

nearly 4 yd. in 40. When dried it is

stretched on a frame and worked down

tight by hand, then sent to the packing-
house, where men are engaged in fasten-

ing the 2-yd. lengths together, it requir-

ing 20 lengths to make the ordinary roll.

The fastening together is done by taking
the projecting ends of the warps of one

piece, and by means of a large bamboo

needle, passing them backwards and
forwards through the reeds of another

piece, in fact, sewing them together ;

each roll of 40 yd. is then carefully
covered with a coarse, plain, straw mat,
marked and numbered ready for ship-
ment.

The following remarks by Dr. Hance

may be taken as supplementary to the

above. The plant used for sails of

native craft, or for covering boxes, and
described in the United States Consul's

report as an "
aquatic grass

"
or "

rush,"
is a cyperaceous plant, known to bo-

tanists as Lepironia mucronata. It is

recorded as a native of the Indian

Archipelago, Australia, and Madagascar.
Of the matting made from this plant.
Dr. Hance says the natural colour is a

pale brown, nor is he aware that it is

ever dyed, nor, so far as he knows, is it

ever exported to foreign countries, ex-

cept, doubtless, in the form of bed

mats for Chinese residing in Australia

and California. It is certainly remark-
able that a plant of comparatively

T 2
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limited geographical distribution, and

in none other apparently of its native

localities turned to any account, should

furnish the raw material for a vast

manufacturing industry, and, perhaps,
still more strange, that the source of

this should not before have been dis-

covered. As in the case o{ Ifydropyritm

latifoUum, which supplies thousands of

tons of a favourite vegetable, it shows
how much we may have still to learn,

even at the oldest and most frequented
marts of trade, concerning the uses to

which many apparently insignificant

plants are put. The attention of the

authorities in our possessions in the

Straits of Malacca, and of those of

Netherlands India might be advan-

tageously directed to encouraging the

cultivation of this plant, and so de-

veloping a large and profitable manu-
facture.

Regarding the floor matting, which
forms such an important trade with

America that it ranks in point of value

about sixth or seventh of all articles

shipped to foreign countries from

Canton, the whole of this matting is

woven from the culms of C'l/pc/nis tegcti-

formis. It does not seem to be known
what the hui-fa plant is, from the

flowers and seeds of which a yellow

dye is prepared, but Dr. Hance is of

opinion that the lam-yip, or blue plant,
is referable to the natural order Acan-
thacex.

From a table showing the export
of matting from the \)OTi of Canton
from 1870 to 1877 inclusive, it seems

that, next to North America, Ilong

Kong takes the largest quantity, Great

Britain taking thinl. During the years
as stated aljove the largest quantity
was exported in 1872, when 115,220
rolls wore sent away.
Baskets.—The subject of the pe-

riodical overflow of the Thames and
other rivers should be the means of

directing more attention to the possible

improvement of wet ground in marshy
situations by the planting of "osiers,"

which, tinder the technical name of
"

roils
" and "

willows," are a merchant-

able commodity, regularly in request

by basket-makers, which will yield a
more certain return, perhaps, than many
agricultural crops that are subject to

casualties arising from adverse seasons,
the profit being very considerable, and
the management comparatively easy and

simple.

Nature, indeed, spontaneously sug-
gests this application ;

for the goat-

willow, or sallow (^Salix caprca), may
often be found indigenous in moist

ground, more particularly in those waste
and marshy situations that are, under
usual practice, so difiicult to deal with.

A 2-year old seedling plant of the goat-
willow will often produce several shoots

S—i ft. high, and if allowed to grow
longer still, and cut down every 3-4

years, no tree will produce so great a

bulk of fagot wood, for a well estab-

lished stock will sometimes give out in

one year shoots 8-12 ft. long, straight
and well proportioned, some of them
1 in. in diameter at 1 yd. from the

ground. Ultimately the goat-willow
becomes a fine tree, often attaining a

height of 40-50 ft., with a trunk vary-

ing from li to 2 ft. in diameter, and for

hoops, poles, rods, crates, sheep-fences,
and other purposes, the earlier produce
of the goat-willow is extremely valuable.

But it is in the form of osiers regularly

cropped, that can be grown upon land

subject to tidal overflow, that a definite

])roduce and consequent regular income
can be relied on, and as there is a good
deal of confusion existing as to the

various species of Salix, we will briefly
indicate them.
The green-leaved osier, or ornard

{Salix rubra), is strong and tough, and
in request for carboy baskets.

The Spaniard, or Spaniard rod {Salix

triandra), has several varieties, some

very good and others very inferior. The
black-buddi'(l Spaniard is used for the

bottom.s, rims, and handles of large
baskets. The grey Spaniarcl comes in

useful for coarse brown baskets. The
horse Spaniard is a very poor kind.

The old common osier, being soft, of

course, and brittle, is not worth cultiva-

ting in many instances; but there are

some varieties of the Salix viminalis that
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are extremely useful, and the good and
inferior ones bear such a close resem-

blance to each other that the difference

often cannot be detected except in the

working. The best variety is known
under several names, as tnose of the

snake osier, brindled osier, blotched

osier, and speckled osier. The yellow-
barked osier is also a good one, while
the long skin is of smaller growth,
but has the good qualities of being

heavy, firm, and tough. The brownrod,
brownard, or silver osier (^Salix hoff-

manniana), has a whitish hue on the

under side of the leaf, eel baskets being

usually made of this variety. The

gelsler partakes somewhat of the nature
of the Spaniard, but is of more tapering
habit, with a thick butt. The new kind

{Salix forbyana) is also akin to the

Spaniard, being equally strong, but more

pliable in working. The Hollander re-

sembles the new kind in its qualities,
but is ditferent in appearance, and these

may be seen growing in large quantities
on the Dutch coast. The stone osier is

a good kind, used for fine work.
The blunt-leaved ornard (^Salix lam-

hertiana'), the bastard French {Salix

lanceolata'), and the rose ornard (Sulix

helix) are very inferior, used only for

fish baskets and hampers, their ends

snapping in the working inward and

outward, wliich consequently makes
inferior work ; but the bitter ornard

(Salix purpurea) grows tough and slen-

der, and. like all the other ornards, will

thrive in water.

The French, French rod, or real

French has been imported from France,
where it is much used in the manufac-
ture of small ornamental baskets. On
the Continent, it is much in request by
wine coopers, who bind on their wooden

hoops to the wine casks with it.

The rods, or willows, as they are
termed in the trade, comprise several

varieties, as the skit willow, the gold-
stone, or horurod, of which there are
2 subdivisions—the wire hornrod, which
IS thin and tough, and the water horn-

rod, which is very inferior. The rods

(osiers, &c.) grow best on strong and
loamv soils.

And here we should remark that soil

exercises as material an influence upon
the growth of osiers as upon other crops.

They require a compact subsoil that
retains moisture, and thus they will
not answer in strong clay soils, which
in summer become hard and dry ;

for

these crack, and the moisture of the
land evaporates. The Spaniard, new
kind, and French sometimes answer very
well upon light land, where the subsoil

is kept moist by land springs; but
where the supply of moisture is imper-
fect, an osier plantation lasts a compara-
tively much shorter time, and requires

renewing in 15-20 years ;
but in land

the best adapted for their growth, by
the margins of rivers subject to tidal

overflow, they will last for fully 70

years with occasional mending. On
light land, the osiers are smaller and

shorter, and the crop is less bulky than
when grown upon strong loam.

Upon the first formation of an osier

plantation, the ground should be well
trenched to the depth of li ft., and in

light soil the sets should be planted in

rows 18 in. apart and 15 in. from each
other in the row

;
for where the supply

of moisture is not continuous, the shoots
are fewer and shorter, and it is in such
situations that the smaller varieties

suited for the manufacture of small
baskets are grown ; and there is an

advantage in thus planting them close,
for if more space were allowed, instead of

drawing each other up long and slender,

they would branch out and grow crooked
and "

clubby
"
near the stools.

Upon soil better adapted for their

growth, which is rich and continuously
moist, they are planted at wider inter-

vals, for upon such they will reach a

length of 8-12 ft., so that the rows
should be placed 2 ft. asunder, and the
sets stand H ft. apart in the rows.
If these were planted as close as the

former, the result would be that, there

not being room enough for the number
of shoots that the stronger plants will

throw out, a few of the leading ones

would get very tall, and their growth
would prevent the action of light acting

upon the others, which in consequence
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would become of inferior quality and
not ripen their wood in the course of

the season, which in this state would be

soft and pithy, and consequently unfit

for manufacturing purposes.
The action of light upon osiers is

somewhat remarkable. In ordinary
seasons they are of a yellowish brown,
but they sometimes assume a dull green
coloui'. The willows in cloudy seasons

are of a dull brown mahogany colour,

but in clear seasons the shoots grow of

a bright red colour.

The sets are cut from the lower part
of the shoots, and are generally used

about the thickness of one's little finger
for the larger varieties. The small i)art

of the rods would strike just as quickly,
but they produce smaller shoots. The
sets should be about IG in. long, and be

inserted into the ground at about half

their length.
In severe seasons some of the plants

will die, the most injurious weather to

an osier jjlantation being when mild

winters are succeeded by hard frost in

early spring. The ])lantations will then

require
"
mending," which is done in

the following manner : The longest and

smoothest rods are chosen, which arc

cut from their butt ends in a slanting

direction, and are thrust into the grouiKl

by the .side of the dead stool, to a diqith of

8-9 in. These are inserted as they have

grown, without being shortened, for if

this were done they would be smothered

by the shoots of the older stools, and liy

being inserted of their full length, they
have the benefit of air and light fur a

cunsideralde time, which enables tlicni

to establish themselves before the others

grow high enough to overtake them,
when the summer will be considerably
a<lvan(!ed.

Osiers may also be grown upon sjjringy
land that is .sometitiies met with near

the Ijottoms of elevations, the slop(;s of

which are kept moist by the drainage of

higher lands ;
and although such H])rings

niiglit often be cut oil' and draiinid liy

mcsins of a few de(!p drains, aiiled l>y

auger holes driven down into the ]iorous

watery strata wiiich form their reser-

voirs, by the method known as the

Elkington system, after the name of the
farmer who first practised it, such

drainage is very often left undone
;
and

there are many waste spots upon which
osiers could be jirofitably cultivated,
which would prove a source of profit to

owners or occupiei's of land, that are

frequently entirely neglected and over-

looked.

Osiers can be cut any time between
the fall of the leaf and the rising of the

sap in the spring. And although they
are often cut before and after this time,
it is not good practice to do so, especially
when cut late in the spring, as it

weakens the succeeding crop.

According to the accounts which have
been published, the osier grounds upon
the estate of Holkham, tliat are planted
with S'alix viminalis, commence their

profitable return the second year after

their fomiation, the first crop averaging
34/. 17s. per acre, after which they are

cut down yearly and realise about
271. 10s. per acre.

The j)rinci]ial obstacle to general cul-

tivation of the osier is the labour of

peeling it, a work that must be per-
formed at or near the locality of its

growth. The shoots are cut after the

ground is frozen, to prevent the roots

from being ]iullod from tiio soil in the

act of cutting. Tliey are bound in large
bundles and placed in a tank, or on a

level ))iece of ground, supported in an

upright position, and water to the depth
of 2-3 in. is allowed to (low over the

b\itts. After standing until spring, the

stem has absorbed water enough, by
capillary attraction, to rcnd'M- the re-

moval of the bark easy. This is done

by drawing the shoots through a split

sapling or lietween 2 ui)right pieces of

iron. This is a labour of ])atioiic(>, and

cannot be slovenly performed. Altiiough
machines have been devised for the work,

they have not proved entirely satisfac-

tory, though ft ])assage'; l)etwecn brush-

ing ridlers ought to be efl'octive.

Varnish for llaskcts.—(«) Good lin-

Hoed oil is Jioiied in a capa(!ious vessel

until a dro]) of it when poured u[)on a

c(dd stone sl.'ib Iiecomes so viscid that it

strongly adheres to the finger when
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touched, and can be drawn out in long
threads. This is mixed with 20 times

the quantity of good, fat copal vamish,
and the varnish is reduced with as much

turpentine oil as is required to bring it

to the desired consistency. To colour

this varnish if required, it is best to

add aniline colours dissolved in benzol,

and to mix the solution intimately with

the varnish.

(6) Mix 1 oz. shellac and 3 oz. rosin

with 1 pint naphtha; shake till well

dissolved, and allow to settle before use.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
•—The construction and repairing of

musical instruments in general favour,

such as pianos, harmoniums, and violins,

form a fitting subject for the present
volume.

Pianos. Selecting.
— The chief

points to be considered in the selection

of a piano are its durability, tone, and

touch. As to appearance, the buyer will

please himself; but in the workmanship
of the case much maybe found that will

help to decide its character. There is

a saying that "the outside is of no con-

sequence if the inside is good
"

;
but a

good piano is rarely put in a bad case :

it will therefore be as well to notice

closely the outside finish, and if any sign

of rough work is perceived, not to risk

becoming its possessor. It need not be

very elaborate, for a cheap piano covered

with carving and of flashy appearance
is to be mistrusted. But, however plain

it is, such work as there is should be

good, and bad joints filled with cement

and glazed over with polish may be

taken as a sure indication of like defects

in the more important parts of the in-

terior. At the same time, there is no

reason why the eye should not be pleased
as well as the ear, so that there is no

need to go to the other extreme of sup-

posing tliat it is only the ugly which is

necessarily good, for such ornaments as

perforated panels, carved cabriole legs,

and mouldings are now turned out so

cheaply as to form only a very small

item in the proportionate cost.

With regard to the important qualifi-

cation of durability, it is impossible for

any but the maker to pass any opinion.

The buyer had better, therefore, place
himself entirelj" in his hands, but in the

matter of tone he ought to be able to

discriminate. Sweetness must not be

entirely sacrificed to power, for if the

tone is what is termed " brilliant" when
new, it will speedily degenerate into

harshness as the liammers harden by
wear. A pleasing mellow tone, with
well-sustained vibration, is that which
wears the best, and will eventually de-

velop into volume, which is the quality
most to be desired.

The nest item, and one claiming
serious attention, is the "touch," for

on this depends in a great measure the

pleasure and comfort of the performer.
It is to be understood that at present
the plain

"
hopper

"
action only is under

consideration, which, for hard work and

simplicity of movement, is perhaps to be

preferred. The depth of the touch should

not exceed ^ in. to a hammer motion
or " blow "

of 2 in. These distnnces are

often increased, since by so doing the

hammer acquires greater momentum,
and consequently brings out more tone.

But as this is at the cost of augmented
friction, the wear of the parts is greatly
accelerated. The cutting of the hoppers
and their respective checks may now he

examined. To test the accuracy of the

first, notice that there be no play be-

tween the top of the hopper (which, it

will be seen, is blackleadeJ and burnished

to reduce friction) and the lever imme-

diately above. To prove the checks,

press down quietly a few consecutive

keys, and carefully watch the motion
of the hammers. These should barely
touch the strings, and then fall (in a

line) about
|^

in. from them. Particu-

larly note, during this operation, that

there requires no increase of pressure, as

the hammers approach the strings, for

this would indicate that the " stickers
"

were hinge-bound, the efleet of a hard,
inelastic quality of hinge leather. lu

pianos of a low price this fault is not

uncommon, and its elfects on the fingers
of the performer are most unpleasant.
It may be said that this will disappear
with playing, and no doubt it sometimes

does, but there are instances where it
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has been just as bad after many years'

Use, and the only remedy was found to

be an entirely new set of hinges, so that

it will be advisable to have it corrected

before purchase.

Finally, the method of stringing is

* worth V of consideration. In instru-

ments of the class under notice, a bi-

chord is preferable, unless it may be for

about one octave in the treble, prin-

cipally because the tension and con-

sequent fear of collapse is then at a

minimum. Neither perhaps, though

generally so supposed, is a trichord any

improvement to the tone. At first sight

it may appear unreasonable to doubt

this, but it must not be forgotten that

though there is an extra string to sound,

yet owing to the further division of the

blow each string is struck with less

force. The effect, also, of extra weight
on the vibration of the sound-board must

not be underrated. In actual practice

it has been found that, other conditions

being equal, a bichord has an equal

volume, and possesses a purer quality
of tone, with longer vibration, while—
and this is certainly of some consequence—it is easier and less costly to tune.

Putting ill a String.
—Some time before

the mechanism of a piano begins to show

signs of being the worse for wear, and

often even when comparatively new,
such contingencies as broken wires and

hinges are more familiar than pleasant,
and are generally evidenced by one or

more of the notes becoming dumb at

most inconvenient times. The former

are by far the more common, and are

at the same time much the easier to

remedy. To be the better ])repared for

such casualties, it is well to jirovide a

cheap tuning hammer, such as may be

bought for Ig., and a few of the treble

sizes of steel wire, also a small quantity
of fawn leather and jiarchment fur the

hinges, the whole costing about 3s.

To put on a string, tiic action must
be removed, and liie broken wire taken

out. Even if nothing more be done,
this will be a great gain, as the string
will generally lie across others, causing
the whole to jar. The size of the wire

(music gauge) is ascertained by reference

to the number written upon the plank
at the treble side of the string. In
most pianos it will be found that the
wire passes round the hitch-pin again
to the plank. By this plan, the eye at

the bottom is dispensed with. Where
an eye is necessary, it will be easier to

make what is called a French eye. This
is done by bending the wire into a looj)
and turning the loop end twice round

just above. This end is then bent at

right angles and cut off about \ in.

from the twist, which will prevent its

running back. The top end is wound
in close coils round the wrest-pin, this

being hammered down to its proper
level before tightening. The wire is

put in its position on the bridges and
tuned roughly between its two outside

notes, when the action can be replaced,
and the tuning finished from its octave
below. In pianos where the treble

notes are not of good quality, or where
the strings are continually breaking,
considerable improvement will be

effected by renewing the top octave, the
increased brilliancy obtained by this

means well repaying the trouble taken.

licpairing Stw/:cr-hi)igc.
—To rej)air a

broken sticker hinge, unscrew the button
from the damper wire. The sticker

can then be separated from the lever to

which it is glued, and removed from
the action. The old hinge is then

])icked from the slot and from the ham-
mer butt. For the new hinge cut a

jiiece of fawn leather rather larger than
the finished size. Hammer it to a sharp
bend at the middle, which just touch
with thin glue and jiross into the slot

with a blunt table-knite. The hinge is

then trimmed to its j>roi)er size, and the

dam])er wire passed through its socket.

In glueing to its place, avoid being too

liberal with the glue.

Jic-hinjimj Levers. — To re-hinge a

lever, damper, or hopjier: One jwrtion
of either of the two tirst will be found

adhering to its rail. This must be

detached with sufficient care to avoid

tearing the wood
;
a hot iron then ap-

plied to Uie part immediately above the

broken hinge will destroy the old glue,
and permit the groove to be sprung
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open (not entirely separated), so that

the parchment may be removed, and a

new piece inserted. The joints are then

pressed close with a small screw or tied

round with thread until the glue is set,

any superfluous glue being previously
removed from the hinge.

Centres sticking.
— Centres sticking

nearly always arises from damp, but

with the exception of the keys, is happily
not of common occurrence. When it

hippens with the hammer centres, the

only permanent cure, other than re-

moval to drier premises, consists in

taking the entire action to pieces, and

broaching the centre cloths
;
but this is

so difficult of execution that few, even

practical hands, would care to under-

take it. When a heavier touch is not

objected to, a remedy has often been

found in glueing small pieces of weighted

pine at the back of the stickers, sets of

which are sold expressly for this pur-

pose.

Keys sticking.
—Keys sticking are re-

medied by slightly easing the front hole

with a small flat file, care being taken

to remove only sufficient wood to take

away the pin mark. To test if the key
also binds in the centre, lay the key so

that the centre pin just enters the

countersink of the round hole, when its

own weight should be sufficient to cause

it to sink to its proper position. If it

does not do so, the centre square hole

also requires easing ;
the round hole

rarely needs altering. Keys will also

occasionally stay down where, in con-

sequence of the frame warping, the

front pin is out of the hole. This can

be detected by the mark
; where, on

the contrary, through hard service, the

keys have become loose, and rattle, a

new and larger set of pins may be sub-

stituted. This will be found quite as

easy to do, and a much more effectual

remedy than wedging the holes.

Blocking.
—Blocking is caused by the

hoppers not "setting off." The effect of

this is most unpleasant, as the hammers
then block or jam against the strings,
and deaden all vibration. The regulat-

ing wire in the hopper should be un-

screwed about half a turn, so that the

hopper slips from under the lever just
as the hammer reaches the strings.
Where the blocking is accompanied
with a creaking noise on the keys being
pressed down, it is the effect of damp,
and on examination it will be seen

that the top of each hopper has be-

come rough through the softening and

consequent abrasion of the blacklead

(graphite). A little of this applied damp
with a small leather pad, and after-

wards burnished with a piece of smooth
steel (such as the barrel of a tuning
hammer), will put matters right.
Where the blocking occurs from the

check of the hopper, the touch is too

deep for the blow, and a piece of brown

paper should be put under the baize at

the front of the keys.
Moths.—Of all the ills to which a

piano is liable, the effects of moths and
moisture are the most disastrous. Of
the two, the former is perhaps the more

destructive, because the attacks are

more insidious, and the mischief is

generally very far advanced before it is

discovered. There is no part of the

action, however small may be the aper-
ture, that will escape the ravages of the

grub, and many a fine instrument has

in a short time been converted by them
into a complete wreck, and even after a

thorough repair and supposed com-

plete extermination of these pests, the

destruction will often recommence
;
so

that wherever there seems reason to sus-

pect their existence, the most rigorous
examination and cleaning of all parts of
the interior is imperative. A satura-

tion also of the suspected parts with

spirit and camphor has often been found

productive of good eflect.

Damp.—To guard against damp, it is

advisable that a piano should never be

placed, if it can be avoided, on a stone

floor or close against an outside wall.

Where this is impossible, it is better to

raise it either on a thin wooden partition
or on "

insulating)" glasses, so as to allow
a passage of air all round

;
also occasion-

ally removing the front, and where the

hammers seem inclined to stick, place
the action at a little distance from the

kitchen fire. Other symptoms of damp.
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and the way to cure them, will be

noticed farther on.

Durability.
—Pianos that have been made

within the past 20 years or so are, both

in frame and mechanism, ofmuch greater

durability than those of earlier date.

In the latter, among other shortcomings,
the action centres were so tender, even

when comparatively new, as to require
the greatest care in liandling ; whereas,
in the more modern instrument to effect

a casualty would take an amount of

force not likely to be exercised, so that

with common care the different parts

may be taken asunder without tlie

slightest risk. As a rule, the public
are slow to ajipreciate this, and the old

fear of meddling with any portion of the

interior still exists. With the harp, on

the contrary, one of the first lessons a

purchaser finds it necessary to learn is to

tune it, and replace broken strings, and
it would be considered quite exceptional,
even for a lady, not to possess this

amount of skill. It may fairly be urged
that as the tuning of a harp is diatonic,
and the strings so much more accessible,
there is little comparison between the

two; but it must also be remembered
that though the tuning of a piano, as a

whole, may be, and generally is, beyond
the powers of an amateur to accom;)lish,
there are yet many accidents to which
the mechanism is liable, which, th()ui,^h

trivial in themselves, are not on that

account the less annoying (es])ecially
when it hajtpens, as is often the case,

where the visits of a professional tuner
arc few and far between), and yet arc

very easily jmt right
—such an occur-

rence, for instance, as a crumb or other

aniall article getting Ifctween the keys
will occasionally render a piano useless,
and necessitate, besides delay, tiie ex-

jK'nse of a tuning, when ])robab]y it

would not otlierwi.se require it. How
often the .simple bn^aking of a wire has

a like elTcct most renders know to their

cost.

T>tkiii(] to pieces.
— In upright pianos

the wlioic of the movable parts are kept
in their ))]accs by what are termed

steady jiins, so that when re]dared they
arc certain to be in their exact position

for playing, and as the first step in re-

jiairiug is to obtain access to the interior,

the beginner should accustom himself
to take all these to pieces until he is

familiar with the mechanism. To take
out the doors, having turned back the
buttons (if any), pull them forward at

the top, and then lift them up off' their

bottom dowels — in replacing, these

movements are reversed—the cylinder
and hollow can then be lifted out, the
left hand holding the cylinder, and the

right placed under the back of the

hollow. The action is removed by pull-

ing it forward at the top, and lifting out

by the hammer-rest
;
where the dampers

are detached it will be easier if they are

first taken out. In replacing, it is

necessary to be careful in guiding the
back of the action over the hoppers, and
in placing the dowels at the bottom of

each standard in tiieir respective holes,

wiien, by a slight pressure at the top,
the action will slip into its place, In

pianos that are iitted with a double
check action, the mod is operandi, though
still the same, is a little more difficult

of execution, in consequence of both
the weight of the action and the com-

plication of its parts, but generally in

sucli instruments special directions are

pasted inside to serve as a certain

guide. Keys may be taken out by
lifting them at the front until they
are clear of the centre j)in, when they
may be drawn forward. In ])ractising
these movements, it must be borne in

mind that under uo conditions should
force be exercised, as every part should

drop easily into its place.

Keys.
—Lime-wood is generally iisod

for keys, though any straight-grained
and tough wood would answer (|uite :is

well. When the middle of a wide board
is used, the keys at that part are liable

to warp, and sometimes to twist. A
slight warjiing may easily l)e cured by
laying tlie li(dlow side of the key on a

(lat-iion, .and gently striking tin; upper
side with a broad-faced hamiTier, between
the centre h(de and the hopper, the key
being bent, by a jiressure of the hand,
in the direction required. If the warp-
ing is very ba'l, it will be necessary to
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wedge saw kerfs about J in. deep in the

hollow side, though this requires great

care, as the key is apt to break. A
twisted key is very hard to straighten,
as the saw kerf will have to be diagonal,
and a wrong slant will only make it

worse. A great deal can, however, be

done with the plane, and by resetting
the hopper or by bending the key pin.
Pine makes a very good key, when slipped
at the pin-holes with a hard wood.

Hammers stichimj.
—In all problems

relating to the repair of pianos, it is not

so much the cure as the cause of a defect

that is difficult to discover, for when
the latter is once known, the remedy is

generally easy enough. Properly speak-

ing, a hammer can only stick from its

centre
;
but a damper wire out of place

or binding in its socket, a hinge-bound
sticker, or a broken tape to a check

action may each be described as a " stick-

ing hammer," although the hammer it-

self may be perfectly free. It is so

common to see a set of centres com-

pletely ruined by unnecessary broaching
that it is worth while taking some
trouble to first ascertain whether the

centre is too tight or not. It is pretty

good evidence that the sticking is caused

by the damper wires when the hammers
are free at the treble end, but this will

be rendered more conclusive by bending
one of the wires out of its socket and

trying the effect. If the hammer is

tlien free, it is the socket rail which
must be broached ;

but if the hammer
still sticks, it must be either that its

centre is tight, or the butt of the hammer
is jammed between the forks of the rail.

To test for the latter, insert the point of

a pen-blade between the fork and butt,
and whilst there work the hammer to

and fro with the finger. Should this not

succeed, there is nothing for it but re-

moving the wire and broaching the

centres
;
but this is altogether too diffi-

cult a task for any amateur to attempt.

Dampers are often kept from the strings

by hanging upon their lifts. If upon
the damper wire lift, screw down the

lift (or button) until there is the space
of a card between the lift and damper.
With Collard or Kirkman dampers, they

may also hang upon the rail lift, or the

piece of wood which lifts the dampers
when the loud pedal is down. Either

of these makes may be eased by en-

larging the screw holes and lowering
the lift, though for Broadwood or French

dampers this is not needed.

Pitch.—It is useless to keep tuning up
to pitch, until the cause of giving way
is remedied. The causes are various. If

the wrest plank has not been thoroughly
seasoned, it would cause the pins to

give from the immense strain on them.
The same remark may be applied to

that part (at the bottom of tlie piano)
where the hitch pins are inserted.

Instances have occurred where the hitch

pins have been torn through the wood
from the strain on them. If the scale

or speaking length of string between
the belly bridge and wrest plank is not
to the correct length, it will cause a

breakage of the strings, and the instru-

ment cannot be kept up to the standard

pitch. A good many pianos become
worthless from the inaccuracy of their

scale. Now for the remedies : To cure
looseness of the wrest pin in the hole, if

the wrest plank be sound, put a larger
wrest pin in. When the hitch pin does
not hold in the bent side or bottom

block, if the bent side or bottom block
is sound, replace either with a stouter

or longer hitch pin. (W. H. Davies.)

Buzzing.—"Buzz" is the most im-

portant of the minor defects of a piano,
as it is genei-ally also the most per-
sistent. The conditions under which
it may occur are various, and for the

most part, simple and easily removed:—
(rt) Shavings may have been left in

the bottom of the case or at the lower
ends of the wires, and will be seen on

removing the lower panel, i. e. the one
below the key-board.

(6) The cause may be found ia a
loose fit of the upper or lower jianel, or

of the fall, or of the bar upon wliich the

fall rests, or of the lining under the

key-board ;
or the fall may not truly

lie back when opened, or the lid may
not rest evenly upon the sides and front.

Any defect in the fitting is sufficient to

cause a buzz.
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To discover the cause : first raise the

lid. If the buzz ceases, the cause lies in

the fitting of the lid, which must be

adjusted by raising or lowering one, or

both, of the hinges at the back. If not,
remove the upper panel. If the buzz
ceases then, find out what part of the

front causes it. The panel being re-

placed, the buzz will })robab]y agaiu be

heard : it may happen that by merely
taking out the panel and putting it in

again the defect in the fit has been
remedied. If not, the part whose loose-

ness causes the buzz, will be found by
pressing the ])anel in its frame, or the

frame itself downwards, inwards, out-

wards, or sideways, until the disagree-
able noise ceases. It is possible that a

piece of ordinary writing paper gummed
or glued on at the spot, where ])ressure
has stopped the buzz, will be sulliciently
thick to produce a perfect fit. If the

manipulation of the front does not bring
about the desired result, proceed in the

same manner with the lower panel, the

key-board lining the fall, and the bar on

which the fall rests. The fall is re-

moved by simply raising it : if the fit is

])erfect, this is not easily removed. The
bar beneath is fixed by a sunk screw at

each end to the frame of the piano.
The key-board lining is usually sprung
into position, wedging itself into the

slits which receive it, and the defect

will be an imperfection of the wedging.
A thin slip-wedge is the remedy.

(c) Torsion of the sound-board may
arise from the woodwork adjoining the

iron studs which, wlicn the lower jianel
is removeil, are visible at the base of the

jiiano, jirojecting through tlie sounil-

board. This is originally cut away just

enough to admit the passage of the

studs without contact. These stuils,

however, have a very sharj) rise, and it

may hajijicn that tii(,' tension of the

strings ]>roduces in tlie lower ]iart of

the board a certain ainmint of torsion,

and very little sullicos to bring the two
into contact. Wlien this takes place, a

buzz results. The remedy is obvious,

by means of a thin narrow siiarp knife.

(fl) Great diflerence is to be uoticinl

in the tone of difl'crcut pianofortes, and

even of different notes on the same

piano. These differences are largely

dependent upon the material of the

frame and bridging ;
and it may be said

broadly that cwteris paribus, the tone

will vary between sharpness and short-

ness, and softness and rotundity, accord-

ing as metal or wood predominates.
But quite distinct from these qualities,
accidental to the material, is the clear-

ness of note given by a perfect instru-

ment, the result of effective toning.
The operation is simple, but delicate in

the extreme, and the affected part is the

felt covering the hammers. This felt,

which is of a very fine kind, varies

occasionally in density, and this varia-

tion may sometimes pi-oduce a buzz. An
operation which imjiroves the quality of

the tone, and removes the buzz (when
attributable to the cause under con-

sideration) by equalising the density,
consists in pricking the felt on the

upper part of the hammer with the

toning tool, which, in its simjile form,
is a fine steel fork of 3 short sharp
prongs. The felt is not perpendicularly

ju'odded, l)ut the j)oints of the fork are

stuck into the felt as often as is requisite
to produce the correct tone, and in the

direction shown in Fig. lUO, the motion

Fig. 190,

being that indicated by the darts. This

operation depends for its success u|)on
delicate hancl and ear: over-prodding is

injurious to the felt, and ruinous to the

tone.

If the buzz docs not yield to one or

other of till' remedies indicated, th(! cause

will ])robably be insullicient tightening
of leading screws, or defective fixing of

the foundations, or imperfect glueing,
and the instrument must be iianded over

to a i)iauoforte-maker.
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Faulty repetition.
—Another common

defect is in the "
repetition

"
: a key

vi'iW not rise to the level instantly the

finger is raised, it rises either slowly or

not at all. This may result from one of

two causes
;
either the key has warped

or it has swollen.

(a) The warping of the key will

probably be the result of the piano having
been sujsjected to extremes of tempera-
ture—great heat in summer, and great
cold in winter

;
or perhaps one day the

room is without warmth of any kind,

the next it has a roaring fire. In time

the keys will stick. To remedy this,

raise the lid and remove the front, the

fall and the bar, raise the key by the

forepart, above the pins which keep it

in position, and draw it forwards.

Where the key rubs its neighbour, it

will generally appear chafed, but if no

chafing is apparent, just rub the sida

lightly with blacklead, and replace the

key
—it will now blacken its neighbour

at the point of contact, and at the corre-

sponding part of itself it may be rubbed

down very slightly with glass-paper,
first No. 1 then No. 0.

(6) Swelling of the key is the result

of damp alone, which operates by de-

creasing the size of the holes into which

the fixed pins fit, and these are accord-

ingly more or less gripped by the key.

Perhaps only one is tightened, more

likely both. On taking the key out, it

will be at once apparent whether both

pins are gripped or only one, as the

piece of cloth in the forward hole, and

the wood itself in the case of the other,

are dented and blackened. The hole

may be enlarged to the necessary extent

by shaving the wood with a fine pen-

knife, but preferably by filing it with a

fine fret-file of oblong section. No more

should be taken oft' than is just sufficient

to enable the key to work freely, as

otherwise the key will rattle and work

unevenly.
There are some external causes of

"
buzzing

" which demand attention.

Thus the piano may be standing on a

loose floor-board : the remedy is to

fasten the board tightly, with screws,

removing the loose nails, or hammering

them well in. Glass in pictures, mirrors,

windows, doors, &c., may be loose or

cracked
;
also gaselier globes and candle

chimneys. The remedies are tightening
or placing a piece of cloth between the

glass and its support. China ornaments,
for a similar reason, should rest on or

against a deadening material. The

scuttle, fender, and fire-irons also re-

quire looking after to prevent jarring.

Nothing should rest on a piano while it

is being played. If candlesticks are

necessary, their feet should have baize

glued on, or they should stand on mats.

Renewing Pins and Wires.—As the

pins and wires of pianos become worn,
it is necessai'y to renew them. First

remove the action—the apparatus which
sets in motion and includes the ham-
mers. Raise the lid, take out the front

by undoing the little button at each

end of the top, drawing it outwards at

the top, and lifting it from the pins in

the upper edge of the fall. Then re-

move the fall, and the action is fully

exposed. Before removing it, observe

whether the dampers do or do not form

part of the action. If the wire which

passes uj) between the " stickers
"
(up-

right rods which set the hammers in

motion) goes through the head of the

damp)er and is secured at the other side

by a nut, and if the dampers have no

independent frame working in its own
sockets, as may be known by moving
the right pedal, the dampers cannot be

taken out separately. Those having
such a frame will work in a socket at

each end, or a socket at one end and an

eyelet-hole on a screw at the other.

Turn the buttons and lift up ;
or turn

one button, raise that end, and draw
out of the eye.

Fixed to the inside of each end, and

6-8 in. from the top, is a block carrying
a button, which keeps in position the

upright bars forming the ends of the

action frame. Turn these buttons, draw
the upper part of the frame outwards,
and then lift upwards and outwai'ds

bodily. The action is a delicate part,
and at the same time heavy, and to

remove it without an accident requires
firmness and carefulness to exercise
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equal strength at each end. The slip

lying across the keys will be removed

by unscrewing at each end, and the keys
can then be raised. The keys are all

numbered, and it will save much time

in replacing if they are put aside in an

orderly way.
To substitute new or replace the old

pins, the piano should be laid on its

back, and this may as well now be done.

The pins are slightly roughed on the

part which lies in the head-piece ;
as

this roughness is screw-like, there will

be but little difficulty in extracting
them. To remove a pin, first turn it

sufficiently to relax the string. This

can most conveniently be done with a

tuning key, but a strong pair of ordinary

])incers may be made to serve. When
turned enough, remove the string,
and then extract the pin with the

pincers, turning to the left and drawing
out.

It is possible the old pins will do with

a little help, in case it is not easy to

obtain new and larger ones. Take out

one of those belonging to each note of

an octave in the most-used section of

the instrument. Thoroughly dust the

sides of the holes with dry fin<;ly-])ow-

dered chalk, replace the ])in, and ham-
mer it well in to the proper extent, i.e.

up to the head or blackened portion.
The great points in repinning are to

drive the pin in perfectly j)erpendicu-

larly to the head-])iece, and to drive it

well home. The little hole in the pin
should bo iierpendicular to the base line

of the piano. As it is of jiaramount

importance that the pin shoiild fit very

tightly, it will require the exhibition of

not a little well-directed strength to do

this proj)orly, but there is nothing

really ditlicult in it.

The renicpvai nf one pin to a note will

be quite sufficient in the case of a

trichord or semi-trichord piano ;
but

c»re must be taken to remove corre-

sponding pins in a'ijacent notes by
which is meant the ))iiis Ijoaring the

ends of on*! string. Thus in l''ig. 191,
whicii Kullicientiy shows the system of

stringing, the pins marked represent
those to be removed. In a bichord, both

pins must be removed, as the one stnng
furnishes the 2 chords. If the chalk

answers its purpose, the string kept by
the pins thvis treated will remain in

tune while the other strings are aft'ected.

The difference will first become sensible

by a vibration being audible on the one

note, and the remedy will be proved by
the differenoe in pitch on damping the

wires in succession, and striking the
note if the difference between the num-
ber of vibrations of each string is

sufficient to be separately appreciable.
In the illustration, a is a nionochord

double - covered string ; b, a bichord

single-covered string ; c, a bichord i)lain

wire
; d, a trichord plain wire.

Pins are made in G sizes. Hughes,
37 Drury Lane, sells complete sets of

the ordinary size (" 02 A ") at Is. 8d.
;

and of the largest size (" OOUO A ") at

'2^. 6d.
;

for numbers less than a set,

4c?. per dozen.

The pins being fixed, put in the wires.

Of these there are 3 kinds : double

covered, single covered, and ]ilain ;
the

iirst-named being for the lowest bass

notes. All the covered ones are fixed

singly ;
each chord is a separate string.

The ])lain ones are fixed one to a note

in a bichonl, or the bichord i)ortion, and
3 to 2 notes in a trichord. The course

of the strings in each case is shown in

Fig. 191. Care must be taken that

the wires properly traverse the bridges,
and are caught by the right pins, which
are intended to shut off the ])art not

intended to vibrate from the free part
on which the hammers act. The wire
is then drawn through the little holes

in the wrest pins as taut as possible (a
sufFicicnt length in the case of the plain
wire being cut off the roll), and given a

turn to secure it from sli|)ping. It is

then tightened up with the key, an<l

(inally tuned. It will have been noticed

that below and above the bridges are

pieces of braid, flannel, or listing run-

ning in and out of the wires. These

are very necessary, and serve? to deaden

till' f)art <if the wires beyond the bridges,
.lust liidow the linn of wrest ]iins should

be figures to indicate the size of the

wire used
\

for all notes between any
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2 of these numbers, the size indicated

by the lower is to be employed.

2s. Gd., whether plain steel or covered.

The latter kind is also sold by the single

oiSS^S^SEi^>^

o^S^SSSB^

in
-I

z

Fig. 191.

BRIDGE.

oo.VATO-V.VVWAWW'a^

The wire, in bulk, is soldj by the

pound, for which weight the price is

string, from Ad. for the thinnest to Is,

for the double covered.
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Busty Wires.—Wires are frequently
found to accumulate rust. This arises

solely from damp, either a damp atmo-

sphere in the room generally, or damp
ascending from the floor. The latter

may be checked by covering the floor

beneath the piano with a sheet of water-

proof paper, either Willesden paper or

ordinary brown paper well dried and

coated with linseed oil varnish on both

sides, laying it under the carpet.
To remove rust from the wires, rub

them lengthwise with a piece of fine

chamois (" shammy ") leather with

emery flour or crocus powder spread
on it, thoroughly removing every par-
ticle of the powder afterwards with a

clean leather.

Cele.ite Pedal.—To soften the tone of

a piano, use is made of a pedal action

wihich shifts the hammers so that tlioy

strike less wires—1 instead of 2 in the

bichord, and 2 instead of 3 in the

trichord. By the Celeste method, the

hammers strike always the same num-
ber of wires, but the softening effect is

gained by interposing a layer of felt

between the hammer and the wire.

On taking away the upper and lower

panels and the action frame, and sup-

posing the remaining fixed part and the

right jjedal lever removed, there are

only the back, body, strings, and soft

pedal lever left. At the back of the

action frame runs a strong board, which

keeps the stickers and hammers in posi-
tion. This is held firm by a strong

spring at the right end, and at the left

enil will be f(»und a lever, whose lower

left end rests on the U])iier end of the

U])right rod which springs from the

side end of the pedal lever, while the

upper end of it (its into a notch cut

in the boanl. When the pedal is de-

pressed, the rod is raised, and the board

is pressed sideways. With the C'eleste,

this square levvr is no longer required ;

it is unscrewed and removed.

For fitting with the Celeste ))e<lal,

2 pedal levers are required, in order to

support and work the 2 side rods that

carry the lath to which the felt is

Attached. One j)edal has to draw ilowii

botli levers, BO that tiie division be-

tween them must be shaped accord-

ingly. The ends where friction occui's

are covered with baize, and then rubbed
with yellow soap. Generally the height
of the side rods is determined by the

height of the hammers. The damping
felt is 1 in. wide at the treble end to

li in. at the bass end, and 1| in. is

glued on to the lath. The length of

the felt is just a trifle over what is

sufficient to cover the wires. The lath

is Ij in. deep and \ in. thick, and fits

into a slot at tlie upper end of each

side rod, so that the top edge of the

lath is level with the end of the rod.

The side rods rest on the extreme ends

of the pedal levers, to which they are

attached by leather hinges; the mode of

attachment will best be observed from
tlie discarded side rod, which will be

too short for use. These rods must run

up quite close to the side walls of the

jiiano, and their length will be such

that the upper edge of the felt will

rest ordinarily 1 in. below the line on
which the hammers strike the strings.
At about 6 in. down, a mortice is cut

in each rod, and this works on a IJ-in.

screw, driven into the side wall. The

length of the mortice is such, that

when the pedal is down, and the rods

are raised, the felt will cover the line

on wiiich the hammers strike the

strings. A small circular felt washer
lies between the rod and the wall, and
anotlier between the rod and the head
of the screw. A strong baud spring
attached to the under side of the right

lever, and acting on the floor of the

])iano. completes the mechanism. —
(W. \V. C.)

Harmoniums.—First purchase
about 1() ft. of J-in. pine, about 1 ft.

wide, and a plank of good sound beech,
3 ft. long, 7 in. wi<le, 2 in. thick at one

end, and running off to i in. thick at

the other. Be particular as to the

quality and soundness of the wood; it

must be thoroughly well seasoned
; and,

in order to ensure its being thoroughly

dry, kept in a warm room—but not too

near a fire—for some weeks before being
worked ujion.

Willie the wood is drying, procure
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Fig. 192.

CO

V

your vibrators or reed>:, from any har-

monium-builder. Buy a good set of 54

notes, C C in the bass to F in the treble,

being 4J octaves. Prices of reeds run

from 12s. Qd. to 25s. a set, according to

quality ;
reeds can be

purchased, together with

leather for the bellows,
and all other requisites,
of Willis, 29 Wineries.

Also purchase the screws

(about 15 dozen) for

screwing the reeds to the

•sound-board. See that the

reeds are well riveted, or

they will soon get slack,

and cause much trouble.

Fig. 192 is an elevation

of the ends of the case : «,

block or cheek; 6, ledge ;

c, bottom block
; f/, groove for front

])ane]. Fig. 193 shows under side of

boards to carry feeders
; Fig. 194, valve

Fig. 193.

Fig. 194.

Fig. I9.j.

boards for feeders
; Fig. 195, shape of

pieces for sides of feeder
; Fig. 196, shape

of pieces for ends of feeder; Fig. 197,

pair of ribs (black line at top shows
where linen is glued on). Fig. 198 illus-

trates the arrangement of the interior :

a, feeders ; 6, reservoirs
; c, wind-chest ;

d, spiral springs ; e, supports for crank
;

f, cranks
; g, cords for connecting ends

of crank levers to foot-boards
; h, wind-

trunks
; ?, blocks or cheeks

; _/, safety-
valve

; h, peg to open valve.

The Case.—The case must be got
ready first, as the bellows and other

parts are fitted to and supported by it.

The wood may be pine, oak, mahogany,
walnut, or rosewood. First make the

ends, 2 ft. 7 in. high, about 12 in. -wide

iu the narrowest part, and i in. thick.

The top portion, to a depth of 7 in.,

projects about 2 in. at the front. This
wider portion must be thickened by
glueing and screwing a prepared block,
2 in. thick, on to the inside. The bot-

tom part should also be blocked out to

the same thickness, and 3 in. in depth.
These blocks need not be solid, but may
be made of |-in. stuff, and then veneered
over where they will be in sight. An
ornamental truss may be placed under
the front of the top block, or cheek, or

a turned pillar may run from the
under side of the top block to the top
of the bottom one, which will form a

base for it. Now glue and screw r.

ledge of wood, f in. wide and 3 in.

deep, to each end, to support the bellows.

These ledges, as also the cheeks, should
not e.xtend right across the end, but to

within J iu. of the back, so as to allow

u
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the dust panel, or back, to be fitted in.

A crlance at Figs. 192 and 198 will ex-

plain these operations.

Prepare a panel of |-in. stnflf for the

front, 3 ft. 3 in. long, and 2 ft. high,
with an opening cut in the l)ottom part,
1 ft. 8 in. long, and 8 in. higli, to allow

the feet to be placed on the foot-boards.

This ])anel is let into the under side of

the cheeks or blocks, about j in.

Prepare a board 4 in. wide, 3 ft. 4 in.

long, and 1 in. thick, and sci-ew it

at the bottom of the lower blocks, so

that it may come right to the front,
an^l lie flat on the tloor. Tiiis is the

foundation-board, on which the foot-

boards for blowing will be hinged.
Take 2 boards, 3 ft. 3 in. long, and

iix one to the top cheeks at the back,
and one at the ))ottom.

Proceed to fit up the interior of the

case. First pre])are 2 boards, 3 ft. 2 iu.

long, 11 in. wide, and at least f in.

thick, to carry the feeders and reservoir.

Plane them very true and smooth, tlien

cut 2 holes in each, (J in. long and 1 in.

wide, at a distance of 3 in. from each

end. Fig. 193 shows the under side of

the board to carry the feeders, with 2

s])iral springs fitted to it, and the holes

cut in it for the wind-trunks. The

springs are to cause the feeder to open
when released from the pressure of tiie

foot, and are termed "gape-s])rings."

They may be made by cutting an ordi-

nary spiral chair-spring in lialf, and

placing each half in the position shown.
Feeders.—The feeders ne.xt claim at-

tention. The under or valve boards arc

each 1 ft. 4 in. long, lOi in. wide, and

5f
in. thick. Bore 4 holes, IJ in. dia-

meter, through them, as shown in Fig.
194. Tliese holes are to \>n covered by
valves, wiiich must bo made as fol-

lows :
—Glue 2 thicknesses of leather

together (soft Hide outwards), leaving
one 1 in. wider than the other; ])lac(;

them b(!tween 2 flat iioards to dry, then
cut them to size, and glue the single
thickness down to the valve-board, thus

forming a hinge to the valve. Tlie

valves may each lie made to cover 2

hiiles, .so that only 2 valves will be

needed for each feeder. Thev rIiouM lie

f in. larger all round than the holes

which they cover.

Valve-hoards.—The valve-boards are

next hinged on to the feeder-board, and
for this purpose a strip of

-J-in. wood,
IJ in. wide, is to be glued and screwed
on to the under siile of the feeder-board,
and a similar strip on to the inside end
of the valve-board. The valve-board

may be hinged either with brass butt-

hinges, or a strip of leather inside and
out. Many prefer the latter mode, as

there is no liability to squeak.

Feeder-folds.
—The fohls of the feeder

may now be got out of :j-in. board.

You will require 8 pieces like Fig. 195
for the sides, and 4 j)ieces like FMg. 19G
for the ends. The ends of each fold arc

cut to an angle of about 40°. Set

these out very carefully, as it is import-
ant that they sliould be accurately
made, or the feeders will be the source

of constant annoyance and trouble.

Procure some very soft, supple, white

sheepskin, and cut it into strips (length-

ways from th(! neck), about \\ in. wide.

Cut some strips of linen, about li in.

wide, across the stuff. Stand each pair
of ribs side by side, with their short

edges about -^ in. apart, which you
may secure by placing a strip of stout

cardboard between them, an<l glue a

strip of linen over the edges, as .shown

in Fig. 197. The linen will thus lie on

the inside when the folds are attached

to the feeders. Let this dry, anil then

glue a strip of leather on the other side

of the joint, grain side outwards. Then

glue similar strips on tlie outside of the

top and bottom edges, so that half the

width of the leather ovcu'hangs all

round. I'asten the spiral springs in

their proper position on the valve-board,
and then glue the overhanging leather

of the folds on lo the valve-board and

feeder-board.

The inside must also iiave strips of

linen on the joints, which you will be

able to rub down with a strip of wood
inserteil through the corner hides where
the gussets will be |)ut on. Wlitn yon
have attached .all the folds to tlu' feeder

and feeder-board, and well rubbed down
all tlie Icatiier, to make it adhere per-
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foctly all over, let it dry thoroughly.

Open the feeder to its full width, and
cut a paper pattern of the gussets ;

cut

them out in leather, and, after paring
all the edges with a sharp knife, glue
the gussets on, and rub them down well.

A small triangular gusset-piece will be

required for each corner where the valve-

boards are hinged ;
and if brass hinges

are used, a strip of leather must be

glued all along the joint, to make it

perfectly air-tight. When all this is

done, clean off the leather with a

sponge dipped in hot water
;
cover all

the woodwork of the feeders with
coloured or ornamental paper, and they
will look very neat.

Wind-trun/is.—Make the two wind-
trunks of thin wood, 6i in. high, and

slightly larger internally than the wind-
holes.

Reservoir.—The reservoir is merely a

rectangular bellows, with each fold

2J in. wide. Cut the ends of each fold

to an angle of AQ°, the same as the ends

of the feeders. The bottom board of

the bellows will be
-f

or | in. thick, and
a safety-valve must be made in it in the

position shown in Fig. 198. This may
be about 2^ in. square, and covered by
a valve of thin wood, lined with soft

leather (soft side outwards), one end of

which overhangs about 1 in., and is

glued down to form a hinge. The valve

is kept closed by a spring fastened

through a little staple on the valve.

A peg of wood, about 2h in. high, is

fixed in the feeder-board immediately
under the valve ;

so that as the bellows

descends, the peg presses the valve

open, and allows a little wind to escajie,
thus preventing undue pressure on the

reservoir. A spiral spring is fixed to

the centre of the under side of the

reservoir, and to the top of tlie feeder-

board. This spring exerts a constant

pressure on the reservoir, and gives the

force of wind necessary to cause the

reeds to sound.

Foot-boards.—The foot-boards may be

made of 1-in. deal, hinged on the under
side of the I'ront edge to the foundation-

board already mentioned, and connected
from the lop by a cord to the lever arm,

which is fixed into an axle working on
centres in 2 uprights placed at the front

and back of the inside of the case.

Another arm extends from the other
side of this axle immediately under the

centre of the feeder, to which it is con-

nected by a short lug. The general
view will sufficiently explain this, the
axle there being shown in section only.
The foot-boards should have a ledge of

f-in. stuff' on the front edge, and they
may be covered with a piece of carpet
to make them look neat.

^Ytncl-cllest.—The reservoir having
been completed, should now be fastened
with glue to the reservoir-board, which
has previously been referred to. This
board lies on the top of the 2 wind-

trunks, which should have a strip of
leather run all round the top edges to

make all air-tight.
The holes in the reservoir-board over

the wind-trunks must be covered with
leather valves to open upwards, made in

a similar manner to those in the feeders.

These valves are to prevent the return
of the wind after it has been pumped
into the wind-chest. A small hole, 4 in.

long and 1 in. wide, is cut in the centre
of the reservoir-board, to let the wind
into the reservoir. If this is covered
with a wooden valve lined with leather,
so that it may be closed by pulling out
a stop knob, you will have the stop
termed "

expression
"

;
but if you do not

wish for this stop
—which is rather

difficult to manage, and causes the

breakage of many reeds by over-blowing—
you will not require any valve over

the hole, but may, if you like, make it

rather smaller, and cut 2 more holes,
1 on each side of the central one, and
about equidistant from that and the ends
of the reservoir, as shown in Fig. 200.

To form the wind-chest, take some
J-in. pine, f in. wide, and glue it all

round the top of the reservoii'-board fair

with edge of it at the sides, but 2 in. in

from the ends, and plane it level all

round, thus forming a shallow box f in.

deep. Now to see if your bellows answer,
lay a strip of leather all round the edge
of the wind-chest, screw a i-iu. board

tightly down on it, and glue some paper
U 2
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all round the joints to prevent any
escape of air; wlien dry, fit it into the

case, placing a couple oi' long wedges
under the cheeks to hold the reservoir-

board firmly, and a screw or two through
each end of the bellows board into the

ledges. Press the foot-boards gently
and fill the reservoir (do not overdo it),

and then if your bellows is sound, and

the valves act all right, the reservoir

will take some minutes to empty itself.

This board is only used to test the bel-

lows, and does not form a part of the in-

strument. It is utterly impossible to make
the bellows entirely without leakage.

Pan.—The pan or sound-board next

claims attention. Take the beech plank
before referred to, which is to be 2 ft.

7 in. long, 6 in. wide, 1^ in. thick at the

bass end, and tapering off to * in. thick

at the treble end. Plane this very truly
on botli sides, fur it must not be touched

with the plane after the subsequent

operations. Take the width of the row
of keys

—which will be about 2 ft. b\ in.

—and mark it on the sound-board,

leaving 1 in. at the bass end and ^ in.

at the treble end
;
divide tlie 2 ft. h\ in.

into 54- equal ])arts, and the lines thus

made will be the centres of the mortices,
which are set out as follows :

—At a

distance of IJ in. from the back edge of

the board, draw a straight line all along

it; at the bass end, sot off IJ in. from
that line on the first of the cross marks ;

at the treble end, set off i in. on the last

cross mark, antl Join it by a sloping line

to the liottom of the li in. line, you will

thus get the li.'iigths of all the mortices.

Then nuirk the widths of the mortices,
which should )m! \ in. at tiie bass anil

diniiiiisliing to
J,

in. at the treble. Cut
th(! niortices right tlirougii tiie sound-

board, and clear tliem out nice and
Kuiooth

;
those in the bass may be cut

back on the under side, as shown by tiie

dotted line in Fig. 190.

Cover the top of the board with a

jiicce of .stout veneer—sycamoie being
the best—which should be glued and

clamped tightly down, ami, wlien

thoroughly dry, the ]»allet-lioles may
be cut through it, tliose at the bass cml

being 1 iD. long and rather more than

i in. wide, and gradually dimiuisliing
in size up to the treble. You can mark
these out in the same way as the

mortices. Having done this, take some

5-iu. beech, or pine, 2 in. wide, and box
round the edges of the sound-board fair

on top side, the boxing projecting on the

under side only. Now get out a bar of

beech 1 in. square and 2 ft. C in. lonjj;,

and glue it down on the top of the sound-

board, so that the centre of it is 2j in.

from the centre of the ]iallet-holos.
Run a deep gauge mark all down the

centre of the top of tliis bar to receive

the centre wire on which the pallet
levers work. Cut out 54 grooves in the

bar in a line with the pallet-holes; this

may be done by tying two small tenon

saws together. f«ow make the pallets
and levers, as in Fig. 199, the levers being
made first and bored through the centre

with a fine bradawl, or drill. The hole

in the end to receive the long thin screw
can be best made by screwing the lever

lightly into a vice, and the screw can
also then be inserted without danger of

splitting the wood. The pallets them-
selves are made large enough to cover

the holes well, and are tapered off at the

top as shown. They are covered with
soft leather on the under side, and whiting
should be well rubbed into the leather

with a little block of wood. In glueing
the pallets on to the levers, some place
a jiiece of stout soft leather between the

lever and the j)allet.

String the levers on to the centre

wire, put them into the proper grooves,
and jiress the centre wire down into the

g.'iuge mark
;
then glut; a ])iece of wood

J in. thick on each end of the bar, with

a hole in it level with the gauge mark
to receive the ends of the centre wire,

which ma)' be drawn out from either

end if roijuired at any future time.

Just at the back of the pallets, fasten a

stri|) of wood exactly thick enough '.o

be level witli flu' f<>)>s
of the levers

;
(his

is to fasten tlie ]mll('l sjiriiigs in. The

springs are made of toleraldy stout ])iano

wire, bent into the form shown, the

front end being turned up to run in a

gauge mark on the top of the lever, the

back end turned down and fixed into the
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strip of wood above referred to ;
a small

screw being inserted close behind it, so

that the head holds the wire well down,
or a small loop may be made in the end

of the spring and the screw passed

through that.

It may be of service to mention a

plan for entirely dispensing with these

steel springs. Bend some pieces of wire

thus "n, and insert one between every

pallet lever, just behind the centre bar.

Then procure from a draper, 2i yd. of

covered elastic band that will

stretch welt, and, having made
a loop at one end, slip it over

the first wire crook, then over

the first pallet lever, under

the next crook, and over the

next lever, and so on all

through. This plan is simple
and answers well

;
when the

elastic does wear out, it can

be renewed with very little

trouble, and at a cost of only
a few pence. The band should

be 5 in. wide, and contain at least 6

strands of elastic.

The vibrators may now be sci-ewed on

to the under side of the sound-board in

the position shown in Fig. 199, and the

sound-board may then be considered

complete. It should be hung by a peg

through each end, which is made to

project 3 in. for that purpose, the peg

running into the cheek blocks, so that

the sound-board may be turned down as

on a hinge, and lie fiat on the wind-chest.

Make a little roll of cloth, cover it with

soft leather, and fasten it all. round the

under side of the sound-board
;
then fix

2 iron hooks in the side, and 2 eyes in

the wind-chest, so that when the sound-

board is turned down on to the wind-

chest, and the hooks are fastened into

the eyes, there can be no escape of wind
from the wind-chest, except through the

vibrators and pallet-holes. The key-
board will best be purchased, either new
or second-hand. When it is placed in

position, the screws in the ends of the

levers should come under the proper

keys, so that when the key is pressed
down it opens the pallet belonging to

that note.

A folding lid should be made to the

case, and hinged at the back edge so

that it may be turned right back if

required to get at the interior of the

instrument. Finish off the case in any
style you may fancy, and your har-

monium will be completed. If the

case is made of mahogany, all that

need be done is to French polish the

exterior, but if it be made of pine,
it should be stained and varnished, or

ebonised.

Fig. 199.

Fig. 199 is a sectional view of the

bass end of the sound-board or pan :

a, vibi'ator
; h, screws by which vibra-

tors are fixed
; c, mortice

; d, sound-

board
; e, beech boxing round sound-

board
; /, pallet ; g, pallet lever

; h, jial-

let lever-rail
; i, spring rail

; j, spring ;

k, wire crook
; I, elastic band in lieu of

steel spring ; m, screw on which key
rests

; n, veneer
; o, roll of cloth.

Fig. 200.

.'%:.. .^y^ . ?s^,' ^;v^M^^;^

Fig. 200 illustrates a section of upper

portion : a, bellows board
; 6, reservoir-

board; c, wind-trunks, with valves at

top ; d, reservoir
; e, expression valve

;

/, sound-board
; ;/, pallet levers and

rails
; h, roll of cloth on edge of sound-
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board
; /, folJina; side to case

; j, wedges
to secure reserroir-board. (T. Main, iu

Amateur Work.)
Musical Boxes.—These delica.j

instruments are very liable to get out of

repair, either by direct violence or

by neglect, a small defect sullicing
to render them temporarily useless.

Whilst it would be futile for any one

ignorant of their construction to attempt

remedying accidental defects, a smill

knowledge of the first principles of their

mechanism will enable any ordinarily

handy workman to repair all bu.t very
serious injuries.

Fig. 201.

Fig. 201 illustrates part of a cylinder,

broken, showing the progress of the .5

operations: «, pointing; 6, boring;

c, garnishing: d, gumming; c, turning.
The manufacture of a musical bo.x

may be divi<le(i into two very distinct

parts. The first includes all that con-

cerns the mechanical i)art of a box—
that is, wlipfds, pinions, liarrel, spring,

fly-wheel, &c., or the "clockwork" of

the box. The second concerns more

jiarticularly the musical ]iart of the box,
viz. putting the desired tunes on the

cyliiuler, tuning tlie kry-lioard, finish-

ing these two parts and putting tlieni

in their jiri>]ior |il:iccs, .so as to have a

j)laying l)ox. About the first jiart, it is

necessary to «ay nothing, everything

concerning it having a great reseml)laiice

to watches, and especially to docks.

Clocks and watches being universally

found, and everywhere easily repaired,
the case will bo the same with the

mechanism of a musical box. As to the
second part. For finishing an ordinary
musical box, the following processes are

necessary :

First—The tunes are pointed on the

cylinder. (Previous to this, of course,
the choice of tunes is made, with the

notes necessary for jtlaying them.) This

pointing is etVocted by an instrument
in which the cylinder is placed on its 2

points. A needle on a dial serves to

make the cylinder turn, in accordance
with the measures of the music (tune),
whilst the pointers glide from one end
of the cylinder to the other, making
small dots on the cylinder in accordance
with the notes of the tune.

Second—At each one of

these dots a hole must be

bored, of the same size as the

steel pegs. This is made by
a very simi)le boring machine

especially adapted for the

purpose.
Third— In each of these

holes a steel-tempered peg
must be placed, and all forced

into the same height above
the cylinder. The pegs are

long enough to have a part
in the inside of the cylinder.

Fourth—The cylinder is partly filled

with mastic gum, in order to fasten the

steel pegs, and to give to the whole

cylinder a certain consistency.
Fifth—The cylinder is put on a lathe,

and, witli a file, is turneil, so as to give
to all the ])egs a fiat summit, and to

make them all of a jierfectly cylindrical

surface.

Sixth—The key-board must bo turned
in accordance with the note piit on the

cylinder.
Seventh—This key-board must be at-

tached liy screws' to the plati; of the

musical liox.

Kighth—Thncnils of all fho keys must
be ])ut in their right ])lace, in rcsjiect
to height (they must all be on a lev(d),
and with regard to the jiegs of the

cylinder.
Ninth—The key-board in place, each

])eg of the cylinder must be b(!nt for-

ward, so as to pass directly by the middle
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of the point of the key corresponding,
and more or less bent, so as to allow

the key to produce its sound at the right

instant; a sjiecial instrument with dial

and hands is here again necessary.
Tenth—Steel spirals must be put at

the end of each key, and bent in the

right shape, so as to stop the vibration

of the key each time a peg comes to

lift it.

In the preceding description, several

operations have been intentionally
omitted which are of no great conse-

quence for a general comprehension,
liefore giving further details, it will be

necessary to make three preliminary
remarks. The first is a precautionary

suggestion, that great care should be

taken never to take out any part of a

box, except the key-board, without

ascertaining whether the spring of the

barrel is quite run down. It is easily
understood that by lifting the keys of

the key-board, if, for instance, the fly-

Avheel is removed, the spring being

partly wound up, the cylinder, not being
able to turn without the pegs attached

to it, will revolve rapidly, and one of

two things must happen, either the

steel pegs of the cylinder will give way
tmder the resistance of the key-board,
and then break or be bent backwards,
or, if the pegs be strong enough to

resist, the key-board will be destroyed
in pieces. Very ol'ten both cylinder and

key-board may be broken in this way.
Therefore, after having t.iken out the

key-board, ascertain if the spring is at

rejt, and if not, let the box run down,
and for more security, that no strain

exists on the spring, lift the ratchet

v.hich hinders the spring from running
backwards, and unwind it.

The second suggestion is : Before com-

mencing to repair a box, observe at first

if the pegs of the cylinder are all bent

ir. the same direction, and if there be a

fuw missing. If this be the case, there

is all probability that the box need not

be sent to the manufactory for repairs.

But, if a certain number of pegs be

wanting, or bent in all directions, espe-

cially backwards, no hope must be en-

tertained of repairing the box, except

at the manufactory itself, where all the

particular tools are found necessary for

making a musical box entire. In this

way much expense may be avoided, and
time and annoyance saved.

Thirdly, a very wrong impression is

widely spread concerning the repairing
of a musical box, which the writer will

endeavour to correct. Very often a

badly damaged key-board is alone sent

to the manufacturer to be repaired or

changed for a new one, or a new key-
board is demanded to replace an old one,
without sending back the whole box.

In the actual state of manufacturing
musical boxes, it is impossible to make
a new key-board for a given cylinder, or

the reverse—a new cylinder for a certain

key-board
—without having in hand the

entire musical box. These two parts,
which are the two most important of a

box, are too closely connected to permit
the mending of one without the other,
or without the plate which carries them
both. It is only when one or two keys
are broken that it is possible to replace
them without the entire box.

We have now given, in a brief way,
an idea of the manner in which a musical
box is made, and the indications when a
box should be repaired at the manufac-

turer's, or elsewhere. We will now
admit that the cylinder is in sufficiently

good condition, and will mention, one
after another, the accidents which may
be easily repaired by any skilled work-

man, possessing ordinary tools.

Next to the cylinder, one of the most

important parts of the musical box is

the key-board. We will first see how
all accidents happening to a key-board
can be remedied.

It is well known that the number of

vibrations of a pendulum in a given
time, is regulated by the weight of the

pendulum-ball. The heavier it is, the
more slowly will it vibrate, and the

lighter it is, the more quickly it will

go. The same is to be found with the

iej of a key-board, which is nothing
but the half of a tuning-fork.

The lower tones giving a less number
of vibrations in a second than the higher
ones, it will suffice to load the end of
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the key to lower the tone, and to lighten
it to have a higher tone. It will also

be easily understood that a thick key or

a short one will vibrate more quickly
than a thin or long one. After these

suggestions, it will be very easy for any
one to put any number of keys to the

right tone.

Any person having had a key-board
in hand, will have noticed that there are

two kinds of keys ;
some having lead at

the end, and others that have none. For

those having lead, it will be suflicient

to cut some of it to elevate the tone,

and to file the key between the lead and

the brass plot, to lower it. For those

without lead, the same must be done to

lower the tone, but having no lead,

must be filed near the end underneath,
to elevate it. As you must avoid having

any thin keys (these not possessing good
sound), instead of filing a key to lower

it, it will be often preferable to cliauge
the lead for a heavier one, or supply the

deficiency by solder.

We have now to see in wh:it manner
a missing tooth may be replaced. Take
a piece of steel and make a key of the

Fir,. 202.

Fig. 202. Hammer the new key in its

place, so that the heel will exactly fill

the hollow space, and so that the key
will be placed as much as possible in

Fig. 203.

jrj-

the right direction and right level. In

making the new key, the point mu.st be

made a little longer and a little wider

than the adjacent ones. Then temper

Fig 204.

same .shape as tlie missing one, or the

adjacent ones, l)Ut on tiic under ]):irt a

heel must be devised, as indicated in

Fig. 2a'{. In the steel block of the key-
board, with a file of the width of tlie

key, make a notch as indicated by

the new key, draw it to a dark blue, so

tliat it will vibrate like a good spring,
and at the same time so that it can be

filed. Whiten the heel of the key, put
it in place, and solder it. This must be

done with a soldering
bit, which weighs at

least G-8 lb., .so as to

retain suflicient heat.

Lay the coi)]ier jnetty
hot on the key when in

its ])lace, and after a

few moments' delav tlie

soKler will run. The
solder and acid are the

same as used by tinmen.

The key, well fixed, must
then be finished, filed

on the top to a level

with the other keys, and
tuned by filing it under-

neath. It is necessary
here to say in what way
the under part of a key
can lie easily filed. Put

in tlie vice a small bluck nf steel or brass,

a little thicker than the key iswide,about

5 in. long, with a small (devation, length-
wise. I'lace the key to Ite filed on this

block, the whole comb being held in the

hand under side up, and with a certain
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pressure the key will rise above the

others, and will be easily filed with a

square file
'-^-^

in. wide, and 6 in. leng.
When the key to be filed is in the middle

Fig. 205.

of a long key-board, it will be advan-

tageous to make an appropriate handle
to the file, as indicated in tig. 205.

The point of the key must then be

finished, that is, filed to its proper width

(to correspond to the other points), and,
at the same time, brought as nearly as

possible to the same distance from the

two adjacent points. For putting the

point to its exact length, it would be

well to hold the key-board with the keys

perpendicularly on a piece of flat window-

glass, and by reflection it will be easily
seen when it is brought to the same

length as the others.

Place the point of the key, when it

is filed to the right width, as nearly as

possible to its level, and proper distance

from the adjacent ones. Sometimes it

may be found necessary, however, to

change the place of the point of a key ;

to lower it so as to put it on a level with
the other ones, or to shift it to the right
or left. In this case, a small anvil must be

made, well tempered, of about the same

shape as the one used for filing the keys,
but quite flat on top, with no elevation.

The hammer used must have one end

tempered, with the end a little rounded
and not too sharp. If a key is forged
on the left angle, it will move to the

right, and vice versa. The key must be

forged on the under side. Here a certain

priictice is quite necessary ;
the key

must be well placed on the anvil, the

spot to be reforged resting well on it,

and 2 or 3 strokes of the liammer will

make the key move a little.

To lower or elevate a key, another

anvil of the same size as the preceding
one is necessary, tempered, but notched

on the top (Fig. 206). The key is laid

lengthwise and quite Hat ou this anvil,

and by striking the key with the other
end of the hammer (Fig. 207), which is

flat and not tempered, the key will bend

upwards. In both these cases much
care must be taken, as

it is very easy to break
a key in using this

hammer.
In case only a point

of a key is broken, it is

not necessary to rcjdace
the whole key. With the blow]ii]ie, the

end of the key must be untempered, but
care must be taken that the flexible jjart
of the key be not beaten and untempered
(the sound would be

lost) ;
a small notch is

made with a narrow

file, and a small piece
of spring is filed and

pressed in. It will be

easily soldered with a

small soldering bit.

Then the point must be finished as

already indicated.

Fig. 207.

Fig. 200.

€3

It may be well to remark here, tliat

when a key is iintempered and has no

sound, it will sometimes regain sound

by drawing it to a blue with the blow-

pipe, without previously tempering it.

Now the whole key-board being com-

plete, no keys or points missing, it must
be put on the musical box-plate, and the

line of small dots, which every cylinder
carries, will serve to indicate if all tlio

points of the key-board occu])y their
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right places. This can also be seen by
the pegs ;

when the cylinder turns, the

pegs must all come exactly under the

middle of each point of the key-board.

Fig. 203.

When it is ascertained that all the points
are in their places, the key- board must
be finished completely,

—that is, all

missinc; spirals re])laced, and the key-
board then definitely tuned.

The tuning must alwiiys be done twice,
because all operations upon a key cliange
its tone a little, even when a spiral is

changed ;
and before hammering a key,

it must be brought to the jiroper thick-

ness and about to its right tone. It

may be advisable here to remnrk that

in the first tuning it is well to leave the

key half a tone too high,
because putting a spiral at

its end lowers the tone, and
in general it is easier to

lower the tone than to

elevate it.

There remains now only
to be seen what form must
be given to the spirals, how
to put the key-board in its

right place, and, in general,
how to have a good playing
musical bo.\-.

Tlie manner of repairing all defects in

a musical bo.x has now been indicated.

The mechanical ]>art now runs i\-ell, the

key-board is repaired, tuned, and in

good condition, liefore indicating the

form which must be given to the spii'als
of the key-board, and how to jilace the

key-bo;iril itself in its right position, we
oiler the following suggestions.
The cyliudtT must be fri-e to move

ea.xily up the 0. S, or 10 tunes, as the

case may be, and (all back re.idily to tiie

(ir^t tunc, being regulated by the 8])ring
at the left end of the cylinder. But
care must i)rincipally be taken that the

axis of the cylinder turns freely ;
on the

oth'T hand, it must havi' no play wh;it-

cvcr to move leni.'tliwi«c between the

two bridges. If the least play exists, it

will be utterly impossible to finish the

bo.\ properly. The pegs of the cylinder
must necessarily follow exactly under

I

the points of the keys ;
if not, the box

i

will never play well. If any play be

found, it will easily be removed by
bending the legs of one of the bridges of

the axis.

This done, the spirals of the key-board
must be bent their right shape, and the

key-board put in its proper place. It will

be well in a few words to describe the

theory of the spiral, this being a very
important part of the musical box.

The manner in which these small steel

stiflers are bent contributes very much
toward making an excellent box. The

upper side of the key-board must always
make the same angle of the radius of the

cylinder, passing through the point of

the keys. This angle a, b, c, Fig. 209,
must be 165°, or, which is the same

Fig. 209.

thing, angle a b d equal to 15°. It is

not very easy to HK^asure this angle, but
in practice the fdlowing will amount
to ai)(>iit the same results. Supposing
the diameter of the cylinder to be 2J in.,

a d must be J in. It will be observed

that the upjier level of the key-board,
b r, ])ro!onged, will attain pretty exactly
tile .suuimiug of the spring at the end

of the cvlindei-. Supijosing tliis to be

the case. tli(! spiral must havi; the shape
indicated in Fig. 210 magui(ie<l. The
end of tlie spiral must be as near the

point of the key as possible without

touching it. It must be observed that

the heavier a key is (or the lower the

tone) th(! thicker must be the spiral, as

it is more diliicult to stop the vibrations
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of the ker. As the cylinJer turns, the

peg will first touch the spiral at about

the last third part (ia Fig. 210 the peg

Fig. 210.

.il™

is at the place where it should commence
to touch the spiral), the spiral will fall

back, and when the peg has reached the

end of the key, the vibration of the key
will have stopped. If the spiral is too

thin, the peg will readily pinch it (it
must then be changed), and will not

sufficiently stop the vibrations; or if

too thick, the spiral itself will produce
a buzzing noise in stopping the vibra-

tions of the key. To see if the spiral
has a good shape nnd works properly,
it will be best to let the box play

slowly, the key-board in its place, and
examine how tlie pegs act on the spirals,
and see that they do not get out of

place. Some practice will be necessary
here to find out if the spirals must be

bent forward (when they
do not sufficiently stop the

vibrations), or backward

(when they make too much
noise, or are pinched).
For bending these spirals a

pair of pliers (Fig. 211) with
a hook at each end will be

necessary. It must not be

forgotten that the shape
and strength of the spiral,
its distance from the end
of the key, its place back-

ward or forward, all have an import-
ance which must not be overlooked.

The onlv thinsr remaining: now is to

Fig. 211.

put the key-board in its proper place.
1st. As to height. The dotted line

which is found on each cylinder will

here serve as a guide ;
but it must be

observed that, supposing the shortest

key to be on a level with the dots, the

longest ones must be a little below,
about the distance of half a dot. This

dift'erence in level gives the difference

in " rise
"

of the keys, the longer ones

necessitating more rise than the shorter

ones. If this level should not be right,
the key-board must be left as it is, and
one of the bridges must be raised or

lowered accordingly.
2nd. The key-board must occupy the

right place, as to left and right. That

is, all the pegs must pass directly in the

centre of the points of the keys. It

will facilitate matters to observe if the

points of the keys pass at the same dis-

tnnce between the pegs of the two

adjacent tunes. Should they not, the

cylinder or the key-board must be shifted

right or left
;
the key-board by bending

the feet in the opposite direction, the

barrel by filing or elevating the metal

piece which rests on the tune counter

placed on the inside of the toothed wheel
of the cylinder.

3rd. A good rise must be given to the

keys of the key-board. If they rise too

little, they will have but little sound ;

if too much, they will have a disagree-
able sound, and, moreover, it will be

difficult for the spirals to stop the vibra-

tions, or they will make a noise and get

pinched. At the same time it must be

carefully examined if the different keys
produce their sound at the same moment

;

that is, in those parts of the tune when
it is easy to observe that they should.

This will be readily seen by letting the

box pla}' slowly. When the sounds are

produced too late, the part of the key-
board where this occurs must be put a

little backwards, and if too soon it must
be put a little forwards. This is

obtained by bending the feet of the key-
board in the opposite direction.

When the key-board is mended and

tuned, it would be well to suggest that
the spirals be bent only approximately,
until after these last operations are
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completed, when the last touch must
be given to the spirals, in order to

obtain a musical bos playing smoothly
and agreeably.

After all this is done, it would be

well to let the box play through all the

tunes, and correct all the pegs that may
have lost their right position, either

right or left, by producing a disagree-
able noise, by touching the ends of the

keys when they should not, or by jday-

ing too soon or too late. When they i)lay
too soon the pegs must be bent back-

wards
;
when too late, forwards.

The case may happen that 3 or 4
tunes l)lay quite well, and at the fiftli

one, for instance, all the pegs pass over

the side of the ends of the keys. This

will be corrected by touching that part
of the counting wheel which gives the

said tune.

Let us now resume, in a few words,
the order in which all tiiese dillerent

repairs are to be etVected.

First, repair all concerning the me-
chanical ])ait of the box, until, without

the key-board, every wheel runs well.

See that the axis of the cylinder has no

play lengthwise, then that the cylinder
moves freely on its axis. llepair all

missing keys and jjoints of the key-

board, file the new keys half a tone too

high, put all the points on a level and

at the right distance from each other,

place all the spirals, bend them appro-

jiriately, tune the keys delinitely, put
the key-boanl in its right ]ilacc, finish

the bending of the spirals lo theTr jiroper

shape, and then correct all pegs on the

cylinder.
It often occurs when a musical box

plays that the iileasure is destroyed by
a continual buzzing noi>e, jirodiiced

always by a jiicce of mi-lal nr wooii nut

j)roperly fastened. The best way to find

out what part of the musical box ]>ro-

duccH this disturbing noise is to let the

box 8ti)p, and iriakt; the keys resound

from one end of the ki'V-bnard to tin;

other witii a roundi-d jmint ; tlie notes

which cause this noise will soon be dis-

covere<l, tiien continue with one hand

to produce this sound, and at the same

lime with the other hand touch all

possible parts of the box which seem to

produce the noise, and as soon as, by
touching, the noise ceases, the object
has been discovered. Tightening the

screw, or a drop of oil, will very often

do away with the noise.

CLOCK AND WATCH
MENDING. — In executing ordi-

nary rejiairs to clocks and watches, there
is nothing of such an intri:;ate or diliicult

character that it cannot be imdertaken

by any one possessing some skill and

dexterity in handling delicate tools. On
the other hand, it would be folly for

the same person to attempt to make a
clock or watch without having studied

the art as a trade, and being |)rovidoil
with all the necessary and expensive
outfit.

Clocks.—It will be best to begin
with clocks, as their works are on a

larger scale and more easily understood.

^-daji Clock.—As far as the '•

going"
part of clocks is concerned—and tliat is

the part liable to injury and wear—the

ordinary 8-day English house-clock may
be taken as the type.
The interior of such a clock is shown

in side section in Fig. 212 : a rope is

coiled round the bai-rel A, IG times for

the 8 days, and the barrel is fixed to

its arbor B, a prolongation of which is

the square winding pin that comes out
on the face of the clock. The dial plate
or face is fixe<l by small screws a or by
sockets and j)ins 6, to some 4 or ."> legs c

whicli join the front and back ]dates of

tlic clock frame; frc(jiu'ntly the dial is

jirovided with a special set of legs of its

own. On the arbor li also rides the

great wheel C, which is connected with
tlic barrel by the ratchet I). The great
whcid drives the centre i)inion (/ on the

arl)or of the centre wheel
1'^, which is

))rolongeil outside fne dial plate and
carries the " minute "

or long hand <.

The centre w'heel makes 1 revolution

in an hour, and the great wheel 1 in 12

lioui-s, by being jirovided with 12 times

as many teeth as the centre ])inion. Tlie

centre wheel drives the second wheel F

by its pinion /, and that again drives

the escape wheel G by its pinion ij.
If

the jiinious fij have each 8 " leaves
"
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(the teuth vi' jiinions are so called), E
will have G-i teeth and F 60, in a clock

whose escape wheel revolves once in a

minute, so that the seconds hand may

FiG. 212.

be set on its arbor prolonged to the

face of the clock. The arbor h of the

pallets of the escapement H goes through
A large hole in the back plate near

;',

and its back pivot turns in a cock j ik

screwed on to the back jilate.

From the pallet arbor at i descends

the crutch i
I, ending in the fork

I,

which embraces the pendulum J, so that,
as the pendulum vibrates, the crutch
and pallets necessarily vibrate with it.

The pendulum is hung by a thin spring
m from the cock k so that the bending
point of the spring shall he just opposite
the end of the pallet arbor, and the

edge of the spring as close as possible to

the end of that arhor.

Of the "motion work" of the clock,
the flrr-t thing to notice is the minute

hand, which tits on the square end of a

brass socket fixed to the wheel K, and
sits closely but not tightly on the pro-

jecting arbor of the centre wheel.
Behind this wheel comes a bent spring,
which should be set on the same arbor
with a square hole in the middle, so

that it turns with the arbor. The
wheel is pressed against this spring, and
is kept there by a cap and a small jiin

through the end of the arbor : conse-

quently there is sufficient friction

between the spring and the wheel to

carry the hand round, but not enough
to resist a moderate push with tiiu

finger for the purpose of altering the
time indicated. This wheel K, usually
tailed the minute wheel but is really an
hour wheel, drives another L having the
same num.ber of teeth, and a pinion
attached to it

;
this pinion drives the

12-hour wheel W, also attached to a

large socket or pipe carrying the hour

hand, riding (to relieve the centre arbor
of extra weight) on an intermediate
socket fixed to the bridge N, which is

screwed to the front plate over the
minute wheel K.
A heavy weight w, which drives the

train, and gives the impulse to the pen-
dulum through the escapement, is

generally hung by a catgut line passing
through a pulley attached to the

weight, the other end of the cord being
tied to some convenient projection in

the clock frame or seat-board, to which
it is fixed by screws through the lower

legs.
_

It is a common practice to make the
cases of house clocks 6 ft. high ;

this is

a great waste of space and materials.
The case need only be long enough to

give the pendulum full piay, if the size

of the barrel is diminished, or the great
wheel is increased in diameter, or the

weights are hung on a trel)le instead of
a double line, at the same time in-

creasing the weights in a progressive
ratio to overcome the additional fric-

tion.
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Fig. 213 represents a front view of

the clock minus its face, thus exposing
the repeating or rack striking movement.
On the pipe of the hour wheel A the

Fig. 213.

minute hand is set. B is the reversed

hour wheel with its jiinion a, driving
the 12-hour wheel C, on whose socket

is fastened the snail h, belonging to tlie

striking work e.\clusiveiy. The ham-
mer c is raised by the 8 pins in the rim
of the second wheel in the striking

train; it does nut quite touch the bell

(I, or it would cause a jar in striking.
The spring \) is arranged both to drive

the haninier against the bell when the

tail t is raisecl, and tc check the ham-
mer just before reaching the bell, so

that the blow on the lndl is due to the

haniincr having aci|uirrd suliiciciit nio-

nuMitiini to carry it .-i littli; b(.yi>nd its

jdace of rest. Occjusinnally one spring
is u.sed to impel the haninier and

another to check it ;
the latter m:iy

be replaced by a piece of vulcanised
rubber tied round the leg where the
hammer shank approaches it. To re-

duce the chattering of a heavy hammer,
make it lean forwai'd so as to act par-

tially by its weight.
As a rule, the pinion of the striking

wheel has 8 leaves; and as a clock

strikes 78 times in 12 hours, the

great wheel will revolve in that

jjeriod if it has 78 teeth instead of

96, which the great wheel of the

going jiart has for a centre pinion
of 8. The striking wheel drives the

wheel above it once round for each

blow, and that wheel drives a fourth

e, on which is a single pin /, 6, or

any integral number of turns for 1

turn of its own
;

that again drives

a fan fiy to moderate the velocity of

the train.

The reversed hour wheel B is so

adjusted that, within a few minutes
of the hour, the pin in it raises the

lifting-piece f/
so far that the latter

disengages the click h out of tlie

teeth of the rack t, which, helped by
a spring /,; near the bottom, immedi-

ately falls back as far as it is per-
mitted by its tail I coming into con-

tact with the snail b. It is so

arranged that the number of teeth

which jiass the click is proportion-
ate to the depth of the snail

;
and as

there is one stop in the snail for each

hour, and it goes round with the hour

hand, the rack always dro])s just as

many teeth as the number of the hour to

be struck. This dnip makes the noise

known as "
giving warning." Tlie clock

is not ready to strike till the lifting-

piece has fallen, again : for as soon

as the rack was It.'t oil", tlie tail of the

gathering ])allet «, on the prolonged
arbor of the third wheel <»,

was enaldcd

to |)ass the ])in /* of the rack on wlii(;h

it was pressing before, ami the striking
train began to move; but before the

fourth wheel c h.ad matle half a revolu-

tion, its ]iin / was caught by the end

of the litting-pii"i', whicdi is l)cnt liack

auil goes lliroiigli a hole in the ]>lalc,

and when raiscil stands in tiic way of

the pin f, so that the train cannot goon
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till the lifting-piece drops, which it does

exactly at the hour, by the pin on the

wheel e slipping past it.

The train is then free. The striking
wheel begins to lift the hammer, and

the gathering pallet catches up the

rack, a tooth for each blow, till it has

returned to the place at which the

pallet is stopped by the pin p coming
under it. The lifting-piece is prolonged
to E, where a string is hung to it

;
this

is the proper place for such a string
when it is wanted for the purpose of

learning the hour in the dark. It is

generally put on the click h
;
but in

this case, if held too long the clock will

strike too many, and if the string acci-

dentally sticks in the case, the clock

will go on striking till it is run down.
The click r only exists in clocks which
strike the quarters. The lever s con-

trols the striking: if pushed up to s
i,

the other end will meet a pin in the

rack and prevent the striking.

Repairing.
— Having described and

illustrated the mechanism of the 8-day
clock, it will be an easy matter to give
directions for effecting simple repairs.

After taken the movement from its

case, removing the hands, dial, minute

cock, and bridge, try the escapement
with some power on, and note any faults

there. Next remove the cock and pal-
lets—putting a peg between the escape-
wheel arms to prevent it from running
down — and carefully let down the

spring. Here sometimes you will meet
with a difficulty ;

if the spring has been

set up too far, and the clock is fully
wound up, it may not be possible to

move the barrel arbor sufficiently to get
the click out of the ratchet. In many
old clocks there will be found a con-

trivance to meet this difficulty. It is

simply a hole drilled at the bottom of,

and between the great wheel teeth

directly over the tail of the click
;
so

that you can put a key on the fusee

square and the point of a fine joint

pusher through the hole, release the

click, and allow the fusee to turn gently
back until it is down. This is a great
convenience sometimes. Having let

down the spring, try all pivots for wide

holes, and if it is a striking clock, do
the same with the striking train, ]>ay-

ing particular attention to the pallet-

pinion front pivot to see if it is worn,
and the rack depth made unsafe there-

by—also seeing that none of the rack
teeth are bent or broken. Having noted
the faults, if any, take the clock to

pieces, and look over all the pivots, and
note those that require repolishiug.

Finally, take out the barrel cover, and
see to the condition of the springs

— if

exhausted or soft.

In most cases, some repairs will be

required to the pallets, as these nearly

always show signs of wear first
;

if they
are not much cut, the marks can be

polished out without much trouble—
and for this purpose you will find that

a small disc of corundum about 3 in. in

diameter, mounted truly on an arbor,
and run at a high speed in the lathe,
will be of great assistance

; finishing off

with the iron or steel polisher and sliarp
red stuff. If you have to close the pal-
lets to make the escape correct, see that
the pallet arms are not left hard, or

you may break them.
After making any alteration in the

pallets, you will generally find it neces-

sary to correct the depth ;
should it

only require a slight alteration, pro-

bably it will be sufficient to knock out
the steady-pins in the cock, and screw
it on so that it can be shifted by the

hngers until you have got the depth
correct, then screw it tight and broach
out the steady-jjin holes, and fit new
pins. Sometimes one meets with a

pallet arbor that has been bent to

correct the depth. This is a practice
that cannot be too strongly condemned,
as it throws an unequal pressure on the

pivots, and causes them to cut rapidly.
If much alteration in the depth is re-

quired, it may be necessary to put in a

new back pallet hole
;
this can be made

from a piece of hollow stopping broached

out and turned true on an arbor, and to

a length equal to the thickness of the

plate. It is not safe to rely on the

truth of this stopping, unless it is

turned on an arbor tirst. The hole in

the plate is now drawn in the direction
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require;! with the round file, and opened
with a broach from the inside until the

stopping entei's about half way. Of

course, in finishing broaching the hole,

you will roughen the extremities to

form rivets. Drive the stopping in,

and rivet it with a round-fiiced punch
from the outside, reverse it, rest the

stopping on the punch, and rivet the

inside with the pane of the hammer
;

remove any excess of brass with the file,

chamfer out the oil sink, and stone otY

any tile marks
; finally opening the hole

for the pivot to the proper size. If you
have a depth tool that will take in the

esca])e wheel and pallets, it will be

quickt-r to put them in the tool, fill up
both holes with solid stoppings, and re-

j)lant them
;
but few workmen have a

large depth tool.

V''ery frequently you meet with a

scape pinion that has become so badly
cut or worn as to be useless, and you
cannot always purchase a new one of

the right size; in this case, it will be

necessary to make it from the wire,
which you can always obtain of every
size at the tool shops. In sectoring the

pinion wire to the wheel, bear in mind
that it will become slightly smaller in

filing u]). Considerable jiractice is re-

quiriid to make good-shaped pinions

quickly and well. A piece of pinion
wire of a slightly greater diameter than

the pinion is to be when finished, is cut

about } in. longer than required, and
the position of the leaves or head is

markcil with 2 notches with a file. The
leaved jjortion of the wire that is not

required, is now carefully filed down on

a filing block, taking care not to remove

any of the arbor in so doing ;
a centre

is then fileil at each «M)d true with the

ariior, aiwl those centres are turned true

through a inde in a rtiiuier or centre in

the throw. If this has been carefully

done, the pinion will be nearly tr>ie; it

ix now K«t quite true, and the arbor and

faces of the pinion are turned sipiare
and smooth. The pinion is now filed

out true, using a hollow-edged hot tDUiing
file for the h])acc8, and a pininn-rouml-

ing flic for the sides of the leaves. In

using the bottoming file, thn pinion is

rested in a gallows tool described, and
held in the fingers for the leaves, when
finishing, to keep them flat.

The file marks are now taken out

with fine emery and oil
;
the polishers

iised for this purpose are pieces of

wainscot oak, about ^ in. thick, 5 in.

broad, and 6 in. long, used endway of

the grain. One end is planed to a Y
shape to go between the leaves, and the

other is cut into grooves by rubbing it

on the sharp edges of the pinion itself,

which speedily cuts it into grooves to

fit. The pinion is rested while polish-

ing in a groove cut in a block of soft

deal, which allows it to give to the

hand, and keeps it flat. When the file

marks are all out, the pinion is ready
for hardening. Twist a piece of stout

binding wire round it, and cover it with

soap ; heat it carefully in a clear fire,

and quench it in a pail of water that

has been stirred into a whirlpool by an

assistant, taking care to dip it verti-

cally. Having dried it, it is covered

with tallow anil held over a clear fire

until the tallow catches fire
;

it is

allowed to burn for a moment, and then

blown out and permitted to cool. The
leaves are now polished out with crocus

and oil in the same way that they pre-

viously were with emery.
Now, if tlie pinion is put in the

centi-es and tried, it will probably be

found to have warped a little in harden-

ing. This is corrected in the loUowing
manner: The rounding side of the

arbor is laid on a soft iron stake, and the

h(dlow side is stretched by a series of

light blows with the j)ane of the ham-

mer, given at regular intervals along
the curve. Having got the leaves to

run quite fru(' by this means, turn both

arbors true, and jwlish them with the

double sticks—these are simply 2 pieces
of thin boxwood, about J

in. wide and

15 in. long, fastened together at one

extremity and open at the other; be-

tween these the arbor is pinched with

oil ami fine emery, and they are traversed

frcim end to end, to take out the graver
marks. The brass for the collet, to

which the wheel is riveted, is now

drilled, broached, and turned roughly
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to shape on an arbor. The position on
the pinion arbor is marked with a fine

nick, and the collet is soldered on with
soft solder and a spirit lamp, taking
care not to draw the temper of the arbor
when doing so. Wash it out in soda
and water, and polish the arbors with

crocus, turn the collet true, and fit the

wheel on. If the pinion face is to be

polished, it is now done, the facing tool

being a piece of iron about
-J-g

in. thick,
with a slit in it to fit over the arbor
with slight freedom, and using oil-stone

dust first, and then sharp red stuff'.

Generally, cut pinions are used for the

centres, and in this case the body of the

arbor is sufficientl}- large to allow the
front pivot to be made from the solid

arbor
;
but in some movements, parti-

cularly those used for spring dials, the

centre pinions are made from pinion
wire in the manner just described ;

but
for the front pivot a hollow tube of

hardened and tempered steel is soldei'ed

on to the arbor. This piece should

always project sufiiciently far through
the pivot hole to allow it to be squared
to receive the friction spring which
carries the motion work. In cases where
this pivot is much cut, it is best to

remove this piece and substitute a new
one, and as these pinions are very long
and flexible, some difficulty will be expe-
rienced in turning this pivot unless some
form of backstay is used to support the

arbor, and prevent it springing from the

graver.
In common clocks, where both third

and escape pinions are worn by the

wheel teeth, if the pivots are still in

good condition, and the expense of new
pinions is objected to, very good results

can be obtained by the following altera-

tion. The third pinion leaves must be

turned back from the outer end rather

more than the thickness of the centre

wheel, the pivot shoulder also turned
back the same distance, the pivot re-

made, burnished, and shortened. Then
the pivot hole in the front plate is care-

fully opened with a broach to about
twice its original size, and a stopping
with a good large shoulder is turned
true on an arbor and riveted into the

plate. The thickness of the shoulder of
this stopping will depend on the amount
that j-ou have shortened the arbor, and
must be such as just to give correct
end-shake to the pinion. By shifting
the third wheel and its pinion thus, a
fresh portion of both the third and

escape pinions is brought into action,
and as good results will be obtained as

by putting 2 new pinions, with a very
small expenditure of time and trouble.

One often finds in old clocks that the

escape wheel is so much out of truth
that anything like close scaping is out
of the question, as so much drop has to
be given to enable some teeth to escape,
that nearly all the power is lost

;
in

such a case a new wheel is a necessity,
and if you want to get a good hard
wheel you must make the blank yourself.
Take a piece of hard sheet brass, about
twice as thick as the wheel is to be
when finished, and cut from it a square
sufficiently large for your wheel

;
then

with a hammer with a slightly rounded

face, reduce it to nearly the thickness

you require. In hammering, go regu-
larly over the surface, so that no 2 con-
secutive blows fall on the same spot ;

and when one side is done, turn it over,
and treat the other in the same way.
File one side flat, find the centre, and
drill a hole nearly as large as required
for the collet

;
cement it with shellac

to a flat-faced chuck in the lathe, and
centre it true by the centre hole, ilark
with the graver the size of the wheel,
and with a narrow cutter remove the
corners

;
face the blank with the graver,

and turn it to size, leaving it slightly

larger than the old wheel
;
knock it otF

the chuck and reverse it, bringing the
turned face next the chuck, turn that
face flat and to thickness, and it is ready
for cutting. After it is cut, remove any
burrs with a fine file, and mark a circle

to show the thickness of the rim, and
on that circle divide it into the number
ofarms it is to have; mark also a smaller
circle slightly larger than the collet on
which it is to be riveted, draw lines

through the divisions in the outer circle

and the centre of wheel to mark the
centre of the arms. Drill a hole be-
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tween each 2 arms to enable you to

enter the file, which to begin with
should be a coarse round one, then follow

with the crossing file, holding the wheel

between a piece of thick card in the

vice; finish by draw-filing the arms and

crosses with a very smooth lile, followed

by a half-round scraper used as when

draw-filing. This leaves the surface

smooth and ready for the burnisher, of

which tool two ditferent shapes will be

required, one oval, and the other half-

round. These tools, when in use, require
to be repeatedly cleaned on a piece of

leather, and passed over the palm of the

hand, to jirevent tearing up the surface

of the metal. The wheel teeth are now

polished out with a short-haired brush
and fine crocus and oil

;
then take out

the file marks from both sides of the

wheel with water-of-Ayr stone and oil,

and it is ready for riveting on.

The riveting stake for clockwork is

exactly like the ordinary pinion riveting
stake used by watchmakers, only it is

in 2 pieces dividing down the centre of

the holes
;

if it were in one piece, the

pinion head would prevent it passing

through a hole of the proper size to fit

the collet
;

it has 2 steady pins to

ensure its coming together proi)erly.
Take a slight chamfer out of the front

of the wheel hole, and roughen the

surface of it with a graver, turn the

collet down to fit in tightly, and rivet

it on with a half-round punch, taking
care to strike light blows and keep the

wheel turning while riveting. It is

then ready for stoning oil' and polishing
with a ilat wood polisher and fine crocus

and oil. In crossing out a small <lelicate

whi'el, it is a gooil plan to f isteu it with
shellac to a flat jdate of brass, having a

hole in it rathf-r larger than tiie inside

of the rim of the wheel. In this way
all <iangcr of bending a tooth of the

wheel accidentally is avoided, and the

crossing can be finished without re-

moving it from the plate.
A f(!W hints on cutting escape wheels

may lie useful to those who possess a

wheel-cutting engine.
The form of cutter used for brass

wheels is what is commouly known as

a fly, or single-tooth cutter, driven at a

very high velocity. If the cutter is of

proper form and well polished, and the
blank to be cut is firmly supported, the

teeth cut will have a perfectly smooth

polislied surface, requiring no farther

finishing.
There are several forms of spindle in

use to carry single-tooth cutters. Tho;

one shown in Fig. 214 is very con-

FlG. 214.

OCi_r
US >

r
vcnient, and easy to make. A jilaiu
steel arbor '1\ in. long and -^^ in. dia-

meter is centred, and turned down at

the left end for a short distance, to

receive the brass pulley by means of

which the spindle is driven
; the other

extremity of the arbor is also turned
down for a length of

"jj
in., to about

\ in. diameter. A fiat is tiled on one
side of the arbor for nearly half its

length, until it is level with the reduced

extremity of the arbor. A taper dove-
tail groove is tlien tiled at right angles
to the axis of the arbor and down to its

centre to receive the cutter (this groove
should tajjcr so that the cutter enters

tail first), and at the centre a hole is

drilled, tajiped, and a screw fitted as

shown to secure the cutter in position.
The extremities of the arlMir are now
liardened and let dowu to a full straw

cidour, the pulley is driven on and
turned true, and both centres are

finished to fit the centre screws accu-

rately.
The cutters are made from square

steel, carefiiHv f'leil to fit the groove
in the cutter spindle, and when jiroperly

fitted, knocked gently in with a light

hammer; a hole is drilled to corres|)oud
with the screw hole in the spindle.
The cutter is now filed out to the shajjc
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required, using the old wheel as a

gauge ; for a small engine, the cutter

should not project more than -^^ in.

beyond the arbor. The angle at which
the cutter is sharpened must be but

little less than 'J0° (if made more acute,
the cutter will chatter and not cut a

smooth surface) ;
of course, in filing,

the angle will be made less than this,

but in the final smoothing and polishing
it must be increased to this. After it

is filed to shane, it is knocked out of

the spiudle, covered with soap, and
hardened—the face rubbed bright and

tempered to a straw colour—the shank

being let down still softer to prevent
its breaking. The fiat side and face of

the cutter are smoothed with oilstone

dust, and polished with either diaman-
tioe or red stuff on a bell-metal polisher,
and the curved edge is done in the

ordinary lever-end tool. Every portion
of the cutting edge must be perfectly
smooth and polished, or it will not j)ro-

duce a smooth surface on the wheel
;

when in use, if at any time the cutter

is found to have a film of brass forming
on the edge, it should be re-sharpened
and polished at once. With a cutter of

this description working on brass it will

be found difficult to drive it too fast.

In adjusting the cutter in the engine,
in order that the angle of the wheel
teeth may be kept the same as in the

original wheel, the old wheel is placed
in position in the engine, and centred

by the pump centre, then the cutter

sjiindle is adjusted by its screws until

the cutter j)asses freely between 2

teeth, when the set-screws are tightened.
It will be found best, if accurate work
is desired, to remove the greater part of

the material at one cut, and then to

finish with a very slight cut at last.

The cutter must not be forced, but

passed through at one uniform speed,
rather too slow than fast, and kept

liberally supplied with oil while cutting.
If a cutter is requireil for a train wheel,
some ditHcultv will be found in making
one so that both sides of the teeth are

rounded alike, unless some special tool

is made to ensure this
;

if only one or

two wheels are to be cut, the following

plan will give very good results with
but little trouble.

A piece of steel having been fitted to

the cutter spindle, as described before,
a centre is formed at each end

;
fi.^ a

ferrule on it, and turn the end that is

to form the cutter like a conical point
of rather large size

; making the pivot
to just fill the space letween two teeth

of wheel of the size you require. The

pivot is polished carefully, and then a
flat is filed down to the centre, leaving
just half of the pivot

— it will then be

exactly like a half-round bit in section
;

it is hardened, tempered, polished on
the flat, the end stoned oft' square
almost, and that also polished. In

making a cutter on this plan, the sides

are of necessity exactly alike
;
the only

disadvantage is that as it is sharpened by
polishing the flat face only, it gradually
gets smaller af'ter being sharpened a
few times.

The parts most frequently found to

require repair in the striking trains of

clocks, are the pivots of the upper
pinions, especially those of the fly, pin
wheel, and pallet wheel. If the points
are only slightly cut, they can be re-

tui'ued and polished, and a new hole put
in; but if to entirely remove the marks
the pivot would have to be much re-

duced in diameter, a new pivot is the

only resource.

In putting in new pivots, the best

way of centring the arbor is to put a

lantern runner in the throw, having a

hole large enough to take the sloped-oft"
shoulder in the arbor

;
then the arbor

can be centred with the graver, and the
drill started perfectly true. A short
stiff drill should be used (fitted to a

plain runner in the throw), ground to

cut in one direction only, rather thin

at the point, and quite parallel for a

short distance behind the cutting angles.
The drill should be left quite hard, or, if

a soft arbor is to be drilled, it may be

tempered to a light straw colour, and
the rest of the shank rather sot'ter. If

this is lubricated with either turjientine
or benzine, but little difficulty will be

found in drilling the arbor; the hole

should be rather deeper than the pivot
X 2
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is long, and in size rather larger than

the pivot is to be. A piece of staff steel

is now centred, hardened, blazed off,

turned down true to fit the hole, and

very slightly tapered (if too tajier, the

arbor will be split in driving it in);
when it tits half-way in, draw-file it

carefully, and cut it to length, filing

the outer end off square. A few blows

of a light hammer will fix it firmly in

position ;
then the extreme end of the

pivot can be turned to a centre, through
a hole in the lantern runner. The pivot
can now be turned down to size, polished,

burnished, and the end rounded up.
There are several tools sold for centring
arbors for ilrilling, but there is no more
accurate way than that described ; as,

if the hole should get out of truth in

drilling, subsequent returning of the

centre on the pivot end after it is

inserted, corrects this. Sliould the

pallet-wheel front pivot require repair-

ing, a centre will have to be cut with

the graver in the end of the square (as

usually it i> finished off almost fiat at

the end) ;
then a male centre can be

used, and the pivot turned and polished
iu tlie usual manner. This i)ivot is

nearly always the first to show signs of

wear, owing to the great strain on its

locking, particularly in weight clocks.

In many old clocks, particularly in

long-case striking clocks, the rack and

gathering pallet are frequently found in

very bad condition; the jtallet perhaps
fitting the square very badly, thus

making its depth with the rack very
uncertain. To make a new pallet is

anything but a dltHcult matter
; yet one

seldom sees one properly made by the

clock jobber. Frequently ])allets are

made of bjass, a most unsuitable material

for this jiurjpose for Knglish clocks,
where th<' pallet not only has to g.ither

up the rack, but also to sto|) the train

nt the conclusion of the striking. If

the rack depth is ]ilanted as deep as

it ought to be, there is not room for

a very stout boss to the ]iallet, and

nothing softer than steel should be iised

for thin ])urpose in good work, in the

absence of :i proper forging, a pallet

may be made from a square bar of steel,

thick enough to give the requisite length
of boss. Mark the length of the tail of

the pallet, and file it down to almost
the i-cquired thickness ;

file also the

opposite face of the bar smooth and flat.

JIark the position of the hole, and drill

it at right angles to the face
;

the

diameter of the hole will be the same
as the small end of the square on the

])allet pinion
—
measuring across the

flats, of course. Start the corners of

the square in the position you require
tliem with a good square file

;
then

take a piece of broken square file of

rather a coarse cut, and of the same

taper as the square on the pinion ; oil

it, and drive it in -with a few light
blows of a hammer, turn the pallet
over and knock it out again, turning it

a quarter round each time you with-
draw it. In a few minutes you can
thus form a good square straight hole,
and fit it accurately to pinion-square.
Put it on an arbor, and turn the ends

square and to length, see that the tail

is at right angles to the hole, also file

the boss to form and shajjc the lip.

This is usually made straight and the

back sloped off; consequently it scrapes
the rack teeth with its extreme end

only, and wears quickly. As the ]>allet

is in reality a ]>inion with only one

leaf, its durability is increased by
curving the face similar to a pinion
leaf cut in half. The end of the tail of

the |iallet should be rounded and finished

off smoothly at right angles to its face,

its length such that it is well free of

the pin in the r.ack when gathering tiie

last tooth but one, and rests fairly on

the pin when the rack is up.
If the tail of the pallet were left

quite straight, and the end filed off

sijuare, there would be danger of the

rack being held up by the pallet, par-

ticularly when the i)in in the rack is

planted lower down than it should be,

its jiropcr position being rather above
the top of the teeth. The tail of the

jialb.'t is therefore curved to just throw
the rack off.

if any of the rack teeth are damaged
at the points, it may be necessary to

slightly top all the teeth and file them
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up again ; only the backs, or curved
sides of the teeth, should be filed, finally

taking the burr off with the oilstone

slip. In order to make the depth cor-

rect again, the rack arm is carefully
hammered a little, to stretch it

; great
care must be taken to keep the teeth

truly in circle, also to see that they are

well free of the boss of gathering pallet—not only when it is in position resting
on the rack pin, but also when it has

moved into the position that it would
be in when the clock has warned. If

the boss of the pallet is not perfectly

concentric, it may be just foul of the
rack teeth in this position, although
free when tried with the pallet resting
on the stop pin. Sometimes this fault

occurs in clocks that have been recently

repaired, and, unless you suspect it, it is

rather liable to escape detection, as

workmen divide the run diflerently.

Apparently, some consider this a matter
of no importance, as you sometimes
meet with clocks in which the hammer
begins to lift as the clock warns, and
a lot of useless run after the hammer
has fallen. This is just the reverse of

what should be the case, as the more
run you get before the hammer begins

to lift, the less probability there will be

of the clock fiiiling to strike when the

oil gets thick.

A frequent source of trouble in some
old clocks is the spring tail to the rack

;

it is intended to allow the hands to set

forward without allowing the clock to

strike. If the spring is weak and the
rack spring strong, it sometimes gives a

little and allows the rack to fall lower
than it should, consequently a wrong
hour is struck

;
an excess of end-shake

to the hour wheel will also cause this

fault, if the snail is mounted on the

hour-wheel pipe. This is of course

easily corrected by a thicker collet in

front of the minute hand.

Another part that in ordinary clocks

gets but little attention paid to it is the

suspension spring for the pendulum.
Any old piece of spring is generally
considered good enough to make a sus-

pension spring from, and the consequence
is that one seldom meets with a spring

that does not wind or twist more or less,
it being almost impossible to straighten
a curved piece of spring an 1 keep it

quite Hat. If you wish to have the best

rnaterial for this purpose, get some

straight lengths of steel from the main-

spring maker, of various thicknesses,
and keep it for that purpose ; they cost

but little, and save time in grinding
down, straightening. Sec. The chops at

the top of the spring are usually made
by cutting a slit in a piece of brass of
suitable thickness, and closing the slit

down with the hammer upon the spring
until it fits it.

A much better plan is to make the

chops of 2 pieces of brass, and rivet

them together with 4 rivets
;
the bottom

edges should be slightly rounded off to

prevent any chance of the spring break-

ing at that point, as it sometimes does
if the edges are left sharp.
With regard to the strength of the

spring, very few are met with that are
too thin

;
but many err in the opposite

direction, and are very much too thick.
It is not always advisable to substitute a

much thinner spring
—

especially should
there be but little room for the pendulum
to vibrate in, as sometimes the arc is

so much increased as to cause the

pendulum to strike the sides of the case,

rendering it necessary to substitute a

lighter weight or a weaker spring. The
slit in the top of the pendulum is usually
cut with a thin saw, and then closed
with the hammer

;
but there is no

certainty of keeping it straight this

way, and it takes but little more time
to file a true slot and fit a slip of brass
to fill it up to the proper size, thus

keeping the spring true with the rod.

For making new holes in the plates
of clocks, many workmen use a punch
which is more fit for a blacksmith, and
hammer the plates about to close the
holes which are worn. Instead of bruis-

ing the plates with such an instrument,
why not go the right way to work,
thus: cut off a piece of hollow brass
wire (after it has been filed true and

slightly tapering), open the hole so that
the wire can be driven tightlv in

; if

you cut it off the proper length go that
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it just goes through the plate, it is very
little trouble to reknit in, and when the

job is done, and properly chamt'ered, it

looks neat, and is in every respect better

than a hole which has been knocked out

of the round, and often out of depths.
AVith this little matter, tlie first trouble

is the best, for even if the knocking or

punching job does answer for a time, it

soon gets worn again. This method is

preferable for English, French, and

American clocks. One way of putting
teeth into wheels is to make a hole

through the plate of the wheel immedi-

ately below the point from which the

tooth has been broken. Let its diameter

be a little greater than the width of a

tooth. Next, with your tooth-saw, cut

down where the tooth should stand till

you come into the hole. \'ou then dress

out, with a head upon it, a piece of brass

wire, till it fits nicely into the cut of

the saw, with its head in the hole. Witli

a fine graver you then cut a crease into

tiie wheel jdate above and below, on

either side of the newly fitted wire
;

after w^hich, with your hammer, you
cautiously spread the face of the wire

until it fills the creases, and is securely
clinched or riveted into the wheel. This

makes a strong job, and one that dresses

up to look as well as any otlur.

The collet in front of the hands is a

little thing, but it is seldom right ;
one

that will hold the hands firm, and allow

them to be moved small portions of

space with ease and certainty. Before

making a collet, first straighten tlie

minute spring, and put it on its place on

the centre ]pinion. Put the minute
wheel on its place on the top of it, and
then the minute hand on its place ;

now
see the spaci; there is from the surface

(if the hau'l to tht; pin hole in tiie

centri' pinion. Make tin; collet so high
th;it it will just cover the hole, and
then cut a slit in the collet just as deep
ns the hole is wide. Make the slit to

correspond with the hole in ev(!ry way,
and in sui-li a manner that when the pin
i-i put in it will fit without shake. A
collet made in this manner will last as

long as the (dock, an<l wlii-n the uiinufe

.•spring is set up the hands will always be

firm, and at the same time move easily,
and not all'ect the motion of the clock

when they are set backward or forward.
The square on the pipe of the minute
wheel sometimes projects through the

minute hand, and the collet presses on
it in place of the hand. When this is

the case it should be filed down, because

the minute hand cannot be held firm

unless the collet be very much hollowed
at the back, which it is not always
advisable to do.

The suspension of the pendulum, the

pendulum spring, and the action of the

crutch, or back fork, on the pendulum,
are all of the most vital imjiortance.
The spring should be perfectly straight,
and should fit into the slit of the cock
without shake, and the slit should be

perfectly strais;ht, and at right angles
to the dial of the clock. The back fork

should fit easily and without shake, and
the acting part stand at riijht angles to

the frames. The jjendulum bob should

swing exactly in a plane with the frames
and the dial. After a clock has been

put in its case, before putting on the

head, it is well to get up high enough
and look down to see that all these parts!
work as has been described. Before

taking the movement out of the case, it

is advisable to see whether you can find

out the immediate cause of stopping.
The points to which to direct attention

are : The hands, to see if they are in any
w'ay bound; the catgut lines, to which
the weights are attached

;
the striking

parts, to see if there is any mishap con-

nected with them; and the pendulum,
to see if it is free. If all these things
are correct, and the clock appears dirty,
conclude it wants cleaning, or that it

needs some repaii's which will necessitate

its confing to pieces. Having satislied

yourself on these points, ])roceed to take

oil" the li weights and the pendulum,
and remove the movement to your work-
board to undergo the reipiisite examin-

ation, cleaning, and repairs. Placing it,

dial downwards, on the board, com-
mence by unscrewing the screws by
which the movement is ii.ved to the

si.-at-board, ami remove it. Tiie bell-

stud screw is now unturned, and the
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bell, bell-stud, aud screw are placed on

the board
;
then the bridge or '• cock

''

screws and the pallets are taken out,

and the cock is screwed back in its

place. The cock is replaced, so that you

may turn the movcnieut over without

fear of scratching the back plate, and it

is left on till the last thing before the

actual cleaning commences. The clock is

now turned over face upwards, the small

jiin that secures the hands is removed
with the pliers, aud the collet or washer
and hands are taken off. Pull out the

jjins that hold the dial, and remove it.

The movement consists of 2 distinct

sets of " trains
"
of wheels, set within

2 brass plates, which are kept the

proper distance apart by turned pillars.

These are riveted to the back plate by one

end, while the other ends pass through
holes in the corners of the top plate, and

are there secured by pins. One train

of wheels and pinions constitutes the
"
going

"
part of the machine, and the

other, with the various appurtenances
connected with it, the "striking"
mechanism.

The going train comprises the first or

great-wheel aud bariel, upon which the

line runs
;
the centre wheel and pinion;

third wheel and pinion, and the escape
wheel and pinion. The striking train

comjirises the striking great-wheel and

barrel
; pin wheel and jiiniou ; gather-

ing pallet, pinion, and wheel
; warning

wheel and pinion ;
and the fly and its

pinion. The names of the other parts
of the clock are the pallets and crutch

;

cock
; pendulum ;

bell-stud and bell
;

motion-work, embracing the cannon

pinion, minute wheel, hour wheel, and

snail ;
the hammer aud hammer spring ;

lifter; detent rack; rack spring ;
rack

hook, and gathering pallet.
The parts of a wheel are the teeth,

the rim, the crossings, and the collet, or

piece of brass on which the wheel is

riveted. The parts of a pinion are the

leaves or teeth, the arbor or axle, and

the pivots which run in the holes.

Having obtamed a good general idea

of the mechanism, proceed to take the

clock to pieces. Remove the motion-

work, and the various parts connected

with the striking, which are under the

dial
; pull out the pins which hold the

top plate on, take it off, and remove
the wheels. Take off the hammer, tail

spring, and the cock, and the clock will

be ready for cleaning.

Cleaning.
—Different workmen have

diflerent methods of cleaning a clock,
each supposing his own to be best ; the

following will be found as good as any.
Mix up some rotten-stone with any good
oil, and with a stitf clock-brush rub

thoroughly over every part until all

tarnish is removed. In brushing the

plates, the brush must take one direc-

tion only, namely, lengthways of the

plate, so that the scratches may appear
in straight lines, otherwise it will look

bad when finished. Should there be

any rust on any of the steel work, it

must be removed with fine emery cloth,

and then rotten - stoned. Remove as

much as possible of the rotten-stone

and oil with an old duster, finish with

a clean brush wetted with turpentine,
and wipe dry with a clean duster.

In cleaning the wheels, &c., care must
be taken not to bend the teeth, or

any other delicate parts ;
and not to

rub sufficiently hard and long in one

place to take off the corners and de-

stroy the jiroper shape. Take especial
care to clean out the teeth of the wheels,
the leaves of the pinion, and round the

shoulders of the pivots. The holes in

the plates must also be well cleaned out

with thin strips of leather, holding the

plates in the bench-vice. Wrap a duster

round the part that goes in the vice,

unless the jaws are provided with lead

clamps, so as not to mark the plates.
Wlien every part is thoroughly clean,

it will be ready for "
examining," by

means of taper iron pins, with a loop
formed at one end, for affording ficility

in picking them up off the board, and

about 2 in. in length. To make them,
cut off the required number of pieces of

iron wire, and form the loops at the

ends
; put them one at a time in the

hand-vice, and, resting the free end upon
the filing-block held in the bench-vice,
file them to the proper taper. Keep

turning the pin round towards you, but
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only move it when the file is going in

the opposite direction, that is, away
from you. When filed to shape, they
must' be draw-filed with a smooth file,

and finally burnished with a flat bur-

nisher. A flat burnisher is simply a

smooth piece of flat steel, and requires

rubbing on the emery stick, so as to

produce a grain crossways.
A much-recommended method of re-

newing wheel teeth is as follows : Pro-

ceed by fitting in a suitable piece of

brass. Then procure a slip of zinc, drill

a hole through it, and fit it tightly on

the pinion or arbor on which the wheel
is mounted. Secure it at a part where
the teeth are sound, and cut it to the

shape of the wheel
;
then with a slitting

file or saw, cut out a pattern of 5 or G

teeth more than j'ou require in the new

piece. When the zinc pattern is an

exact copy of that part, bring it round
to the new piece, allowing 2 or 3 of the

zinc teeth to intersect with the wheel
at both ends of the new piece. Fix it

in this jiosition, and the new teeth may
then be cut with the greatest ease and

accuracy.
When a pivot is much worn or

cut, if it will admit of it, it maj' be
" run

"
(filed) down smooth and straight

by means of the "turns" shown in

Fig. 215. To " run "
the pivot, fix tlie

the running centre, so that its groove
receives the imperfect pivot, and allows

it to have a good bearing. Put the gut
of the cane bow round the ferule in

such a manner that the downstroke may
cause it to i-evolve towards you ; then,

placing the plain edge of a fine file

against the shoulder, file down the pivot
until quite smooth and straight, taking
care that with every downstroke of the

bow the file is pushed away from you,
and at the upstroke drawn towards you.

Lastly burnish with a flat burnisher.

In repairing the escapement, reduce

the friction by making the acting fiices

of the pallets very smooth and of good

shape, avoid all excessive drop and con-

sequent loss of power, and render it as

free as possible from liability to the

variation of the motive force. To exa-

mine the escapement, place the third

wheel and escape wheel in the plates,
and pin together with the examining

pins. See that the pallets and crutch

are tight on their arbor, and observe

whether the pallets are worn by the

action of the escape-wheel teeth. Put
in the pallets, screw on the cock, and
see whether the holes of the pallet arbor

pivots are of proper size ; it is very
important that they should be only

large enough for the ])ivots to be just
free. If found to be too large, remedy

Fig. 215.

turns in the vim, and ]iut in a female ' at onro by putting now ones; return

CfMitro at one end, and .-i running centre the jiallets to their place again, and

Jit till' other. Secure .-i Hcrcw ferule jjroceed to test the action of the escajjc

ui>on the sound end of the arbor, and, 1 wheels U])on the jiallcts by pressing for-

jiutting the point of the souml jiivot in ' ward the third wheel with one hand,

the female centre, adjust the position of and confining the action of the
pallctfl
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by holding the crutch with the other,
and then slowly moving it from side to

side a sufficient distance to let each

successive tooth "
escape

"
the pallets.

For the escapement to be correct, it

should fulfil these conditions :
—The

drop-on to each pallet should be equal,
and only sufficient to give safe clearance

to the tooth at the back of the pallet
from which it has dropped ;

there should

be as little recoil as can be obtained

from the shape of the escape wheel
;
the

pallets should not scrape the back of

the escape-wheel teeth
;
and the faces

of the pallets should be perfectly smooth,
and of such shape as to require to be

moved by the escape wheel before
"
escaping

"
a sufficient distance to ensure

a "good action" or movement of the

pendulum. As a general rule it will be

found sufficient if the end of the crutch

moves about i in. from drop to drop of

the wheel teeth. If the pallets are

worn, the wearings must be filed out, at

the same time taking advantage of the

opportunity to make them a good shape.
The escape wheels should nearly fit

the wheel, when pressed into it on either

side, as far as it is possible for them to

go, the great object being to have as

little recoil as possible. The first thing
to be done before taking out the wear-

ings, or altering the shape of the pallets,
is to " let down "

the temper. This is

done by heating them to a cherry red,
and allowing them to gradually cool

again. Havmg thus softened them, file

the wearings nearly out with a rather

fine file, and alter to proper shape.
Then smooth-file them, and lastly, with
a bell-metal or soft steel rubber and
oilstone dust, finish them very smooth
and free from file marks. They can

now be hardened by heating to cherry
redness and jdunging into cold water,
and afterwards tempered by warming
till a part previously brightened with

emery turns to a straw colour. If, upon
trial, there is found to be too much
"drop" off the outside pallet, on to the

inside one, the pallets ueed "closing,'
or bringing closer together, which is

best effected by placing them upon the

jaws of the vice, opened to a suitable

distance, and giving them a tap with a

small hammer, so as to bend them nearer

to each other. Take great care in doing
this, and see that the pallet arms have
first been softened by heating as before

directed, or they will break. If there

is too much "
drop

"
off the inside pallet

on to the outside one, the pallets require

bringing nearer the wheel. If the excess

is not very great, it may be convenientlv
altered by lowering the cock a little.

To do this, remove the steady-pins from
the cock, and move it round so that the
"
drop

"
is corrected

;
then drill new

holes in the plate for the steady-j)ins, so

that the cock will be kept in its new
place. When the drop is very excessive,
new holes must be put in the back plate
nearer to the escape wheel for the cock

screws, and the cock lowered as much
as is necessary to make the drop equal
and correct. Fig. 216 shows the cscape-

FiG. 216.

wheel and pallets. The arrow indicates

the direction in which the escape wheel

revolves : a, outside pallet ; 6, inside

pallet. Though it is proper to leave as

little
"
drop

"
as possible, do not carry

this to extremes
;
but remember to give

sufficient to ensure clearance after a

little wear, and under disadvantageous

circumstances, or else after going a few

weeks, the pallets will catch, and the

clock will stop. When the edge of the

inside pallet catches upon a tooth, the

pallets are too close to the wheel
; wheu
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the edge of the outside pallet catches,

there is insufficient distance betweea
the pallets. Some escape wheels are

cut so irregularly that it is impossible
to get a good escapement.

The ojjcning in the crutch should be

sufficiently large for the pendulum rod

to move freely, with a little side-shake

and no more
;

if at all rough inside, it

must be made smooth and burnished,
and then closed in to the proper size.

See that the pendulum is sound every-
where

;
that the spring is not cracked

or crippled ;
that the regulating nut

and screw at the bottom act properly,
and the bob slides easily on the rod.

See also that its suspension is sound:

it should rest well on the stud, and fit

sufficiently tight as not to move at the

top above the slit when swinging.
The striking train is generally exa-

mined before taking to pieces in a less

critical manner; it is seldom so bad as

to fail in striking, there being no resist-

ance for the striking weight to overcome

except the tension of the hammer tail-

spring and rack spring, and the inertia of

the train wheels. Should it be thought

necessary, however, to be more careful,
the course of ja'ocedure would be exactly
similar to that described for the going
train. The exainiuation of the dial

work is usually left until the clock is

put together, as any errors can be easily

altered, without ia any way interfering
with the rest of the clock. The ])lates

are next carefully wiped with a clean

(luster; a leather stri]) is ])assod through
the hides, and the wheels, ])inions, and
other j)arts arc Itrushed clean, ready for

putting together.

Putting Together.— Commence by
screwing on the hammer spring and
the cock. Tlic cock is jmt on in order to

allow the jiivots to go tlirough the holes

until the Hhoulders nst on the jilates,

.'IS the wheels do not full about so much
then as they otherwi.sc would, and also

to prevent the back ])lnto being scratched

by the workboard. Place the lower jiart

of the jdate towanls yu, and jiut the

wheels, &c., in their jirnper places in

the following order:—Centre wheel,
third wheel, two great wheels, hammer,

pin wheel, escape wheel, gathering-

pallet wheel, warning wheel, and last,

the fly. Take care to have the catgut
lines running the proper side of the

legs or pillars. If there is an arbor for a
'• strike or silent

"
arrangement, put it

in now. When these parts are in their

proper positions, carefully put on the

top plate, and, pressing it moderately
tight, guide the pivots into their re-

spective holes, starting from the lower

part of the frame. It is sometimes a

great assistance to put the point of an

examining pin into the holes of the

lower pillars, when the top plate is on

sufficiently far, as you have only then
to attend to the top part. For the

clock to look well when iiuishcd, there

must be no finger marks ui)on any part;
to avoid which, hold the plates, &c.,
with a clean duster when putting to-

gether, and keep it as bright as possible.
When each pivot is in its place, and the

top i)late is resting fairly on tlie shoulders

of the pillars, pin up with the examin-

ing )iins, anil test the correctness of tlie

i-elative positions of the wheels.

There cannot, very well, be any mis-

take with the "
going" train, but it is

advisable just to press round the great
wheel a turn or so, and see that all

runs freely. The wiieols of the striking

train, however, require to be placed in

certain arbitrary positions in regard
to each other, except the great wheel
and ily, which are exemi)t. The first

position to be tested is that existing
between the ))in wheel and the gather-

ing-pallet pinion. In order to do this,

l)ut on temporarily tlie rack, rack

spring, hook, and gathering pallet. Let

the rack hook hold the rack gathered up,
with the exception of one tooth, and
move round the jiin wheel very slowly
until the hammer tail just dro))s off;

at that instant the tail of the gathering

jiallet should have about J in. from the

jiin in the rack which stops the striking.
If there is an excess of this, or if the

hammer tail is resting on a ])in, the

top i^late must be slightly raised, and
the Jiin wheel moved a tooth farther on

in the pinion until it is as near this

condition as possible. The reason for
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making. the striking chain cease run-

ning, as soon as can safely be done after

the hummer falls, is that there may be

as much run as possible before it has to

raise the hammer ami overcome the

tension of the hammer spring. Under
no circumstances leave the hammer tail
" on the rise

"—that is, resting on one

of the pins of the pin wheel—when
finished striking.

Having adjusted this, see that '• the

run "
of the warning wheel is right.

Put on the lifter, and gradually raise it

till the rack hook liberates the train,

and " warns." The distance the warn-

ing pin should run is half a turn, so

that immediately before it
" warns "

it

should be exactly opposite the piece on

the detent, against which it is stopped,
until the lifter falls and the clock

strikes. See that the warning pin
catches fairly on the stop-piece of the

detent
;

if it does not, it is because the

rack hook is raised either too soon or

too late by the detent : alter as may be

necessary. When the train is quite

correct, remove the rack, &c., and pin

up the plates finally with good-shaped

pins.
It matters little what care may be

bestowed upon repairing and cleaning
if the clock is badly pinned up, for no

certainty of performance can be ex-

pected in such a case. Therefore make
a proper shaped pin, not too thorny nor

too straight, but gradually tapering,
round and smooth, and well fitting the

hole it is intended to occupy ;
then

drive it in tight, and cut otf at an equal

length each side of the hole. The front

plate will now be ready for oiling.

To make an "
oiler," file up a piece of

iron wire something like an examining

pin, but about 4 in. long, and then

tiatten out the end like a drill. A very

good oil for house clocks is olive oil.

Pour some into some small vessel, and

with the point of the oiler .pi-oceed to

oil the pivots of the fi-ont plate by
putting a little into each sink. A very
little is sufficient, or it will flow over,

and run down the plates, giving a very
bad appearance. Slightly oil the studs

upon which the rack and other parts

Fig,

work. The cannon-pinion spring may
now be put on the centre arbor, and
the cannon pinion and minute wheel in

their places. They must work together
in such a manner that the lifter falls

exactly when the minute hand is up-
right ; put the minute hand on the

square of the cannon pinion, and see

that it does so, or move the cannon

pinion a few teeth in the minute wheel
until riglit. The remainder of the dial

work may now be put on, and the only
items to observe are that the hour
wheel works into the minute-wheel

pinion, so that the Ifour hand is in its

proper position when the clock strikes,
and that the proportions and fall of the

rack are correct. These are ver\- im-

portant matters, and must be left

exactly right, or the clock will be con-

tinually striking wrong.
Few clock repairers understand the

proportion which should exist between
the rack and rack tail. Fig. 217 will

probably make the

matter quite plain.
To test the rack in

its place, allow it to

fall until the tail rests

on the lowest step of

the snail ; the rack

hook should then hold

the rack, so that

there are 12 teeth to

be gathered up •,

then

try it on the highest

step
—it should now

exactly fit in the first rack tooth, leav-

ing only that one to be gathered up.

Supposing the clock strikes 13 when on
the lowest step and 2 when on the

highest, it shows that the end of the
rack tail is a little too far oft' from the

snail, and must accordmgly be set a

little closer. If, however, it strikes

the right number when on the lowest

step, and 2 when on the highest, then
the proportion between the rack and
rack tail is wrong ;

the rack tail travel

being too great for the rack. To make
the matter plain, suppose that we have
to make a new rack tail, which is often

necessary in badly used clocks. Jlea-

sure first with a pair of spring dividers
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the proper distance that the rack teeth

fall for 12 to be struck by the clock,

and mark that distance on a piece of

paper, as shown 6 to a; then take the

distance from the points of the rack

teeth to the centre of the stud, upon
which the rack works, and mark that

as shown 6 to c
;
then from a draw a

straight line to c. Take the total dis-

tance the rack tail has to fall— viz.

from the top ste]) of the snail to the

lowest, and from where the 2 lines, « c

and 6 c, are that distance apart, to the

point, c, is the length required for the

new rack tail. In the diagram, the

distance from the highest to the lowest

step of the snail is supposed to be from

c to d, therefore the length of the rack

tail would be from d to c. When all is

set right, pin on the dial, and put on

the hands. There should be sufficient

tension in the spring for the hands to

move tolerably tiglit, or they will stop
when the minute wheel has to raise the

lifter. It is always best to use a steel

2)iu to hold the hands on.

The clock is now turned over, and

the pallets are i)ut in. It is necessary
to put a very little oil on the pallets

where they touch the escape-wheel

teeth, the i)in3of pin wheel, acting por-
tions of the hammer spring, and crutch.

See that the hammer acts properly on

the bell
;
screw on the seat-board, and

oil the pulleys.

Finally, put up the clock in the case.

Fix the case as firm as circumstances

will admit, then sec that the seat-board

has a good bearing, that the dial is

upright and does not lean either back-

ward or forward, and that the crutch

is free of the back of the case. Hang
on the weights, ami win<l thmn up care-

fullv, observing that the lines run pro-

])erly on the barrels. It sometimes

iiajipens tlint the line is longer than

Bullii^ient to till tiie barrel, and, instoail

of formiii;; a necond layer across the

barrel, ri'ses iicriiendicularly, until it

interferes with the dickwnrk. The
best way to rectify tills error is to ])ut

a piece of wire across the hole in the

neat-board in sudi a manner as tothrnw

it "U'as ilesired. I'ut <m the pcnduliiin,

and set the clock " in beat." The

meaning of " in beat
"

is, that the

escape takes place at equal distances

each side of the pendulum's centre of

gravity. When the pendulum is at

rest, it should require to be moved as

much to tho right before you hear the
" tick

"
as it does to the left, and vice

versa. When " in beat "
it sounds

regular, and nearly equal, the differ-

ences of drop making it slightly uneven.

The general rule lor setting in beat is

this :
—If the right-hand beat of the pen-

dulum comes too quick, the bottom of the

crutch requires bending to the right ;

if the left-hand beat comes too quick,
then the crutch must be bent towards
the left. The clock may now be con-

sidered finished. Reguhition is effected

by raising the pendulum bob to make
the clock go faster, and lowering it to

make it go slower.

'60-/wur English Clocks.—Tho manu-
facture of these clocks has entirely

ceased; there are still a large number
in use, however, which occasionally

require cleaning and repairing. Two
styles are met witii : in one, the wheels
are set within a square I'rame formed
of several pieces, and known as "the

birdcage
"

;
in the other, the wheels

are between 2 plates similar to the 8-

day. There are 2 points of difference

wiiich require attention—the endless

chain, and the striking mechanism.
Tlie endless chain must be put upon
the spiked pulleys in such a manner
that the wheels turn the riglit way
when the weight is put on, and the

part that requires pulling to raise the

weight should always come to tin; front,

so tiiat the weii;ht ]iassi's (piite free be-

hind it, Fig. 21H. Sometimes the chains

will bo found to be twisted, and the

links, gathering u]) into a knot, stop
the clock. The way to rectify this is

to draw up the weight, se|)arate the

chain at tin; lowest part, let it hang
free, straighten liotli ]iie(;es, and then
unite again, wiien it will lie found to

work properly. A hsaden ring, of sulli-

cient weight to keep the chain just

tight, is used to prevent the lialiility to

twist. When a chain breaks from wear
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Fig. 21S.

or rust, or jumps from being the wrong
size, it becomes necessary to put a new
one. They are made from iron wire.

The most common
kind of striking me-
chanism in 30-hi)ur

clocks is known ;is

the "
locking plate,"

and though it is

more liable to de-

rangement than the

rack movement, still

it is very largely
used in French,

American, and Ger-

man clocks. It is

much more simple
than the rack, and
one explanation of

its construction will

be sufficient for every
case. The various

parts are shown in

Figs. 219 and 220 : a, hoop wheel
; b,

lifter; c, lioop-wlieel detent; d, warn-

ing detent
; c, locking i)late ; /, locking-

V^

Fig. 219.

plate detent
; g, lifting pin to raise

hoop-wheel detent
; A, sjiring ; /, warn-

ing pin. In testing the relative positions

of the striking wheels when put to-

gether, proceed by moving the wheels
round very slowly until the hammer
tail drops off a pin ;

at that moment
the hoop-wheel detent should fall into

the hoop, so as to allow the hoop wheel
about 5 in. run before it reaches the

end of the detent and stops the striking.
When the hoop is resting against the

detent, the warning pin should have
half a turn to run, the same as in the

8-day clock. The locking-plate detent

/ is connected by an arbor with the

hoop-wheel detent c, and must be ad-

justed so that the latter can fall in

the hoop wheel sufficiently far to stop
the striking only when the end of the

locking-plate detent falls into one of tlie

notches of the locking plate. This is

easily done by moving round the wlieel

to which the locking plate is attached,
a tooth at a time, in the pinion that
drives it, until it is in the correct posi-

tion, and slightly bending the detent

/',
if necessary. When a clock with

a locking-plate striking arrangement
strikes till it runs right down, it is

generally because the hoop-wheel detent
does not fall freely, or the locking-plate
detent does not enter the notches pro-

perly. It sometimes happens that the

edge of the end of the hcop becomes
worn and rounded by long use, and if

the weight is excessive, it will cause

the detent to jump out, and the clock

to continue striking until run down.
The remedy is obvious—file the end

square. The locking plates are often

cut irregularly ;
but on no account

interfere by filing or spreading the

edges, or perchance greater difficulties

may arise, and there is always a jKisition
where it will answer well, which can

easily be found by trial.

Spring Clocks.—The motive power of

these timepieces being produced by the

uncoiling of a spring, several parts are

introduced wJiich are not found in

weight clocks—namely, the spring bar-

rel, fusee, and stopwork. The cover
of the barrel ought always to be re-

moved when cleaning the clock, to

ascertain the condition of the main-

spring, and, if the latter is found at all
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dirty, it should be carefully removed
witii a pair of pliers, and cleaned with

a little turpentine on a piece of rag.
It may be replaced by winding it round

its own arbor, which should be screwed

in the vice by the squared end. Take

hold of the end of the spring with a

pair of strong pliers, and wind it as

tight as possible ;
then slip the barrel

over it, and carefully let go the spring,

holding the barrel tight with the left

hand until the spring has hooked. To

try that it has hooked securely, before

putting it back in the clock, put on the

cover, secure the end of the ai'bor in

the vice, and turn round the barrel

until you can feel the spring is quite

up. A new spring can be put in in the

same manner. Always oil the main-

spring alter it has been handled. When
a new barrel hook is required, select a

piece of good steel, and file up a square

pivot with a nicely fitting shouldei", and

fit in the hole in the barrel
;
theu shape

the hook, and rivet in its place.
The fusee is liable to accidents to the

clickwork, and when a chain is iised,

to breakage of the chain hook-pin.
There are 2 kinds of line used to connect

the fusee with the barrel—catgut and

metallic. Jletallic lines wear better,

look better, and are (juite as cheap as

gut. To ascertain the length required
for a new line, li.K one end in the fusee,

and wind the line round in the groove
till it is filled up ;

then allow a sulli-

cii-'Ut length Ijeyond to go round the

spring barrel IJ turn. Wiien catgut
lines are used, they should be slightly
oiled. Tlie method of fastening the

ends is so simple as to need but little

description. The fusee end is jiassed

through the hole in the fusee, and tied

in a sini])le knot, the end being slightly

singed to render it less lial)li! to sli|i.

'I'he barrel end is passed through tin"

holes iu the barrel in the following
manner:—Down through the first hole,

up through tin; second, and clown

through the tliinl; the end is then

pushed through the Ioo|i formed by

jmshing the line through the first and

serond holes.

Take special care, iu jiutting together.

to see that the line is free, and on the

right side of the pillars. When ready
to put the line on in its place, wind it

ui)on the spring barrel by turning the

arbor
;
and when it is all on, and the

fusee pulled round as far as it will go,
set up the spring one turn, and secure

the click in the ratchet. Wind the

clock up, carefully guiding the line on
the fusee, and see that the stopwork
acts properly, and does not cut the line

when it rubs against it. The snail in

the fusee should catch against the stop

directly the fusee grooves are filled up
with the line.

Musical Clocks.—These call for no

special remarks, beyond that it is ad-

visable to well imderstand the action

of the ''

letting oft'" work, and the
" run

"
allowed, before taking to pieces.

The arrangements are so ditlerent that

scarcely 2 are exactly alike
;
but they

seldom ofl'er any great difficulty when

oi'dinary care is taken. It is wise in

some cases to keep the striking and
chime parts distinct while cleaning.
Jlost of these clocks present favourable

points for imjirovement by reducing the

friction, and, when it can be safely done,
it is well to do it

; for, though the

weights are unusually heavy, there is

generally no power to spare.
Outdoor Clocks.— In the case of large

clocks, the cause of stopping is usually

apparent, and by trying the side-shako

of the pivots in their holes, it can be

readily seen if any new ones are reiiuired.
The depths are nearly always correct,
and the end-shakes can be tried the last

thing when j)ut together. There are 2

ways of treating such clocks : one con-

sists of cleaning them as well as it is

possible with emery cloth, ami turpen-
tine uj)on a brush, without removing

any of the wheels from t lie frame, called

"wiping out"; the other, iu taking
them all to jiieces ami thoroughly

cleaning, in the same manner as small

clocks. Which method is necessary or

<lesirable must be decided by judgment.
It will be found usually suliicient to

thoroughly clean them about every h or

years, and "wijie them out" once

every year
—about autumn being the
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best time, before the cold weather sets

in to intluence the oil.

If the clock drives one or more pairs
of hands, it is very necessary to see that

the leading-oif rods ;md universal joints
do not bind in any part of their move-
ment. When the dial work stands in a

very oblique position in regard to the

driving wheel of the train, it is often

much better to nse bevelled wheels than

the ordinary leading-ofF rods and uni-

versal joints, and small-sized straight-
drawn iron gas-tubes will be found very
serviceable for making the connections,

by simply fitting turned pieces of steel

into the ends, to carry the wheels.

After a new hemp line has been put to

a turret clock, if continued wet weather

follows, it will oftentimes be found to

twist and gather round so much as to

stop the clock. The way to remedy
this is to take the weight off, straighten
out the line, and then replace it, giving
it a few turns in the opposite direction

to its twist. If this fails, as it some-

times does, the following plan will be

successful :
—^lix together about i lb.

soft soap and a packet of blackleadimtil

incorporated, and work it well into the

rope along its entire length, laying it

out in one long straight line, and quite
free to turn during the operation. It is

rather a dirty job, but very efficacious,

and well repays the trouble when hemp
ropes are used

;
it hardens the rope,

making it last longer and work better.

Drum Timepieces.
—These seldom go

satisfactorily for any length of time

with the treatment they ordinarily re-

ceive. In addition to the usual care-

ful examination of depths, end-shakes,
sizes of holes, &c., it is necessary to

bear in mind the following principal
causes of their bad performance

—
defective calibre, roughness of finish,

and faulty escapements. Defective

calibre is unalterable, for you cannot

prudently make any useful alteration in

the proportions of the various parts, as

the expense would probably be more
than the timepiece would be worth.

There is, however, one very important

part which demands attention, and that

is the mainspring. This usually has

to make such a large number of turns

for the timepiece to go the prescribed
8 days that considerable skill is re-

quired to make an escapement which will

give a fairly uniform rate. Therefore

it is always desirable to have a thin

mainspring, in order to obtain as many
turns as the size of the barrel will

admit.

Eough finish must be remedied, espe-

cially in the parts farthest from the

motive force. To this end, thin down
the third, fourth, and escajje wheels,
when found unnecessarily thick, by
filing with a fine-cut file, and finish

smooth with a piece of water-of-Ayr
stone. Take care not to raise a " burr "

by using too coarse a file, and look out

for imperfections in the teeth. If the

pivots of the escape pinion and pallet
arbor are left any too large, reduce

their size by
"
running

"
in the turns,

and burnish them well.

In these timepieces, faulty escapements
are almost invariably found, and may be

considered their greatest defect. With
the object of rendering the pendulum
insensitive to the varying power of the

mainspring, the pallets are made as

close to the arbor as possible, embracing
only 1 or 2 teeth of the escape wheel.

The inside pallet communicates impulse
to the j^endulum, but the outside one,

forming part of a circle struck from the

centre of motion, gives no appreciable

impulse, as the escape
- wheel teeth

merely rest " dead
" on it. Unfortu-

nately, this principle is carried too far,

and the result is that at times there is

insufiicient force at the escape wheel
with such a small amount of leverage
to maintain the vibrations of the

pendulum, and the timepiece stops. As
no beneficial alteration of the original

pallets can be made in a proper work-

manlike manner, it is best at once to

condemn them, and make a new pair.

By very carefully following the instruc-

tions here given, no great difficulty will

be experienced in making them give
favourable results. The object of

making new pallets is to obtain a longer

leverage, so that the occasional dimi-

nished force may prove sufficient to keep
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the pendulum vibrating ;
and the diffi-

culty which arises is to make them of

such a shape that this varying power
of the escape wheel does not influence

the time of the pendulum's vibrations,
however much it may the extent. The

oljject is attained by making the pallets
embrace a larger number of teeth,

which brings them a greater distance

from the centre of movement, and thus

increases the levernge. The dilficulty

is overcome by making the pallets of

such a shn])e that the escajie-whcel
teeth rest as "dead" as possible during
the excursion of the pendulum beyond
the distance necessary for the escape to

take place. From a consideration of

the shape of the escape-wheel teeth, and

the distance the jiallet arbor is i)itched

from the escape wheel, it will be readily
seen that, though the outside pallet can

be easily made to give the desired effect,

it is impossible to make the inside one

of any shape that will not produce more
recoil than is desirable.

To render this recoil as insignificant
as circumstances admit, great care must
be bestowed in suiting the j)allet to the

wheel, and for the same purpose it is

advisable to make it nearer than the

outside one to the jiallet arbor. Before

making the new jiallets, iile off the old

ones, guarding the )iivot so that the file

cannot slip and break it off, and leaving
the arbor round, smooth, and slightly

ta]ier. Procure a small ])iece of card,
and make a straight line down the

centre
; then, witli a jiair of compasses,

take the distance from the escape-wheel

])ivot-hoie to tlie ))aliet-arbor i>ivot-

hole, and make 2 small holes through
the card upon the straight line that

distance apart. In one of these holes

fit the escape-wheel arbor so that the

wheel rests flat upon the card, and in

the other fit the pallet arbor. The
number of teeth most suitalde for the

new ]iallets to embrace must be deciiied

by the character of the train
;

if it is

fairly good, 4 will be found sufTicient
;

if very rough, 5 hail better be the

number. Select a Jiiece of good steel,

of huitabic thickness; having softened

it, drill a iiole through it, and fit the

pallet arbor in to the proper distance.

Put the escape-wheel arbor through
one of the holes in the card, and the

pallet arbor with the piece of steel on
it in the other, and see how much
requires filing off, so as to leave only
sufficient to make the pallets of the

])roper length. Now mark off the

position of the opening between the

pallets, the distance of the inside pallet
from the line of centres being equal to

the space between 2 of the escape-wheel
teeth, leaving the space between the

points of 3 teeth on the opposite side of

the line of centres. Fig. 221 shows the

Fig. 221.

escapement. It is advisable not to file

out the full width until the pallets are

roughly shaped out and ready for escap-

ing. They should be made of the shape
shown, keeping them flat across the

surface
;

and they may be roughly
"
scaped

"
for trial upon the card, which,

by bending, can be made to move the

]iallets nearer or farther off as desired.

When nearly right, finish the escajiing
in the frame, taking great care not to

got too much drop on to the inside pallet,
as there is no way of altering it should

there be an excess. The drop on to the

outside pallet is easily adjusted, as the

hole in the front plate is in a movable

piece, which can be turno^l with a screw-

driver.

Uespecting the shajie of tlie inside

))allet, it will be seen that its |)oint re-

sembles a half tooth of an ordinary wheel;
this is to cause the friction and recoil,

which are unavoidable, to take jilace,

with the least ini|iediinent to the pen-

dulum, as this sha]ied-])oint i-olls uj)oii

the faces of the escape-wlieel teeth,

whilst the ordinary form scrapes them.

When the pallets are properly
"
scaped,"
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it only remnins to finish their appear-
ance in a workmanlike manner, and

harden and temper them. The sides

should be nicely
"
greyed

"
by rubbing

them on a flat piece of steel with oil-

stone-dust and oil, and the acting faces

polished with diamantine or redstuff. It

will be generally found sufficient to

secure them by driving the pallet arbor

in tight ;
but if thought necessary, they

may be pinned on. The timepiece may
then be cleaned and put together, ob-

serving that it is nicely
" in beat,"

according to the conditions already
stated.

When these drum timepiece move-
ments are fitted into large gilt or bronze

cases, where there is plenty of room for

any motion the pendulum may take, it

is a great improvement to suspend the

pendulum with a spring, for the pallet-

arbor pivots, being relieved of the dead

weight of the pendulum, do not wear
the holes so quicklv, and, as the friction

is considerably reduced, the pendulum is

kejit in motion with less power. The
be^t way to put a spring suspension is

as follows :
—If there is sufficient sub-

stance in the cock above the pivot hole,

drill a hole through the cock and tap in

a piece of
-j^u-in.

brass wire, with a slight

shoulder, and rivet it in secure. Cut off

so as to leave it about i in. long, and

make a saw-cut to receive the brass

mount of the pendulum spring. The
underneath part of this stud should be

left nearly in a line with the centre of

the pivot hole. When the pivot hole is

too near the top edge of the cock to

allow this to be done, a piece of brass

must be fitted on to the cock to receive

the stud
;
a very convenient shape is

shown at a in Fig. 222. Procure one of

the thinnest and most suitable French

clock pendulum springs, fit one of the

brass mounts into the saw-cut in the

stud, and arrange it so that the spring,
when in action, may bend as near as

possible in a line with the centre of the

pivot hole
;
then drill a hole through

the stud and brass mount, and secure it

with a pin. Fit a steel pin on which to

hang the pendulum, in the hole through
the other brass mount. The pendulum

rod should be a piece of ^traigllt, small-

size steel wire tapped with a thread at

both ends. Make the hook exactly like

the ordinary French clock pendulum

Fig. 222.

hoolis, (.aly very much smaller and

lighter, and fit it on one end of the pen-
dulum rod; screw the jiendulum bob

upon the other. Cut the old pendulum-
rod in two, so that the piece remaining
attached to the pallet arbor reaches to

opposite the centre-wheel hole ; file a

short pi\ot on the end, and fit on it a

ci-utch. All the parts must be as small

anil light as possible, and the pendulum
bob must be round and turn tolerably

tight. Silk suspensions are sometimes

used, but rarely give satisfactory results,

as they are so sensitive to atmospheric

changes.
Bird Clockf:.—These often give trouble

from the bad mechanical arrangement
of the parts. The great secret in re-

pairing them is to reduce the friction as

much as possible. The resistance to

the rising of the " lifter
"

is often

enormous, and may generally be reduced

very much.
The mechanism of the cuckoo clock,

as usually met with, is shown in Figs.
223 to 226. There are 3 distinct move-
ments to be considered: (1) for the pro-
duction of the sounds ; (2) the appear-
ance and retirement of the bird

; (3)
the movement of the wings and beak.

Fig. 223 shows the first. The
dotted circle a represents the position
of the pin wheel set within the frame,
the pins of which have to raise 3 levers.

Those numbered 1 and 2 raise the

bellows 6, and 3 corresjionds to the

ordinary hammer tail. The bellows

are connected with 2 small "
stopped

"
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orgau pii)es d, measuring externally
about 6 iu. long and 1 in. square ;

and

the "stops" are pushod in till the

right note is obtained. The bellows are

Fig. 223.

about 2^ iu. long by li in. wide, and
are connected with the lifting levers by
the wires c.

Fig. 224 shows the second move-
ment:— / is the hoop wheel, and

;y

the detent, which, falling in the notch.

Fig. 221.

detent
(j

rises to the edge of the hoop
wheel, moving the vertical arbor i with

it, and the cuckoo on the perch /; opens
the door by means of a wire link, which
unites the perch with the door. The
bird remains out until the locking-plate
detent allows the detent f/ to again fall

into the hoop wheel, when the spiral

spring I causes the bird to retire and
close the door.

Figs. 225, 226, show the mechanism
of the cuckoo. The body of the bird is

hollow, and n is a block of wood in the

centre of the body, firmly fixed upon
the perch k. A pin o passes through
tlie bird and block of wood, and serves

for an axis, upon which the bird works
when the tail is raised. The lower part
of the beak is pivoted, and has a piece
of wire attached

;
a wire projecting

from the fixed wood block n terminates

in a small ring which embraces the wire

of tlie bill. When the tail is raised, the

head lowers and the beak opens. The

flapping of the wings p takes place in

a somewhat similar manner ; they are

united to the body by wire-ring joints
at ;•, and a short wire lever is iixed in

the ui)per edge of the wings. The end
of tliis lever is joined by a ring joint to

a iixed wire ou the block. When the

Fig. 22G. Fig. 225.

stoj)s the running of tlie striking train.

h is a wire lever attached to the arbor

of the detent, and moves with it. i is a

Vertical arbor carrying a piece j at

right angles, on wiii<li is fixed the bird

on the i)erch L A spiral spring / keeps
the short lever rn in proper )iosition, to

be acted upon liy the long lever h. As
nhown in the bketch, the cuckoo would
be in; when tlie clock .>ti'ikes, the

tail is raised, and the body moves
farther from the centre of motion, the

wings o|)en ;
whi'U the tail is lowered,

they close. A jiiece of wire, fixed in

the tail, is bent until exactly over one

of the bellows. When the bellows are

raised, tliey lift the wire of the tail, and

thus cause the beak to open and the

wings to fiaj).
In ])utting tlic train

together, be careful to have neither of
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the levers resting on the pins when I

finished striking ;
and make the other

parts work easily.
German Clocks.—When of the ordinary

construction, these call for no especial
remarks

;
the principal point to notice

is the back hole of the pallet arbor,
which will be generally found much too

large. It is an easy matter to put a

new one.

American Clocks.—Try the pinions to

see if they are tight on the arbors, for

they are often loose. The best way
to secure them is with a little soft

solder, taking great care afterwards to

thoroughly clean off all the "
tinning"

fluid with chalk and water
; finally oil

them slightly all over. When the

pendulum wabbles, it is owing to the

spring being crippled, or loose in the

stud, or to want of proper freedom in

the crutch. One authority remarks that

when the pinions of American clocks are

worn, the quickest way to remedy them
is to carefully turn each wire round,
then add a small piece of solder to each

;

use rosin instead of salts for the solder-

ing, then there will be no fear of the

pinion turning rusty. This method, in

some respects, is preferable to putting
new wires

; as, if a novice does the job,
he is liable to push in wire that is much
thicker than is required, which, of course,

causes a bad depth. When American

pallets are worn, the simplest way to

move them is to get the centre of a

Geneva hand and put behind the pallets,

which will, in most cases, move them
sufficient for them to act on an entirely
new part. When the brass holes get

worn, it will sometimes be well to open
them, and solder in a piece of hollow

brass wire
;
then open the wire to fit

the verge pin. This is better than

wasting time trying to close the old

brass holes.

French Clocks.— The cleaning and

management of these clocks is simple.
It occasionally occurs in new clocks, that

a movement has been fitted to a case that

is not high enough to allow the pen-
dulum to swing free when the clock is

regulated to the proper time. Some-
times filing a little off the bevelled edges

of the ball will allow the pendulum to

clear the bottom of the case or stand of

the clock, and allow it to be brought to

time. Should more than a little be

required taken off the edge of the ball,
there is no use troubling with it further.

Either get a new movement, or alter

the train, or make a new pendulum ball

of a peculiar shape. The train is easiest

altered by putting in a new escape-
wheel pinion containing one leaf less

than the old one. In all cases, where

pinion wire can be had, putting in a
new pinion is not much trouble

;
but if

this cannot be done, and a new move-
ment cannot be had, a new pendulum
ball of an oblong shape may be used.

As soon as new clocks are unpacked,
whether they appear in good condition

or not, it is always well to take the
movements to pieces, and to examine

every action in the clock. Begin by
taking off' the hands and the dial, first

trying if the hands move freely. Then
examine the drops of the escapement to

see if they are equal ;
if not, they can

easily be corrected by moving the front

bush of the pallet arbor with the screw-

driver, making a light mark across the
bush with a sharp point, which will

show how much the bush has been
moved. The fly pitching may next be

examined, and adjusted by the movable
bush in the same way. The object of

this bush being left movable is to admit
of the depth being adjusted, so that the

fly will make the least noise possible,
and also to regulate the speed of the

striking train. The dial work and the

repeating work, if any, may now be re-

moved, and the springs let down, the

end and side shakes of the pivots in their

holes carefully tried, and all the depths
examined

;
as a general rule they will

be found to be correct. The pivots will,

in some instances, be a little rough, and
it will not be much trouble to smooth
them.

After examining the mainsprings, and

noticing that the arbors are free in the

barrels, the clock may be cleaned and

put together. This will be most con-

veniently done by placing all the wheels

first on the back plate, and putting the

Y 2
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front plate on the tup. Get all the

long pivots into their holes first, and as

soon as possible put a pin into one of

the bottom pillars. The locking of the

striking work of these clocks is very
simple, and all the pieces are marked.

Be sure that the arbors in the barrels

are oiled, and that the mainsprings are

hooked before you jnit them in tlie

frame. See that there is oil on the

pivots below the winding ratchets before

they are put on, and that the wheel

which carries the minute hand moves
round the centre pinion with the proper

tension, before you i)ut on the dial.

This cannot be remedied after the dial

is put on, without taking it off again,
and if the hands are loose, results fatal

to the character of the clock are sure to

follow.

To regulate the clock, it is safest to

turn the case round, examine the regu-

lator, and, if it is a Breguet, put a

slight mark with a sharp point across

the regulator. When the regulatin>r

square is turned, you will see e.vactly
how mucli the regulator is altered

;

because there is sometimes a want of

truth in the screw that moves the slid-

ing jiicce, which deceives people as to

the distance they may have moved the

I'egulator. There are various kinds of

regulators, but probably the Breguet is

the most common of those of modern
construction. Silken thread regula-
tors should always be regulated with

caution, and when small alterations

have to be made, it is well to use an

eve-irlass and notice how much the

])endulum is moved up or down. If a

clock with such a regulator has to be

moved or curried about, when it is out

of the case, it is always best to mark
the place where the pendulum worked
in the back fork when it was regulated
to time

;
for should the thread be dis-

arranged, it can be a<ijusto(l so as to

liring the mark on tlie pendulum to its

jirojicr place, and the regulation of the

clock will not be lost thereby.
When fastening the clock in it.s case,

put it in beat by moving the dial round

a little ti!l the be.nts become equal ;
but

it sometimes occui's that when the clock

is in beat, the di:d is nut .square in

the case. When this happens take the

clock out of the case and bend the back
fork at its neck till it moves exactly as

far past the centre-wheel pivot on the

one side as on the other, when the

jKillets allow the escape wheel to escape.
If this is done, the dial will be square
when the clock is in beat. Some French
clocks have their back forks loose, or

rather spring tight, on their arbors.

This is sometimes done in movements
that have plain as well as jewelled

pallets. If the pallets are exposed in

front of the dial, you can at once detect

by the eye if the clock be out of beat
;

but if they are inside, you cannot tell

without close listening. One of the

objects of the loose crutch is that the

clock can be put in beat by giving it a

shake
;
but it is evident that if a shake

]nits it in beat, auother shake will put
it out of beat again. Gi'eat annoyances
arise from these loose crutches

;
these

ought always to be rigidly tight, except,

perhaps, when the i)allets are jewelled,
or when the clock is not liable to be

moved.
These clocks seldom require any re-

pair, except ])erhaj)s the jiallets get
cut; but they are generally made so

as to admit of the action being shifted,
which is easily done. Cleaning the

brass is done in the usual way. Buffs

should be used for the large pieces,
when very dirty; but if they are only

slightly tarnished, a little potassium

cyanide dissolved in alcohol will be found

very suitable. The ornamental cases

require to be handle<l with care, to

)irevent finger marks. In the highest

]iriced clocks this ])re('aution is perhaps
not quite so necessary, because then the

cases arc either real bronze, or gilt and

burnished; but in the cheaper qualities,
and also in some expensive patterns of

cases, the gililing is easily damaged. A
little ]iotassium cyanide and aTuuionia,
dissolved in wati'r, will often (lean and
restore it, if the gilding is not rubbed.

There is a prcpar;ition sold in the form

of a paste that renews the lustre of

l)la(k marble cases if they have become
dim. If the preparation caunot be got
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conveniently, a little beeswax on a piece

of flannel may replace it.

Watclies.—In setting to work upon

repairing a watch, it is of great im-

portance to adopt a regular system in

submitting it to examination, always

following a certain order in dealing
with the various parts. This will

obviate the risk of omitting some parts

altogether and inspecting other parts
more than once. The work is performed
with the aid of the following imple-
ments :

—
The " workboard " should be made of

well-seasoned wood, rather large than

small, and securely fixed at a conveni-

ent height in a good position as regards
the light. Along the front edge should

be a strip or " bead
"

of wood standing

up about
-g in., and at the ends and

back pieces -4—8 in., may form the

boi-der. Hooks and nails may be driven

in these wide pieces for holding tools

and other things. Those who have

limited space use a portable tray,
with a similar border, which can be

placed upon any table when required.
The principal point to be attended to is

that there are no cracks or crevices of

any kind.

The "verge stake" is a round piece
of steel, with a small narrow slit in the

centre, mounted in a brass block used

for resting the brass collet of a verge

upon, whilst the balance is riveted on.

The "pinion stake" is a piece of

brass or steel, about 2 in. long, with a

number of graduated holes drilled in it,

used for resting pinions on, when the

wheels need securing or mounting
anew.

The "
bumping-up stake

"
is a steel

stake, either round, square, or trian-

gular at one end and hollow at the

other
;
the solid end being used for

hammering work on, and the .hollow

end for resting wheels and balances on

when the arms require slightly bending

by a gentle tap with the hammer.
'

The "
pin vice

"
is a miniature vice

with a long tail, by means of which it

may be easily twirled between tlie

thumb and first and second fingers.

The "
filiii^' block

"
is a small piece

of box-wood, used for resting wire upon
whilst it is filed up into pins.

The "
sliding tongs

"
is a tool some-

what resembling a stout pair of pliers

with straight handles, having a slide

upon them by which the jaws may be

tightly closed.

"The " chalk box "
is a little box for

holding a lump of chalk upon which to

rub the brushes used in cleaning, to

free them from grease and dirt. It

may be made by nailing up a small box

3—i: in. square underneath the werk-

board, with a small piece of wood to

j)revent the chalk falling out in front
;

or by fixing a piece of wood from the

right support to a place underneath the

workboard, when the chalk will wedge
itself sufficiently firm for the purpose.
The "

mainspring winder "
is a tool

used for winding up a mainspring, so

that it may be easily placed in the

barrel.

A double-ended pair of brass callipers,

with a small sink made in each end of

one pair of arms
;
and a sink and a

short male centre opposite, in the ends

of the other pair of arms
; they are

used for testing the truth of wheels,

balances, &c.

Of burnishers, one flat and one oval

will be necessary for burnishing the

pins which hold the frame together and

other purposes.

Very diminutive screwdrivers, made
of small steel wire and fitted into a

brass wire handle, are used for turning

jewel screws.

A small sewing-needle, fitted into a

piece of brass wire for a handle, filed

down very fine, and then slightly flat-

tened at the point, so as to take up a

very minute quantity of oil, is used for

oiling the watch.
" Pivot broaches

"
are exceedingly

fine taper pieces of steel—some round,
others hexagonal

— used for making
pivot holes a little larger, or hardening
the acting surface of them.

"
Bottoming broaches

"
are small

tools, something like the preceding,

only that they are "
-i-square," and in-

tended to cut only at the point or end.

A set of bench keys,
or pf variously
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sized keys of the ordinary sort, bencli

vice, eye-glass, tweezers, watch pliers,

nippers, screwdrivers, round and Hat

faced hammers, 2 brushes, oil-cup,

knife, 2 or 3 files, covering glasses,
French chalk, pegwood, tissue pajier,

pith, a cork or two, and 4 small examin-

ing pins, complete the equipment.
In examining a watch, take it in

hand, and opening the bezel, attend to

the following points before taking the

movement out of the case. See that

the enamel dial is not cracked or

broken
;
that the hands fit properly,

are of the right lcn;;th, and ([uite free

of the hole in the dial
;
that the can-

non pinion is free of the glass, and that

the seconds pivot is not too long and
also free of the hole in the dial

;
that

the juint pin fits tight ; that the bolt

and spring act correctly; that the cap
is clear of the case when opening the

movement, and comes freely from the

frame when taken oiT; and that the

winding-square is free of the case.

Having done this, push out the joint

pin, and carefully examine the move-
ment as a whole. See that the wheels

and the barrel are upright within the

frame
;

that the wheels are free of

each other, and of the frame or any part
connected with it

;
that the chain is

free of the pillar and the stop-stud;
that the dial feet are not in the way ;

and tiiat the dial, or brass-edge, as the

case may be, fits properly against the

pillar plate. By laying the nail on the

surface of the glass, it will be easy to

see whether there is sufficient freedom
between the socket of the hand and the

glass. In case of douljf, ))lace a small

piece of paper on the hand, close the

bezel and tap the glass with the finger
while the watch is in an inclined posi-
tion : if free, the pap<a' will be dis-

placed. The dome must be at a

sufTicient distance from all ])arts of

the movement, more especially the

balance cock. Jf there is any occasion

for doubt on this point, put a thin

layer of rouge on the parts that iwc.

most proniiniMit. (^lose I lie case, and,

holding it in one hand to the car, apjdy
u pressure at all parts of the back with

a linger of the other baud, listi/iiiug

attentively in order to ascertain whether
the vibrations are interfered with. If

the interval is insufficient, a trace of

rouge will be found on the inside of the

dome. In such a case, if the dome can-

not be raised nor hollowed slightly in

the mandril (when formed of metal),
lower as far as possible the index work
and the balance-cock wing, and fix in

the plate, close to the balance, one or

two sci'ews with mushroom heads that

will serve to raise the dome.

Va-ge Watch.—To take the movement
to ])ieces, begin by detaching the hands
with a pair of nippers (if it is carefully

done, the hands will not be marked),
then draw out the pins which hold the

dial, and remove it. These pins are

sometimes very troublesome to get out

with the nippers or pliers, and are often

best removed by jjressing the edge of a

knife into them close to the dial feet,

and using the blade as a lever. The

mainspring must now be "
let down."

Unscrew the click screw a little, place
a fitting watch-key ujion the barrel-

arbor square, relieve the ratchet, and

gradually let the spring down. Be-

ginners should always make it a rule to

let down the mainspring at the com-

mencement, and if the watch has main-

taining ))ower, as most lever watches

have, also to relieve the detent, for it is

a very bad plan lo let the train " run "

down, and if by any chance the top
plate is removed with the spring wound

up, the effect would be probably most
disastrous. The motion work, intdud-

ing l^the cannon jijnion, being removcii

and the spring let down, proceed to

unturn the cock screw, and take ofi' the

cock. The cock is the piece that re-

ceives the top ]iivot of the verge, staff,

or cylinder. See that none of the

scrrews overturn
; it is imjiortant that

all screws should l)e
jiei'l'cct in this

respect. If any should overturn, make
a note in pencil on the boMrd jiajier so

that it will not be forgottm.
Withdraw the pin that secures the

balance; spring to the stud, turn rounil

the balance until the spring is free of

I
the stud, and remove the balance. In
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some watches, the curb pins will be

found bent over to prevent the balance

spring from escajiing from between, or

more than one coil getting in. In such

cases, the balance spring must be freed

from the curb pins as well as the stud

before attempting to remove the balance.

Proceed to take off the name-plate and

regulator slide, push out the pillar pins,
and remove the top plate, when the

wheels may be removed from their

positions, and the watch will then be
" taken to pieces."

Clean the various parts before pro-

ceeding with the examination. Before

beginning to brush, the oil and dirt

must be wiped off the plates with a

small piece of clean chamois leather.

Tlie wheels and pinions must be well

brushed, and the leaves of the pinions

thoroughly cleaned with a pointed piece
of pegwood. A small piece of elder pith
will be best adapted for cleaning the

pivots.
When the dirt and oil are removed

from every piece, and the pivot holes in

the plates have been "
pegged out

"

until the pegwood comes out quite

clean, the movement is ready for fur-

ther examination. See that the pillars
are all tight in the frame, likewise the

studs that secure the "brass-edge" to

the frame when the dial is not pinned
on direct. If either of the pillars is

loose, pin on the top plate with 4 ex-

amining pins; then rest the end of the

pillar to be tightened upon a filing

block, and carefully rivet the pillar
till it is quite firm. In a similar man-

ner, the brass-edge pillars or studs may
be tightened, n-moving the dial and

pinning on the brass-edge to the pillar

plate. If either of the pin holes is

broken out, or the end of the pillar is

broken off, it may be repaired in 2

ways. File off the broken end of the

pillar till a little lower than the sur-

face of the top plate, make a centre

mark, and drill a deep hole with the

largest drill it will safely bear
;
then

solder in a piece of brass wire to form a

new pillar end, in which the pin hole

may be drilled. The other way is to

use a smaller drill, and tit a scvew in,

Proceed to try if all the wheels are

tight on their pinions. Hold the pinion

firmly between the smooth jaws of

an old pair of pliers (or preferably a

brass or copper lined pair), and see that

the wheel has no movement either back-

wards and forwards, or up and down.
If a wheel is found to be loose, it must
be secured at once. Place the arbor in

one of the holes of a pinion stake, so

that the pinion head rests firmly upon
it, and, with a half-round punch and

hammer, carefully rivet the pinion
tmtil the wheel is tight and runs true

in flat.

Such wheels as are mounted upon
brass collets, like the contrate wheel iu

the verge movement, and the escape
wheel in the lever, require to be treated

rather differently. The collet mast
rest firmly upon the jaws of a "

pair of

clams," the clams being held in the vice ;

then the brass rivet is slightly burred
over. In the case of a lever escaj)e-

wheel, great care must be exercised, or

the wheel will be found out of flat, and
it will not admit of being made true

by the ordinary method of "
bumping."

The best method of making it secure is

to carefully fix the pinion arbor in the

clams, and then use the sharp point of

a needle as a punch, making 2 or 3
burrs on the rivet of the collet. By
this means, the wheel is rarely thrown
out of flat. Ordinary flat wheels are

riveted as nearly true in flat as possible,
and then, if necessary,

"
bumped

"—
that is, the wheel is set up between the

ends of a pair of callipers, and by means
of a little strip of brass—called a
" toucher

"— the crossings are found,
which require bending to make the

wheel run flat. It is then laid across

the end of a bumping-u]) stake, and the

necessary crossings are gently tapped
with the hammer until the wheel runs
true. The wheels must further be ex-

amined to see if any of the crossings
are broken, or any of the teeth broken
off or bent. If either of the crossings is

broken, there is no good remedy but a
new wheel; although sometimes, when
the watch is an inferior article or old

the crossing may be neatly soldered.
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In a good watch, such a thing should

not be countenanced. If a tooth is bent,

it may frequently be rr.ised to its ])ro-

por position by the bhide of a j)en-

knife, and sometimes by means of the

tweezers.

To replace a broken looth, a new-

tooth can be put in
;

it is never advis-

able to jmt in more than one tooth at

the same part of the wheel. A wheel

having 3 or 4 teeth broken off consecu-

tively should be discarded as quite un-

fit for service, and replaced by a new
one. If any of the pivots shows signs of

wear, is rusty, or in any way rough or

uneven, it must be carefully burnished

till quite smooth and straight, and the

ends properly rounded up. When all

these points are attendeil to, put the

centre wheel in its place in the frame,

])in on the top plate with the examining

jiins, and see if the centre wiiecl runs

Hat with the pillar jtlato, or, in other

words, that" the pinion is upright. If

it is not upright, rest the edge of the

pillar plate on the workboard, and hold

a small filing block upon the edge of

the top i)late in such a position that a

few smart taps with the hammer will

\nit the frame in its ])roper positidu.
This being done, the dejiths, end-shakos,
and jiivot holes claim attention. First,

try the great-wheel depth with the

centre pinion, observing particularly at

the same time that the fusee stands

quite upright in the frame, for if it

leans at all towards the barrel, most

likely the chain will not run on pro-

perly, but slip up the fusee. See that

the pivot holes are of the right size, and

the end-shakes correct
;

if not, alter as

may be ncc^essary. Try, in the same

n)annoi-, the centre-wiieel depth with

the thinl pinion, the third-wheel depth
with the fourth pinion, and the fourlii-

wheel depth with the escape ])inion,

faking care to remomlji^r f hi; pivot holes

and end-shakes. ObsiTve, also, that tiie

centre whci-i is free of its ])rA and the

third wheel of the jiiiiar ]date.

In verge watches, it 18 very essential

that the mainspring should bo adjusted
to the fusee, for the vortical e8caj)ement
is so sensitive to variations of the motive

force, that the time indicated would

vary with the force that reached the

escapement. In other escapements
there is a kind of compensation in the
action of the escapement which renders

adjustment unnecessary. To adjust the

mainspring, the barrel, fusee, and centre

wheel are ])laced within the frame, and
the top plate is pinned on. The chain

is then attached to the fusee by the

small hook, and to the barrel by the

large hook, and wound up tight round
the latter by turning the barrel arbor

with a bench key. The ratchet is

placed on the barrel arbor, and the

sjiring is ".'et up" about half a turn—
that is, the ar))or is turned roiuul aliout

half a turn more than is requiretl to

pull the chain tight. The "adjusting-
rod

"
(which is merely a weighted lever

with sliding weight) is then secured to

the winding square, and about one turn

is given to the fusee. The weight is

then moved along the rod, until it

exactly counterbalances the force of the

spring. The fusee is then turned till

filled with the chain, and tested to see

if the mainspring exerts the same ])ower
at the last turn as it diil at the lii'st.

If the last turn will ])ull over the weight
(juicker than the lirst, the sprii.g is not

set up enough. If, however, it shows
less power at the last turn than at the

first, then it is set up too much. When
the correct adjustment is found, a slight
mark is made upon the end of the top

pivot of the barrel arbor, and a corre-

s])onding one on the name plate or top

jjlate, as the case may be. Another
item re(|uiiing uttontion is to see tiiat

the cannon ]iinion docs not confine tin;

shake of the centre wheel, and also that

tlu! cannon-]]inion teeth are free of the

third-wheel teeth.

Having comj)leted the examination of

the watch, witli ti>e exception of the

escapement
—which for the ])resent is

assumeil to be correct— it only rem.-iins

to clean the difl'crent parts and put tlirm

togethi'r again. Tlie greatest care must
be taken to thorouglily clean each jiicce,

and keejt it dean until the movement
is replaced in the case. Several methods
are followed for giving the work a good
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appearance. Some workmen dip the

various parts into pure benzine, others

into spirits of wine or some other liquid,-

which renders the removal of grease and

dirt easy ;
but equally good results will

be obtained from the following plan :
—

Use a good soft watch-brush, occasionally

rubbing it gently uj)on a piece of prepared
chalk or burnt bone, holding the wheels,

plates, and other parts in a piece cf

clean tissue paper, to prevent the per-

spiration from the skin soiling them.

As each piece is cleaned, it must be

}-laced under a "
covering glass

"
(a

wineglass broken at the stem being

generally used lor the purpose), to keep it

free from dust until the movement is put

together again. The chain does not re-

quire brushing, but simply wiping with

a clean piece of chamois leather or tissue

paper. The " balance spring
"
(usually

known as the hair sjiring) is best cleaned

bv laying it flat on the board paper and

gently patting it with the brush
;
when

very dirty or oily, the quickest waj' is

to place it in some spirits of wine for a

few minutes, and then pat with the

brush.

The parts being ready for putting to-

gether, the first item to attend to is the

oiling of the pivots which cannot be

reached with the oiler after the move-
ment is together. In the verge move-

ment, these are the foot hole of the

potence, the dovetail hole, follower

hole, the pivots of the barrel arbor on

which the barrel turns, and the jewel
holes in the frame w'hich have end-

stones or cover-pieces in the lever.

The plan of putting together is as fol-

lows :
—Take the potence, and, having

oiled the foot and dovetail holes, screw it

in its place upon the top plate, put in

the escape wheel (called the "balance

wheel "
in the verge escapement onh'),

])ush in the follower and oil its hole.

Care must be taken to apply only a

very minwte quantity of oil— too much
oil is as bad as none at all. See that

the end-shako of the balance-wheel

pinion is only just sutHcient to ensure

freedom, and that the wheel turns

freely. Next take the pillar plate and

arrange the wheels in their proper

places in the following order : third

wheel, centre wheel, fusee, barrel, and

lastly the contrate, or fourth wheel.
Put the top plate in position, and care-

fully guide the pivots into their re-

spective holes, keeping the plate just

tight down up' n the pivots, but using
no undue force. When all are in their

right places, secure the top plate with
the examining pins, and see that the
train of wheels runs freely. In putting
together, every piece must be held

either in tissue paper or the tweezei's,
and no ''

finger marks " must ajipear on
the plates or elsewhere. If the wheels
all turn freely, ihe examining pins may
be withdrawn one at a time, and re-

placed with nicely-fitting burnished

pins of suitable length.

Adjust the name plate, as well as the
slide containing the index, or regulator,
and secure them with the screws. Try
all the end-shakes, and see that each

piece has the necessary amount of free-

dom without excess. Attach the chain

by the small round-ended hook to the

fusee, and by the large pointed hook to

the barrel, and wind it regularly round
the latter till the chain is puded tight.
Then set up the spring in accordance
with the adjustment previously made.
The pivot holes of the frame may now
be sparingly oiled, also the hole in the
cock which receives the top pivot of the

verge. Proceed to put the verge in,

exercising great care, for owing to its

very fragile construction it is easily
broken. Always see that the bottom

pivot of the verge is fairly in the foot

hole before attempting to put the cock
on in place.
The arbor that carries the balance,

whether it is called a verge, a cvlinder,
or a staff, has to be placed in a certain

arbitrary position relative to the next

piece which moves it, in order to ensure
the correct action of the escapement.
Wlien it occupies this position, it is said

to be " in beat
"

;
when otherwise,

" out
of beat." This position is necessarily
determined by the connection of the

balance spring with the plate, and one
of the functions of the balance spring is

to continually restore the balance, and
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with it the arbor, to its neutral position.
The operation of finding the exact phice
for the balance spring to be secured in

the stud by means of a pin is called
"
setting the watch in beat

"
;
a practi-

cal method of setting the verge watch
in beat is as follows :

—Put the end of

the hair spring through the stud, so as

to bring the verge approximately to its

correct position, and pin it moderately

tight, taking the precaution to have the

spring within the curb pins and quite
flat. Put on tlie cock, and turn in the

screw. Hold the movement in the left

hand, and with the thumb of the right
hand slowly and carefully press forward

the contrate wheel, allowing each escape
of a tooth to be quite distinct

;
observe

how much the balance is drawn to the

right in order to allow the escape to

take place, and how much to the left.

If it is found that the distances are

equal, the watch is in beat ;
if unequal,

the cock must be removed, the pin with-

drawn a little, and the balance sjjriug

moved in the direction necessary to

make the "draw" equal.
This being correct, the jiia must be

pressed in tight, the balance spring set

quite flat, working equally between the

(•urb pins, and finally the cock screwed

firmly on. The chain can now be

wound upon the fusee, guiding it care-

fully into the grooves by means of a

])ointed peg
—the stopwork having been

tested at the time of adjusting the

mainspring. Put on the cannon pinion,
minute wheel, and hour wheel, and i)in

on the dial. The movement will now
be finished and ready for the case.

Geneva Watch.— The following re-

marks refer in the main to foreign
watches with a Liqiine movement.

Rotate the whi'ids c.onniM'ting the hour

and minute hands by the; aid of a key ;
a

glance will suffice to show wiietiier the

several depths, which should l>i! liglit,

are satisfactory. The wheels should not

rub against one another, the plat>',

barrel, i>r Htopwork. The barred sliould

have been ])reviously examined to .'iscer-

taiu that it was not inciini'il to one side,

as, if it were, an error would probably
be made in estimating the degree of

freedom. The set -hands arbor (the

square of which should be a trifle smaller

than that of the barrel ai-bor) must
turn rather stiflly in the centre pinion,
and the cannon pinion must be held on
the arbor sulliciently tight to avoid all

chance of its rising and becoming loose
;

for this would alter the play of the

hands and motion work. Any fault

found in the adjustment should be

corrected at once, to avoid doing so

after the movement has been cleaned.

Slightly round the lower end of the

cannon pinion and the steel shield,

taking care to avoid forming a burr on
the pinion leaves. These two pieces

ought to rest on the ends of the centre-

])inion pivots, and at the same time bo

some distance removed from the plate
and bar respectively.

There must be sulficient clearance

between the plate and barrel
;
the barrel

and centre wheel
;
the several wheels in

succession, both between themselves,
their cocks, and sinks; between the

balance on the one hand and its cock,
the centre wheel, fourth-wheel cock, the

balance-s])ring coils and stud on the

other. The fourth wheel is frequently
found to pass too near to the jewel

forming the lower ))ivot-hole of the

escape wheel. Kud-shake of tlie wheels

may be tested by taking hold of an arm
of each with tweezers and lifting it.

This may also be done in the case of the

escape wheel, but, when the cock is

.slight, it will be suilicient to press

giMitly upon it with a pegwood stick,

tlien releasing it, and observing the

.•ijiljareut increase in the length of jjjvot.

At the same time, ascertain that tiic

wjilth and lieight of the passage in the

cock are enough to allow the tcetii,

wIh!!! carrying oil, to jiass with the re-

quisite frcedi)m. Holding the watch
on a level with the eye, lightly raise

the balance witii a pcgwuod point several

times, each time allowing it to fall.

The variation observeii in the space be-

tween th(^ collet ami cock will indicate

the end-shake of thi' l)alancc stall'.

iSide )day of the balance jiivots in

thi'ir holes can be easily (estimated by

touch, or by the eye, attentively watch-
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ing the upper pivot through the end-

stone with a powerful glass, while the

watch lies flat, and the lower pivot in

the same manner with the watch in-

verted. If the endstones are not clear

enough, which is rare, tirst remove one

endstone and examine the pivot ;
then

replace it and remove the other. It

should be possible to rotate the balance

until the banking pin comes against its

stop, without causing tlie escape wheel

to recoil at all, or allowing a tooth to

catch outside the cylinder behind the

small lip. The banking pin sometimes

passes too near to the fourth-wheel staff'.

The U-arms should rest as nearly as

possible in the middle of the banking
slot of the cylinder; that is to say,

they should be as far from the upper as

from the under edge of this slot, so that

the end-shakes may have free play in all

positions of the watch. See that the

balance spring is flat
;
that it coils and

uncoils regularly without constraint
;

that it does not touch the centre wheel,
the stud, or the inner curb-pin (with its

second coil).

The rapid examination of the escape-
ment may now be regarded as complete,
if the watch in hand is merely being
cleaned after having previously gone
well. But if a watch that has not

gone well previoixsly, or if a new one,

the action of the escapement must be

thoroughl)' tested.

The train being in motion through
the force of the mainspring or the pres-

sure of a finger against the barrel teeth,

examine with a glass all the depths that

are visible. That of the escapement,
for example, can be easily seen through
the jewelled pivot-hole when this is

flat, the watch being laid horizontal and

a powerful glass used. When the action

cannot be seen in this manner with

sufficient distinctness, hold the watch up

against the light and look through it.

Depths that cannot be clearly seen, or

about which any doubt exists, must be

subsequently verified by touch. With
a new watch, it may be found necessary
to form inclined notches at the edge of

the cocks or near the centre hole of the

plate, so as to see the action of the

depths. But it is important that the

settings of the jewels are not disturbed,
and indeed that enough metal is left

round these holes to admit of their being
re-bushed if necessary.

Invisible and doubtful depths must bo

tested by touch, and the requisite cor-

rections applied after having re-polished
the pivots, &c., as may be necessary.
Holes a trifle large are less incon-

venient than those which afford too

little play, providing the depths are in

good condition.

Remove the endstone from the chariot,

and see that the pivot projects enough

beyond the pivot hole when the plate is

inverted. Remove the cock and detach

it from the balance. Take oft' the

balance spring with its collet from this

latter, and place it on the cock in-

verted, so as to see whether the collet is

central when the outer coil is midway
between the curb pins. Remove the

cock endstone and endstone cap, place
the top balance pivot in its hole, and

see that it projects a little beyond the

pivot hole. Put the balance into the
"
figure 8 "

calliper to test its truth,

and, at the same time, to see that it

is sufficiently in poise ; remember, how-

ever, that the balance is sometimes put
out of poise intentionally.

Let the train run down : if it does so

nosily or by jerks, it may be assumed

that some of the depths are bad, in con-

sequence of the teeth being badly formed,
the holes too large, &c. To test the

latter point, cause the wheels to revolve

alternately in opposite directions by
applying the finger to the barrel or

centre-wheel teeth, at the same time

noting the movement of each pivot in

turn in its hole
;
a little practice, com-

paring several watches together, will

soon enable the workman to judge
whether the play is correct. The run-

ning down of the train will also indicate

whether any pivots are bent.

Remove the barrel bar with its several

attachments; also the third wheel, and,

if necessary, test the unrighting of the

centre wheel by passing a round broach

or taper arbor through it, and setting

the plate in rotation about this axis,
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holding .1 card near the edge while doing
so. This will indicate at once whether
the axis of the wheel is at right angles
to the plate. If a marked deviation is

detected, or the holes are found to be

too large, they must be re-bushed and

uprighted. If the error is but slight,

tlie axes may be set vertical by bending
the steady-pins a little, in doing which

proceed as follows:—Set the bar in its

place alone, the screws a little un-

screwed
;
rest the side of the bar oppo-

site to that towards which it is to be

bent against a piece of brass held in the

vice, and strike the fiirther edge of the

plate one or two sharj) blows with a small

woolen mallet. Experience alone can

teach the workman to proportion the

blow so as to obtain a given amount of

deviation, and must enable him to ascer-

tain whether it is desirable or not to

pass a broach through the steady-pin
holes before operating as above ex-

jilaincd.
The centre pivots must project beyond

the holes in tlie ])hite ami bar. A
circular recess is turned round the outer

end of each of these holes so as to form

reservoirs for oil. Owing to the neg-
lect of these simple precautions, many
watches, esj)ecially those that are thin,

come back for repair with their centre

pivots in a bad state, because the oil

could notbeappliedinsullicient fiuantity,
and has been drawn away by the cannon

jiiiiion or the steel shield. If the watch
has a seconds hand, ascertain by nuans
of the callii»er that its whecd is upright.

Finaliv, examine each Jewel to see that

it is neither cracked nor rough at the

edges of the hole.

The side spring, which must not lie

too strong, should reach witii cortainty
to the l)i)ttoin of the spaces between the

ti'i'th of the rati-hct, and this latter

hhoulii be held stoailily in j)osition by
the cap. The barrel is mailo straight
an 1 true on its axis, the arbor having
been pieviously Jiut in order if n>(|uirc'd.

It is a good ])ian after making the ex-

tensive repairs here spoken of to again
test the barrel ami centre-pinion ilepth,

either by touch or by drilling a hole for

observation. The screw of the star I

wheel must not project within the cover

nor rub against the dial
;

it must be

reduced if either case presents itself.

The action of the st()p\v(U'k must be

well assured, especially when the actual

stop occurs. It is a good plan to, as it

were,
"
round-up

"
the star wheel and

finger-piece, with an emery stick, sup-
porting them on arbors. There must be
no possibility of friction between the

finger and the bottom of its sink. To
test the stopwork, take up the winding
square of an arbor, with the barrel, &c.,
in position, in a pair of sliding tongs
or a Birch's key ;

hold the tongs be-

tween the last 3 fingers and the ]ialm of

the left hand, the first linger and thunii)

lieing applied to the circumference of

the barrel so as to rotate it, first in one

direction and then in the other. During
this movement, take a ])egwood point in

the right hand, and try to turn the

star wheel against the direction in which
it would be impelled by the linger.
The tooth that is just goingito engage
with the finger will thus be caused to

take up the worst possible position for

being turned, and thus, if the action

l)roves to be satisfactory for each tooth,

you may rest content as tn the future;

jiroviding, of course, that the engage-
ment takes place sciuare, and there is

no tendency to cause distortion of the

metal. By holding the sliding tongs in

a vice, both hands can be kept at

liberty
It facilitates tin; work to secure oriler

in taking to pieces and cleaning, pre-

venting the screws from being mixed,
kc. It is a good practice to jireiiare

lieforehand one or more boards, in whicli

gi'ooves and holes are made in positions
to correspond with those of the several

|)ieces on the
iii.iti!

of the watch, as

indicated l)y Kig. 227. The round iioles

receive the cock and bar screws, which

may be cleaned while tlie other parts
are in the benzine solution. (Two holes

are sliown side by side for each bar and

cock, so tliat the s;ime ])late will serve

for a birge and small watch.) The oval

or circular hollows at a ami round 6

rccTive the cap screws, and h the shield ;

c hohls the screws of the side spring and
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star wheel, aud the finger-piece pin ; d
is for the screws of the top endstone, and

e for those of the bottom endstone, &c.

Fig. 227.

Very conveniently divided deal boxes,

for holding the several parts of a watch
when taken to pieces, are in general use

by watchmakers. They are of foreign

manufacture, and measure about 6 in.

by 4, and 1 in. in dejith, thus being

large enough to contain all the j^avts

of any ordinary watch. Every young
workman will find the advantage of

noting on a paper, bearing the number
of the watch, the successive operations
that have to be done, striking them out

one by one as the work progresses.
Whatever the system of cleaning

adopted, it is essential that it be con-

cluded by passing a pegwood point into

each of the holes. Brilliancy is given
to the surfaces of cleaned pieces by
])assing a carefully kept fine brush- over

them. A brush that is greasy can only
be cleaned by soap and water, and a

new brush is prepared for use bypassing
an inclined cutting edge over the ends of

its bristles so as to taper them off to fine

points, and to remove knots due to hard

parts or to bristles becoming united.

This preliminary treatment is completed

by charging the brush with French

chalk, and rubbing it vigorously on a

dry crust of bread until the brush can

be passed over a gilded surface without

scratching it. The bristles are main-

tained in good condition by the same
treatment. Billiard chalk is very elec-

tive for this purpose. The greater

number of cavities there are in a crust

the better it will act. Groat bread
seems to be preferable to that made fi-om

wheat, because the latter contains greasy
particles which prevent the brush from

being kept thoroughly clean. A burnt
bone is an excellent substitute for the

crust, and has the advantage of causing
the brush to impart a very brilliant ap-

pearance to objects on which it is used.

Cleaning with a brush is less used

now than formerly, as it can be adopted
with safety with the old-fashioned gild-

ing, but is too severe for the thin gal-
vanic coats that are applied at the

present day. It may, however, be re-

sorted to for getting up the surface of

polished brass wheels, for example. Put
some French chalk or powdered harts-

horn (which can be bought at a che-

mist's) in pure alcohol. Shake the

mixture, and with a fine paint-brush
coat the object with a small quantity
of it, subsequently brushing the surface

with a brush that is in very good con-

dition. Polished wheels may be made
to jiresent a very brilliant appearance

by this means, but their teeth and the

leaves of pinions must be afterwards

carefully cleaned. The French chalk

and hartshorn are more effective accord-

ing as they have remained a longer time
in the alcohol

;
doubtless owing to the

fact that the hard grains are then more

completely dissolved.

In soaping, it is advisable to use a

soap that quickly produces a good lather.

The object is held in the hand aud cleaned

by rubbing with a soft brush charged
with this lather

;
then immerse first in

clean water, and subsequently in alcohul,

moving it about in each : it may be left

for a few seconds in tliis latter, and, on

being removed, is dried with a fine linen

rag or soft muslin. A stroke with a

soft brush in good condition will give

brilliancy to the surface. If cold water
dissolves the soap very slowly, employ
warm. If about to soa]i polished wheels,
the surface must be first got up with a

bulfstick and rouge, or by brushing with
hartshorn. The balance spring may be

cleaned by laying it on a linen rag
doubled, and tapping it gently with a
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brush charged with lather
;

then dip-

ping in water and alcohol in succession.

The alcohol may be used hot or cold, its

action being more rapid and effective

in the former case. But there is no
occasion to use hot alcohol except when

dealing witli substances such as wax,
that resist its action.

The employment of essences in clean-

ing watches is becoming more general

every day. They are to be obtained at

all the tool-shops, together with full

instructions in regard to their use. A
i'aw observations may be not out of

place. The objects are left in the solu-

tion for a few minutes, in order to allow

all adhering matter to dissolve, but not

too long, as certain qualities of benzine,

&c., are apt to leave stains. Dry the

pieces on removing them, and finish by
passing over a fine brusli tliat has been

charged with chalk and subsequently
rubbed on a hard crust or burnt bone.

The following composition has been

strongly recommended :
—90 parts by

weight of refined jietroleum, and 25 of

snlj)huric ether. The objects are im-

mersed for several minutes, and on

removal from the bath are found to be

clean and bright. It must not be for-

gotten that many of these essences are

liable to ignite near a lamp.
Tlie following 3 rules must be ob-

served in arranging a system of ])utting
tlie watch together: (1) avoid taking up
the same piece 2 or more times

; (2) hidd

it liglitly, as any pressure will jiroduce
a mark

; Qi) keep it as sh<irt a time as

jiossibie in tiie fingers. Any linen rags
used must be free from fiulii Init rags
of all kinds should as far as possible be

rcjdaced by certain kinds of tissue pa])er.
The best kind will be that which, while

securing a given degree of pliabilitv,
will ])revent heat and moisture from

])assing through. iJlue tissue jiajier

should be avoided, as it is often found

to encourage the formation of rust on

steel-work.

'J'he following order is often adopted
it» ]iuttiiig tr(g(;tliiT the onlinary form of

(irneva watch, (commence by putting
the several jiarts of the barrel together,

attaching it to the bar and oLsurving the

directions given farther on with regard
to the distribution of oil. Owing to the

position of the stop-finger, it is some-
times found that the mainspring must
be set up either J or | of a turn. Verv
often 5 is not sufficient, and in such cases

it is necessary, before putting together,
to ascertain that the spring admits of

at least 5 or 5| turns in tlie barrel.

If it will not allow this amount, and

yet has to be set up § of a turn, too

great a strain will come upon the eye of
the spring in winding. Fix the chariot

with its endstone on the under side of
the plate. Replace the fourth wheel,

making sure that it is free, has no more
than the requisite end-shake, and is up-
right. Then the escape wheel, testing
it in a similar manner. See that the
teeth have sufficient freedom on both
sides of the cock passa^, then make
the 2 wheels run together with a pair
of tweezers or pegwood in all positions
of the plate to make sure of everything
being free.

Having attached the index and end-

stone to the balance cock, and the

balance spring to the balance (observing
that the centre of the stud is against
the dot on the balance rim), jdace some
oil in both the balance pivot-holes;

adjust the balance to the cock, after

jilacing a drop of oil in the cylinder,
and set in position on the plate. Some
workmen ai)p]y a drop of oil to the top
of the escaj)e-wheel i>ivot-hole before

setting the balance cock in its place,
but others preler only to add the oil

after the escapement has been tested.

I'lacring a small piece of ))nper first be-

tween the balant-e and cock, and then

betweenthe balance and plate, ascertain

whether the escajie wheel occupies its

con-ect ])osition in reference to the

cylintli:r, in onler that the <'sca]n'ment

may act ))ropcrly. 'i'his test is especi-

ally necessary in dealing with very thin

watches or those in which the cylinder

banking slot is excejitionally narrow.

Next fix the barrel bar to the jdate.
Set the third wheid in its place, and

lastly the centre wheid, after putting a

little oil on the shoulder of its liottcm

pivot. I'lefiije ]iutting (lie bar over it,
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apply oil to tlie top pivot in a similar

manner ;
then screw it down. After

this is done, screw on the third-wheel

cock. Apply a small quantity of oil to

the 2 centre pivots, and very lightly to

the others that have not already been

oiled
; give a turn to the key, and listen

to the tick of the watch in all positions.

This should always be done before re-

placing it in the case. After passing the

slightly-oiled set-hands arbor through
the centre pinion, and adapting the

cannon pinion to its end, reverse the

watch, passing the end of the centre

arbor through a hole in the riveting

stake, so that the watch is supported on

the end of the cannon pinion ;
a light

blow of the hammer on the square end

of this arbor will then suffice to drive

the cannon pinion home. Some do this

before replacing the movement in its

case, and some after. Add a little oil

to such pivots as have not already re-

ceived enough, and fix in their places
the remaining parts of the motion work,
the dial and hands: the watch then only

requires to be timed.

The distribution and application of

the oil are of more importance than

might be thought, and have a very
marked influence on both the time of

going and the rate. Very fluid oil may
be used for the escapement and fine

pivots, where only a small quantity is

needed and the pressure is slight ;
but

it is not suitable in other places, on

account of its tendency to spread, and

leave the rubbing surfaces. If too

much oil is applied, the effect is the

same as if there had been too little
;

it

runs away, and only a minute quantity
is left where it is wanted.

To apply oil to the coils of the spring
is not enough; some must also be placed
on the bottom of the barrel. Before

)>utting on the cover, moisten the

shoulder of the arbor-nut that comes

in contact with it with oil : by doing

so, when oil is applied to the pivot,
after the cover is in its place, this oil

will be retained at the centre of the

boss in the cover. Moreover, it will

not then be drawn away by the finger-

piece, passing from this to the star

wheel. The oil applied to the upper
surface of the ratchet, to reduce its

friction against the cap, must not be in

such quantity as to spread on to the

winding square. It is a good plan to

round off the lower corner of this

cover. The observation made in refer-

ence to the oil applied to the barrel

cover may be repeated for the centre

wheel.

After the drop of oil is introduced

into the oil-cup of the balance pivot-

hole, insert a very fine pegwood point,
so as to cause the descent of the oil

;
a

small additional quantity may then be

applied. When this precaution is not

taken, it frequently happens that, in

inserting the balance pivot, its conical

shoulder draws away some of the oil,

and there is a deficiency both in the

hole and on the endstone. Some work-
men place a single drop of oil within

the cylinder, and when the escape
wheel advances each tooth takes some

up. This method is unsatisfactory,
because the earlier teeth receive such

a quantity of oil that it runs down the

pillars, where it is useless, and merely
tends to increase the weight of the

wheel. A much better plan is to put
a very small quantity in the cylinder
and on the flat of each tooth, or every
second or third tooth. It will thus be

evenly distributed, and will not tend to

flow away. The escape-wheel pivots

require Ijut a small quantity of oil. It

often happens, however, that the work-
man applies too much, and it runs down
to the pinion. The leaves thus become

greasy and stick, while the pivots are

running drv.

English Watch.—Many of the re-

marks made in speaking of the Geneva
movement are equally applicable to that

of English construction. It will be

well, however, to supplement them by
a few special directions. The following

points require attention. See that the

position of dial is not altered l^y closing
down the bezel

;
that the fusee dust-

cap does not touch the dome or cap ;

and that the diamond endstone or other

jewelling of the balance cock is free of

the case. In j-plate watches the chain
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is occasionally found to I'ub against the

edge of the case, or the top plate to

press against the bottom edge of the

same, causing the train to bind. See

that the balance and chain, and the

fusee great wheel, are free of the cap
where one exists : the chain is espe-

cially liable to rub after the breaking
of a strong spring, which may cause

the barrel to bulge, when it may also

rub against the potence. Ascertain

that none of the dial-plate feet or uins

touch the train; that the hour wheel

is clear of the third and fourth wheel

bar
;
and the minute wheel out of con-

tact with the dial jilate, and not pressed

by the dial. See that the third wheel is

free in its liollow; and that the balance,
more especially in oversprung watches,
is clear of the barrel.

The index or regulator must be

tested, especially in watches that are

undersprung, at several points between
' fast

" and "
slow," to see that it no-

wiiere approaches too near the spring,
is held with sulficient firmness, and

that it never comes near enough to the

guard pin for contact to occur. See

that the potence screw and steady-pi us

do not jiroject, and that the barrel does

not touch tlie name plate, balance cock,

top plate hollowing or great wheel.

Before taking off the top i)late, notice

the position of the detent in the steel

wheel, and the amount of its end-shake ;

the wear of the holes, and freedom of

the train wheels
;
the position of the

third pinion with respect to the centre

wheel, and that of the escape wheel to

the lever. See that the banking pins
are not loose or bent ; that the guard

pin, which protects the balance staff

when the chain breaks, is near enough
to the barrid and the potence. When
the watch is taken to jiiecos, any loose

pillars or joints must be secured, pivots
examined to see whether worn or bent,

and those working on cndstones that

they come through the holes. The
fourth-wheel jdnion must be fyvn in the

hollow of the pillar plate and the centre

wheel in its hollow
;
a similar examina-

tion also must be made of the collet

and pin which secure the great wheel

to the fusee. If a chain is broken neal*

the barrel end, the stopwork is probably
defective or the spring too strong.
The following faults may occur in

English stopwork. The stop may come

opposite tlie fusee snail too soon or too

late, allowing one turn too few or too

many of the fusee
;
or the back of the

snail may butt against the stop, and
thus stop the watch after going for a

few hours. Overwinding sometimes
occurs in consequence of the stop spring

being locked between the shoulder of

the stop and its brass stud
;
and the

blade of the snail or the end of the stop

may be worn or bent in cleaning. In

5-plate fusee watches, see that the

balance does not come too near to the

fusee, fourth wheel, centre wheel, and
sometimes the escape wheel. The break-

ing of a mainspring sometimes strains

certain teeth of the great wheel.

In examining a lever escapement, the

following particulars should always be

attended to. See that ruby pin and

piillet stones are firmly set; that neither

pallet nor roller is loose on its staft"; and
that the lever and pallets are rigidly
fixed tog( ther. The guard pin must be

firm, the balance well riveted to its

collet, the spring collet sulficiently

tight, and the curb pins firm. If there

is a compensation balance, ascertain that

each screw is tight.
So great a variety of arrangements

of the mechanism for winding watches
at the pendant is met with at the

present day, that it would be impossible
to give detailed directions in regard to

their examination ; the following gene-
ral remarks, however, will be found

of value in directing attention to the

points which most require it, and will

sullice for any intelligent workman. It

should be observed at tlie outsi't, that

the adjustment of keyless work is

almost entirely a question of depths,
and the workman who has thoroughly
mastered this snbji.-ct will rarely ex-

jierience any dilliculty in dealing with

keyless mechanism. Carefully observe

each depth, iicc, in succession, to make
sure that no jirejudicial friction occurs

cither between teeth or by contiguous
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parts coming in contact. All springs
should act solely in the direction in

which pressure is required of them.

Special attention should be given to

the intermediate steel wheel for com-

municating motion to the cannon pinion,
when this exists, as it is permanently
in gear with the train, so that any un-

evenness of the depth will affect the

rate : if the minute wheel have too

much end-shake or play on its stud, it

is apt to ride on the intermediate steel

wheel. The friction of the cannon

pinion on the set-hands arbor must not

be excessive, since it would involve too

great a strain on the teeth of the minute

wheel
;
nor too slight, since the hands

would be liable to be displaced on re-

leasing the set-hands stud. If the in-

termediate wheel has too much end-

shake, limit this by an excentric screw

oveidapping its edge. Test the spring
of the set-hands stud, to see that it is

not too strong or too weak, and that it

moves parallel with the plate. Failure

in this latter particular might lead to

its rising on to the rocking bar or other

piece on which it acts.

Examine the winding-pinion depth,
to see that it is neither too deep nor

shallow. The set-hands stud spring
must be strong enough to resist any
accidental pressure on the stud

; but,
on the other hand, the strength must
not be excessive, as the spring will then

be all the more liable to break, besides

causing: inconvenience when setting the

h:inds. The course of the spring should

be banked at the point which gives a

good depth between the winding and

intermediate wheels. The minute-wheel

stud must be firm in the plate, as any
accidental binding might otherwise un-

screw it, occasioning the breakage of

the dial. When the minute hand is

carried by the set-hands arbor, and not

bv the cannon pinion, care is necessary
in fitting this latter, for if too loose it

will rotate in setting the hands without

carrying the minute hand round, and

the minute and hour hand will cease to

agree.
Attention must be paid to the ap-

plication of oil to kevless work, as, in

its absence, rust rapidly forms, and the

mechanism becomes bound. Of course,
all bearing surfaces, such as the in-

terior of the pendant, intermediate and
minute wheel studs, studs or screws of

the rocking bar or other surfaces on
which wheels rotate, must be lubri-

cated
;
an equally important point is

to liberally oil the teeth of the winding
pinion and the bevel or crown wheel
that engages with it. The application
of a little oil inside and outside the

cannon pinion must not be omitted.

Several watchmakers have not iced that

the oil is preserved intact longer after

washing with soap, if well dune, than

after cleaning with benzines, &c., though
in some instances it may be that the

latter process was not jjroperly per-
formed. However, the following is the

method adopted for some years by Ber-

trand :
—Dissolve in about 1 qt. of rain-

water a piece of Marseilles soap, about

Ij in. square, pared very fine, and add

a piece of black soap the size of a hazel-

nut. Boil, filter through a linen rag,
and bottle the liquid. When required
for use, pour a little into a capsule, and

place the parts (excepting those fixed

with lac) in it, boil it slightly, and
after having; put back the liquid in the

bottle, pass the parts through rain-

water, slightly boiling, and then plunge
them in alcohol. On taking them out,

drv them with a linen rag. By this

means the pieces are much better cleaned

than they would be if benzines were

used. Should the polished wheels turn

a little brown, the colour may easily be

made to disappear by passing lightly
over the stained portion, and without

touching the steel, a pencil-brush dijiped
in water mixed with potash oxalate

(commonly called salts of sorrel), and

dipping in water and alcohol. If neces-

sary, it may be touched up with a dry
chamois leather.

Fivoling.
—This may, in some re-

spects, be called the most tedious of

any work connected with watch repair-

ing ;
for it is certainly no easy job for

the novice to drill down the centre of a

small pinion, especially when the pinion
is left extra hard, which is often the

Z
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case. Jinking the drill to the required

shape and hardness is one of the main

things to be considered. A needle is the

best steel to be obtained for this job.

Heat the needle in the flame of a candle

to a cherry-red, then hammer it into

shape. This must be such a form as

will give as much strength as possible ;

therefore, do not hammer the sides too

flat, or the edges will snap off when
hard. It must not be too pointed for

drilling steel, but will work very well

witiiout a point, provided a nice cutting

shape is obtained, which is secured liy

making the end a little larger than the

other part, and slightly flattened with

the round-faced hammer, then stoning

up so that there is an edge in the

centre of the flattened part. If this

edge is slightly rounded instead of

pointed like a brass drill, it will make
the drill cut longer than the pointed

shape, as there is more of the cutting
surface utilised at one time; therefore

there is not the amount of wear on any

particulir point of action, so it will cut

long after a pointed drill has become
dulled. To get the drill e.\tra hard,
hold it in the candle flame until it be-

comes a cherry-red, then immerse in

quicksilver. Do not get it to a white

heat, or the steel will be too brittle,

and never cut satisfactorily. A candle

is much better than gas for making up
•Iriils, as the gas burns the steel, owing
to the sharp current of air through
the burner. Some use water and some
oil to harden the drills, while others use

the tallow of the can<lle. Hither will

have the desired efloct, providing the

steel lias not been lieate<l too much
before putting in—a deep red is quite
Buflicient.

Suppose the drill is bard enough to

cut down the required steel wlicre the

|)ivot is wanted—say a verge third-

wheel bottom pivot. After finding the

lentre, apply )denty of oil to the drill,

then drill down until yoti get about the

depth of a pivot's jr-ngth. Now lile the

steid a jierfect lit tr) this hole. There is no

lic'tter sfeel for the pivot than :i n lie,

brought down to a plum rolmir. When
it i» stoned to fit the inde tightly, <lriv.'

it in with the flat hammer. If it is a

good fit, you may now cut it off a little

longer than required, run a point on it,

put the point into the turns, and see if

the pinion runs true. If so, the pivot

may soon be finished
;
but provided

you have got the j)ivot a little out of

the centre, you must make the point a

little out of the centre of it, so that the

pinion will run true
;
then turn it true

before you begin with the pivoting file,

or you will find the pivot will never

find the centre by filing. Great care

should be taken in getting the point of

the pivot in the proper place before

beginning to turn. With care, pivots

may be put in so that the watch will

not suffer therefrom. Even if it is a

wheel, whose being out of poise does

not matter, it will throw the depths
unequal, providing the pivot is out of

the centre. It is sometimes rather

tedious to get the pinion true from the

l)oint of pivot as advised, but there had
better bo a few minutes taken there

than to
sli])

the job and then have a

bad depth to correct.

In putting in a verge fourth pivot, if

it be a seconds pivot, drill the ])inion
far enough, or, as before, the length of

the seconds pivot
—this will make a

firm job of it. Care must be taken

not to break the drill in
;
but with a

lirojjerly sha])ed drill and a steady hand
there is not often a break.

Whether verge, lever, or Geneva

]iivots, they can all be done in the way
stated, but of course a Geneva escape-
wheel pivot requires more practice than
a third-wheel ])ivot of a verge watch.

With this the wheel must be taken olf

in order to get the ferule on to run it

with. In ])utting on the wheel again
th(! best tool to use is a ])inion riveting

to(d, as it is then left nice and flat. No
watchmaker should be without thi-; U<u],

:is it is so useful for all kinds of riveting
whore accuracy is recpiired. It will

leave th(! brass jierfectly ])olished where
it is useil to rivet a Italanee on.

There are pivots where the drill is

not us(!d. Soniedrill in t he turns, others

use the mandlil, willi the wheel shel-

lacked (iiinlv in i(, Iwlding the drill mi
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the rest
;
while others employ the old-

fashioned method of holding the wheel
in the hand and running the drill in the

vice holes. The operator may choose

his own method.
Now for a pivot without any drilling—a staff top pivot for instance. Drive

out the old stati' entirely (the steel part
of it), then cut off the steel about half

as much as reaches through the brass
;

stone the end flat, then put it in again
as before. This will leave a hole in the

top part. Put a piece of properly
tempered steel in this hole, solder it iu

with a small portion of solder, then
centre the point so that the body of the

staff runs perfectly true
; put it in the

turns, and turn down to required shape
for pivot, finishing off with file anil

burnisher. This is the best method for

a staff top pivot, which can be done with-

out much fatigue. Of course this method
cannot be resorted to when it is a solid

steel staff,- such as the Waltham staffs.

In this case the drill has to be used ;

but when the operator has had plenty
of practice with the turns he would be

very likely to put in a new staff' rather

than a pivot. Even in putting in a

new staff' (English), the steel can be

driven out, and another piece put in,

saving the trouble of turning the brass.

In doing this, care must be taken to

get the old brass to run true on the

centres before using the graver, or the

balance will be out of poise.
We now come to the easiest pivot job,

although by some it is thought to be

a very delicate and tedious job— the

cylinder pivot. Provided the top plug
is a good fit, but has the pivot broken,

simply drive out the plug a little way
(the length of the pivot) and run a new
pivot on the same plug; turn it back a

little way to give it a good appearance.
This may be done complete in 10
minutes

;
so it is not very serious after a

little practice has been had at it. In

driving out the plugs, make a steel

stake with holes through and cham-
fered on the top; this will let the plug
move while the shell is held firmly on
the stake.

A'ew Mainspring.
— The barrel cover

being removed by the blade of a small
watch screwdriver, the arbor is first

taken out and then the broken spring.
If, without doubt, the broken spring
was the original spring, and the watch
is of fair quality, it is well to follow the
rule generally adopted by the trade, and

replace it with another of "the same
width and strength." Frequently, how-
ever, it happens that the spring is not
the original, but one put in by some
careless workman either ignorant of
what conditions a spring should fulfil,
or contented with the nearest spring to

the original that he happened to possess.
In such a case, the general rule does
not apply.

Suppose, by way of example, that

you have a broken spring to replace,
which evidently is not of the proper
width and strength for the barrel it

occupied, and consequently not adapted
to the watch. The first consideration
is its width, which should be as great as

the barrel will fairly admit, reaching
from the bottom of the barrel to the

groove barely, excepting where the
barrel cover is hollowed out, when it

may reach it fully. If the spring is

not wide enough, its working will be

irregular ;
if too wide, then it will bind in

the barrel. The next point is the thick-

ness, and it is most important that this

should be correct for the watch to per-
form satisfactoi'ily. If the spring is

too thick, the action of the escapement
will be hurried and its rate unsteady,
and the chain more liable to break

;

while, if too thin, the escapement will

be sluggish, and the watch apt to stop

altogether. The strength of the spring
should be such that, when of the proper
length, hooked in the barrel and wound
up, it may cause the barrel to make
about f of a turn more than is required
by the length of a chain that occupies
the fusee when fully wound. The length
of a spring should be such that when
wound in the barrel it should occupy
about i of its diameter. Having gauged
the width and found the corresponding

springs, one of tiie proper strength will

be found as a rule to be a little larger
in diameter than the barrel, or one that

z 2
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would almost fill the barrel if it were

wound in, so that it is necessary to

break ofi' a short piece that the barrel

may not be too full. This applies to

the springs as bought from the makers,
coiled within a wire ring, and is merely

given as an approximate guide to

siUection.

Having selected a spring apparently

suitable, it must be shortened as much
as is necessary, and " hooked in," when
it must be finally tested by holding the

barrel tight in the left hand and wind-

ing up the spring by means of a pair of

sliding tongs attached to the squared
end of the barrel arbor, and observing
how many times it causes the barrel to

revolve. If it makes an insufficient

number of turns, the spring is too thick
;

if too many, it is too thin. Although
this may be stated as a general rule, it

is not without exceptions, as, fur example,
in verge watches it is occasionally ex-

pedient to use a somewhat weaker

spring than will only make the proper
numlior of turns, owing to an im})erfect
and unequal balance wheel not admitting
of a close and correct cscajiemcnt.
There are 2 methods of liookiiig in

mainsprings: in one the hook is in the

barrel, and the spring only requires a

hole in it near the end; in the other

the hook is attached to the spring, a

hole bidng formeil in the barrel to re-

ceive it. Jn replacing a spring which

only requires a hole in the end, it must
be carefully tempered by moans of a

very .«niall flame, so applied that the

.'jjiring may be gradually and equally

tenqii'red from the end whore thi; boh;

is to \>c, whicli should be rather snft, to

about h in. of its length. Tin- li(di.' .should

be square, as being the least liable to

constrain the spring, and prevent its

jiroper action in the barrel. It is usual,
after making the hole, which is

])un(.'iied

with a pair of mainspring nippers, to

)iass a fib; lightly across tiie end of the

spi-ing and round off the corners, giving
it a neat and workmanlike ai)iiearaiii-e.

When the hook is to be attached to the

spring, the latter is tempered in tJie

nianiHT already described, and a small

r<iund hole i.s ]>uiiclied in it. A
|)ii'c'(:

of "hooking-in" wire is then fitted to

the hole in the barrel, and placed in the

jaws of a i)air of sliding tongs in such a

manner that a pivot may be filed on it

to fit the hole in the spring, and cause

the piece of hooking-in wire to form a

hook standing at the proper angle to

suit the h(de in the barrel. The hook-

ing-in wire is then put in the vice, and
the mainspring is firmly secured to it

by riveting, when the length of the

wire is cut off, leaving only suflicient to

form the hook. The end cf the s}iring
is usually finished like the other, but
left pointed instead of round.

Ncio Bam l-hooh.—When this is neces-

sary, it is always a good plan to put in

one of steel, and not brass, as they fre-

quently are. The hook should be
"

tajjjied
"

in very tiglit and nicely

shajied, not standing up too high in the

barrel.

Titjhtening Barrel-cover. — When a

barrel cover is loose, it should be

covered over with a piece of tiiin )iai)ir

and gently tMi)j)ed with a round-faced

hammer all round the edge, which, if

carefully done, will spread the cover a

little without marking it.

Sew ]!ar,rcl-arbvr.
—There are 3 kinds

of arbor commonly in use—the plain

English, the plain Geneva, and the

Geneva with solid ratchet. The fitting
of a new one of either kind reciuiies to

be done very carefully, it being abso-

lutely necessary that the pivots shoulil

be accurately fitted, and the end-shakes

very exact, for the barrel to run true

and give satisfaction. Either of the

]il:iin arliors can be made from a piece
of ordinary round steel, or an "arbor
in the mugh

"
may be obtained from

the tool shops, in the former case, it

will be necessary to turn the steel some-

what to shape in the lathe; but when

bought in tlw" rough, the arbor is quite

reaily for the more exact turning whicii

is done in "the turns." A screw ferule

is attac lied to one end of tli(! arlior, and

the body or centre \mvt is first turned

to the proper wiilth and diameter, the

measurement being tak(!n from the old

arbor bv means of the )iinion gauge.
The aibor is then turned down and
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polished until it iits the holes in the

barrel just tight, when a round broach

]>assed lightly into the holes will give
the necessary freedom.

If an English arbor, the next step will

be to turn the top pivot and fit it into

the name plate, and after\v;irds file the

square on the other end of the arbor to

receive the ratchet. If, however, it is

a Geneva arbor, the square for the stop-
work finger-piece must be made, and
the lower pivot finished first, and the

top or winding square (which also re-

ceives the ratchet) last. In filing these

squares, great care must be taken to

make them really squares. The best

plan to ensure success is to turn a line

where the square is to end, and file them

up in the turns between the centres.

The ends of the squares and pivots are

usually finished in the screw-head tool.

The hook to take the mainspring is

formed by drilling an oblique hole in

the body, and driving in very tight a

piece of good tempered steel, which is

then filed to shape. In case of a Geneva
arbor with solid ratchet, it is necessary
to buy the arbor in the rough, and
advisnhle to have that kind which is

half finished, for tlie body is then screwed
on and the ratchet polished. It is

almost impossible to tap a good thread
with the ordinary screw-plates suitable

for this purpose ;
and if an arbor not

already screwed by the proper plates
must be used, it will be found much
better to accurately fit on the body
with a plain round hole, and secure it

with a good steel pin. This latter kind

of arbor is generally found where the

barrel is
"
hanging

"
on the bottom pivot

of the arbor, unsupported.
Neio Barrel.—When it becomes neces-

sary to put in a new barrel, as it some-
times does, either from the barrel

cracking, across where the "hooking"
is, or from unskilful treatment having
spoilt it, the best plan is to send the

arbor and old barrel to the material

dealers, and have a new one of the same
diameter fitted to the arbor. The new
barrel will require very little finishing,
and it is much better and cheaper than

attempting to make one.

Ecpairing the Chain.—A very frequent
occurrence is the breaking of the chain,
and to rejiair it neatly and strongly

only a small amount of application is

required. One end of the broken chain
must consist of a double, and the other
end of a single link. It is easy enough,
by means of a sharp penknife, to get the

single link, but the double one is some-
times mure difficult to obtain. The
best plan is to rest that end of the chain
at which the double link is required
upon the filing block, and, with the
thumb-nail of the left hand, keep one
end of the pair forming the double link

tight together, while with the penknife
you gently separate the other, so as to

loosen the rivet first from one side and
then the other. If the chain is then held
in the left hand and the small piece of

broken link is firmly grasped with tlie

pliers and a sharji pull given, it will be
found that the double link is made and

ready to ]-eceive the single one. When
the ends to be joined are placed iu

position, they should be secured by a
rivet made of chain wire

;
but in the

absence of this, a needle, properly tem-

pered to a blue colour, may be used,

taking care not to leave the rivet too

long. Also remember that the hooks
are placed the right way to hook in

the barrel and fusee. When a new
chain hook only is required, it will be
found much easier to turn the chain
than the hook, when the latter happens
to lie the wrong wav.

Chain ntnning Jiat or off the Fusee.—
When a chain runs flat, when working
back on to the barrel, or slips up the
fusee when winding, it must be care-

fully examined, and the cause found out.

Sometimes it results from the chain

being too large; then the only remedy
is a new chain. At other times it will

be found that the delicate spiral projec-
tions on the fusee which separate each
turn of the chain from the next have
become bruised and perhaps broken in

places, so that the safe retention of the

chain cannot be relied on. If the

damage is very serious, the fusee should
be re-cut, but if only trifling, it may
be rectified by carefully raising the
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injured part to its proper position and

then placing it in the turns, and allow-

ing a graver of suitable shape held in

the right hand to lightly scrape out

the grooves as the fusee is slowly turned

with the left. When the chain runs off

without any apparent cause it may be

IrLMjuently altered by changing it end

for end, or by taking a very little off

from the outer lower edge of the chain

along its entire length. When all these

means fail, by putting in a new hole for

the top fusee pivot, so that the fusee

inclines away from the ban-el, a certain

cure will be effected, as this must evi-

dently cause the chain to run in its

proper position.

Fitting Hairsprings is frequently a

source of much trouble for the novice.

First get to know what train the watch

has; this, of course, will necessitate your

knowing the number of teeth in the

fourth wheel and escape pinion ;
that is,

if it is a seconds watch
;

if not, you will

have to know the whole train from

centre wheel. Now if we find the watch

has to beat 18,000 i)er hour, we get the

hairspring that will be the jjroper

strength to make the balance oscillate

300 jicr minute, or 5 per second. This

is done by fastening the centre of the

spring to one of the pivots with a piece

of beeswax ;
but notice that the centre

of the spring has been made the jiroper

size for the collet before being tried, as

a spring with its old centre—as made—
will be so that it gives its beats slower

than when the centre has been brokcMi

out to make it fit
;
therefore wiien this

is corrtfct, and waxed to one ]iivot, we
take hold of the outer coils of the spring,

just where the spring is the proper cir-

cumference for tliis coil to reach the

name jiiace as the stud and the curb

i)in8. This will lie the projiur size, but

to get the proper strength, we notice

the beats it will make, by ])la(iiig the

other ))ivot on a watch-gi.iss, holding
the tweezers about where it should be

pinned
in the stud; by giving the ba-

lance a sligl)t move we soon see the

numlier of beats it will make in a

minute, bv counting and watihing tiie

eccuudd liuui of tliu ruguiatiug cluck.

If it is a train which requires 16,200,
we then have to get the spring of sucli

a strength that it will make 270 vibra-

tions per minute
;
but it is best to count

every alternate vibration, making the

counting 135 per minute for the 16,200
train. If it goes a little over or under
this number move the tweezers a little

along the spring till you find the exact

place where the number is correct ;

this is just the place to pin in the stud,

and the watch will be to time. With
the 16,200 train the watch beats 4^
times i)cr second ; but somo of tlie old-

fashioned levers and Genevas beat only
4 per second ; this, of course, can be

counted by taking every alternate beat

until you get 120 per minute. Those

who follow this method will be able to

set the spring and return it at once ready
timed.

\Veahc7iing the Hairspring.
—This is

effected by grinding the spring down.

Itomove the spring from the collet, and

])lace it upon a piece of pivot wood cut

to fit the centre coil. A jtiece of soft

steel wire, flattened so as to pass freely
between the coils, and armed with a

little pulverised oil-stone and oil, will

si!rve as your grinder, and with it you
may soon reduce the strength of the

s]iring. Your oj)erations will, of course,

be confined to the centre coil, for no

other part of the spring will rest sulfi-

ciently against the wood to enable you
to grind it, but this will generally
sudice. The effect will be more rapid
than one would su]>])ose, therefore you
will watch carefully, or you may get
the s|)ring too weak before you suspect
it. Another and jierhajis later process
is as follows:—Fit the collet, without

removing the s])ring, ujion a stick of

])ivot wood, iinil having jireiJarcd a little

diluted nitric acid in a watch-glass,

plunge the centre coils into it, kee]iing
the other jiarts of tiic spring from con-

tact by holding it in the shape of an in-

verted hoop skii't with your tweezers.

lv\])ose it a
fi'\y seconds, governing the

time of crmrse by the degree of effeet

desired, and then rinse oil', first with

cli'an water, and afterwards with alcohol.

Diy iu the sua or with tissue paper.
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I'o clean a Hairspring, immerse it in

benzine and leave it there for a few

minutes ; if you watch it, you will see all

the little particles of dirt and oily matter

leaving the spring ; after they are all

off, liy the spring flat on the paj^er and

jist hold the chamois leather in your

fiuger and press carefully on the spring :

this will soon dry it.

Cleaning a Dial.—First dissolve ^ oz.

potassium cyanide in hot water : to this

add 2 oz. strongest ammonia and
g- oz.

spirits of wine. Dip the dial for a few

seconds, and immediately immerse in

warm water, brushing it liglitly witli

sonj); this will soon show a clean dial;

then rinse, and dry off in hot boxwooil

dust. Some use diluted nitric acid fur

cleaning dials, or soda hyposulphite will

do it, if dissolved and mixed with am-

monia; but with either of these the

painted numbers go with the dirt, so

only dials with gold numbers can be

done with this process.

Fitting Dials on Geneva Watches.—
Amongst the various repairings it will

often happen that new dials are required
to replace damaged ones, and it is well

known how seldom the feet of these new
dials correspond with the old holes in

the plate. The making of new holes

sometimes meets with some obstacles, as

they (the holes) occasionally would come
in contact with parts of the movement.
In such cases, it is best to cut the feet off,

and carefully file flat with the enamel,
then hold the dial in the proper place on

the plate, and mark through the old

holes the place for the feet to fill these

holes
;
remove the enamel on these

marked places with an emery file until

a small space of the copper is laid bare.

Then cut 2 feet out of an old dial, so as

to leave a small plate on them, and

solder these to the jilaces for the purpose
on the new dial. With a little care

and practice the experiment will not fail

to give the desired result, as regards

strength of the feet and the neat fitting

into the proper holes.

Timing a Watch.—To effect the best

possible results in timing an ordinary
watch to the various positions, it is ab-

solutely necessary to strictly observe

the condition of the pivots of the cylin-
der or staff in lever, &c., escapements,
and the jewel holes in which the pivots
run. The pivots ought in all cases not

to be unnecessarily long, be made coni-

cal at the shoulder and elontjating, per-

fectly cylindrical for about Ih the length
of the jewel hole, in order to rest freely
on the cap jewel. When the watch is

in a horizontal position, the point of the

jiivot should be quite flat, with merely
the sharp edge removed and well

polished ;
a pivot so constructed will

work easy in all positions, and be

least exposed to bending or breaking.
The hole in the jewel should always be

of tlie same length as the width of it,

which is the proper size to equalise the

fViction of the pivot, whether the watch
be in vertical, horizontal, or slanting

position. If the hole is found to be

larger than the diameter, the length can

easily be reduced with the aid of a dia-

mond drill, the end of which to be of a

round instead of a sharp-pointed shape ;

or too large a hole may be reduced in a

few seconds. The bars of the polished
steel effected in the hollow of the jewel
is quite immaterial to the action of the

pivot, as long as it is kept clean. Last

of all, the balance should be carefully

poised, and the balance spring be kept

quite flat and fi'ee.

PHOTOGRAPHY.—A long
article on this subject appeared in the 1st

Series of '

Workshop Receipts,' but since

that time many new processes have
come into use, and will be discussed

here.

Gelatine Processes. The Gela-

tine.—Dry-plate makers are aware that

the quality of gelatine varies as regards

tendency to frill, and their idea that

this tendency is governed by the amount
of water different specimens will take

up is generally but not altogether true.

Different gelatines dry in different times,
and throw those stains upon the plate
which are the cause of the tendency to

frill. Abney prepared a solution of

gelatine of such a strength that 5 gr,
of the colloid were made to form a film

upon each quarter-})late ;
after being

dried, the films were strijiped from tiie
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glass and accurately measured. Some
were then placed in water to soak

;

others were treated with ammonia of

the strength usually employed in de-

veloping, while more were soaked re-

spectively in solutions of monocarbonates
of soda and potash, in which they were
allowed to .swell for one hour. The re-

sults showed that ammonia promotes
swelling, whilst the monocarbonates of

potash and soda have less tendency so

to do
; consequently they are in this

respect better for developing.
An easy method of getting emulsion

to flow freely over a glass plate is to

cover a squeegee with swans-down, and
to rub it over the plate just before

coating with emulsion. Abney's e.x-

periences with silicates as a substratum
to promote the flow of gelatine have not

been good. Warnerke is in fivour of the

use of monocarbonate of potash, as it

gives less tendency to frilling. Gela-

tine is firmer the quicker it is de-

veloped. When you want to avoid

frilling, add alum (up to 5 per cent.) to

the first washing water in which the

emulsion is squeezed out in line threads
;

the succeeding washings clear out the

alum again. Use ordinary alum—not

chrome alum. The threads become

crisp under the treatment, and do not

incrense in bulk. The plates develop

quicker than when there has been no

treatment with alum at all, but the

increase in rapidity of development is

small.

Sebastian Davis states that, if gela-
tine be moist fur a long time, decom-

position has a tendency to set in near

the centre of the ]date. He made one

hatch of j)liite3 with Ileiurich's very
hard gelatine, and another batch with

Nelson's No. 1—a very .soft gelatine.
The latter were 4 or 5 days in drying
without nrti(i<:ial ap|)liances for tb.e

](urposc, whilst the farmer drieil in 4S
hours iindiT similar f'ircuinstances. The
hard gelatine has no direct tendency to

blister.

S]iillcr states that alum, or a very
little zinc 8uli)hHte (about A per cent.)
jg Nomntimes put into glue by the manu-
facturers to jiromote the liardening.

The etfect of metallic salts upon gela-
tine ought to be tried by experiment,
for probably some of them will be foucd
to give the plate much less tendency to

frill.

Capt. Abney states that his e.xpe-
rience with soft gelatine artificially
hardened is that its exj-'ansive power is

materially lessened. If plates were 48

hours in drying he should be astonished

if they did not frill and blister. He
should get perfect fog under the cir-

cumstances. The use of a substratum

prevents the mark round the edge of

the plate in drying. Not less than 8
hours or more than 24 hours is the best

time for drying, and quick drying by
alcohol tends to blistering. Altogether,
16 hours is a good time for the drying
of plates. England's experience in re-

lation to the efl'ect of slow drying on
the centre of the j)late shows that his

emulsion was not sensitive enough at

the time of coating if he desired the

maximum of rapidity. Zinc nitrate has

a hardening efl'ect upon gelatine, and
with the use of zinc bromide for decom-

posing the silver nitrate, there is no
risk of getting slowness

;
but the zinc

salt is not so " certain
"
as the potassium

salt.

Emulsions.—(1) Burton and other

well-known photographers advise the

"acid boiling"' process for making the

emulsion, the operation being con-

ducted in a very slight deep-ruby light.
The formula; used by Burton are:—
(a) Silver nitrate 400 gr.

Water 8 oz.

(6) Ammonium bromide ., 220 gr.
Ammonium iodide .. .. 15 gr.
Ammf)nium chloride .. !•'> gr.
Gelatine (Nelson's No. 1) 80 gr.
Water 8 oz.

llytlrobromic acid, enough
to make the solution just
acid,

(c) Autotype gelatine .. .. 450 gr.

soaked in water, and afterwards squeezed
to get rid of as much of the water as

possiblp.
lodiile is n-conimendt'd by Capt.

Abney, and adds greatly to the quality
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i,f tiie plates. Although ammonium
chloride is used in the preparation
of this emulsion, it is not intended

that there shall be any silver chloride

in the emulsion. The bromide and

iodide are just estimated to convert the

silver, using Wernerke's practical equi-

valents. The reason for using the

chloride at all is that a greater degree
of sensitiveness is gained by boiling in

presence of an excess of chloride than

with an excess of bromide. Probably
no advantage arises from the presence
of silver chloride in the emulsion.

The amount of gelatine used in emul-

sification is rather greater than is some-

times recommended, the quality of the

plate being thereby improved. The

reason why no definite quantity of acid

is given, is because the chemicals them-

selves are frequently acid. Success in

getting a very sensitive, and at the

same time clear emulsion, greatly de-

pends on the amount of acidity of the

solution. It should be just acid enough
to show by litmus paper. If this is the

case when the salts are first dissolved,

nothing more is wanted. If not, add

very dilute hvdrobromic acid, till the

solution will just turn blue litmus paper
red. If it has been neutral at first,

about one drop of strong hydrobromic
acid will suffice.

Autotype gelatine is the best for the

bulk, as frilling never occurs with it.

It is very hard setting, but at the same

time does not repel the developer as

some gelatines do. Somewhat more
than the quantity given may be used,

if it be desired.

To emulsify, pour the solution (6) into

a glass bottle; afterwards add, little by

little, the silver nitrate, both solutions

having been raised to a temperature
somewhere approaching the boiling-

point. The whole is then poured into

a large beaker or jelly-can ;
this is

covered with a wooden dish and placed
in a saucejian. The lid of the latter is

put on, and the whole is allowed to boil.

Coat a plate with the emulsion newly
made : on looking at a light through the

plate, the light appears ruby ri'd. The

emulsion is said to be " red by trans-

mitted light." As the process goes on,

however, the colour changes, and at last

it becomes blue. It is difficult to say

exactly when the whole of the silver

bromide has been converted into the

blue variety, but it may be discovered

bv gently drying a plate coated with

the emulsion. The blue bromide and

the red bromide -will separate into

patches. When all is converted to the

blue, the boiling may cease. The time

taken in boiling seems to vary consider-

ably with diflerent manipulators : gpne-

rally somewhere between 1 and 2 hours;
but it may be continued for several

hours without producing fog, so long as

the emulsion is kept distinctly but

slightly acid. The bulk of the gelatine
is then added, and the whole is poured
out in a fiat dish to set.

When set quite stiff, it is cut up and

placed in the "'squeezer." It is pushed

through wire gauze into a hair sieve

held under water. This cuts it into

very small particles, and if water be

allowed to run through the sieve for

2 hour, the soluble salts will all be washed

away. After this, the sieve is allowed

to stand a short time, for some of the

water to drain off. The emulsion is

then heated, filtered through 2 folds of

a pocket handkerchief, and spread on

the glass. Use a small teapot as a

pourer. Pour the emulsion on the

plate while the latter is on the levelling
shelf. Then take a glass rod in the

finger and thumb of each hand
; dip

this rod into the pool of emulsion on

the plate
—the emulsion runs by capil-

lary attraction along the rod to the

edges of the plate, but no farther. Lift

the glass rod about a
-^^

in.
;
the emul-

sion rises with it. Pass it rapidly first

to one end of the plate then to the

other, guiding yourself by keeping your
thumb and finger on the levelling shelf,

and the plate is absolutely evenly coated.

It is never removed from the levelling
shelf till it is set. The plates are

slightly warmed to begin with. When
set, they are reared on ends in racks

;

then placed in the drying box to dry.
Plates prepared as described are quite

as rapid as the average of the so-called
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instantaneous plates sold commercially.

Ca])t. Abncy lirst pointed out that an

enii-.lsion got more ra])id by keeping it

cold after it was washed. This only

happens when the emulsion is alkaline,

or at least not acid. If to the emulsion,

made as described above, about 8 drops

of strong ammonia be added to the pint,

it will be found that, after a week's

keeping, the plates made from it will be

2-3 times quicker than before, and

quicker than any commercial plates.

This adding of a few drops of ammonia,

simply to neutralise any acidity which

may be in the emulsion, must be by no

means confused with the process where

digestion is carried on in the presence
of 1-2 per cent, of ammonia, before

washing.
It is not worth while for an amateur

to make his own plates, if he expects to

economise by it. It is easy to make a

moderately rapid emulsion, and to make

a number in succession with uniformity,

but it is not so easy to make the plates.

It is on their coating and drying that the

dilliculty comes. Then, if an exceed-

ingly rapid emulsion is required, the dif-

lic-ulties become very great; the amount

of light admissible is so small, that

manipulation must be performed more

by feeling than by seeing.

An important (luestion is the tem-

perature ofthe coating and dryin,' room.

As regards coating, with the gelatine he

used. Burton i)refers to have the room

about G0°-65° F.
;

if colder than that,

he warms it; G5° F, is the highest that

ouglit ever to be used for drying, un-

less the natural heat of the air is

greater. l'>y lowering the airbidow the

natural tenii)eraturi', you jiroduce a

certain amount of ilampness. The tem-

j<eraturc should never be raised above

Go° F. If you have a very dry room,

you may kee|> it lielow that. As regards

the method of applying lii'at, unc a very
hinall room, heated with a gas-stove, t lie

products of t h".' combust ion of which must

be carried outside; if working in a large

room, arrange to draw ainlown the out-

side of the ilue from the draught-box
between it and n sliding cylinder fitted

outside of it. (i'oc. Arts Jl.)

(2) Lockett (N. Stafford. Photog.

Assoc.) gives the following directions :
—

In the first jilace, all utensils are

made as clean as jwssible. A large

saucepan is filled with water, 20 gr. of

gelatine put into a bottle with 6 or 7 oz.

of water, and 112 gr. AmBr, 6 gr. KI,
and 4 gr. AmCl

;
2 drops hydrochloric

acid
;
heat the water in the saucepan,

place in it the bottle until the gelatine
is dissolved, coat, and add by red light
200 gr. AgNOj in crystals ;

shake until

dissolved, which may be known by the

sound. Put this in a dark place until

convenient for boiling ;
will keep in

this state for 3 weeks without ex-

periencing any ill effect.

The boiling is done by jjlacing the

bottle uncorked in a covered saucejjan

containing water, which is brought to

boiling-point if kept there for 60 min.,

shaking occasionally ;
when cold, the

full quantity of gelatine is added, viz.

20 gr. per ounce, stirring well up from

the bottom, and pouring into a dish to

set. When cold, squeegee the emulsion

(after being scraped u]> from the bottom
of the dish with a card) through muslin

into a solution of potash bichromate,
stir it u]) with a strip of glass, and

leave for h hour or nuire ;
then ]dace in

a sieve and drain well, afterwards well

wash in running water for an hour,

drain, melt again, and make up to 10

oz. The addition of alcohol is un-

necessary, unless you wish to keep the

emulsion, when cover it with methyl-
ated spirit.

The plates arc cleaned, ami a substra-

tum of sodic silicate-solution in water

^ per cent, is applied with a sponge, and

allowed s)iontancously to dry. This is

an effectual cure for frilling, and at th('

same time it renders tiie operation of

coating more easy, allowing the emul-

sion to flow like collodion without the

use of spirit. The emulsion is warmed
and ])assed through 4 thicknesses of

flannel into a jug ; again jiour upon the

jjlates as with collodion, but only slight-

ly drain and then |dace upon cold glass

plates to set, which they do iu 10

minutes. Afterwards )dae(! upon racks

in a well-venlilaled drying cupboard,
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the door of which is not opened until

they are judged to be quite diy, or

marks will occur in them. These plates

give thin images unless plenty of bro-

mide be used. The best proportion is :
—

4 gr. ammonia, 3 gr. ammonia bromide,
2 gr. pyrogallic acid (commonly termed

simply
"
pyro ") per oz. of water. But

if any one gives the common soda

carbonate a trial, he will prefer it to

ammonia. Use a saturated solution,

with which and 1 gr. pyro and 3

ammonia bromide, you will get denser

and brighter negatives than with 2 gr.

pyro and ammonia.

(3) Although somewhat slower than

a bromide emulsion, the chloride pos-
sesses greater scope for positive printing
than can be attained with the bromide.

A. L. Henderson adopts the following
formula for a chloride emulsion, which
is very practical and useful :

—
Hard gelatine
Water
Silver nitrate

Water

.. 80 gr.
1* oz.

75 gr.

idr.

The gelatine and silver are dissolved

separately, then mixed, the silver solu-

tion being warmed and gently poured
into the gelatine. To this is next added

(stirring the silver solution all the

time) :

Dry sodium chloride.. 21 gr.

Potassium citrate .. 21 gr.
•

Dissolved in water . . § dr.

which is warmed. The emulsion is

poured into a dish and allowed to set.

The jelly is now cut into strips, and

washed in the usual way ;
cold water

should be used, as the emulsion is very
thin. The wash should be carried on

under a yellow light. After washing,
the emulsion is melted by heat and to

it are added :

Salicylic acid .. ..3 gr.
Dissolved in alcohol . . 2 dr.

Chrome alum .. .. 1 gr.

Dissolved in a small quantity of warm
water. After the emulsion is tiltered,

the plates are coated with it in the

usual way. The film is extremely thin,

on account of the watery composition
of the emulsion. If more contrast is

wanted, the emulsion should be made
thicker by the addition of gelatine. As
it will not keep well, only small batches

should be made at a time, enough to

cover the plates to be coated.

Opal plates coated with the emulsion

are printed behind a negative in a frame

in the same manner as with ordinary
silver paper; the picture will appear on

the surface in the same way. The ex-

posure varies with the density of the

negative, and may readily be ascer-

tained by exposing a piece of paper
coated with the same emulsion behind

the negative. After printing, the plate
is first well washed, and is next toned

with the ordinary gold chloride and
borax toning bath

;
it is again well

washed, and fixed for 10-15 minutes in

a hypo bath of 21 per cent, strength ;

is washed well and soaked again for a

i^ew minutes in an alum bath, washed,
and dried.

(4) A. L. Henderson has recently
made some improvements on what is

termed his cold precipitation process of

making gelatine emulsions. The formula
is as follows :

—

(«) Distilled water .. .. 1 oz.

Nelson's No. 1 gelatine 5 gr.
Potassium bromide .. 180 gr.

Potassium iodide 2gr.

The above is heated just enough to

melt the gelatine ;
next is added—

Alcohol ..
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raise the temperature and add gelatine
to complete the operation.

The emulsion, in a beaker, is next set

into a water bath, the temperature of

which is 120° F. (49° C), and 240 gr.

of dry, hard gelatine (Heinrich's) is

aided, the liquid being continually
stirred until all the gelatine has meltol.

It is then set away to cool, and in

a short time the silver and gelatine

cciagulate at the bottom of the beaker

into the form of a cake. The alcohol,

about 8 oz., is next poured off and pre-
served for future use.

The emulsion cake is then broken up
into small pieces, and subjected to a

2-3 hours' washing in constantly chang-

ing water
;

it is then remelted by
means of the hot-water bath as be-

fore stated, and enough distilled water

is added to increase the bulk up to

1U-14J oz.
;
then—

Thymcl G gr.

Dissolved iu alcohol .. .. 4 dr.

is added, an<l the emulsion is complete ;

after being filtered it can be flowed

ujion plates. If it is desired to mix uj)

a small b.atch, J or J of the pellicle

cake may be remelted, ami the i>rnpor

j)roportion of water and thymol added.

'J'he pellicle cake will retain its sensitive

qualities for any length of time if kept
in the dark.

Some of the advantages of the pro-
cess are that siiccessive batches of

emulsions of uniform sensitiveness can

be made with great certainty ; emul-
sions can be economically made

;
less

alcohol is required ; the gelatine ex-

tracts all the water from the alcohol,

leaving it fit-e (or nearly so) from the

nitrates, which will be found crystnl-
Jiscd at the top of pellicle cake; lastly,

the alcohol can be continually used over

and over again as a vehicle to promr)te

emulsification, provided it is carefully
(iltercd each time and added to the

nilver and liromidc in the dark mom,
allowance being made for the ammonia
it contains.

(.5) The process preferred by The
JirilixhJiiurnid of Photxjraphii, is based

ou \V. K. Burton's jirinciple, though

varied iu the details. Following is the

formula :
—

(a) Gelatine .. ,. 30-50 gr.
Potassium bromide 300 gr.
Water 20 oz.

(JS) Silver nitrate .. .. 1 oz.

iS'itric acid .. .. 1 m.
Water 1^ oz,

(c) Pota-^sium iodide .. 15 gr.
Water 1 dr.

The 3 solutions having been made,
commence their mixture l)y cautiously

adding, drop by drop, the solution (c)

to the solution (6), agitatint; after each

addition. The first effect will, of course,

be the formation of a precipitate of

silver iodide, but this is rapidly redis-

solved by the excess of silver nitrate

until the solution becomes saturated.

Under favourable conditions, the full

quantity of iodide may be thus :;dded—
that is to sa)-,

if the silver solution be

sufficiently concentrated and its tem-

perature not too high. However, the

addition of iodide is continued until a

permanent milkiness remains, when the

remainder of the iodide, if there be any,
is set aside until again required.
The solution («) is now raised to

boiling-point in the ordinary digester,
and (/>) is added to it in the usual man-

ner, and thoroughly mixed bj' shaking
or stirring. When this is done, the

remainder of (c) is added, and the cook-

ing is proceeded with by any of the

methods in vogue, e. g. the ordinary boil-

ing process, which is carried on to the

verge of the blue stage if an emulsion

of moderate rapidity only is re(|uircd,
or further in jiroportion. Or, after

allowing the emulsion to cool, ammonia

may be added, anil the whole digested
at a low tcm]>erature for an hour or so.

By the above jdan of adding the

iodide, a very fine state of division is

ensured, as well as a higher degree of

sensitiveness. The ])roportions of silver

and haloids are so near the j)oint of neu-

trality that very little trouble will be

experienced in securing a rapiil deposi-
tion of the sensitive precipitate; but if

it should exhil)it a reluctance to sub-

side, longer digestion with ammonia or
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longer boiling, as the case may be, will

bring about au improvement. An emul-

sion made in the evening will have

invariably subsided sufficiently by morn-

ins to allow of the first change of wash-

ing water being made
;
3 such changes

in all will prove ample.
The precijatated bromide, having

been thoroughly washed, is transferred

to a suitable Hask or bottle
; or, pre-

ferably, the washing may be performed
in one of the conical precipitating or
"
parting

"
flasks, obtainable at any

chemical glass warehouse. Into this is

introduced 200 gr. hard gelatine, such as

Heinrich's, previously swelled in dis-

tilled water, and sufficient water to

make the bulk up to 10-12 oz. Heat

is applied, and, as the gelatine dissolves,

tlie riask is vigorously shaken to secure

the thorough emulsification of the

bromide. If, as will probably be the

case, the bromide show a tendency to

retain a slight granularity, it will be

necessary to raise the temperature to

about 200° F. (93° C), or even higher,
and to keep it there, with occasional agi-

tation, until the necessary degree of fine-

ness is attained. It is for this reason
—the probable necessity for the ap-

plication of a high temperature
—that

the albumen is not added until the last

stage of the operation.
While the above operations are pro-

ceeding, take the whites of the neces-

sary number of eggs, and beat them
into a stiff froth without the help of

water, ammonia, acetic acid, or any of

the ordinary additions. For the above

quantities of the ingredients, 4 oz.

liquid albumen will suffice, or, roughly,
the whites of 4 eggs. These having been

converted into froth of such consistency
that the vessel containing it may be

reversed without any loss of albumen,
the latter is transferred to a clean

funnel of sufficient size, placed in a

bottle or other vessel to catch the

albumen as it gradually reliquefies,

which it will do in the course of a few

hours.

The emulsion, when it has gained
the requisite degree of fineness, is

allowed to cool down to 90°-100° F.

(32°-38'^ C), when the 'albumen is

poured into it, and thoroughly mixed.

All that new remains is to make the

bulk up to 20-24 oz. (according to

t:iste), to filter, and the emulsion is

ready for coating.
Emulsion made in this manner sets

rather more slowly than usual, owing
to the smaller projjortion of gelatine it

contains, but dries rapidly to a hard,

glassy film. The films ajijjcar thinner

and more transparent, especially when

dry, than ordinary ones, but show no

deficiency in the matter of density.
Should still greater hardness be re-

quired, if the plates^are to be long ke]it
or subjected to the vicissitudes of travel,

they may be passed singl)', after drying,

through a dish of good methylated al-

cohol carefully filtered. This will coa-

gulate the albumen, and though it gives
a little extra trouble the return is worth
the outlay.

Such plates are mcderatelj' sensitive,

giving, with J-f hour's boiling, 15 on
the sensitometer. They develop quickly,

owing, no doubt, to the comparatively

porous character given to the film under
the action of the alkaline developer.
The ammonia, indeed, seems to pene-
trate instantly, by its solvent action on
the albumen, to the very glass itself.

Other methods of precipitation, such

as Abney's, maybe adopted if preferred,
or Jlonckhoven's silver carbonate and

hydrobromic acid process may be em-

ployed, provided the albumen is not

added until the silver bromide has been

fully formed. But the plan described

in detail seems to be the simplest.
The hardness of such films appears to

offer a fair prospect of their possessing

good keeping qualities, and if no impedi-
ment in the way of reduced sensitiveness

should intervene, albumen films will

probably be much employed in tlie

future.

(6) The glass plates are well cleaned,
and flowed with a preliminary coating
of 1 part syrupy solution of potash or

soda silicate, 5 of egg-white, and 60 of

water. Beat to a froth, and filter.

The excess is drained off the plate, which
is then placed in a nearly upright posi-
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tion till dry. The emulsion consists

of:—

( () Silver nitrate . . 100 gr.
Distilled water .. 2 oz.

(6) Potassium bromide 85 gr.
Nelson's No. 2 gelatine 20 gr.
Distilled water .. IJ oz.

Water containing 1 per
cent, hydrochloric
acid 50 m.

(c) Potassium iodide . . 8 gr.
Distilled water .. § oz.

((/) Hard gelatine .. 120 gr.
Water . . . . several oz.

When the gelatine is thoroughly-
soaked, let all possible water be poured
off ((i). (rt) and (/;) are now heated to

about 120^ F. (49^ C), after which (6)
is gradually added to (a) with constant

agitation ;
then (c) is added. Heat in a

water bath, and stir in (d). After

washing, add f oz. alcohol. To emul-

sify, pour the solution (/<) into a glass
bottle

; afterwards add, little by little,

the silver nitrate solution (a), both solu-

tions having been raised to a tem])era-
tiire somewhere approaching 120 •'

F.

(49^ C), and (c) is next added.

(7) Knebel olTers the following for-

mula: (a) 20 parts hard gelatine (Win-
terthur) are soaked in 200 of distilled

water (1 in 10 by weight) and after-

wai-d dissolved by heating. He then
adds 24 parts potassium bromide and J

part potassium iodide in solution, and
3 or 4 drops acetic acid or O'l j)art
citric acid, (b) He dissolves 30 j)arts

crystallised .silver nitrate in 100 of

water, (c) A gelatine solution for sub-

sequent use is maile of 14 parts haid

gelatine and G of soft gelatine, for sum-
mer u.se

;
but if it is to be used in

winter, 10 parts of each arc taken.

They are softened first, and then dis-

solved in 250 parts water. The scdu-

tion (/>) is fii-ftilwilli/ poured info the
solution ((/) ;ind the vessel is rinsed with
lialf as much water (50 jiarts), wliich is

also added, 'i'he emulsion is now di-

gested for 2 hours on a water bath .it

1500-160= F. (r,.V-70^C.). It is.|uieklv
cooled to Ki;' F. (.',tP V.) by placing it

in cold water Next, 6 nr 7 jiarts .iiii-

monia (sp. gr. 0-920) are added to (c),
which must be nearly cold and not very
fluid. It is well stirred and then poured
into the emulsion, which is at 8(3' F.

(30' C), shaken thoroughly, and tillered

through flannel and afterward in Braun's

apparatus, after having first been pressed
through canvas and well washed. It is

now ready to be poured upon the plates
to dry.

(8) Another method, by Pizzighelli
and Hubl, called the cold method, is as
follows :

—
(a) 1 part gelatine, 50 of watei-, 2 of

ammonium carbonate, 15 of ammonium
bromide, 2 of potassium iodide solutiim

(1 to 10), 140 (by volume) of 92 per
cent, alcohol, and 1-5 of ammonia
water.

(6) Silver nitrate, 20 parts in 100 of
water.

(') Hard gelatine, 24-30.
The constituents of (a) are mixed in

the order thus given, except the gela-
tine, which is softened and dissolved,
then added. The more ammonia, the
softer and more sensitive the photo-
graphic (ilm. The emulsion is formed as

usual by adding (b) to (a), under the
well-knmvn precautions. They are

digested as usual about 5 hours, then
the emulsion is poured into a beaker

glass and (c) is stirred in, allowed J
hour to soften, and comjiletely dissolved
on a water bath. It is now rapi<lly

stirred, and 500 j)arts (by volume) of

strong alcohol is added, which precipi-
tates the emulsion. The lumps that
form are melted in small portiims and

poured into cold alcoliol, .stirred with a

glass tube 2 in. in diameter, closed at
the lower end. The emulsion attaches
itself to the tube, and is then washed J
hour in flowing water.

(9) Silver nitrate .. .. 1 oz.

Water 1(1 .,

(irL-itine, hard 1 „
Sodium chloride J „
Water 10 „

I.ct the gel.ifine so.ik for a sliort time,
and then dissolve by placing the vessel

in wati'r .it about II O '

F. (i.T C), and
w.irm the silver to the .same tempera-
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ture. Now take into the dark room,
and mix by any of the well-known

methods, so as to form a very fine emul-
sion. It may now be cooled by placing
the containing vessel in running water

;

when cold, wash, remelt, filter, and coat

in the usual way. (A. Cowan.)
Developers.

—
(1) For the development

of gelatino-bromide plates, Egli & Spiller
recommend the following solutions :

—

(a) Hydroxylamine hydro-
chloride 32 gr.

Citric acid 15 gr.
Potassium bromide . . 20 gr.
Water 1 oz.

(?»)
Caustic soda . . . . 1 dr.

Water 1 oz.

(c) Potassium bromide . . 20 gr.
Water 1 oz.

For a 7^ by 5 plate, the film is first

soaked for about 1 minute in 3J oz.

water containing 1 dr. of (a), about 20

drops of (6) are then added, and, if

necessary, an extra 10 or so. Should
the image show signs of over-exposure,
or if the plate is one of the specially
sensitive kind, a few drops of (c) must
be used to restrain the action still more.

The advantages resulting from the use

of this developer are that the image is

of a wet-plate tone, perfectly free from
stain or deposits ;

a great variation of

exposure is permissible ;
and the solu-

tion is not acted on by the atmosphere,
and therefore does not deteriorate during
development from external causes.

(2) By J. Edwards :—

(a) Neutral potash oxalate 2 oz.

Ammonium chloride 40 gr.

Citric acid 2 dr.

Distilled water . . . . 20 oz.

(6) Iron sulphate . . . . 4 dr.

Alum 90 gr.

Distilled water .. .. 20 oz.

Add 1 part of (/>)
to an equal part of

(a), but do not reverse this by adding
(a) to (hi), or the result will not be so

good. If the plate is properly exposed,
the result will be a fine ])urple-black
tone in the transparency. If you like a

warm brown tone, expose double the

time, and add an equal bulk of water to

the developer. The development in this

ease will be much slower. To fix the

picture, use 1 part of hypo to 8 of water.
After fixing and washing, put the plates
for i minute in the following :

—
Alum 1 oz.

Sulphuric acid 1 oz.

Water 20 oz.

This will dissolve the opalescence
caused by the oxalate. The plate must
now be well washed, dried, and varnished
in the usual way.

(3) H. J. Newton gives the following
formula for a developer well adapted to

bring out fully the details in a plate
which has had a very short exposure :

—
(a) Water 1 oz.

Soda carbonate .. .. 15 gr.
Potash yellow prussiate 15 gr.
Soda sulphite .. .. 5 gr.

(/)) Water 1 oz.

Ammonia chloride .. 7 gr.

Pyro (dry) ,. .. 6 gr.

(a) and (6) are mixed, and the whole
is poured over the plate. Development
commences within a minute, and is

usually finished at the end of 3-4
minutes. The proportions named above
are correct for an ordinary drop-shutter
exposure, but they are not arbitrary ;

they may be varied to suit dillerent

cases, as, for example, should the plate
have been greatly under-exposed, equal
parts of (a) and "(6) (with the pyro left

out of the latter) may be added, 'a little

at a time, to 3-4 times the strength
stated, until all the details in the
shadows are brought out, without

danger of producing green fog, which

frequently appears from the excessive
amount of ammonia sometimes used in

the ordinary ammonia and pyro de-

veloper. In case of over-exposure, ^ gr.
to the ounce of developer of sodium
bromide is added, and the solution is

diluted with water.

The (rt) and (6) solutions may l)e kept
in a more concentrated form, and diluted
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for use. The foUowiug are the right

proportions for 10 per cent, solutions :
—

(n) Water 9i oz.

Soda carbonate . . 480 gr.
Potash yellow prus-

siate 480 gr.
Soda sulphite .. .. 160 gr.

(/>)
Water 9 oz.

Ammonia chloride .. 510 gr.
Solution of 1 drop

sulphuric acid in

1 oz. water . . . . 1 drop

Pyro (1 oz.) . . . . 437 gr.

If (6) does not change from purple to

a cledV yellow colour within an hour

after mi.ving, 1 or 2 drops more of the

sulphuric acid solution may be added.

To prepare a developer of the proper

strength with the above solutions for

the development of a 5 X 8 plate which

has had a drop-shutter exposure, take :

Water •"'' ''i"-

(ti) solution -ii >j

Also :

Water 7 ,,

(6) solution 1 „

Mix the two, and develop in the usual

way. The proportions given will be

equivalent in grains to those stated in

the lirst formula.

Newton has described .some interest-

ing experiments, which substantiate

very forcildy the value of thi; developer
for instantaneous work. Two plates

exposed precisely the same time, on the

same object, were developed side by
side, one with the developer as pre-
scribed in the directions of the manu-
facturer of the jilate, and the other

with the above developer. With the

ferrocyanide, there was ^-J more detail

brought out in the shadows, and de-

velopment was completed sooner than

with the prescribed dovelopi.-r; the

negatives l)eing more brilliant and

vigorous. For j)hoto-microi,'raphy, the

process is admirable. The exposure ap-

pears shortened by fully -i^,
and negatives

abounding in detail, strength, an<l den-

city are easily obtained. The colour of

the negatives is not the nice black-and-

white given by potash, but is of a strong

olive brown, and very non-actinic. Owing
to this fact, care must be taken not to

push the development too far, or unduly
dense negatives will result. The ferro-

cyanide developer has advantages in

cleanliness and freedom from green fog,
as compared with ordinary pyro and
ammonia, and is more powerful, re-

quiring much less exposure of the plate.

During cold winter weather it works

exceedingly well, and uniformly brings
out brilliant and plucky images.
One word of warning: there are

some makes of plates that will not

stand this developer without fogging,
unless bromide be used. The same mav
be said of plates that have received an
excessive exposure. It is best with

every plate to start with 2 drops of a

10-gr. per oz. solution of potassium
bromide, increasing the dose to 6-8

drops if necessary. Using the bromitle,

you can count on every plate turning
out a success with a much siiorter ex-

posure than usual, say -J-J, which is a

decided advantage when working with
artificial light.

(4) Joshua Smith has recently ex-

plained advantages in the use of lime

water over ammonia in the develop-
ment of gelatine plates.
He first slakes IJ oz. lime by cover-

ing it with water overnight, in a wide-
mouthed bottle. He then pours it info

a mortar and grinds the lime to a paste,
which is next <lilutod with water an!
the whole decanted into a 2-gal. bottle.

Any remaining sediment can be ground,
diluted, and decanted in the same way.
When the whole has been added, tiie

2-gai. bottle is filled to 2 gal. with

water, the solution is shaken well ancl

allowed to stand for an hour to settle.

It is then filtered, and is ready for im-
mediate use. The strength of the solu-

tion should now be tested, which is done

by first making a solution of
.'{J

oz.

water an<l h oz. acetic acid. Into 2 oz. of

the lime water (in which is jilaccd a

piece of blue litmus paper) 1 dr. ami
20 m. of the acid solution is poured.
This should just turn the litmus paper
reil, and will be a stamiard test. The

strength of the lime solution will remain
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uniform, no matter what the tempera-
ture may be—a point of great im-

portance. The solution will keep any
length of time.

To prepare the developer, for 1 or 2

days' use, take 40 oz. of the filtered

lime water and add 1 oz. of an 80-gr.
solution of ammonium bromide. To

develop, pour into a graduate 6 oz. of

the bromo-lime water, add a small

mustardspoonful of dry pyrogallic acid,

shake, and pour over the plate laid

ready in the developing tray. The

image will soon appear and gain

strength. If the plate was over-ex-

posed, add a few drops of the bromide
ammonium solution and a few grains of

pyro. Very clean, clear, chocolate-

coloured negatives are produced with
this developer. Any tendency to fog

may be overcome by the addition of a

little more ammonium bromide.

(5) Where the photographer intends

to travel, and develop on the route, it is

very desirable to reduce his chemical
outfit to the smallest bulk and to the

fewest liquids possible. G. Cramer, the

dry plate manufacturer, gives the fol-

lowing formula for a developer, which
he considers gives the best of results,
and at the same time has the advantasre
of extreme portability :

—
Stock Soiutioti.

Soda sulphite (crystals) . . 3 oz.

Ammonium bromide . . ^ oz.

Potassium bromide .. .. Ij oz.

Pyrogallic acid .. .. 2 oz.

Dissolve in distilled water .32 oz.

Add sulphuric acid (c. p.) 120 m.

Aqua ammonia (strongest) 3 oz.

Water to make up bulk to 40 oz.

The sulphuric acid and aqua am-
monia should be measured verv exactly.
Instead of 3 oz. of crystals, 2 oz. "of

granular soda suljjhite may be substi-
tuted to produce the same effect. Dilute
a sufficient quantity for one dav's use
as follows : For ordinary purposes, Ipart
in 11; for very short exposures, 1 part
in 3-6 ; for over-exposed plates, or in
all cases where great intensity and con-
trast are desirable, 1 part in 20. This

(4)

developer may be used repeatedly if it

is always returned immediately 'to the

pouring bottle, which should "be pro-
vided with a tight-fitting rubber stop-
per. As long as the solution remains

transparent, it is good ; but when it

looks muddy, its use should be discon-
tinued.

(6) Henry J. Newton has lately dis-

covered a new solution, which, "when
added to the ordinary soda carbonate

developer, increases its developing power
fivefold, thereby allowing sensitive

plates in the camera to be exposed a
much shorter time than is usual. He
makes the following solution : 4 oz.

water, in which is dissolved mercuiy
bichloride 60 gr. ; into this solution is

poured a solution of 90 gr. potassium
iodide

;
1 oz. water. To "every 2-3 oz.

of the soda developer he adds 2-3 m. of
the above solution. Clear negatives of

good tone and quick printing qualitv
are produced. Details in the shadow's
are brought out with greater facilitv.

It is especially useful in the develop-
ment of plates which have had an in-

stantaneous exposure. He also found
2-3 m. of a solution of 150 gr. sodium
iodide to 1 oz. water had a quickening
effect, but not so much as the mercury
solution.

(7) For preserving from discolora-

tion, 2 oz. of sulphite is quite suHicient
for 1 oz. of pyro. The formula then
will run : Pyrogallic acid, 1 oz. Dis-
solve in water containing 30 gr. citric

acid, and add solution of soda sulphite,
as above, 4 oz. Then make up the
whole to 10-20 oz., according to the

operator's usual plan. You have then
a stock solution easily made, always in
order after the lapse" of months," and

capable of developing a negative per-
fectly iree from the well-known yellow
colour of pyro.

Various samples of the sulphite do
not exhibit much diti'erence in their re-

spective effects
;
but it will be well to

point out that, as this salt is not found
in every chemist's shop, stress should be
laid upon the fact, when ordering, that

sulphite, not sulphate or sulphidr, is

wAnted. Chemists are so used to their

2 A
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customers' ignorance of chemical nomen-

clature, that they might think an error

hail been made in asking for a little-

known chemical.

The special kinds we tried were the

commsrcial and the recrystalliseJ sul-

phite, the latter costing 4-5 times as

much as the former. The latter is a

nicer-looking and a purer salt
;

it pos-
sesses no superiority in its colour-pre-

venting properties, but may be decidedly
recommended on the grounds of its

probable greater uniformity.

(8) In I'eference to excessive contrast,

presuming the exposure to be correct,
the fault lies more in the developing
than in anything else. A slow develop-
ment, with the cautious addition of the

ammonia as required, tends to produce
a far more harmonious picture than the

usual way of pouring the strong am-
monia solution at one operation over the

jilate. A method well suited for in-

terior work is as follows :
—

Pyro Solution (J;ecps fjoodfor about a

month).

Pyrogallic acid . . . . 72 gr.

Citric acid 2-4 gr.
Potassium bromide .. .. 32 gr.

Water 1 uz.

Dissolve the citric acid in the water
before adding the pyro.

Ammonia Solution.

Ammonia, '880 .. .. 2 dr.

Water 1 oz.

Keep in stoppered bottles.

To develop, give the plate the or<ii-

nary soaking in water, and pour over it :

I'yro solution 1 dr.

Water 3 oz.

Allow this to act on the film for at lenat

2 minutes. Then put J dr. of ammonia
Kolution into the developing cup, jifnir

the pyro from the dish into it, and back

again to the plat"- in the usual way.
On the a]i|)ear;in('f' of the image, aild

another Jilr. of ariinionia s(>luti<)n gradu-

ally, and more if rcquireil. (II. Man-

field.)

(ft) Hydroquinone or quinnl will

bring out a fully developed picture with
at least half the exposure necessary
when pyro is employed. This appears
strange, when it is observed how much
more powerfully pyro absorbs oxvgen ;

but the explanation probably is in the
fact that hydroquinone is more gradual
in its action, and has a more " selec-

tive
"
power than pyro. With a coUo-

dio-bromide film, for instance, which is

not so much protected from chemical
action as a gelatine one, pyrogallic acts

with such energy, when mixed with an

alkali, that the whole film is reduced

immediately, and no image, or only a

faint one enveloped in fog, appears ;

hence there must be used a powerful
restrainer to keep this action within
bounds. A soluble bromide, which is

usually used, has this effect
; but, un-

fortunately, at the same time, partially
undoes the work which the light has

done, rendering it necessary to give
longer exposure. But with hydro-
quinone no restrainer is necessary unless

a great error in exposure has been made.
It does its work rapidly and clean, in

this resembling the ferrous oxalate
;

it

does not discolour during development
so much as pyro, and consequently does
not stain the film so much, while full

])rinting vigour is very easily obtained
without having to resort to intensifica-

tion. The colour and general appear-
ance of the negative are more like the

wet-plate process, since the shadows
remain so clear and free from fog. it

seems almost impossible to fog a plate
with it.

A collodio-bromide, or even a coUodio-

chloride, ])late exposed in the camera
will develop clean and ra]iidly without

any restrainer. This property of deve-

loping a chloride is suijirising, ami will

pi-obahly be very important ;
I gr. to

the oz. is strong enough for most pur-

poses. With some samples of hard

gelatine, it is ailvisable to use 2 gr. ;

luit with most kinds, and with collo-

dion, 1 gr. is quite sullicient. P>anks

jirefers using it with a saturated solu-

tion of washing .soda as an alkali: 2-3

rlrops of this to the oz. of solution of

hyilroquinone rapidly dcvtdops thfl
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image, and the addition of a few drops
more to complete development is all

that is needed. A soluble bromide acts

very powerfully as a retarder and re-

strainer. With a mere trace added,

development is very much slower.

Although its cost is greater than pyro,
1 oz. of it will go as far as 2 oz. of pyro,
so the difterence is not so much as it

appears. No doubt, if a demand sprang

up for it, the price would also be re-

duced considerably. Another useful

property of this developer is its suit-

ability for developing on paper either a

bromide or a chloride film, whether it

be produced by an emulsion, or by the

older method of first brushing over the

paper the haloid, and afterward the

silver. The clearness with which it

works renders it very suitable for this

purpose, and for enlargement or print-

ing enables pictures to be obtained with

very short exposures.

(10) Experiments with the soda de-

veloper in all of its different forms have

resulted in G. H. Monroe adopting the

following formula as being the simplest
and giving the finest negatives. The
sal soda developer has been objection-

able, both on account of the slowness of

its action and the green colour given to

the films. These objections have now
been overcome. All possible variation

in the plate can be secured, from thin

clear negatives to any amount of con-

trast and density.

(a) Soda sulphite (cryst.) . . 4 oz.

Hot water 11 oz.

When dissolved and cool, acidify with

3-4 oz. sulphurous acid. Add 1 oz. dry

pyro. Filter.

(6) Sal soda 3i oz.

Soda sulphite . . . . f oz.

Water 64 oz.

To develop, use 1 dr. of (a) to each oz.

of (6). By using more or less of (a),

any change in density may be secured,
more pyro producing greater contrast,
and vice versa. If, upon the first ap-

pearance of the image, a negative is

found to be over-exposed, lift the plate
o\it of the developer and pour over it

from a bottle a solution of potassium
or ammonium bromide (5 gr. bromide,
1 oz. water), letting it run off the plate
into the tray containing the developer
without draining off" too much

; place
the plate in the tray and proceed with

development. The above operation can

be repeated with the same plate in ex-

treme cases.

This developer has the valuable pro-

perty of not becoming discoloured in

use
;
it also imparts to the film the very

desirable grey colour, and the whole

operation of development is complete in

2-3 minutes. Sufficient may be made
in the morning for the day's use, and it

can be used over and over again without
in any way deteriorating, provided it has

not been necessary to add restraining

bromide, which changes the condition of

a normal developer. The developer
should be returned to a wide-mouthed
bottle with a rubber stopper after each

use of it, and the tray rinsed out and
set up to drain. Should this formula
not give strong enough contrast, add

1-3 gr. of dry pyro. This will hasten

and produce the desired result.

The development should be carried to

about the point desired in the finished

negative.
It sometimes happens that the wash-

ing of the finished negative changes the

grey colour to a greenish cast, which
can be instantly removed by immersing
the plate in the following solution :

—
Common alum 8 oz.

Citric acid 1 oz.

Water 32 oz.

Should the plates show any signs of

softness in warm weather, immerse them
in a strong alum solution after develop-
ment and before fixing. The sal soda

developer, unlike the ammonia, has a

persistence of action, and in instantane-

ous exposures, interiors, and portraits
does not give any hardness. The time

of exposure is also decreased by ^,
as there are no restraining bromides

present.

(11) Dr. Eder has for a considerable

time directed especial attention to the

soda and potash developers, either of

2 A 2
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which seems to offer certain advantages
over the ammoniacal pyrogallol. This

advantage becomes particularly appa-
rent with emulsions ])repared with am-

monia, which frequently show with

ammoniacal developer green or red fng,

or a fog of clayish colour by reflected,

and of pale purple by transmitted light.

Ferrous oxalate works quite well with

plates of that kind
;
so do soda and

potash developers.
For soda developers, Eder uses a solu-

tion of 10 parts pure crystallised soda

in 100 of water. For use, 100 gr. of

this solution are mixed with 6 gr. of a

pyrogallic solution of 1 : 10, without

the addition of any bromide.

(12) Wore jjleasant to work with is Dr.

Stolze's potash developer, (a) Water,
200 c. c.

; potassium carbonate, 00 gr. ;

sodium sulphite, 25 gr. ; (6) Water,
100 c. c.

;
citric acid, H gr. ;

sodium

sulphite, 25 gr. ; ])yrogallol, 12 gr.

Solution (6) is for its better keojiing

qualities preferable to Dr. Stolze's solu-

tion.* The solutions when in well-stop-

])ered bottles keep well for some time.

To develop, rai.K 100 c. c. of water with

40 niin. of (a) and 50 min. of (h). The

picture appears (juickly and more vigor-

ously than with iron o.\alate. If it is

desirable to decrease the density of the

negatives, double the quantity of water.

The negatives have a greenish-brown to

olive-green tone. A very fine greyish-
idack can be obtained by using a strong
alum bath between developingandlixing.
The same bath after fixing does not act

as effectually in ])roduciug the desired

tone. A bath of equal volumes of satu-

I'atcd solutions of alum and ferrous

8ul|ihatc gives the negative a deep
olive-brown colour and an extraor-

dinary intensity, which cx(ludes all

])oKsiblc necessities of an after intensi-

licatiou.

The sensitiveness with this developer
is at least equal to that wh(!U iron de-

veliiper is used, frequfiitly even greater.

Tlie addition of bromides is super-

fluous, sometimes injurious. I'lromidc^i

in quantities, as aflded to ammoniacal

* mo c. c. water; 10 c.c. alcohul ; 10 frr.

j)j rvgillol ; 1 ;,r. nallcyl.c utld.

pyro, would reduce the sensitiveness to

To °^ '20 >
^^'^' even retard the develop-

ing power almost entirely.
Must a restrainer be resorted to,

1 to 3 min. of a 1 : 10 solution of potas-
sium bromide is quite sufficient.

(13) H. J. Newton communicates a

formula for an improved developer for

gelatine plates which he has found by
experiment to be particularly valualde

in the development of instantaneously

exposed plates, and to produce negatives
of a superior colour and quick printing

quality. He makes 2 stock solutions in

the following proportions :
—

((() Water 1 oz.

Anhydrous soda car-

bonate 48 gr.
Potash carbonate . . 48 gr.

(6) Water 1 oz.

Soda sulphite .. .. 48 gr.

To develop a 5x8 plate with a drop-
shutter exposure he ])Ours in the gradu-
ate 6 dr. each of (a) and (6), and thou

adds Hi oz. water and G gr. dry ])yro-

gallic acid. It may be mixed i hour

before use if desired. The soda sulphite

keeps the solution clear.

If the exposure has not been too long,

the developer will rapidly bring out tiic

image; the devolo])mcnt should bo car-

ried on until the whites of the shadows

have turned a steel grey colour. If the

])late has been over-exposed, the deve-

loper should be diluted with water and

restrained w-ith 2-3 gr. sodium bromide

to each oz. of developer, wiiich may be

in the form of a 10 per cent, solutiiui.

If the plate has been known to have been

greatly over-exposed, development shouhl

be commonce<l with 1 dr. each of («)

and (/')
to 2J oz. water and 3 gr. <lry

pyro, adding a littler of each at a time

should the picture <levelop too slowly.

(14) The following developer, con-

taining ammonia and ammonium sul-

])hite, has i)rov(!d excidleiit with almost

all kinds of coninii;rcial jd.ites.

(a) Di.ssolve 10 parts jiyrogalhd, ,iiid

25-30 of ammouiuiu .vul|>liilL, in 1(H) of

w.ilor.

('•) Dissolve 5 parts ammonium brom-
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ide in 150 of water, and add 50 of liquid

ammonia.
The working developer is made by

mixing 100 gr. water, 4 gr. of the

pyrogallic solution (a), and 4 gr. of

the alkaline solution (6). Development
takes place very quickly, and if it is de-

sired to make the reaction slower, more

water (50 gr. e.xtra) is added. This

leads to the production of softer pic-

tures. If, on the other hand, more

vigorous images are required, a few

drops of a 10 per cent, solution of am-
monium bromide must be added. The
ammonium sulphite developer gives

very well-modelled, brilliant negatives,
in which the high lights are well ren-

dered, and the deep shadows are full of

modelling, while the negatives have an

agreeable dark-brownish tint. The am-

monium sulphite makes the aqueous
solution of pyrogallol more permanent
than when the sodium sulphite is used,

and there is but little liability to fog
with it.

(15) A Developer with Lime Water.
—

Pyrogallic acid and lime water were

first recommended by Davanne for col-

lodio-bromide emulsion, and this de-

veloper can also be used with gelatine
emulsion plates. As lime is but slightly
soluble in water, it is convenient to make
a 10 per cent, solution of sugar in water,
and to saturate this with slaked lime.

The pyro-lime developer becomes violet

and brown in use, also becomes turbid
;

while the developed images produced
are very thin.

(16) By Col. Dawson. Pyrogallic
Solution.—Remove the cork from a 1-

oz. bottle of pyrogallic acid, and pour
into it 30 gr. citric acid dissolved in

6 oz. water; shake up, and then add to

the contents in the bottle 4 oz. powdered
neutral recrystallised soda sulphite.

Fill the bottle with cold water up to

the bottom of the neck, shake up until

the crystals are dissolved
;
transfer to a

stoppered bottle The contents will be

about 10 oz., and will keep a year at

least; every 10 minims represent about

1 gr. pyro and 4 gr. sulphite. (N.B.
—

Ordinary commercial sulphite is use-

less for the purpo.se).
'

This solution

Make up the following

is to be used with the two forms of

developer.

Developer A.

solutions :
—

(a) Ammonia, "880 .. .. 1 dr.

Water 9 dr.

This is a 10 per cent, solution.

(b) Potash bromide .. .. 24 gr.
Water 1 oz.

This is a 5 per cent, solution.

A good commercial gelatine plate pro-

perly exposed should develop perfectly
with—

Pyro 2 gr.

Sulphite 8 gr.

Ammonia, "880 2 m.
Potash bromide 1 gr.

Water to make 1 oz.

or taking the 3 stock solutions—
Pyrogallic 20 ra.

Solution (rt) 20 m.
Solution (6) 20 m.
Water to make 1 oz.

Developer B. This is an excellent

developer, and gives splendid tones
;

it

is suitable for landscape work or trans-

parencies for the lantern, but is too

slow in action for professional studio

work. A negative or transparency is not

fully developed much under 15 minutes
;

patience is needed, for any attempt to

hasten development will be sure to re-

sult in failure.

((()
Common washing soda 480 gr.
Potash carbonate . . 480 gr.
Potash bromide . . . . 20 gr.
Water to make . . . . 20 oz.

A good commercial gelatine bromide

plate, properly exposed, either as a nega-
tive or a positive, should develop per-

fectly with—
Pyro 3 gr.

Sulphite 12 gr.

Common washing soda ., 3 gi'.

Potash carbonate .. .. 3 gi-.

Potash bromide -jLth gr.

Water to make 1 oz.

Or,

Pyro solution 30 m.
Solution («) *J0 m.
Water to make 1 oz.
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The proportions given are for 1 oz. of

developer ; any number of ounces of

either formula can be made with the

same proportions. With both developers,
Col. Dawson recommends half only of

the A (a), or half of B (6) being mixed
with pyro and water at first, the half

in reserve being added as development

progresses.
With developer B certain precautions

are needed. Plates thickly coated, or

rich in gelatine, are apt to blister or

frill. Plates prepared without being
hardened by alum are apt to frill.

Forcing development is apt to produce

blistering.
After J hour or more, the colour of

the developer should not be darker than

sherry.
Allow time to force an under-exposed

plate ; you will not iind any advantage
(but the contrary) in forcing with ex-

cess of B.

If a plate developed with A proves

under-exposed, wash it well and apply
B

;
this may save it.

If a plate is over-exposed when de-

veloped with A, wash it well and con-

tinue the development with

Pyro solution .. .. 60 m.
Solution B . . . . 30 til.

Water to make . . . . 1 oz.

With B developer it is absolutely

necessary that the jilate should be well

washed after development, and im-

mersed for 2-.3 minutes in

Chrome alum .. .. 1 oz.

Hydrochloric acid .. 1 dr.

Water 20 oz.

then be again well washed and fixed.

The colour of image is warm black,
the sliadows as clear ;is glass, with no

stain or discoloration of any kind.

(17) With tlie ])yi'o ainnionia deve-

loper, made by the I'lalinotype Company,
use ammonia solution, viz. :

—
Ammonia 1 oz.

Water 2 oz.

Bromide 70 gr.

To deveioj) .'i half-plate, take '2 oz.

water and add bU drops- of suljilio. pyro

(every 10 drops of sulpho. pyro contain
1 gr. pyro) and 6-8 drops of ammonia
solution. Flood over the plate, and
watch till the picture appears. This

developer is slow, and takes a minute or

so to appear; when the image is well

out, add 10 drops more ammonia solu-

tion, and keep on till dense enough,
which is soon learnt.

(18) Usual Pyro Developer.

(a) Strong liquid ammonia If oz.

Potassium bromide . . 240 gr.
Water 80 oz.

(6) Pyrogallic acid . . . . 30 gr.
Water 10 oz.

In case of an ordinary exposure, mis

equal volumes.

(19) Beach's Developer.

Pyro Solution.

Warm distilled water .. 2 oz.

Soda sulphite 2 „

Dissolve
;
and when cold, add

Sulphurous acid 2 „

Pyrogallic acid ^ ,,

Potash Solution.

(a) Water 4 „
Potash carbonate .. 3 „

CO Water 3 „
Soda sulphite . . . . 2 „

(«) and (I)) are now combined into one

solution, which will measure 8-t) ti. oz.

To develop an 8i x 6J ])late which has
liad a diop-slintter ex])osure, take 3 oz.

watrr, and add thereto |oz. of («) and 3 dr.

(if'('j)ofthe jititash solution, increasing,' the

lattiT to t} dr. in case the image hangs
back. For a jilate which has had the

j)roper ex])osure, or which has been
somewhat over-exjiosed, add to the 3 oz.

of water .3 dr. of (u) and 1 dr. of (/-).

After a miiuiti''s time, if the image fails

to ajjpear, add a second dram of the

potasli, repeating the additions at in-

tervals of a minute until developing
commences.

(20) Oxalate Developer.

('() Saturated solution of neutral

])otaHli oxalate. To 1000 parts of this

add .3 of saturated solution of amnio-
uiuui bromide.
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(6) Saturated solution of iron sul-

phate. To 1000 parts of this add 2 parts

saturated solution of tartaric acid.

For use, take 4 parts of (a) to 1 part

of (6). If picture is under-exposed, add

a little more of (b).

(21) Sulphite Developer.

A. Soda sulphite .. .. 4 oz.

Water 40 oz.

Dissolve; add sufficient of a saturated

solution of citric acid to produce a slight

acid reaction upon litmus paper; now
add 1 oz. pyrogallic acid, and make up
bulk to 54 oz. with water. This gives

a solution, each oz. of which %vill contain

about 8 gr. of pyrogallic acid.

B. Ammonia, "880 .. 1 oz.

Potash bromide .. 180 gr.

Water 40 oz.

Equal parts of this will give a 4-gr.

pyrogallic solution, a strength which is

a good average.

(22) Warnerke's Sulphite Developer.

(a) Potash carbonate . . 45 gr.

Sodium sulphite .. 12 „
Water 1000 „

(6) Pyrogallic acid .. 12 „
Sodium sulphite .. 24 ,,

Citric acid . . . . 2 „
Water 1000 „

For a normal development, equal pro-

portions of (a) and (Jj)
arc used.

(23) Pyrogallic Solution.

Pyrogallic acid.. .. 1 oz.

Citric acid . . . . 60 gr.
Water 109 oz.

Dissolve the citric acid in water, and

add the pyrogallic. The solution will

contain 4 gr. pyrogallic to the oz. of

water, and will keep good for months.

For convenience, half the quantity of

water may be used, when the strength
will be 8 gr. per oz. In using it, dilute

according to formula employed.

Intensifiers.
—

(1) According to W.

Brooks, the greatest drawback to gela-
tine plates has been the want of a proper
intensifier after fixing. Many negatives
are perfect in every respect except for

the want of a little more density to

bring them up to proper printing

quality. Several methods of mercurial

intensification have been put forward
;

but to no purpose, as the negative

changes by light more or less. The ob-

jection to mercury in any form is that

when you attempt to alter a negative

you never know how much or how little

intensity you will get after its applica-
tion

; again, there is always more or less

clogging or blocking up of the fine de-

tail, with the result, in 9 cases out of

10, of absolute ruin to the negative.

Many thousands of negatives have been

sacrificed in this way.
Photographers are more certain than

formerly, in the early days of the gela-
tine process, in getting their negatives
somewhere near the mark as to density.
But at times one is apt to be a little

out in judgment, and fall a little short
;

and for the want of a ready and reliable

system of intensification many stick fist.

Brooks made innumerable experiments
in this direction, and felt certain that

the result must be gained by redevelop-
ment with silver after fixing, as with a

wet plate.
It is a well-known fiict that to de-

velop a gelatine plate with alkaline pyro,
the developer must be much more

powerful than we dare use to develop a

collodion emulsion plate. In his own
work Brooks uses a much stronger de-

veloper than that usually recommended—
generally as much as 10 minims of

liquor ammonia in his developer, well

restrained with ammonium bromide
;

and, by being able to use such a power-
ful developer, it occurred to him that,
to gain the desired end, we must work
in the same direction as regards an iu-

tensifiei", and he found his surmises cor-

rect. Some yeai's since, he tried other

fixing or clearing agents than soda

hyposulphite, as when this salt was
used it was a risk to use silver and pyro
afterwards. He employed potassium

cyanide with success at times, but
found the films were not always in the

proper condition. At one time also he

used ammonium sulphocyanide ;
this

had certain drawbacks, and it required
a great deal of washing to get rid of it,
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but there was a slight gain over soda

Jiyposulphite, as the film did not stain

nearly so much on the application 'of'

pyro and silver. But with all this it

was very slow work, and something was

always wanting. He never found the

preliminary wash of iodine of much ad-

vantage to a gelatine plate ;
it w'orked

well for wet plates, but not so well for

gelatine.
There is another defect that is very

vexatious in gelatine plates ;
that is,

some of the plates, especiallj- the larger

sizes, have a thin end to them, some-
times owing to the glass not being pei--

fectly flat. With the intensifier about
to be proposed, Brooks finds it very
easy to get local intensity on such parts
in just the same way as we used to do
with wet plates, nameh', by pouring the

developer on and off the place that may
require it. He is also able to intensify
a mere gliost of an image to good print-

ing density with but very little trouble,

providing the shadows are free from

deposit and quite clear. The slightest
veil in these parts comes up with the

image, and a favourable result is not

obtained. If the shadows are only

slightly veiled, allowing them to re-

main in the hyposulphite solution for

J hour may clear them ; if not, re-

course must be had to other reagents,
such as iron perchloride followed by
hypo. Care, however, must be taken
that its action is even.

Befure attempting to intensify the

negative, all traces of soda hyposul])liite
must be eliminated, and there is nothing
better for the purpose than the alum
ami citric aci<l solution. Make a stock

solution, consisting of a saturated s-olu-

tion of common alum, with 1 oz. citric

acil dissolved in every 10 oz. After the

negative has been v:cU washed, place it

in a dilute solution of the above (I ])art
to 4 of water), and allow it to remain
for about } hour; then jdace in a

developing measure (supposing a half-

jdate is being operated upon) about 2 dr.

of the stock alum and citrioaciij solu-

tion, and add to it about 2-3 gr. of dry
pyrogallic aciii. Give it a .shake round

to dissolve; then droj) in 3 or 4 drojis

of a 20-gr. solution of silver nitrate, and

apply to the plate, holding the latter on
a pneumatic holder and pouring off

from alternate corners. If the film

repel the solution, just run the finger or

a brush kept (clean) for the purpose
over the repellent portion of the film.

This is very energetic, and the alum in

the solution keeps back any trace of

hypo that may be lurking about. It is

not satisfiictory to work in a dish when

intensifying, as the back of the plate

gets very cloudy ;
and sometimes, as the

solution gets brown, it apparently dis-

colours the film, but that all comes

right afterwards. Silver is added ac-

cording to the density required. When
sufficient density is obtained, well wash
and place for about 5-10 minutes in the

hypo fixing bath ; well wash again,
and place in the dilute alum and citric

solution. This will remove all colour,
and if there were any greenish-yellow
look about the negative before intensi-

fication it will be found to have all

disappeared, and the result is a nega-
tive in all respects equal to the finest

wet plate. Care must be taken not to

work the alum and citric bath too

much, so as to foul it with the liypo.

{Brit. Jour. P/totoj.)

(2) Notwithstanding the fact that a

good deal of attention lias been given to

the sul>ject of intensifiers, but few

photographers arc satisfied with the

results obtainable with the mercury
methods. Arnold Spiller thinks that a

perfect intensifier for gelatine ))lates, as

compared with the silver redevelo])er
for collodion films, does not exist

; yet
there are several jirocesses, if used with

care, that answer well for most pur-
poses, and jierfectly in a few cases. It

will, no doubt, be of interest to some
readers to ex])lain here the difference

between the silver solution acting with
colloilion film and the mercury with

gelatine.
In the collodion film, the image is

on the extreme surfaci?, and the parti-
cles of silver on the film attract the

crystalline silver precipitate which

gradually separates out from the dc-

])ositing solution. In the high lights,
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where theie is a greater conglomeration
of silver particles, a larger proportion of

metallic crystals are deposited, because

the attractive force there is greater.
Thus in the intensification of a collodion

film the second deposit is in exactly the

same proportion as the first, and there-

fore the delicate gradation of the original

image is perfectly preserved after the

process of intensification. In the treat-

ment of a gelatine plate with the

mercury intensifier, the effect is very
different, for the image is not only on

the extreme surface, but in the denser

parts the deposit is situated throughout
the thickness of the film. When treated

with the mercury solution, the half-

tones and details in the shadows of the

negative are at once increased to double

their original density, while only the

surface of the deposit in the high lights
is attacked

;
therefore the increase in

density of the latter is not more than

perhaps 20 or 30 per cent., supposing
that the negative under treatment only

requires a moderate amount of intensifi-

cation. In such a case, the image
greatly loses its brilliant contrast or,

technically speaking, a general
" flat-

ness" in the resulting photographs is

noticeable. This tendency of the mer-

cury intensifier to produce
" flatness

"

may, in some few exceptional instances,
be turned to good account, as when a

negative possesses too much contrast,
but requires a slight strengthening of

the image. There is still another

example where the mercury solution

•will, if employed, yield results well-

nigh perfect
—

referring to the intensifi-

cation of very thin images, as are

frequently produced with highly sensi-

tive commercial plates. In this latter

case, the silver deposit should be sub-

jected to the action of the mercury till

the entire image is attacked—often a

matter of 7-10 minutes— when, of

course, the negative preserves its original
delicate gradation after the process of

intensification. By mercurial intensifi-

cation, is meant the process of bleaching
the silver deposit with a mercuric salt,

and then treating with some compound
capable of blackening the image, such

as ammonia, sulphuretted hydrogen,
soda sulphite, or ferrous oxalate. The
effect of mercuric chloride (the salt

usually used) on the silver image is to

convert the latter into silver chloride,

and, at the same time, to deposit locally
mercurous chloride

;
thus the bleached

image consists of silver chloride and
mercurous chloride. In the process of

blackening, it is generally only the

latter that is affected, e. g. ammonia
forms the black mercury amido-chlo-

ride
; while, again, soda sulphite re-

duces the mercury salt to the metallic

state. With sulphuretted hydrogen, or

ammonium sulphide, both the chlorides

in the image are converted into the

corresponding sulphides ;
also ferrous

oxalate reduces the two chlorides to the

metallic state.

It is a well-known fact that free acids

act as powerful restrainers in prevent-

ing the combination of metallic salts

with organic substances ; as, for ex-

ample, the use of citric acid in hindering
the foi-mation of silver albuminate in

sensitised albumenised paper. In the

same way, hydrochloric acid prevents
the formation of tlie gelatino-mercury
compound. In proof of this assertion,

Spiller cites an illustrative experiment.
An ordinary gelatine negative was cut
in half, one piece was treated with the

usual neutral mercuric solution, and the

other w>Ts immersed in a similar solu-

tion, but containing a small proportion
of hydrochloric acid

;
both films were

then thoroughly washed in the same
dish.

The two plates were next cut up
into three, and one piece from each was
treated with solutions of ferrous oxalate,
ammonium sulphide, and dilute am-
monia respectivelv. On examination, it

was found that while all the films that

had been immersed in the acid mercury
bath presented beautifully brilliant

negatives and quite colourless in the

shadows, those pieces from the neutral

bath were more or less stained. The
alkaline sulphide solution developed
the most stain, and was of a very non-

actinic brown tint; ferrous oxalate

yielded a less conspicuous grey deposit,
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Avhile the ammonia gave the least ob-

jectionable result. It was found, how-

ever, that the ammonia-treated film

turned quite brown on after treatment

with the sulphide solution, proving that

the ammonia did not remove part of the

mercury, but the latter remained to a

certain extent in embryo. For the in-

tensification of gelatine films in which
a preliminary treatment with mercuric

chloride is required, Sjjiller recommends
the following solution :—

Saturated solution of mer-

cury bichloride .. .. 20 oz.

Hydrochloric acid (strong) h dr.

A larger proportion of the restrainer

might be added when treating hard

films, but for general purposes the

above formula is preferable, as the acid

is liable to produce frilling.

Although not generally used, and

probably unknown to many, the most

perfect method for intensifying gelatine
films is that in which a mercury com-

pound is used simply as a carrier for

silver, but does not actually e.xist in the

final result. The process to which
reference is made depends on the reduc-

tion of silver cyanide by a mercurous

salt
;
the film is bleached in a solution

of mercuric bromide, and, after slight

washing, is immersed in a bath of

silver cyanide dissolved in potassium

cyanide. By the first treatment, the

silver image is converted into mercurous
and silver bromides, as is illustrated in

the following equation :
—

Morcuric c.. Morcurous Silver

JJromide.
»"ver.

^r.jnjjde Bromide.

IlgBr, + Ag = HgDr + AgUr.

la the second reaction the mercurous
bromide reduces the silver cyanide to

the metallic litatc, thus :
—

Mercurous Potasalc

Silver Silver

Hroini'le. Cyuiildu

Ilgbr.AgBr + AgK'CCN), =' Hg(CN),

Morcuric

CjMiiid''.

I'olussi uin
hri.nilile.

+ Ki'.r +

Ilroinlilo nnd
Jili'iullit Silver.

Ag.Agbr

Fripin the :ibove, it will be seen that

the intcusified image is composed of

metallic and silver bromide, so that
should the deposit, after the treatment,
be too intense, it can easily be reduced

by a bath of dilute hypo, which dis-

solves the bromide.

The formula which Spiller recom-
mends for intensifying by this process,

although possessing little that is novel,

may prove of value to many of the
readers who have no experience with
the method. The following solutions

are required :—
(tj) Mercury bichloride .. 1 dr.

Potassium bromide .. 1 dr.

Water 1(5 oz.

(6) Silver nitrate .. .. 1 dr.

Potassium cyanide .. H dr.

Water 8 oz.

The commercial potassium cyanide is

quite pure enough for this purpose; but
if the pure salt be used, only 1 dr. should
be taken. The solution of cyanide should
be made at least 24hours before required,
and the liquid shaken briskly from time
to time, to ensure the saturation by the
silver. Even after standing for the
above period, a large precipitate will

remain undissolved.

A negative to be treated by this

method is first soaked in (a) till the

image is more or less bleached, according
to the amount of intensification required ;

it is then washed in 2 or .'J changes of

water, placed in another dish contain-

ing ('<), and there allowed to remain
until the white deposit is blackened

throughout the whole film. The latter

is finally very thoroughly washed, pre-

ferably in running water, for about J
hour, in order to I'emove every trace of

the silver. Negatives treated by this

means ought to be permanent, as the

cyanide acts like hydrochloric acid in

dissolving out every trace of mercury.
In conclusion, Spiller advises the

a<ldition of a small pro]iortion of

hydrochloric acid to the mercury batjj

for all processes in which the chloride

]>er sc is used
;
but when ex]»ense is no

object, the mercuric bromide and silver

cyanide is the most satisfactory method
for gelatine films. {Photo. News.)

(>) The chemical uuw moitly used in
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intensifying gelatine plates is mercury
bichloride in combination with ammonia,
or potassium iodide or cyanide. The
main difficulty of such intensification

has been that it was not stable
;
in a

short time the image on the plate, if

exposed much to the light, fades out, and

spoils the negative. The intensifier

given below has been found to work

well, and at the same time possesses the

quality of being absolutely stable.

(a) A stock solution of iron sulphate
is made as follows :

—
Iron sulphate
Citric acid

Water

15 gr.
15 gr.
1 oz.

(U) A second solution is made as

follows :
—

Water
Silver nitrate

Acetic acid

1 oz.

10 gr.
10 m.

To intensify, take enough of (a) to

cover the plate, and add thereto 6-10

drops of (6) ;
flood the plate, and the

intensification will proceed in a clear,

gradual, and satisfactory manner. To

produce a great degree of intensity,
more of the silver solution should be

added, a few drops at a time.

(4) Dr. Eder has frequently used the

mercuric chloride and sulphite method
for intensifying gelatine negatives, and

recommends th-e process.
The washed negative is placed in a

solution of mercuric chloride, and

allowed to remain a longer or shorter

time according to the degree of intensi-

fication required. After this, the plate
is rinsed v.'ith water—a thorough wash-

ing being superfluous. To blacken the

plate, it is now immersed in a strong
solution of sodium sulphite (say 1 part
of sulphite in 8-10 of water), and when
the darkening has reached its maximum,
the plate is well washed.

The special advantage of this method
is the fact that there is no necessity to

wash away all traces of the mercuric

chloride before placing the plate in the

sulphite bath, as mercuric chloride and
sodium sulphite do not react upon one

another. The white and insoluble mer-

curous chloride which is deposited upon
the plate is, however, rapidly reduced to

the metallic state by the sulphite. As
metallic mercury forms a stable image,

negatives intensified by the method
described may be regarded as permanent;
moreover, the colour is a very good one

for printing, and there is but little fear

of losing the more delicate shades of the

sixbject from over density.
If the intensification has been carried

too fiir, it is easy to reduce the negative

by treatment with a very weak potas-
sium cyanide solution.

(5) W. T. Wilkinson has been experi-

menting with a new intensifier, which,
as its principal ingredient is platinum,
induces the hope of greater permanency
than the usual mercurial intensifier.

The formula stands thus :
—

('.()
Ammonium chloride . . 5 gr.

Mercury bichloride . . 10 gr.

30-gr. solution of plati-
num bichloride . . 1 oz.

Water 20 oz.

(Ji) Liquor ammonia . . . . 5 oz.

Water 25 oz.

Two solutions are given, but it is rarely
that more than the first solution is

needed.

Immerse the negative to be intensified

in (a), and watch carefully the action.

Directly the requisite density (a dark-
brown colour being the result) is reached,
remove and wash thoroughly. If, how-

ever, through extreme weakness or not

stopping exactly at the right time, the

image begins to bleach, let it continue
until nearly white, and then wash and
immerse in (6).

For negatives requiring only a small
amount of strengthening, this process is

splendid ;
and even when carried out so

far as to render the use of 2 solutions

necessary, there is no clogging of the

shadows or intense yellow films, as is

frequently the case with mercury alone.

After washing thoroughly and immers-

ing in (b), the change takes place very
slowly, the high lights gradually assum-

ing a bluish black, and the shadows

clearing if the negative be an over-

exposed one. . This clearing of the
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shadows is very valuable, and, instead ot'

having a thick negative taking hours to

print, the result is a negative harmonious
t'roni high light to clear shadow. All

tlio changes are slow, and under perfect
command.

If the negative be in the state best

described as nearly dense enough, careful

washing in the first solution will give

ju>t the requisite density, and then a

thorough washing and immersion in

Ammonia 1 dr.

Water 20 oz.

will yield a result as perfect as possible.

After the ammonia solution has done its

work, the negative does not gather any
more density, no matter how long it'

may be left in. One precaution is, how-

ever, necessary during both stages, and

that is, the dish must be kept gently

rocked, or streaks are likely to form.

{Brit. Jour. Photog.)

(6) The mercury intensilier for gela-
tine j)lates, now largely used by photo-

graphers, has been somewhat improved
by H. J. Newton quite recently. The

advantages claimed for it are simplicity,

spet'd, and giving to the negative a good
colour. Tlie inti'nsifier, combining iiur-

cury, potassium iodide, and sodium hy-

posulphite, sometimes gives to a nega-
tive a yellow colour, which makes it a

slow printer. The solution will not ke p

well, but soon precipitates.
Newton's formula overcomts tln'se ob-

jections, lie lirst takes 10 gr. mercury
bichloricle, j)ulverises it in a inortar, and

dissolves in 10 oz. water. He ne.xt dis-

solves 190 gr. ])otassium iodide in 3 oz.

water, and gradually jiours the same into

tlie mercury solution. A rf d ])recipitate

occurs, but will be redissolveil when tii"

whob; amount of potassium iodide has

been added. The i:5-oz. concentrated

solution thus formed is now diluted by
the a'Idition of 24 oz. wat<'r. The
intensilier will kee]) cb'ar fora longtime,
ami so retain its strength.

To inti-nsify, Newton pour.s a sufliiii^nt

(junntity of the iutf-nsiliir into a tray,
and immerses in the same the dry or

dried negative. The action of the in-

tensilier takes place in a few seconds, and

the iutensitication is completed in 2-3
minutes.

The plate is then washed and im-
mersed for a few seconds in a very
dilute solution of sodium hyposulphite,

again washed, and dried. Negatives in

which there was very little detail in the

shadows have been very easily brought
up to good printing density with this

intensitier. It is essential that the soda

hyposulphite shall be eliminated from
the plate before intensification. To
avoid an extended washing for that

purpose, Newton quickly dissolves out

the hypo from the film by pouring over

the latter, after fixing, a solution of

5-10 gr. lead nitrate to the oz. of water.

Its action is easily observed by the

formation on the film of a milky preci-

pitate, which may be easily washed off.

(7) Dr. Nicol remarks that several of

the published methods of mercurial in-

tensification may be relied ujion as both

safe and jiractical ;
but the following,

which has been repeatedly described, he

believes to be the best :
—

(a) Jlerrury bichloride .. 1 oz.

Ammonium chlnride .. 1 oz.

Potassium iodide ijuant. sulf.

Dissolve the mercury and annnoniutn

salts in 10 oz. water, putting them
both in together, and add sufTicient

of a strong solution of potassium iodide

til dissolve the red mercury iodide formed

by tlio first additions. Then make up
the Inilk with water to 20 oz.

(6) Silver nitrate

Potassium cyanide

, 1§ oz.

quant, suff.

Dissolve the silver in .'j oz. water and
add sullicient of a strong .solution of

the cvanide to dissolve the precijiitate
fornii'd by the first additions, and make

uj) the bulk with water to 20 oz. The
solutions will kcej) indefinitely, and,
where very much intensification is re-

quired, should bo used at the full

stn.'Ugth ;
but when only a slight action

is desired, (ii) may be diluted to A or
4^.

The fixed and well-w.ished negative
should be placed in a dish with suf-

ficient of («) to cover it, and keej) in

motion for a few seconds. Let the
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action proceed, examining the plate

from time to time, till apparently suf-

ficient— or, rather, a little more —
density is produced. At this stage the

negative will have the appearance of a

rather dense but thoroughly good print-

ing collodion image, and the operator

may feel inclined to " let well alone."

On well washing the plate, however, he

will find the whole deposit has assumed

a yellow colour, and the washing must

be continued till that colour is uniform

all over. When that change has been

accomplished, the plate must be placed
in another dish, covered with (6), and

kept in motion for a few seconds as

before. Gradually, beginning with the

higher lights, the yellow will give place

to a fine olive brown, and the action

must be allowed to continue till the

w'hole negative has assumed that colour.

A final wash completes the operation.

Ees;arding the practical permanence
of the image thus intensified, Dr. Xicol

has no doubt whatever. He has prac-
tised the matter pretty constantly

during the last 2 years, and there lay
before him while he wrote a negative
from which some hundreds of prints

had been taken, and it was, so far as it

is possible to judge, absolutely un-

changed. {^Brit. Jour. Photog.)

(8) Scolik, of Vienna, has recently

experimented extensively with a soda

sulphite intensifier, and recommends the

following formula :
—

(a) Mercury bichloride .. 1 oz.

Potassium bromide .. 1 oz.

Water 50 oz.

The above may be diluted 4 times its

volume if desired, in order that the

action may be gradual and less energetic.

The fixed and well-washed negative is

allowed to remain in (a) until the film

becomes well whitened. If a small

degree of intensification is -desired, it

should be left in but a short time.

The plate is next slightly rinsed off

(a thorough washing not being required
at this point), and immersed in

('>) Saturated solution soda

sulphite .5 oz.

Water 5 oz.

The darkening action will be observed

to take place gradually, as in the case

when ammonia is used, and will impart
a rich brown-black colour to the nega-

tive, which should be well washed
;

negatives thus intensified are believed

to be permanent. Dr. Eder describes

the following as the chemical reaction

which takes place. The whitened

negative contains mercurcus chloride

(calomel), and this is reduced to the

metallic state by the sodium sulphite,

just as appears to be the case wheu

potassium cyanide is used ; thus the

method now described may be i egarded
as analogous with Monckhoven's potas-
sium argento-cyanide method. ]\Iercuric

chloride is not reduced in the cold by
alkaline sulphites, because stable double

salts are formed
; still, at a boiling

temperature, reduction sets in, the

mercurous chloride being first formed,
and then the metallic mercury. The
above tact explains why it is unnecessary
to wash away all traces of mercuric

chloride before treating with sodium

sulphite.

(9) That not a few of the votaries of

the art would forsake mercurial intensi-

fication for silver and iron or other

permanent redevelopment, were they
assured of the absence of abnormal or

other stains, may be taken for granted.
A. Donald brings forward a method of

intensifying gelatine negatives with

silver and iron which has rendered good
service since the summer of 1880.

The chemicals necessary are identical

with those used with wet collodion,
with the exception of the chloro-iodo

bath, which apparently decomposes the

active principle or constituent in the

gelatine that causes the well-known

pink fog. Neither iodine nor sodium
chloride by itself will prevent the pink

stain, but a combination of both as

prescribed. The image is, probably,
converted into silver iodide, which in

turn gives place, to some extent, to the

excess of chloride, forming both iodide

and chloride of silver in the film, and

during the decomposition the fog-pro-
ducer is destroyed or rendered harm-
less. At all events, the negative is very
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readily and successfully intensified after

its immersion in the bath.

The following are the requisite solu-

tions : (a) saturated solution of common

salt; (b) ruby solution of iodine in

potassium iodide ; (c) 10-gr. solution of

iron protosuljjhate ; (</) 15-gr. solution

of silver nitrate
; (e) a very wealv solu-

tion of potassium cyanide.
When the crystals in solution (d) are

dissolved, a few drops of a saturated so-

lution of soda carbonate should be added,

and the bottle placed in the light until

clear. The silver should then b"e filtered

and acidified with acetic acid (eschew

nitric) enough to turn litmus paper red.

To solution (c), | oz. glacial acetic acid

must be added to every 15 oz. water.

Test a mixture of (c) and (d) thus :

Pour into a developing cup ^ oz. of (c),

and add (say) J dr. of (d). If the com-

bination turn muddy in less than 5

minutes, add more acetic acid to the

stock bottle (c), until it remains clear

when mixed with the silver solution for

the specified time.

To intensify the negative : It is pre-

mised that the negative has been

"alumed" and washed thoroughly to

free it from the fi.\ing agent. If the

film be tender it is best, in the first

place, to dry it. Now pour into a clean

measure sufilcient of (n) to cover the

plate ;
then add a few drops of (6), until

the colour of amber be attained, im-

mediately place the negative in a (-iLan

tray, and pour over it the chloro-iodo

solution. Leave the plate in this bath

for 4-5 minutes—the thicker the film

the longer it should remain—then well

wash it un<l<'r the tap. As vegi'talde

and other extraneous substances from

the washing-water ofter adhere tenaci-

ously to tiie surface of the film, thereby

causing irregular markings, at this stage

any such shouhl l.e gently removed l)y

a tuft of cotton wool <iiiipeil in water.

The next operation must bo d<»ne in

the dark room—one in which wet col-

lodion can be worked—or by candle- or

gas-light. To proceed: into a developing

cup shake a fiw drops of (il), and a<ld

(say) for a lialf-plate .almost J oz. of (r).

Flow this on the negative, and let it

remain for 3-4 minutes—not longer—
gently rocking the plate the while

;

then quickly place it under the tap
until all greasy lines have disappeared.
It will now be seen that a considerable

increase of density is the result. One

operation generally suffices
;
but if the

image be still too thin, clean out the

cup and repeat the dose. The plate
will be thin, indeed, if it requires a

third application. After a good wash,

place the negative in solution (e) for

1-2 minutes, when it may be examined

in daylight. Well wash again, then

diy, and varnish.

If ordinary precautions be taken

with the above method, there will be

little fear of red fog ;
but if, from in-

advertence or other cause, it should

appear, immediately immerse the nega-
tive in a fresh solution of («) and (J)).

It has the valuable property to a great

degree of clearing otT the stain. Should

the fog be deep and obstinate, place
out of doors the plate in a solution of

potassium sulphide, when it (the stain)

will gradually vanish. This treatment

intensifies the negative. It simply re-

quires to be well washed in running

water, dried, and varnished. (jBrif.

Jour. Fhotorj.)
-

(10) Abney's method for increasing
the sensitiveness of the ferrous-oxalate

developer. Ad^l 10-40 drops, accord-

ing to requirement, of a 25-gr. solution

of hyposulphite to 'A oz. of developer.

(11) Cowell's Clearing Solution.

Alum 2 jiarts

Citric Mciil .. 1 part
Wafer .. .. 10 jiarfs

Edwards maizes this .sherry-coloured

witli iron perch loride.

Strippinij Film from Ncijativcs.
—Fre-

quently inquiries arc made as to the

Ijcst me.ms of removing a gclatino-

))roniide negative from its glass supjiort,

so that it can be used either as .a direct

or reversed negative, and it does not

ajipear to be very generally known
tliat a few years ago Plener described a

nutliod which answers well under all

circumstances, whether a substratum

has been used or not.
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If a negative is immersed in ex-

tremely dilute hydrofluoric acid con-

tained in an ebonite dish, say i tea-

spoonful to J pint of water, the film

very soon becomes loosened, and floats

off the glass, this circumstance being
due to the solvent action which the

acid exercises upon the surface of the

plate as soon as it has penetrated the

film. If the floating film be now

caught upon a plate which has been

slightly waxed, and is allowed to dry
on this plate, it will become quite flat

and free from wrinkles. To wax the

plate, it should be held before the fire

until it is moderately hot, after which
it is rubbed over with a lump of wax,
and the excess is polished olF with a

piece of flannel. When the film is dry,
it will leave the waxed glass immedi-

ately, if one corner is lifted by means

of a penknife. The film will become

somewhat enlarged during the above-

described operation ; but, by taking
suitable precautions, this enlargement

may be avoided. It is also convenient

to prepare the hydrofluoric acid ex-

temporaneously by the action of sul-

phuric acid on sodium fluoride
; and, in

many cases, it is advisable to thicken up
the film by an additional layer of gela-
tine.

The following dii-ections embody
these points. The negative, which

must be unvarnished, is levelled, and

covered with a layer of warm gelatine
solution (1 in 8) about as thick as a

sixpence. This done, and the gelatine

set, the plate is immersed in alcohol I'or

a few minutes in order to remove the

greater part of the water from the

gelatinous stratum. The next step is

to allow the plate to remain for 5-6

minutes in a cold mixture of 1 part sul-

phuric acid with 12 of water, and in the

meantime 2 parts sodium fluoride are

dissolved in 100 of water, an ebonite

tray being used. A volume of the

dilute sulphuric acid equal to about |
of the fluoride solution is next added

from the first dish, and the plate is then

transferred to the second dish, when
the film soon becomes liberated. When
this is the case, it is placed once more

in the dilute sulphuric acid. After a

few seconds it is rinsed in water, and
laid on a sheet of waxed glass, complete
contact being established by means of

a squeegee, and the edges are clamped
down by means of strips of wood held

in position by clips or string. All ex-

cess of sulphuric acid may now be re-

moved by soaking the plate in methyl-
ated alcohol, after which it is dried.

It is as well to add a few drops of am-
monia to the last quantity of alcohol

used.

The plate bearing the film negative
is now placed in a warm locality, under
which circumstances a few hours will

suffice for the complete drying of the

pellicular negative, after which it may
be detached with the greatest ease by
lifting the edges with the point of a

penknife. {Photo. News.)

Eemedy for Frilling.
—

(1) The ten-

dency of the film on gelatine plates to
"

frill
" and rise up off the glass during

development is very common when the

solutions are warm. A remedy de-

scribed by Watmough Webster, which,
in his experience, has proved to be valu-

able and useful, is as follows. After

the frilled negative has been fixed, it is

washed a ievi minutes, and then im-

mersed in an alum solution for 1 hour
;

it is again washed and soaked for 12

hours—overnight, for instance— in a

dish containing alcohol ; the dish should

be covered with a sheet of glass to

prevent the evaporation of the alcohol.

At the end of 12 hours the frilling or

blistering will have entirely disappeared.

(2) Soak the plate before develop-
ment in a saturated solution of P]psom
salts (magnesia sulphate) ; wash and

develop as usual.

Putting up Plates. — At a recent

meeting of the New York Society of

Amateur Photographers, Newton called

attention to the dauger of the injurious
action of soda hyposulphite, contained

in the dividing paper frames, upon gela-
tine plates as they are at present put up
and sold. He exhibited several speci-
mens in which the deleterious action of

the chemical was distinctly visible.

The general effect was to fog the edge,
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and frequently the whole of the plate,
and thus seriously injure it for future

use. As a remedy, he suggested that

the plates be packed in tin or metal

boxes, or that the division frames be

varnished or shellacked, which would
in a measure counteract any injurious
effect of the chemicals contained in the

paper.

Reducing Negatives.
—

(1) F. C. Beach

presented the following formula for

reducing negatives :—
(a) Water 15 dr.

Gold chloride ., .. 15 gr.

(6) A Weak Solution of Potassium

Cyanide.
Water 8 oz.

Potassium cyanide .. 10 gr.

The plate to be reduced is soaked in

water for a minute, and is then flowed

over with («) for ^ minute; it is then

washed, and flowed with the cj'anide
solution. The reduction takes place

gradually, and if the first application is

insulficient, the operation should be

repeated.

(2) A formula given by Newton is as

follows :
—

Water 10 oz.

Copper sulphate .. 100 gr.

After the copper is dissolved :

Potassium bromide .. 100 gr.

are added, which converts the solution

into copper bromide.

Then 1 oz. of the above is added to

2 oz. water; the plate is soaked in this

for a minute or two, washed, and put
into a weak solution of soda hyposul-

phite for 2-3 minutes, and again
washed. The manipulation mav b(--

repeated should the reiluction be insulli-

cient. The copper .solution may lie

used over and over.

(3) Another solution is:—
W.iter 1 oz.

Iron jjerchloride solution, as

obtained at the druggists* h dr.

The j)late is laid in this for 2-.'} minutes,

washed, put into a wi.'ak soliitiou of

hypo for the same length of time,

waaiicd, and dried.

(4) It ia often observed that (here is

no satisfactory method of reducing
mercury intensified negatives. This
assertion requires qualifying. When
the silver cyanide method is ailopted,
the mode of operation is e.xtremely

simple. The only danger is of over-

doing it, and allowance must be made
for the difference between a gelatine
neeative when in a wet and a dry state.

If a negative be too dense when re-

moved from the silver cyanide bath, flow

over it a weak solution—say 2 oz. of a

saturated solution to 1 pint water—of

soda hyposulphite. The action which
follows is a rapid one, and a second or

two sometimes suffices to produce the

requisite effect. Water should be

handy, into which the negative shouM

immediately be plunged and well rinsed

befoie examining it. It will now be

found more harmonious, and the colour

unchanged, excepting in so far the now
thinner film. If the reduction be in-

sufficient, the operation can be repeated.
The negative requires, of course, to be

well washed afterwards to free it from

hypo.
As to the keeping qualities of nega-

tives so reduced, if the jn-imary o])era-
tions of fixing and thorough wa.-<hing
be pro])erly performed, there is no dif-

ference from other negatives not so

treated.

Should a negative that has been in-

tensified and varnished be found to give
har<l prints, the varnish can be re-

moved, and the operation of reduction

performed in a similar manner. To re-

move the varnish, flow over the nega-
tive sufficient methylated spirit to

cover it. Allow the s]urit to remain
for a little to penetrate the varnish.

Drain on to a tut't of cotton wool, then

gently polish, so to speak, the face of

tlie film. Once more flow with spirit,

and clear off with a soft j)iece of cdean

linen rag. Afterw.'irds immerse in

water, when any gum still adhering is

easily removed, and the negative is ready
to be reduceil. (.\. Donald.)

(5) A formula given i)y Dr. .Tanevvay
consi-sts in dissolving 9 gr. potassium
ferricyanide (red ))riissiate of potash),

by stirring with a glass rod, in 3 oz. of
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;i 5 per cent, solution of soda hyposul-

phite, which is sufficient to cover a 5 X 8

plate, and should be mixed on the day
it is used. The action of the reducer is

(juick, and careful watching is neces-

sary. With a camel-hair brush, which
has been dipped in the solution, dense

portions of a dry negative may be

touched over and reduced. Care should

be taken to wash off the plate after

each application.

Toning Silver Citro-chloride Prints and

Transparent Positives.—The probabili-
ties being in favour of an increased use

of silver citro-chloride mixed with gela-

tine, for the purpose of obtaining posi-
tives printed out for enlarging, the

lantern, opal, or paper, it may not be

considered out of place to say something
about the prints so obtained. Not that

the ordinary methods of toning paper

prints are unsuitable, or that any very

especial care need be observed beyond
the usual precautions ; still, without

some definite formulae for guidance,
there is a possibility some difficulty may
be experienced in obtaining the colour

desired.

The following will be found capable
of giving any tone to the transparency
or positive by reflected light, ranging
between warm brown and purple
black :

—
Ammonium sulphocyanate 1 dr.

Water 1 pint
Gold terchloride .. .. 1 gr.

Upon adding the gold, it is converted

into a sulphocyanate, which will be seen

to have a red colour. The precipitate,

however, dissolves in the excess of sul-

phocyanate, and is then ready for use.

Washing before toning is dependent
on the formulae employed in making the

emulsion
;
in most cases it will be found

advisable. Toning action is first seen

at the edges, by the colour changing to

a yellowish brown
;

soon the whole

print assumes a sepia tint, then purple,
and finally blue-black, the usual time

occupied in these changes being less

than 5 minutes. The print should then

be transferred to another dish containing
a plain solution of ammonic sulphocvan-

(4)

ate (2 dr. of the salt in 1 pint of water),
where it may remain 5-10 minutes,
after which it should be placed in

weak hypo.(l : 10) until the soluble

chloride is dissolved. Ammonium sul-

phocyanate alone will be found to fix a

plate or paper print made with silver

citro-chloride emulsion, but hypo is

cheaper and quicker. Should the plates
or paper be inclined to frill, place them
in saturated chrome alum solution after

toning ;
this in no way affects the colour

or purity of the whites. Washing is

the same as with other gelatine plates
and silver prints. (W. M. Ashman.)

Drying Plates.—(1) An inconvenience

which has caused no little trouble to

workers with gelatine plates is the

length of time they take to dry. A
collodion plate can be held to the fire

and dried in a very short time
;
but a

gelatine plate under the same conditions

would melt and run. Now, a gelatine

plate mav, under different conditions,
be dried quite as rapidly as a collodion

plate ;
it is possible to take a negative,

dry it, and print a proof in considerably
less than j hour.

The principle is simply to remove the

superfluous moisture before holding the

negative to the fire, and this can be

done by applying a piece of perfectly
clean blotting-paper to the surface of

the gelatine, using at first a moderate

pressure, and increasing this pressure
to any degree required. The blotting-

paper will in no icay injure the negative,
and any stray pieces of fluft" will dust

off when the plate is dry. Still, it is

better to carefully dust the blotting-

paper, and to remove any stray pieces
of material before it is applied. It will

now be found that the negative can be

dried at any degree of heat in tlie space
of 5-2 minutes. This fact led to the

following :
—

If a gelatine negative be dried as

above, at only a moderate heat, it will

not perceptibly differ from a negative
which has been allowed to dry spon-

taneously ;
but if a negative from which

the superfluous moisture has been ex-

tracted by blotting-paper be exposed to

a greater heat, the whole complexion of

2 B
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the negative is altered. Not only does

the film become horny and tough, but

the picture on it appears in relief
—so

much so that it seems quite possible to

produce a cast from the negative capable
of being pi'inted from in an ordinary

press. This is an extension of the prin-

ciple in which hot water is used as a

developer ,•
but this latter does not seem

either as simple or efficacious as the

method suggested. (J. J. S. Bird.)

(2) After well washing, place the

jilate in a bath of methylated spirit for

2-3 minutes ;
afterwards flow 2 or 3

times with common methylated sul-

phuric ether. The negative will dry in

a current of air in 2-3 minutes.

(3) Drying cupboards will be found

described and illustrated in the article

on Desiccating, pp. 108-111.

Gelatino-hronide Film Paper.
—

(1)
Since the discovery and rapid develop-
ment of dry-plate photography, many
attempts have been made to dispense
witli the use of glass as a support for

the film, and so far with considerable

success. One of the most promising
inventions of the kind is that of Thiebaut,
a photographer, of Paris. It consists

in the preparation of a gelatino-bromide
of silver film paper, from which the

film can be detached in a dry state after

exposure and development. The advan-

tages arc that the sensitive coating is

regular, and its thickness is uniform

throughout the entire surface; it can

be exjiosed for a luminous impression in

any kind of slide, and it can be deve-

lopeil and fixed as easily as a negative
on glass. Further, the negative dries

quite flat on blotting-paper, and the

film being without grain, the negatives
are as fine and as transparent as those

upon glass. The negatives can be printed
from either face, which is of ailvan-

tage in connection with j)hototy])y and

photo-engraving. The manufacture is

can'ied out in the ftdlowing manner:—
A gelatinised sheet of jiajier is damped

with cold water, and when evenly satu-

rated it is placed on a glass, to which it

is attached by means of bauds of ])a])er

j)asted partially on tlie glass and jiar-

tialiy oa the edgca of the »hect
;

in this

state it is allowed to dry, and is stretched

quite flat. The dry sheet is then coated

with a solution of ordinary collodion,

containing 1-2 percent, of guncotton(l J

per cent, gives very good results), and

1^-21 per cent, of castor oil (2 per cent,

gives very good results) ;
this coating

is allowed to dry.
The glass with the prepared paper

upwards is levelled, and then it is coated
in a room from which all but red rays of

light are excluded, with a tepid emulsion
of silver bromide to the extent of about
1 millimeter thick, and after leaving it

in this position until the gelatine has

set, say about 5 minutes, with the film

paper still attached, it is placed upright
in a drying room, where it should re-

main about 12 hours exposed to a tem-

perature of 62°-66° F. (17°-20° C).
The film paper is detached from the

glass ready for exposure, development,
and fixing in the usual manner

;
for the

purpose of developing, iron oxalate or

])yrogallic acid answers equally well.

For the purpose of fixing, a mixture by
weight of 100 water, 15 soda hyposul-

phite, and 6 powdered alum, produces
excellent results. After being allowed
to dry, the film is peeled olf the pajier

by hand, and can be immediately used
for producing negatives.

(2) Waruerke gives the details of a

discovery he has made respecting the

action of pyrogallic acid on gelatino-
bromide. This discovery consists in the

fact that a gelatine plate submitted to

pyrogallic acid becomes insoluble in

those ])arts acted upon by light, exactly
in the same way as gelatine acted ujxiu

by chrome salts, the insolubility being
in proportion to the amount of light
and the thickness of the gelatine. This

]ir(iperly Waruerke pro])oses to utilise

in various ways. The drawback in the

oi'dinary gelatine jirocess being that,
unless the exposure is very accurately

timed, there is considerable danger of

over-exposure, and intensification being

very diflicult, ])ictures by the gelatine

])rocess are often inferior to those by
colliidion. lly the new process he is,

however, able not only to intensify, but

also to overcome the drawbacks arising
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from over-exposure. The latter he

effects by using the emulsion on paper.
He has found that no matter how much
the paper is over-exposed, the picture,

jirovided the developer is restrained

sufficiently, is not injured, while in the

case of the emulsion on glass, there is

not only halation of the image, but a

reversal also. The transfer of the

image from paper on to the glass is very

easy. The paper is immersed in water,
and placed in contact with a glass

plate. The superfluous moisture being
removed by a squeegee, the paper may
then be stripped oft", leaving the gelatine
on the glass. Hot water is then ap-

plied, which dissolves all the gelatine
not acted on by light, and the image is

left upon the glass in relief. Intensifi-

cation is effected by mixing with the

emulsion a non-actinic colouring matter,
and which is not affected by silver.

Aniline colours answer the purpose, and

in this way special emulsion for special

purposes can be prepared. This method
of preparation would be especially
suitable for magic - lantern slides.

Warnerke claims that by his discovery
relief can be obtained far more easily
than by the ordinary bichromatised

gelatine, and therefore it is especially
suitable for the Woodbury type process.

By mixing emery powder with the

emulsion, it is rendered fit for engrav-

ing purposes, and by a combination with

vitrified colours the image can be burnt

in, and being so adapted for enamels.

By using a suitable emulsion, however,
so little gelatine can be employed as to

obviate all difficulty in carbonising.
The process can also be adapted for

collotype printing. The sensitive paper
can be used in the camera in lengths,
wound on rollers.

Tissue Negatives from Plates.—The
method of removing the films from col-

lodion plates by means of a coating of

transfer collodion, and subsequently
either remounting them upon the glass
in a reversed position to be utilised in

processes requiring
" reversed nega-

tives," or preserving them as "tissue"

negatives, in which form they may be

printed from either side, will be familiar

to most readers. The application of the

process to gelatine plates presents some-
what more difficulty. Following are a

few particulars of the treatment found

by Wilfred Bailey successful.

The collodion is prepared from one of

the usual formulse for the purpose, as

follows: Ether, 5 oz.
; alcohol, 0*805,

10 oz castor oil, J oz. : pyroxyline,

The gelatine negative (in a dry, and,
of course, unvarnished condition) is

flowed liberally with the collodion,

levelled, and allowed to dry. The film

is then cut through to the glass at a

short distance from the edges, and the

plate is left to soak in water I'or some
24 hours, after which it will be found
that the film may be lifted by a corner,
and easily detached from the glass. It

may then be reversed, and laid upon the

glass under water in a similar manner
to that adopted with carbon tissue, the

superfluous water being afterward gently
pressed out, care being taken not to

injure the gelatine surface, which is

somewhat tender at this stage. The

plate should then be allowed to dry (not
too quickly, or the film will have a

tendency to peel oft' the glass). If only
a reversed negative is wanted, it is now
ready for use ; but if a tissue negative
is desired, the plate should again be
flowed as before with the collodion, dried,
cut round, either at the edges where

previously cut, or to any size and shape
desired, and then soaked in water imtil
it can be easily removed from the glass,
which will be the case in a few minutes.
The film may then be dried in blottino--

paper, and preserved between the leaves
of a book (one interleaved with tissue

paper will be found convenient for the

purpose).
To print, the film may be laid upon a

piece of glass in the printing frame, and
will be found to lie flat without diffi-

culty in a dry state
; but, if desired, it

may be mounted as before with the aid

of water, and dried. In the latter case,
it will be generally found necessary to

soak the plate a few minutes in water
when the film is to be removed from the

glass. In all stages of the process where
2 B 2
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soaking in water is required, be careful

to continue it long enough, as if any
adhesion exists between the tilni and the

glass, damage to the former will ensue

on attempting to remove it.

Bailey was led to employ this method

chiefly for the purpose of printing nega-
tives by the single transfer carbon pro-

cess, which he considers the best and
most convenient (for an amateur espe-

cially) that exists, but he finds also great

advantage in the small space occupied
bv the tissue negatives, and their porta-

bility. The tissue is very tough, and

cannot easily be torn (unless a cut or

tear has begun at the edges, in which
case great care is requisite). The
second coating of collodion acts as a

protection to the enclosed gelatine film,

and adds substance to the tissue, while

it prevents the "
cockling-up

" which
the sensitiveness of the gelatine to mois-

ture causes if it is attempted to use the

film as a tissue on its first removal from

the glass, without a second apjjlication
of the collodion as directed. Of courbe

the same treatment may be ap|ilied to

transparent jiositivcs, and might be

useful for other jjurposes. (^Plioto.

Sews.)

Hartley's Dry-plate Process.—Sensi-

tiveness of a gelatine emulsion depends

upon the tineness of the silver bromide
in the gelatine ;

the finer it is, the more

r;ii)id.
Weak solutions give finer ])ro-

cipitates than strong solutions. Acid

solutions give finer precipitates than

alkaline solutions. Some have said that

the sensitiveness of an emulsion depends

upon its being more or loss alkaline—
the more alkaline, the more rapid

—
therefore they use amtiiouia to make it

alkaline. Now, ammonia i)artially dis-

solves tlie silver bromide, making it finer,

therefore more rapid. It is not because

it is alkaline. Anything that will dis-

solve the .silver brum i<lc and not <le(:om-

jiiise the gelatine, whether it is acid or

alkaline, will <lo the same thing. By
boiling an emulsion, the heat partially
dissolves the silver bromide. The mure
bromide that is used in excess of what
it actually takes to precijiitate the silver

used, the less boiling it will take, because

the excess of bromide will dissolve the
silver bromide, and the heat will hurry
it along. The more aciil an emulsion,
the longer you can boil

;
the more

alkaline, the shorter time, as the am-
monia aids in dissolving the silver

bromide.

All know how to make ammonia-
nitrate of silver, by adding ammonia to

a silver solution until the silver oxide

formed has redis-solved. Hartley tried

this with silver bromide, and found by
adding ammonium bromide or potassium
bromide to a precipitate of silver bro-

mide, that the excess would redissolve the

silver bromide, making a clear solution,
same as excess of ammonia redissolves

the silver oxide in making silver am-
monia-nitrate.

When the silver bromide is all re-

dissolved, it is in the finest possible
state of division. He added this to the

gelatine, which makes a clear, trans-

jiarent mixture, and when he began to

wash it, it began to emulsify. The

longer he washed it the quicker it would
woi'k. A trial proved that it was too

rapid, and the ]>lates would have to be

made and handled in absolute darkness

in order to work them successfully.

Besides, the silver bromide added to the

gelatine in this state decomposed it, so

that it was difficult to get it to set.

He therefore got his tineness of silver

bromide by the same theory, but in a

different way.
The intensity of a negative depends

upon the proportion of silver to the

gelatine. The more silver, the less in-

tensity and moio <letail. i gr. silver

to each grain of gelatine will make
a very intense negative, while 2 gr.

silver to every grain of gelatine will

make a very thin but full detail nega-
tive. When gelatine is boiled, it refuses

to set without a cooling slab ; and

when not heated above 140°-!.^u" F.,

and then only long enou'j;h to flow the

jilates, they set and dry without any
trouble.

It is not necessary to use the gelatine
so thick as recommended in published
formulas (namely IJO gr. to the ounce),
as it takes longer to set and dry, and is
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a waste of emulsion, as intensity can be

regulated by the proportion of silver to

the gelatine, and not by the thickness

of the film. A gelatine solution, when
acid and in a jelly state, will hold

200 per cent, of silver, and when it is

alkaline it will hold sometimes not more
than i gr. of silver to each grain of

gelatine ;
this depends upon how alkaline

the gelatine is. Driffield states that

gelatine in a jelly state will hold but

a small amount of silver, and then only
as a sponge holds water

;
that if you

attempt to cut or squeeze it, the silver

comes out in solution. This is only the

case when the gelatine is alkaline and
never when acid. Acid gelatine will hold

200 per cent, of silver, and can be cut

or squeezed without danger of losing a

drop of silver.

Silver bromide formed from alkaline

solutions is not as fine as when formed
from acid solutions

;
and the weaker

the solution of bromide, the finer the

precipitates of silver bromide. Pure
silver bromide is not sensitive to light,
but only becomes so when in combination
with organic matter, such as gelatine

gives to it.

Formula.—Take any hard gelatine
—

Swiss or Heinrich's—soak it for 12 hours
in water, changing the water 3 times

during the 12 hours. Do not cut it up.
Take it out of the water and lay it on
clean paper to dry. No matter how
much of this you fix in this way, as

when dry it will keep as before.

Take 75 gr. soda carbonate (not bicar-

bonate) and 60 gr. citric acid, and put
into 3 oz. warm water in a quart pitcher ;

when the citric acid and soda carbonate

are dissolved, and all effervescence

ceases and carbonic acid gas has passed
'

off, add 16 oz. cold water and 720 gr.
of the soaked and dried gelatine and let

it stand 30 minutes
;
now dissolve 720 gr.

silver (prepared according to formula

given) in 6 oz. water. Place the pitcher

containing the gelatine in hot water—
do not let the temperature exceed 110°.

When the gelatine is all dissolved,
which will take about 15 minutes, add
the silver solution to the warm gelatine ;

rinse out the vessel you dissolve the

silver in with 2 oz. water, and add
it to the gelatine solution

;
when the

silver is added, it will immediately turn
white (if it turns brown, the gelatine is

not good, and must be discarded). Stir

well. Now take a bowl large enough
to hold the emulsion, wax it inside with

beeswax, being careful not to leave an
excess of wax

;
this is to keep the emul-

sion from sticking to the bowl. Pour
the silvered gelatine into the bowl, and
set away in a temperature of 40°-60° F.

to set.

When this becomes a jelly, which
will take about 4 hours, cut it into

strips about J in. square, using a silver

knife or horn spatula. Put strips of

silver gelatine into a half-gallon pitcher,

put pitcher into the washing box (de-
scribed hereafter), put on cover and

pour the following solution through the

pipe into the pitcher on to the gelatine :

Soda carbonate .. .. 150 gr.
Ammonium bromide .. 720 gr.
Alcohol 4 Oa-.

Water (about 60^-70° F.) 12 oz.

Stir this every i hour for 2 hours.

When you stir it, take washiug box into

dark room, shut the door, and by red

light only take off the cover
; give it a

good stirring with a glass rod and re-

place the covei-. To tell when the silver

is all formed into silver bromide, take a

small piece of the jelly to the light ami
cut it in two

;
if it is all alike, the

action has taken place, if it is not tlie

same colour all the way through, there
is still free silver present. Do not put
the piece back into the pitcher, as it

would fog the balance. When the silver

has all been formed into silver bromide,
the emulsion could be washed, melted,
and plates prepai-ed, but they would be
slow. Now leave the emulsion standing
in this brine of ammonium bromide, &c.,
fi'om 1-5 days or more, according to

rapidity you want : 3 days makes a rapid

plate, 5-6 days makes a very rapid

plate. The reason of this is the excess

ofammonium bromide partially dissolves

the silver bromide. The longer it re-

mains in the brine, the finer it becomes;
also, the weaker the brine, the finer the
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silver bromide. But by making it

weaker than is recommended here takes

too long for the silver bromide to form.

Washing the Emulsion. — Let the

water run through the tube to bottom
of pitcher and off at faucet below. To
tell when the emulsion is sufficiently

washed, take some of the waste water

running from the faucet into a 2-oz.

bottle and add a few drops of silver

solution
;
there will be a precipitate of

silver bromide. In an hour take some
more of the waste water, and add a few

drops of silver solution, and if there is

no precipitate of silver bromide, the

emulsion is washed enough. If there is

still a precipitate of silver bromide,
continue to wash until, upon trial, tliere

is no precipitate formed. Stirring the

emulsion several times will hasten the

washing. Never take off the cover to

the washing box, except in red light
after you add the brine.

The emulsion is now ready to be pre-
served for future use, or to be used at

once.

To use at once, tie a piece of coarse

canvas over a large bowl, pour the

emulsion on to canvas and let it drain

free of excei^s of water; ])ut back into

pitcher and place into hot water in

apparatus described hereafter. Jlelt

at a temperature of 140°-150° F.

Add 2 07.. alcohol and 2 oz. i)ure albu-

men. (To prepare the albumen, l)cat

the wliite of eggs to a stiff fnith

and set aside to go back to liquid.)

Add 2 drops of a saturated solution of

chrome alum in water to each ounce of

emiilsion : this is to keep the gelatine
from frilling. Tln^re should be .'i') oz.

of emulsion when finished; if not, make

up with wati:r. Make sm.-ilii'r quan-
tities in proportion.

Flowing the Plates.—Filter the emul-
sion through a piece of moist flannel in

the glass funnel, jilaced in the tin fun-

nel as described hereafter; filter into ,a

uniall pitcher that will hold about <i oz.

Yon can have sf.'veral of those small

jiitchers in hot water; as you omjity

one, you can be filtering more while

you use the others. The small pitchers
arc for flowing out, Have your pl.ites

cleaned as described hereafter, and have
them about as warm as when you var-
nish. Hold the plate with "the left

hand, the long way towards you, pour
some emulsion on the centre of ])iate,

let run to the farther right-hand corner,
then to farther left-hand corner, then
to corner you have hold of, and off at

the nearest right-hand corner; leave

sufficient on the plate to make a rather

opaque film. Practice will guide you
how thick to have them. If they
come out too intense, you have too

much on : if too thin, you have not

enough on. Jlove the emulsion on the

jilate until it is smooth, and then jilace

u|)on screw-eyes as described hereafter.

When you have C flowed, the first one
will be ready to put upon a rack to

dry. As soon as a plate is coated, it

must be put in a dark place to dry—not even a red light should got to the

l)lates after they are flowed. The place

you put them to set should be shaded
from all red or white light ;

a dry plate
on a negative exposed for 5 minutes to

a red light will make a transparency;
so, of course, will fog if exposed too

long to rod light in making and drving.
The ])lates will dry in a icw hours and
are ready for use.

The alcohol and albumen are added to

hasten the setting and drying, and to

aid in the flowing. Gelatine ami albu-

men flow more readily than gelatine

alone; the albumen also ludps to keep
the silver in suspension in the gelatine.

Keeping the Emulsion.—Take the

emulsion strips and ))ut them into a
wide-mouth fruit jar; pour enough
alcohol on to cover the emulsion, screw
on the top, and the emulsion will keep.
When you wish it, take up what you
want to use, wash it to free it of alco-

hol, let dr.ain and melt. Add albumen,
alcohol, ami chrome alum ;is before, and
flow the plates.

If you are in a hurry and do not

wish to wait the '1-.') days to gain

ra])idity, you can take emulsion as soon

as all free! silver has been formed into

silver bromide. Melt the emulsion,
heat to 140°-] 50° F. (00°-6(3° C), add

4^0 gr. |iotassium bromide, and let stand
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in the water at 140°-150° F. for 30

minutes. Put aside in temperature of

40°-60°F. (4°-16^ C.) to set, and then

wash and flow the plates. But if this

way is chosen, the emulsion must be

washed in a diiierent way than described

above, as the soluble ammonium nitrate

left in the emulsion will not wash out as

in the other process of washing. When
the silver bromide is formed in the gela-

tine, by placing the silvered gelatine in

the brine the emulsion does not take up
the soluble ammonium nitrate, so only
needs sufficient washing to free the

outside from the ammonium nitrate.

But in the latter case the ammonium
nitrate is all through the emulsion, and

must be treated as follows :
—Squeeze

the set emulsion through a piece of

coarse canvas into a large bowl of water,
take another large bowl, tie a piece of

coarse canvas around the top, pour
emulsion and water on to the canvas, so

as the water will filter off, take emul-

sion with a silver spoon otf of the can-

vas into another bowl of water
;
wash

this way 3 times, let drain, melt, add

the alcohol and albumen as before

stated, and flow the plates.

Preparing the Silver.—Put a quan-

tity of silver nitrate into an evaporating
dish on a sand bath, with a small

amount of water
;
add to every pound

of silver about ^ the white of an egg ;

fuse the silver until it has melted and

run back to an oily liquid ;
take it off

the fire, cool and granulate. This silver

is just right for making emulsions, also

for making baths by the wet process,

and will work in i the time of any
other way of fixing silver.

Washing Box.—Take a wooden pail,

make a light-tight cover for it
; put

near the bottom a good-sized wooden

faucet
;
make out of galvanised iron a

§-in. tube, with 3 right angles in it, to

keep light out, and on top a small fun-

nel of same material
;

insert this tube

near the top of wooden pail ;
let tube

extend into pail about 2 in., and

connect a rubber hose to the tube that

will reach to the bottom of the pitcher

containing the emulsion. The brine

can be poured into the funnel, through

the tube, on to the emulsion, and when

ready to wash, let water run into the

funnel, through the pitcher, and off at

the faucet below.

Melting and Filtering the Emulsion.—Make a tin box 18 in. deep, 12 in. high,
12 in. wide, all sides enclosed except
one. On the side that is not enclosed,
make flange 6 in. wide all round the

opening. Cut a hole in the partition
where you intend flowing your plates,

large enough to admit this box, let the

flange fit up against the partition tight,
so as not to admit any light. Put an

oil stove in this box. It can, by this

means, be lighted and turned out with-

out letting light to the plates, and the

stove gets what air it needs from the

room not used for flowing the plates.
Also this plan keeps the smoke from the

flowing room.
Make a tin dish 14 in. long, 8 in.

wide, and 3 in. deep. In one end fasten

a tin funnel in which a glass funnel

holding a pint can be put. Rivet this

dish upon top of a tin box, leaving
about 2 in. of the end, where the funnel

is, extending over the side of tin box,
so as to set flowing pitcher under
funnel in filtering the emulsion. Put
water in this dish and keep it at 140° F.

(60° C), while flowing the plates. Set

the pitchers containing emulsions in

this water. Use a dipping thermometer
to tell when the temperature is right.
The hot water will be around the tin

funnel and keep the emulsion hot while

it is filtering. Use a good-sized oil

stove, so as to be sure and keep the

temperature at 140O-1503 F. (60°-66°
C), while filtering and flowing.

Levelling Slab.—Screw in top of

tables or shelf 3 screw-eyes for each

plate ;
level plates by means of spirit

level. In very hot days or climates, it

may be necessary to have underneath
the shelf a zinc-lined drawer in which
ice can be placed ;

in this case, the shelf

above the drawer should be lattice work.

Another formula.—There is another

way of working this formula which
some might prefer. Take the silvered

gelatine, heat it to 150° F. (66° C), add

the alcohol, albumen, and chrome alum,
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and let set as before described, but not

get dry. Make a bath as follows :
—

Ammonium bromide .. 720 gr.

Soda carbonate .. .. 160 gr.

Alcohol 4 oz.

Water 12 oz.

The alcohol in this formula is not

absolutely necessary ;
but when all

•water is used, it takes longer to get the

silver bromide to form. If you do not

use the alcohol, employ water instead,

and leave the plates in brine longer.
Put this bath into a grooved box tlie

size of plates you wish to make, put the

silvered plates in the ammonium bro-

mide bath and let set 2-4 hours
;
take

them out, put into another grooved box

and wash, put them on rack to dry, and

they are ready to use
;
or they can be

used wet, but they will be slower.

Developing.
—Any developer that will

work on any plate will work on Hart-

ley's the same. But he claims that all

published developers given i)y dry plate
factories are right if the exposure is.

Unless the exposure is right, or nearly

so, a failure is almost sure to occur.

Hartley's plan of developing, while using
the same chemicals, is on a ditTerent

theorv, making the developer suit any

exposure, no matter how long. It is

impossible for any one to so accurately

jud^e the time needed as to suit a stan-

dard developer ;
he must make the deve-

loper to suit any exposure, and by the

following plan you can take any numl)pr

of plates and not know the time of ex-

posure or amount of light on subject at

time of exposure, and if there is plenty
of time, no matter how much, you can

make a nice negative by this plan of

develo]iini;.

Pyrogallic aci<i is tised to give strength
to the nijgative, and sliould be according
to the amount of silviT in the emulsion.

'Die smaller the quantity of silver, the

smaller the quantity of pyro. The more

silver, the more pyro. it' more pyro is

useii than .should be for the amount of

silver, there will he green fog; if the

jiroportion is right, tiie |>i;itcs will be

tle-ir in the sha<l()Ws ami no green fog.

The ammonia is used fur detail. The

bromide is used to correct over-exposure.
Citric acid is used to keep the pyro from

oxidising.

(«) Pyrogallic acid . . . . .3 gr.
Citric acid 1 gr.
^yater 1 oz.

(h) Ammonium bromide .. 48 gr.
Ammonia 3 oz.

Water 3 oz.

Take enough of the pyro solution in

your developing tray to well cover the

plate ;
let it remain in this solution for

a few seconds; put 2-3 drops of the

ammonia solution into your developing

cup ; pour pyro solution out of dish

into cup containing the ammonia, then

pour contents of cup on to the negative ;

in a few seconds the image will begin
to appear. Repeat the operation of

adding the ammonia, drop by drop, until

you get all the detail out.

Remember that the pyro gives the

strength ;
the more pyro, the more

strength; the less pyro, the less strength.
Ammonia gives the detail : the more

time, the less ammonia. Therefore, if

you take plenty of time and commence
with very little ammonia, you will get
a fine negative. Always commence with
not more than 2 or 3 drops of ammonia

solution, tlien. no matter what the time

is, you have the plate under control. It

takes about 5 minutes to develop a dry
plate properly. If you use the oxalate

developer, use it on the same theory as

the pyro. Oxalate in the place of pyro ;

iron in the ))lace of ammonia
; only you

must ailil the iron to the oxalate— not

the reverse. Oxalate gives the strength
and iron the detail. If you commence

slow, you need not use any bromide in

cither case. As bromide is only used to

correct over-exposure, it takes off part
of time, the same as when it is not

washed out of the emulsion. Fix in

hypo and wash as usual.

List of Articles needed. — Washing
box; heating box, for melting anil filter-

ing emulsion; dipping thermometer;
oil stove

; racks, for drying ;
Swiss or

Hriiuich's gi-latiiif; Haitlcy's silver;

ammonium bromide; pure soda carbon-

ate
;

citric acid
;
alcohol ; chrome alum •
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one quart pitcher ;
one quart bowl

;

half-gallon pitcher ;
one gallon bowl

;

several small pitchers, for flowing;
silver knife or horn spatula.

Cleaning and Preparing the Glass.—
Soak the glass in lye, well wash, and

put into strong nitric acid
;
wash and

albumenise same as in the wet process,

using the albumen a little thicker. Do
not add any ammonia, use a few drops of

nitric acid instead.

Another way—Rub the glass over

with the following solution : Soda sili-

cate, 1 oz. ; water, 30 oz.
;

rub drj'

with tissue paper.
Another way is to use the glass with-

out any substratum. This is less trouble

and just as good. Do not polish, simply
rub off dirt with diy cloth. If the

emulsion does not flow readily, on ac-

count of plates being too cold, you can

assist the emulsion to the edges with

a glass rod or your finger. If air-

bubbles get on the plate, break them
with pieces of filtering paper. The

greatest cause of failure is too much

light in flowing and drying the plates.
Also dust is a great enemy. Fog, if not

from light, comes from free silver left

in the emulsion. An emulsion of this

kind can be made all right by putting it

again into the brine, leaving for a few

hours, and washing as before. The tem-

perature of the brine should be G0°-70°

F. (16°-21° C). Make all your plates in

spring for summer use, and in the fall

for winter use, as it is much more plea-
sant. Do not have the flowing room
over 80° F. (27°C.)—60°-70° F. is better.

Plates that have been exposed to light
and not developed, can be soaked in a

solution of potash bichromate, washed,

dried, and they are as good as before ex-

posure. Be sure and keep plates dry.

Dampness is a great enemy to the dry

plate. Plates that take a long time to dry
are apt to frill. If you wish to make a

more intense negative than this formula

gives, use same amount of gelatine and

less silver
;

if you want a less intense

negative, use more silver and same
amount of gelatine.

Always use the same number of grains
of ammonium brnmido iu the brine as

you use silver in the gelatine, and re-

duce or increase the soda carbonate and
citric acid in same proportion you reduce

or increase the silver. Always use the

same amount of gelatine. Any water
that is fit to drink is fit to make
emulsion. Water that is strong of lime

is not good.
For subjects with not much contract,

such as children and fair complexions iti

light drapery, use 5 per cent, of am-
monia iodide in the brine. For dark

draperies and dark complexions, use ali

bromide.

Collodion Processes.—Since the

introduction of gelatine processes, collo-

dion has become of less importance,

though it possesses some advantages, and

has undergone some improvements of

late years.
Collodio-citro-chloride Emulsion.—To

make this emulsion with ammonia citrate

instead of citric acid as the organic body
necessary to combine with silver, which
is to give vigour to the printed image, is

rendered very easy, by a little artifice

introduced by Capt. Abney. Ammonia
citrate is insoluble in alcohol, and there-

fore rather difficult to introduce into an
emulsion in the ordinary manner

;
but

it can readily be introduced into collo-

dion by the following procedure. Take
10 gr. pyroxyliue and coverit with k oz.

alcohol in which 20 gr. citric acid are

dissolved, and then add 1 oz. ether.

This forms collodion containing citric

acid. In order to get ammonia citrate

into the collodion in a very fine state

of emulsion, ammonia (gas) dissolved

in alcohol is added to the collodion.

This is effected by inserting a bent

tube in a cork in a test tube, which
is a quarter filled with liquor am-
monia. Placing this in warm water—in fact, nearly boiling water—the

ammonia is given off rajiidly, and
can be made to pass through alcohol

contained in another test tube. The
alcohol absorbs the ammonia and takes

up a large proportion of gas, as those

who use sal-volatile may be aware.

This ammoniacal alcohol is next added
to the collodion containing the citric

acid, little by little, with sliaking and
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stirring, and sufficient is added till red-

dened litmus paper shows a very slight
trace of alkalinity. A very fine emul-
sion of ammonia citrate is thus formed,
the grain of which is indistinguishable

by the naked eye, and, like other emul-
sions when first mixed, is orange-coloured
when spread upon a glass plate. The
emulsion is again rendered slightly acid

by the addition of a few drops of a

solution of citric acid in ammonia.
If an emulsion of silver citrate be

required, there are 2 ways of effect-

ing it—one by dissolving (say) 10 gr.
silver nitrate in the least possible quan-
tity of water, to which is added 1 dr.

alcohol, and gradually dropping it

into the collodion containing the citrate.

It sometimes happens that this gives a

granular emulsion. If, however, the

silver nitrate be coarsely powdered, and
added to the emulsion, a very fine emul-
sion of silver citrate is produced by
shaking. This may be washed in the

usual way, or may be precipitated .by

pouring in a fine stream into water.

Another method of forming the silver

citrate is to pour out the emulsion of

ammonia citrate into a fiat disli, and

when well set, to cover it with a solu-

tion of silver nitrate. It is then drained

from the silver, washed, and dried as

usual. When redissolved, the emulsified

silver citrate should be e.xcessively
fine.

To prepare a collodio-citro-cliloride

emulsion, 2 jdans may be adopted : either

to dissolve 20 gr. dry calcium chloride

in a small amount of alcohol, and add it

to the ammonia citrate emulsion, and

then to aild 80 gr. silver nitrate to it in

the usual way ;
or to make a collodio-

cliloride emulsion se])arately, and then

to mix the silver citrate emulsion with

it, according to taste.

To make a ]nire collodio-chloride

emulsion, dissolve 20 gr. calcium chltirido

in J oz. alcohol
;
add to it 5 gr. pyro,\y-

liuc, and then § oz. ether. To 1 oz.

plain collodion made similarly, add
Go gr. silver niti'ate dissolved in the

smallest quantity of watiT, to which is

adiled 1 dr. warm alcohol. This ]iro-

duces an emulsion of silver nitrate in

the collodion. To this the chiorised

collodion is added drop by drop with

stirring or with shaking in a bottle, and
a perfect emulsion of silver chloride

should result. This can be poured out

to set in a dish as usual, and be washed,

dried, and redissolved
;
or can at once

be poured out in a fine stream into a

large bulk of water, squeezed, soaked in

alcohol twice, wringing out in a cloth all

excess of alcohol each time. It can then
be redissolved in the 1 oz. ether and
1 oz. alcohol, and should give a good
emulsion. The 2 emulsions may then

be mixed together as before stated. It

is well to dissolve about 5 gr. silver

nitrate in water and alcohol, and add to

the emulsion in order to increase the

rapidity of printing. (^I'hoto. News.')
Collodio-chloride Paper.

—In a glass
beaker dissolve 2 dr. silver nitrate in

li dr. distilled water by heat; drop
this solution into a bottle containing
14 dr. alcohol. In cold weather it is

better to put the bottle in a vessel con-

taining warm water; then add 2 dr.

soluble cotton, and, after thorough
shaking, 16 dr. ether. On further

shaking, a greyish-white collodion will

form itself. In another bottle dissolve

\ dr. lithium chloride in 9 dr. alcohol,

together with \ dr. tartaric acid. This

solution is to be drojiped into the argen-
tiferous collodion, which must be shaken

all the while. This collodion will keep
for any time if preserved in a well-

corked black bottle or in a fitting dark

cover.

Have a tliin jiiece of wood, same size

as the paper that is to be coated, with a

knob fastened at the under side; jiin

the lichtdrudi paper on it at 3 of the

corners, so that the right and lower

edge ]>roject a little over the wood (this

will cause the collodion not to run

under the paper), and the left edge of

the ))ajier may be turned u]) a little;

but this will not be found necessary
after some practice. Now hold the

wood with the left hand by the handle,
as you would fake a glass ])late fixed to

a jineuniatic ))lat('-li(i|ili'r,
and ]iour the

collodio-chloride ujion the pajier just as

you would coat a glass j)late with cello-
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dion. Having returned the surplus of

the collodion to the bottle, take the

pins away and hang up the paper to

dry. The paper will keep for several

weeks.

Some prefer to use a pink-coloured
lichtdnick paper, whose colour will

obliterate any trace of yellow that

might form ny keeping it for a longer

period.
The printing must be done in the

shade, and weak negatives are better

covered by thin, white paper during

printing. Toning may be done in an

old gold bath that is not too strong.
German photographers prefer the fol-

lowing : Make 2 stock solutions—one of

5 dr. gold chloride in 3 pints water;
and one of 5 dr. potassium sulpho-

cyanide, | dr. soda hyposulphite, and

\ dr. soda carbonate in 3 pints water.

Before going to work, mix equal parts
of these solutions, but be sure to pour
the gold into the sulphocyanide solu-

tion, not vice versa.

After having washed the prints in

water 3 times changed, put them in the

gold bath. If it work too quickly, it

will give grey tones. Dilute with water

that it may act more strongly ;
and for

weak negatives pass the prints before

toning through a 2 per cent, solution of

potassium sulphocyanide, the prints

becoming of a much richer tone by this.

Fix in a 5 per cent, solution of soda

hvposulphite (5 minutes will be suffi-

cient), and wash for one hour in water

frequently changed.
To make the prints look like enamelled

silver prints : clean a sheet of glass, a

little larger than the print, and rub it

with French chalk
;
after dusting it off

with a brush, lay the print, film side

down, on the glasses ; put some filtering

paper upon it, and go over it with the

hand to make the print adhere and to

remove air-bubbles. Allow it to dry,
and the print will come away with a

very high gloss. A pai-t of this it will

lose on mounting ;
but if you mount it

at the corners only, as is sometimes

done with enamelled prints, it will retain

it all. (E. Liesegang.)

]3xample of Collodion Process, Clean-

ing the plate.
—For polishing the glass

plate use

Iodine 1 dr.

Tripoli ,. .. .. .3 oz.

Methylated spirit .. 1 pint

Collodionisiug.
—Care is to be taken

that the back and edges of the plates
are freed from dirt and dust previous to

coating, and that the collodion film is

allowed to set well before placing in the

bath.

Silver Bath.—When compounded of

pure silver nitrate and distilled water,
as a rule, will work well at once, but
sometimes a trace of nitric acid is re-

quired so as to make the liquid slowly
turn the colour of blue litmus to red.

Silver nitrate 1 oz.

Distilled water 12 oz.

Nitric acid (if required) about 1 drop.

Developer.
—The best and handiest

method of compounding the developing
solution is to keep a standard solution

of iron sulphate.

Iron sulphate .. .. 10 oz.

Water 20 oz.

Copper sulphate . . 1 oz.

To make a 20-gr. developer, take

Of the above . . . . 2 oz.

Glacial acetic acid .. 6 df.
Water 18 oz.

Alcohol is required to make the solu-

tion fiow easily over the plate ;
about

1 oz. to each pint of developer.
More or less of the standard solution

of iron is used as a stronger or weaker

developer is required. In the case of

under-exposure, a strong developer is

very handy to bring out detail and pro-
mote harmony ;

for over-exposure, the

negative should be fixed, very thoroughly
washed, and intensified afterwards.

In photographing a subject present-

ing violent contrasts, the use of a strong

developer will tend to promote harmony
in the negative, and ou a subject where
the general effect is flat, a weak solu-

tion will give a brighter picture.
Intensification.—This is rarely neces-
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sary. If, however, it is needed, sub-

joined are the formulrc :
—

Pyrogallic acid .. .. 40 gr.
Citric acid 20 gr.
Water 20 oz.

This solution will not keep long : it is

to be used with a few drops of a 30-gr.
solution of silver nitrate added to each

ounce.

Fixing may be accomplished in either

potassium cyanide, 20 gr. to each ounce,
or in soda hyposulphite, 70 gr. to each

ounce
;
but if the latter be used, more

copious washing is requii"ed than when

cyanide is used.

Vaniishing.
—Take

Sandarach 5 lb.

Shellac

Place in a bottle, cover with absolute

alcohol, allow to digest for 2 days;

pour off the liquid portion into a Win-

chester, add more absolute alcohol, and

again digest for 3-4 days, stirring or

shaking occasionally; now mi.\ with

that already in the Winchester
;

add

1 oz. castor oil, shake well, and dilute by

filling up the Winchester with methy-
lated spiiit ;

allow to stand, and settle.

A Winchester is a stoppered glass bottle

holding -} gal.

Fixinj Silver Prints without Ilypo-

sulphitc.
— It is a well-known fact that

small quantities of silver chloride are

soluljle in ammonia, as well as in the

chlorides of sodium, ammonium, &c.,

which, though solvents, are not sufli-

ciently powerful to be used as fi.xing

agents for silver prints. Being engaged
in the ])roduction of transparencies on

glass by tlie aid of the collodio-chloride

process. Dr. Liesegang was struck by the

thin layer of chloride and citrate of

silver contained in the films, and at once

tried- the action of the above-named
iiolvents on them. Liqujcl ammonia
cleared the films immediately; a con-

centrated solution of common salt took

about .') minutes to dissolve (he whitish

film, the ciiloride disappi'aring before

the citrate. He next tried to fix un-

toncd collodio-chloride prints upon paper
in the same way. Ammonia has the

same etl'ect as the usual 6 jier cent, solu-

tion of hyposulphite, but one cannot
think of using it in large quantities in

open trays, because of its fumes. Solu-

tion (concentrated) of sodium chloride is

a little slow in action. He therefore

tried a saturated solution of ammonium
chloride, in which he left the prints for

an hour. It may be that a shorter time
is sufficient, or that longer soaking is

necessary, but observations led him to

think that one hour is a safe time. The

prints came out of the bath with the

same brownish-yellow colour which also

the hyposulphite imparts on them. He
washed the prints for one minute under
the tap, dried them and exposed them—
one half being covered with black paper—to the light. Till now they have had

only a few hours of sunshine and 10 davs
of diffused light ; not a trace of differ-

ence is observable in the protected and
the exposed parts. Of course, this time
is not at all sufficient to prove that the

fixing is perfect. He next toned a batcli

of prints in an old toning bath of soda

tungstate, very weak in gold, for the

usual time of 10 minutes, and kept them
for an hour in the amnionium cliloridc.

.\fter drying, they had an unpleasant
slate-blue colour, showing that too much
gold had been deposited on them. He
therefore pre])ared another batch of

prints, which he left only one minute in

the gold bath
;

in the chloride bath they
took a vigorous ])ur]di>li-br()wn ccdour,
but showed to be somewliat over-exposed,

although he had taken care to print less

than for liypo fixing. Now, if this way
of iixing prints sliould ])rove to be sale—which only time can teach us—we
shall have the advantage of doing away
willi hyposulphite, of using less gold for

toning, and shortening the time of

printing. Comparing the prints with
others fixed with hyposul])hite, he finds

that the finest half-tones are better pre-

served, and that from uniler-exposed

negatives better results are to be ob-

tained. If the ammonium chloricle do

not sulTiciently fix the prints, you may
succeed by adding to it some ammonia.
The fixing might be done in the upright
vessels in which the prints are hung.
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Dr. Liesegang also tried to fix bronio-

gelatine plates of difl'erent makers in the

saturated salt solution, and he thinks

with perfect success. It takes 2-3J
hours to clear the film

;
addition of

liquid ammonia hastens the process.

Albumen paper prints lose their chloride

in the bath, but the silver albumenate

remains and deepens in colour by light.

The collodion prints show no sign of

alteration in light up to the present
time.

Permanent Silver Prints.—Collodio-

chloride paper is much made in Ger-

many, the best known makers being
Obernether of Munich, and Linde of

Liibeck. A quire of this paper costs,

including carriage and packing, some-

thing like 21. 10s.
;
but as there are

now and again streaky sheets in the

parcels, that will not produce good

prints, the above sum scarcely covers

the iirice really paid. The size of the

sheets is 22 by 17 in., which gives 30

C.D.V. pieces, or 10 cabinets. More

might be cut from the sheet, but as the

edges sometimes fray in the toning and

washing, it is better to leave a sufficient

margin, so that when trimming the

prints a clean and firm edge may be

secured. The paper will keep good in a

cool place for 2-3 months. The print-

ing should not be so deep as when using
albumenised paper, as coUodio-chloride

prints lose very little of their vigour in

passing through the toning and fixing

baths. Collodio-chloride prints may
be kept for a considerable time before

toning
—2-3 weeks may elapse

—but

manv prefer toning as soon after print-

ing as possible.
The toning bath is made as follows :

—

Stock Solution ( ().

Ammonium sulphocyanide 1 oz. 2 dr.

Distilled water .. .. 60 oz.

Soda hyposulphite . . . . 9 gr.

Stock Solution (6).

Pure gold 11 er.

Gold chloride 2i

Distilled water 60

Fixing Bath.
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be assured of having a uniformity in

one's photographs. When you have

many prints to tone, use 2 tiat dishes

capable of holding, say, 1 doz. prints
each. Filter the solution into these

dishes to the depth of ^ in.
;
were the

liquid deeper, the prints would not keep
flat. Wash in 3 changes of water

;
and

as the prints generally curl up into

tubes, open each of them separately in

the water, so as to get the surface uni-

formly washed. If this is not done, and
done in each separate dish of clean water,
uneven toning will be sure to take

jilace.

When the prints have been properly
washed with a quick but gentle move-

ment, open up each picture, and lay it

flat in the bath face downward
;
and

when the dish is full, begin at the first

and turn it over, brushing the face with

a camel-hair brush, and continue the

process until the whole have been so

treated, afterwards turning them back

again into their former position, and so

on without cessation, until tlie prints are

ready to leave the bath. When stains

occur in the course of toning, lift the

print out of the solution, dip the brush

in alcohol, and rub tlie spot slightly.
Then immerse the print again, when
it will be found that the stain has

disappeared, and the print has been

saved.

When fixing the prints, the same care

is required in laying them separately in

the fixing solution, turning them over,
and keeping them in motion until they
are fixed, which is comiileted, when the

fixing bath is new, in 3-5 minutes.

When removed fnim tlie bath, the

prints are immersed for a few minutes

ia 3 or 4 changes of water, and put
under the taj) for l-'2 liours. The
water is then shut ofl", and they are left

all night, anil throughout the next day
until thf! afternoon ;

the water is changed
now and again. The ]>rints are then

trimmed and mounted. The system in

use amoDg.st the many of the |)r()fession,

of cutting the prints to the exact size

wanted liefore toning them, cannot be

readily adopted with cnilodio-chloriile

pictures. In their case tlie jiaper should

always be a little larger than is neces-

sary, allowing not less than i in. to be
cut off all round after the prints have
been toned, fixed, and washed. The
reason for this is that the edges of the

prints are very curl)', and the film be-

comes frayed in the course of washing ;

by cutting away this frayed curly part,

they are more easily and neatly mounted.
As it is impossible to lay these prints

upon blotting-paper and dry them in a

flat state without cracking the surface,
another method has to be put in jn-ac-
tice for the purpose of trimming tliem.

Use a piece of thin plate glass, cut to

the exact size of what the carte-de-

visite print should be, the edges being
ground and the corners slightly rounded,
so as not to scratch the picture. If the

prints are more than ordinarily curly,

open tliem underneath the water, and lay
the sheet of glass upon the face, and then
lift both of them out of the water at

once, the moisture between them ena-

bling you to move and adjust the glass
over the print with the greatest ease.

Then, with a ]iair of long-bladed scissors,

cut along the 4 edges of the glass, and
thus secure a straight clean-cut print,
without damaging the surface of the

photograph.
The medium for mounting is starch,

carefully boiled, as thick as jmssihle.
It is, while still warm, poiired into the

centre of a muslin cloth, the corners of

which are drawn together and held

firmly with the left hand, while the

right hand ])resse8 the bag and causes

the pure starch to exude through the

interstices of the cloth — the lesnlt

being a jiaste i)erf'ectly free from gritty

matter, and of the right consistence for

mounting.
A sheet of thick plate glass is covered

with a damp cloth, and the i)rints are

lifted from the dish and laid upim it in

a wet condition, the water on tin; face

of the prints and the dam)) cloth ]pre-

venting them from curling, 'fhcy are

then jjresscil quite flat with another

cloth, and dried before they are starched.

After the j)rints are mounted, dried,
and spotted out, roll tlx'm upon a hot

steel plate ; they arc then put up in
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dozens into paper and laid upon the

machine plate, and when warm are

rubbed over with " Salomon paste,"
which gives them a richness and trans-

parency they would not otherwise

possess.
If desired, these photographs may

very easily be covered with " Mawson's

print varnish
"

or " enamel collodion"

by coating them with a camel-hair

brush of the same breadth as the card.

Some think they are more beautiful

and artistic when simply finished with
wax paste. At first, the manufacturers
of collodio-chloride papers were not so

careful as they are now regarding the

basis on which the collodion film rests
;

nay, there is reason to believe that

sheets of albumenised paper were then
used as a support for the emulsion. In

such a case, the prints made from those

sheets are liable to fade.

Tourists' preservativie Dry-plate Pro-

cess.—In the following note, tlie author's

aim has been principally directed to

prepare films by the use of a collodion

and bath, combining, with long keeping
properties, adaptability to the ordinary
wet process worked with iron develop-
ment. The great susceptibility of highly
sensitive films to injury from weak lu-

minous radiations during preparation,

exposure, and development, render re-

liable plates of moderate sensibility a

perfect desideratum. Such, when worked
with others of high sensibility, if easily

prepared and developed away from a

specially constructed laboratory, consti-

tute essential requisites for the amateur

landscape photographer.

Although any collodion of recognised
standard excellence for iron development
is perfectly suitable, yet in the manu-
facture of pyroxyline, the 3 to 1 propor-
tion of sulphuric to nitric acid, originally
recommended in the patent for explosive

cotton, and subsequently ably advocated
for the soluble varieties, is not found to

be the best. The employment of a

larger quantity of nitric acid to the

sulphuric, yields a better result for the
soluble kinds. The following formula
is based, therefore, on this considera-

tion :
—

Sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1 84 6 fl. oz

Nitric „ „ 1-42 3
Water
Cotton

. 5ftl'.dr.
150 gr.

Temperature, 155° F., descending to

145° F. Time of immersion, 10 minutes.
The double temperature given signifies

that, at the time of the introduction of
the cotton, the acids should be at 155° F.,
and the allowable decline must not ex-

ceed 10°. Mix 6 fl. dr. of a plain col-

lodion, made by dissolving 5-6 gr. of
the above pyroxyline in a mixture of

4 fl. dr. methylated ether, sp. gr. '720,
and 2 fl. dr. pure alcohol, sp. gr. "820,
with a bromo-iodisiug solution made as

follows :
—

Sodium iodide

Cadmium bromide
Iodine

Guaiacum

Alcohol, sp. gr.
• 820

6 gr.
4 gr.

2 fl. dr.

Before coating the plate, apply a sub-
stratum consisting of 1 oz. liquid albu-

men and 30 minims liquor ammonia;,
sp. gr. "959, dissolved in 1 pint water.

After the plate is coated, excited in an

ordinary argentic nitric bath, and re-

moved therefrom, it is to be freely
washed in ordinary water kept in mo-

tion, and then treated with the following

preservative, poured on and off the film

twice or thrice from different parts.

Preservative.

Albumen 1 fl. oz.

Glucose solution (raisins
1 part, water 5 parts) 2 „

Water 3 „
Liquor ammonite, sp.

gr. -959 15 m.
Ammonium chloride .. 3 gr.
Ammonium bromide . . h gr.

The film is again to be freely washed
with ordinary filtered water, and covered

with a 3-gr. solution of gallic acid, and

evenly dried. The back of the glass, as

a matter of precaution against very
trying conditions, rather than as an

ordinary necessity, should be covered

with a non-actinic colour. Burnt sienna

ground in water and mixed with a little
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gum mucilage, constitutes ;i good ine-

clium for the purpose.
At any convenient interval after ex-

posure, the film is washed, and developed

with a suitable quantity of solution

made in the following proportions :
—

Water 4 fl. dr.

Pyrogallic acid (64 gr.

dissolved in 1 fl. oz.

alcohol, -805) .. .. lo m.

Potassium bromide (16

gr. in 1 oz. water) .. 15 m.

Sodium carbonate (64 gr.

in 1 oz, water) .. 15 m.

Only 5 m. of the potassium bromide

should be added in the first instance,

and the remainder upon the earliest in-

dication of an image. As soon as the

general details of the picture become

fciintly visible by reflected light, the

alkaline developer should be removed,

and a 3-gr. solution of citric acid ap-

plied. The intensification may then be

eft'ected with pyrogallic acid, citric acid,

and argentic nitrate, and the unreduced

salts dissolved away with sodium hypo-

sulphite as usual. (T. Sebastian Davis.)

Transparencies.
—When the season for

outdoor work closes, amateurs begin to

look about for means of employment

during the dark evenings. One of the

most pleasing occupations is the produc-

tion of 'transparencies for the lantern,

by artificial light, with Beachy's dry

collodion plates.

It may be interesting to some to know

the formula by which the emulsion is

made, as the making of it is by no

means a dilHcult operation. The for-

mula is as follows:—In 8 oz. absolute

alcohol dissidve 5 dr. anhydrous cad-

mium bromide. The solution will be

milky. Let it stand at least 24 hours,

or until perfectly clear
;

it will deposit

a white powder. Decant carefully into

an 8-oz. bottle, and add to it 1 dr. strong

hydrochloric acid. Label this " bromide

solution"; and it is as well to .idd on

the labfd the constituents, which will

be found to be nearly
—

Alcohol 1 oz.

Cadmium bromide .. 3'2 gr.

Hydrochloric acid .. 8 drops

This solution will keep for ever, and

will be sufficient to last 2-3 years ;
with

this at hand, you will be able in 2 days
to prepare a batch of plates at any time.

In doing so, proceed thus :
—]Make up

your mind how many plates you mean
to make, and take of the above accord-

ingly. For 2 doz. i-plates or 4 doz. 3J

by 3i, dissolve by heat, over, but not

too near, a spirit lamp, and by yellow

light, 40 gr. silver nitrate in 1 oz.

alcohol "820. Whilst this is dissolving

in a little Florence flask on a retort

stand at a safe distance from the lamp—
which it will do in about 5 minutes—
take of the bromised solution h oz., of

absolute ether 1 oz., of guncotton,
10 gr. ; put these in a clean bottle,

shake once or twice, and the guncotton,
if good, will entirely dissolve. As soon

as the silver is all dissolved, and whilst

quite hot, pour out the above bromised

collodion into a clean 4-oz. measure,

having ready in it a clean slip of glass.

Pour into it the hot solution of silver in

a continuous stream, stirring rapidly all

the while with a glass rod. The result

will be a perfectly smooth emulsion

without lumps or deposit, containing,
with sufficient exactitude for all prac-

tical purposes, 8 gr. bromide, 16 gr.

silver nitrate, and 2 drops hydrochloric
acid per oz. Put this in your stock

solution bottle, and keep it in a dark

place for 24 hours. When first put in,

it will be milky; when taken out, it

will be creamy; and it will be well to

shake it once or twice in the 24 hours.

At the end of this time, you can make

your 2 doz. jdates in about 1 hour. Pro-

ceed as follows :
—Have 2 porcelain dishes

large enough to hold 4 or 6 of your

plates ;
into one put suflicient clean

water to nearly fill it, into the other

put 30 oz. of clear, flat, not acid, bitter

beer, in which you have dissolved 30 gr.

pyrog:illic acid. Pour this through a

filter into the dish, and .avoid bubliles.

If allowed to stand an hour, any beer

will be flat enough; if the beer be at all

brisk, it will be diflicult to avoid small

bubbles on the plate. At all events, let

your preservative stand while you filter

your emulsion. This muNt be done
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through perfectly clean cotton-wool into

a perfectly clean collodion bottle
; give

the emulsion a good shaking, and when
all bubbles have subsided, pour it into

the funnel, and it will all go through in

5 minutes. The filtered emulsion will

be found to be a soft smooth creamy
fluid, flowing easily and equally over

the plates. Coat with it 6 plates in

succession, and place each, as you coat

it, into the water. By the time the

sixth is in, the first will be ready to

come out. Take it out, see that all

greasiuess is gone, and place it in the

preservative, going on till all the plates
are so treated.

A very handy way of drying is to

have a flat tin box of the usual hot plate

description, which fill with hot water,
then screw on the cap ;

on this flat tin

box place the plates to dry, which they
will do rapidly ;

when dry, store away
in your plate box, and you will have a

supply of really excellent dry collodion

plates.
Just a word as to the preparation of

the glasses before coating. It is very

generally considered that it is better

the glasses receive either a substratum

of albumen, or very weak gelatine.
After your glasses are well cleaned,

place them in, and rub them with a

weak solution of hydrochloric acid of

the strength of 2 oz. acid to 18 oz.

water.

Prepare a solution of gelatine, 1 gr.
to the oz. of water, rinse the plate after

removal from the acid mixtures, and

coat twice with the above gelatine sub-

stratum
;
the first coating is to remove

the surplus water, and should be re-

jected. Rear the plates up to drain,
and dry in a plate rack, or against a

wall, and be careful to prevent any dust

adhering to the surface while wet.

If we take a negative, and in contact

with it place a sheet of sensitised paper,
we obtain a positive picture. Substitute

for the paper a sensitive glass plate, and

we obtain also a positive picture, but,

unlike the paper print, the collodion or

other plate will require to be developed
to bring the image into view. Kow this

is what is termed making a transparency

by contact. It often happens, however,
that a lantern slide 3| by 3J has to

embrace the whole of a picture con-

tained in a much larger negative, so

that recourse must be had to the camera,
and the picture reduced with the aid of

a short focus lens to within the lantern

size
;

this is what is called making a

transparency by reduction in the camera.

Both cases are the same, however, so

fir as the process being simply one of

printing.
Those who have never made a trans-

parency will have doubtless printed
silver prints from their negatives, and
when printing, how often do you find

that to secure the best results you re-

quire to have recourse to some little

dodge.

Now, let us bear this in mind when

using such a negative for the piinting
of a transparency. Although we cannot,
when using a sensitive plate, employ the

same means of dodging as in the case of

a silver print, still we are not left with-

out a means of obtaining the same re-

sults in a different way, and a deal more

depends on the manipulative skill of the

operator than in the adoption of any
particular make of plate, or formula

;

and not only does this manipulative skill

show itself in the exposure, develop-

ment, &c., but likewise comes into play
in a marked manner even in the prepara-
tion of the negative for transparency
printing.
A negative whose size bears a propor-

tion similar to 'd^ by 31 will lend itself

more easily to reduction
;
thus whole-

plate or half-plate negatives are easy of

manipulation in this respect, and require
but little doing up. But as other sizes

have at times to be copied into a disc

3J by 3J, recourse must be had to a

sort of squaring of the negative.
In a good lantern transparency, it is,

of all things, indispensable that the liigh

lights be represented by pure glass, ab-

solutely clean in the sense of its being
free from any fog or deposit, to even the

slightest degree ;
it is also necessary

that it be free from everything of heavi-

ness or smudginess in the details. To
obtain these results, you mav have re-

2 C
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course to the strengthening of the high

lights of the negatives, and this is done

with a camel-hair brush and india ink,

working on the glass side.

Block out the skies, and so strengthen
the other parts of the negatives, that

you can rely ou a full exposure without

fear of heaviness or smudginess. This

blocking out is easily done.

The apparatus may be a whole-))late

camera, very strongly made, and with a

draw of 23 in. when fully extended.

Use a Ross I'apid symmetrical lens on

5 in. focus, a broken-down printing
frame with the springs taken off, and a

sheet of ground glass. This is all that

is required, though it is geuerally be-

lieved that a special camera is required
for this work, such as to exclude all

light between the negative and the lens.

There is nothing to hinder the use of

ordinary cameras, provided the draw is

long enough, and the lens a short focus

one.

Take the negative and place it in the

printing frame, holding it in its place
with a couple of tacks, film side next

the lens, just as in printing; then stand

the ])rinting frame on its edge on the

flat board, and place the ground glass
in front of it, between the light and

the negative. The ground glass can con-

veniently be placed in another printing

fr.ime, and both ])laced \ip against each

other. Then bring the camera into l)lay,

and so adjust the draw and distance

from the negative till you get the j)ic-

ture within the disc on the ground glass.

The best way is to gum a transparency
mask on the inside of the ground glass ;

this permits of the jpicture being more

easily brought witiiin the recpiired re-

gister. Tills done, focus sharply, cap
tlie lens, and tlien ])roceed to make the

e.x))osure.

IJegarding exjiosure. 15ear in mind

again that it is merely a printing i)ro-

cess we are fcdlowing up, as you will all

know tiiat in ]irinting no 2 negatives
ar<- alike in the time they re(|uire. So

in this case, no 2 negatives are the same
in their recpiirod ex])o.sure. Still, with

the ])late» used, so widi; is their range
fur exposure, that but few failures will

be made on this score, provided we are

on the safe side, and expose fully.

Although these plates are not nearly
so fost as gelatine plates, they give good
results in about Ih minute by burning
magnesium ribbon. Never allow the

ribbon, when burning, to remain in one

position, but keep it moving from side

to side, and up and down, in front of

the ground glass while making the ex-

posure ;
and if there be any dense place

in the negative which, as in printing,
would have required printing specially

up, allow the light to act more strongly
on that part ;

the result, as a rule, will

be an evenly and well exposed plate.
To coil up the ribbon before setting

it alight, take an ordinary lead i)eniil

and wind the ribbon round and round,
thus making a sort of spiral sjiring ;

this done, gently pull the coils asunder,
then grasp the end of the ribbon with
a ])air of pincers, light the other end,
and make the exposure.

For development, use a canary light,
with which you can easily see to read a

newspaper. The canary medium is in-

serted between 2 sheets of glass 7J- in.

by 4i in., the 2 glasses are then

fastened on to the tin with gummed
jiajier, a lew hides are bored in the back

for air, a funnel is let in, and the thing
is com [lie to.

The formula for development is as

follows :
—

I'yro 90 gr.

Jlethylatod spirits .. 1 oz.

I'otash bromide .. .. 3 2 gr.
Water 1 oz.

Ammonia carbonate .. GO gr.

Water 1 oz.

Mix .'50 drops ]>yro with M-iM) drops

bromide, then add 2 dr. ammonia solution

and 2 dr. water.

A thin negative requires a slow deve-

lopment, and 80 gains coutrnst
;
while

hard negatives are best over-exposed
anil quickly developed.

Thr- plate is first placed in water or

rinsed under a gentle stream from the

tap till all greasinesa has disap])eared,
it is then ]daced in a flat <lish, and the

developer is applied. Should it be
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found that some parts of the picture
are denser printed than they should be,

by the ribbon acting more strongly on

some particular part
—this is often the

case if the negative has been thinner in

some parts than others through uneven

coating of the plate
—the picture need

not be discarded as a failure.

Fix the plate in hypo—the fixing
takes place very quickly

—then examine

the picture for the faults above described;
if they are found, wash the plate under
the tap gently, and bring into operation
a camel-hair brush and a weak solution

of potassium cyanide. Apply the brush
to the over-printed parts, taking care

not to work on the places that are not

too dense. Do not be afraid to use

plenty of washing while this is being
done

;
let it be, as it were, a touch of

the brush and then a dash of water, and

you will soon reduce the over-printed

parts. It only requires a little care in

applying the brush.

After this wash well, and should it be

deemed necessary to give a black tone,
use a weak solution of platinum bi-

chloride and gold chloride, or a very
weak solution of iridium, in equal quan-
tities, allowing the picture to lie in the

solution till the colour has changed
right through to the back of the glass.
Should a warm pinkish tone be desired,
tone with weak solutions of potassium

ferricyanide, uranium nitrate, and gold
chloride in about equal quantities.

After toning, wash well and dry :

they dry quickly. Varnish with Soeh-

nee crystal varnish, then mount with

covering glasses, and mark. Bind round
the edges with paper and very stiffgum,
and the picture is complete.
The making of a really good trans-

parency is by no means an easy or plea-
sant task with a wet collodion plate, but
with these dry plates an amateur can,
with a little practice, produce comfort-

ably, slides quite equal to those procur-
able from professional makers. (T. X.

Armstrong.)
Ground.—Mis the whites of 2 eggs,

well beaten, 6 pints water, and 1 dr.

liquid ammoui:i.

Collodion formula.
—Mix 6 oz. sul-

phuric acid, 4 oz. nitric acid at 1 '4:50

sp. gr., and 2 oz. water. The tempera-
ture will rise to about 170° F. (77° C);
when it has cooled down to about 100°
F. (38°C.), immerse perfectly dry cotton-

wool (be^t carded and of long fibre),

pull it in under the acid with a piece of

glass rod, and let each piece be well

saturated before adding another. Cover
the vessel, and leave it for 12-20 hours
in a situation where any fumes generated

may escape into the outer air. Next
lift the cotton out, and plunge it quickly
into a large quantity of water, separating
the tufts with pieces of glass ; wash in

changes of water till no acid is left.

Wring the cotton in a coarse towel as

dry as possible, and then pull out the

tufts, and place them in the air to dry.
Collodion made with this cotton will be

ver}- soluble and leave no sediment
;
5-6

gr. will dissolve in 1 oz. mixed ether

and alcohol, and still the collodion will

be very fluid.

To prepare one pint of collodion with
above :

—
(a) Alcohol 10 oz.

Sulphuric ether .. .. 5 oz.

Cotton as above . . . . 100 gr.

To Iodise :
—

(6) Alcohol 5 oz.

Ammonium iodide . . 60 gr.
Cadmium iodide ., .. 30 gr.
Cadmium bromide .. '20 gr.

Shake till dissolved, and then pour into

00.
Another plan, better for small quan-

tities :
—

Dissolve the iodides, as above, in 10 oz.

alcohol, then put in 100 gr. cotton, and
shake well. Lastly, add 10 oz. ether,
and shake till cotton is dissolved. This

collodion will be ready for use in a few

hours, but will improve with age.
Saturated Iron Solution.—Fill a Win-

chester quart f full of crystals of iron

protosulphate, and add 1 oz. copper or

zinc sulphate. Fill up with water,
shake well repeatedly. Carefully cork

the bottle, and lay it gentl_y on its side

until next morning. Again shake, and

the solution will be ready for use. Al-

2 C 2
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ways keep full up to stopper with water.

Always have the bottle half full of

crystals. The use of the copper or zinc

sulphate is to prevent the formation of

sediment of iron persulphate.

Developer v:ith above Solution.

Iron protosulphate (sat.

sol. as above) .. .. 2 fl. oz.

Acetic acid 1 oz.

Water 20 oz.

Iron Developer for Negatives.

Iron protosulphate (sat.

sol.) 2 fl. oz.

Copper sulphate .. .. 1 dr.

Baryta nitrate .. .. 1 oz.

Glacial acetic acid .. h oz.

Water 20 oz.

When dissolved, filter out white de-

posit, and keep closely corked.

Henderson's Iron Developer.

Iron protosulphate .. .. 20 gr.
Glacial acetic acid .. .. 20 m.
Alum 4-0 gr.

Water 1 oz.

Nitrate of Iron Developer for Ferro-

types.

Iron protosulphate .. .. 1§ oz.

liai-yta nitrate li oz.

Nitric acid 20 drops
Water 20 oz.

When dissolved, filter from dense

white dn])osit of baryta sulphate, and

keep inclo.sely corked bottle. N.B.—It

ra|ii<lly spoils when exposed to the air.

I'ictures by this process are of a very
brilliant jiearly white.

Collodio-chloride Printing Process.

I'j-gr. alcoholic solution of silver

nitrate, 1 oz. (by pounding silver salt

with methylated spirit in a mortar).

Suljihuric ether 1 oz.

I'yro.xyline 12-14 gr.

When dissolved, add IJ dr. 16-gr. alco-

holic sol. calcium chloride ;
shake well,

and k(?ep carifully from li;^ht. A sizing
of arrowriKit should be applid to jiapcr

before pouring on collodio-ciiloridc.

Intensifying Solution for Wet-plate

Negatives.

(a) Iron protosulphate (sat.

sol.) 2 oz.

Acetic acid 1 oz.

Citric acid J oz.

Water 20 oz.

Silver solution, as much as is necessary
to make negative dense.

(6) Pyrogallic acid .. .. 10 gr.

Citric acid '-^ gr.

Distilled water ., .. 2 oz.

Add a few drojis of silver nitrate solution,

10 gr. per oz.

Developer for very delicate Trans-

parencies.

Pyrogallic acid 3 gr.
Citric acid 1 gr.
Water 1 oz.

This development is slow, but the de-

posit is very iine. Tone with gold, 1 gr.

to 10 oz. water.

Durable Sensitised Paper.

Float the albumenised paper on a

10 per cent, solution of silver nitrate for

4 minutes, draw it over the glass rod to

drain, and then float the back of the

bheet for a like perioil upon a bath com-

posed of

Potash citrate 1 part
Wati-r 30 parts

Kinal wash in rain water. Gold sul])ho-

cyanide toning suits best with this for-

mula.

Werge's Gold Toning Bath.

(a) Iiora.x 1 oz.

dissolved in hot water; when all dis-

solved, dilute to 80 oz. Keep this in

Winchester quart as stock solution. To

tone, take for each gr. of gc)ld 8 oz. of

above solution
;
mix. The bath is ready

for work at ono.'.

(J))
Gold chloride . .
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Lime Toning Bath.

(a) Gold chloride .. .. 1 gr.

Whiting 30 gr.

Pour on 8 oz. boiling water, and stir.

Now add 1 drop saturated lime chloride

solution. When cool, bath is ready for

use.

(6) Gold chloride ,. .. 1 gr.
Soda bicarbonate . . . . 3 gr.
Water 8 oz.

To be used at once.

(c) Gold chloride .. .. 1 gr.
Soda phosphate . . . . 30 gr.
Water 8 oz.

Collodion Enlargements— Croughton's
Method.

Soak polished flatted crown glass in

soda for some time. After well washing,
immerse in weak sulphuric or hydro-
chloric acid, say 1 oz. to 1 qt. of water.
Rinse well, and dry with clean cloth,

Polish with wash-leather. Well wax
polished side of glass with waxing solu-

tion made as follows :
—

Yellow beeswax 1 dr.

Benzole 3 oz.

Use weak acid bath of silver nitrate.

Develop with iron as follows :
—

Iron protosulphate . . . . 6 dr.

Glacial acetic acid .. .. 2 oz.

Citric acid 60-80 gr.

Sugar-candy 30 gr.

Water 20 oz.

Fix in hyjiosulphite 4 oz. to 1 pint water.
Well wash. For transfer, use Autotvjic
double transfer paper. Soak 20 minutes
in cold water. Now place paper in hot
water till surface feels slimy. Place
face down on the wet collodion surface,
and gently squeegee. When dry, the

picture will come from glass.

Frinting on Fabric.

Remove all dressing from ftibric by
boiling in water containing a little pot-
ash, dry, and albumenise with 2 dr.

ammonium chloride, 62 dr. water, and
the white of 2 eggs, all being well beaten

together. A 70-gr. silver bath is u^^ed,

and the remaining operations are as for

paper.

Winter^s Canvas Enlargements.

Salting solution :
—

Potassium bromide .. 3 parts
Potassium iodide .. .. 1 part
Cadmium bromide .. 1 part
Water 240 parts

German canvas is said to be better than

English. This is immersed in the above,
and when saturated, is drawn over glass
rod and hung up to dry ; it is then

placed in a sensitising bath made as

follows :
—

Silver nitrate .. .. 4 parts
Citric acid 1 part
Water 140 parts

drawn over rod as before
; when dry, is

ready for exposure, which should be
continued until outline of image is

visible.

Developer.

Pyrogallic acid .. .. 10 parts
Citric acid 45 „
Water 410 „

This should be used at a temperature of

86°-104°F.(30M0°C.),thecanvas again
immersed, and rocked to and fro until

sufficiently out
;
washed freely, and fixed

in the usual hypo solution
; canvas being

more permeable than paper, less after-

washing is necessary.
Albumen Processes. Allnmen-

ising Paper.—The first thing is to decide
how much albumen has to be prepared
to coat the quantity of paper required.
As a guide, it may be mentioned that a
ream of paper will consume lJ-2 gal.
albumen

;
and as one egg yields |-1 oz.

albumen, according to its size, it is easy
to arrive at the number that will be

required to coat a given quantity of

pajier, bearing in mind that more than
is actually consumed by the paper must
be prepared

—sufficient to well cover the
bottom of the dish when the last sheet
is floated. Thus, a couple of quires of

paper (a convenient quantity for an
amateur to prepare at a time) will take
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something like 1 qt. of albumen; this,

on an average, will be obtained from

about 50 eggs. If the paper be coated

in the whole sheet, of course consider-

ably more than this will be necessary ;

but for the nonce we shall assume that

the paper will be prepared in quarter

sheets, as that will be the most con-

venient size for the novice to commence
with.

Fresh white of eggs can now be pur-
chased in any quantity, the egg mer-
chants finding it to their advantage to

break the eggs and sell the albumen and

yolks separately, as there is a large
demand for both, but for different pur-

poses
—the former for albunienising

paper for photographic purposes, and

the latter in the preparation of kid

leather for the manufacture of gloves.

Therefore, when the albumen can be

conveniently purchased separately it

will be found more economical. How-

ever, we shall assume that this cannot

be done, and therefore the eggs must be

broken by the ojierator himself. Here
some little de.vterity is required in order

to avoid the yolk getting mi.xed with the

whites. The best plan is to break the

egg by giving it a smart tap on the

edge of the cup, and then drain the

albumen into it, retaining the yolk in

the shell. By draining the white from

each egg first into a cup, the yolk, if it

be accidentally broken, does not got
mixed with the bulk of the albumen.

The yolks can, of course, be transferred

to the culinary department.
It is generally recommended, in break-

ing the eggs, to separate the germ from

the albumen, but this is never done in

actual practice. With regard to the

kind of eggs to be used, good ordinary
French eggs will answer quite well, and

they will be foun<i practically as good
as the more expensive

" new laid." The

requisite (juantity of albumen being

obtained, it is well stirred up, and to

each quart, ."'lOO gr. ammonium chlnridi!,

dissolveij in thesmalb'st possibl(;<|uaiitity

of water, is added. Tiie whide must now
be c<inverted into a perfect fVnth. Unless

this |mrt of the operation be very per-

fectly performed, it will be quite im-

possible to ensure a perfect coating.
Professional albumenisers usually em-

ploy an American churn for this purpose ;

but, on a small scale, the domestic eeg
whisk borrowed from the kitchen will

answer quite as well. The whisking
must be continued until the vessel con-

taining the albumen can be inverted for

a minut; or two without any of the

albumen draining out. The vessel is

then placed away in the cool place for

3-4 days, according to the temperature,
to allow the albumen to subside. By
this time, it will have become very
limpid. If the albumen be kept in a

cool place, and the eggs be tolerably
fresh when broken, it will keep the

above length of time without fear of

decomposition. It could be used after a

day's keeping, but it would be next to

impossible to obtain a coating perfectly
free from streakiness.

Some keep the albumen for a much
longer period than that named—or until

it has become quite j)utrid
—before use,

as then it is more easy to manipulate,
and produces a finer gloss. We have
been given to understand that dried

blood albumen is sometimes added to

thicken that obtained from the eggs, so

as to obtain a still higher surface. The

proportion of chloride recommended
above will give 7^ gr. to the oz. of

albumen, and will, therefore, be suitable

for a GO-gr. sensitising bath.

Leaving the subject of the albumen
for a few minutes, it will be well to

direct attention to the pajier itself. It

is tolerably well known that the 2 sides

of a sheet of paper are dilierent, one

being very smooth, while the other pos-
sesses a certain amount of roughness,
due to the web ujion which it was dried

in its manufacture. It is the smoother
side which is to Ik; albumeniscd. As the

reams are received from the mill, the

smoother side is always packed in the

same direction; but when the ream is

broken, and the pajier sold in small

quantities, it fre(|ucntly gets mixed.

Therefore it is necessary to examine each

shei't separately, and in cutting it u|(
—

supposing it is to be ])re|)ared in less

than whole sheet—to take the precaution
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that the smoother surface is arranged
all one way, so that no mistake need be

iLade in floating the wrong side on the

albumen.

The albumen having stood the re-

quisite time, it is now carefully strained
;

a fine cambric handkerchief will form a

good medium for the purpose. After

straining, the most careful albumenisers

filter the albumen through a sponge ;

but this is scarcely necessary if the

cambric be close in texture, and the

albumen has been carefully decanted

without disturbing the sediment. It is

now poured into a dish of a suitable size,

avoiding the formation of air-bubbles as

much as possible. After standing for a

short time, to allow any minute ones

that may be accidentally formed to come
to the top, the albumen is carefully
skimmed by drawing a piece of blotting-

paper along its surface. It is now ready
to receive the paper.

In floating the paper, some little dex-

terity is required to avoid bubbles, and

many operators have different plans of

placing it upon the albumen. Some bend

the paper in a curve and apply the middle

first, and then gently lower the 2 ends.

Others, holding it by opposite corners

(diagonally), bend it, and apply first one

of the free corners, gently lowering it to

the other, and finally lower the 2 corners

by which it is held. Many apply the

paper in this way, and it is the plan we

prefer : Holding the sheet by its 2 ends,

they place one on the surface of the

albumen at one end of the dish, and

gently lower the remainder. By this

method any air-bubbles, should they be

accidentally formed, will be driven

toward the end of the sheet, where they
can easily be forced out by gently tapping
the back of the paper with the tips of

the fingers ;
whereas if any be formed

when the middle of the sheet is applied
first they are not so easily noticed, or

expelled when they are.

When the paper is first applied
—

particularly if it be very dry
— it will

probably curl up and leave the albumen

at the edges, but it will speedily flatten

out again. It must not, however, be

removed until it lies uniformly flat;

otherwise the coating will prove unequal
in thickness when dry. In practice it is

advantageous to employ 2 dishes, and it

will then be found that by the time the

second sheet is floated the first one will

have become flat and ready for removal,
and thus time will be considerably eco-

nomised. If the paper be floated for too

long a time the albumen will sink deeply
into it, and thus to some extent prevent
a high gloss being obtained. (^Brit.

Journ. Photo.)

Floating Albumenised Paper on the

Silver Bath.—The silver nitrate which is

taken up from the sensitising bath when
albumenised paper is sensitised, serves 3

distinct purposes. In the first ]]lace,

double decomposition takes place be-

tween it and the soluble chloride in the

albumen, so as to form silver chloride in

the film of albumen, and a soluble nitrate,

which remains in the solution. Thesilver

chloride is, as all know, the })rin(i})al

sensitive substance in the paper. There

is, besides this, an organic compound
formed by the decomposition of the

albumen itself by silver nitrate. The
formation of this second compound is a

second function of the silver nitrate.

The third is that of acting as a " sonsi-

tiser." The silver chloride darkens only

slowly if there be no silver nitrate

present, nor any other substance which
will take the place of the silver nitrate

to absorb the chlorine given off when the

silver chloride is reduced by light.
To estimate the quantity of silver

nitrate necessary to convert the soluble

chloride in the albumen into silver

chloride is easy enough, if one knows
how the albumen was salted, and how
much each sheet takes up.

According to a formula given in Hard-

wich, each sheet of paper of the usual

size, 17 X 22 in., takes up with tlie

albumen about 7 gr. ammonium chloride.

To convert 7 gr. ammonium chloride

into silver chloride requires, as nearly
as possible, 22j gr. silver nitrate.

We know of no reliable data for the

amount of silver nitrate used to produce
the organic compound referred to, but

from experiments we have made with

albumenised paper, estimating the
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amount of silver nitrate necessary to

convert the soluble chloride, noticing
the quantity of silver nitrate taken from

the bath, and the quantity afterward

recovered by thoroughly washing the

paper
—without ex]iosing it to light

—
we conclude that the quantity is very
small, probably not more than 2-3 gr.
to the sheet.

The quantitj' of free silver nitrate

remaining in the paper after sensitising

may very easily be ascertained. It is

only necessary, after sensitising a sheet,

to wash the free silver nitrate out of it

with distilled water, and to estimate the

quantity of it in the usual volumetric

manner. From estimations made by
ourselves on the lines indicated, we may
say that the amount of silver nitrate

rL-maining in the paper in excess after

sensitising is fairly represented by the

actual diminution in bulk of the printing
bath. We mean that, for example, if 3

sheets of pajjer take up 1 oz. of a 60-gr.

bath, there will remain in each sheet of

])aper 20 gr. free silver nitrate, the

further nitrate required to produce the

silver chloride and organic compound
serving only to weaken the remaining
solution.

Taking Hardwich once more as an

aiithority, we find that an average

quantity of bath to be used up by a

quire of paper is 8 oz., that is to say,
each sheet of paper removes

J
oz. of fluid

from the bath.

Our own experience would incline us

to ])ut this figure a little higher in

ordinary circumstances
;

the quantity
absorbed varies greatly with the paper.
Thick paper naturally absorbs much
inure of the bath than thin ])aper does.

Making an average, we should say that

a quire of i)a|)er re'lucos the bath by
about 0-10 oz. 'I'aking this fjuantity
as correct, and sujipo^ing tiie bath to be

a (jO-gr. one, we find that almost pre-

cisely the same quantity of silver nitrate

is taken up merely to form a chlorine

aljsorbera.s is used to form the im])ortant
sensitive salt. This .-qqiears to jje some-

what extravagant, and has Ijeen felt to

be KO for n bmg time. More than 20

years have clap.scJ since it was pointed

out tliat the silver bath miglit be greatly
reduced in strength if part of the silver

nitrate were replaced by sodium nitrate,
which would serve as well as the silver

nitrate to coagulate the albumen of tlie

film. Doubtless economy resulted
;
but

somehow, so far as we know, the method
was never very popular.

There are other methods of economis-

ing, however, which ought to be taken

notice of. It is well known to practical

printers that it is a great advantage to

have the albumcnised paper damp before

it is floated. The edges do not curl

away from the bath in the aggravating
manner that they do when the paper is

dry, and air-bubbles are less likely to be

formed. These advantages are fairly
well known, but we do not think that

it is known how great an absolute

economy there is in using the paper as

damp as is practical, this economy arising
from the mere fact that much less of

the silver nitrate bath is absorbed by
paper when it is damp than when it is

dry. We were astonished to find how
great an economy really results fi'om

the use of damp paper.
Some time ago we were working with

a very highly albumenisel and very
thick ])aper, wliich redu<!ed the bulk of

the bath very greatly. We noticed that

the amount of bath absorbed varied with
the dampness of tlie paper, and deter-

mined to find out the extent of the

variation.

We first used tlie paper very dry
—as

dry as it was practicaljle to handle it.

We discovered that each sheet reduced

the bath by more than i fl. oz.

We next made the ])aper as damp as

was ])ossil)le without danger of softening
the albumen. Wo now found that each

sheet absorlied barely A oz. of batli. The

jirints given by the paper sensitised

when damp were of quite as good quality
as those got on that sensitised dry. The
bath which we were using was a 60-gr.

one, and we found the damping of the

paper to result in the saving of quite
12 gr. silver nitrate ]ier sheet, or not

far short of ,'580 gr. per quire.

Concerning the manner of damping
the paper, a few words may be said.
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It is ;i cjiuiimn plan to keep albu-

menised paper in a damp cellar. In

fact, this course is often recommended

by dealers in albumenised paper. Many
have not a cellar damp enough at their

command. Moreover, it is objectionable
to store albumenised paper in a damp
place. It should merely be placed in

such, if such be available, a few days
before it is to be used, which often

involves some trouble.

Abnej' recommends that the steam

from a boiling kettle be allowed to play
on the paper a moment or two before it

is sensitised.

The following is the plan we have
ourselves adopted : On the shelf of a

cupboard which has but one, the albu-

menised paper is laid flat, the albumen
sides of the sheets upward ;

h hour before

commencing to sensitise, a vessel of

boiling water is placed on the bottom

of the cupboard. There is room for the

steam to pass up between the front edge
of the shelf and the door of the cup-
board. The water is replenished from

time to time during working. The paper
is thus kept very damp, and apart from

the saving in silver effected, the comfort

in working is greatly increased. (^Photo.

News.)
Silver Printing on Albumenised Paper.

The Silver Printing Bath. —Without
doubt the best results are obtained from

the use of a plain neutral solution, kejit

as near as possible to its full strength,

varying from 45 to 60 gr. of silver

nitrate per oz. of water, kept as near

neutral as possible by means of soda

carbonate, and floating 3-5 minutes.

To prepare a sensitive paper that

keeps white for a week or so, nothing
has been published that works so well

as Mr. Blanchard's formula, as fol-

lows :
—

Prepare the silver solution, 60

gr. to the oz., and be careful not to

allow it to sink lower than 50 gr. to

the oz.
;
for each oz. of nitrate used,

add 10 drops of a saturated solution of

citi-ic acid ;
now add nitric acid drop

by drop, until the slight precipitate of

silver citrate formed is just redissolved.

Float for 3-5 minutes, and upon taking
from the bath, place between sheets of

clean blotting-paper, which may be used

over and over again until their power
of absorption is almost destroyed, it

being needless to observe that when this

stage is reached, the blotting-paper is

especially available for the silver waste
basket. Paper so prepared has been

kept white and good for 9 months, and
the results, in the way of the fine, rich,

vigorous prints, and ease of toning,
leave nothing to be desired.

Toning.
—The soda acetate toning

bath still holds its own against the

many formula} for toning that have
from time to time been published ;

and

deservedly so, as by its use the utmost

range of tone can be secured at will,

and if the silver be carefully washed
out of the prints previous to toning, the

acetate bath will keep in order for a

considerable length of time, improving in

quality with age, if properly strength-
ened, and not overworked.

For views, a handy and good toning
bath is made by neutralising gold
chloride with chalk, and using it in the

proportion of 1 gr. gold to 10 oz. water
;

the formula for the soda acetate bath

being
—

Gold chloride 1
gi'-

Soda acetate 30 gr.
Water 10 oz.

Another method, of great ease in pre-

paration and uniformity of action, is

given by Werge.
Washing the print after fixing is a

very important foctor in seciwing last-

ing prints, and always receives a deal of

attention from the careful photographer.
Constant changes of clean water for

2-3 hours will more effectually cleanse

the prints than 12 hours' soaking. A
very delicate and ready test for the
elimination of soda is given thus by
Abnoy :

—
Potassium permanganate 2 gr.
Potassium carbonate .. 20 gr.
Water 1 qt.

The addition of a few drops of this

rose-coloured solution to a pint of water
will yield a slightly pink tinge. If

there be any trace of hyposulphite
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present, this will give place to one of a
j

greenish hue. i

Lantern Slides on Albumen.—In the

production of photographic ti'ansparen-

cies, the great difficulty has always
been to obtain with certainty a tho-

roughly satisfactory colour. For uni-

formity in the matter of colour, no

method can excel the carbon process,
but for some reason amateurs seem to

avoid it. The colour generally ad-

mitted to be the most pleasing is a

dark, rich sepia brown, first produced

by Ferrier and Soulier, of Paris, in

their exquisite stereoscopic transparen-
cies on albumen. As lantern slides

from photographic negatives are be-

coming popular, a brief account is

given of this method of production,
which is unequalled for brilliancy, sli:\rp-

ness, beauty of colour, and certainty of

result, while it is surely the most eco-

nomical of processes. It further has

the advantage that tlie development of

the plate can be conducted in a bright

yellow light.

Preparation of the Albumen.—Sepa-
rate the whites from several eggs,
remove the germs, and to every 02. (if

albumen add 2 gr. potassium iodide;
when this is dissolved, the mixture
must be beaten to a stilf froth, and j>ut

aside for several hours to settle
;
the

fluid should then be decanted into a

clean glass vessel. If bright and clear,

it is fit for use ; but if any particles are

seen floating about, the albumen must
be filtered. To accomplish this, a tuft

>,

of wot cotton-wool is pressed evenly
into the neck of a glass funnel, and the

albumen is poured gently on. It should

run through quite clear; if not, the

operation must be repeated.

Coating the Plates.—Onlinary cleaned

glass jilates are used; Idit if the print-

ing is to take jiiace by cdutact with the

negative, tlio glasses selected should be

the flattest procurable. There is no-

thing novel in the method of coating
the ])lates. A small quantity of albu-

men is ])Oured on a plate, an<l is guided
over it with a glass rod. 'i"hc plan of

drying the plates is probably new to

most |)holographers. A common earth-

enware pan is half rilled with dry earth
or sand, and on this a couple of handfuls
of lighted charcoal are laid, the plate

being dried over this in the following
manner. A piece of thin wire is twisted
at each end into a loop, and bent in

form of a bow
;
the coated plate is sup-

ported by fitting 2 opposite corners
into the 2 loops, coated side down, and
the arrangement is suspended over the
die by a string held in the left hand, a

whirling motion being given to the
cord by the fingers of the right hanil,
which causes the plate to spin rapidly
round

;
this throws off the surplus albu-

men, and the plate is evenly and quickly
dried. The plate must not be over-

heated, or fine cracks will be visible all

over the surface. The albumenised

plates will keep for any length of time.

To Sensitise the Plate.—The opera-
tions of sensitising and developing must
be conducted in a yellow light. Sensi-

tising is performed in a dipping bath
rilled with the following solution :

—
Silver nitrate 30 gr.
Olacial acetic acid .. .. 30 m.
Vt'ater 1 oz.

It is a curious fact that the acid,
instead of slowing the plates, rather
increases their sensitiveness. An im-
mersion of 30 seconds in the bath is

sufficient. A creamy rilm must not be

expected, the plate appearing but little

altered by the action of the bath. The

plates are washeii, to remove the free

silver nitrate, and sot up to dry. In

this condition they will keep for several

days.
The Exposure of the Plate.—A full

exposure must be given in this process,
or cold tones will result. As the plates
arc very slow, it is advisable to print
the transparencies in a frame by con-

tact, and not in the camera. An expo-
sure of G-8 minutes in the shade may be

required, and the employment of an

actinometer, as used in carbon printing,
is recommended.

llevelojiing the Plate.—Development
is jierformed by pouring the following
solutions on the plate placed on a lovel-

liug stand, or in a glass dish, which
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should not be used for any other pur-

pose.

(a) Pyrogallic acid . . . . 2 gr.
Citric acid 3 gr.
Water 1 oz.

(6) Silver nitrate . . . . 20 gr.
Citric acid 60 gr.
Water 1 oz.

Commence the development with (a),

and add a few drops of (6) now and then

as required. With a properly exposed

plate, the development will be gradual
and entirely under control. If the

solution becomes turbid or discoloured,
it must be changed at once. Any de-

posit that forms on the surface of the

plate may be removed by gently rub-

bing with a tuft of cotton-wool. If

full density is attained before the detail

is all out, either the exposure has been

too short, or too much silver has been

added during development. If, on the

other hand, when the detail is fully out,
the density is insufficient, too little

silver has been used. If, however, the

development is skilfully managed and
the plate properly exposed, full detail

and density will be obtained together.

Fixing and Toning.
—The remaining

operations may be conducted by day-

light. The picture is fixed in a solution

of soda hyposulphite made by dissolving
1 oz. hypo in 5 oz. water. After being

thoroughly washed, the transparency
must be toned in a saturated solution

of mercury bichloride
;
the plate is im-

mersed in this till the v/hitening action

of the solution ceases
; it is then re-

moved and thoroughly washed. The

plate is next immersed in a solution of

ammonia, about 20 minims to the ounce.

In this the picture will gradually reap-

pear, and must be carefully watched
that it may not get too dark. For
this purpose the plate may be removed
from time to time, and examined by
transmitted light. The colour should

be a rich sepia brown. When the

proper effect is obtained, the ammonia
solution must be washed off under the

tap, and the plate dried. The picture
will darken slightly in drying, for

which allowance must be made. These

plates do not require varnishing. The
use of mercury has been objected to on
the ground that it induces fading ;

but
the plates are quite permanent if pro-

perly washed after fixing, and again
after removal from the mercury solu-

tion.

Glazing Albumenised Prints.—Clean
a glass plate well, and rub over it a
little powdered talc or wax dissolved in

ether. Coat with normal collodion, and

dry. Dip your prints in warm gelatine
solution which has been filtered

;
run

the same gelatine solution over the
coUodionised plate, and apjily the warm
and wet print face downwards. Then
the card, dipped in warm water, is well

pressed on with a piece of thin water-

proof. A stout squeegee or scraper of

glass is useful to press out air-bubbles.

Miscellaneous.—
Stripping Films.—Take a developing

tray larger than the negative to be

stripped, pour in sufficient water to

cover, and, for a whole plate, drop in

8-10 drops hydrofluoric acid (the exact

quantity cannot be given, as the strength
of the acid is constantly diminishing,

though kept in a guttapercha bottle);

place the negative in the acidulated

water, and in a minute or two the film

will frill all round the edges and gra-
dually leave the glass. If t'he operation
is slow, add 2-3 drops more of acid, and

gently rock.

When the film is loose, hold it at one

end, pour off the acid water, and wash

by repeated changes of water
;

this

lengthens the film wonderfully, but if

the last washing is done with equal
parts of methylated spirits and water,
it will return to its original size.

This may be varied considerably by
using more or less spirit. But ou no
account should undiluted spirit be used,
as it makes the film coil out of all con-

trol.

Clean a plate with nitric acid—larger
than the stripped film— dust with
French chalk, polish with a dry cloth,
and with a wet one wipe \ in. all round,
coat with plain collodion, and when set,
or even quite dry, introduce under the
film. Adjust the film, and with a little
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care there will be no bubbles. Allow

the film to dry, and coat with plain

collodion. When this is dry, run a sharp

penknife f in. from edge of plate, and

you have the gelatine film between 2

collodion films, impervious to moisture,

quite flat, and may be printed from

either side. The acid is so dilute that

any developing tray may be used.

{Photo. Neics.)

Restoring Faded Photographs.
—

(1)
It is only to immerse the yellowed

print in a dilute solution of mercury
bichloride until all the yellowness dis-

appears. It is then well washed in

water to remove the mercurial salt. If

the print be a mounted one, it is by no

means necessary to unmount it pre-

viously to treatment. All that is re-

quired in this case is to keep it in

intimate contact for a time with blot-

ting-paper charged with the bichloride;

indeed, this is the plan originally sug-

gested by Barnes. By the bichloride

treatment no lost detail is actually

restored, as some have imagined. It is

simply that the sickly yellow colour

which, as it were, buried the delicate

half-tints, or what remains of them, is

removed, and thus renders the picture

bright and clear. Pictures which have

been treated with the mercury always

possess a much warmer tone than they
did originally, as the purple or black

tones give way to a reddish brown or

reddish purple
— more or less bright

according, probably, as gold or sulphur
had been the principal toning agent.
Here a question very naturally arises

with regard to the future permanence
of pictures which have been thus

"restored," seeing that negatives in-

tensified with mercury or transparen-
cies toned with it are so prone to change.
In answer to this we may mention that

they appear to be permanent
—at least

that is our experience with some that

have been done for many years. There

appears to be no further loss of detail,

and the whites retain their purity.

Indeed, since undergoing the ti'eatment

with mercury, no alteration is yet per-

ceptible. {Br. Jour, of Photo.)

(2) The following method is simple

and in most cases quite effective :
—Put

the card in warm water until the paper

print may be removed from the card

backing without injury. Hang up the

paper in a warm place until perfectly

dry, and then immerse it in a quantity
of melted white wax. As soon as it has

become thoroughly impregnated with

the wax, it is pressed under a hot iron

to remove excess of the latter, and

rubbed with a tuft of cotton. This

operation deepens the contrasts of the

picture and brings out many minor de-

tails previously invisible, the yellowish
whites being rendered more transparent,
while the half tones and shadows retain

their brown opaque character. The pic-

ture thus prepared may then be used in

preparing a negative which may be

employed for printing in the usual

waj'.

Printing a Positive from a Positive.—
Cros and Vergeraud have worked out a

process for obtaining images so as to

have a positive impression from a posi-

tive plate, and a negative print from a

negative original. The process is based

on the following circumstances : The

easy reduction of soluble bichromates

mixed with certain organic substances,
and the relative insolubility of silver

bichromate. Suitable paper is covered

with a solution of 2 dr. ammonia bi-

chromate, and 15 dr. grape sugar, dis-

solved in 100 dr. water; when dry, it

is exposed to light under a positive. As
soon as the yellow paper becomes grey,
it is removed, and immersed in a 1 per
cent, silver bath, to which 10 per cent,

acetic acid has been added. The image
will immediately appear of a ruddy hue,
due to the silver bichromate. The print,

on being washed, retains the red im-

pression of the insoluble bichromate,
which becomes dark brown on exposure
to sunlight. On submitting the print
when dry to the fumes of sulphuretted

hydrogen, or dipping in a solution of

copper sulphite and potash, it becomes

black. The latter process is preferable.

{Photo. News.)

Reducing Over-printed Proofs.
— A

simple and certain method of reducing

over-printed proofs has been one of the
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wants long felt by all ))hoto2;raphors.
It is well known that in every photo-
graphic establishment even the most
careful printers cannot always be sure
of getting the exact depth of tone re-

quired, and proofs occasionally get over-

printed. Of course prevention is better

than cure
; but, when a remedy is

necessary, the method here described

answers admirably. Potassium cyanide
totally destroys the print, even when
xised moderately strong. By using a

weaker solution, it is well under con-

trol, and the exact depth can be readily
obtained

;
but during the washing to

remove the cyanide, the action of the

latter continues, and will spoil every
proof. Several methods to arrest the
action of the cyanide have been tried

without success. It was then proposed
to use the cyanide in such a weak state

that but little should be held in tlie

l)aj)er, only sufficient to reduce the print
to the required depth ;

for this purpose,
make a bath of only 4 drops saturated
solution of cyanide to 1 pint water.
The prints immersed at first show no

signs of getting lighter, but after about
an hour the most perfect results are

obtained with prints considerably over-

printed. With lighter pictures, a less

time is required. Proofs treated in this

way lose nothing of their tone during
the after-washing, which shouhl be tlio-

rougiily <lone, and, when ilry, retain all

the biillianc)' of an ordinary print.

I'hotujraphiwi b;/ Mitinesium Light.
—

Some experiments have been recently

published on the use of bottles of oxvgen
in which to burn fragments of mag-
nesium ribbon, to take jiortraits by the

magnesium light. An objection is the

trouldo and cost of making the oxygen,
and that means have to be adopted to

dill'use the light near its source. The

objection to burning the ribbon in air

is that thi! (•x|ii)-.ure is longer, anil

the burnt ;ish has a tendeni.'y to dro))
off and put out tiie light before the

selected length of metal is consumed.
Some years ago, \V. II. Harrison over-

came the diflicultics by the adoption of

one ]iart of the ]irinci|il(' of l.arkiii'H

magncbium lamp. The method m.-iy be

thus explained. On the top of a firm
and solid table is placed a base-board

supporting a wooden upright some 7-8
ft. long, consequently reaching nearly
to the ceiling of the room. At the top
is a kind of little brass funnel with no

neck, and a large opening where the
neck should be. This brass inverted
cone was no larger than an egg-cup, and
its lower opening was about as large as

a fourpenny piece. A tin spirit-lamp,
with a horizontal neck and flame, is

l^laced below, so that anything falling

through the funnel must pass throusj;h
the flame, yet just miss touching the

wick. The combustible substance was

magnesium powder mixed with sand.

One thimbleful of the powder, for in-

stance, is mixed with two of sand witli

a spoon or bit of wood on a sheet of

paper; then, the sitter being in jiositiou
and all being ready, the mixture is

j)oured all at once into the funnel. A
long sheet of flame of one or two seconds'

duration is the result. If the picture

prove over-exposed, the proportion of

sand has to be increased in the next

trial, or that of the magnesium ])owiler

correspondingly diminished. When once
the right projiortions are known, ])or-
trait after portrait can be produced,

properly exposed with dead certainty.
No caj) is necessary to the lens, provided
a canilli! only is used for the normal
illumination of the room, and it is not

placed so that an image of it can be

thrown by the lens into the camera.
The proportion of magnesium powder
regulates the i)roper exposure. At first

there was a difficulty, and one onl_v,
with tliis simple a]>])aratus, and that

was that tlie aqueous vapour from the

flame condensed on the lower parts of

the brass cone, and the powder stuck to

the neck of the wet funnel, sometimes

blocking it and arresting the flow of

illuminating material altogether.' The
ni'ck of the funnel was therefore cut oil',

and the lower ojiening of th(! cone made
rather large. It would be an improve-
ment to ifse something on which a(|ueou8

vapour has less tendency to condense
than u]ion ('old brass. The brass, how-

ever, was subseijuently kept hot by fixing
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the spirit-lamp nearer to it than in the

first experiments.
The larger the proportion of mag-

nesium in relation to the sand, the

longer the flame and the shorter its

duration. With a very rich proportion,
it is possible to have a flame 7-8 ft.

long. The long flames give the neces-

sary diffusion of light, and a white sheet

on the opposite side of the sitter im-

proves the shadows. The finest artistic

effects of light and shade on the coun-

tenance of the sitter can be obtained by
this method when the lamp is placed in

the proper position.
The sitter need not be fatigued with

focussing operations. A candle placed
where his face will come will do to

focus upon. In fact, it is a capital
method for the comfort of the sitter,

who must not look in the direction of

the coming flame, lest his eyes be dazzled

by its magnificent flash, which, however,
lasts but a second or two. (^Brit, Jour.

I'hotog.)

Paper Ncgntives.
—Use Morgan and

Kidd's ordinary enlarging paper for

negatives, and a Rouch's patent 10 by 8

camera with an ordinary dark slide, in

which fi.x slips of copper | in. wide for

the paper to rest on. Lay a sheet of

sensitive paper face down, then a sheet

of opaque orange paper, then another

sensitive paper, and so on, alternately,
imtil you have 10-16 sheets of each

kind, and on top place a sheet of glass
to keep them flat.

The exposure is long
—

being about

the same as for a wet plate. After

exposing, place the dark slide in a

changing-bag 28 in. by 12 in. by 5 in.,

made of 3 thicknesses of twill, and

having sleeves in the 5-in. sides near

one end, and a slit at the other end,
which rolls over and is covered by the

focussing-cloth, and is perfectly light-

tight. Remove the exposed sheet, and
the opaque paper next it, and place
them at the back of the glass, which

operation takes less than a minute, and
can be done anywhere.

Develop at night, using orange paper
and chei-ry fabric round a lamp. The

paper is immersed iu water in a glass

dish for about a minute, and for a 10

by 8 plate mix the developer :
—

Pyrogallic acid . . . , 4- gr.
Ammonia bromide ,. 2i gr.
Ammonia 6 drops
Water 2 oz.

Turn the paper face upwards, and pour
off the water, when the paper will be

quite flat. Pour on the developer, and
the details should be out in 1 minute
at the most

;
but care should be taken

not to push the development too far,

as the shadows should be quite white.

Wash, fix for 10 minutes in hypo 1 to 5
;

wash, soak for 1 minutes in a saturated

solution of alum, and wash again. If

the negative is stained yellow, use 10 oz.

saturated solution of alum, i oz. citric

acid ; after which, wash.
There are 3 ordinary ways of making

the paper transparent:
—

(1) With
white wax, as in the old paper process.

(2) 4 parts castor oil, 1 part ether,
brushed on the back

;
then warm, and

when cool, with a rag take off the su-

perfluous oil, and warm again. (3)
Brush over the back of the negative a

mixture of 1 part Thomas's rubber so-

lution, 5 part pure benzole, I5 part
Canada balsam. 10 by 8 plates weigh
8-10 lb. a dozen, including packing,
whereas 9 doz. paper negatives weigh
less than 4 lb., which makes an im-
mense difference. Then, with one wet

plate, slide, and a changing-bag weigh-
ing a few ounces, you can take 12-16

negatives ;
the whole set of apparatus

taken in the field weighing only
12-15 lb.

Photographing Paper Photographs.
—In

copying paper photographs the granular
texture of the joaper invariably injures
the copy, making it appear to be covered

with whitish dots. A method practised

by Denier, a Russian photographer,
enables one to obtain a perfect copy in

which all granularity is avoided. On

copying the original it is illuminated with
a strong side light, so as to minimise the

grain as much as possible to begin with.

The negative is made tolerably vigorous,
and then slightly retouched. In print-

ing (using a registering printing frame),
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when the impression has attained some-

what about half its proper depth, it is

removed from the negative, and a couple
of thin films of gelatine

—such as those

used in packeting confectionery
—arc

placed upon it, one of those films being
tinted a pale blue, and the other colour-

less. The half-printed sheet is next re-

placed over the gelatine sheets in exactly

the same position as it previously occu-

pied, and the printing is continued until

it is dark enough. By this method, the

details are printed first, while the second

printing blurs and softens the picture,

and prints out the granularity. An

ordinary printing frame may be con-

verted "into a registering frame by

jdacing a piece of sheet glass in tlie

front, and laying upon the negative,
which must have one corner and two

sides abut against the interior sides of

the frame. The other edges of the ])late

should be wctlged between the sides of

the frame. The negative being rigidly

secured, the paper must be cut so that

its top and one side, at least, shall form

exactly a right angle. In replacing the

paper in the frame, if care is taken that

the 2 edges accurately tit the corner of

the frame, it may be removed, the films

inserted, and the paper again replaced,

provided that the same edges strike the

sides of the frame, without interferinj^

with the result or over-blurring the

picture. Very soft and jK'culiar effects

may b(; produced by this jjrocess.

Another method is to place the plioto-

graph in a strong side light, and in

making half the time of exposure with

the image exactly in focus on the ground

glass, then capjiingtlii! lens and moving
the back of tlie camera sligiitly within

the focal j)oint,
so that tiie image will

be a little out of focus; then to expose

one quarter of the time, recap the lens,

and expose the last quarter with the

rear of the camera slightly beyond the

f.M.al point. A negative will be pro-

iluced in which all apjiearance of granu-

larity is destroyed, and fnim which

jirints may be made direct witlwjut the

ueccssitv of double printing.

A I'llidoijruphu; J'rint upon I'ltjur in

6 Minutca^—lt is sometimes desirable to

produce a positive upon paper in much
less time than is possible by the ordinary

process, in which manner it fakes not

less than 12 hours to complete a good

photograph. The following process

possesses some interest.

The following solution is prepared in

a stoppered bottle, and protected ag.iinst

light :-

Distilled water ., .. 125 dr.

Citric acid Ti dr.

Iron and ammonia citrate 4 dr.

Cone. liq. ammonia .. TJ dr.

After shaking the bottle until every-

thing is dissolved, the solution is filtered.

Now fasten a ))iece of positive paper
with clamps upon an even board, and

cover the same with the above solution,

applying a flat camel-hair brush up and

down the paper, until it is evenly coated,

after which manipulation it should be

dried in the dark.

The paper prepared in this manner
will have a deep yellow tone. The

printing is done, as usual, in a printing
frame

;
but care must be taken that the

action of the light commences simul-

taneously witli the copying. The expo-
sure should be very sliort, and continue

only until the priucijial lines of the

jiicture arc visible. After this, the i)ic-

ture is placed in a flat dish, the exposed
side up, and then moistened with distiHed

water, wiien the following developer is

to be poured upi)ii it :
—

,, 125 dr.

4 dr.

2 dr.

Distilled water

Cryst. silver nitrate

Couo. liq. ammonia .

This solution must bo filtered, and will,

after a])i>licati(in, liriiig out all the do-

tails of the picture, but with a disagree-

able red tone. (This develo))ing solu-

tion, by shutting olf the light, can be

kei)t for a long time, and, by filtering

again when wanted, can be used repeat-

edly.) Afterwards the jiicturc is c in--

fuliy washed in running water, and fixed

in the following bath :
—

Distilled water 125 dr.

Soda hyjiosuiphite .. .. 7A dr.

Ac^ua regia 2^ dr.
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In this bath the picture remains

several minutes, until it has changed to

a deep purple tone, after which it is put
into a dish with warm water, and washed,
and then rinsed 3 or 4 times in a change
of water. Now it is placed between a

few sheets of blotting-paper, and then

dried over a spirit lamp. According to

the quantity of aqua regia and soda

hyposulphite in the fixing bath, the tone

can be changed. The tone can likewise

be modified by adding a little pyrogallic
acid. This copying process can be also

used for enlargements.

Paper Negatives.
—At a recent meet-

ing of the London and Provincial Photo-

graphic Association, W. Turner gave the

following as his method of making paper

negatives: The picture or drawing to be

copied is made translucent by means of

lard diluted with turpentine
—1 part

lard to 3 of turpentine, the mixture is

then boiled for 3 minutes, which kills

the grease, and it is then rubbed over

the drawing. When the surface is dry,
the drawing is placed in a printing
frame with sensitised silver paper, and

a negative is made, which is fixed in an

old hypo bath rich in silver, and washed
in the usual way.

The plain paper is prepared by floating
Saxe paper on the following :

—
Sodium chloride .. .. 200 gr.

Gelatine 30 gr.
Water 20 oz.

Dissolve the gelatine and chloride

separately, and mix
;

float 3 minutes.

When dry, sensitise by floating 1-2

minutes on the following :
—

Silver nitrate 1 oz.

Citric acid 1 dr.

Water 14 oz.

He states that the paper will keep

good for 6 weeks.

Enlarging on Argentic Paper and

Opals.
—The process of making gelatino-

bromide of silver prints or enlargements
on paper or opal has been before the

public for some j^ears now, and cannot

be called new
;
but still it is neither so

well known nor understood as it deserves

to be. There is no other enlarging pro-

(4)

cess capable of giving better results,

while the ease and rapidity with which

enlarged pictures can be made by it are

great. To make an enlargement on a

12 by 10 opal, using a sciopticon burn-

ing paraffin, an exposure for 2J minutes
is sufficient. Most effective enlarge-
ments can be made by the paper process
also

; indeed, as a basis for colouring,

nothing could well be better. Artists

say, after a iiiw trials, they prefer it to

anything else, while excellent and effec-

tive plain enlargements are easily made

by it if only carefully handled. A very
good enlargement is made by vignetting
the picture with the opal, then squeez-

ing it down on a clean glass, and after-

ward framing it with another glass in

front, when it will have the appearance
almost equal to an opal. To make sure

of the picture adhering to the glass, how-

ever, and at the same time to give

greater brilliancy, it is better to flow

the glass with a 10 or 15 gr. solution of

clear gelatine before squeezing it down.
The one fault or shortcoming of the

plain argentic paper is the dulness of

the surface when dry, and this certainly
makes it unsuitable for small work,
such as the rapid production of cartes

or proofs from negatives wanted in a

hurry ;
the tone of an argentic print is

also spoken of sometimes as being objec-
tionable

;
but probably it is not so much

the tone as the want of brilliancy that

is the fault there, and if once the public
were accustomed to the tones of argen-
tine paper, they might possibly like them
twice as well as the purples and browns
with which they are familiar, provided

they had the depth and gloss of a silver

print. Some time ago, acting on a sug-

gestion made by the editor of the Pho-

tographic News, Goodall set about trying
to produce this result by enamelling the

paper with a barium emulsion, previous
to coating it with the gelatinous silver

bromide. His experiments were success-

ful, and he nowj prepares an enamel

argentic paper on which the prints
stand out with brilliancy equal to those

on albumenised paper.
Mention has already been made of the

great ease and facility with which an
5 «
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argentic enlargement mny be made, as

compared with a collodion transfer, for

instance
;
but there is another and more

important point to be considered between
the two, and that is, their dvirability and

permanence. Now with regard to a collo-

dion transfer, unless most particular
care be taken in the washing of it (and
those who have made them will well

know what a delicate, not to say difficult,

job it is to get them thoroughly freed

from the hypo, and at the same time

preserve the film intact), there is no

permanence in a collodion transfer, and
that practically, in 9 cases out of 10,

they have the elements of decay in them
from the first day of their existence. At
least in Glasgow, where an enormous
business has been done within the last

few years by certain firms in the club

picture trade (the club picture being a

collodion transfer tinted in oil or varnish

colours), there are liter.illy thousands of

pictures for which 30s. or more lias been

paid, and of which the bare frame is all

that remains. A collodion transfer can-

not be made even comparatively perma-
nent, unless an amount of care be taken

in the making of it which is neither

compatible nor consistent with the

popular price and extensive output.

Argentic enlargements, setting aside

every other quality, are the most per-
manent pictures that have ever been

produced. Chromotypes and other car-

bon pictures have bei-n called pi'rnianent,
but tlieir ])ermanonce (le])ends upon the

nature of the j)igment employed, and
associated with the chromated gelatine
in which they are j)ro(luco(I, most of the

pigments used, and all the prettiest ones,

bi'ing unable to withstand the bleaching
act ion of thi- li^'ht for more than a few

weeks, (-'arlion ]iirtiires are thcrefoi-o

only permaii'Tit accurding to the degree
in which the colouring matter employed
is capable of resisting the decolorising
action of light, liut there is no pigment
in an argentic jiriiif, nothing but the

silver ri-rjuced by tin; devoloi)er afti'r the

action of light ;
and that has l)cen .shown

to be of a very stable and not easily

decomposed nature
;
while if the jiictnros

are passed through a solution ofnluni

after washing and fixing, the gelatine
also is so acted upon as to be rendered
in a great degree impervious to the

action of damp, and the pictures are then
somewhat similar to carbon pictures
without carbon.

Defects and failures are sometimes met
with in working this process. There are

frequent complaints of want of purity
in the whites, especially in vignetted

enlargements ;
this almost always arises

from one or other of the 2 Ibllowing
causes :

—
(1) An excess of the ferrous salt in tlie

ferrous oxalate developer ;
and when this

is the case, the yellow compound salt is

more in suspension than solution, and in

the course of develojimont it is deposited

upon, and at the same time formed in, the

gelatinous film. The proportions of satu-

rated solution of oxalate to saturated

solution of iron, to form the iron oxalate

developer, that has been recommended

by the highest and almost only scieutitic

authority on the subject
—Dr. Eder—

are 4-6 parts of potassic oxalate to 1 of

ferrous sulphate. Now while these pro-

portions may be the best for the deve-

lopment of a negative, they are not the

best for gelatine bromide positive en-

largements ; indeed, ])otassic oxalate

should not have more than
J
of the fer-

rous sulphate solution added to it, other-

wise it will not hold in proper solution

for any length of time the compound
salt formed when the two are mixed.

(2) The other cause is the fixing bath.

This, for opals and vignetted enlarge-
ments especially, should always be fresh

and jiretty strong, so that the i)icturo
will clear rapidly before any deposit has

time to take jilace, as it will be observed

that very shortly after even one iron

dev(do])ed ])riiit has been fixed in it a

deposit of some kind begins to form, so

that although it may be used a number
of times for fixing prints that are meant
to be coloured afterward, it is best to

fake a small (|ii.intity of fresh hypo
for every ciilargeinent meant to be

(inisliecl in black and white. The j)ro-

jjortions are 8 oz. to the pint of water.

Almost the only other complaints
arc traceable to over-exposure or lack of
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intelligent cleanliness in the handlinscof

the paper. The operator, after having
been dabbling for some time in hypo, or

pyro, or silver solution, gives his hands
a wipe on the focussing cloth, and

straightway sets about making an en-

largement, ending up by blessing the

manufacturer who sent him paper full of

black stains and smears. Argentic paper
is capable of yielding excellent enlarge-

ments, but it must be intelligently

exposed, intelligently developed, and

cleanly and carefully handled.

Light for the Dark Room.—The use

of a yellow instead of a ruby light for

those photographic operations which re-

quire what is called a dark room, has

been spreading considerably. It is, how-

ever, sometimes assumed that although
a yellow light may jSafely be used for

developing, a red or ruby coloured illu-

mination is necessary for the preparation
of. the plates.

If, however, as many experiments
seem to show—notably those of J. K.

Sawyer, described at the June meeting
of the Photographic Society of Great

Britain—yellow and orange light have

less effect upon a sensitive plate in pro-

portion to illuminating power than red

light, it is difficult to see how the latter

should be safer or better for any part of

the work of plate making ;
and the

practice of some of our most advanced

workers is to use yellow light alone for

all photographic operations. W. Cobb,
whose views of London are amongst the

most remarkable instantaneous photo-

graphs that have been seen, and who has

succeeded in preparing plates of most

extraordinary rapidity, recently stated

that he used yellow light in his coating

room, and found that even a prolonged

exposure to its rays had not affected

plates which were exposed to it.

Of all the yellow mediums tried, none,
when used alone, gives at the same time

so strong and safe a light as that which
is known as golden fabric. It is so very
translucent that several thicknesses may
be used, and still sufficient light trans-

mitted for satisfactory working ;
4 folds

over a small window will be found to

afford an ample light ;
whilst if the sun

shine upon the window, extra thicknesses

may be applied, and still far more light
to work by, will be admitted than with
the lauded ruby. For artificial light,

1, 2, or 3 thicknesses may be used,

according to the power of the light and

the sensitiveness of the plates to be dealt

with.

It is obviously desirable with this, as

with all textile fabrics, to have a shei't

of glass in front, to protect it from

splashings ;
and the outer fold should be

examined occasionally, and, if at all

faded from exposure to light, changed.

(W. E. Debenham.)
Mounting Prints. — Until improve-

ments in photo -mechanical printing
methods enable us to economically and

conveniently impress the photographic

image directly upon cardboard, the work
of mounting prints will form a consider-

able item in the labour account of the

photographer ;
as the public look with

but little favour ujjon an unmounted

picture, the number sold is compara-

tively small. A mounted photograph is

seldom so flat and even as the original

card, because the albumenised paper,

expanded by the moisture of the adhesive

material used, contracts in drying, and

distorts the card mount; this distortion

being generally so considerable, that in

the case of a print mounted upon a large

card, a decided coneavity of the picture

results, while a small card nearly covered

by the photograph is generally drawn
either into a gutter or a bow-like form.

These disadvantages can be readilv over-

come by adopting the simple and easy

expedient cf gumming the prints, allow-

ing them to dry, and then causing them
to adhere to slightly damped mounts by
the application of considerable pressure.
The work of gumming the back of the

photographs can be very quickly i)er-

formed if a broad brush is used, but as

the gumming of paper is now a distinct

trade in London, it is more advantageous
to send them to be gummed, more espe-

cially when the sheets are printed u[)on
whole. A ream of paper, the same size

as the ordinary sheets used for photo-

graphic purposes (17^ by 21|), can be

gummed in London for about 10s., this

2 D 2
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sum including the gum. The gummed
pictures are next trimmed in the usual

way, when all is ready for the work of

mounting.
A card is very lightly damped on the

f\ice with a sponge, the gummed photo-

graph is placed in position, and the whole

is quickly run through a lithographic

or a roller press. Far less moisture is

required than might be supposed, as the

pressure brings to the surface tliat water

which has soaked into the card, and the

mounted photograph, when taken from

the press, is, to all appearance, as dry as

if it had not been damped at all
; and,

what is more important, it has no ten-

dency to curl. A smooth lithographic

stone forms the best basis upon which to

lay the print when the pressure is ap-

plied, and a sheet of smooth card or glaze

board should be laid over the picture

before the leather tympan is closed down

upon it. Assuming the pictures to be

already gummed, about 400 per hour

can be mounted by this method, and it

must be remembered that the elVect of

the pressure is almost equivalent to roll-

ing. The method referred to has long

been in use by collotype printers, in this

country and abroad, 'for mounting their

pictures. A small lithographic or auto-

graphic press, suitable for work up to

about 12 by 10, can be obtained for a

very moderate sum. {Photo. News.)

Paper Pan.—First cut out a block

of wood the exact size and thickness of

dish reiiuircd. Then take a sheet of

cartridge paper, paste it with flour paste

and rub in the jiaste well, letting the

paper be thoroughly soaked with it.

Then ])lace
the paper evenly on the

wooden block, turn down the edges

fimoothly and double the corners back,

rubbing them down well, lie very par-

ticular with the first sheet, because if

you get that smooth, the rest is easy.

Follow with another sheet of cartridge

]iaj)i:r, turning the surplus or slack jiaper

at the corners, in the oi)iiosite
direction

to the last. Follow with 5 or sheets

of oM newspaper in the same way, and

cap with another sheet of cartridge.

I'ut the block with the paper on it into

an oven, and bake till dry. Then take

out the block and trim the edges. Paint

the outside of the paper dish with var-

nish. Pour some varnish inside the dish

and let it soak in, and then pour off the

surplus. Bake in the oven again. After

the varnish is hard and dry, warm the

dish until it is hot enough to melt

paraffin wax. Pour some melted paraffin
into it, and tilt it about till the bottom
and sides are evenly covered

; pour off

the surplus, and when drj' you can use

for toning, developing, or even silvering

paper. Of course the above is only re-

commended as a substitute for glass or

porcelain when the latter cannot be

readily obtained. Paraffin alone may be

used if you like. (F. Whitehead.)

Testinij a Lens.—To be thoroughly
successful in photography, it is of the

utmost importance that the operator
should be perfectly familiar with tha

lens he is working with. A lens should

be examined and tested for any serious

defects, as well as for the determination

of its capabilities. Small air-bubbles,

spots, or scratches on the glass, are of

but little consequence, although scratches

should be filled up with black varnish to

prevent diffusion of light. It is impor-

tant, however, that the glass should be

highly polished, in order to secure bril-

liancy in the ]iicture and freedom from

irregular reflection.

To find the Focal Length.
—Focus a

distant object on the ground ghass. Now
focus another object so near that the

image is as large as nature. Tiie differ-

ence between the 2 positions is the focal

length of the lens. To fin<l the optical

centre of a combination of lenses, Abuey
recommends the following plan. Place

2 rods (10 yd. apart) at a spot exactly

50 yd. from the front of the camera,

which must be ])crl"ectly level, and in a

line with one of the rods, and at right

angles to the line joining the two roils.

Now focus the nearest rod accurately on

to a ])pn(il lino drawn in the centre of

the ground glass. Then the equivalent

focal length =
Dimancc of ground gfasH from nearest rod X

njipurent distance apiirt of nxlson ground glass.

Acluiil distance of ro.ls apari + their distance

apart on v\ix&ii.
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The equivalent focal length measured

from the ground glass along the axis of

the lens will give the optical centre.

Test for Distortion.—Eule a square
on a piece of paper and place it at a

distance of not less than 5 times the

focal length of the lens. Examine the

amount of curvature of the lines on the

ground glass.

Test for Astigmatism.
—Paile a piece

of paper, with both horizontal and ver-

tical lines, and focus it on to the ground

glass, so that the image falls near the

margin. Either one or the other system
of lines will be indistinct. Closely con-

nected with this defect is spherical aber-

ration, which causes general blurring of

the whole image, and curvature of the

Veld, which causes marginal blurring
when the centre is in focus, and vice

versa. These defects, due to the sjihe-

rical forms of lenses, are more or less

jiresent always, but may be diminished

by using smaller stops.

Depth of focus depends on the size of

the angle made by the rays, and there-

ibre increases as the aperture diminishes,

and also as the distance of the object
increases. When used for pictures -nLj

natural size, the depth of focus is 400
times greater than when used for

pictures the size of nature.

Angle of View.—Take the equivalent
focal length and measure the greatest
breadth of the picture, or of the circle

of lio-ht, on the Erround glass. Transfer

the latter length on to a sheet of paper,
and from the middle of the line so ob-

tained erect a perpendicular equal to

the focal length. Join the ends of the

base with the summit of the perpendi-

cular, and the angle so formed is the

angle of view.

Size of Plate Covered.—This is any
rectangle having for its diagonal the

diameter of the circle of light on the

ground glass. For near objects, a

smaller size will be sharply covered

than for distant objects.
Chromatic Aberration.—To determine

wliether the optical and chemical foci

coincide, a focimeter is necessary. This

may be roughly constructed by pasting

strips of thick paper, so as to form a

series of steps. Now number each step,
and focus accurately on to the central

one. On development, if any other

number is more distinct than the cen-

tral one, a chemical focus is present.

Flare-spots.
—This is a circular patch

of light appearing on the ground glass,
in a line with the axis of the lens. It is

owing to the image of the diaphragm co-

inciding with the focal distance of the

lens, and may be remedied by altering
the position of the diaphragm.

Brilliancy of the Image.
—If /Fare

the focal lengths of 2 lenses, and a A
their apertures, their illumination varies

as

IL II
a-

'

A2

Thus it is important to estimate cor-

rectly the effective aperture of a lens.

This may be done accurately thus :—
Focus any distant object on to the

ground glass, which is then removed
and an opaque board, with a small hole

in the centre, is substituted. A lamj)
is now put behind this hole, and a piece
of transparent paper is placed over the

front of the lens. The diameter of the

bright spot on the paper is the effective

aperture for that particular diaphragm.
The time of exposure varies inversely as

the fractions

V=' A^

but it must be remembered that the
nature of the gUiss will also influence
the quantity of light admitted by a lens.

(J. V. Elsden.)

Photographing on VTood.—Among the

many published formulx for photo-
graphing on wood, nearly all are defective
at one vital point; that is, the block
becomes wet during the operation. lu
this respect, engravers' boxwood is

peculiar, and to wet a block is generally
to spoil it. In preparation, the logs are
sawn transversely into wheels about
1 in. thick, and planed down to tvpe
height. As the trees are of compara-
tively small diameters, it is often

necessary to glue several pieces together
to obtain a block of a given size. To
salt and sensitise a block in the usual
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way wets it, of course, and the final

toning and fixing gets it thoroughly
soaked. The surface on which the en-

graver works is endwise the grain of

the wood, the pores of the wood running

straight through. Water quickly jiene-

trates these pores, thereby causing tlie

block to swell and warp, aud, when

subsequently dried, it very often does

not regain its former level condition,
which is essential. The small ])ieces

composing the whole often expand un-

equally, thereby tearing them apart at

the joints. Besides this, the glue in

the joints becomes softened, making it

liable to break in the jjress. The mere

sensitising of the surface will often

cause the block to warp so much that it

is impossible to get good contact in the

printing frame. Rinsed negatives are

required also, which is another trouble.

There are 2 ways of printing on wood
which give good results, and do not

damage the block in the least. (1)
From a negative of the sulycct desired,

make a clear, thin positive on glass, l)y

the wet collodion process. The positive
should be of the proper size, on clean

glass, without the substratum. Tone and

lix as a transparency, and lay in a disli

of water containing a small percentage
of sulphuric acid, to loosen tlie lilm.

The lilm will soon become so loose that

it can be easily stripped from the glass
and transferred to the block. To do

this safely, lay on the film a piece of

wet albumenised paper a little larger
than the glass. Press out tiie bubbles

and surplus water carefully, then turn

Lack one corner of the paper, aud it wijl

come olT, bringing the film with it.

Have the block smootiily whitened with

Chinese white in gum-water, and the

surface slightly dani|i. It is now easy
to transfer the film to the wood and re-

move the pa|)er, when the block must
be aJlowed to dry spontaneously.

('2) Another way to print on woo<l is

by li sort of phot<)-lithogra]ih jirocess.

Coat ](aper with a thin, uniform crtat of

gelatine in warm water. I)ry, and lioat

a short time on ii wcnk solution of

potash bichromate in water. Dry

aijain, and expose un<ier a negative till

all the details are visible. Roll the
entire surface of the print with a

printers' roller charged with litho-

gra{)hic transfer ink thinned with spirits
of turpentine. Soak the paper in a dish

of tepid or warm water until the ink
can be removed by rubbing gently with
a soft sponge. All the ink, except the
lines composing the picture, can be re-

moved, when the print should be laid

face down on the whitened block, and

subjected to a heavy pressure in a

common letterpress. The paper can bo

easily removed by wetting the back.

(3) Another application of photo-
graphy as a help to the engraver was
discovered by the writer. Procure hard

rubber, in smooth, blaoJc, polished siieets

about
I

in. thick. These are to be cut
to the proper size, cleaned, and al-

bumenised the same as glass for

negatives. The rubber-plate is covered
with collodion, sensitised in the bath,

exposed in tiui camera, and tleveloped in

the usual way of making a negative. In

fact, the whole operation is exactly the

same as in making a ferrotype, ou rub-
ber instead of an iron plate, and a ferro-

type bath and collodion are well adapted
to the rubber. When a clean, sharp
image is obtained, it is fixed in cyanide,
varnished with a thin transparent
varnish, and dried by a gentle heat.

The plate is now ready for the engraver,
who will have a fine smooth surface and
a clean tlrawing to work on. (T. C,

Harris.)

(4) The following method, by which
F. K. Ives says he has put hundreds of

photographs on wood for engravers,

gives bettor satisfa<;tion than any he has

seen pulilished. Notwithsfan<ling the

considerable amount of wetting which
the block receives, there is never any
coin]>laint of injury tlierefrom, unless

the blocks are very green.
A block—say 3 by 4 in.— is whitened

by ])utting on 2 or .'} drops of thick

salleil Mlbumiui, thi'u sprinkling on a

little! ]iure dry wiiitr-lcad (zinc white
must not be used), and sjjrcadiiig ami

mixing them with the ijall of the hand
until the coating is thin, even, and
smooth. Kub from the midille of the
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block, with alternate strokes to the

right and to the left, occasionally turn-

ing the block to make the strokes cross-

wise, until the coating is so nearly dry
that the last gentle strokes serve to

smooth it almost to a polish. It re-

quires some skill to perform this opera-
tion successfully, and it cannot be well

described. If rightly done, the coating
will be thick enough to make a bright

print, but will not chip or give any
kind of trouble to the engraver, not

even for the very finest work. The

correct amount of albumen and white-

lead, as well as the proportion of one to

the other, must be learned by experience,
and will be found not to be the same for

all blocks.

When the coating is perfectly dry, it

may be polished with a brush, then

sensitised by covering the surface for

exactly 2 minutes with a 60-gr. solu-

tion of silver nitrate. Rub orf with a

blotter, and when perfectly dry, fume

20 minutes with ammonia. After print-

ing (under a reversed negative), wash
with running water not more than 30

seconds, and then tone and fix at once

by placing face down upon a solution of

soda hyposulphite (1 to 6), to which
has been added a pinch of soda carbon-

ate and a little gold chloride
;

20

minutes' fixing is right, after which

the block is washed, and allowed to dry,
when it is ready for the engraver.
The salted albumen is made by adding

80 gr. ammonium chloride to the well-

beaten white of 6 fresh eggs ;
a few

drops of ammonia may be added, but no

water. Blocks which are white and

porous from over-seasoning must be

coated twice with the albumen, the

first application to fill up the pores of

the wood, and the second (after the first

has dried in) to prepare the surface.

The thick albumen rubbed into the face

of the block, and then coagulated by
the silver nitrate, preserves the wood
from injury. In skilful hands, the

method is quick and reliable, and the

results are very satisfactory.

(5) Underlying the whole system of

photographing upon wood is this prin-

ciple
—

nothing must remain on the sur-

face which is capable of clogging the

point of the graver, hence the vehicle

in which the composition of the photo-

graphic image is applied must be of the

most attenuated nature possible. Again,
it is easy to imbue the surface of the

wood itself with the chemicals by which
the image is formed, but difficult to

prevent the wood that has been sub-

jected to such treatment from becoming
rotten or friable, b)' which, fine delicate

lines crumble and give way imder their

construction, owing to the pulverulence
of the surface. Firmness and closeness

of texture are essential requisites in the

surface that has to be operated on by
the engraver.

Collodion, gelatine, starch, and other

media have all been employed as vehicles,

combined with silver salts of various

kinds, and chromates. Those processes
known generically as "

dusting on
" have

also conduced to the successful applica-
tion of photography to wood, together
with the simpler system of rubbing over

the surface with a sensitive powder,
made to adhere with sufficient tenacity
to ensure its not becoming dislodged by
any after treatment—such powder being

capable of being impressed by an image
under the negative. This enumeration,

incomplete as it intentionally is, serves to

show how much ramified has become the

important art of photographing on wood.

The first process to describe is one

involving the rendering of the wood
sensitive with silver chloride, without

any rottenness arising. The surface of

the wood is first of all whitened by
being well rubbed with a paste com-

posed of finely powdered white-lead and
a little water. This procedure is some-
times varied by the use of alcohol.

When dry, the surface receives a coating
of an exceedingly weak solution of mastic

and guttapercha in benzole. The follow-

ing strength will suffice :
—

Guttapercha . . . . 3 gr.
Mastic 3 gr.
Benzole 1 oz.

This does not leave any film on the

wood, but serves merely to fix the white

pigment.
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The next ojioration is an unpleasant

one, as it necessitates the working with

albumen which, before being used, must
have passed into a state of putridity-
Beat into a froth the whites of as manj^

ecgs as may be found desirable, and for

each egg employed add 4 gr. sodium

chloride and 18 m. strong ammonia.

Keep this standing in a warm place for

about a month, and add water to make

u]) the loss from evaporation. When

putrid, filter and ap])ly to the surface

of the wood by means of a brush. Alter

being dried, apply, by the same means,
a 45-gr. silver solution. The block, thus

sensitised, is exposed under a reversed

negative until printed sufficiently deep,
after which it is washed by means of a

broad camel-hair brush, and toned and

fixed in the usual way.
The negative may be used in a re-

versed position. Of course, when the

negative is taken expressly for the pur-

pose of being emj)loyed in connection

with engraving, the ]ihotographer will

take care that it be reversed or non-

reversed to suit his special purpose ;

but in the case of ])re-existing collodion

negatives the case is different.

Let us suppose that a collodion nega-
tive several years old, and well var-

nished, is required to jiroduce areversoil

jirint. The first operation is to remove
the varnish. This is best effected by
jiouring over the surface ii little of the

following mixture :
—

Caustic potash
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shall not }-ielJ a dense image, bnt one

that is very soft and transparent in even

the deep blacks. The following is a

formula which, we were informed by a

professional photographer on wood, who
is also a practical engraver, invariably

gave the best results.

Plain Collodion.

Alcohol 900 parts
Ether ISOO „

Pyrosyline 60 „

Iodised Collodion.

Plain collodion (as above) 700 parts
Alcohol 450 „
Ether 150 „
Cadmium iodide . . . . 14 „
Sodium bromide .. .. 10 „
Alcohol 100 ,,

To dissolve the sodium bromide, rub

it in a mortar with a few drops of dis-

tilled water, then add the alcohol last

mentioned in the formula, and finally

the cadmium iodide.

We have given the proportions in
"
parts," which any photographer may

interpret by gr. or dr. so as to suit his

own idea as to the quantities desirable

to be made at a time. Bu^t we must
make one observation, which is this : It

is necessary that the collodion be tough ;

but seeing that the longer a collodion is

kept the less tough, or more rotten, it

becomes, it is not desirable to make too

large a quantity at a time.

The strength of the silver nitrate

bath should not exceed 30 gr. to the oz.

The developer, too, must be somewhat

weak, consisting of 12 gr. iron proto-

sulphate to the oz. of water, together
with 1 dr. acetic acid and a few drops of

alcohol, although the latter may be

omitted if the developer flows smoothly.
The glass on which the picture is to

be taken should have a coating of a

solution of a wax or paraffin in ethei',

which must be rubbed off with a dry
cloth. This leaves a very thin film that

facilitates the removal of the collodion

at a later stage. In exposing, according
to the side of the negative that is turned

tpward the lens, so will the subsequent

transparency be reversed or not
;
and it

need scarcely here be said that the

image, when finally placed upon the

wood block, must be reversed, so as to

print direct after it is engraved.
It is impossible here to give data for

exposing, as this must be determined by
a few trials. It is better to employ a

lens with a small stop, and give a

liberal exposure, having the negative
directed either to a uniformly lighted

portion of .sky or backed at some little

distance by a white card inclined back-

ward. When developed, the lights must
be absolutely transparent, and there

must not be a trace of fog observable on
the picture ; nay more, the whole picture
must be so thin and transparent as to

permit the details of the shadows to be

plainly seen when the plate is laid face

down upon a sheet of paper. After

fixing with cyanide and washing, tone

by the application of a solution of

platinum chloride, 1 gr. to 8 oz., or of a

strength sufficient to penetrate through-
out the thickness to the image in about
a minute. It is recommended to add
tartaric acid to the platinum solution,
in the proportion of 5 gr. for each gr. of

the metallic salt. When toned, the

transparency, without being allowed to

become dry, must be placed in a bath of

diluted sulphuric acid, 1 oz. acid to a

pint of water. This serves to detach

the film from the glass.
But previous to the operation just

described, the wood block must have
been prepared. Place in a porcelain
vessel 80 gr. Nelson's gelatine, or that

of any other good maker, and cover it

with cold water. Allow it to stand for

2-3 hours to absorb as much as it can
;

then drain off the superfluous water, and
add 10 oz. warm water. If this does

not cause the gelatine to dissolve, place
the vessel near the fire, and it will

speedily liquefy. Having rubbed up
oO gr. zinc oxide in a mortar with a

little water, add it to the gelatine, and
filter through linen into a wide-mouthed

glass bottle. A few drops of carbolic

acid will prevent decomposition, if it is

to be kept any considerable time. Next

apply to the surface of the wood a paste
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made of zinc oxide and water, and
rubbed by the palm of tlie hand, and
then apply the gelatine by means of a

broad camel-hair brush. This must be

allowed to dry spontaneously.

Returnincj to the collodion picture
in the acidulated water, it occasionally

requires a little time, although some-

times only 1-2 minutes, to ensure the

lilm becoming quite detached from the

glass. When this is the case, a sheet of

stiff waxed or paraffined paper is intro-

duced, and the film is lifted out of the

water by its agency. An easy way of

doing this is to operate in a deep wooden
dish having a plugged hole in the

bottom. Lay the sheet gently down

upon the collodion film, still in situ on

the glass plate, although not now ad-

hering to it; then, by withdrawing the

l)lug, let the water ruu off, thus enabling
the glass plate with the collodion film

and the paper to be removed without

disturbance.

Tiie surface of the wood having been

made wet by drawing a broad camel-

hair brush dijjped in cold water over it,

tlie pa})er, to wiiich the film now ad-

heres in preference to the glass, is gently
lifted up from the latter, and super-

imposed on the wood block, collodion

siile liown. A sheet of blotting-paper is

l>laced ujion it, and over that a piece of

rubber cloth, and moderately smart

friction or pressure isa])plied to ensure

the attachment of the collodion to tiie

gelatined .surface of the wood. By
means of a penknife the margin of tlie

paper is then raiseil, and the sheet lifted

from the block, to wliich the lilm now
adheres. This adliesion is rendered more
lirm by placing the block for a few

minutes in a warm place, suflicient to

impart tackiness to the still wet gela-
tini! by which it was sized. To ))revent
the wood from warpin.:, at this stage
the back of the block hIiouM be sponged
with water. Some operators cfl'ect the

rifquired adhesion by holding the .surface

of the block to the (ire for a few seconds.

I lilt care must b<! taken not to b't the;

mllodion liecome dry.
'I'Ik! next operation cfinsists in re-

moving the coUodioa and baviu'^ the

image remaining on the wood. This is

expeditiously etfected by pouring over
the surface first a little alcohol, follow-

ing this by ether. If a good quality of

soluble cotton has been em])loyed, the
collodion quickly dissolves by the method
described. The wood is not ell'ected by
either alcohol or ether. When dry, the
block is ready for being placed in the
hands of the engraver, or in those of tlie

artist to have the details supplemented
by a few pencil touches, or for the

removal of portions not desired to be

engraved.

Although the film of gelatine upon
the wood is so thin as not to clog the

point of the graver, it may be rendered
still more attenuated by increasing the

proportion of water in the gelatine solu-

tion. (J. Traill Taylor.)
Flexible Plates.—Photographers, both

amateur and professional, have long
wanted some thorouglily efficient sub-

stitute for glass as a support for dry-
plate films, and a few attempts have
been made to sujiply the want with
more or less of success. The following
method has been recently i)roposed by
Fickeissen and Becker, of Villingen,
Baden. The plates or surfaces can be

prepared from paper, cloth, or other
suitable fabric or material, but by ]ire-

fercnce from white paper containing
very little size and not much grain.
This paper is first extended on a frame,
or other arrangement, according to the
size of the plate or surface whicli is

desired. After it is dry, the surface is

covered with a fine coat of co])al varnish,
for the ])Ui'pose of rendering the fabric

transparent; it is then dried, and after

it is quite dry the surface is rendered
smooth by the ap])licatiou of powdered
pumice, if necessary, 2 or .'5 times. Tho
surface so prejjared is then covered on
one or lioth sides with a solution of

gelatine or isinglass, and allowed to dry ;

it may be further treated with a pre-

])aration of ox-gall, from which the fatty
matter has been extracted by alumina

.acetate, the resulting pri'paration l)eing
then ))asscMl through a tiltitr, wh(;i'eby a

clear sidution will lie obtained with
which the plate may be covered, so as
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to secure the safe reception of the emul-

sion. Sheets prepared as above may be

used with advantage in reproducing

photographs from nature in lines or

stipples for calico and other printing, as

the stipples or lines can be printed first

on the material before it is made trans-

parent. Any photographic design or

drawing can be put on the transparent
surface in the usual way, and by using
the film as a negative or jjositive in

photographing from nature or from a

drawing, half-tones will be produced in

lines and stipples available for any kind

of printing. As these sheets are water-

jjroof, they can also be used as surfaces

upon which to print all kinds of orna-

mental and useful work.
Silver Prints mounted on Glass ; Me-

dallions.—The prints to be treated should

be printed darker than for ordinary

mounting, care being taken not to tone

them very much, or a cold blue or grey
will be the result when finished. The

glass plate intended fur the reception of

the print should be free from scratches

or blisters, and must be most carefully

polished with rouge, tripoli, or the usual

polishing mixture. It is then placed on

a water oven or heated over a gas-flame
or other contrivance, until it can be

comfortably borne on the back of the

hand. Hot gelatine solution—1 part

gelatine to 15 of water—should next be

poured in a pool on the warm plate, and

equally distributed over its surface by
means of a glass rod

;
the prints, which

are slightly smaller than the glass plate,

are withdrawn from a weak solution of

gelatine (1 part gelatine to 40 of water)
and placed, albumenised side downwards,
on the gelatinised glass plate, when it

will be found that a good squeegeeing
will remove the excess. When dry, the

operation is complete. As a matter

of fact, so largely have photographers
availed themselves of this method of

exhibiting their own productions, that

it would be difficult to find a place of

importance where the process is not em-

ployed. And here we may mention that

we have noticed, in a few instances

where show-cases have been exposed to

considerable variations of tempei-ature,

including the full force of the sun's rays,

portions of the photographs have dragged
away from the glass support, and in a

short time showed unmistakable signs of

fading, while the parts still adhering

appeared comparatively fresh. There is

always a danger of the print coming up
in patches unless the glass plate is tho-

roughly well polished, and as the in-

stances we speak of were all pictures of

large size, doubtless the defect was due
to imperfect polishing.
A further development of this process

is to be seen in the medallions, as they
are called

;
that is to say, photographs

surrounded with blatk varnish anil a

metal rim.

By abrading the back of the print
with fine glass-paper, as recommended
in the crystoleum process, it is possible,

especially with landscapes, to produce a

certain amount of coloured effects by
means of liquid dyes in alcohol, and in

many cases we have seen good results.

When portraits, however, are so treated,

they are seldom all that can be desired,
the main difficulty being to get the

proper depth of tint. The only difficulty

likely to be encountered in the produc-
tion of these pictures will be with the

gelatine. Temperature, as in carbon

printing, plays an important part : 65°
F. (18° C.) will be found the most satis-

factory temperature for the coating
and drying room, and every precaution
should be taken to obtain that result,
or failures are sure to follow. Having
regulated the temperature, the following
articles will be required :

—A flat tin

dish for dissolving the gelatine, arranged
over a Fletcher air-burner gas-stove,
and a similar dish for soaking the prints
in the melted and filtered gelatine ;

also

a jug for pouring the solution over the

glass plate, arranged over a fine jet of

sufficient heat to prevent the solution

cooling; a Wedgwood funnel, into the

neck of which is placed a piece of clean

wet sponge, answers well for filtering ;

a glass rod for distributing the gelatine
over the plate; a rubber squeegee, and
a piece of American cloth to protect the

print while squeegeeing; strips of wood
1 in. broad, of any length, 2 such strips
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jciincil liy cross-pieces forming racks for

drying; padded blocks of the same size

and shape as the medallions will be use-

ful (the pad forms a cushion for the

glass, while the i-aised surface allows of

]iassingthe burnishingtool quickly round
when fastening down the rim) ;

a stock

of prints trimmed to the desired size and

shape. In the majority of cases, 1-2 in.

margin of clear glass is allowed, this

margin being afterwards filled in with

Bates' dead-black varnish, as described

below. A stock of oval dome-top or

other shape glasses; suitable backs for

these shapes fitted with rings ;
metal

rims to fit
;
Bates' dead-black varnish

;

Young's patent size, as sold at the oil-

man's, completes the list.

Melting the gelatine:
—Cover the

bottom of the tin with size broken up
into small pieces. Enough cold water is

poui'ed over to cover the pieces, when
the temperature is raised to nearly
200° F. (93° C), to ensure perfect solu-

tion. When melted, a portion of the

solution is passed through the sponge
into the second dish for soaking the

prints, and the remaining jiortion is

passed into the jug, and kept hot by
the means above stated. A well-polished

plate is heated to 100° F. (38° C),

jdaced on a level slab, and covered with

a [tool of hot size. Should the solution

prove refractory, the glass rod will assist

spreading. Quickly transfer a soaked

print from the second dish of hot size to

its position, face down, on the plate, and

roughly squeegee ;
remove the excess

with a sponge, and again apply the

squeegee, this time intei'posing a piece
of American cloth to jirotect the print.
If no air-bells are seen when examined
from the front, the plate is placed on

the r^ick to dry, ])a])('r
siiln uppermost,

which in a good ciirriMit of dry air will

occupy a coui)lc of liours. Wlien dry,
the back should receive a second coating
in likif manner, another 2 hours being

required before the next operation.
Wlitn the second coating is quite dry, a

brush well chargoil with I'.atcs' black is

))ass(;d round the margin, comi)lctely

coatmg the baro glass, care iicing ex-

ercised H'lf t« allow tlif varnish to over-

lap the photograph more than is really

necessary ;
30 minutes' drying will re-

move the last traces of tackiness, and
no more remains to be done than to fit

the back, adjust the metal rim, and
secure it down neatly with a burnishing
tool to the padded block.

Landscapes and figure studies, nicely

vignetted to the edge of the plate, are

very effective when mounted as described

above, on oval glass plates, in which
case the use of black varnish is, of

course, dispensed with. (^Photo. Keics.)

Vitrified Photographs.
—At the works

of the Ceramic Stained Glass and Vitri-

fied Stained Glass Company at Chingford
the dusting-on process is adopted. Sen-

sitive plates are prepared, upon which
the enamel colour is dusted

;
and it does

not follow by any means that the glass
or porcelain first coated with the sen-

sitive mixture is that upon which the

enamel is finally vitrified, as it is quite

easy to transfer the dust image to a new

glass or tile. If, however, the image is

to be transferred, the glass should bo

collodionised and allowed to dry before

the application of tlie sensitive mixture.
The exact composition of the sensitive

preparation used is a secret, but the

mixture recommended for this purpose
by Dr. Liesegang, which answers very
well, is as follows:—
Water 100 parts
Moist sugar .. .. 10 „
Gum arable .. .. 10 „
Ammonium bichromate 4 ,,

The glass, very carefully cleaned (and
collodionised if the image is to be trans-

ferred), is now i)laced on a levelling

stand. Hooded with the sensitive mixture,
and after the composition has been

allowed to remain on for a few seconds,
the excess is drained ofl', the plate being
now dried in an incline I ])Osition. Tlie

drying cuplioard is contained in the

"dark"—or rather, yellow-lighted
—

portion of the building ;
but no doors

separate the dark room from the rest,

the entry of white light being prevented

by hangings of baize arr.-inged on the

banie-])lat«! jirinciple, so that one can

walk in or out of the yellow room with-
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out touching or disturbing the hangings.
The warm cupboard stands on a tin

water vessel, scarcel_y 2 in. deep, and

about 2 ft. wide by 5 ft. long, the whole

being closed, excepting that a pipe is

provided, by which any vapour may
escape. The wooden bottom of the dry-

ing box stands directly upon the top of

the hot-plate or water-bath, and the

front of the box is merely closed by
means of a curtain. As the plates are

coated, they are reared up on edge in

the cupboard, and allowed to remain

until quite dry, when they are ready
for exposure in the printing frame.

JIuch depends upon care in drying, and

many lail in the working of the dusting-
on process through drying the plates at

too high a temperature ;
indeed warm

weather often demands no artiticial heat

at all. To the hand, the interior of the

drying box seems only a trifle warmer
than the external air, and one may per-

haps estimate it at about 85° F. (29|° C).

The large flat water-bath or hot-plate

upon which the cupboard stands is kept

sufficiently warm by one paraffin heater

with a 4-iu. wick, and turned down very
low. The special advantage of the hot-

water plate is that it ensures a uniform

heat all through the bath
; very little

over-heating is fatal, as it bakes the

mixture, and renders it incapable of

again absorbing moisture.

The exposure is made under a trans-

parent positive, and the greatest care is

exercised to see that printing frames and

transparencies are perfectly dry ; indeed,

it is generally considered advisable even

to slightly warm them before use. An

apparatus provided with a heating

arrangement consisting of a battery of

paraffin lamps, is where the printing
frames are placed during damp weather

;

without some such arrangement for keep-

ing them perfectly dry, the work would

be uncertain. The exposure required is

not a very prolonged one, a single

minute in bright sunshine being often

sufficient, while in dull daylight ^ hour

or more may be required. No acti-

nometer is used, it being easy for one

who is constantly at the work to judge
the exposures with sulKcient accuracy.

The effect of exposure to light is to

destroy the power of absorbing moisture

which the sugar and gum ordinarily

possess, consequently when the plate is

withdrawn from the printing frame and

exposed to damp air for a few minutes,

those portions which have been protected
from the action of the light will hold

the vitrifiable pigment which is now
dusted over the plate, while the most

exposed parts refuse to take up any

pigment, because they do not become

adhesive by the absorption of water.

For dusting with the vitrifiable pigment—which is just such a powder colour

as potters use in decorating their goods—the plate is laid in a tin dish, and the

powder is dusted over with a broad

camel-hair brush. If the image is very
slow to appear, one may venture to

breathe very cautiously on the plate,

after which the enamel colour is again

applied. A little consideration will show
that in this process over-exposure results

in a hard image, while fog or general

tinting is a consequence of under-ex-

posure. When a perfect .picture, having
all the gradations of the original, is

obtained, the excess of pigment is brushed

off, and the powder colour is fixed by

flowing collodion over the plate. If the

plate were now fired, the chromium

compounds in the film would become

vitrified, and would give a disagreeable

green tint to the picture, so some means

of ensuring their removal must be

adopted.
One secret is the composition of the

fluid in which the plates are soaked at

this stage to remove the chromium
;
but

Dr. Liesegang recommends soaking for

J hour or so in a 2 per cent, solution of

caustic potash. The chromium having
been removed, and the plate dried, all

is ready for the final operation in the

furnace, if the vitrification is to take

place on the original support ;
but if

the film is to be transferred, the plate
must be allowed to remain in very dilute

acid (say 1 part nitric acid in 60-80 of

water) until the film can be floated off,

and placed in position on the glass or

tile which is to be decorated, (i'/toio.

JS'ews.)
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Enamel Photographs.
—A sheet of any

smooth-surfaced glass (plate is best) is

cleaned by any of the usual photographic
methods; now rub over the plate a

solution of alcohol containing about 5

drops nitric acid to the oz.
;
rub over

the gliiss, and polish with a dry piece of

Canton flannel; finally dust a little

soapstone or French chalk from a small

muslin-covered box containing the chalk
;

brush it off lightly with a clean piece of

Canton flannel
;
be careful not to rub

hard, as in that case the chalk would

deaden the polish of the glass plate.

This done, the glass is coated with plain

collodion, 5 gr. cotton to the oz. of equal

parts alcohol and ether. The plate is

allowed to dry, and can be kept in this

state any reasonable length of time.

When dry, lay the plate upon some

level place, and cover with a solution of

plain gelatine about the consistency of

cream, at a temperature of 90°-100° F.

(32°-38° C.) ;
allow the plate to lie flat

until the gelatine sets, which will depend
on the temperature of the room.

When dry, stand the jilate (or plates)

up to dry, and store them away ;
in this

state they will keep indefinitely, and it

is well to keep a stock on hand in this

condition, as pictures can be mounted in

a few moments.
To mount the picture, lay one or more

plates upon some level place over the

sink, so that the water to be used will

have free escape to the waste pipe.

Cover the plates fully with water,

allowing as much to remain on the sur-

fa(;u as possible ;
lift the pictures from

the water they have been wasiiud in,

and lay them face down upon the pre-

pared surface of the ])lato, filling it with

as many j)rints as it will hold, arranging
them according to their sizes; pay no

attention whatever to the but)bles. Have

a ])ioce of tliin ruliber cloth and asqui-c-

gi-e ; lay the rulibi.'r cloth over the ])lates,

and with tlic .Kqueegec press the j)ictiii-e.s

into contact with the glass, at the name

time take out all air-bells by pas.sing it

back and forth over tin? plate. This

(lone, run around the edge of the plate

with a knife to cut off the gelatine and

collodion, J in.
;

this is to allow the

paper that is mounted on the back of

the picture to adhere to the glass, wliich

will thus bind the whole thing down
until liberated by being cut inside this

safety edge, otherwise the pictures would
be apt to leave the glass before they are

thoroughly dry, and thereby lose the

brilliancy they would have if properly
dried. After the pictures have got
surface dry, give them a coat of thin

gelatine, and cover them with a sheet of

Manilla paper or any common paper,
same size as the plate ;

now mount
them with cardboard, known as printers'

cardboard, because it is cheap and
answers every purpose ; finally cover

the whole with an enamel sheet of paper
of any tint desired, thus having an

enamelled mount, when the picture is

finished, as well as an enamelled photo-

graph. After they are thoroughly dry,
cut inside the safety edge, when the

prints will come oft" with all the beauti-

ful finish possible. The prints may now
be stamped out with a round or square
cornered die, or cut with a knife any
desired shape ;

the edges may be bevelled

and bronzed with a little gum-arabic
and bronze applied with a camel-hair

brush. (T. Inglis.)

Toning.
— The art of toning is one

which the amateur is apt to give too

little attention to. Exci-llonce in all

the manipulations connected with the

production of a negative, even including
the making of the plates, and, indeed,

excellence in every operation in the pro-
duction of the finished picture up to

that of toning, is common enough with

amateurs. Excellence in toning is not

so common. "Nothing is easier than

to tone, nothing more dillicult than to

tone well," had been said
;
and there

certainly is much truth in the saying,

liy exccllcnco in toning we mean not

only the ability to get a good colour

with pure whites and transparent

shadows, l)ut also the power of getting

any tone we reciuire, of course confining

our requij-ements to the possibilities of

the matter. The variation produced by

varying the toning liath an<l manner of

toning is not confiniMl to thi^ colour ob-

tained only, but shows itself in the
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general qua] it
j-

of the print. You may
have 2 prints taken from the same

negative, and printed on portions of the

same sheet of paper. The colour of the

tone is not very different : it would be

described as a warmish brown in each

case. The difference in the general

appearance is, however, great. The one

is a clear, brilliant, and pleasing picture ;

the other, though it would scarcely be

placed in the category of" mealy prints,"
is a flat, dirty, uninteresting-looking

object. Kow these 2 prints were toned

in the same bath. They show how
much depends on the small details of

the process merely.

Beginning at the beginning, and

taking in succession the various small

matters which we have found worthy
of attention if we desire to get a pleasing
colour in our prints, we may take first

of all the quality of the negative. As
is generally known, the influence of this

on the tone of the finished print is very
great, but wherein this influence exists

is apparently not quite fully understood.

It is commonly said that a negative

showing strong contrast will give a

print which may be toned to a rich

colour
;
but something more than this

appears to be required. A negative
with a contrast ever so great, if under-

exposed, will not give a print readily
toned to a pleasing colour. It is difficult

to see why it should be so, but it is

evident that the gradation of density of

the negative is a great factor in the

colour of silver prints obtainable from
it. We will get, as a rule, a better

tone from a negative which might be

described as " somewhat delicate but
full of detail

" than from the densest

possible negative which is even a little

under-exposed.
We do not intend at present to enter

into the question of the manufacture or

sensitising of the paper, because, as a

rule, amateurs use ready-sensitised

paper. We, therefore, pass on to the

actual printing. It is an opinion com-

monly held that the longer, within

limits, a print remains exposed in the

frame—that is to say, the poorer the

light
— at the time of printing, the

j

better will be the tone. It is certainly
the case that prints done in very
brilliant sunshine, and, therefore, in a

very short space of time, do not, as a

rule, tone as well as those which have
taken longer to print ;

but we have not
found the difference to be very great.

The manner of keeping the paper both
before and after printing is a matter of

importance, as we all know ready-
sensitised paper turns brown from being
kept. It may, however, turn in two

totally different ways. It sometimes
turns of the same colour that it would
were it slightly exposed to light. This

appears to be the effect of the action of

pure air and damp, and does no harm so

far as the colour obtainable by toning is

concerned. There is, however, a very
different discoloration which results

from exposure to the smoky, impure air

of London, and probably comes about
from the action of sulphur in some form.
It is distinguished by a metallic lustre

;

the effect of this is disastrous on the
tone of the print. Nothing but the
most sickly colour is possible from paper
which has turned its colour in the
manner described. From this we gather
the importance of keeping ready-sen-
sitised paper in a place where the air is

as pure as possible.
It is probable that the stage at which

the most can be done to make or mar
the tone of a print is that of the wash-

ing which is performed previous to the

toning. If, for example, the prints be

placed in the water in masses, and be
allowed to adhere one to another for any
length of time—or, in fact, if they be
allowed to remain for any length of time
in water which contains a considerable

quantity of the free silver nitrate which
washes out of them—ruination of the

tone will be the result.

It appears to be of importance to get
the first silver which is washed from
the prints away from them as quickly
as possible, and for this reason they
should be placed first in a large vessel,
and should be removed from this first

washing vessel to a second after a very
short immersion. The next point of

importance is the extent to which the
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washing should be carried. Here let us

say that we are in favour of eliminating

all, or very nearly all, the free silver

nitrate by very thorough washing, fol-

lowed by the application of a solution

of common salt to convert what silver

nitrate is left into chloride.

There appear to us to be various

objections to the presence of free silver

nitrate in the prints at the time of

toning. For one thing, it is a very un-

certain factor in the process. We never

can tell how much we have washed away
and how much we have left, and con-

sequently there is uncertainty intro-

duced in the result. When we wash
out all the silver nitrate the uncertainty
ceases

;
and not only that, we find that

if, as certainly is the case, the toning
takes much longer, or requires a much

stronger solution of gold, the result is

infinitely better than that got when
.silver nitrate is j)resent. A further

great advantage lies in the fact that

prints toned without the presence of

silver nitrate do not change their colour

in the fi.xing bath
;
those toned in its

presence do. We have, therefore, if we
have thoroughly washed our prints,

merely to wait for the colour wo ro([uiro,

and tlicn to remove the j)rint frcjm the

toning bath. It certainly is the fact that

with most ready-sensitised paper it is

impossible to get a very good purple
tone. We can, however, get a very
warm brown.

Concerning the use of the salt solu-

tion, it would a])j)oar from mere theo-

retical reasoning that there can be no

need for any washing at all before using
it. It is dillicult to see why it should

be objectionable to get rid of the whole
of tlie silver nitrate by converting it

into chloride, but the fact remains the

Kamc that we do not get a good result

if we place the prints direct from the

printing frame into the salt water. It

is also a fact that if the salt solution be

beyond iv certain strength, the jiriiits

refuse to tone at nil. Considering tliese

two facts, it becomes merely a matter
of exjioriment to determine how to use

the Halt. We have proceeded as follows

with good results.

We wash the prints till the greater

part of the muddiness of the washing
water has disappeared : this means 3 or

4 changes of water. We then dip for

10 minutes in water which contains

i oz. common salt to each gallon. After

that we wash in other 3 changes of

water, and proceed to tone. The only
difference in the manipulation in toning
the 2 prints mentioned above was that

the first was allowed to soak for some
time in its first washing water, and was
then but imperfectly washed. The second

was at first rinsed briskly in running
water, and was afterwards treated with
the salt solution as described. It took

5-6 times as long to tone as the first.

For the sake of completeness, we give
the formula we were using, although
we believe the difference in result pro-
duced by different toning formula; is

vastly less than the difl'erence which

may be brought about by varying mere
details of manipulation :

—
Gold chloride 1 gr.
Borax 60 gr.
Water 12 oz.

{Photo. Axws.)

Outdoor Photograph;/.
—It frequently

happens that the amateur in outdoor

photography requires a jtlate which will

retain its sensitiveness for a few hours,
such as the photographing of objects
within easy reach of his home. This

can be accom])lished in a most satisfac-

tory way, without resort to dry-plates
or tent, by ju'oceediiig in the usual

manner as regards coating and sensitising

the plate, and, after thoroughly wasliing

it, a]i])lying the following preservative
solution :

—
Glycerine 12 dr.

Albumen 2 oz.

Water 4 oz.

Annnonia 2 drops

No s])ecial collodion is required, and the

formuhi is easily nuido up and a])plied.

As to ilevejoping the ])lat(',
a 4-gr. solu-

tion of pyrogaliic acid will \io found

sufficient
;
and when all the details are

well out, intensification with pyrogaliic

I
acid and silver will secure a good ueg:i-
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I

tive. Plates so prepared will keep
moist for at least 4 hours in moderately
warm weather.

In case the subject to be photographed
is within a mile of dark room, and pro-
vided the weather is cool, the ordinary
wet plate, without any preservative,
will answer, as, by attending to the fol-

lowing hints, the plate will keep moist

for at least 20 minutes. After taking
the plate, from the bath, place it ia the

dark slide, in a horizontal position, and

carry it in that position to the camera,

and, after exposure, bring it back to

the dark room in the same position and

develop at once. A small piece cf blot-

ting-paper must be placed in each corner

of the dark slide, to prevent any of the

silver solution flowing over the plate,

and a piece of damp blotting-paper
should be placed on the back of the

plate, to prevent evaporation as much
as possible. Give a little longer ex-

posure than you would under ordinary

circumstances, and use a little more
alcohol in the developer.

Negative Bath.—The following nega-
tive bath will be found excellent, re-

ducing the expense by one-half, and

giving negatives of a first-class descrip-

tion, with an entire absence of "
pin-

holes
" :—

Silver nitrate 1 oz.

Barytes nitrate 5 dr.

Potassium iodide . . . . 8 gr.

Water 12 oz.

Nitric acid .. Enough to make slightly
acid.

The developer best suited to the above

is the following :
—

Iron protosulphate .. .. 40 gr.

Acetic acid § dr.

Water 2 oz.

Alcohol (quant. sufF.)

Intensify with silver.

Varnishes.—(1) A solution of shellac

methylated spirit forms the basis of

varnish, and a simple varnish so made
will answer for all rough work

; but

where delicate results are wanted, it

must be paler in colour, and for this

purpose use "bleached shellac." Bleached

shellac dissolved in spirit. also makes an
excellent varnish

;
but it is not nearly

so hard and tenacious as that from the

orange shellac. A good strong coating
of it is readily scratched by the finger-
nail—a contretemps so likely to occur
in printing that such a varnish cannot
•be recommended. White shellac is made

by dissolving ordinary shellac in caustic

alkali, and then treating the solution

with chlorine, which at one and the
same time decolorises and precipitates
it. This process, though it produces a

pale resin of great value for manv
economical purposes, causes the resin

to lose many of these projierties that

specially fit orange lac for use in photo-
graphic varnish. One of the peculiarities
of white lac varnish is the frequency
with which it dries into a multitude of
fine ridges, which no rocking of the plate
to and fro during draining and drying
will prevent. But for paleness of colour
in the coating obtained from it nothing
can be better; and in a mixture of the
two resins — that is, the bleached
and the unbleached—the objectionable

qualities of either seem either covered
or greatly minimised This mixture in

suitable proportions constitutes the chief

part of the varnish recommended.

Experimenters with "
bleached," or,

as it is often called,
" white lac," must

know that unless it be properly stored
it practically loses its solubility in spirit
of wine

;
and many cases of failure in

varnish-making are caused through
the purchaser being supplied with a

sample that had become insoluble. Of
course this would not be likely to occur
in a place where the lac was in great
demand

;
but many of our readers live

in places where photographic
—

indeed,

any rare—chemicals are most difficult

to get, and when obtainable are not

always in good condition. However, in

the case of white lac, where the experi-
menter is ignorant of the appearance it

should present, he can easily test a small

quantity if he have an}' doubt in the

matter. It should be crushed or pounded
into small pieces before adding to the

spirit, as even in the best samples a

large proportion entirely insoluble always
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exists, and a clear solution must not be

expected. Its solubility or the reverse is

soon discovered by noticing whether the

small particles begin to disintegrate, as

it were, or retain their sharp outlines.

A good indication of insolulnlity is

the outer layer of the round pieces or

sticks turning semi-transparent. The

plan usually adopted to prevent this

change taking place is to keep the

bleached lac in the dark and covered

with water, when, if it remain so

covered, it will retain its solubility in

spirit for a lengthened period.
The third and last ingredient in this

varnish is sandarac. It is well known

by varnish-makers that, when resins are

mixed and "
blended," the character of

the solution or varnish is not by any
means of necessity an average of the

characters of the resins taken separately,
and such is the case with sandarac.

This resin taken by itself gives a varnish

that is quite useless from its brittle-

ness, but when adib'd to a shellac varnish

it confers a portion of its own (juality of

brightness of surface, which it possesses
in a high degree, but does not, in

moderate quantity, tend to make it

" rotten."

The formula for a varnish devised on

the principles above enunciated is as

follows :
—

Palest orange shellac . . 2^ oz.

Bleached lac SJ oz.

Sandarac ^ "z.

Methylated spirit .. .. 1 qt.

Bruise the bleached lac till reduced to

small pieces. Powder the sandarac, and

then add the whole to the spirit, putting
in a few small ])ioces of glass to prevent
the shellac caking at tlie bottom of tiio

jar; stir or widl shake the whole from

time to time, till it is evident that

solution is complete. All that is then

necessary is to set aside to (dear, pour
iitr tlie clear, supernatant fliiiii, and

(liter the rest. It is bust to allow a

month or two for subsidenre, for the

insoluble part occupies so large a space
that much waste through evaporation,

&c., is caused if an unnecesunrily large

quantity be passed through the filter.

(2) Quick-drying Varnish for Ferro-

types.
—A very good and hard varnish

Tised for negatives which have to stand

far more handling than a ferrotype is

composed of equal jiarts of white hard

spirit varnish and alcohol. Warm the

plate, and apply as collodion, pouring
off the superfluous quantity ; slightly
warm again, and on cooling, which takes

place in a minute or two, a fine hard
coat of varnish will be found—so hard

that it can scarcely be scratched with
the finger-nail. The ])rocess used for

ferrotypes is very similar to that for

glass positives, with the exception tliat

a special kind of collodion should be used

so as to produce a thin deposit with
considerable detail.

(3) Elastic Dammar Varnish. — An
elastic flexible varnish for paper, which

may be applied without previously sizing
the article, is prepared as follows :

Crush transparent and clear pieces of

dammar into small grains; introduce a

convenient quantity
—

say 40 gr.
— into

a flask, pour on it about 6 oz. acetone,
and expose the whole to a moderate

temperature for about 2 weeks, fre-

quently shaking. At the end of this

time, pour off the clear saturated solu-

tion of dammar in acetone, and add, to

every 4 parts varnish, 3 of rather dense

collodion
;
the 2 solutions are mixed by

agitation, the resulting liquid is allowed

to settle, and preserved in well-closed

]ihials. This varnish is api]lied by means
of a soft beaver-hair jiencil, in vertical

lines. At the first application, it will

appear as if the surface of the paper
were covered with a thin white skin.

As soon, however, as the varnish has

liecomo dry, it jiresents a clear shining
surface. It shcml 1 lie ajiplied in 2 or 3

layers. This varnish retains its gloss
under all conditions of weather, and

remains elastic
;

the latter quality

adapts it especially to topographical

crayon drawings and majis, as well as

to photographs. (P/iarin. C'i:ntralhnltc.)

(4) For Prints.— Heat a piece of glass,

and ml) a little wax over it with a bit

of cotton-wool. Pour water over the

I
plate, and press the picture down upon

! it with a piece of filtering paper. When
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dry, the picture is removed, and will be

found to possess a brilliant surface.

(5) For Gelatine Negatives.
—One of

the minor difficulties in connection with

the worliing of gelatine plates is that of

varnishing. In the abstract it should,
no doubt, be the simplest of all opera-
tions

;
and with collodion, given a

moderate amount of care, such was the

case. But with gelatine, for various

reasons, the apparently easy process of

giving the final protective coating to

the otherwise finished negative is found

to be, to say the least of it, a somewhat

unsatisfactory one ;
and many operators

refuse to varnish their negatives at all,

prefering to risk the dangers of printing
from bare gelatine films as being the

safer plan.
The difficulty arises partly from the

physical and partly from the chemical

properties of the gelatine. Its power-
ful affinity for water and its great ab-

sorptive powers, and consequent swell-

ing under the action of moisture, render

the gelatine film anything but a suitable

companion, at close acquaintance, with

the hard, brittle, and inflexible layer of

resinous matter which is laid upon it, as

its protector. This latter, no matter of

what materials it may be composed, has

hitherto proved wholly inadequate to

perform the role expected of it, and,

though supposedly waterproof, appears

only to intensify the danger which
moisture may threaten to the film of a

gelatine negative. A single drop of

water on a varnished gelatine negative

will, after a very brief contact, leave a

mark which, if not indelible, requires
the entire removal of the varnish before

it can be obliterated, penetrating, as it

does, through the film of varnish to the

gelatine underneath, and causing the

latter to expand and crack the inflexible

layer of resin above it.

If the moisture be presented in the

form of silver solution, or if silver from

damp sensitised paper gain access to the

film, the result, though less immediately
visible, is far more fatal. Combination

takes place between the silver and the

gelatine, and brown stains result, which,
jn tlie majority of cases, it is quite im-

possible to remove. Dissolving off the
varnish is useless, for the action of the
silver will be found to have passed right

through that and to have attacked the

under layer of gekitine, forming a com-

pound which is amenable only to those

reagents which attack the developed
image itself.

It appears useless to hope for any way
out of these difficulties by merely alter-

ing the constituents of the varnish. The
fact appears to be that none of the
resins usually employed (not even shel-

lac) are really impervious to moisture
;

and, this being the case, the absorptive

powers of the gelatine and its consequent

swelling render it l-iopeless to expect to

do more than ameliorate matters. A
preliminary coating of collodion has been

recommended, and certainly is a great

improvement upon varnish alone
; but,

as applied in the ordinary way, a still

greater improvement is to employ the

collodion alone, and apply the varnish to

some other purpose. The intervention

of the collodion greatly retards the ab-

sorption of moisture by the gelatine

film, though it does not arrest it entirely,

consequently the ultimate effect is the

same as with varnish alone
; but, if

collodion by itself be used, it is suffi-

ciently elastic to accommodate itself to

the expansion of the gelatine without

splitting or cracking, and when the plate
is dried, no trace of any injury remains.

The hardness of a collodionised gelatine
film is v^ery surprising to those who are

not accustomed to this mode of "var-

nishing," but something more is wanted.
The author tried many different kinds of

varnish, some of them specially prepared
for "

dry-plate
" work

; but whether
with or without the preliminary film of

collodion, he found nothing that would

absolutely resist moisture. He, how-

ever, succeeded in attaining with some
trouble a degree of protection which

practically answers for all the dangers
that any ordinary negative is likely to

be exposed to, though it may be a

question as to whether it is worth while

to adopt it in all cases.

His experience with nil varnishes, as

supplied commercially, is that they are

2 E 2
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too thick for gelatine films, though thi-y

may answer for collodion. The latter,

it must be remembered, is spongy and

porous, and absorbs some of the alcoholic

varnish ; while gelatine, on the contrary,

rejects it entirely. Consequently, var-

jiish of ordinary thickness flows badly
on a gelatine plate, dries slowly, and is

a very long time before it loses its

"tackiness." He therefore dilutes the

varnish with at least an equal volume of

methylated alcohol, and filters carefully

through filter-paper. The negative,
after drying, is heated and polished with

an old silk handkerchief and a little

powdered talc
;

it is then coUodionised,

dried, and varnished. After the latter

operation, strong heat is applied for at

least 10 minutes
;

the plate is then

allowed to cool, and is again polished
with talc. If extra protection be re-

quired, the operations of coUodionising
and varnishing are repeated, the result

being a surface which is far harder and

more impervious to moisture than if a

single coating of collodion and thick

varnish had been used.

A good, cheap varnish for this purpose
consists of hard white spirit varnish

diluted with 4-5 times its volume of

methylated alcohol. The collodion may
]}} ordinary "enamel "

collodion, diluted

with an equal quantity of a mixture of

ether and alcohol. (II. Y. II. Cotesworth.)

(6) Water Varnish.—Take J lb. of

shellac (in thin flakes), and 1 pint

water; place them in a tin saucepan or

other suitable vessel on the fire or over

a gas stove, and raise to boiling point.

When this is reached, add a few drops
of a hot saturated solution of borax,

stirring vigorously with a glass rod or

clean stick until this shellac is all dis-

.solveil, which will he in a few seconds.

Do not use too much borax, but add

slowly, and stop short of complete solu-

tion rather than the other way. After

this, the solution is filtered through

charcoal, and the water varnish is ready
for use.

For wet collodion negatives it is in-

valuable, as its use entirely docs away
with .split films; and when only 1 or 2

prints are required, the negative need

not be varnished with spirit varnish.

All that is required, after the negative
is washed, is to flood it with the water

varnish, and stand up to dry ;
when dry,

the negative is ready for the printer so

far as the surface is concerned. A film

so protected stands a great deal of rough
usage, and is not very easy to scratch,
while for retouching the surface it is

superb. For wet collodion negatives,
the advantages are certain immunity
from split films, and saving of time,

trouble, and exjiense of spirit varnish,

fire, kc, and risk of cracking the plate
from the action of heat.

For gelatine negatives, water varnish

is applied directly after they are washed,
and, when dry, the retouching is per-

formed, and spirit varnish is applied in

the usual way, when there will be little

danger of the films being silver stained,
no matter how long they are in use.

A gelatine negative, covered with
water varnish and dried, was placed

upon a shelf, and a cotton-wool plug
out of a silver funnel was laid upon the

film. At the end of 3 days no sign of a

silver stain was visible, and this without

any spirit varnish over it. This water
varnish will be found far superior to a
film of ])lain collodion, besides being
easier and simpler of application.
One important point in favour of a

water varnish is the fact that it can be

applied to the film when wet, and there-

fure with all its pores open; while that

part of the varnish that does not sink

into the film, but remains upon the

surface, will give a grijje or hold for the

subsequent film of spirit varnish, afford-

ing a jtromise of securitj' more in accord

with the known permanence of a wcll-

varnisheil collodion negative. (W. T.

Wilkinson.)

(7) The following recipe for a re-

touching varnish is given in the ?lt.

Louis Pr'iclicul rh(jto(ir<i/ihi'r by A. St.

Clair:—Host orange shellac, 2 oz.
;
am-

monia carbonate (in crystals), 4 oz.
;

soft water, 32 oz. Raise the water to

nearly boiling point, then add the am-

monia, and, when that is dissolvid, the

l.ac ; stir well until the whole of the lac

is dissolved
;
allow it to cool, and filter.
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Apply it to the negative by pouriDg on
and off a few times, and dry thoroughly.

(8) Lacquer.
—Amber, 1 part ;

co-

pal, 1 ; benzole, 2; spirit of wine, 15.

(9) Lacquer.
—Amber, 2 parts; co-

pal, 2
; mastic, 1

; petroleum naphtha,
10 ; spirit of wine, "20.

The raw materials for preparing
lacquers for photographers must be

chosen witli the utmost care, as it is

absolutely necessary that these lacquers
should be entirely colourless.

(10) Alcohol, 5 oz.
;
bleached shellac,

6 dr.
; camphor, 1 scr.

;
essence of

bergamot, 10 drops.

(11) It was not long after the general

adoption of the gelatine process that it

was discovered that the varnish hitherto

used for collodion negatives 'was not a

sufficient protection in the case of gela-
tine negatives when large numbers were

required to be printed. Minute spots
first made their appearance, and these

rapidly multiplied and increased in size

until the negative became useless. Many
methods of treatment were suggested
and carefully tested as a protection

against the caustic action of the silver

salt on the film of gelatine ;
but sutiice

it to say that none was found to equal
in efficacy a coating of collodion followed

by another of spirit varnish
; and, judg-

ing from subsequent experience, these

substances, if properly apjilied, seem to

be a perfect remedy for the evil.

A suitable collodion is made by dis-

solving a tough soluble pyrosyline, such
as is used for surgical collodion, to the

sti'ength of 6 gr. to the oz. in equal parts
of methylated alcohol and methylated
ether '720. It is allowed to settle for

some days ;
and the clear collodion may

then be applied to the negative in the

usual way. It should not, however, be

drained off too closely, but should be

allowed to flow back evenly over the

surface, and the plate then placed on a

level support until set. When drv, a

thick impervious coating results, which
is rendered hard and proof against

ordinary risk of mechanical injurv by
the application of a lacquer prepared as

follows :
—

To h lb. "button lac" and 2 oz.

sandarac placed in a flask, add i gal.

methylated alcohol, and shake up oc-

casionally during a week, by which time
the soluble portion will be taken up;
but do not use artificial heat to dissolve
the sediment, as it is better filtered out.

Button lac, although apparently browner
than shellac, is recommended in prefer-
ence, as it really gives a lighter coloured
solution

;
but even seed-lac may be used

if the precaution be taken after filtration

of boiling the clear but dark-coloured
varnish for 10 minutes in a flask on a
water bath with 4 oz. freshly prepared
animal charcoal, which treatment, fol-

lowed by a second filtration, effectually
removes the orange dye which would
otherwise tend to retard the printino-.
The collodionised negative is warmed as

usual before and after lacquering. Many
negatives thus treated have been in

contact with sensitised paper for several

months at a time, and exposed in all

weathers during the last 3 years with-
out any apparent detriment

;
so it is

hoped that this record may not be with-
out some practical value. (W. Bedford.)

(12) Kriiger considers that all acid
and gummy constituents should be re-

moved from resin by treating it with
soda before it is dissolved in alcohol to
form photographic varnish.

(13) If your pictures are otherwise

satisfactory, you need only proceed as

follows, to ensure their keeping for

printing:
—

Prepare a weak solution of

gum, say 1 oz. gum to 4 oz. water.
When your plate is developed, fixed, and

washed, and while still wet, pour over
it some of the above gum water, and
cover the plate with it as with a varnish.
Rear up on edge to dry spontaneously.
This forms a perfectly protective cover-

ing, which never sticks to the albu-
menised paper, no matter how hot the
sun may be.

(14) Colourless Negative Varnish.—
Dammar, 2 parts; mastic, 1; san-

darac,
• 5

; chloroform, 20
; tar-varnish

ail, 20.

For preparing this varnish, the finely-
powdered resins are tied in a small linen

bag and suspended from the lower part
of the cork iu a bottle containing the
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corresponding quantity of fluids. Tho
solution will be accomplished in a short

time if the bottle is put in a moderately
warm place. After the resins have been

dissolved, the clear varnish is poured oil

from the uncommonly small quantity of

sediment. The process of lacquering
the plates with the varnish is very
quickly accomplished, as the solvent

shows great volatility.

(15) Sandarac 4 dr.

Spirit of wine .. .. 20 dr.

Chloroform
Oil of lavender

A dr.

3 dr.

The filtered solution is spread out by
pouring it over the glass plate, and
dried by apjjlyiug heat. The coating is

jjcrfectly colourless, and negatives coated

with this varnish do not crack, even if

they are stored away fur a long time.

(16) Monkhoven's Retouching Varnish

for Negatives.
—Shellac is jilnced for

24 hours in a saturated solution of am-
Jiionia carbonate in water. The solution

is then poured off, and replaced by an

(jqual quantity of pure water; the fluid

is boiled under constant stirring until a

complete solution has taken place. The

jiroportion between shellac and water
should be as 1 : 8. This is poured twice

in succession over the negative, which
must be thoroughly dry. Retouching
c;m bo done more quickly and finer upon
this coating than ujjon any other.

(17) Retouching Vuruish.—

Shellac 1 oz.

Sandarac G oz.

Mastic oz.

Ether 10 oz.

Then 10 oz. ])iirc licnzole are .-idded

to the mixture afti'r tin.- resins have

dissolved in tiic ether.

(18) Hard Lacquer for Negatives.
—

(19) Lacquer.
—

Sandarac
Venetian tur))e)itine
Oil of lavender.. .

Kther
Absolute ulcoliul

20 ,lr.

2 dr.

2 J dr.

'A 'Ir.

.^0 <lr.

Mastic

Bleached shellac

Oil of turpentine

Spirit of wine

2 dr.

10 dr.

2 dr.

60 dr.

(20) Collodion, by itself—even the

ordinary porous collodion employed in

negative work—answers admirably. As
a protection against damp, its ell'ect is

simply marvellous
; for, should the

moisture penetrate it and reach the

gelatine film, it possesses sufficient elas-

ticity to withstand the sti'ain put upon
it. It exhibits little tendency to absorb

silver from the damp printing jiajjcr,

and in the event of actual moisture

being accidentally present when in con-

tact with the paper there is no fear of

adhesion. For portraiture, the film will

bear working on with the pencil in re-

touching, though from its hardness and
smooth surface it is usually desirable to

use a "medium" to give a "tooth"
which will take tiie pencil.

In preparing a special collodion for

the pur])ose, select a good, tough—not

necessarily
"
liorny

"—
sam])le of pyro-

-xyline. and use it of the strength of not

more than 4 gr. to the oz., with 2 or 3

drops of castor oil. The best protective
medium consists of a collodion made
from celloidine, which gives a remark-

ably clear and structureless film, and

may be used stronger tlian ordinary

pyroxyline: !) gr. celloidine and 2 drops
of castor oil to each oz. of .solvents will

answer well. There is a slight advan-

tage in employing a small excess of

ether over alcoiiol in dissolving
—

say
9 ])arts ether to 7 of alcohol—both iieing
as free fnun water as possible, and the

negative very thoroughly dried before

aj)i>lication.

(21) For Wet-plate Negatives.—

Wiiitc hail! \aniish .. J ])int

Methylated spirit (alioul) I

jiint

Try jilate. If too thick, add more

spirit. This will lie found a ca])ital

varnish for retouching jiurjioses.
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(22) For Dry Plates.—

Red shellac varnish .. ^ pint

Methylated spirit (about) Ih pints

Try a plate, and add or lessen spirit

according to requirements.

(23) Fritz Luckardt"s Retouching
Varnish.—•

Alcohol 300 parts
Sandarac 50 „

Camphor 5 „
Castor oil 10 „
Venetian turpentine .. 5 „

(2-i) Varnish to Imitate Ground Glass.—
Sandarac 18 parts
Mastic 4 „
Ether 200 „
Benzole .. 80 to 100 ,,

Sulphurous Acid, preparing.
—Within

a short period, sulphurous acid has be-

come an important element in the pre-

paration of an excellent pyro developer
for gelatine plates ;

and as it is more or

less unstable in its keeping qualities,
some easy method of preparing a small

quantity which shall have a uniform

strength is desirable. A method recently
described in the Photographic News will

afford the amateur photographer a ready

way of preparing a small quantity of

the acid.

In Fig. 228, a b are 2 bottles, both of

which can be closed tightly with corks.

Fig. 223.

-^.v,"
'mm.'m/'/,vmm:w/.

A hole is made in the cork in the bottle

a, a little smaller than the glass tube

which connects a and b. It is filed out

with a rat-tail file until it is large

enough to admit the tube very tightly.
The tube may be bent easily, by being
heated over a common fish-tail gas-

burner or over the top of the chimney
of a kerosene lamp, so as to form 2 right

angles, one end extending close to the

bottom of the bottle b as shown.

Having fitted up the apparatus, about

2 02. soda hyposulphite are placed in

the bottle a, while the bottle b is about

f filled with water— distilled or melted

ice water is to be preferred ;
some

sulphuric acid—about 2 oz.—is now
diluted with about twice its bulk of

water, by first putting the water into a

dish and pouring in the acid in a steady

stream, stirring meanwhile. It is well

to set the dish in a sink, to avoid any
damage which might occur through the

breaking of the dish by the heat pro-
duced

;
when cool, the solution is ready

for use, and may be kept in a bottle.

The cork which serves to adapt the

bent tube to the bottle a is now just
removed for an instant, the other end

remaining in the water in bottle b, and
about 2-3 oz. of the dilute acid are

poured in upon the hyposulphite, after

which the cork is immediately replaced.

Sulphurous acid is now evolved by
the action of the acid on the hypo, and
as the gas is generated it is led as a

series of bubbles through the water in

the bottle 6 as shown. The air space
above the water in bottle 6soonbecom.es
filled by displacement with sulphiirous
acid gas, which is a little over twice as

heavy as air
;

so in order to expedite
the complete saturation of the water, it

is convenient to remove the bottle a
with its tube from bottle 6, and after

having closed the latter by its cork or

stopper, to agitate it thoroughly by
turning the bottle upside down. As
the sulphurous acid gas accumulated in

the air space over the water is absorbed

by the water, a partial vacuum is

created, and when the stopjier is eased

an inrush of air may be noted. When,
after passing fresh gas through the

liquid for some minutes, no further in-

rush of air is noted on easing the stopper
as before described, after agitating the

bottle, it may be concluded that the

water is thoroughly saturated with sul-

phurous acid, and is strong enough for

immediate use. More gas can be gene-
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rated by adding more dilute sulphuric
acid to the hypo until tlie latter is de-

composed ;
then it should be thrown

aside, and a fresh charge put in the

bottle. On preparing the solution it is

well to set the bottles on the outside

ledge of the window, or in some other

open situation where no inconvenience

will result from the escape of the excess

of sulpliurous gas as it bubbles through
the water.

The solution of sulphurous acid, if

preserved at all, ought to be kept in

small bottles, completely filled and per-

f.-ctly closed
;
but as it is very easy to

saturate a considerable quantity of water

with sulphurous acid gas in a short time,
tliere is but little inducement to use a

solution which may possibly have be-

come weakened by keeping.
Care should be taken not to add too

much dilute acid to the hypo at a time,
else excessive elTervoscence will occur,
and the solution will froth over the top
of the bottle.

Instantaneous Shutter.—
liraun, of AngoulGme, has

]iresented to the Photo

Society of France a new in-

stantaneous shutter. Tiie

shutter is formed by a re-

volving metallic disc out of

wliich a segment has been

taken. This disc is jilai'ed

iu the centre of the dia-

])hragms, in order to obtain

the greatest rapidity com-
bined with the least pos-
sible distance to travel. On
the axis to which this cir-

cular disc is fixed is a small

wheel, to which is attached

a ])iece of string, and when
the disc is turned round for

the exposure the string is.

wound round the wheel. If the string
)>ir jiulled, naturally the disc will revolve

b:ick to its former ]iosition so much the

more ([uickly the more violently the

string is pulled. Biaun has replaci'd

the haml by a steel spring attached to

the drum of the lens (Fig. 229). By
shortening or Icngtlicning the string,

more or less rapid exposures may be

n

0=

obtained, a is the lens
; b, aperture of

lens
; c, metallic disc

; d, wheel on the

axis
; e, cord or string ; /, knots in

string ; g, steel spring ; h, catch
; i,

socket for catch.

Fio. 220.

Arranging Drop-Shutters for a varietij

of Lenses.—It is often annoying, when

wishing to use difiereut lenses for instan-

taneous exposures, to find that each

lens or tube requires a dilToront drop-
shutter to be fitted to it. F-y the follow-

FlG. 230.

Fio. 231.

,(V

-a-

^?"^
ing sketches and descri]>tion an arrange-
ment may be made that will answer tlie

purpose. It is very simple, easy to

construct, an<l ])ractical
Two pieces of soft wood J in. in thick-

ness, shaped as shown in c. Fig. 2.50, are

attached to the bac^k of the main lioard

a, by means of 2 thumliscrews c, whicli

are put iu from the front, having square
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plates at this end, which must be fitted

and sunk into the wood to present an

even surface all over, against which the

drop-board slides up and down (see Fig.

231, cc).
At the other end, a stout rubber

band d, attached to the 2 projecting

ends, exerts quite enough tension to

hold the shutter firmly to the tube.

The clamps c, having each a slit of

^ in., can be readily moved up or down

by loosening the thumbscrews.

The diagrams will show how and

with what facility the shutter can be

changed from one lens to another, larger
or smaller. The hole in the board a

should be somewhat larger than the

largest tube to be used—that is, within

a certain limit. For a larger class of

lenses, a larger drop-shutter should be

made.
An essential point to be observed in

putting a shutter on to a tube, is to

bring the front of the tube in almost

close contact with the drop-board b—
enough so not to impede the freedom of

easy motion
—before it is finally fastened.

The inside edge of the opening of the

drop-board, coming down over the lens

first, must be bevelled off. The drop-
board should be perfectly level. No
fear of any light coming in need be

apprehended, and it is not at all necessary
that the tube should be encircled in

wood to make it light-proof.
Where only 2 or 3 lenses are used,

which are of nearly the same dimensions,
the clamps can be screwed on the back

of the shutter, stationary, and the slits

and thumbscrews dispensed with.

All, except the board a, should be

made of light wood. The drop-board b

could be made of the same material as

is used by some for slides in dry-plate
holders—some kind of stiff and glazed

cardboard, the inside painted black.

Because of lightness and probable
slowness of motion, rubber bands could

be employed, the same as for other

drops.
Between two strips of cardboard,

glued or tacked to the drop-board b, near

the edges of the opening, insert a piece
of cardboard, say "J in. long, to move up

and down stiffly over the upper or lower

part of the opening. This makes a

capital opening regulator, and will prove
of great value.

With regard to lessening the speed of

the fall of the drop, it needs but a little

resistance to show a marked diflerence.

The pressure of a brass spring against
the drop-board, so ari-anged that it can

be regulated, is sufficient to make the
fall measure J, 5, and 1 second. Longer
exposures than one second can be better

made by hand, using the cap of the

lens.

In Fig. 230, a is a back view of board
to go on tube

; b, drop-board, with

opening, running in grooves of a (see
end view of a) ; c, clamps, made of

•|-in.
soft wood, having J-in. long slits

on one side
; d, rubber band

; c, thumb-
screws passing through a and slits of c

(see Fig. 231) ;
a brass wire, on top of

clamp only, prevents the rubber band
from slipping off.

Fig. 231, side view of above, showing
application to tube and c.

Fig. 232 shows rubber band.

Fio. 232.

"Wm?
Measurement of Speed ofDrop-Sh utters.—The usual method adopted for this

purpose depends on photographing a
white clock-hand revolving rapidly in

front of a black face. The chief difficulty
in this case is to maintain a uniform
rotation at high speed. To avoid this

difficulty, and to determine the uni-

formity of exposure of any particular
shutter under apparently like circum-

stances, the following method has been

suggested. A tuning-fork 6, Fig. 233, with
a mirror attached to the side of one of

the prongs, is placed in front of the

camera lens. This mirror m is so

arranged as to reflect into the camera c

a horizontal beam of sunlight, which
before reaching the fork has passed

through a i-in. hole in a screen s placed
about 10 ft. distant. This produces on
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the ground glass a minute brilliant point
of light. If the fork be set vibrating,
the point will become a short, fine,

horizontal line; if the fork be rotated

about its longitudinal axis, the line will

Fig. 233.

become a sinusoidal curve described on

the circumference of a circle of long
radius. A photographic plate is now

inserted, and the drop-shutter attached.

On releasing the latter, it will be found

that a portion of the sinusoid has been

photographed ;
and the pi-ecise exposure

may be determined by counting the

number of vibrations represented on

the phite. The mirror employed should

l>e somewhat larger than the lens to be

measured, so as to cover its edges during
the whole exposure. The mirror may
be glued directly to the prong of the

fork witli strong carpenters' glue, after

first scraping off a little of the silvering
at the edges of the glass. The rate of

tlie fork is then determined by com-

parison with a standard fork, by the

method of beats. (\V. H. Pickering.)
" Instantaneous Shutter

"
for Timed

Exposures.
—The necessity for carefully,

regulating the exposui'c according to

the sul)juct and the illumination "is at

once admitte<l in (:onn('i:ti<)ii with ordi-

nary photographic work. Wliatever is

true in counting by seconds, must also

be true in counting by hundredths of a

second; though there are many amateurs
who are careful in the one case, and
leave the oflior to luck which sometimes

favours, but more often fails. And so

instantaneous jiliot(igra])liy is to su(;h

operator.s uncertain and ])crplexing, ex-

cept when it is confined to the same
Bort of vif.'ws in fairly uniform weather.

It is, of course, as easy tf) calculate

the cx])o.sure required for instantaneous

as for other efi'ects. The very beginner
knows that if, for example, a view re-

quires 2 seconds' exposure when using a

certain stop and a known plate, that by

changing the stop for one whose open-

ing has an area 8 times as large, and
the plate for one that is 3 times as

rapid, the exposure then needed is
-^^

second. Perhaps a drop-shutter will

give an exposure near enough to that

calculated to secure a good picture ;
but

on another occasion, when -^-r second is

the required exposure, the lens aper-
ture must be reduced by a diaphragm,
and the view be taken only half as in-

stantaneously as it might have been, or

else the shutter must be quickened by
a rubber band or a spring, the wish

beino' father to the thought that the

exposure is thereby suitably corrected.

The fraction of a second required can

be jjractically obtained by expensive
shutters

;
but the writer has found

that very considerable accuracy may be

ensured by using a rotary shutter which
was made for him in mahogany, by a

carpenter, for 3s. About an hour's work

afterwards, in adjusting it to the lens,

blackening it, &c., and it was ready for

use. The shutter described is in size

suitable for a Dallmeyer's 5 by 4 rapid
rectilinear. The shaded parts represent

holes, or parts cut away.
The part that fits on to the hood of

the lens is sliown in Fig. 2.3-1-, and con-

sists of a j)iece «,
J- in. thick, faced with

a tliin piece b, and strengthened at back

by. a round piece c to give iv firm hold

.for the screw on which the rotary part
turns. This last is shown jn Fig. 2:!.'!,

and is a h-in. disc of tliin mahogany
with a hole cut out as shown, and a

cylindrical piece c, which strengthens
the centre, and has a small screw at/
projecting far enough to tie a thread to

its head. The dotted space <l
shows the

form of the regulator ;
it turns sfilliy on

c, and serves to reduce the a|)i'rture in

d. The figures show the projjoition
that the aperture bears to the whole

circumference; J- when fully open, and

reduced by the regulator // to
J, ^,

&c., to Jj or less if di.'sircij. h is a

piece of lead attached to the regulator,
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and is just heavy enough to determine

that when at rest this part shall be

lowest, and the shutter so kept closed.

The revolving piece turns as easily as

I'lG. 234. Fig. 235.

possible on a screw that is fixed tightly

through b and a into the centre of c. A
strip of cardboard fastened all along the

edge of 6 as shown at k makes the ap-

paratus practically light-tight when

closed, in spite of a little irregularity
in the surfaces of d and 6. A piece of

strong coarse thread or silk 12-18 in.

long is tied to the screw /.

It is obvious that with such an appa-

ratus, one revolution of the wheel with

its aperture fully open will give an ex-

posure of exactly A of the period of re-

volution, provided that the motion is

regular. By reducing the aperture, the

exposure may be diminished to i or

any other proportion desired. The

single revolution is obtained by the cord

attached at /, by giving it one turn

round the cylinder e, and then pulling
it off as a clock cord is pulled by the

weight off the d-rum it is coiled on.

It was at first thought that by using
a weight, a more regular revolution

would be obtained, which would be

more uniform at different times
;
but a

trial soon showed that method to be

impracticable unless modified by adding
other parts to the shutter and so in-

creasing its cost, its liability to derange-

ment, and its weight. The writer finds

that by the simple hand method with
his shutter, when the cord is coiled on

the cylinder in the direction in which

second

posure,

a clock's hands move, he could not pro-
duce a revolution which should occupy
more than \ second, and unless violence

were used, or a decided jerk given, the

revolution could not be accomplished in

much loss time. Probably, indeed, this

quarter of a second cannot be

vaiied b}^ more than J^ second

without knowing it, although
the experiments are done at

different times ; and with ordi-

nary care and a little practice
this amount of variation may
almost certainly be consider-

ably reduced.

In this particular shutter,

therefore, the figures marked
on it must be multiplied by
4 to give the fractions of a

indicating the duration of ex-

and -thr second is the longest ex-

posure practicable by this method. ^V
second is perhaps the longest exposure

required for ordinary instantaneous

work, but this may be doubled, or other-

wise increased, with a fair amount of ac-

curacy by putting the string from/orer
the cylinder, and so drawing the wheel

round. The reason of this decrease in

rapidity of revolution isobvious, for when
at rest the weight h is downwards, and
the opening in d on the right-hand side,

so that when the wheel moves as first

described, the orifice has farther to go
before it gets to the lens than when

moving in the other direction
;

in the

former case, also, the weight precedes
the opening, while in the latter case it

follows it.

With the shutter and lens as above

described, the length of the opening on

the revolving piece is about 3 times the

diameter of the full aperture of the

lens, a point which is held by some to

be very important ;
when the opening

is reduced to A of the circumference, it

is still equal to twice the lens aper-
ture

;
and not until reduced to below

J^ (exposure then equals Jg second) is

the aperture of the shutter narrower
than the diameter of the lens.

The method of timing the revolution

of the wheel of such a shutter is very
simple. A tuning-fork has a pin bent
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round the end of one of its prongs, so

that the point projects at right angles
to the plane of vibration of the fork.

It may be sufficiently fixed by binding
it on with cotton. By fastening this

to the string, or merely holding them

together, and drawing the pin point
across a smoked glass plate (while the

fork vibrates) at the rate which is to

be determined, the wavy line on the

plate will accurately show the number
of vibrations tlie fork has made during
its movement. The string should be

drawn so that the wheel stops with its

opening diametrically opposite the lens

opening, for if carried out as above

described, the wheel will make a fraction

more than one complete revolution.

Then measure off from the end of the

wavy line a length equal to the cir-

cumference of the cylinder e, and count

the humps along one side of the measured

piece of line. This number, divided

into 430 if the fork is an A fork, as

used i'or tuning violins, or into '25G, if

it is a C fork, will give the fraction of

a second occupied by the revolution.

The writer, in using an A fork, got
numbers such as 107, 111, and so on,

which are sensibly a quarter of 430
;

the time, therefore, was \ second. (H.

Chapman Jones.)
'The Jarvis Shutter.—Various devices

have been employed to enable an instan-

taneousshutter to give a longer exposure
to the foreground than to the sky.
Most of them, however, are more or less

complicated and exi)ensive, and nearly
all the devices with which the writer is

acquainted are jiatcnted. The shutter

which forms the subject of Fig. 236 is

free from ail the above objections. It

is the invention of Mr. Jarvis, a Chicago
amateur, is extremely simjile in con-

struction and action, easily made by
any one with any "tinkering" pro-

pensities, and is very light and compact.
As shown in the sketch, it consists of a

vertical slide working in a frame in the

usual manner, the frame b(;ing jiro-

videil with a stop at the bottom to arrest

the slide at the lowest or "closeil"

]>osition. The back of the frame is solid,

except where cut out to fit Uns mount,

as shown by dotted circle. The front is

open, being merely provided with guide

strips for the edges of slide. This slide

must be made of some light material—
wood or ebonite being preferable. A

Fio. 2"C.

6/
\l>

;'80nOH OF SHUTTER '-;

WHEN..OPeN ....

TOP or SHUTTER
'"wHtN""cU6stb"

small screw-eye is inserted at d, while

a pin, slightly bent downwards, is put
in at c. A rubber band a is hooked

under the latter, while another one b,

is pissed through the former. Both
these bands are screwed by their ends

to the sides of the frame by screws as

shown. The band n should be just
" taut

" when horizontal
;

b must be a

little slack when the shutter is closed.

The full lines in the sketch show both

bands in the [position they occujty when
the shutter is at its lowest [position,

while the dotted lines show them at its

highest point. A trigger is jirovided
for releasing the shutter, but it was not
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considered necessary 1x) show that, as

there is nothing peculiar about it
;

a

pneumatic attachment can be used if

preferred. The action of the shutter is

as follows :
—The slide being in its

lowest position, is held in place by the

trigger, while the band a is hooked

under pin c. On releasing the trigger,

this rubber band causes the slide to fly

up, and gives it sufficient impetus to

carry it far beyond the travel of the

band itself; this impetus is exhausted

in stretching the band 6, and, in recoil-

ing, this latter drives the shutter
" home "

again. As the band a is, when

released, somewhat in front of the end

of pin c (see side view), the latter does

not touch it in its descent. (F. H.

Davies.)

Making Photo/jraphic Exposures in the

Dark Boom.—With the introduction of

bromo-argentic gelatine paper for copy-

ing and printing purposes, improved
devices have been required for making
short and rapid exposures. Several

plans suggested themselves, but the one

which is herewith described was that

which was adopted as being both rapid

and simple. On working a large number

of gelatine prints, it was important that

there should be no delay, as might be

occasioned by the necessity of opening
the dark-room door for the purpose of

making exposures to actinic light. This

device is constructed to avoid the diffi-

culty, and with it exposures can be

made while the development of other

pictures is going on in the dark room.

Fio-. 237 represents a side elevation
;

Fig. "238, a front elevation; Fig. 239,

the device adapted for use by artificial

light.
6 is a permanent wood frame set ob-

liquely in, and forming part of, the non-

actinic light sash frame, which is set

just behind the outer sash.

a is a cotton blind or curtain of

double thickness, painted a non-actinic

colour—such as a deep orange ruby, or

it may be black—which is open at the

bottom, having its ends secured by
narrow strips (as shown in Fig. 238) to

an ordinary spring roller
;
c d is a metal

wre guide which holds the curtain

light-tight against the frame t>. The

top of the curtain is kept flat and straight

by the usual blind stick.

Fig. 237

Fig. 23«.

^hljl 1
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the curtain from going down too fiir,

and holds it in the position shown in

Fig. 237.

The operation is simple, the printing

frame being inserted in the frame 6,

making a close fit, as shown in Fig. 237,

the glass side being towards curtain a.

The cord e is pulled down quickly in

the dark room, which brings the open

portion of the blind a in front of the

frame, exposing the latter to actinic

light, which enters through the outer

sash. Upon releasing the cord e, the

spring roller c and the force of gravity

pull the blind a rapidly back. The ex-

posure can be made in a second, and

sometimes shorter.

Fig. 239.

On Fig. 239 is shown the .same con-

struction, except that in ])laco of

dill'used daylight is substituted an oil

lamp, between which and the blind is

located a sheet of ground gla-ss/. Such

an arrangement is useful in making
transparencies at night, as the (amp

light will partially light the dark room

and furnish light for the exposures.
Different sized kits may be made to lit

the frame b, and thus accommodate

different printing frames.

A table or shelf is conveniently ar-

ranged in front of the window, which

permits the printing frame to be easily

handled. The device has been in

practical use for a long period of time,

and has never become deranged. Its

efficiency has been proved. (F. C.

Beach).

Dry-plate Holder and Exposing Case.

—The amateur photographer in the

early staires of his career has perhaps

spoiled a large percentage of his plates

by fogging
—sometimes due to careless-

ness, but more frequently to a want of

knowledge regarding the capabilities of

his apparatus.
The camera, with the plate holder

attached, is presumed to be light-tight,

but very often is not. The 2 weak

points are the sliding front and the

junction of the holder with the camera.

By holding it up to direct sunlight,
and alternately looking in from front

and rear, any defect will be detected.

Tlie ordinary double plate holder is

perfectly safe wiien at rest, but as soon

as the slide is put in motion it is not

light-proof, from the very nature of its

construction. Any one will readily be

convinced on this point by drawing the

slide in full sunlight.
As most of the work of the amateur

is done out of doors, in light where a

negative may be made in the fraction of

a second, every possible precaution must
be taken to prevent fog.

Nearly 2 years since it occurred to

me that a more certain and convenient

method of exposing a dry jil.ite could be

devised, and a rough model was then

constructed similar to that about to be

described.

The i)late holder (Fig. 240), shown

partially open, consists of a r('ct;ingular

box
I), made of cardiioard, tin, or lir.-iss,

])referably the former. In the bottom

of the box is glued a strip of wood ^ in.

in width, in which is inserted a small

machine screw .i, which projects outside

aliout 1 in. The carrier r, for holding
the plate, is made of one piece of tin,

with flanges on the sides, the middle
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being cut out in order to form a spring,
which brings the film side of the plate

always in the same position as in an

ordinary holder. By making the carrier

as indicated, economy of space is secured.

The smaller size of plates may also

readily be exposed by inserting an extra

Fig. 2i0.

CL

Fig. 241.

carrier made of tintype, the plate being
held in the middle of the field. This

method of holding small plates was de-

si;4ned by S. W. Burnham, and is an

important feature, as for a good deal of

e.xperimental work they answer the

purpose of full size plates.
The case is especially adapted for out-

door work, and will probably answer
for plates as large as 8 by 10 without

any modification.

The carrier c is attached to a rect-

angular block of wood a, by allowing

projections in either end to pass through,
when they are bent down and clinched.

The block a projects above the mouth
of the box 6, forming a light-breaker ;

an additional security is also obtained

by the strip of wood c/, which enters the

mouth of the bo.x when closed.

For a 4 by 5 plate, the dimensions of

the plate holder are as follows : length,

6f in. ; width, 4| in.
; thickness, \ in.

When the cover h is made of tin instead

ofcardboard, the thickness is only -j^ in.,

the other dimensions remaining the

same.

One dozen of these cases, holding 4 by

5 plates, are easily carried in one's

pocket. To prevent accident, they may
be kept securely closed by a rubber

band. Burnham, however, has invented

a very neat lock, which is entirely auto-

matic in its action, being opened and
closed in the act of exposing the plate.
It consists of a tongue of spring brass

attached to the under side of the cover 6,

which enters a pin set in the

middle of the block a.

The exposing case (Fig. 241)
is a rectangular box, e/, made in

2 parts for convenience, being

hinged near the middle so that it

can be readily doubled iip to render

it more portable. It is rigidly
held in the position shown in the

sketch by means of a long hinge
/i, on the top of it, and is attached

to the camera in the same manner as

a double plate holder. In order to

secure greater security against the

entrance of light, an outside flange
is added where it joins the camera.

At the left-hand side is a hinged door

(', through which the plate holder is

inserted.

In the cut a plate holder is shown

partially in the case. In the dark
chamber /, is inserted a draw rod (/,

terminating in a mill-head on the out-

side, and having a cylindrical nut k

inside for securing the screw s.

To make an exposure, proceed as

follows :
—

The door i is opened and a plate
holder inserted. When the door is closed,
the rod g is pushed in to meet the
screw s, one or two turns being sufiicient

to secure it. It is then drawn out as

far as it will go ; removing the cover h

to the chambei- /, leaving the carrier c

holding the plate in the camera ready
for exposure.

The rear end of carrier c is held in

position by the block a, accurately fitting
the case and the front end is supported by
the cover 6, which is not entirely removed.

After the exposure has been made,
the door i is opened, the rod g is un-

screwed, and the plate holder is pushed
out by pushing in the rod g, which is

made long enough for that purpose.
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The cover 6 is drawn as easily as a

slide, and siuce in the act of drawing it

is constantly in a dark chamber, it is

not necessary to cover the holder with a

cloth, and an exposure may be made in

the sun without danger of fog.
The distinctive feature of this method

consists, first, in having a compact and

light-proof case for carrying the plate;

second, in drawing the cover (instead of

a slide) in a dark chamber. By this

plan all danger of fog in making an

exposure is entirely obviated.

The cardboard holders are inexpensive,
and it is easier to carry a dozen plates
in them than 3 double holders of the

usual pattern.
It is adapted for cameras already in

use, though in the construction of new
ones it may form part of the camera

itself; the dark chamber / being hinged
for convenience in transportation.

In using this apparatus, it would be

more convenient if the ground glass

focussing screen could be dispensed with,
so as to leave the case constantly at-

tached to the camera during an expedi-
tion. This may be accomplished in

various ways.

(1) By fixing the ground glass in the

back of the exposing case.

(J) By a movable ground glass in the

back of the exposing case, which may
readily be brought in the plane of the

jtlate.

(3) By putting the ground glass in a

regular carrier and inserting it the same
as a plate.

In either case it is necessary to cut a

hole in the back of the exposing case

and cover it with a door or slide.

lluruliam has designed a very satis-

factory piece of mechanism for the second

method, but it necessarily makes the

a)>piratus more complicated. The third

was the suggestion of Prof. H. I).

(Jarrison.

The first and third method work well,

without seriously alferting the simjilicity
of the apparatus. When the ground

glass is fixed, however, in the back of

the case, it is not in focus for the plate,
and it is necessary to make an adjust-
ment after focussing. This is not a

serious objection, however, as every
amateur will soon learn to mark his

focus for infinite distance, at which
mark

y®-^
of all his outdoor pictures must

be taken. (Prof. G. W. Hough.)
Camera Attachment for Paper Nega-

tives.—In computing the weight of the

various items for a photographic tour,
the glass almost invariably comes out at

the head of the list, and the farther or

longer the journey, so much more does

tlie weight of the plates stand out pre-
eminent

; indeed, if one goes out on a

trip with only 3 doz. half-plates, the

glass will probably weigh nearly as

much as camera, backs, and tripod, in

spite of the stipulation with the maker
to supply plates on "thin glass."

Next in importance to glass as a sup-

port comes paper, and it is quite easy to

understand that the tourist in out-of-

the-way jiarts might be able to take an

a]iparatus containing a roll of sensitive

paper, when it would be altogether im-

practicable for him to take an equivalent
surface of coated glass, and in such a

case the roller slide becomes of especial
value.

The roller slideof Melhuish is tolerably
well known, and is, we believe, now ob-

tainable as an article of commerce. The
slide is fitted up with 2 rollers, and the

sensitive sheets are gummeil together,

making one long band, the ends of which
are gummed to pieces of paper always
kept on the rollers. The sensitive sheets

are wound olf the left or reserve roller

on to the right or exposed roller, until

all are ex])ose 1.

The rollers are supported on springs,
to render their motion equal; they are

turned by milled heads, and ciamjieil

when each fresh sheet is brought into

position by nuts
;

a board is pressed
forward by springs so as to hold tlie

sheet to be exposcil, and keep it smootii

against the ])late of glass; when the

sheet has been ex])osed, the board is

dr.iwn back from the glass in orilcr to

rclfase the expused sheet, and allow it

to be rolled on the exposed roller; the

board is kept back while this is being
done by turning a square rod half round,
so that the angles of the square will not
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pass back through the square opening
until again turned opposite to it

; by
opening doors the operator can see

(through the yellow glass) to adjust
the position of the sensitive sheets when

changing them.

The remarkable similarity of such a

slide to an automatic printing frame
will strike the reader ; and, like the

printing frame, it possesses the ad-

vantage of speed in working—no small

consideration to the photographer in a

distant, and possibly hostile, country.
Fine paper, well sized with an in-

soluble size and coated with a sensitive

emulsion, is, we believe, the very best

material to use in the roller slide
; and

such a paper might be made in long

lengths at a very low price, a coating
machine similar to that constructed for

use in making carbon tissue being em-

ployed. We have used such paper with

success, and hope that some manu-
facturer will introduce it into commerce
before long. But the question suggests
itself, how are the paper negatives to be

rendered trans]iarent, and how is the

grain of the paper to be obliterated?

Simply by pressure, as extremely heavy
rolling will render such paper almost .as

transparent as glass, a fact abundantly
demonstrated by Woodbury in his ex-

periments on the Photo-Filigrane pro-
cess, and contirmed by some trials which
we have made.

It must be confessed that roller slide

experiments which we have made with
sensitive films supported on gelatine

sheets, or on such composite sheets as

the alternate rubber and collodion

pellicle of Warnerke, have been hardly

satisfactory
—

^possibly, however, from
our own want of skill

; while no form of

the Calotype process which we have
tried has proved so satisfactory as

gelatino-bromide paper. (Photo. News.)

Apparattcs for Instantaneous Photo-

graphy.—With ordinary photographic

apparatus, it is necessary to begin by
focussing upon the object that one desires

to photograph, and to afterwards remove
the ground glass and substitute for it a

frame containing the sensitised plate.
After this, the latter is uncovered and

the cap is taken from the objective. It

goes without saying that if the object to

be photographed were an animal in

motion, it would have been out of sight

long before everything was arranged to

take its image upon the sensitised plate.
This difficulty has been surmounted in

3 ways. One consists in the use of ob-

jectives that give an equal sharpness
with objects situated in very diflerent

planes, and that do not require focussing.
The second way of getting round the

difficulty is that adopted by JIuybridge
and Marey, and consists in setting up
the apparatus in advance, focussing it

upon a certain point, and then causing
the animal to pass before it.

The third method is one whose

principle was made known some time

ago, and which consists in using a very
portable apparatus formed of 2 sym-
metrical and interdependent chambers,
with a pair of identical objectives, one
of which serves for focussing and the
other for obtaining the image.

The majority of the apparatus of this

kind that have hitherto been invented

give exceedingly small images, that are

of not much practical account.

Prof. Hermann Fol has invented an

apparatus on this principle which is a

great improvement upon all other port-
able devices of the kind in use, and
which he terms a "

photographic repeat-

ing gun." This is placed against the

shoulder like an ordinary rifle, and is

thus given sufficient stability to make
the images very sharp. The image,

although it utilises only the central

part of what the objective is capable of

covering, measures oi by 5 in. The

apparatus contains 11 plates, which may
be successively exposed within short

intervals, without any other manipula-
tion than that of raising the shutter and

inclining the whole thing alternately in

one direction and the other. Finally, it

folds up in such a way as to make it

convenient for carriage.
The objectives are Steinheil's "anti-

planets," 1 in. in diameter, of 6-in. focus,
and capable of covering a plate 12J in.

square. Their luminous power is con-

siderable.

2 F
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The shutter is a spring one, operated

pneumatically, and consists of 2 metallic

discs, each containing an aperture and

passing in opposite directions between

the 2 sets of lenses of the objective at

the place where the diaphragm is usually
situated. It gives exposures that may
be varied at will from -^ to -^^ of a

second.

The camera is divided into 2 spaces

by a partition (Fig. 242, S) which is

light-proof. The folding sides of the

Fig. 244. Fig. 243.

camera are formiKJ of strips of canl-

b(jaril, ou(! thickness of iilack lafl'ctv, and

kid skin. The right si<io (Fig. 242. srj)

forms a chamber which is designed to

allow the objective to the left o to form

an image upon the ground glass f/l.
The

left side sd circumscribes the space in

which the objective that carries the

shutter ob forms an image upon a sensi-

tised plate contained in the box B.

The 2 objectives are carried by a

wooden front fr. A large frame c

carries the ground glass and plate bos,

and, at the same time, serves as a point
of attachment for the folding sides.

Adjustment is effected by moving the

front / toward or away from the frame
c by a mechanism that is described

farther on. The jilate box is sufficiently

spacious to hold 12 plates in 2 piles of

6 each. Each plate is

fixed in a small wooden

frame, provided at the

back with a very thin

piece of sheet iron,

which intercepts the

light between it and
the following one.

The 2 piles of frames

are separated from each

other by an incomplete

partition that leaves

enough space here and

there for one of the

frames to slide from one

])ile
to the other. If,

then7 this 12-frame bo.ic

contains hut 11 frames,
an empty space re-

mains, and it will

always be possible, by
inclining the box, to

cause the eleventh

frame to slide from one

pile to the other.

When a plate has been

exposed, it is therefore

only necessary to in-

cline the apj)aratus to-

ward the right to cause

tlie ])lato to enter the

comijartment situated

on th;it side. If, now,
the apparatus be pointed

so lliat the objtM'tives face ihe ground,
.md afterward Ijc inclined to the lel't,

one of the plates to the right will slide

on to the pile to the left. Before each

exposure it is well to tighten the screw

V a little, in order to apply the foremost

frame against the end of the box and

give it exactly the same distance from
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the objective that the ground glass has.

By repeating the same motions the 11

plates will be exposed in succession

without any confusion being possible,
and without there being any necessity
of opening the bos, or of allowing light
to pass at any other moment than that

of the exposure.
When the exposure is at an end, a

metallic plate is pushed, and this

separates the interior of the plate box

from the chamber to the right. The

box, being now closed on all sides, may
be removed and placed entirely in the

frame c, which is closed by a small door.

When the front end is applied to the

frame, the entire apparatus is reduced

to a box, 5 X 6| X 10 in. in dimen-

sions.

The focussing is effected by 2 metallic

frames provided with racks (Fig. 243)
that are placed beneath the apparatus—one of them carrying a front piece, ci,

and the other, cs, sliding in a groove in

the frame. These two frames are set in

motion, one over the other, by a lateral

button P, at the end of a rod that

carries 2 grooved cylinders p. These

grooves engage with the rack of the

lateral pieces of the metallic frame ci.

The frame cs is set in motion by a

horizontal wheel R, which has a vertical

axle that terminates beneath in a knob
which is held in the left hand and serves

to support the apparatus. It is only

necessary to slightly turn the palm of

this hand in one direction or the other

to bring about a rapid motion of the

frame cs, and consequently of the entire

front end witli the objectives, through
the intermedium of the large wheel R
(Fig. 243). A small wheel r serves for

transmitting the motion of the large one

to the opposite side of the frame, and to

give it a parallel sliding motion free

from any lateral displacement.
When in use the apparatus is affixed

to a frame (Fig. 244) which is like a

gun-stock in form, but which consists of

four hinged pieces that permit of its

being folded up. The front part con-

tains a tube (Fig. 244, i) in which slides

a piston 7^;, actuated by a spiral spring
sp. This spring, upon uncoiling, drives

the piston suddenly forward and pro-
duces a compression of the air which is

transmitted, through the rubber tube

ca, to the shutter, and unfastens it. In

order to tighten the spring up it is only

necessary to draw back the piece ch,
until it hooks itself to the trigger g.
A pressure of the finger upon the latter

is sufficient to set the shutter free.

The mode of using the apparatus is as

follows : The plate bos being inserted,
the shutter raised, the stock placed

against the shoulder, and the spring
tightened, it suffices to turn the ap-

paratus toward the object to be photo-
graphed, and to examine its image upon
the ground glass. A slight movement
of the left hand effects the focussing,
while the index of the right hand de-

termines the amount of exposure. It is

only necessary, then, to incline the

apparatus successively in 2 directions to

cause another sensitised plate to succeed
the one that has just been exposed ; and,
when the spring has again been tautened,
one can proceed to another exposure.
With the plates now in market, there

may be obtained in open air, in fine

weather, in summer and in the middle
of the day, very excellent negatives.
Under other circumstances, such rapid
exposures are insufficient to impress the

plate to the desired degree for a good
negative.

2 F 2
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Acetate of Lime, Evaporating, 1C2

Acid, drawing Irom carboys, 103

pumps, 101-3

Acids, concentrating, 168-71

Alrica, packing goods fur, 33

Air, cooling, 53-70
ovens, 108-17

Air-tiglit filters, 194

Albumen photo processes, 389-95
Albumenised paper, floating on the silver bath,

391-3
silver printing on, 393

prints, glazing, 395

Albumenisiijg paper, 389-91
Alcoholic liquids, distilling, 133-43
Alumina watei proof process, 19

Ameiican clocks, 323
Ammonia ice-making machines, 75

Anatomical specimens, preserving, 41-5
Anderson and Abbott's vulcanising process, 6

Apparel, waterproofing, 1-s, 15, 18-23
Archimedes screw for raising water, 93
Asbestos filters, 192

Australia, packing goods lor, 34

Babington's Embalmikg Fluid, 45

Backing books, 236
Barrel hook V> watch, 340
Basket varnish, 27a

Baskets, 276-9

nSast, 273
Baumbauer's air-cooling system, 58

Belgian waterproof process, 19

Bell-Coleman freezing system, S3
Bellefroid's waterproofing process, 19

Berlin waterproof cloth, 19

Bienvaux's waterproof process, 19

Binary absorption system of ice-makiug, 77
Bird clocks, 321-3

Blacking, 45-53

Blocking books, 263
Boat pan, 161

Bookbinding, 228-67

backing, 236

beating, 22s

blocking, 263

burnishing edges, 2 1 5

calf colouring, 264-7

collating, 229-31

colouring the edges, 241-4

covering, 24 8-50

cutting, 239-41

drawing in, 238

folding, 228

forwarding, 233
•

gilt edges, 244-6

glueing up, 235.

Book graining, 262
hand finishing, 252-63

head-banding, 216

marking-up, 231

millboards, 237

painted edges, 2 '6

pasting down, 250-2

pasting on end-papers, 234

pasting up, 234

preparing for coveting, 2-i7

pressing, 238

rolling, 228

rounding, 236

sawing-in, 231

sewing, 231-3
tooled edges, 245

trimming, 235

vellum, 263
Boot polishes. 45-53

Boots, waterproofing, 16

Boyle's air-cooling system, 69

Brear's bilge ejector, 95

Brine, evaporating, 152-61
Brnnetti mode of enibalmitig, 43
Bucket wheels for raising water, 92
Bullard's waterprool process, 19

Burnett's embalming fiuid, 45

Burnisbing book edges, 245

Calesderixg Rubber, 2

Calf colouring books, 264-7
Califomian pump, 93
Camera attachment for paper negatives, 432

Camphor, distilling, 131

Canvas, waterproof, 21, 22

Carbo-calcis filters, 177

Carboys, emptying, 103
Carludovica palmata straw, 272
Carre's ice-making macUme, 78

Gary's rotary pump, 97
Cativo for elastic waterproofs, 8

Caustic soda, packing, 24
Celeste pedal, 2i8
Cellulose filters, 182-t
Chadous for raising water, 90
Chain pumps, 93
Chamois skin filters, 191
Charcoal filters, 175-8
Chemicals, table of solubility of, C96

China, packing, 23
Chinese matting, 274-6

pump, 93

scoop wheel for raising water, 92

windlass, 88
Chlorate potash, evaporating, 162

Cisterns, filtering, 184-9
Clark's patent felt, 7
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Cleaning crude rubber, 1

Clocks, 3U0-2D

American, 323

bird, 321-3
drum timepieces. 319-21

ei^ht-day, 300-16

French, 323-5

German, 323

musical, 313

outdoor, 318

spring, 317

ihirty-hour English, 316

Cold, Concentrating by, 83-7

Collating books. 229-31
Collodio- chloride paper, 378

printing process, 388

citro-chloride emulsion, 377

Collodion enlargements, 389

formula, 387

processes, 377-89

example, 379

Colouring book edges, 241-4
rubber fabrics, 7

waterproof goods, 3

Comb marble book edges, 243

Concentrating acids, 168-71

glyoerine, 167

saline solutions, 150-63

solutions by cold, 83-7

syrups, 163-8
Concretor for syrups, 166

Condensers for stills, 119-13

Condensing naphtha vapour, 5

Cooley's waterproofing process, 22

Cooling, 53-87

air, 53-70

by cold channels, 59-70

by evaporation, 54-9

by ice, 59
• by mechanical means, 63

mixtures, 71-2

solutions, 83-7

syrups, 83-7

water, 70-83

by evaporation, 74-82

by expansion of gases, 82

by mechanical means, 83

by solution of solids, 70-4

C(jvering books, 247-50

Crough ton's method of enlarging photos, 389

Cuprammoniuin, preparation, 8-10

solutions, applying, 10-5

wutiTprootlng, 8-15

Curing rubber fabrics, 6

Cutting books, 239-41

Cypcrus t<'geilfurmU matting, 276

Dark Room, Liqht Fon. 403
Delicate odour, articles of, packing, 26-32

Dellfiucscent salts, packing, 21

Deperain' embalming iir(x;es.s, 44

Derscliau nir-coollng Hy»tom, 64

Denlccatlng, lOH-19

D'-veloper<, gelatine, 351-9
DIstllhd waliT, nitcrliig, 194

Dintiiling, 119-i;{

alcoholic U(|ulds, 133-43

camphor, 131

tiiwcutua olln, 132

Distilling extracts, 126-33

spirit, 133-43

tinctures, 126-33

water, 119-26

Double acting pump, 96

lantern bellows pump, 96

texture rubber goods, curing, 6

Drawing acid from carboys, 103

Dress boots, blacking for, 50

Drop-shutters, 424
Drum timepieces, 319-21

Dry-plate holder and exposing case, 430-2

Drying-closets, 108-17

fruits, 115-7

photo-plates, 369

spread rubber goods, 5

tea, 115-7

Dubbing, 45-53

Dujardin's waterproofing process, 23
Duvoir's air-cooling sj-stem, 58

Dyeing straw-plait, 272

Edges of Book.s. Colouking, 241-4

Eight-day clock, 300-16

cleaning, 311-4

putting together, 314-6

repairing, 303-11
Elastic rubber fabrics, 8

Electrotyping, 209-17

apparatus, 209-12

bevelling, 215

blackleading, 214

building. 213

gauging mounted electros, 217

luouldiiig. 212

mounting, 216

picking, 216

preparing the forme, 212
the moulding pan, 212

stopping out, 214

the deposit. 215

trimming, 215
Elevators for raising water, 93

Embalming, 41-5

Emulsifying, 143-9

Emulsion, collodlo-citro-chlorlde, 377

gelatine, 344-51
Enamel photos, 414

English watch, 335-7

Enlarging on argentic paper and opals, 401-3
Essential oils, distilling, 132

Ether ice-making machines, 76

Europe, packing gooils for, 34

Evaporating, 149-71
(Urn heaters, 16,'>

lime aa'tato, 162

potash chlorate, 162
saccharine liquors, 163-8
s;ilin<' solutions, 160-63
soda solutions, 1I>1

l''vaporalion for cooling air, 54-9

I'ixaniplc of collodion process, 379

I'lxploHivc llulils, storing, 25

ICxposurc's in dark room, 429

Extracts, distilling, 126-33

Fa BRIO, PiiiKTiNo Photos on, 389

Knl)rlis. spn-ading rubber on, 2
Faded photos, restorlnn, 397
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Falrbaim's baling scoop, 94
Felt bats, waterproofing, 15

paper, 7

Ferrotypes, developer for, 388
Film evaporators, 164

stripping from negatives, 366, 395
Filter paper, 18S-91

Filtering, 172-98

air-tight, 194

by asbestos. 192

by carbo-calcis, 177

by chamois skin, 191

by charcoal, 175-8

by cellulose, 182^
by glass wool, 191

by gravel and sand, 1 72-5

by guncotton, 194

by iron, 178-81

by magnesia, 181

by magnetic carbide, 178

by manganese oxide, 178

by muslin, 194

by porous pottery, 182

by siliiated carbon, 176

by sponge, 184

cisierns, 1S4-9
distilled water, 194

gelatinous fluids, 195

laboratory filters, lb9-95
lime muds from soda causticisers, 196

liquids affected by air, 196

oils, 196-8

photographic emulsions, 195

precipitates, 194

reagents, 193

siphons, 193

syrups, 196
under special conditions, 195 8

upwards, 191

water, 172-89

Finishing books, 252-63
Fishermen's waterproofs, 20

Fixing silver prints without hyposulphite, 380
Flexible photo plates, 410
Fluor matting, 276

Flowers, packing, 25

Folding books, 228

Force-pump, 96

Forwarding books, 233

Freezing mixtures, 71

water, 70-83
French clocks, 323-5

packing for textiles, 35

Frilling, remedy fur, 367

Fruit, drying, 115-7

Fulminates, packing, 25
Funnel filters, 1»9

Gauging Moukted Electros, 217
Gelatine developers, 351-9

emulsions, 344-51

intensifiers, 359-66

processes, 343-77
Gelatino-bromide film paper, 370
Gelatinous fluids, filtering, 195

Geneva watch, 330-5
German clocks, 323

packing for textiles, 35

Gibraltar, packing goods for, 34

Giffard's freezing system, 83
Gilt book edges, 244-6

Glass, packing, 23
retorts for acids, 171
wool filters, 191

Glazing alburaenised prints, 395

Glueing up books, 235

Glycerine, concentrating, 167
Gold cushion, 244

Graining calf books, 262
Gravel filters, 172-5

Ground, photographic, 387
Guncotton filters, 194

Half-bound Wore, 250
Hand finishing books, 252-63

whip for raising water, 90

Haniioniums, 288-94

case, 289
feeder Iblds, 290

feeders, 290

footboards, 291

pan, 292-4

reservoir, 291

sound-board, 292-4

valve-boards, 290
wind-chest, 291

trunks, 291
Hariiess polishes, 51-3

Hartley's dry-plate process, 372-7
Hats, telt, waterproofing, 15

Pauama, 272

straw, 271, 272

Head-banduig books, 246
Henderson's iron developer, 388

Hersey's soap-pumps, 105
Holden's ice-making machine, 80
Hose, leather, waterproofing, 16
Hot-air baths, 108-17
Houses, ice, 36-41
Hui fa dye, 274

Ice, Cooling Air bt, 59
cream making, 73

making, 70-83

packing and storing, 36-41
India, packing goods for, 34
Indiarubber goods, 1-8
Instantaneous photography, apparatus. 433

shutter, 424
for timed exposures, 426-8

Intensifiers, gelatine, 359-66
Iron developers, photographic, 387

filters, 178-81

Janewat's Table of Solubilities, 390
Jantu for raising water, 90
Japanese still, 125
Jarvis shutter, 428

Jipijapa straw, 272

Joining rubber fabrics, 7

Laboratory Filters, 189-95
Lantern slides on albumen, 394
Leaden lift-pump, loi
Leather polishes, 45-53

waterproofing, 15
Lens, testing, 404

Lepironia mucronata matting, 274-6
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Lift and force pump, details, 100

pump, 95
details of construction, 93

working capacity, 98

Light for dark room, 403
Lime acetate, evaporating, 162

muds, filtering, 196

toning bath, 3S9
Linden bast, 273
Linen, waterproofing, 22

Liquid blacking, 46-9

Lowry's waterproof process, IS

Lye pumps, 105

Magxesia Filters, 181

Magnesium light, photography by, 398

JIagnetic carbide filters, 17«

Mainspring to watch, 339
Marbled boob edges, 242

Masticating rubber, 1

Matting, 273-6

Chinese, 274-6

floor, 276

Russian, 273

Measuring speed of drop-shutters, 425
Mechanical means of cooling air, 53
Medallion photos, 411

Mental for raising water, 89

Mignon air-cooling system, 69

Millboards, 237

Jli.xed-liquid ice-making machines, T7

Mondesir air-cooling system, 65

Monte-jus, 103
Morell's embalming fluid, 45
Morin air-cooling system, 63

Mounting prints, 403
Mdller's embalming fluid, 45
Musiial boxes, repairing, 294-300

clocks, 318

instruments, repairing, 279-300
Muslin filters, 194

Is'APHTHA, ABSOHBIXG BV Oil-, 4— condensing vapour of, 5

recovering from rubber goods, 3-5

Negative bath, 417

Negatives, reducing, 368

stripping film from, 366
Nezeraux air-cooling sy.steni, G"

Nicbol's acid pump, 103

Nonpareil marble Ixxjk edges, 243
Noria for raising water, 92

Oil, Absoubtkq Naputha in, 4

cloth, 21
for w«t<'rprooflng, 22

Oib<, niU-rlng, 196-8
Osier boskftH, 276-9
Outdoor clocks, 318

photography, 41C

Over-printed proofs, reducing, 307

O. V. retorts, 171

Packino and Stokino, 2.1-11

articles of delicate odour, 26-32
cauxtlc soda, 24

china, 23

deliqueHcent d.tltH, 21

explosive fluids, 25

Packing flowers, 25

fulminates, 25
glass, 23
ice, 36^1
paper, 17

petroleum, 25

phosphorus, 24
tea, 26-32

textiles, 32-6
woods suitable for, 32

Paecottah for raising water, 91
Painted book edges, 246
Panama hats, 272

Paper, albumenising, 389-91

filters, 188-91

negatives, 399, 401

pan, 404

varnishes, waterproof, 18

waterproofing, 16-8

Parchment-paper, 17

Parkes' vulcanising process, 6

Parone's waterproofing process, 22
Passini's embalming fluid, 45
Paste blacking, 49

Pasteboard, waterproofing, 16

Pasting down books, 250-2

up books, 231
Paut's watirproof process, 18

Percolation, 198-209
Perkins' ice-making machine, 79
Pirmanent silver print-^, 381-3
Persian wheel for raising water, 92
Petroleum, storine, 25
Pharmaceutical stills, 126-31

Phosphorus, packing, 24

Photographers' emulsions, 149

Photographic emulsions, filtering, 195

Photography, 343-135
albumen processes, 389-95

arranging drop-shutters, 424

by magnesium light, 398
camera attachment for paper negatives,

432
collodio-chloride paper, 378—•

printing process, 388
collodio-ciiro chloride emulsion, 377
collodion eidargements, 3s9

formula, 387

processes, 377-89
dark room, light for, 403

developer for very delicate transparencies,
388

drj'-plate holder and exposing case, 430-2
drying plates, 369
diirable,'iensitised paper, 3*)8

enamel photos, 414

enlarging on argentic paper and opal!«,
401-3

exposures in dark room, 429

fixing silver prints without hyposulphite,
380

flexilile plates, 410

floating albumeulscd paper on the silver

bath, 391-3

gelatine developers, 351-9

emulsions, 344-Sl

illtensiflers, 359-66

processes, 313-77

gelatlno-bromide film paper, 370
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Photography, ground, 387

Hartley's dry-plate process, 372-7
instantaneous apparatus, 433-5

shutter, 424
for timed exposures, 426-3

intensifying solution lor wet-plate nega-
tives, 383

• • Jarvis shutter, 42S
lantern slides on albumen, 394

light for dark room, 403
lime toning bath, 389

measuring speed of drop-shutter, 425

medallions, 411

miscellaneous, 395-435

mounting prints, 403

negative bath, 417
on wood, 405-10

• outdoor, 416

paper negatives, 399, 401
•

pan, 404

permanent silver prints, 381-3

photographing paper photographs, 399

print on paper in 5 minutes, 400
• printing a positive from a positive, 397

on fabric, 389

putting up plates, 367

reducing negatives, 3CS

over-printed proofs, 397

remedy for frilling, 367

restoring faded photos, 397
saturated iron solution, 387
silver prints mounted on glass, 411

stripping film from negatives, 366, 395

sulphurous acid, 423
table of solubility of chemicals, 396

-— testing a leus, 404
tissue negatives from plates, 371

toning, 414-6
silver citro-chloride prints. 369

tourists' preservative dry-plate process,383
transparencies, 3H-1
varnishes, 417-23

• vitrified photos, 412

Werge's gold toning bath, 38S
Winter's canvas enlargements, 389

Pianos, 279-88

blocking, 281

buzzing, 283
Celeste pedal, 288
centres sticking, 231

damp, 281

durability, 282

faulty repetition, 285
hammers sticking, 283

keys, 282

sticking, 281
• moths, 281

pitch, 233

putting in strings, 280

re-hinging levers, 280

renewing pins and wires. 285-7

repairing sticker binge, 280

rusty wires. 288

selecting, 279

taking to pieces, 282
Picota for raising water, 91

Pictet's ice-making machine, 78

Pigments for colouring waterproof goods, 3
Piron's waterproofing process, 20

Pivoting watch, 337-9

Plates, drying photo, 369

putting up gelatine, 367
Platinum stills, 16^3-70

Pneumatic acid pumps, 102

Polishes, leather, 45-53
Porous pottery filters, 182
Potash chlorate, evaporating, 102
Pradez air-cooling system, 63

Precipitates, filtering, 194

Preserving anatomical specimens, 41-5
Print on paper in 5 minutes, 400

Printing photos on fabric, 389

positive from positive, 397

Prints, mounting, 403

Proofing fabrics by spreading, 3

Pulley for raising water, 87

Pumps, 87-106

acid, 101-3

Ij-e, 105

soap, 105

sjTup, 103-5

water, 87-101

Putting up plates, 367

Rais-wateu Cistern Filters, 188

Raising water to top of house, 87

Reagents, filtering, 193
Reboulet's embalming fluid, 45

Reciprocating lift for wells, 94

Recoverincf naphtha from rubber goods, 3-5
salts from solutions by cold, »3-7

Reducing negatives, 368

over-printed proofs, 397

Refrigerating, 53-87
Keimann's waterproof process, 19

Remedy for frilling, 367

Restoring faded phoios, 397
River Plate, packing goods for, 34

Rotary pump, 97

Rounding books, 236

Rubber, calendering, 2

crude, cleaning, 1

felt, 7

goods, 1-8

colouring, 7
•

curing, 6

drying, 5
• elastic, 8

joining, 7

recovering naphtha from, 3-5

spreading and doubling at one opera-
tion, 4

varnishing, 7

masticating, I

spreading machine, 2

vulcanising, 2
Russian matting, 273

Rusty piano wires, 283

Saccharine Liquors, Evaporatixg, 163-3

Sackcloth, waterproofing, 20

Sail-cloth, waterproofing, 21, 22
Sakia for raising water, 93
Saline solutions, evaporating, 150-G3
Salix rods for baskets, 276-:<

Salt pans, 152-61
Smd fillers, 172-5

Scoops for raising water, 89-92
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Scoop-wheels for raising water, 91

Sea-water, evaporating, 150-2

Seamen's oilskins, 20

Sensitised paper, durable, 388

Separating salts from solutions, by cold, S3-7

Seseman's enibaltuing fluid, 45

Sewing books, 231-3
Shadoof for raising water, 90
Sillcated carbon filters, 176

Silk, van.ished, 21

Silver citro-chloride prints, toning, 3G9

printing on albumenised paper, 393

prints, fixing without hj-posulphite, 380

permanent, 381-3

Silvertown vulcanising process, 6

Siphons, 1C6-S

filtering, 193
for carboys, 1 03

for maintaining imiform flow under vary-

ing pressure, 108

setting apparatus, 107

Sizing book edges, 244

8oap pumps, 106

Soda pans, 161

sulphate, recovery by cold, 84

Solutions, concentrating by cold, 83-7

cooling, 83-7

Spanish marble book edges, 243
wheel for raising water, 92

Spirit, distilling, 133-43

Sponge filters, 184

Spot marble book edges, 243

Spread fabrics, drying, 5

Spreading and doubliog rubber goods at one

operation, 4
rubber on fabrics, 2

Spring clocks, 317

Sprinkled book edges, 241

St'-am pans for sugar, 164

Stereotyping, 217-28

apparatus, 217

baking mould, 220, 226

beating flong, 225

bevelling plate, 223

casting mould, 219

plate, 220, 226-8

composing flong, 221

cooling cast, 221

drying flon'^, 225

mould, 226

flattening plate, 222

knocking out plate, 221

moulding from plate, 22 J

mounting plate, 223

paper pri>ce&s, 224-s

p<rrfi'Cting ])lul<-, 224
. planing back of plate, 222

plaHler process, 217-21

preparing formi', 219

metal, 218

removing mould, 220

wiuaring iilnte, 22J

buppleincnUiry ninarks, 228

tcHtlng metal, 220

trlmmlMK plal<-, Ti^

turning plate unironn, 222

.StIrklPg coat, 3

StlllM, 1I9-J3
Stoneware force-pump, 101

Storing articles of delicate odour, 26-32
caustic soda, 24

china, 23

deliquescent salts, 24

explosive fluids, 25

flowers, 25

fulminates, 25

glass, 23

ice, 36-41

petroleum, 25

phosphorus, 24

tea, 26-32

textiles, 32-6
woods suitable for, 26-32

Straw, growing, 207

hats, 271, 272

plait, 267-73

dyeing, 272

preparing, 268-70

Stripping film from negatives, 366, 395

Sugar, concentrating, by cold, 84

solutions, evaporating, 163-8

Sulphur-oxide ice-making machines, 78

Sulphurous acid, 423

Sun heat for distilling water, 119-21

Swape for raising water, 9u

Sweep for raising water, 90

Swing gutters for raising water, 89

Swip for raising water, 90

Syrup pumps, 103-5

Syrups, cooling, 83-7

evaporating, 163-8

filtering, 196

Table of Soldbihtv of Photogeaphic
Chemicals, 396

Tea, drying. 115-7

packing, 26-32

Teaches, 163
Tellier air-cooling system, 65

Testing a lens, 404

Textiles, packing, 32-6

waterproofing, 18-23

Tliirty-hour English clock, 316
Thwaites' embalming fluid, 45

Tinctures, distilling, 126-33
Tissue negatives from plates, 371

Toning pliolos, 414-6
silver cilro-thloride prints, 369

Tooled book edges, 245

Tourists' preservative dry-plate process, 383

Townsentl's waterproof process, 19

Transparencies, photographic, 384-7
Tread-wheel for raising water, 89

Trimming books, 235

Vacuum Pans, 167

Various-liquid ice-making machines, 79

Varnish, Ijasket, 278
\'arnislied silk, 21

Varnishes, jjliotographic, 417-23

waterproof paper, IH

Varnishing rubber fabrics, 7

Velliun Ixxjks, 263

Verge watch, 326-30
Vitrilled photos, 412
Von Vetter's embalming fluid, 45

Vulcanising rubber, 2

fabrics, 6
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Waste Liquors, Recovery of Salts from,
BT COLD, 83-7

Watches, 325-43
chain running flat, 341

cleaning, 325

cleaning dial, 343

cleaning hairspring, 343

English, 335-7

fitting dials on Geneva, 343

fitting hairsprings, 342
Geneva, 330-5
new barrel, 341
new barrel arbor, 340
new barrel hook, 340
new mainspring, 339

pivoting. 337-9

repairing chain, 341

taking to pieces, 325

tightening barrel cover, 340

timing, 343

verge, 326-30

wealiening hairspring, 342

Water, cooling, 70-83

distilled, filtering, 194

distilling, 119-26

filtering, 172-89

ice-making machines, 80
means of raising, 87-101

ovens, 117-9

pumps, 87-101

raising to top of house, 87

\Vaterprouflng, 1-23

apparel, 1-8, 15, 18-23

by alumina, 19

calendering rubber, 2

canvas, 21, 22

cleaning r\ibber, 1

colouring fabrics, 7

pigments, 3

cuprammonium methods, 8-15

Waterproofing curing fabrics, 6

drying spread fabrics, 5

elastic fabrics, 8

felt hats, 15

fire-engine hose, 1 G

joining labrics, 7

leather, 15

linen, 22
• masticating rubber, 1

miscellaneous prepara'ions, 15-23
-—

oil, 22

cloth, 21

paper, 16-8

varnishes, IS

recovering naphtha, 3-5
rubber felt, 7

goods, 1-8

sail-cloth, 21, 22

spreading and doubling at one operation, 4
• rubber, 2

sticking coat, 3

textiles, 18-23
use of cativo in, 8

varnished silk, 21

varnishing fabrics, 7

vulcanising rubber, 2

Willesden fabrics, 10-5

woollens, 21, 22

Werge's gold toning bath, 3S8
Wetzel pans, 165

Wickersheimer's embalming fluid, 44
Willesden fabrics, 10-5
Willow baskets, 276-9
Windhausen's ice-making machine, 81
Windlass for raising water, 88
AVinter's canvas enlargements, 389

Wood, photographing on, 4ii5-10
AVoods suitable lor packing, 26-32

Woollens, waterproofing, 21, 22

AVrapper for textiles, 34
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Acetate Alttmina Moedakt, ii. 221

copper, i. 235

lead, i. 235

lime, evaporating, iv. 62

mordant, ii. 221

magnesium as a disinfectant, ii. 203

morphia as a disinfectant, ii. 197

Acetic acid, i. 235
as a disinfectant, ii. 196

glacial, as a disinfectant, ii. 19S

Aceto-Qitrate bath, i. 2S3
Acetone as a disinlectant, ii. 197

Acid, drawing from carboys, iv. 1(3

drops and t-ticks, ii. 163, 166
from candied drops, extracting, ii. 165

pumps, iv. 101-3

stains, removing, ii. 132

tannic, i. 326

Acidimetry, ii. 1

Acid-proof cements, i. 22
; ii. 65-6

Acids as disinfectants, ii. 197

concentrating, iv. 16S-71

Acipenser isinglass, ii. 355
Aconite essence, ii. 270

extract, ii. 278-9

Aconitlne, ii. 17

Acorns, alcohol from, ii. 10

Africa, packing goods for, iv. 33

Agates, imitation, iii. 229

Ageing liquor, i. 40

Agordo plan of extracting copper, iii. 63
Aich metal, iii. 42

Air, cooling, iv. 53-70

ovens, iv. lOS-17

tight filters, iv. 194
Akester's motor, iii. 164

Alabaster cements, ii. 66

cleaning, i. 27

Alarms, electric, iii. 68-75

Albumen, i. 281 ; ii. 4-9

black, ii. 8

bleaching blood, ii. 8-30
blood-, ii. 5-8

characters, ii. 4-5

composition, ii. 4

desiccated, ii 9——
egg, ii. 8-9

fish, ii. 9

from flesh, ii. 8

gluten, ii. 9

oil-press waste, ii. 9

potatoes, i. 9

protein, ii. 9

starch factory waste, ii. 9

iodised, i. 2S3

natural, ii. 6

Albumen, patent, ii. 6

photographers', ii. 9

photographic processes, iv. 3S9-95

preserving egg-, ii. 9

qualities of blood-, ii. 7-8

restoring coagulated, ii. 5

uses, ii. 5
-— vegetable, ii. 9

Albumenised paper, i. 255

floating on the silver bath, iv. 301-3
silver printing on, iv. 393

prints, glazing, iv. 395

Albumenising paper, iv. 389-91

Alcohol, ii. 9-16
as a disinfectant, ii. 196

barrels, i. 16

beet, ii. 12

caustic, ii. 10

distilling, ii. 14-G

formation, ii. 9-10
fiom acorns, ii 10

cereals, ii. 11

chicory, ii 13

horse-chestnut?, ii. 11

juicy fruits, ii. 10-1

tubers, ii. 11-3

yams, ii. 13
fusel oil, ii. 13

grain, ii. 11

low -wine, iL 13

molasses, ii. II

moss, ii. 11

neutralising acids, ii. 14
•

potato, ii. 12-3

rectification, ii. 13-6
root, ii. 11-3

wood, ii. 16
Alcoholic liquids, distilling, iv. 133-43

Algerian cement, ii. 66
Algiers metal, iii. 24
Alissofifs polygraphic paper, ii. 1S9
Alkali testing, i. 374
Alkalies as disinfectants, ii. 197

Alkalimetry, ii. 2—4
Alkaline stains, removing, ii. 136-7

Alkaloids, ii. 16-27

aconitine, ii. 17

atropine, ii 17-20

berberine, ii. 20

bnicine, ii. 20

calumbine, ii. 20

cascarilline, ii. 20-1

cinchona, ii. 23-5

colchicine, ii. 21

general methods of preparing, ii. 16

morphine, ii. 21-2
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Alkaloids, narcotine, ii. 22

nicotine, ii. 22-3

piperine, ii. 23

quinine, ii. 23-5

salicine, Ii. 26

strychnine, ii. 26-7

veratrine, ii. 27

Alloys, i. 9-14 ; iii. 1-42
aich metal, iii. 42
aluminium bronze, iii. 11

amalgams, iii. 11-2

ancient, iii. 35-6

anti-friction, iii. 31-5, 40-2
bath metal, iii. 14

bell-metal, iii. 12-3

brass, iii. 13-7

bronze, iii. 17-24
button metal, iii. 14

casting, iii. 9-11

figures in relief, iii. 10

characters, iii. 1-2

components, iii. 1-2
core for difficult castings, iii. 10

crucibles, iii. 8

delta metal, iii. 17

fluxes, iii. 4
for bells of clocks, i. 12

cymbals and gongs, i 12

journal boxes, i. 12

medals and coins, iii. 40
small articles, iii. 40

tom-toms, i. 12

furnaces, iii. 5-8

fusibility of metals, iii. 4-5
fusible, i. 12; iii. 20

Gedge'8 metal, iii. 42

general principles of making, iii. 1- 2

German silver, Iii. 20-1

ginshibuichi, iii. 36

gim-metal, iii. 21

how to pour, ill. 10

ino.\idisable, iii. 39

iron, iii. 21-4

.Japanese, iii. 36-8

——jewellers', iii. 24-5

kara-hane, ill. 36-7

karakane, iii. 37

maillcchort, iii. 35

manganese, iii. 25-9

melting the ingndicnts, iii. 2-3
mi.scellaneuus, iii. 31-42

mi.xiiig the ingrediiiita, Iii. 4-S
Munlz's metal, iii. 14, 2;t-30

order of mcltlug ingredients, Iii. 5

pewter, Iii. 30

pbo-phor, ill. 30-1

pinchbeck, ill. 34

platin, ill. 10

platin-lridium, ill. 247

platinum, Iii. 31
-

properties, iii. 1-2—
right moment for pouring, iii. 0-1 u— bbakdo, iii. 36
dhin-cbu, ill. 37

Mmllor, 111.14, .35

«o(t, iii. 30-40

soldcrh, ill. 31-2

(ip«ciilar, ill. 32

tombac. 111. 34-5

AUoys, type-metal, iii. 33-4

white, iii. 40

metals, iii. 40-2

Allspice essence, ii. 270
Almond baskets, ii. 166

comfits, ii. 161

essence, ii. 270

hardbake, ii. 163
ice cream, ii. 169

paste cement, ii. 66

rock, ii. 163-4

Savoy cake, ii. 155

soap, i. 384

Almonds, burnt, ii. 158
Aloes extract, ii. 279

Alpacas, cleaning, ii. 148

Altenburg furnace, iii. 450-1
Alternate current dynamos, iii. 135-7
Alum as a di:-infectant, ii. 196

while, i. 93; ii. 416
Alumina lakes, ii. 398

mordants, ii. 221

waterproof process, iv. 19

Aluminium, iii. 42-5, 465-8

bronze, i. 13 ; iii. 11

solder, iii. 31-2
chloride as a disinfectant, ii. 198

manufacture, iii. 43—t

Morris's process, iii. 467
Xiewerth's process, iii. 4 67-8

Pechiney's process, ill. 465 .

•

properties, iii. 42-3, 44-5
sodium chloride, ill. 43-4

sulphate as a disinfectant, ii. 199

Webster's, iii. 465
AVeldon on, iii. 465-7

Amalgam for coating plastic casting^:, iii. 40

gilding by copper, i. 311

gold, i. 238, 3u7

retorting silver, iii. 418-20
^ sodium, iii. 12, 418

Amalgamated lead plates for secondary but-

teries, Iii. 186

Amalgamating, gilding by, i. 307

salt, i. 244
silver ores, iii. 409-20
zinc plates, iii. 76

Amalgams, iii. 11-2
Amaranth dj'cing wool, ii. 267
Amazon bitters, ii. 29
Amber cements, II. 66

dyeing calico, il. 210

paper, il. 217

silk, i. 32

wodllcn, i. 35

mending, i. 14

varnish, i 67

working, i. 14

American clicks, iv. 323
cloth, iii. 2IP2

Amethyst, imitation, ill. 230

Ain-inetcr, ill. 143

Ammonia, i. 238
as a illsinfcctant, Ii. 196

ice-making machines, iv. 75

metavanadialc, iii. 457
Ammoniacum essence, Ii. 270

Amorphous quinine, il. 23-5

Analyses of feed-waters, ii. 49-fll
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Anatomical specimens, presen-ing, iv. 41-5

Anchovy essence, ii. 270

Ancient bronzes, iii. 36, 38-9

tapestry, cleaning, il. 141

Andereon and Abbott's vulcanising process, iv.

6

Andre's carbon battery, iii. 84

Angelica comfits, ii. 163

es^ence, ii. 270

extract, ii. 279

Angostura bitters, ii. 29

Aniline colours, i. 33

stains, removing, ii. 133
Animal black, ii. 398

fats, i. 373

fibres, bleaching, ii. 30-1
Aniseed essence, iu 270

Annealing glass, i. 57

iron, iii. 279-80

castings, iii. 251-4

steel, i. 338
Annunciator system of electric bells, iii. 91 -5

Anodes, i. 246; iii. 75

Anodyne essences, ii. 270
Anti-friction alloys, iii. 34-5, 40-2

grease, i. 333

metal, Belgian, i. 334

hysteric essence, ii. 270

incrustators, ii. 42-62
Antimonial silver, treating, iii. 423-5

soap, i. 385
Antimonised carbon batterj-, iii. 77

Antimony, iii. 45-6

alloy with iron, iii. 23

blue, ii. 401

deposits, i. 221
from gold tailings, iii. 46
from sulphide, iii. 45-6

Anti-rust varnish, i. 359

Antiseptics, ii. 195-206

Antwerp blue, ii. 401

Apparatus, impervious cement for, i. 24

Apparel, waterproofing, iv. 1-8, 15, 18-23

Apple essence, ii. 272

extract, ii. 279
water ice, ii. 169

Application colours, calico printing, 11. 215

Applying paint, ii. 431

Apricot essence, ii. 272

ice, ii. 169-70
water ice, ii. 170

Aqua regia, i. 14

Aquafortis, i. 13

Aquarium cements, i. 22 ; ii. 66-7
Arachnoidiscus isinglass, ii. 356
Archimedes screw for raising water, iv. 93
Architectural cements, i. 25 ; ii. 67

Argcntan, iii. 21

Argentin, iii. 24

Argen line, iii. 452-3

ArgentometPr, i. 250

Arguzoid, iii. 35
Armature coils for dynamos, iii. 121-3, 129-31

cores for dynamos, iii. 121, 129-31

Armenian cements, i. 22 ; ii. 67-8
Aromatic bitters, ii. 29

essence, ii. 270

Arrastra, iii. 409
Arsenic alloy with iron, iii. 23

Arsenic, effect of, on iron, iii. 21
flux for, i. 349

sulphide for unhairing, ii. 369
Arsenious acid as a disinfectant, ii. 196
Arsenite of potash as a disinfectant, ii. 196
Art bronze.s, iii. 18-20
Artificial carbons, iii. 105-6, 108

eggs, ii. 157-8

fruit, ii. 157-8

essences, ii. 272-3

gold, 1. 11

grindstone, i. 403

gums, i. 340——
ivory, i. 371 ; ii. 353-66

light, photography by, i. 287

mother-of-pearl buttons, i. 339

parchment, ii. 396-7
stone from slag, iii. 438-9

Asbestos filters, iv. 192

Ash, soda, i. 374

vat, i. 38

Ashberry metal, iii. 24

Ashes, treatment of electro waste, 1. 223

Asphalt varnish, i. 66
Asser's copying press, ii. 189-91
Astronomical drawing paper, ii. 391-2
Atropine, ii. 17-20
Attrition metal. Babbitt's, i. 9

Augustin's silver process, iii. 425
Australia, packing goods for, iv. 34
Autogenous soldering, i. 367

Autoscopic copying, ii. 178-9
Avanturine gla,-s, iii. 226

Awnings, waterproofing, i. 368
Axle arms, tempering, iii. 282-3

grea-^e stains, removing, il. 137

Axles, lubricating compoiitlon for, i. 334
Ayrton and Perry's am-meter, iii. 143

erg-meter, iii. 147-8

motor, iii. 164

ohm-meter, iii. 144

power-meter, iii. 144

volt-meter, iii. 144
Azure blue, 1. 96

Babbitt's Attrition Metal, i. 9; iii. 41

Babington's embalming fluid, iv. 45

Bacilli, destroying, ii. 195-206
Backboard for electric bell, iii. 96

B.ickground in photograph}', i. 290
Backing books, iv. 236

positives, varnish for, i. 72
Baclrian coins, iii. 36

Badigeon cement, ii. 68

Bagging for chemicals, ii. 445-6

Baking powders, ii. 27-8
Balmain's luminous paint, il. 330
Balsam of sulphur, i. 52

Banana essence, ii. 272

Band-saws, brazing and resetting, i. 3C6

Barberry comfits, ii. 161

ice, ii. 170

Barium, iii. 46-7
Bark decoction, tanning by, i. 322

essence, ii. 270

Barley sugar, ii. 164
Barometer scales, silvering for, 1. SIS
Barrel amalgamation, iii. 413-6

hook to watch, iv. 340
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Baryta green, ii. 410-1

white, ii. 416-7
Basis of paj-ment for electric supply, iii. 148

Ba^ket varnish, iv. 278

Baskets, iv. 276-9

Bast, iv. 273

Bateas, iii. 412

Bath metal, iii. 14

pipe, ii. 1*3

Baths and silver solutions, reducing old, i. 290

for magic-lantern slides, i. 288

Batteries, antlmonised carlwn, iii. 77

arrangement of, iii. 75, 104-5

bichromate, iii. 77-81

Bunsen's, iii. 81-3

Callan's, iii. 84

carbon, iii. 84
cells for, iii. 76-7

components of, iii. 75, 104

copper oxide, iii. 85-7

coupling, iii. 75, 188-9

Cruikshank's, iii. 87

Daniell's, iii. 87

diaphragms for, iii. 77

elements of, iii. 75

exciting fluid.s, iii. 76

fittings, iii. 83, 101-5

for electric bells, iii. 92, 101

galvanic, iii. 75-92

granule carbon, iii. 87-8

Grove's, iii. 88-9
hints on using, iii. 83, 104-5

home-made, iii. Is, 82, i>7

insulite, iii. 89

lead, iii. 186-8

Lcclanche, iii. 89-90
lime chromate, iii. 90

maintaining, iii. 104-5

making, iii. 75-7

Maynooth, iii. 84

negative elements, iii. 76

platinising plates, iii. 80

poles of, Iii. 75

precautions in using, iii. 101-5

preparing carbon fir, iii. 104-5

preventing fluids fruui creeping up, iii.

11)4-5

protecting fittings, iii. 104-5

residues, iii. 92

secondary, iii. 181-9

separating the elements, iii. 76

silver cliloridc, iii. 90-1

.Smee's, iii. 91

thermo-electric, iii. 91-2
zinc plates for, Iii. 76

It.iiirabauer's air-cooling system, iv. 53

liaiixlte, aluminium Irom, iii. 43-4

H.'alc's cement, ii. 95

Ik-an-shot copper, iii. 65

Heaver dyeing hati, ii. 2'i2-3

U*-d furniture, cleaning, ii. 1 13-7

H«dHt<adH, red htaln for, 1. 418

rv-fch, staining mahogany colour, i. 417

Beef essenw, ii. 270-1

UlUiw, i. 373

Beer, preserving, II. 443

Beeswax, bleaching, Ii. 42
Beet alcohol, ii. 12

BjIIsIcIii's cxperln^nts on disinfectants, II. 199

Belgian waterproof prucess, iv. 19

Bell-Coleman Jreczing system, iv. 83

Bell-metal, i. 12; iii. 12

Belladonna extract, ii. 279-80
Belleek lustre, iii. 222
Bellefroid's waterproofing process, iv. 19

Bell's photophone, iii. 178-81

Bells, annunciator system, iii. 94-5

arrangement, iii. 93
backboard and cover, iii. 96

battery lor, iii. 92, 104-5

bell and telephone, iii. 95-6

bobbins, iii. 96-7, 104-5

circuit-closers, iii. 92-3
wire for, iii. 92, 104

coils, iii. 96-7, 104-5

connecting bells and telephones, iii. 93-9,
100-2

continuous ringing, iii. 100

double system, iii. 95

electric, iii. 92-105

electro-magnet, iii. 96

examples, iii. 97-104

filling bobbins with wire, iii. 97, 1

gongs for, iii. 93-104
hints on, iii. 93, 104-5

making, iii. 96-7, 104-5

of clocks, alloy for, i. 12

press button, iii. 92-3

putting together, ill. 97, 104

ringing 2 bells by 1 wiri>, Iii. 99

single-stroke, iii. 99

systems, iii. 93-6

trembling, iii. 97, IfiO

1 bell and 1 press butlun, iii. 93'

1 bell and 2 pnss Imttoiif, iii. 91

2 bells and 1 press button, iii. 91

Belts, driving, i. 328

I'.ending copper tubes, iii. 67

glass tubes, i. 60
Hvnneden's copying paper, ii. 17S

Benzine, i. 243

cleaning with, ii. 138-9

lienzoate cobalt, ii. 430

manganese, ii. 430
• fodiuni as a disinfectant, il. 196

Benzoic acid as a disinfcctunt, ii. 196-7

lii-nzol as a disinfectant, 11. i;i6

lierberine, il. 20
Ui'rlin waterproof cloth, iv. 19

Ii rthier's manganese bronze, Iii. 27

r. ryllium, Iii. 47

Ii. St Britannia fur handle*, 1. 1 1

for lamps, pillars, and spouts, 1. 11

for s]>oons, i. 1 1

for spouts, i. 1 1

red brass, I. 10

Bicarbonate potash, I. 239
Bichloride platinum, i. 240
Hichromale batteries, ill. 77-Sl

home-made, iii. 77

siil)ersaturat<(l tluid for, Iii. 78

Urquhart's form, iii. 79

working, Iii. 79

lilchromatea ns disinfectantu, ii. lOil

Ulinvaux'.'* waterproof proci'ss, iv. 19

Binary absorption system of ire-making, iv. 77

Binoxide mancanese as a disinf'Ctani, ii 201

Bird clocks, iv. 321-3
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Bird-skins, preservative for, i. 333

Bird's-eye maple, carriage graining, i. S3

graining, i. 422

ground, i. 419

Birds, to skin and stuff, i. 330
Biscuit cream, ii. 170

Bismuth, iii. 47

bronze, ill. 42

Bi?tre, ii. 410

Bisulphide carbon, i. 246

Bisulphite scda, i. 245
as a disinfectant, ii. 198
for bleaching, ii. 31

Bitartrate potash, i. 239
Bitter essence, ii. 271

Bitters, ii. 28-30

Amazon, ii. 29^— Angostura, ii. 29
aromatic, ii. 29

Boker's, ii. 29

brandy, ii. 29

essence, ii. 29
French cognac, ii, 29

Hamburg, ii. 23

nonpareil, ii. 29

orange, ii. 29-30

Peruvian, ii. 30

Spanish, ii. 30

stomachic, ii. 30

Stoughton, ii. 30
wild cherry, ii. 30

Black brasswork for instruments, i. 19

bronze for brass, i. 19

cherry essence, ii. 272

dyeing calico, ii. 207, 211-4, 216

cotton, i. 36
;

ii. 222-3

feathers, ii. 231

horn, ii. 233

ivory, ii. 234
kid gloves, ii. 235-6

leather, ii. 237-S
. silk, i. 30

straw, ii. 252

wood, ii. 256-8

wool, ii. 267

enamels, i. 48

flux, i. 349 ; iii. 3

Geneva, dyeing woollen, i. 34

glass, iii. 226, 228

glaze, iii. 222
house painting, i. 105, 109

inks, ii. 325-9, 332-3, 343-5

ivory, i. 97

japan, i. 67

jet, dyeing woollen, i. 33
leather varnish, i. 69

liquor, i. 40
marble on wood, i. 425

pigments, i. 97 ; ii. 398^01
blue-, i. 93

reviver, i. 16
• solder, i. 366
stain for wood, i. 418

Blackberrj' essence, ii. 272
Blackboard washes, i. 409; ii. 257-8

Blacking, iv. 45-53
for harness, j. 323

liquid, i. 16

paste, i. 16

Blanched copper, i. 10
Blast furnaces, iii. 450, 451, 459

slag, see Slag
Bleaching, il. 30-42

animal fibres, ii. 30-1

blood-albumen, ii. 8, 30

chip Ixinnets, ii. 113

coral, ii. 31

cotton, ii. 31

esp.arto, ii. 31

feathers, ii. 31-2

fiddle-string gut, ii. 320

guttapercha, ii. 32

hair, ii. 32-3

house, arrangement of, wax, i. 354

ivory, i. 15, 370
;

ii. 33

jute, ii. 33-4

linen, ii. 34
oils and fats, ii. 34-5

palm-oil, i. 372

paper, i. 14, 329

pulp, ii. 35-6

paraffin, ii. 36

powder, i. 15

prints and printed books, i. 15

rags, ii. 36-7

shellac, ii. 37

silk, i. 14

yarn, ii. 38-9
silver dials, ii. 40

sponge, i. 16
; ii. 40

starch, ii. 41

straw, ii. 41-2
tussah silk, ii. 38

was, i. 342, 354 ; ii. 42

wool, i. 14
; ii. 42

Blende, an.ilyses, iii. 453
Bleu goinme, ii. 208

Blister, removing from veneer, i. 412
Blisters in photography, i. 280

Blocking books, iv. 263
Blood-albumen, ii. 5-3

Bloomerj' process for malleable iron, iii. 249

Blotting paper, ii. 392

Blue, azure, i. 96

black, i. 16

ink, i. 343

pigment, i. 98
bronze, iii. 33
calx, i. 52

cobalt, i. 97

dyeing calico, ii. 207, 203, 210, 215-7
cotton, i. 37 ; ii. 223-0
horsehair, ii. 234

ivory, ii. 234-5

leather, ii. 238

paper, ii. 247

silk, i. 31 ; ii. 251— wood, ii. 253-9

woollen, i. 34
; ii. 2G7

enamels, i. 48

gold, iii. 24
house paint, i. 105

ink, i. 345 ; ii. 329, 331, 333, 345, 340
lake, pigment, i. 92

pictures, i. 291

pigments, i. 96 ; ii. 401-10— Prussian, i. 97

royal, dyeing silk, i. 31 \
\ 2 Q
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Blue, royal, ilyeing woollen, i. 34

Saxon, i. 97

soluble, i. 16

royal, i. 33

vat, i. 39
woollen spirit, i. 40

Boat pan, iv. 161

Bobbins, filling with wire, iii. 97, 104

for bells, iii. 96, lUl

Bohemian frit for false gems, iii. 229
Boiler feed-waters, impurities in, il. 42-G2

incrustation.?, i. 16 ; ii. 42-62

Boiling degrees of sugar, ii. 151-3

esparto, ii. 390

oils, ii. 429-30
raw materials for paper, ii. 389-90

soap, i. 377
Bolter's bitters, ii. 29
Bone blacls, ii. 398-9

fat, i. 373

gelatine, il. 305-7

Bones, cleansing, ii. 124

glue from, i. 341

polishing, i. S9

Bookbinders' ink, il. 343

paste, i. 41

varnish, i. 71

Bookbinding, i. 391-401; iv. 228-67

backing, iv. 236

beating, iv. 228

blocking, iv. 263
^-^ burnishing edges, iv. 245

calf colouring, iv. 264-7

collating, Iv. 229-31

colouring edges, iv. 241-4

covering, iv. 248-50

cutting, iv. 239-41

drawing-in, iv. 233

folding, iv. 228

forwarding, iv. 233

gilt edges, iv. 244-6

glueing-up, iv. 235

graining, iv. 262
liand finisliing, iv. 252-63

head-banding, iv. 216

marking-up, iv. 231

millboards, iv. 237
• painted edges, iv. 216

pasting down, iv. 250-2
on end-papcr.s, iv. 234

up, iv. 234

preparing for covering, iv. 21

pri's.slng, iv. 238

rolling, iv. 228

riiunding, iv. 236

Fuwing-in, iv. 231

netting, iv. 231-3
tooled edges, Iv. 245

trimming, Iv. 235
vellum, iv. 263
willioiit tools, I. 398

Bouk r-dgeH, burnlHliing, I. 409; iv. 215

marbling, I. 399-101

Ibiokx, gilding and liiilsliing, I. 300
JItMjt ami Hlioe making, I. 329

jK)llHtifH, iv. 4.'>-ri3

tup Il(|til(!, I. 328

IVxjtH, vnmlHli fi<r, I. 323

waterproofing, iv, 10

Boracic acid as a disuifectant, ii. 196
Borate cobalt, ii. 430

manganese, ii. 430
Borax as a disinfectant, ii. 196-7
Bordeaux cake, ii. 153

Botany Bay wood, imitating, i. 418
Bottle cements, ii. 68-9

corks, cement for, i. 22

glass from slag, iii. 431

Bottles, cleansing, ii. 120

stoppering, iii. 240
Bouchardat's process for iodoform, ii. 351-2
Bougies, parlour, i. 359

transparent, i. 358

Bouquet soap, i. 384

Boyle's air-cuoling Bj'stem, iv. 69

Boys's quantity meter, iii. 146
work meter, iii. 146

Bran drencli, ii. 373

Brandy balls, ii. 164

bitters, Ii. 29

Ilrass, iii. 13-7

articles, bronzing, i. 13

bath, arrangement of, i. 186

correcting, i. 186
for steel, iron, and tin, 1. 185
for zinc, I. 185
solutions for, i. 184

briglitenlng and colouring, i. 16

button, iii. 16

cleansing, ii. 111-2

colouring, ii. 241-3

common, for castings, i. 10

deadening, iii. 15

deposits, i. 183
colour of, i. 185

dipping, iii. 13, 15

fr>r sheets, iii. 15

for soldering, iii. 16
for turning, i. 10 ; iii. 10
for wire, iii. 16

frosting, iii. 15

furnace, Iii. 6

gilding, iii. IG

hard, for casting, I. 10

lacquers, i. 75 ; iii. 303-5

making, iii. 16

malleable, iii. 16

melting, i. 10

mottling, Iii. 15

ornanxiiiing, iii. 15

plating, i. isu

polishing, I. 402

properties. Hi. 13

red, I. 10

rolled, i. 10

tilverinp, i. 317
solder for, i. .366

for iron, i. 306

stamping, iii. 13
table of liigredicnta and qii.ilitlcs, ill,

14

tinning, I. 3.10

to clean, i. 28
to i)repare for lacquering, i. 74

wires, tinning, i. 337
work for liiHtrimients. lilock, i. 19

rclacqucring, i. 74— solder, iii. 32
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Brass, yellow, i. 10

Brassing lead iir pewter, i. 186
Brattice cloth, iii. 203
Brazil wood lake, 1. 92; ii. 414

Brazing saws, i. 366

Breaking glass, ill. 226

paper stuff, ii. 391
Brear's bilge-ejector, iv. 95
Bremen green, i. 94
Brianchon's lustre, iil. 222
Bricks from slag, iii. 437

L'rightening and colouring brass, i. 16
tarnished jewellery, i, 319

Brighton green, ii. 411

Brilliants, ii. 173
Brimstone cement, ii. 69

Brine, evaporating, iv. 152-61
Bristol glaze, iii. 221
Britannia metal, i. 10 ; iii. 24

for casting, i. 10
for registers, i. 10
for spinning, i. 10

hardening for, i. 10
silver plating, i. 214

ware, solder for, 1. 364
British gum, ii. 73-4
Bromide potassium as a disinfectant, 11.

196
Bromine water as a disinfectant, ii. 19G
Bronze, iii. 17-24

ancient, iii. 88

antique, i. 235

black, i. 235

blue, iii. 33

Chinese, iii. 36

cleansing, ii. 112

colouring, ii. 243-4 ; iii. 19

compositions, iii. 17

Egyptian, iii. 36
for brass, black, i. 19
for cutting instruments, i. 17
for medals, i. 17

for ornaments, 1. 17
for statuary, i. 17

gold, i. 51

green, i. 19

implements, iii. 33

Japanese, iii. 36-8

lacquers, iii. 305

liquid, i. 17

making figures, ill. lS-20
metal, i. 11

phosjihor, iii. 3X

powders, i. 17

silver, i. 18

tungsten, iii. 32

white, iii. 28

Bronzing copper utensils, i. 19

electrotypes, i. 20

gas fitlings, i. 18

gold powder for, i. 18

gold size, i. 306
inlaid work, i. 413

iron, i. 19

paper, i. 18

plaster, i. 18

small brass articles, i. 18

wood, i. 18

Blown bread ice, ii. 170

Brown, cinnamon, dyeing woollen, i, 34
dark, dyeing woollen, i. 34

dyeing calico, ii. 212, 215, 217
cotton, i. 36 ; ii. 225

feathers, ii. 231

horsehair, ii. 234

ivory, ii. 235
kid gloves, ii. 235
leather, ii. 238-9

paper, ii. 247-8

wood, ii. 259

enamel, i. 49

French, dyeing woollen, i. 34
hard spirit varnish, i. 70
house paint, i. 105

inks, ii. 333

madder, dyeing cotton, i. 36
olive, dyeing woollen, i. 34
pigments, ii. 410
stain for wood, i. 413

Browning gun barrels, i. 21 ; ii. 246
iron, iii. 248

Brucine, ii. 20
Brunetti mode of embalming, iv. 43
Brunswick black, i. 67; iii. 305

green, i. 94; ii. 411
Brunton's calciner, iii. 447
Brush dynamo, iii. 133
Brushes for dynamos, iii. 123, 131-3

hair fur, i. 411

paint, ii. 432-3

varnish, i. 73

Bruyere's cement, ii. 95
Buchu extract, ii. 2S0
Bucket wheels for raising water, iv. 92
Buckland's cement, ii. 69

Buddling copper ore, iii. 53
Buff dyeing calico, 11. 217

cotton, i. 3S

paper, ii. 248
silk, 1. 32

woollen, i. 35
house paint, i. 108

leather, cleaning, i. 329

Buildings, fireprooBng, ii. 289-93
Bullard's waterproof process, iv, 19
Bullet metal, i. 13 ; iii. 35
Bullion fringe, cleaning, ii. 147
Bullocks' horns, polishing, i. 407
Bunsen's battery, iii. 81-3

home-made, iii. 82
Burglar alarm, iii. 68
Burnett's embalming fluid, iv. 45
Burning-in ceramic enamels, iii. 218

enamel and stain on glass, iii. 232
Burning lead, i. 361

of iron, iii. 278
Burnish gold, i. 49
Burnished gilding, i. 298

on glass, i. 30O
gilt frames, i. 304

Burnishers, i. 407

Burnishing, i. 216,407-9
book edges, iv. 245
ink, ii. 342

Burnt almond ice creara, ii. 170
almonds, ii. 158

documents, deciphering, ii. 343, 392
ice cream, ii. i7o

2 G 2
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Bustamcnti furnace, iii. 383
Button metal, iii. 14

Buttons, alloys for, iii. 34

Cabinet Portraits, i. 295

varnish, i. 64

work, polisli for, 1. 87

Cadmium, iii. 48

Cajsium, iii. 43

Cainca extract, ii. 2S0

Cajeput oil as a disinfectant, ii. 202

Cakes, ii. 153-6
Calabar bean extract, ii. 280

Calamine, anal3'ses, iii. 458

Calcimiuing, ii. 252-5

Calcium, iii. 4ti

Calculating length of camera, i. 238

Calendering rubber, iv. 2

Calf colouring books, iv. 264-'?

kid, ii. 366

dyeing, ii. 240

skins, tanning, i. 322

Caliche, iodine from, ii. 349-51
Calico printing, ii. 206-22

application colours, ii. 215
flirome sUmdard, ii. 206

discharge stj'lc, ii. 207

indigo effects, ii. 207-11
madder colours, ii. 211

manganese bronze stjie, ii. 212

padding style, ii. 213

pigment style, ii. 213

plate style, ii. 21 1

reserve style, ii. 215

spirit colour style, II. 215
steam colours, ii. 2\'>-'M

Ciilifornian pump, iv. 93
Callan's battery, iii. .H I

Cttlumbia extract, ii. 2^0

Calumbinc, Ii. 20

Calx, blue, i. 52

Cameos, carving, i. 21

Camera, attachment for paper negatives, iv.

432

copying, I. 2^7

length of, i. 288

solar, 1. 2S8

stereoscopic views, i. 287
twin lens, i. 2*16

Camphiiie, ii. 139

C'amplior OS a disinfectant, ii. 190, 198, 19D

dUtilUng, iv. 131

essence, ii. 271

s.iv(iiHttr, i. :ix6

Canada balsam cement, ii. C9
Candled drops, c.xtrai ting ncid from, ii. 1C5

fridt, it. 4 16

sugar, II. 150

Candles, i. Ml)

Cindy, II. 187-9
C iMiied goods, soldering, ill. 32

Ciiiiniiig meat, il. na
Canva", waterpro<if, I v. 21, 22

Cap ceuir-nts, ii. C'J-71

Caramel, II. 1C3-7

C.irraway romllUi, il. ICI

essence, il. 271
Carl)o-cttIcl» (llterH, Iv. 177

Carbolate llmo ou a dUlufectuut, 11. 201

Carbolic acid as a disinfectant, ii. 195, 197-9,
201, 203

Carbolised paper for wrapping meat, ii. 199

Carbon, antimonised, battery, iii. 77

artificial, iii. 105, 108

battery, iii. 84

bisulphide as a disinfectant, ii. 196

burning away, iii. 107

changes in hardening iron, iii. 256-9

composition for, iii. 105
effect of, on iron, iii. 21

flexible, iii. 108
for batteries, preparing, iii. 104
for electric liglit, iii. li)5-8

granule, battery, iii. 87

impregnated, iii. 106
inlluencc of foreign matters in, iii. 106

on iron, iii. 262

metal-coated, iii. 107

pliysical conditions, iii. 107

prints, colouring, i. 279
oil colours, i. 280

retoucldng, i. 280
water colours on, i. 280

removing from iron, iii. 249-54
Carbonated ores, extracting copper from, iii. G4

Carboys, emptying, iv. 103
Card paper, ii. 391
Cardamom comfits, ii. 162

essence, ii. 27 1

Cardboard, transferring photographs to, i. 277
Cardew's low-resistance galvanometer, iii. 143
Card work, varnishing, i. 68
Carludovica paluiata straw, iv. 272
Carminafed bike, i. 92; ii. 414

Carmine, i. 91 ; ii. 414

Carpets, cleaning, ii. 141

removing stains from, ii. 135
Carre's ice-making apparatus, iv. 78

Carriage graining, i. «3

bird's-eye maple, i. 83
curled maple, i. 84

pollard oak, i. 83

japan, i. 79, s:j

painting, i. 79; ii. 438-41

colouring, i. 80

green colours, i. 82

ironwork, i. HO
lake colours, i. 82

preparing raw oil, i. 81

priming, i. 80

rotigh-stufflng, i. 80

rubbing down, i. 80
gecund coat, 1. no

varnishing and striping, i. 80

yellow colours, 1. 81

repainting, I. 82

varnish, I. 61, 05
Cart coverings, waterpronflng, I. 368

Carved cabinet work, pullsli, i. (<7

Carving, polishing woml-, I. 85

Cary's rotary pump, Iv. 97
CascarlUa essence, il. 271

Cascarllllne, II. 20

Cased glasi, m. 227

CiLse-liardeiilng wrought iron, Hi. 280-2
CuHi'in cements, II. 71

Cosing books, I. 390

Casks, cleaning, il. 112
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Cassia essence, ii. 271

Cassius purple, ii. 414

Cast iron, cleaning, i. 1T6

pipes, enamelling, iii. 211

silvering, i. 319

softening, i. 26

soldering to brass, i. 366

steel, tempering, i. 26

Casting alloys, iii. 9-11

-beds from slag, iii. 442
Britannia metal for, i. 10

figures in relief, iii. 10

Castings, core for difficult, iii. 10

from slag, iii. 430

softening, i. 26

Casts, paper, i. 430

Catechu drops, ii. 107

lozenges, ii. 174

Catgut, making, i. 21 ; ii. 319-22
Cathodes of batteries, iii. 75

Cativo for elastic waterproofs, iv. 8

Cauls, veneering, i. 411

Causes of hardening iron, iii. 250-62
Caustic alcohol, ii. 10

lunar, i. 239
• soda, i. 374

packing, iv. 24

Cayenne es.sence, ii. 271

Cech on disinfectants, ii. 203

Celery comfits, ii. 102

essence, ii. 271

Celeste pedal, iv. 28S

Cells for batteries, iii. 76

Celluloid, ii. 358-66

mountings, cleaning, ii. 113

Cellulose filters, iv. 182-4

Cement paint for carton pierre, ii. 434

Cements, i. 22-5 ; ii. 62-111
acid proof, i. 22

; ii. 65

alabaster, ii. 66

Algerian, ii. 66
almond paste, ii. 06

amber, ii. 06

aquarium, i. 22 ; ii. 06

architectural, i. 25 ; ii. 67

Armenian, i. 22 ;
ii. 07

badigeon, ii. OS

Beale's, ii. 95
bottle corks, i. 22

; ii. 08

brimstone, ii. 69

Bruyere's, ii. 95

Buckland's, ii. 69
builders' waterproof mastic, i. 123
Canada balsam, ii. 69

cap, ii. 69-71

casein, ii. 71

cheese, ii. 71

chemical, ii. 72

Chinese, i. 24 ; ii. 72

glue, ii. 72

chrome, ii. 72

coppersmith's, ii. 73

cork, ii. 73
cracks in wood, i. 21

crucible, ii. 73

curd, ii. 73

cutlers', i. 22 ; ii. 73
—— dextrine, ii. 73

diamond, ii. C7

Cements, egg, ii. 74

elastic, i. 23 ; ii. 74

electrical, ii. 70

engineers', i. 25 ; ii. 74

Faraday's, ii. 70

fat, ii. 74

fireproof, ii. 74-6
for pots and pans, i. 25

;
ii. S9

French, ii. 76
from slag, iii. 433-7

Gad's, ii. 95

generalities, ii. 02

glass, ii. 76
to metals, ii. 77

glue, ii. 78-84

glycerine, ii. 84

gum arable, ii. 85

tragacanth, ii. 86

guttapercha, ii. 88

Hensler's, ii. 86

Hoenle's, ii. 107
hot-air pipe, ii. 89
hot-water cistern, ii. 89
how to use, i. 22

indianite, i. 23

indiarubber, ii. 86-8
iron, i. 25

; ii. 88
— and glass, ii. 89

pots and pans, ii. 89

isinglass, ii. 89

ivory or mother-of-pearl, i. 23
;

ii, 90

Japanese, ii. 90

jet, i. 23

jewellers', i. 22 ; ii. 90

joining metals to glass, i. 24
joints, i. 25

kiiselein), ii. 71

Keller's, ii. 68
kerosene lamp, ii. 90
label, ii. 90

laboratory, ii. 91

lead, ii. 91

leather, i. 24 ; ii. 92
to metal, ii. 92
to pasteboard, ii. 92

Lenher's, ii. 74

London, i. 25

magnesia, ii. 107

niaboganj', ii. 93

Maissiat's, ii. 68

marble, i. 24, 389 ; ii. 93
marine glue, ii. 93-5

masons', ii. 95

meerschaum, i. 23
; ii. 95

metals to glass, &c., ii. 95

microscopical, ii. 96— milk, ii. 97

Mohr's, ii. 92

mounting photographs, i. 23
naturalists', ii. 97

opticians', ii. 97

osychloride zinc, ii. 107

parabolic, ii. 97

Piirian, ii. 97

Paris, ii. 97

pastes, ii. 98-100

Peasley, ii. 100

plasters, ii. lOO

plumbers', i. 23
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Cements, Pollack's, ii. 85

porcelain, ii. 100

putty, ii. 101

Scliio-liao, ii. 72

sealing wax, ii. 101-6

Serbat's, ii. 92

shellac, ii. 106

Singer's electrical, ii. "0
soluble glass, ii. 107

Sorel's, ii. 107

steam, ii. lOS

stone, ii. }0^

turners', i. 23 ;
ii. 109

vising, ii. 62

Varley's, ii. 70

waterproof, ii. 66, 109

water-tight wooden vessels, i. 21
• 'NVo'.laston's, ii. 110

wood, ii. 110

zeiodelite, ii. 110

Cementation of iron, iii. 253
Ceramic photographs, enamelling, iii, 215-21
Cerium, iii. 49
Chadous for raising water, iv. 90
Chain pumps, iv. 93

with liqueur rinss, ii. 156

Chairs, red stain for, i. 418

Challts, i. 348
Chamois dyeing silk, i. 32

leather, i. 325 ; ii. 367
skin filters, iv. 191

Chamomile essence, ii. 271

Chandeliers, cleansing, ii. 119

Chantilly baskct-s, ii. 166

Charcoal as a disinfectant, ii. 197

filters, iv. 175-3
Charred paper, preserving, ii. 443

Cheap bronze, i. 17

rubber cement, i. 23
Cheese cements, ii. 71

Chemical cement, i. 25 ;
ii. 72

methods of copying, ii. 175-91

soldering, i. 365

Chemicals, table of solubility of, iv. 390

Chemistry of Washoe process, lil. 417

Cherry baskets, ii. 166

comfits, ii. 102

csaencf, ii. 272

e.xtract, ii. 2s0
Ice cream, 11. 170
wattr Ice, ii. 170

Chestnut ice, il. 170

Chicory, alcohol from, ii. 13

China blues on calico, ii. 207

i;l.izing, Iii. 223

griuw, dyeing, 11. 222

packing, Iv. 23
Chinese bronzes, ill. 3C

ceui.iit, I. 21 ; ii. 72

copper. 111. 05

K'U'-. II. 72

lacquer work, I. 7.1 ; Iii. 300-28

matting, Iv. 27 1-0

pump, Iv. 93

iiCooi)-wheel, Iv. !i2

Mlvcr, i. 13

wlilt<', I. 01; 11. 417

wlndloHH, Iv. HS

Chilli/, cleaning, ii, M3

Chip bonnets, bleaching, ii. 113

cleaning, il. 113

stiffening, ii. 213

Chisels, tempering, i. 26
Chloralum as a disinfectant, ii. 197, 198, 199
Chlorate potash as a disinfectant, ii. 196, 197

evaporating, iv. 102
Chloride aluminium as a disinfectant, ii. 198

gold, i. 240
iron as a disinfectant, ii. 190
lead as a disinfectant, ii. 201

^-^ lime, i. 15

as a disinfectant, ii. 197, 198, 199,

201, 203

mercury as a disinfectant, ii. 196, 197, 199

opalotype by coUodio-, i. 291

silver, i. 240

battery, iii. 90
—. from washing prints, i. 292

zinc, i. 241
as a disinfectant, il. 196, 197, 193

Chlorides, waste, as disinfectants, ii. 204

Chloridising silver ores, iii. 410-8
Chlorine as a disinfectant, ii. 203, 204

water as a disinfectant, ii. 196
Chloroform as a disinfectant, ii. 190, 198

Chlorophenols as dlsiufectauts, ii. 203

Chocolate, ii. 159-61
colour house paint, i. 103

crystallised, ii. 156

drops, ii. 160, 167

dyeing calico, ii. 212, 215, 217

cotton, ii. 225

paper, Ii. 248

harlequin pistachios, ii. 160

ice, ii. 170
Choudrus isinglass, ii. 358

Choosing gums and spirits, I. 73
Chromate lime battery, iii. 90

puta--h as a disinfect;int, ii. 197, 199
Chromates as disinfectants, ii. 196
Chrome cement, ii. 72

green, i. 95 ; 11. 411

standard, ii. 206

yellow, i. 95; il. 425
Chromic acid as a disinfectant, ii. 196, 197, 199

Chromium, iii. 49

iron, lil. 21. 23

Chroniograph, Ii. 180

Chromotype, ii. 187

Chry.socale, iii. 21

Cinchona alkaloids, il. 23-5

extract, ii. 280
Cinnamon brown dj-eing calico, il. 218

hats, ii. 233

silk, 1. 30

chocolate, ii. 160

comfits, Ii. 102

drops, ii. 167

essence, II. 271

lozenges, II. 174

soap, i. 385
Circuit closer for Wis, 111. 92

wire for bells, iii. 92, lo»
Circular melting fiiriiare. 111. 7

Clsterii", electric tell-tales for, iii. 09-72
filtering. Iv. 181-9

Claret dyeing cottnn, I, 36; il. 225

Bilk, 1.31
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Claret dyeing woollen, i. 34

Clarifj-lng oil for vamisb, i. 62

sugar, ii. 151

tallow, i. 353

Clark's patent felt, iv. 7

Classifying iron and steel, iii. 264-6

ClauJet's sils-er process, iii. 4 25

Clays, siliceous and argillaceous, i. 41

Cleaning and scouring, ii. 133-50

alabaster, i. 27
ancient tapestry, ii. 141

bed furniture, ii. 143-7

boues, ii. 121

brass, ii. Ill

bronze, ii. 112
buff leather, i. 329

carpets, ii. 141-3

casks, ii. 112

celluloid mountings, ii. 113

chip bonnets, ii. 113

cloth, ii. 143

coins, ii. 113

copper, i. 170

by fire or alkalies, i. 173
in aquafortis and sout, i. 171

in old aquafortis, i. 171
• ore, iii. 51

plates, i. 349

vessels, ii. 114
crude rubber, iv. 1

curtains, ii. 143-7

definitions, ii. 139-41

dresses, ii. 147-9
• druggists' utensils, ii. 114

engravings, ii. 115

feathers, ii. 116-S

firearms, ii. 118

flatmel, ii. 149

floors, ii. lis

fur, ii. 119

galvanised vessels, 1. 335

gas chandeliers, ii. 119

gilt frames, i. 304 ; ii. 119

mountings, ii. 119

glass, i. 59 ; ii. 120-2

gloves, ii. 122

gold, ii. 123

harness, i. 323

hearthrugs, ii. 149

iron, ii. 123

ivory, ii. 124

lace, ii. 149

mahogany, i. 87—- marble, i. 392 ; ii. 125

mirrors, ii. 125

oil-cloth, ii. 125

oil paint-brushes, i. 100 ; ii. 125

paint, ii. 125

parchment, ii. 129

pictures, i. 27

scarves, ii. 149

shawls, ii. 149

sheepskin mats, ii. 130, 149
silk goods, ii. 150

silver, ii. 130

speculum, i. 317

sponge, ii. 131

steel articles, i. 28
;

ii. 123

stills, ii, 138

Cleaning stones, ii. 133
stuffed animals, ii. 133

birds, ii. 32
table covers, ii. 150

teapot, ii. 138
textile fabrics, i» 133-53
the hands, i. 27

tinware, i. 33S
tobacco pipes, ii. 150
varnished negatives, i, 291

vellum, ii. 150

violin, ii. 150

bows, ii. 150
wall papers, ii. 151

windows, ii. 122
with benzine, ii. 138
zinc vessels, ii. 151

Cleansing, ii. 111-51

Charcoal, i. 108
Clock dials, enamelling, iii. 201-11

silvering, i. 319

Clocks, iv. 300-25

American, iv. 323

bird, iv, 321
drum timepieces, i?. 319

eight-day, iv. 3uO-16
electric tell-tale, iii. 75

French, iv. 323-5

German, iv. 323

musical, iv. 318

outdoor, iv. 318

spring, iv. 317

thirty-hour, iv. 316
Cloisonne glaze, iii. 221

Cloth, American, iii. 202

brattice, iii. 203

cleaning, ii. 143

enamelled, iii. 201-4

leather, iii. 201-4

waterproofing, i. 36S, 369
Clove chocolate, ii. 160

comfits, ii. 162

drops, ii. 167

essence, ii. 271

lozenges, ii. 174

rock, ii. 164
Coach painting, ii. 438-41
Coachmakers' black, i. 66

varnish, i. 64

Coating glass on metals, iii. 226
Coats of paint, ii 432

Cobalt, iii. 49

benzoates, ii. 430

blue, i. 53, 97 ; ii. 401
borate, ii. 430

green, ii. 411

pink, ii. 414

speiss, bismuth from, iii. 47
Cochineal essence, ii. 271

lake, i. 92 ; ii. 411
Cock metal, i. 12

Coconut ice, ii. 153
oil soap, i. 381

Coeruleum blue, ii. 402
Coffee drops, ii. 107

essences ii. 271
Ice cream, ii. 170

stains, removing, ii. 13f
Coffins, alloy for, iii. 34
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Coils fur bells, iii. 96, 104

iuductiuu, iii. 108-10

iuuusity, iii. 110-5

resislance, iii. 115-7

Coin gold, refiuiug, iii. 241

Coins, cleansing, ii. 113 »

Colchicine, ii. 21

Colcliicum extract, ii. 281

CoUothar, ii. 415

Cold, concentrating by, iv. 83-V

tinning, i. 337

Collating bwks, iv. 229-31

Collector:! for dynamos, iii. 123

Collodio-albumen process, i. 2S2

developing, i. 2St

cbloride, opalotype by, i. 294

paper, iv. 378

printing process, Iv. 38S

citro-cbloride emulsion, iv. 377

Colloiiion enlargements, iv. 3.s9

formula, iv. 3S7

processes, 1. 250
;

iv. 377-89

dry, i. 231

example, iv. 210

CoUograpb, ii. 180

Colocyiith extract, ii. 281

Colour tests in tempering iron, Iii. 207

Coloured drawings, varnl^b, i. 08

enamels on iron, iii. 212

engraving inks, iii. 333

feathers, cleansing, ii. 117

glass, iii. 226-30

inks, i. 345

muslins, cleansing, ii. 148

photographs on glass, Iii. 233

l)rintiiig inks, ii. 315

writing ink, ii. 329-31

Colouring, ii. 20G-C9

book-edges, iv. 241-4

brass, ii. 241-3

bronze, ii. 213

carbon prints, i. 279

comlits, ii. 162

gold, ii. 214-0

gun-metal, ii. 216

iron, ii. 216

marble, I. 1)91

metiils, ii. 211-7
rublK-r fabrics, iv. 7

Bllver, ii. 210

soaps, 1. 383

BU-el, ii. 216

wttterj'roof goods, iv. 3

wine, Ii. 255

zinc, 11. 247

Colourless varnish, 1. 71

Colours, cake, 1. 98

encaustic, ii. 231

for carriage painting, II. 4 10

for working drawings, I. G

gla.H.'i, I. 61

hannony of, I. 103

marlilltig Jiaprr, I. 399

pigment', I. 89

undiT glazr, I. 40
vut.5 for various, 1. 38
vehlcli' for, I. 115

ColLsfixA cuiidy, 11. IG9

wsciico, II. 271

Coltsfoot rock, ii. 174
Comb marble book-edges, iv. 243

Comfits, ii. 161-3
Commercial post paper, il. 390
Common brass, i. 10

glue, i. 341

jewellery metal, iii. 24

varnish, i. 66, 71

Commutators for dynamos, iii. 123, 131-3

intensity coils, iii. 114

Composite candles, i. 358

Compositions for carbons, iii. 105
fur moulding picture frames, i. 304
for ornaments, i. 430

Concentrating acids, iv. 163-71

glycerine, iv. 167

saline solutions, iv. 150-63
solutions by cold, iv. ^3-7

syrups, iv. 163-S

Concretes, i. 123
Concretor for sj-rups, iv. 166
Condensed milk, ii. 449
Condensers for intensity coil, iii. 113

for stills, iv. 119-43

potassium, iii. 405

Condensing lead fume, iii. 343-9

naphtha vapour, iv. 5

Confectionery, ii. 151-75

boiling degrees, ii. 151-3

cakes, ii. 153-6
candied sugar, ii. 150

candy, ii. 157-9

chocolate, ii. 159-61

clarification, ii. 151

comlits, ii. 161-3
crack and caramel, ii. 163-7

drojjs, ii. 1G7-S

ices, ii. 108-73

lozenges, ii. 173-5

stove, ii. 151

Connecting bells and telephones, ill. 98, 100-2
Connections of batteries, protecting, iii. 104

intensity coils, iii. 115

Contact breakers fur induction coil, iii. 109

illte1l^ity coil, iii. 113

Continuous ringing electiic Indl, iii. 100

Cooley's waterprooling process, iv. 22

CooliuK, iv. 53-87

uir, iv. 53-70

by cold channels, iv. 59-70

by evajjoration, iv. 54-9

by ice, iv.'69

by mechaiucal moaus, Iv. 53

mixtures, I v. 71

solutions, iv. 83-.87

syrniis, Iv. 83-87

water, Iv. 70-83

by evaporation, Iv. 7J-<t2

by expansion of ga.sos, Iv. 82

by mechanical mi-ans, Iv. f.l

by solution uf suUds, iv. 70-4

Copal polish, I. 87

hpirlt varnish, I. 71

v.iniish, I. 61, 65

CoppiT, ill. 50-68

-Agnrclo jilan of extracting, ill. 63

ulhiy with Iron. iii. 21, 23

umulgam. III. 1 1

bais for slieels, gilding, 1. 300
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Copper black, lii. 64,

enamel, i. 48

blanched, i. 10

gilding by amalgam, i. 3H
buddling ore, iii. 52

cleaning ore, iii. 51

cleansing, i. 170

coloured bronze, i. 17
—— commercial forms, iii. 65

crusbing ore, iii. 51
—— deposits, i. 181

by battery, i. ISl

by dipping, 1. 181

dry method of extracting, iii. 53-63

effect of, on iron, iii. 21

effects of various metals on, iii. CG

enamelling, iii. 204

extracting from carbonated ores, Hi. 64

for electrical purposes, iii. 67

for silver, i. 183

furnaces, iii. 55, 57, 64

hardening, iii. 66

impurities, iii. 67

ingots, silvering, i. 336
. iron, or steel, bath for, 1. 182

jigging ore, iii. 51

lacquers, iii. 305

mattes, treating by liquation, iii. 423

sulphuric acid, iii. 427

oxide battery, iii. 65-7

paint, ii. 435

plate, i. 169

cleaning, i. 349

printing inks, i. 348

transfer ink, i. 348

powder for silvering, i. 313
. producing red colour in, iii. 63
. properties, iii. 50

rendered brittle by tellurium, iii. 66

resistance, iii. 140

salts, extraction of, i. 222

scorificalion, iii. 62

separating from silver by liquation, iii.

423

by sulphuric acid, iii. 427

soft soldering, i. 365

solder, iii. 32
solder for, i. 366

sulphate as a disinfectant, ii. 196, 197, 198,
201

to clean, i. 28
to tin, 1. 336

toughening, iii. 66

tubes, iii, 67

bending, iii. 67

utensils, to bronze, i. 19

vessels, cleansing, ii. 114

welding, iii. 67

wet method of extracting, iii. 63

wire, iii. 67

Coppera.s, green, i. 315

Copying, ii. 175-95

camera, i. 287

chemical methods, ii. 175-91

ink, 1. 343 ; ii. 331

letterpress by rubbins, ii. 192

machine, substitute for, i. 314
mechanical methods, ii. 191

--—
pencils, ii. 193

Coral, bleaching, ii. 31'

Core for difBcult castings, iii. 10

Coriander comfits, ii. 163
Coik cements, ii. 73
Cornelian red enamel, i. 49
Cornells process for iodoform, ii. 351
Cornish flux, i. 349
Cornstarch paste, ii. 98
Corrosive sublimate as a disinfectant, ii. 19C,

197, 199
Corrosion of boilers, ii. 42-62
Costerfield process for recovering antimony
from gold tailings, iii. 46

Cotton, bleaching, ii. 31

dyeing, i. 36-8 ; ii. 222-31
root extract, ii. 281

spirits, i. 40

waterproofing, i. 363

Coulomb-meters, iii. 144—6

Coupling batteries, iii. 75, ISS
Cover for electric bells, iii. 96

Covering books, iv. 247-50
Cox's gelatine, ii. 306
Crack and caramel, ii. 163-7
Cracked painting, to preserve, i. 113

Cracking of iron, iii. 270-s
Crackle glaze, iii. 221
Cracks in enamelled dial plates, remedying,

iii. 209

Craquele indien, iii. 236

Crayons for drawing on glass, i. 30

making, i. 28-29
Cream dyeing hats, ii. 233

silk, i. 32
house paint, i. 103

ice, ii. 170
of tartar, i. 239

paper, ii. 390

soap, i. 386

Creosoting wood, ii. 457
Creusot slag, vanadhmi fioni, iii. 457
Crimson dj-eing cotton, i. :i7

leather, il. 240
silk, 1. 33

woollen, i. 36

marking ink, i. 316

spirit, i. 39

vat, i. 39
woollen spirit, 1. 40

Crocus, i. 40 1

Croughtou's method of enlarging photographs,
iv. 389

Crowfoot dyeing paper, ii. 248
Crown glass, i. 54

glaze, iii. 221
Crucible cement, ii, 73
Crucibles for melting alloys, iii. 3
Crude flux, i. 350
Cruikshank's battery, iii. 87

Crushing copper ore, iii. 51

Cryptogams, luminous, ii. 373

Ci-j-stalline paper, ii. :i92

Crystallised chocolate, il. 15C

fruits, ii. 150

tinplate, i. 337
Cubebs essence, ii. 271

extract, 11. 2S2

Culinary vessels, enamelling, iii. 211

Cumenge's silver process, iii" 420
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Cup-and-ball microphone, iii. 153-5

Cupellation of silver, iii. 420-3

Cupola furnace, iii. 6

Cuprammonium, preparation, iv. 8-10

solutions, applying, iv. 10-5

waterproofing, iv. 8-15
Curd cement, ii. 73

Curing rubber fabrics, iv. C

Curled maple carriage graiuiug, i. 81

Curling zinc plates, iii. 70
Currant essence, ii. 272

ice, ii. 170
water ice, ii. 170

Current measurers, iii. 142-4

Currying leather, ii. 367-9

Curtains, cleansing, ii. H3-7
Curved glass, silvering, i. 315
Custard for ices, ii. 171

ices, ii. 171

Cutlers' cement, i. 22 ; ii. 73

Cutlery burnishing, i. 409

Cutters, tempering, iii. 283-5

Cutting books, i. 394, 395; iv. 2:9-41

glass, I. 57 ; ii. 230

pebbles, i. 405

pencils, i. 1

zinc plates, iii. 7G

Cyanide calcium, i. 241

copper, i. 241

gold, i. 241

potassium, i. 242

silver, i. 241

zinc, i. 243

Cyanoferric paper, ii. 17C

Cj'anotype paper, ii. 75

process, i. 291

Cymbals and gongs, alloys for, i. 12

Cyperus matting, iv. 270

D.VM.VSCENtKG Iron', iii. 248

iMmasks, cleaning, ii. 14 4-6

Dammar varnish, i. 72

Damp walls, remedy for, i. 117

DamsoD ice, ii. 171

I>anger to person in electric lighting, iii. 139
Daniell's battery, iii. 87

home-made, iii. 87

Dark room, light for, iv. 403

spots in photographs, i. 281

Itark'Miers for womI staining, i. 414

DeadeniuR brass, iii. IS

Decarburlsing Iron, iii. 249-51

IX'ciphcring burnt documents, ii. 343, 392

D(.-colorlsing, Ii. 30-42

Decorating glii'-s, iii. 235-3

Iron, iii. 247-9

zinc, iii. 40 »

Defective ivory, I. 371

Degrci.'B of tenijicr in Iron, iii. 274-0

Dijictors for hteam boilerH, II. 40
I) lat<it'd white metal. III. 29

llillaite odour, nrtlcleH of, parking, Iv. 20-32

|)i'li(iu('Hccnt Halts, packing, Iv. 24

Delta inetul, III. 17

De Merlti-ns' motor. 111. 105

ItonHC negatives, producing, I. 293

Dei-lorl^rs, II. 195-200

Di-piTttls' embalming procts.*, Iv. 44

IxpllaloriCB, 11. 309-71

Deposi's on silver, i. 215

platinum, i. 219

Deprez's galvanometer, iii. 143

motor, iii. 163, 164
series and separate dynamo, iii. 126
shunt and se))arate dynamo, iii. 120
work meter, iii. 147

Derbyshire white, i. 93
Derschau air-cooling system, iv. 64
Desiccated egg-albumen, ii. 9

Desiccating, iv. lOS-19

Desilvering, i. 319

lead, iii. 351-8

Detecting falsified writing, ii. 343

sewage gas, ii. 105

Developer, varieties of iron, i. 294

Developers, gelatine, iv. 351-9

Developing bath for magic-lantern slides, i. 288
coUodio-albumen process, i. 284
tannin process, i. 2S5

Development of magic picture, i. 291
Dextrine cement, ii. 73
Dial plates, cleaning, iii. 209

enamelling, iii. 204-11

firing, iii. 200
hard plates, iii. 208

over-tiring, iii. 210

polishing, iii. 207

remedying cracks, iii. 209

removing enamel, iii. 210

rings for firing, iii. 20O

transparent enamelling, iii. 210
Diamond cements, ii. 07

Diaphanie, varnish for, i. 69

Diaphragms for batteries, iii. 77

for phonographs, iii. 174, 176, 178
Dick's delta metal, iii. 17

])idymium, iii. OH
Dies and taps, tempering, iii. 288
Dieterich's copying paper, ii. 178
Dill essence, ii. 271

Dipping brass, iii. 13, 15

iron, iii. 278

nielal, ill. 24

])ip.-f, 1. 330

Discharge style, calico printing, Ii. 207
Discoloration of paint, ii. 433

Disinfectants, ii. l'J5-2(iO

desiderata in, ii. 195, 203

Disinfecting paint, ii. 202
Dissolved gold, gilding with, i. 307

Dissolving gold,
i. 307

Distemper lor photographic backgrounds, i. 115

painting, ii. 252-5

pollard oak, in, i. 423
Distilled water as a disinfectant, ii. 190

filtering, iv. 194

Distilling, Iv. 119-43

ttltohol, Ii. 14-0
alcoholic liquids, iv. 133-43

camphor, iv. 131

ess«Mitial oils, iv. 132

extracts, I v. 120-33

mercury from amalgam, iii. 418-20

spirit, Iv. 13.3-13

tinctures, Iv. 126-33

water, iv. 119-20

wo(hI, il. 10

Ducumcats, deciphering burnt, Ii. 313, 392
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Double-acting pump, iv. 96
chloride aluminium and sodium, iii. 43
lantern bellows pump, iv. 96

system of electric bells, iii. 95
• texture rubber goods, curing, iv. 6

Dougall's experiments on disinfectants, ii. 196-8

Douglas green, ii. 412
Dove marble on wood, i. 425
Drab dyeing calico, ii. 212, 21S

cotton, i. 37 ; ii. 225

hats, ii. 233

silk, i. 32

woollen, i. 35
house paint, i. 103

Draining paper stuff, ii. 391

Draughtsmen, recipes for, i. 1-S

Drawing acid from carboys, iv. 103
board, i. 1, 2

cartridge, paper, ii. 390

crayons for, i. 30

instruments, i. 2

on glass, i. 58
on stone, i. 152

paper, i. 1

astronomical, ii. 391

Drayton's process for silvering glass, i. 315
Dress boots, blacking for, iv. 50

Dresses, cleaning, ii. 147-9

Driers, i. 105
for carriage fiainting, ii. 440

paint, ii. 439

Drilling glass, i. 59 ; ii. 231

Drop lake, i. 91

shutters, iv. 424

Drops, ii. 167

Druggists' utensils, cleaning, ii. 114
Drum timepieces, iv. 319-21

Dry collodion process, i. 231
heat as a disinfectant, ii. 204
method of extracting copper, iii. 53-63

plate holder and exposing case, iv. 430-2
process, opalotypes by, i. 291

rot, ii. 456-68

Drj-ing closets, iv. 108-17

fruits, iv. 115-7

oil, resinous, i. 115

oils, i. 114; ii. 429

paint, ii. 431
on carriages, ii. 411

photo plates, iv. 369-— photographs, i. 280

spread rubber goods, iv. 5

tea, iv. 115-7

Dubbing, iv. 45-53

Dujardin's waterproofing process, iv. 23
Dumoulin's liquid glue, ii. 82
Dutch brass, iii. 14

Duvoir's air-cooling system, iv. 53

Dj'eing, staining, and colouring, ii. 206-69
black liquor for, i. 40
calf kid, ii. 240

calico, ii. 206-22
China grass, ii. 222

cotton, i. 36 ; ii. 222-31
encaustic colours, ii. 231

feathers, ii. 231

flowers, ii. 231

grasses, ii. 231

hats, ii. 232

Dyeing horn, ii. 233

horse-hair, ii. 234

Ivor}', 1. 370 ; ii. 234
kid gloves, ii. 235-7

leather, i. 325 ; ii. 237-11

metals, ii. 241-7
morocco leather, ii. 375

mosses, ii. 231
on mordants, ii. 211

paper, ii. 247-51

parchment, ii. 251

silk, i. 30; ii. 251

straw, ii. 252

plait, iv. 272

vegetable ivory, ii. 235

whitewashing, ii. 252-5

wine, ii. 255

wood, ii. 256-67
for veneers, i. 412

woollens, i. 33 ; ii. 267-9

Dynamite, i. 143

Dynamo-electric machines, iii. 117-33

Dynamos, alternate current, iii. 135-7
armature coils, iii. 121-3, 129-31

cores, iii. 121, 129-31

Brush, iii. 133

brushes, iii. 123. 131-3

classiticatiou, iii. 118

collectors, iii. 123, 1 31-3
combination methods, iii. 126

commutators, iii. 123, 131-3

construction, iii. 118, 127-33

field-magnets, iii. 119, 127

coils, iii. 121

fire risks from, iii. 139

magnets, iii. 125
methods of exciting field magnetism,

iii. 125
of second class, iii. 134
of third class, iii. 137

organs as constructed in practice, iii. 127-
33

pole pieces, iii. 120

principles, iii. 117
relation of size to efiBciency, iii. 123-5

of speed to power, iii. 118-23

separately excited, iii. 125——
series, iii. 125

and long shunt, iii. 127

magneto, iii. 126

separate, iii. 126

shunt, iii. 127

shunt, iii. 125
and magneto, iii. 126

separate, iii. 126
Thomson's mouse-mill, iii. 137

Eabthexware Body for Pottery, i. 43

glazing, iii. 222

Ebonite, i. 360

Ebonising wood, ii. 259-61

Ebony stain, i. 418
Eckstein on disinfectants, ii. 201

Edge-tool bronze, iii. 17

Edges of books, colouring, iv. 241—4
of paper, giMing, i. 310

Edison's electric pen, ii. 191

eloctrolj'tic cun'cnt-meter, iii. 144
Edwards' heliotype, ii. 188
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Effluvia from tallow pans, i. 351

Egg albumen, ii. 8

cements, ii. 74

Eags, artificial, ii. 157

Egyptian blue, ii. 402—^ bronzes, iii. 36
Ehrards copying process, 11. 184

Kight-day cluck, iv. 300-16

cleaning, iv. 311-4
—— pulting togctbor, iv. 314-6

repairing, iv. 303-U
EUidic .icid, i. 374
Eliistic cements, 1. 23 ; ii. 74

glue, i. 41

rubber fabric-;, iv. 8

Klectric alarms, iii. 6S-75

batteries, iii. 75-92

bells, iii. 92-105

carbons, iii. 105-8

cuiTents. i. 25 ; ii. 70

coils, induction, iii. 103-10

intensity, iii. 110-5

resistance, iii. 115-7

copper, iii. 67

dyn.imo macbines, iii. 117-33

engines, iii. 171

fire risks, iii. 133-40

Joints, iii. 139, 140

ligbting. fire risks in, iii. 135-10

machinery motors, iii. 171

measuring, iii. 140-3

microphun:-s, iii 14>j-57

motors, iii. 157-72

pen, ii. 191

phonographs, iii. 172-8

photophones, iii. 178- :il

railways, iii. 107-70

storage, iii. lsl-9

telephones, iii. 189-201
transmission of power, iii. 1C5

Electrics, iii. 63-201
Elcctro-cliromic rings, coloured, i. 221

deposits, pl.itinuni, i. 219

dynamic machines, iii. 117-35

-dynamometer, iii. 142

Elcctrolj'tic quanlity meter, iii. 14 1

Electro-magnet fur bells, iii. 90

magnetic units of measurement, iii. 110

metallurgy, i. 170

af|ua(ortis for bright lu.stre, i. 172

bright Iu.-itre for small articles, i. 175

coniiKiuud acids, dead lustre, 1. 173

dipping in compound acids, i. 172
la nitrate of binoxidc of mer-

cury, I. 173
lathe for scralch-brush, 1. 175

bcnitch-bru-liing. 1. 171

whlt<'ning Iwlh, i. 172

motor*, ill. 157-72

plate<l Hilvcr, to prevent turning yellow,
i. 214

-plating Rilver, I. 211

Iliirilrig. i. IHU

Klectrotyp"' backing metal, ill. 33

EJeetrotypiB, broiixing, 1. 20

Klectrotyping, I v. i;u'.t-l7

opparntus, Iv. 209 12

N-velllnir, Iv. 21.'i

Idackleadlng, Iv. 211

Electrotyping building, iv. 213

gauging mounted electros, iv. 217

moulding, iv. 212

mounting, iv. 216

picking, iv. 216

preparing the forme, iv. 212
the moulding pan, iv. 212

stopping out, iv. 214
the deposit, iv. 215

trimming, iv. 215

EJectrum, iii. 25
Elements of batteries, iii. 75

separating, iii. 76
Elevators for raising water, iv. 93

Eliquatiau of silver, iii. 423

tin, iii. 452

Embalming, iv. 41-5
Kmentine lozenges, ii. 174
Emerald green, i. 95 ; ii. 412

imit;Uion, iii. 230

Emery, fastening on leather, 1. 3
Emulsifying, iv. 143-9

Emulsion, coUodio-citro-chloride, iv. 377

Emulsions, gelatine, iv. 344-51
Enamelled leather, ii. 370

paper, i. 423

Enamelling slate, i. 393
Enamels and glazes, iii. 201-25

cast-iron pipes, iii. 211
• • ceramic photographs, iii. 215-21

cloth, iii. 201^
coloured, on iron, iii. 212

copper, iii. 204
• dial plates, iii. 204-11

earthenware, iii. 222

glass, i. 66 ; iii. 231-3
inside iron saucepans, iii. 211

iron, iii. 211-4

castings, iii. 211

culiuarj' vessels, iii. 211

wall-plates, iii. 212

lead, iii. 214

leather, iii. 203

metals, iii. 204-14

mottletl, on iron, iii. 212-1

pasteboard, iii. 203

photographs, iii. 214-21 ; iv. 414

porcelain, i. 48 ; iii. 223

painting, i. 4 3

pottery, iii. 221-4

tobacco-pipes, iii. 223

wood, iii. 224
Encaustic colours, il. 231

Energy, electrical storage of, ill. 181-9

measurers, ill. 144

mechanical mid chemical methods of stor-

ing, ill. 181

meters, iiL 146-8
rate of expending electric, iii. Ml

Knulneers' cements, i. 25
;

ii. 74

Engines, electric, ill. 171

English Ji'welry metal, ill. 21

method of treating copper ore, iii. 64-03
watch, iv. 335-7

Kngraverg' lamp, i. MO
shad.-, I. 155

ICngravIng, aquatint, I. lOt
chlseN fur, i. 1 IS

coi>j)tT-pIate, 1. lO'-', 109
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Engraving glass, iii. 233
Hamnierton's brush process, i. 164

inks, li. 332

negative process, i. 165
on silver or gold, i. 169
on steel, i. 152
on stone, i. 152
on wood, i. 146

positive process, i. 166
resin ground, i. 164
steel cylinders, i. 154

Engravings, cleaning, i. 28 ; ii. 115

copjing, ii. 175-95

mounting, i. 8

transferring on glass, i. 57
to paper, ii. 195

Enlargement of negatives, i. 285

Enlarging on argentic paper and opals, 17. 401-3
woodcuts, i. 411

Envelope paper, ii. 391

Erbium, iii. 225

Erg-meter, iii. 147

Ergot essence, ii. 271

extract, ii. 2S2

Eiyanthus tinctorius in bronzing, iii. 38

Esparto bleaching, ii. 31

boiling, ii. 390

Essences, ii. 269-77

aconite, ii. 270

allspice, ii. 270

almonds, ii. 270

ammoniacum, ii. 270

anchovy, ii. 270

angelica, ii. 270

aniseed, ii. 270

anodyne, ii. 270

anti-hysteric, ii. 270

apple,'ii. 272

apricot, ii. 272

aromatic, ii. 270

banana, ii. 272

bark, ii. 270

beef, ii. 270

bitter, ii. 271

bitters, ii. 29

blackberry, ii. 272
black cherry, ii. 272

camphor, ii. 271

caraway, ii. 271

cardamom, ii. 271
• cascarilla, ii. 271

cassia, ii. 271

cayenne, ii. 271

celery, ii. 271

chamomile, ii. 271

cherry, ii. 272

cinnamon, ii. 271

cloves, ii. 271

cochineal, ii. 271

coffee, ii. 271

coltsfoot, ii. 271

cubebs, ii. 271

currant, ii. 272

dill, ii. 271

ergot, ii. 271

fennel, ii. 272

fruit, artificial, ii. 272

ginger, ii. 273

gi'ape, ii. 272

Essences, gnaiacum, ii. 274

headache, ii. 274

hop, ii. 274

lemon, ii. 272, 274

peel, ii. 274

lovage, ii. 274

melon, ii. 272

nectarine, ii. 272

nutmeg, ii. 274

orange, ii. 272, 274

peel, ii. 274

peach, ii. 272

pear, ii. 273

pennyroyal, ii. 274

peppermint, ii. 274

pineapple, ii. 273

plum, ii. 273

preparation, ii. 200

quassia, ii. 274

quinine, ii. 275

raspberry, ii. 273

rennet, ii. 275

rhubarb, ii. 276

royale, ii. 276

sarsaparilla, ii. 276

savoury spices, ii. 277
•

shaving, i. 3S6

soap, ii. 277

soup herbs, ii. 277

spruce, ii. 277

strawberrv, 273

turtle, ii. 277

water-fennel, ii. 277
•

Westphalian, ii. 277

wormwood, ii. 277
Essential oils, dislilliug, iv. 132

Etching, i. 151-CS

aquafortis, i. 156

aquatinta, engraving, i. 162

dry-point, i. 159

glass, i. 163 ; iii. 233

in, for printing on stone, i. 152
on cast iron, i. 1 68
on steel, i. 167, 16S

process, avoiding stopping out, i. 160

re-, i. 160

stippling, i. 167
• test for spirits, i. 162

touching stuff, i. 163

transferring, i. 157

varnishes, i. 71, 155
Ether as a disinfectant, ii. 196

ice-making machines, iv. 76

Ethylate of sodium, ii. 10

Eucalyptol as a disinfectant, ii. 196, 202

Europe, packing goods for, iv. 34

Evaporating, iv. 149-71
film heaters, iv. 165—— lime acetate, iv. 162

potash chlorate, iv. 162
saccharine liquors, iv. 163-8
saline solutions, iv. 150-63
soda solutions, iv. IGl

Evaporation for cooling air, iv. 51-9

Examples of collodion process, iv. 379
of electric bells, iii. 97-104

Exciting fiekl magnetism, iii. 125
fluids for batteries, iii. 76

Explosive fluids, storing, iv. 25
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Exposure under the negative, i. 274

Kxposures in dark room, iv. 429

Extracts, ii. 277-89

aconite, ii. 278

aloes, ii. 279

angelica, ii. 279

apple, ii. 279

belladonna, ii. 279

buchu, ii. 280

cainca, ii. 280

Calabar bean, ii. 230

calumba, ii. 230

cherry, ii. 230

cinchona, ii. 230

colchicuni, ii. 281

colocynth, ii. 281

cotton root, ii. 231

cubebs, ii. 282

distilling, iv. 126-33

ergot, ii. 282

gentian, ii. 282

golden seal, ii. 282

hellebore, ii. 282

hop, ii. 282

indigo, i. 40

jaborandi, ii. 232

jaliip, ii. 282

juniiKT, ii. 233

lactucariuni, ii. 283

lettuce, ii. 233

lobelia, ii. 283

logwood, ii. 283

madder, ii. 233
male fern, ii. 283

malt, ii. 283-5

meat, ii. 285

mezereon, ii. 286

myrrh, ii. 286

narcotic, ii. 286
nux vomica, ii. 236

opium, ii. 286

parcira, ii. 286

pellitory, ii. 287

Jiiiikroot, ii. 2i7

poppy, ii. 287

preparing, ii. 277

quu.s^ia, ii. 287

rhatany, ii. 287

rhubarb, ii. 287

: sarsaparilltt, ii. 287
' Bcammony, ii. 288

senna, ii. 288

smoke, ii. 288

squillK, ii. 288

Bllllingia, ii. 2-i8

slramoiiiinn, ii. 288

taraxacum, ii. 28a

Ujbacco, ii. 289

valirlaii, 11 289

wormscx'd, ii. 289

F,\iiitio, PuiNTiNO TnoTOS ov, iv. 389

r'abrlcn, spreading rubber on, iv. 2

Faded photos, restoring, Iv. :ia7

I'ailuri'S In collodio-albunien procCB.'*, I. 231

I'ulrbnlrn'H baling scoop, Iv. 91

Faraday's comeTit, Ii. 70
Fat onients, II. 7 1

lute, i. 3iU

I
Fat oil gold size, i. 305

Fats, i. 373

bleaching, ii. 34

Fawn dj-eing cotton, i. 37

hats, ii. 233

paper, ii. 248

silk, i. 32

woollen, i. 35
house paint, i. 108

Feathered shot copper, iii. 65

Feathers, bleaching, ii. 31

cleansing, ii. 116-S

dyeing, ii. 231

purifying, ii. 117

Feed waters, impurities in, ii. 42-62

Fel.spar glaze, iii. 222
Felt hats, removing grease from, ii. 135

waterproofing, iv. 15

paper, iv. 7

Fennel essence, ii. 272

Fermenting grain, ii. 11

Ferrocyanide of potassium, i. 242 ; ii. 403

Ferro-prussiate paper, ii. 175

Ferrotypes, developer for, iv. 383
Feuille morte, iii. 24

Fibres, animal, bleaching, ii. 30

Fiddle-strings, ii. 319-22
Field magnet coils for dynamos, iii. 121

magnetism, exciting, iii. 125

magnets for dynamos, iii. 119, 127

Figures in relief, casting, iii. 10

making bronze, iii. 18-2i)

Filbert candy, ii. 159

ice-cream, ii. 171

Files, renovating, i. 25

softening, i. 2G

tempering, iii. 285
Filhol's process for iodoform, ii. 352

Filling bobbins with wire, iii. 97, 104
for paint, ii. 432

Film evaporators, iv. 1C4

splitting, preventing, i. 284

stripping from negatives, iv. 366, 305

Filter, cheap, i. 40

paper, iv. 1.88-91

Filtering, iv. 172-98

air-tight, iv. 194

by asbestos, iv. 192

by carbo-calcis, iv. 177

by chamois skin, iv. 191

by charcoal, iv. 175-8

by cellulose, iv. 182-4

by glass wool, iv. 191

by gravel and sand, iv. 172-5

by guncotton, iv. 194

by iron, iv. 178-81

by magnesia, iv. 181

by magnetic cirbide, iv. 178

by manganese oxide, iv. 173

by muslin, iv. 191

by porous pottery, iv. 183

by silicated airbon, I v. 176

by sponge, iv. 184

cisterns, iv. 181-9
distilled walir, Iv. 191

. Kelalinii\is lluiiH, iv. 195

laboratory lillers, iv. 189-05
lime- muds from soda causlldscrB, Iv. 190

llqulda affected by uir, iv. 196
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Filtering oils, iv. 19G-8

paper, ii. 392

pliotographic emulsions, iv. 195

precipitates, iv. 194

reagents, iv. 193

siphons, iv. 193

syrups, iv. 196
under special conditions, iv. 193-8

upwards, iv. 191

water, iv. 172-89
Fine gold, iii. 24

Finery furnace for iron, iii. 249

Finishing books, i. 397 ; iv. 252-G3
colour for carriages, ii. 439

Fire balloons, i. 138

coloured, 1. 139, 140

lute, i. 359
ri^ks in electric lighting, iii. 138-40

danger to person, iii. 139

dynamo, iii. 139

fusible plug, iii. 140

lamps, iii. 139

wires, iii. 139, 140

showers of, i. 139

testing mineral oils, iii. 365-8

Fire-arms, cleaning, ii. 118

Fire-extinguishing compounds, ii. 293

Fireproof cements, i. 24 ; ii. 74-6

paints, ii. 294-6

Fireproofing, ii. 289-300

buildings, ii. 289-93

paints, ii. 294-6

shingle roofs, i. 117

textile fabrics, ii. 296-8

timber, ii. 298-9

writing materials, ii. 299

Fireworks, blue stars, i. 129
j

brilliant fire, 1. 133

Catherine wheels, i. 1 39

Chertier's copper, i. 129

Chinese fire, i. 132
coloured lights, i. 135

stars, i. 128

crackers, i. 139, 144

crimson stars, i. 129

drawing-room, i. 137

golden rain, i. 130

stars, i. 129

green lights, i. 135

stars, i. 129

Japanese matches, i. 137

lances, i. 133, 134

lightning paper, i. 137

making, i. 123-40
nitrate of strontia, i. 129

portfires, i. 130

purple lights, 1. 135

quickmatch, i. 131, 133
red lights, i. 135

rockets, 1. 121-7
Roman candles, i. 130
rose-coloured stars, i. 129

silver rain, i. 130

squibs, i. 138

tailed stars, i. 128

touch-paper, i. 131

tourbillons, i. 135
violet stars, i. 129
white lights, i, 133

Fireworks, white stars, i. 129

yellow lights, i. 135

stars, i. 129

Firing enamelled dial-plates, iii. 206
Fish albumen, ii. 9

glue, ii. 81

isinglass, ii. 355
oil, i. 373

preserving, ii. 443
Fishermen's waterproofs, iv. 20

Fishir)g gut, ii. 322

lines, waterproofing, i. 369

Fitzgerald and Molloy's battery, iii. 90

Fixing magic-lantern prints, i. 288
silver prints without hyposulphite, iv. 380

Flannel, cleaning, ii. 149

Flatting, i. 108

Flesh, albumen from, ii. 8
Flexible carbon rods, iii. 103

ivory, i. 371

plates, iv. 410
Flint glass, i. 53
Flock gold size, i. 306
Floorcloth making, i. 369
Floor matting, iv. 276

Floors, cleaning, ii. 118

removing grease from, ii. 135

staining, ii. 261
Florence gut, ii. 322
Flow glaze, iii. 221

Flowers, dyeing, ii. 231

luminous, ii. 378
of Krin soap, 1. 385

packing, iv. 25

Fluxes, i. 349

enamel, i. 48
for arsenical compounds, i. 350
for making alloys, iii. 3
for welding iron, iii. 297

gold, i. 47

Folding books, iv. 228
Food preserving, ii. 443-50

F^orce-pump, iv. 96

Foreign matters in carbon rods, iii. lOG
Formic acid as a disinfectant, ii. 196

Forwarding books, iv. 233
Foucault's contact-breaker, iii. 110
Fox Talbot's copying process, ii. 184
Frame for finishing silks, ii. 140

Frames, burnished gilt, i. 304

cleaning gilt, i. 304
ornaments for, i. 430

rcgikling, i. 304
Frankfurt black, ii. 399

Freezing, i. 362

ices, ii. 168

mixtures, i. 363; iv. 71

water, iv. 70-33
French board for finishing silks, ii. 110

brown, dyeing silk, i. 31

cement, ii. 76

clocks, iv. 323-5

cognac bitters, ii. 29

grey house paint, i. 108

packing for textiles, iv. 35

polish, i. 86

reviver, 1. 86 1

stopping for, i. 85

polishing, i. 84
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Fresco paintiiifr, i. 109

Fretwork, polishing and varuisbiiig, i. 81

Friction, iii. 363

polish for iron, i. 402

Frilling, remedy for, iv. 367
Frosted silver, i. 319

Frosting brass, iii. 15

glass, i. 59 ; iii. 234
Fruit alcohol, ii. 10

arlificial, ii. 157

drying, iv. 115-7

essences, artificial, ii. 72

jaices, preserving', ii. 450

preserving, ii. 444-6
btaius, removing, ii. 132, 134

Fruits, crystallised, ii. 156
Fu isinglivss, ii. 356
Fiicus digitatus, iodine from, ii. 347-0
Fuel for heating iron, iii. 273

Fulminates, i. 143

gold, i. 144

mercury, i. 143

packing, iv. 25

platinum, i. 144

silver, i. 144
Fundamental electric nnits, iii. 140
Funnel filters, iv. Is9

Furnaces, aluminium, iii. 43

antimony, iii. 45

bismuth, iii. 47

brass, iii. 6

circular nvlting, iii. 7

copper, iii. 55, 57, 61

cupelling, iii. 421, 423

cupola, iii. 6

finerj' for iron, iii. 249
for ailo3-s, iii. 5-8
for making earthenware glaze, iii. 222

lead, blast, iii. 340— ore hearth, iii. 335-7

reverberatory, iii. 337-40

slag, iii. 3 12

softening, iii. 353

liquating, iii. 423

mercury, iii. 384, 3S5, 386, 387

nickel, iii. 39 1, 395, 3'Jli

ordinary melting, iii. 7

potassium reducing, iii. 405

lUu'^hette, iii. 341— rofinerj', for iron, iii. 250

reverberatory, iii. H, 05, 57, 222, 421, 422,
447

Washoe, Hi. 415
silver, iii. 420-1

smelting, iii. 04, 423-4
Stetcf<ldt, iii. 410

subllmatiMii, iii. 421— temp'irary, lor iron, iii. 251

tin, iii. 447, 449, 450, 451

zinc, iii. 459, 4Cn, 461, 463
Furniture creams, 1. 80, 87

oil for darkening, i. «7

oIlB, 1. H7

past*, 1. 80

p<.lish,l. 87

removing ink stains from, ii. 130

reviver, I. h7
• vurnishpH, I. CO— varniiihiDg, 1. 69

Furs, cleaning, ii. 119

dressing, i. 326

preserving, ii. 453-5

reviving, i. 321
Fusel oil, ii. 13

Fusibility of metals, iii. 4
Fusible alloys, i. 12

;
iii. 20

metal, i. 12

plug in electric circuit, iii. 140

Fusing metals, iii. 2

GADiDiE IsnccLASS, ii. 355
Gad's cement, ii. 95
Gall ink, ii. 325

Gallium, iii. 225
Galvanic batteries, iii. 75-92, 10 1

Bunscn's, i. 178

Calland's, i. 181

charge of, i. 179

Daniell's, i. 177

Grenet's, i. 180

Grove's, i. 180

keeping in order, i. 179

Marie-Davy, i. 180
metallic deposits, i. 181

porous cells, i. 181

Smee'.s i. 180

Watt's, i. 181

etching, i. 233

Galvanising iron, i. 335 ; iii. 463
Galvanometers, iii. 142-4, 189

Galvanoplasm, i. 223
atiil baths, i. 225
adhesive deposits, i. 226

amalgamating salt, i. 225

apparatus for amateurs, i. 224

baths, i. 223, 233

battcrivs, i. 225
dead lustre gilding, i. 226

deposits without adhe.-ioii, i. 226
filiins with brass solder, i. 232

finishing up the articlct, i. 232

hish relief, guttapercha moulds, i. 2.'U

imitation mosaic work, i. 231

largo apparatus, i. 224
metallis;ition by wet way, i. 223

of ceramic art ides, i. 227
moulds and moulilings, i. 227, 232
non-metallic substances, i. 227

operations with gold or silver, i. 232

phosphorus in carlxjn bisulphide, i. 223

lilnnibago, i. 227

porous cells, i. 225

rendering baths iniiiervious, i. 234

separate battcrie.s, i. 221
thick deposits, i. 223
tmderrut patterns, deposits on, i. 231

tianiboge, ii. .fjj

Gas balloons, varni-h fur, I. 73

bleachiiiK half-stuff, ii. 30

chnnd'llers, cleaidng, ii. 119

fittings, bronzing, i. IH

Gn\iKiiig iniiuntcd electros, iv. 217

(ii-dgc's nirtal, iii. 42
lielallne, I. 21.!, .112; ii. 300-0

bone, ii. .105-7

clmracl<TH, il. 307
Cox's, il. .106

developers, Iv. 351-0
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Gelatine emulsions, iv. 344-51

fiom inferior sources, ii. 30G

intensifiers, iv. 359-66

Nelson's, ii. 307

processes, iv. 343-Y7

Rice's, ii. 306
solution in tannin pi'ocess, i. 285

Gelatine-bromide film paper, iv. 370
Gelatinous fluids, filtering, iv. 195

Gelidium isinglass, ii. 355-8
Gellart's green, i. 95

Gelose, ii. 355-8

Gems, imitation, iii. 229
Geneva watch, iv. 330-5
Gentian extract, ii. 282
German brass, iii. 14

clocks, iv. 323
malleable iron, iii. 251

method of treating copper ore, iii. 53

pacliing for te.xtihs, iv. 35

silver, i. 11 ; iii. 29

Trick's, i. 13

polishing, i. 403

soldering, i. 364

Gibraltar, packing goods for, iv. 34
Giffard's freezing system, iv. 83

Gilding, i. 188,199,296
bronze for, iii. 17

brush or shell gold, i. 192
burnished or water, i. 293

by amalgamation, i. 307

colouring process, i. 189

copper by amalgam, i. 311
dead lustre, i. 204

. diluted bath, i. 191

dipping, i. 183

bath with bicarbonatcs, i. 191

Dutertre's process, i. I'ji

edges of paper, i. 310

finishing books, i. 309

fire, i. 202
. for jewellerj', i. 246

glass, iii. 234
and porcelain, i. 308

. —— burnished, i. 300

gold bath, i. 188

gold powder for, i. 306

graining, i. 198

Grecian, i. 307

green and white, i. 190

hard, dead lustre for docks, i. 246
in colours, i. 307
iron and steel, with gold solution, i. 307

japanners', i. 298

leather, i. 309
. mercury, i. 202

metal, iii. 25

oil, on wood, i. 296, 297
on glass, i. 308

ormolu, i. 190, 246

paint, i. 305

picture frames, i. 301

porcelain, glass, or crj-stal, i. 150

pottery, i. 305

rag, cold, i. 191
. red lustre, green for, i. 246

resists,!. 199
-^— signs or letters, i. 298, 299

silver, i, 190

Gilding, silver parts, preparation of, i. 197—— powder, i. 198
soft dead lustre, i. 246

-steel, i. 311

stirring and gold amalgam, i. 19
thin wires, i. 200
watch parts, i. 197
wax for, i. 246
with dead lustre, i. 201
with dissolved gold, i. 307
with partly dead lustre, i. 203
with shell gold, i. 192

writings on paper or parchment, i. 310

zinc, i. 305
dead lustre, i. 203

Gilt articles, dissolving gold from, i. 205
varnish for, i. C9

book edges, iv. 244-6

copper and silver, gold from, i. 311

frames, burnished, i. 304

cleaning, i. 304 ; ii. 119

mountings, cleaning, ii. 119

Ginger candy, ii. 159

comfits, ii. 163

drops, ii. 167

essence, ii. 273

ice, ii. 171

lozenges, ii. 174

rock, ii. 164
Ginshibuichi alloy, iii. 36
Glass, iii. 226-40

and porcelain gilding, i. 30S

annealing, i. 57

bottle, i. 54—-
bottles, cleaning, ii. 120

breaking, iii. 226
burnished gilding on, i. 309
cements for joining, i. 24

; ii. 7C

cleaning, i. 59; ii. 120-2

coating on metals, iii. 226

coloured, iii. 226-30

photographs on, iii. 233
colours for, i. 54
common window, i. 54

crown, i. 54

cutting, i. 57; iii. 230

darkening, i. 60

deadening colour on, i. 57

drawing upon, i. 53

drilling, i. 59 ; iii. 231
enamel for, i. 56 ; iii. 231

engraving, iii. 233

etching on, i. 57 ; iii. 233

flint, i. 53
for magic lantern, painting, i. 53
from slag, iii. 431

frosting, i. 59; iii. 234

gilding^on, i. 190, 308 ; iii. 234

globes cleaning, ii. 121

silvering, i. 317

hard, for colour, i. 54
imitation gems, iii. 229
ink for writing on, ii. 342

manufacture, i. 53

ornamenting, iii. 235-8

packing, iv. 23

paint stains on, ii. 122

painting and staining, i. 55
for magic lantern, i. 58

2 II
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Glass pearls, iii. 228

perforating, iii. 231

pigments for, iii. 226-9

plate, i. 54, 55

plates, cleaning, ii. 121

preparing pigments fur, iii. 228
—— protecting, iii. 239

quicking, ii. 77

retorts for aciiis, iv. IV 1

ribbed plate, i. 55

roughening, iii. 239

seals, making, i. 3-10

shadows, iii. 232

sheet, i. 54

silvering curved, i. 315

slides, cleaning, ii. 122

soluble, i. 54

spicule, silvering, i. 310

spun, iii. 239

staining, black flux for, i. 56
stains and enamels, i. 56 ; iii. 223

stencilling upon, i. 5s

stoppering bottles, iii. 240

strass, i. 64
to inet;ils, cementing, ii. 77
transfer on, ii. 195

transferring engravings on, i. 57

tubes, bending, i. 60

varnish, i. 72

window-s cleaning, ii. 122
wool tilttrs, iv. 191

writing on, i. 58 ; iii. 240
Glaze wlieels for steel, i. 403

yellow, i. 46

Glazes, iii. 201-25
blue and green edge, i. 45
blue i)rinted flu.x under, i. 47

ceramic, i. 44-7
frit for, i. 45

porcelain, i. 44
white earthenware, i. 45

Glaziers' solder, i. 3G7

Glazing albumenised prints, iv. 3D5

paintings, i. li'2

window.s, 1. 51, 55

Globes, clianing, ii. 121

(iliive kid, ii 371-3

Gloves, cli-aning, ii. 122

kid, dyeing, ii. :i35-7

Gluclnum, iii. 47

Glue, ii. 30i)-9

application, il. 80

cement, ii. 7'*-84

characters, 11. 78, 303

Cblneso, ii. 72

cuiiinioM. manufacture, i. 3U
defects, Ii. 79

drying, 11. 302

iJuiiMnilin's, il. 82

elu.Hllc, 1. 41

Jbh, II. HI

from bones, 1. 341

holding power, 11. 80

huplund, 11. H'i

Up. Ii. H3

liquid, I. 41 ; II. H2

murine, I. 41 ; II. 93-5
mati-riulH for, Ii. JuO-l

mclliug, I. 41

Glue, mouth, ii. .S3

portable, i. 41 ; ii. 84

preparation, ii. 79
|

quick drj-ing, ii. 81

rice, i. 41

selecting, ii. 304
to prevent cracking, ii. 80
to resist tire, i. 370
to resist heat, i. 4 1

works, preventing nuisance at, ii. 307-9

<jlueing up books, iv. 235

Gluten, albumen from, ii. 9

Glycerine, ii. 309-19

adulteration, ii. 316
as a disinfcctaut, ii. 196, 199, 200

cement, ii. tflt

characters, ii. 316

concentrating, Iv. 167
from soap lye, ii. 311-5

impurities, ii. 316

manufacture, ii. 309-15

purifying, ii. 315

soap, i. 384
solvent powers, ii. 317

testing, ii. 317

u.ses, il. 318

(ilyceroboratesas disinfectants, ii. 202
Gold, iii. 240-5

alloy with iron, iii. 21, 22

amalgam, i. 307 ; iii. 11

and black marble on wood, i. 423

artificial, i. 11

bath, i. 195, 196

blue, iii. 24

burnish, from green gold, i. 49
brown gold, i. 49

cleaning, ii. 123
colour house paint, i, 108

colouring, ii. 214-G

cushion, iv. 244

dissolving, i. 307
effect of, on iron, Hi. 21

electro-gilding baths, i. 192

electro-plating, i. 192-C

engraving on, i. 169

extraction of, i. 221

fine, iii. 24
from copper and silver, separating, i. 31 1

gilt articles, i. 205
old tuning baths, i. 291

gilding with dissolved, i. 307
green and white, i. 196

heightening colour of, i. 311
ink, i. 349; ii. 341

lacquers, iii. 305
leaf for illiimiimtion, I. 312
line engraving on, i. 170

lustre, i. 5u

mock, iii. 25

niosjiic, I. 17

new, 1. 97

paint, ii. 4;!5

i)aper hangings, i. 312

I'crsian, lustre, i. 60

pink or new, I. 97

jiowdiT for bronzing, I. 18
for gilding, I. 306

properilcH, 111. 245

red, 1, 107 ; Hi. 25
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Gold, refining, iii. 241-5

removing solder from, i. 3G7

ring, iii. 25

size, i. 18, 305, 306
•

japanuers', i. 65

solder, i. 364-6 ; iii. 32

solution, i. 51

for iron or steel, i. 307

tailings, aniimony from, iii. 46

varnish, i. 69

web, ii. 166

wbite, iii. 25
Golden hair washes, ii. 33

seal extract, ii. 282—^
varnish, i. 73

( iummoferric pajier, ii. 176
Cioud Britannia metal, i. 10

<;ijoseberry water ice, ii. 171
Gower's telephone, iii. 193-5
Gracilaria isinglass, ii. 358
Grain alcohol, ii. 11

•

preserving, ii. 444-6

Graining calf books, iv. 262
oak in distemper, i. 422

roller, i. 424

woods, i. 419-24
Granite on wood, i. 426
Granule carbon battery, iii. 87

Grape baskets, ii. 166

essence, ii. 272

Grasses, dyeing, ii. 231
Gravel filters, iv. 172-5

Gravers, tempering, iii. 235

Grease, antifriction, i. 333

bleaching, ii. 34

spots, removing, ii. 132, 134
Grebe feathers, cleaning, ii. 117

Grecian gilding, i. 307
Green, Earth's, i. 94

black ink, i. 345
bottle glass, i. 51

. • Bremen, i. 94
• • Brighton, i. 94

bronze, i. 19

Brunswick, i. 94
• chrome, i. 95
colours for carriage painting, i. 82
common pale, dj-eing silk, i. 31

dyeing calico, ii. 215, 21.S

cotton, i. 38
; ii. 226

fast chrome, i. 38

horn, ii. 233

ivory, ii. 235

leather, ii. 239

paper, ii. 248

silk, ii. 251

!-traw, ii. 252

wood, ii. 262

woollen, i. 34 ; ii. 268

emerald, i. 95
-—— enamel, blue, i. 49——

Gellart's, i. 95

glass, i. 54

gold, heightening colottr of, i..311

grass, dyeing woollen, i. 3 1

house paint, i. 105

inks, i. 345
; ii. 1,29, 331, 333, 345

iris, i. 95

lake, i. 93

Green manganese, i. 95

mountain, i. 95

myrtle, dyeing silk, i. 31
olive, dyeing silk, i. 32

woollen, i. 34

pea, dyeing silk, i. 31

wcollen, i. 34

pigments, i. 94
; ii. 410-4

Prussian, i. 95

sap, i. 95

Scheele's, i. 95

Schweinfurth, 1. 95
tint pervading photographs, i. 281
Vienna, i. 95

Grenad'% dyeing \\-ool, ii. 263

Grey, dyeing calico, ii. 218

cotton, ii. 227
kid gloves, ii. 236

paper, ii. 243

wood, ii. 262

woollen, i. 35; ii. 263—— house paint, i. 103

Grinding colours for painting, i. 106
;

ii. 430
Grindstone, artificial, i. 403
Griscom motor, iii. 164

Ground, photographic, iv. 3S7
Grounds for graining, i. 419
Grove's batterj-, iii. 83
Guaiacum essence, ii. 274
(iubbio lustre, iii. 222

Guignet's green, ii. 411

Gum, i. 430
arable cement, ii. 85

solutions, preserving, i. 340

artificial, i. 340

British, i. 340
; ii. 73-4

choosing, i. 73

preserving, ii. 450
seals, i. 341

tragacanth cement, ii. 8G

Gumming of oils, iii. 304

Gun-barrels, browning, i. 21

cotton, j. 141

filters, iv. 191

metal, i. 13; iii. 21

colouring, ii. 246

Gunpowder, i. 144-6

saltpetre from damaged, i. 133

Gut, ii. 319-22

silkworm, i. 410

Guttapercha, bleaching, ii. 32
cement, ii. 83

glue for, i. 41

varnish, i. 73

Guynemer's drier, ii. 430

IIahner MERcrRY FuuNACE, iii. 3^5
Hair, bleaching, ii. 32

for brushes, i. 411

Hairwood, imitating, i. 423
H.ii-thao i^inglass, ii. 355-3
Half-bound work, iv. 250

stuff bleaching, ii. 36

Hamburg bitters, ii. 29

white, i. 94

Hammers, tempering, iii. 285

veneering, i. 412

Hand-finishing books, iv. 252-63

whip for raising water, iv. 90

2 II 2
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Handles, best Britannia for. i. 11

Hands, cleaning the, i. 27

removing silver istains from the, i. 293
Hard brass for cjsting, i. 10

glass, receiving colour, i. 51

soaps, i. 380

solders, i. 364
; iii. 32

spirit varnish, brown, «i. 70

white, i. 71

Woods, polishing, i. 88

Hardening copper, iii. 66
for Britannia metal, i. 13

iron, causes, iii. 259-62

defined, iii. 263-71

effects, iii. 256-9

paper, ii. 393

tallow, i. 354
tools and metals, i. 26

Hardness in photographs, i. 2isl

Harmoniums, iv. 28^94
case, iv. 2x9

feeder-folds, iv. 290

feeders, iv. 290

footboards, iv. 291

pan, iv. 292-4

reservoir, iv. 291

sound-board, iv. 292-4

valve-boards, iv. 290

wind-chest, iv. 291

-trunks, iv. 291

Harmony of Colours, i. 103
'

Harness, cleaning, i. 32S

composition, i. 328

paste, i. 327

polishes, i. 327; iv. 51-3

Hartlej-'s dry-plate process, iv. 372-7

Hals, cleaning, i. 23

dyeing, ii. 232

felt, waterproofing, iv. 15

i'unama, iv. 272

removing grease from, ii. 135

straw, iv. 271,272

Hay, preserving, ii. 450
Headache es.senccs, ii. 274

Heatlbanding books, 1. 396 ; iv. 210

Hearthrugs, cleaning, ii. M'J

Hearths for cupellin'i Bilver, iii. 420-2
for li'inating silver, iii. 423

H"at U'Sis ill tempering iron, iii. 271

Heating iron for welding, iii. 296

sl'-el, iii. 272

Ik'Ctograiih, ii. IsO

Heightening colour of yellow gidd, i. 311

llellotypo, il. 18H
lli'Ik'ljurc extract, il. 282
Henderson's iron dweloper, iv. 3^3

iletioque'd transfer procc-hs in glass, ii. 103
Hensler's cement, ii. n6

niangane:«<- bronze, iii. 2<
Hcriius jirocess for platinum, iii. 403

lleriitiKS, preserving, ii. 4 13

Ilcrf.ey'« soaj) pumps, iv. 105

I lilies, tanidng, i. 322
lliiinu brown, Ii. tlU

lloenle'n c<.'mi'nt, ii. 107
Holden'H Ic-ni.iking macblnP, I v. AO
Holmes' ozono bUacli, il. 110

HomlxTg's alloy, ill. 40

Home-made batteries, ill. 78, 82, 87

Home-made magnets for telephones, iii. 197

phonograph, iii. 173-8

Honey, preserving, ii. 446

process in photography, 1. 285

soaps, i. 384

Hop essences, ii. 274

extract, ii. 282

Hopkinson's current meter, iii. 145
Horehound candy, ii. 159

Horn, dyeing, ii. 233

polishing, i. 89, 406

preparing, i. 340

Horograph, ii. 191

Horse-chestnuts, alcohol from, ii. 11

fat, i. 373

hair, dyeing, ii. 234

Hose, leather, preserving, i. 329

waterproofing, iv. 16
Hot-air baths, iv. 108-17

pipe, cement, ii. 89
stove for cleaning, ii. 140

Hot-water amalgamation of silver, iii. 412

cisterns, cement, Ii. b9
House electric alarm, iii. 63

ice, i. 363 ; iv. 36-41

paint, i. 105

cleaning, i. 109

driers, i. 105

painters' tools, i. 106

painting, i. 105-9

clearcole, i. 103
colours for, i. 103—- grinding colours, 1. 106

mi.\ing colours, i. 103
new work, i.^

lo7

old work, i. 107
Household soaps, i. 380
Hughes' microphone, iii. 157
II ui fa dye. iv. 274
Hunt and Dougl.is silver process, iii. 420

Hydrate magnesium as u disinfectant, il. 203

Hydrochloric acid, i. 236
as a disinfectant, il. 1D6, 193

Ilydrocj-anic add, i. 230
as a disinfectant, il. 190

Hydrofluoric acid, i. 237

Hydrogen pero.\ide, ii. 322-5
for bleaching, ii. 30-3, 38

Hydrosulphuric acid. i. 237

Hyponitric acid, i. 235]

Hypovanadic phosphate, iii. 457

Ice, cooling air by, iv. 59
cream making, iv. 73

making, i. 363; iv. 70-83

apparatus, 11. 103

packing and storin-,', Iv. 36-41

pre.sirving. i. 303
Iceland moss, alcohol from, ii. 11

Ices, ii. lOs-73
Idrlan mercury furnaces, iii. 3.-)5, 380

Igniting comi>ositlons for matches, II. 336

llluminntion, gold leaf for, i. 312

Illustrations, copying, ii. 175-95

Iinugi', mouniing and preparing for devflop-
mi'iii, I. 275

Imilatlon gems, il. 229

lealht>r, 11. 373
mos;iic work, I. 391 >' ^
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Imitation silver, i. 11

tortoiscshcll, i. 3'0

woods, i. 416-21

Impasting, i. 103

Impervious cement, i. 2t

Impressions, metal for talking, 1. 13

Impurities in boiler feed waters, ii. 42-62
Inca pin, iii. 30
Incombustible paper, 1. 42D
Incrustation in boilers, 1. 18; ii. 42-62
Indelible ink, ii. 333-5

pencil writing, i. 8
Indestructible inks, i. 344

India, packing goods for, iv. 34
Indian coins, iii. 36

figures, iii. 36

ink, i. 15, 346 ; ii. 335-S

stains, removiug, ii. 135

red, ii. 415
Indianite cement, i. 23

Indiarubber, i. 240, 360

cement, ii. 86-8
.

cbeap, i. 23

goods, iv. 1-S

preserving, ii. 451
. varnisb, i. 73

Indigo effects, calico printing, ii. 20(-ll

extract, i. 31

Indium, iii. 245
Induction coils, iii. 108-10

contact-breakers, iii. 109

interniptors, iii. 109

primary coil, iii. 108

secondary coil, iii. 103

Inks, i. 343-9 ; ii. 325-47
black writing, ii. 325-9

bookbinders', ii. 343

burnishing, ii. 342

coloured, i. 345

writing, ii. 329-31

copper-plate printing, i. 348

copying, i. 343; ii. 331

detecting falsified writing, ii. 343

engraving, ii. 332
for writing on glass, ii. 342

on metallic surfaces, ii. 341

gold and silver, i. 349 ; ii. 341

green, i. 345

indelible, ii. 333-5
-^— Indian, ii. 335-8

invisible, ii. 338
litho priming, i. 348

marking, i. 346 ; ii. 339-41

miscellaneous, ii. 341-3

non-corrosive, i. 344

obliterated, ii. 343, 392

powder, i. 344

preventing mouldiness in, i. 344
.

printing, ii. 343-G

purple, i. 345

red, i. 345

shoe-finishers', ii. 342

stains, removing, ii. 132, 133, 135

stamping, ii. 346
stone or marble, for, i. 349

sympathetic, ii. 338

violet, i. 346

writing on litho stones, for, i. 348
Inlaid wood, bronzing, i. 418

Inlaying with mothcr-of-pcarl, I. 339
Inoxidisable alloys, iii. 39

Insects, luminous, ii. 378
Instantaneous photographic apparatus;, iv.

433-5

shutter, iv. 42 1

for timed exposures, iv. 42G-8

Instruments, drawing, i. 2

Insulating, slag for, iii. 440
Insulite batterj', iii. 89

Inteusifiers, gelatine, iv. 359-66

Intensity coils, iii. 110-5

commutator, iii. 114

condenser, iii. 113
. connections, iii. 115

contact-breaker, iii. 113
iron bundle, iii. 112

pede.^tal, iii. 114

primary coil, iii. 111

reel, iii. 100

secondary coil, iii. Ill
of negatives, reducing, i. 2'.i2

Interrnptors for induction coil, iii. 109
for intensity coil, iii. 113

Introducing phosphorus into molten metal, iii.

30
Invisible inks, i. 345; ii. 3^8
Iodide potassium as a disinfectant, ii. 196

Iodine, ii. 347-51
as 51 disinfectant, ii. 196, 193
from caliche, ii. 349-51
from seaweed, ii. 347-9

soap, i. 385

sources, ii. 347
Iodised albumen, i. 283

paper for disinfecting, ii. 20O
Iodoform, ii. 351-5

Ipecacuanha lozenges, ii. 174
Iridescent glass, iii. 235

paper, Ii. 393

Iridio-platinum, iii. 31, 247
Iridium, iii. 246
Iris green, i. 95
Iron alloys, iii. 21-4

amalgam, iii. 12

and glass cement, ii. 89
.

eteel, iii. 24 7-303

annealing, iii. 279
brass solder for, i. 366

brazing without heat, i. 365

bronzing, i. 19

browning, iii. 248
Iiundle for ititcnsitj' coil, iii. 112

burning, iii. 278

casehardening, i. 27

wrought, iii. 280-2

castings, enamelling, iii. 211
causes of hardening, iii. 259-62
cementation, iii. 253

•—— cements, i. 25 ; ii. 88
chloride as a disinfectant, ii. 196

classifying, iii. 264-6

cleaning, ii. 123
colour tests in tempering, iii. 267
coloured enamels on, iii. 212

colouring, ii. 216

cracking and sjilitting, iii. 276-S
dama.scening, iii. 248

dccaiburising, iii. 249-54
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Iron, decorating, iii. 2i1-9

degrees of temper, iii. 271-6

deposits, i. 220—-— developers, 1. 293, 294 ; iv. 387
effects of liardening, iii. 256-9

of various nieials on, iii. 21—1

enamelliuf!;. iii- 211-4

filters, iv. 178-si

fluxes for weldiufr, iii. 293

fuel for heatinc;, iii. 273

Ralvanising, i. 335 ; iii. 463
German malleable, iii. 251

gilding with gold solution, i. 307

hardening, defined, iii. 26!j-71

heat tests, iii. 271

heating for welding, iii. 296

steel, iii. 272
influence of Ciirbon on, iii. 262

of temperature, iii. 263

lacquers, iii. 306

malleable, i. 27 ; iii. 249-51

castings, iii. 251-4

melting, iii. 254-6
modifications of dipping, iii. 278
mottled enamels on, iii. 212-1
nature of welding, iii. 29'J

paint, ii. 435

patterns, varnisli for, i. 66

pipes, enamelling, iii. 211

soldering, i. 366

tvnning, i. 337

plating, i. 336

polishing, i. 402

pots and pans, cement for, 1. 25 ; ii. S9

puddling, iii. 250

ciuenchiiig, iii. 273
selection in welding, iii. 29-!

stains, removing, i. 293; ii. 132, 135
—

:
— sulphate as a di>infectant, ii. 197, 199-201

ti'mpering, iii. 2.")6-95

defined, iii. 268-71

fiuids, iii. 263

recipes, iii. 2e0-95

testing steels, iii. 266

tinned, Silder for, iii. 32

tinning, i. 336
varnish for, i. 72

wall-platis, enamelling, iii. 212

welding, iii. 295-303

wliili'hiiig grey pig, iii. 250
Irons for cleaning, ii. 110

Inmstone IkxI.v for pottery, i. 43
i on work, black, i. Hi

painting ami preserving, i. 112
varnish, 1. 08

I.HlngU-u, i. 243; ii. 335-8

c<-inent.i, 11. 89
from fish, il. 355

seawei'd, ii. 355-8
Italian bread, Ii. 151

Ivi.ry, artificial, 1. 371

blick, II. 400

bleaching. 1. 15; II. 33
cenunt for, I. 23; 11. 90

cle.tiiHtng, ii. 121

dying, I. 3T«; ii. 231
flr.\lble, I. 371
for inlnlaturefl, I. 371——
piper, 1. 426

Ivory polishing,
substitutes

i. 89, 406
ii. 353-66

Jabobandi Extract, ii. 282

Jalap extract, ii. 282

Janevvay's table of solubilities, iv. 396
Jantu for raising water, iv. 90

Japan copper, iii. 65
for enamelled cloth, iii. 202

grounds, i. 76, 77

work, painting, i. 77

varnishing, i. 78

Tapanese alloys, iii. 36-3

cement, ii. 90

lacquers, iii. 806-23

apparatus used, iii. 325-8

colouring matters, iii. 318
for plain work, iii. 311-3

gold lacquer, iii. 318-23

implements for plain ware, iii. 314-8

ki-urushi, iii. 311
materials for plain ware, iii. 314-8

nashiji, iii.' 324
on metal, iii. 323

prices, iii. 324

ro-urnshi, iii. 312

seshime, iii. 311

tapi)ing llie trees, iii. 307-11
tools for tapping, iii. 308
\%itli gold, iii. 313
woods lacquered on, iii. 311

stills, iv. 125

Jajianned leather, ii. 376

Japanners' gilding, i. 293

gobl size. i. 65

Japanning, i. 76; iii. 328-32

carriages, i. 79, 83

tea-tr.iys, iii. 329

tin, iii. 330

woal, iii. 331

Japans, iii. 328-32
Jarvis shutler, iv, 428

Jasper, cleaning, i. 27

marble, imitating on wood, L 425

.Iennna]>es brass, iii. 35
Jet black dyeing silk, i. 30

cement for, i. 23
Jewellers' .alloys, iii. 21

cement, i. 22; ii. 90

rouge, i. 104

solder, i. 364 ; iii. 32

•Tewellery, brightening tiirnished, i. 319
cleaning, 1. 28

gold, iii. 25

.ligging copper ore, iii. 51

.Ilpijapa straw, iv. 272

.loacliiinsthal procc>s for bismuth, Hi. 48

.luiiiing rubbiT fabrics, iv. 7

Joints, cement for, i. 25
•

olectricnl, Iii. 139, MO
.loltrain's copying procrss, il. 177
.lonrtnil Ixixes, albiy for, i. 12

.InnlpiT extract, II. 283

Jute, bleaching, ii, 33

Kaxten T9IX0I,as.<i, ii. 355
Kara-hanc alloy, ill. 36
Karakane alloy, iii. 37
Kiiseli im cement, Ii. 71
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Kayser's pigments for glass, iii. 228
Kesne's marble cement, ii. 93
Keller's cement, ii. 68

Kelp, ii. 347-9

Kennedy's telephone, iii. 190
Kerosene lamps, cement for, ii. 90

Kettles, soap, i. 376

Keuper sandstone, vanadium from, iii. 457
Kid gloves, cleaning, ii. 122

dyeing, ii. 235-7
Kiln for burning in stain and enamel on glass,

iii. 232

King's yellow, i. 96

Kiiigwood, imitating, i. 418
Koch's e.Nperiments on disinfectants, ii. 195

Komaroniy's copj-ing process, ii. 191
Kraft's alloy, iii. 40
Krolinbe's silver process, iii. 415
Kunzel's alloy, iii. 41

Kyanising wood, ii. 457

Label Cements, ii. 90

Laboratory cements, ii. 91

filters, iv. 189-95

Lac, bleaching, i. 74 ; ii. 37

lake, i. 92
scarlet woollen spirit, i. 40
water varnish, i. 74

Lace, cleaning, ii. 149

scouring, i. 321

whitening, i. 16

Lacquering, i. 74

preparing brass for, i. 74

Lacquers, i. 75

and lacquering, iii. 303-35

brass, iii. 303-5
• bronze, iii. 305

Brunswick black, iii. 305

copper, iii. 305

gold, iii. 305
iniu and steel, iii. 306

Japanese and Chinese, iii. 306-28

japanning and japans, iii. 328-32
metallic surfaces, iii. 332

optical work, iii. 333-5
Lactucarium extract, ii. 283
I>ake colours for coach painting, i. 82

pigments, i. 91 ; ii. 39S
Lalande and Chaperon's battery, iii, 84-7
Lama dresses, cleaning, ii. 148

Lameros, iii. 409

Lampblack, i. 97 ; ii. 400

Lumps, Britannia metal for, i. 11

cements for, ii. 90
fire risks from, iii. 139

Lane-Fox's quantity meter, iii. 146
Lantern slides, magic, i. 2S8

on albumen, iv. 394

Lanthanum, iii. 335

Lapis resists, calico-printing, ii. 203

Lapland glue, ii. S2

Lard, i. 373

oil, refining, i. 334
Lathe mandril, tempering, iii. 285

poli-shing in the, i. s7-9

Lathing, i. 121

and plastering, i. 120-3

Laundry blue, ii. 409
Lavender dyeing calico, ii. 219

Lavender dyeing cotton, i. 37

silk, i. 33— woollen, i. 35

lozenges, ii. 1 74

silk spirit, i. 39

soap, i. 385
vat, i. 39

Lead, iii. 335-63
batteri&s iii. 1S6-S
blast furnaces, iii. 340

brassing, i. 186
Breton process, iii. 333

burning, i. 361
Carinthian process, iii. 338

cements, ii. 91
chloride as a disinfectant, ii 201

cleaning, i. 176
colour house paint, i. 108

condensing vapours, iii. 343-9
Cornish process, iii. 340

cupelling, iii. 420-3

deposits, i. 221

desilverising, iii. 354-3
effect of, on iron, iii. 21

enamelling, iii. 214

English proa'ss, iii. 338-40
Flintshire process, iii. 340

glaze, iii. 222

Ma.\well-Lyte's process, iii. 350-3
ore hearth, iii. 335-7
Pattinson's process, iii. 354

peroxide as an electro-negative, iii. 184

pipe, iii. 360

pipes, soldering, i. 366

plat', s, jointing, i. 366

precipitation, iii. 341
liaschette furnace, iii. 341

reverberatory furnaces, iii. 337-40

Roswag process, iii. 349
Scotch furnace, iii. 335-7
sheet, iii. 358-60
shot, iii. 361-3
silver plating, i. 214

slag, smelting, iii. 342

softening, ill. 353
steam process, iii. 355-7

sulphate, i. 94
;

ii. 417
wet methods, iii. 349-53
white, i. 93
zinc process, iii. 357

Leaden lift-pump, iv. 101

pipes, coating with sulphide, iii. 214

Leakage in electric circuits, iii. 138

Leather, ii. 360-78

belts, preserving, i. 329
bran drench, ii. 373

calf-kid, ii. 360
• cement for, i. 24

; ii. 92

chamois, ii. 367

cleaning, ii. 124

cloth, iii. 2U1-1

currying, ii. 367-9

depilatories, ii. 369-71
discoloration of, i. 324

dj-eing, i. 325 ; ii. 237-41

enamelled, ii. 376; iii. 203

gilding, i. 309

glove kid, ii. 371-3

imitation, ii. 373
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,
i. 283

Leather, japaiinoci, ii. 3iG

uiuiocco, ii. 373-6

patent, ii. 37G

polishes, iv. 45-.')3

preserving, i. 327 ; ii. 451

I'aissia, ii. 377

to metal, cement, ii. 92

to pasteboard, anient, ii. 93

varnish, i. GO

wali'rproofins, iv. 15

I.,eclicsne's alloy, iii. 11

I/L-lanche battery, iii. 89

Leeihes preserving, ii. 4.")l

T.,»marr)uanil's inoxidisable alloy, iii. 39

Lemon candj', ii. 159

colour house paint, i. lOS

drops, ii. 1G7

essence, ii. 272, 274

ice-cream, ii. 171

juice, preserving, ii. 452

peel comlits, ii. 1 G3

essence, ii. 274

prawliiigs, ii. 1:'9

water ice, ii. 171

Length of camera, calciilatiii

Lenhir's cement, ii. 74

l^noir's copying process, ii. 188

Lens, camera, twin, i. 286

testing, iv. 404

Lepironia matting, iv. 274-G

L'jttering books, substitute for, i. 397

Letterpress, copying, Ii. 175-95

Letters, gilding, i. 29.S, 299

Ivcttuce extract, ii. 233

I.,ey pewter, iii. 30

l.,eys, i. 375

Lift- and force-pump, iv. 100

pump, iv. 95-9

liight, carlxms for, iii. 105-3

tor dark room, iv. 403

pliotograpliy by artificial

woodwork, varnish for, i. m
Ijghtfoofs comliinril indigo and m.idJer clTccts,

cali<:o printing, ii. 209

Lighting, basis of paying for, iii. 143

Lilac dyeing Ciilicf), ii. 219

cotton, i. 37

paper, ii. 249

."ilk, i. 33

woollen, i. 35

l.,ime acetate, evaporating, iv. 1C2

niord.inl, ii. 221

as a di-infiLtant, ii. 197. 190

carbolulooHadi.sinfeclaiit, ii. 201

clilorlde as a disinfectant, Ii. 197, 19^, 199,

201,203
chromale battiry, iii. 90

for pajxT, ii. 389

glyciTolxirale os ii disinficlant, ii. 202

iiiiid", lillering, Iv. 19U

paint, il. 435

htaln.t, removing, II. 136

toning b.itli, Iv. 3H9

Llniogc'H gla/e, iii. 221

Linden l>aNt, Iv. 273

Linen, Me.iihbig, 11. 31

removing Hlalin from, I. 293

KtulTs, preserving, it. 45(1

transparc'iil painting on, i. 1 10

2s7

Linen waterproofing, iv. 22

Lines, waterproofing fishing, i. 369

Linseed oil, i. 03

purifying, i. 115

varnish, i. 71

Lip glue, ii. 83

Liquating hearth, iii. 423

silver, iii. 423

tin, iii. 452

Liqueur cream ice, ii. 171

flavoured comtils, ii. 1C3

rings, ii. 157

water ice, ii. 171

l.iqnid blacking, iv. 4G-9

glue, i. 41 ; ii. 82

s'.aling, ii. 257

Liquorice lozenges, ii. 175

Lithium, iii. 363

Lithographic chalk, i. 151

ink, i. 151

paper, ii. 303

printing ink, i. 3 IS

stones, preparing, i. 151

transfer paper, i. 151, 423

Lithograpliy, i. 1 5(j

. photo-, i. 289

transferring, i. 15i

Litmus paper, ii. 391
Lobelia extract, ii. 283

Logwood extract, ii. 233

ink, ii. 326-S
London cement, i. 25

Tjooking-glasses, silvering, 1. 312-4

Lovago essence, ii. 274
Low wine, ii. 13

Lowry's waterproof process, iv. 18

Lubriamts, i. 333, 331 ; iii. 363-79
action of oils on metals, iii. 369-74
characteristics demanded, iii. 361

fire-tesnng mineral oils, iii. 365-8
formula.' for, iii. 376-U

friction, iii. 363

gumming, Iii. 361

principles of compounding, iii. 3G3

spontaneous comlmsiion, iii. 373

stains of, removing, ii. 133, 13V

viscosity, iii. 361
watch <iils, iii. 376

Luminons bodies, ii. 373-82

paints, ii. 3s0-2

Jiaper, ii. .'!93

Lustre, gold, i. 60

bilver, 1. 51

steel, i. 51

Lutes, .62-111

flro, 1. 359
for soldering, i. 367

Lye pumps, iv. 105

blains, removing, ii. 136

Mack Cufpcoi..\Ti:, ii. 160

Machinery motor.-, ilectiic, iii. 171

M.ieki'n/.ie's balteiy, ill. 91

Madder colours, cjilico printing, ii. 211

e.xtract, il. 2M3

lake, i. 92; Ii. 415

Mngenin dyeing silk, II. 251

Magic lantern hllili'H, I. 2s«

li.xing, I. 288
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Magic lantern slides, painting glass for, i. 58
— pigments for, i. 5.S

sensitising bath for, i. 2S8

pliotographic pictures, i. 291

Magistral, iii. 410

Jlagne's copying process, ii. 131

Magnesia, ii. 382

cement, ii. 107

tilter.s, iv. 181
• lozenges, ii. 174

Magnesium, iii. 379
acetate as a disinfectant, ii. 203

hydrate as a disinlVct;\nt, ii. 203

li'glit, pliotograjiliy by, iv. 398

Eidpbate as a disinfectant, ii. 197

^Magnetic carbide filters, iv. 173

!!\Iagneto-dynamos, iii. 125

^lagnets for telephones, cbeap, iii. 197

JIabogany cement, ii. 93
• cleaning, i. 87

graining to imitate, i. 423
• ground, i. 419

imitating, i. 417 •

•

polisbing, i. 87

staining wood, ii. 2C2-4

varnisb, i 65, 70

JIailkcliort, iii. 21, 35

Mainspring to watcb, iv. 3p9
JIaissiat's cement, ii. 08

Majolica glaze, iii. 221

Making chocolate, ii. IGO

electric bells, iii. 9t), 10 1

glass, i. 53
Male fern extract, ii. 283
Malleable iron, iii. 249-54
Malleableised iron castings, iii. 251-4
JIalt extract, ii. 283-5

Jlalting, ii. 11

MandrcLs, tempering, iii. 285

i\Ianganate blue, ii. 402

Manganese, iii. 3S0-3

alloys, iii. 25-9

benzoate, ii. 430
binoxide as a disinfectant, ii. 2G1

borate, ii. 430
bronze stj-le, calico printing, ii. 212
for hardening copper, iii. 06
German silver, iii. 28

• green, i. 95 ;
ii. 412

oxide, ii. 430
Manifold writing papers, i. 427
IManuheim gold, iii. 25

^Manure from slag, iii. 441

jNIanuscript^, renewing, i. 9

J.Iaple graining, bird's eye, i. 83, 422

curled, i. S t

ground, i. 419

j\raps, varnish for, i. 68

IMarble cements, i. 24, 393; ii. 93

cleaning, i. 27; ii. 125

imitatiiin red, iii. 229
. Working, i. 386-93
^farbled book edges, iv. 212

Jlarbling paper, i. 399
on wood, i. 424

soap, i. 373
Marine glue, i. 41 ; ii. 9.1-5

]\Iarking inks, i. 310; ii. 339-41

stains, removing, ii. 136

Marlie's inoxidisable alloys, iii. 39

Marmalade, ii. 446
Maroon dyeing silk, ii. 251

wool, ii. 268-9
Marsbmallow lozenges, ii. 174
Mason's cement, ii. 95

mastic, i. 390
I\Iassicot, i. 89; ii. 415
Mastic for marble, i. 389

varnish, i. 71

Jfasticating rubber, iv. 1

j\lat isinglass, ii. 358
]\Iat appearance on brass, iii. 15

JIatcbes, i. 140
; ii. 382-7

compositions, ii. 386

manufiicture, ii. 382

safety, ii. 383-5
silent, ii. 387

vestas, ii. 385

vesuviiins, ii. 385

Matching stained woods, i. 414
Mathemalieal instruments, alloys for, iii. 34
Mats, cleaning, ii. 130, 149

Matting, iv. 273-6

Chinese, iv. 274-6
floor, iv. 276

Russian, iv. 273

Maxwell-Lyte's process, lead, iii. 350-3
JTaynooth battery, iii. 84

Measuring electric currents, iii. 140-8
basis of payment, iii. 148

non-registering instruments, iii. 1 !2-4
rate of expending energy, iii. 141

registering instruments, iii. 144-8

units, iii. 140
work done, iii. 142

speed of drop-shutters, iv. 425
IMeat, carbolised paper for wrapping, ii. 193

extract, ii. 285

preserving, ii. 446-9
Mechanical current-meters, iii. i-;5

means of cooling air, iv. 53
methods of copying:, ii. igi
units of electric measurement, iii. UO

IMedal bronze, iii. 1 7

Medallion photos, iv. 411

IMedals, metal for, i. 13 ; iii. 40
Meerschaum, cement for, i. 23

; ii. 95

Jlegilps, i. 102
i\[ehlhausen on disinfectants, ii. 201
Melon essence, ii. 272

:i\Ielting brass, i. 10

furnace, circular, iii. 7

ordinarj', iii. 7

glue, i. 41

iron, iii. 251-6

metals, iii. 2

-points of nu'tals, iii. 5

silver, iii. 420
Mental for raising water, iv. 89
IMercurial ointment stains, removing, ii. 133

soap, i. 385
Mercuric chloride as a disinfectant, ii. 196, 197,

199

Jlcrcury, iii. 383-9
Bustamenti furnace, iii. 383
condensers iii. 387
distillation w ith lime, iii. 387
extraction, iii. 383-8
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IMcrcurj', Hiihner funiace, iii. 3S5

Hungarian process for copper ores, iii. 387
Idriaii furnace, iii. 385

for poor ores, iii. 386
losses in smelting, iii. 388

new Almailen furnace, iii. 384

recovering from am.ilgam, iii. 418-20

refining, iii. 388
Rhine process, iii. 387
.Siele process, iii. 386

IMetal, bullet, i. 13

gun, i. 13

liarii white, 1. 13

impression, i. 13

lining, i. 11

medal, i. 13

organ pipe, i. 13

Queen's, i. 12

rivet, i. 13

speculum, i. 13

statuary, i. 13

tinning, i. 13

to gla.ss, cementing, ii. 93

type, i. 13

white, i. 13

Metallic o.xidcs for colouring glass, iii. 226-8
• •

paint, i.98

re.-inates for colouring glass, iii. 228

salts as disinfectants, ii. 201

surfaces, ink for, ii. 341

lacquering, iii. 333

tempering, i. 26

jNIetals, action on oils, iii. 369-74

adhesive deposits on, i. 226

cements for, i. 24

cleaning, i. 28

colouring, ii. 241-7

composition of en.imels for, iii. 204

crucibles for meliing, iii. «

enamelling, iii. 2C4-14
flu.xes for. iii. 3

furnaces for melting, iii. 5

fusibility of, iii. 4

fusing, iii. 2

glass coating on, iii. 226

hardening, i. 26

melting, iii. 2

polisliiiig, i -101

pouring molten, iii. 9

Mexican process for silver, iii. 109-12
Mezercon extract, ii. 2S0

Mica, iii. 3H9-n2
MlccliiUo'8 deairalive proce.ss on glass, iii. 237
Midland's copying process, II. Ihg

JMIcrococcl, clehtroyini;, Ii. 195-206

JMIcrophon<«, iii. I4x-57

uction, lil. I ix-50

adjustable, iii. 151

con.-tiiictioii, ill. I.IO 7

cup and b.ill, ill. 153-5

IlughesX ill. 157

making plates for, iii 1.'j7

Hlmple, lil. 150

npcaking. lil. 161-3, 150

Microscopic sllcles, photograpliH for, I. 295

MIcroKcoplial ceniinls, ii (Mi

MIgnon alr-co(dltig syHti'm. Iv. 69
MIMcw HtulnH, removing, ii. 137
Milk cement, ii. 97

:\Iilk preserving, ii. 449

stains, removing, ii. 137

iMillboards, iv. 237
JNIill picks, tempering, i. 26 ; iii. 285
Millefruit ice cream, ii. 171

water ice, ii. 171

Jlineral oils, fire-testing, iii. 365-8

white, i. 93
wool from slag, iii. 439

Minerals, luminous, ii. 379

Miniatures, ivory for, i. 371

Mining picks, tempering, iii. 286

Minium, i. 90; ii 415

Minofor, iii. 25

Mirrors, cleaning, ii. 125
•

silvering, i. 316
Jliscellaneous alloj-s, iii. 34-42

inks, ii. 341-3
^lilis green, ii. 412

Mix''d-liquid ice-making machines, iv. 77

Mixing colours for house painting, i. lOU—— metals for alloys, iii. 4

Mixtures, piUling, i. 246

silveiing, i. 318
Mock gold, iii. 25
Alohr's cement, ii. 92
Moku-mc in .lapanese bronze, iii. 38
Alolasses alcohol, ii. 11

Molybdenum, iii. 392
Mondcsir air cooling system, iv. 65

;\ronte-jus, iv. 103

.Mordants, ii. 221

dyeing, i. 40
wood staining, i. 417

Aloreens, cleaning, ii. 1 IG

.Morell's embalming fluid, iv. 45
;\lc)rin air-cooling .systim, iv. 63
.Morocco leather, i. 323 ; ii. 373-6

dyeing, ii. 375

restoring, ii. 376

]\Iorpbia acetate as a disinfectant, ii. 197

Moriihine, ii. 21.

Morreau's ri<lucing flux, i. 350
Moriis's aluminium, iii. 467
Mortar bronze, iii. 17

from slag, iii. 437

Mortars, i. 123

^[osalc gold, i. 17

work, imitjition, i. 391

Moss alcohol, ii. 11

Mosses, dyeing, ii. 231

Mother-of-pearl, i. 33><

buttcms, arlillrial, I. 339
cement for, i. 23

inlaying « itii, i. 339

poli-hing, i. 4U6

Motors, electric, iii. 157-72

application, iii. 165-72

con.Htructlon, iii. 157-65

machinery, ill. 171

railways, ill. 167-70

rrgulating, iii. 163

Motlled enanii'ls on iron, iii. 212-4

.Mollliiig brass, iii. 15

Mouldiiiess in ink, preventing, I. 344

Moulding app.'iralus i. 3.'i7

bron/.e figures, lil. 1m 20

romposltion, i. .'101, 43(1

.Japanuso bronzes, ill. 37
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Bloulding picture frames, i. 431

j\IoiiUls, candle, i. 357

picture frame, i. 431
Mountain green, i. 95

; ii. 412

Mounting drawings on linen, i. 1

ivory, i. 371

marble, i. 387

prints, iv. 403
]\[ouse colour, dj-eing hats, ii. 233
Mouth glue, ii. 83

jMoutlipiece of phonograph, iii. 176

IMucilage for labels, i. 340
j^Uiller's embalming fluid, iv. 45

Multiplying written and printed matters, ii.

175-95
]\Iuntz metal, i. 12

;
iii. 14, 29

!Muriate of tin, i. 40
IMuriatic acid as a disinfectant, ii. 196, 193
Music plate metal, iii. 33
Musical boxes, repairing, iv. 294-300

clocks, iv. 318— instruments, repairing, iv. 279-300
Musi? soap, i. 384

Sluslin, cleaning, ii. 148

filters, iv. 194

glass, iii. 236
Mustard oil as a disinfectant, ii. 196

Blyrrh extract, ii. 2s6

Name Plates, Enamelled Iron, iii. 212

Nankeen, dyeing paper, ii. 249

Naphtha, absorbing by oil, iv. 4

condensing vapour of, iv. 5

recovering from rubber goods, iv. 3-5

Naples yellow, i. 96; ii. 426
Narcotic extract, ii. 286 "*

Narcotine, ii. 22
Naturalists' cement, ii. 97
Nature printing, i. 289
Nectarine essence, ii. 272

Negative bath, iv. 417—- elements of batteries, iii. 76

Negatives, cleansing old varnished, i. 291

enlarging, i. 285

exposure under, i. 274
from oil paintings, ii. 184

intensifying after varnishing, i. 292
iron developer for dense, i. 293—— reducing intensity of, i. 292

; iv. 3G8

stripping film from, iv. 366
weak and flat prints from, i. 281

Nelson's gelatine, ii. 307

Nets, tanning, i. 324
Neutjer's turf mould dressing, ii. 202

Neutralising efBuvia from tallow pans, i. 351
Nevada smelting furnace, iii. 423-5
Newcastle white, i. 23

News-letters, photographic, i. 295
Nezeraux air-cooling system, iv. 67
Nichols' acid pump, iv. 103
Nickel, iii. 393-400

Christofle's process, iii. 393

deposits, i. 220

extraction, iii. 393-8
Ganiier's process, iii. 397

iron, iii. 22

ores, iii. 393

plating, i. 220
• without a battery, i. 220

Nickel, preparing metallic, iii. 396

properties, iii. 398-400

treating arsenides, iii. 394
matte and speiss, iii. 395

sulphides, iii. 393

very poor ores worked for ether

metals, iii. 395

uses, iii. 398-400

Nicotine, ii. 22
Nielled silver, i. 213
Niello work in .Japanese bronzes, iii. 38

Niepce's copj-ing process, ii. 183
Niewerth's aluminium, iii. 467
Niobium, iii. 400
Nitrate alumina mordant, ii. 221

• binoxide of mercury, i. 239
iron, i. 39

potash, i. 239
• as a disinfectant, ii. 197

silver, i. 239,318
as a disinfectant, ii. 197

• balh, i. 283
——

reducing, i. 292
Xitre lozenges, ii. 174
Nitric acid, i. 236

as a disinfectant, ii. 199
for refining gold, iii. 241-5

ether as a disinfectant, ii. 197

oxide as a disinfectant, ii. 199

Nitro-glycerine, i. 142

Nilro-sulphate of iron, i. 39
Nitrous acid, i. 235
• as a disinfectant, ii. 198

Nogat, ii. 165

Non-registering instruments for electric

measuring, iii. 142-4

Nonpareil bitters, ii. 29

comfits, ii. 163
marble book edges, iv. 213

Xoria for raising water, iv. 92

Nottingham black glaze, iii. 222

white, i. 93
Noxious vapours, destroying, iii. 203, 213

Noyau cream ice, ii. 171

Nuisance, preventing, iii. 203, 243
at glue-works, ii. 307-9
at gut-works, ii. 320-2

Nuth's copying process, ii. 185

Nutmeg essence, ii. 274

lozenges, ii. 174
Nux vomica extract, ii. 286

Oak Gkounds, i. 419
in spirit colour, i. 421

stain, i. 418

staining wood, i. 264

varnish, i. 70

wainscot, imitating, i. 416
Obach's tangent galvanometer, iii. 142
Obliterated ink, i. 343, 392

Obtaining gold from old bath, i. 291

Ochres, i. 98

Ohm-meter, iii. 144

Oil, absorbing naphtha in, iv. 4
as a disinfectant, i. 196

cloth, iv. 21

colours on carlxm prints, 1. 286

painting in, i. 90-103
for waterproofing, iv. 22
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Oil gilding on wood, 1. 20G, 2D7

lard, refining, i. 331

lubricating, i. SSI

paintings, negatives from, ii. 184

pollard oak in, i. 423

press waste, albuun ii from, ii. 9

sketcliing paper, i. 101

stains, removing, ii. 134

watclimalvcrs', i. 334

Oilcloth, cleaning, ii. 125
dil'd paper, ii. 393

Oiling planes, 1. 86

Oils, i. 372, 373
action on metals, iii. 3G0-74

bleaching, ii. 34

boiling, ii. 129

drj-injj, ii. 429

filtering, iv. 19G-3

fire-testing, iii. 365-S
for carria^'e painting, ii. 440

furniture, i. 87

-gumming, iii. 3Gt

l^iinting, ii. 427-9

viscosity, iii. 3G4

(MIskiiis:, repairins, i. 3G-i

lllcicudcl, i. 373
Olive brown, dyeing silk, i. 31

dyein;^ cotton, i. 38 ; ii. 227

jiapcr, ii. 249

wool.ii. 269

green bouse paint, i. 103

oil, i. 372
0'.Vcil'3 experiments on disinfectants, ii. 193

Opalotj'pc pictures, i. 294

Opafiuonialiogany paint, i. 109
oak paint, i. 108

Opium extr.ict, ii. 286

Optical work, lacfiuering, iii. 333-5

Opticians' cement, ii. 97

Orange bankets, ii. IGG

bitters, ii. 29

comfits, ii. 163

dyeing calico, ii. 21!)

cotton, i. 38 ; ii. 227

paper, ii. 249

silk, i. 32

woollen, i. 35
; ii. 2C9

enamel, i. 49

es.sciice, ii. 272, 274
flower drops, ii. lua

soap, i. 3K5
ico cream, ii. 171

Inks, ii. 333

lake, t. 03

pulnt, I. 108

peel csHcncc, ii. 274

prawlings, Ii. l.')9

reserve, caliro jirinting, ii. 209
water l(e, II. 172

Ore, buildling copper, Iii. .12

cleaning copper. Ml. r»l

(riisliing copp( r. ill. .M

Jigging coppir, ill. Ol

Organ pipes, metal fur, 1. 13

Orgeat drops, II. ion

Ice cream, 11. 1C9

Orienlul verd iinllriuc on wood, i. 12.')

tirinolu, I. 13, 190

Oiiiamenled work, polislilng, I. 89

Ornamenting book edges, i. 396
brass, iii. 15

glass, iii. 235-8
Ornaments for picture frames, i. 430

Orpiment, i. 96 ; ii. 426
Osier baskets, iv. 276-9
Osmic acid as a disinfectant, ii. 196
Osmium, iii. 400
Outdoor clocks, iv. 318

photography, iv. 416
O. V. retorts, iv. 171

Over-exposure of photographs, i. 280
firing dial-plates, ill. 210

graining, i. 420

printed proofs, reducing, iv. 397
Ox gall, purifying, i. 116
Oxalate ])ota^!•ium, ii.442
Oxide silver, i. 51

tin, i. 404
Oxidised silver, i. 218

Oxidisiii); silver artielcs, i. 313

Oxyciiloride zinc o nienf, ii. 107

Oysters, preserving, ii. 444
O/.ukcrit, i. 353

Packfokg, iii. 21

Packing and storing, iv. 23-41
articles of delicate odour, iv. 20-32
rau>tic soda, iv. 24

china, iv. 23

deliquescent salts, iv. 24

explosive fluids, iv. 25

flower.s, iv. 25

f'lilniinales, iv. 25
glass, iv. 23

ici>, iv. 3G-11

paper, ii. 393; iv. 17

lic'lroh'um, iv. 25

lihosphorus, iv. 24
tea, iv. 2i;-32

lextili'S, iv. 32-6
woods suitable for, iv. 32

Padding style, calico printing, ii. 213
Paecott.ih for raising water, iv. 91

I'aint, il. 427-36

antieorroslve, i. 99

ajiiilying, ii. 431

bronze, i. 99

brushes, ii. 432

cleaning, il. 126

cause of cracking, ii. 439
cement, il. 434

cleaning, il. 125

coats, ii. 432

cojiper, Ii. 435

destroying, I. 1 17

diseoloialion, ii. 4.')3

disinfecting, Ii. 202

driers, II. 129

drying, II. I.il

(coMomical, i. 99

flliitrg. II. 4.12

for wire work, I. 99

gilding on, I. 305

gold, II. 435

grinding, ii. 430
-
Iron, II. 435

lini.', II. 4:15

mlscellamons, ii, 431-0
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Paint, mixing, ii. 439
oils for, ii. 427-9

priming coat, ii. 431

removing smell, ii. 433

eilicated, ii. 435
stains on glass, ii. 122

removing, ii. 133, 137
steatite, ii. 43(j

storing, ii. 431
-^— surface for, ii. 433

transparent, ii. 430

tungsten, ii. 436

vehicles, ii. 427-9

vi-ater-colours, ii. 433
\\'inclo\v, ii. 436

zinc, ii. 436
Painted book edges, iv. 246
Painters' cream, i. 91

Painting, ii. 436-42

badger tools fur, i. 100
brushes for oil, i. 99
canvas for, i. 101

carriages, i. 79 ; ii. 43S-41

cleaning oil brushes, i. 100
easel fur, i. 99

fresco, i. 109

glass for magic lantern, i. 58

glazing for, i. 102

gold size for, i. 102

grounds, i. 101

hogliair tools for, 1. 100

house, 1. 105-9

impasting, i. 103

ingredients, ii. 436-S
niahlstick for, i. 99

measuring, ii. 433

megilps, i. 102
new work, i. 107
oil colours, i. 99-103
oil stretching paper, i. 101
oils for, 1. 101
old work, i. 107
on vellum, i. 349

palettes Ibr, i. 99
——

'iireserving cracked,.!. 113

scumbling, i. 103

signboard.'^, i. 112
vehicles for colour, i 101
water colours, i. 104

woodwork, ii. 441

Painticgs, cleaning, ii. 126-9

lining, ii. 126

old, i. 116

restoring, ii. 127

stopping, ii. 126

varnisliing v.iluable, i. 113
Paints, fireproof, ii. 294-6

luminous, ii. 380-2

I'alissy glaze, iii. 221

Palladium, iii. 401
Palm oil, i. 372

soap, i. 382
Pan treatment of silver ores, iii 417
Panama bats, iv. 272

Pansy, dyeing silk, ii. 251

Paper, i. 42G-S ; ii. 3s7-96

albumenising, iv. 389-91
astronomical drawing, ii. 391

bleaching, i. 14

Paper, blotting, ii. 3S2

boiling esparto, ii. 390
raw materials, ii. 3S9— with caustic soda, ii. 390

bronzing, i. 18—
carbolised, for wrapping meat, ii. 109
card, ii. 391

casts, i. 430
commercial post, ii. 390
cream, ii. 390

crystalline, ii. 392

deciphering burnt documents, ii. 333
draining and pressing, ii. 391
drawing, i. 1

cartridge, ii. 390

dyeing, 11. 247-51

envelope, ii. 391

fastening on drawing-board, i. 1
•

filtering, ii. 392
filters, iv. 188-91

fireproofing, ii. 299

gilding edges of, i. 310

writings on, i. 310

hanging, i. 118 s

hangings, gold, i. 312

hardening, ii. 393
iodised, for disinfecting, ii. 200
iridescent, ii. 393
lime for, ii. 389

lithographic, ii. 393
luminous, ii. 393

negatives, iv. 399, 401
oiled, ii. 393

packing, ii. 393

pan, iv. 404

post, ii. 391

powder, i. 429

preserving charred, ii. 443

pulp, bleaching, ii. 33

removing oil stains from, ii. 135

safety, ii. 394
selection and assortment of rags, ii. 3S7-9
smoothing, ii. 394
soda ash for, ii. 390

splitting, ii. 394

-staining, i. 429
test papers, ii. 394

tracing, ii. 395

transfer, ii. 396

tr.insferiing engravings to, ii. 195
transparent palming on, i. Ill

varnishes, waterproof, iv. 18

wasliing and breaking, ii. 391

waterproofing, i. 369; iv. lC-8
waxed, ii. 396

ipier mache, i. 430

ipyrograph, ii. 179
irabolic cement, ii. 97
iraffin, bleaching, ii. 33
irallel rule, using, i. 3

iichment, ii. 39G—
artificial, ii. 396—
cleaning, ii. 129—
dycing,"ii. 251—
natural, ii. 396—
paper, i. 428; iv. 17— removing wrinkles, ii. 397— size for finishing silks, ii. 140—
staining, i. 429
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Parchment uniting to paper or wooil, i. 9

I'areira extract, ii. 286
Parian cem'iit, ii. 97

Paris bluf, ii. 402

cement, ii. 97

Parisian cake, ii. 153
Parker's jewelry alloy, iii. 25

Parkes process of dcsilvering lead, iii. 357

vulcanising process, iv. 6

Parkesine, ii. 35S-66
Parone's waterproofing process, iv. 22
Parson's manganese bronze, iii. 25-7

I'arting gold, iii. 211-5
Passini's enilxilniing fluid, iv. 45
I'aste blacking, iv. 49

cements, ii. 9S-100
corn starch, ii. 9S
for mounting photographs, ii. 93
for paperliau^ug, ii. 99

razor, i. 405

shaving, i. SsO

starch, ii. 9S
tliat will not sour, ii. 99

trimmers', ii. 99

Pasteboard, enamelled, iii. 203

waterproofing, iv. 16

Pa^teur's fluid, preserving, ii. 453

)'a.sting down books, iv. 250-2

up books, iv. 234
Patent leather, ii. 376

restoring, i'. 377

separutim; stuck hides, ii. 377
Patio process for silver, iii. 409-12
P.itta rosa lozenges, ii. 174

I'uttiuson's desilvering proces.s, iii. 351
Paul's waterproofing process, Iv. 18

I'avements, i. 119, 129

concrete, i. 120

tar, i. 120

Pa^si's (lisiiif(ctant, ii. 199

Paving bliicks from slag, iii. 430

I'uymciit for electric suiiplj", iii. 143

Peach colour house paint, i. lOS

dyeing woollen, i. 35

essence, ii. 272

ic, ii. 172
water Ice, ii. 172

Pear essence, il. 273
water ic, ii. 172

Pearl colour paint, i. lOS

white, i. 93

Pearl.t, cleaning, i. 27

kUi.s, iii. 22S

IVasley cement, 11. 100

I'ebbk-8, cutting, 1. 405

Pechlney's aliimliiiuni, ill. 405
P.'<leslal for Inten-ity c ill, iii. IM
IVllgol blui-, 11. 402

I'ellltory e.xtract, il. 2x7

Pencils, copying, il. 192

cultlni:, 1. 1

for water-colour drawingo, i. 104

I'l-nnyroyal eswnci-, 11. 274

Peppi-rnilnt randy, ii. 109

dropN, 11. 10>f

(KH<-nc<'. 11. 271

Iiizengrs, il. 174

oil im a dlslnficlaiit, 11. 190, 202

rock, 11. lot

Pepsine as a disinfectant, ii. 197
Perchloric acid, ii. 397

Percolation, iv. 193-209

Percy and Patera's silver process, iii. 42t
Perkins' ice-making machine, iv. 79

Perforating glass, iii. 231

Perfuming soaps, i. 383
Permanent silver prints, iv. 381-3

white, i. 93

Permanganate potash as a disinfectant, ii. 196-S,
204

soda as a disinfectant, ii. 201
Peroxide hyilrogen, ii. 322-5

lor bleaching, ii. 30-3, 33

Perry's series and magneto djniamo, iii. 12G
shunt and magneto-dynamo, iii. 126

Persian wheel for raising water, iv. 92
Personal danger in electric lighting, iii. 139

Perspiration stains, removing, ii. 133
Peruvian bitters, ii. 30
Petroleum-ether as a disinfectant, ii. 19G

storing, iv. 25

Pewter, i. 13; iii. 30, 35

burnishing, i. 409
soft soldering, i. 365
solder for, i. 364

P./wterers" solder, i. 3C6 ; iii. 32
I'haraoh's serixnts, i. 146
Pharmaceutical stills, iv. 126-31

Phenol, see Carbolic Acid

Philosophiail instruments, lacquer for, i. 75

Phonographs, iii. 172-3

components, iii. 172

constructing, iii. 173-8

cylinder, iii. 173

diaphragms, iii. 174, 176, 173
leaden record, iii. 177

moulbjiiece, iii. 176

piiiiit, iii 174

sixpenn}-, iii. 177

supports, iii. 174
tinfoil for, iii. 173, 17G

Plios]ihate ammonia, i. 243

s<xla, i. 2 13

Phosphates fium slag, iii. 441

I'liosplior alliiys, iii. 30

bronze, iii. 31

Phosplionis, efl'ect of, on iron, iii. 22

introducing Inlo molten metal, Iii. 30

packing, iv. 24

Plioto-crayon portraits, i. 270

I'liotographers" negative varnish, i. 63

Photogruphic camera, i. 243

emulsions, iv. 149

filtering, iv. 195

glass plates, cleaning, ii. 121

(.'lasses, sizes of, i. 250

lens, i. 2 IS

methods of copying, Ii. 175-91

news-letters, 1. 2'.i5

pictunit, magic, 1. 291

softening, i. 255

prints, cement for, I. 23

Photographs, cement.i for mounting, I. 23
ceramic enamels, iii. 215-21

Oiloiired, on glass, ill. 233
ennniellecl |iriMl», iii. 214

enainilling. Hi. 21 1-21

caused of failure, ill. 220
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Photographs, encaustic paste, iii. 2U
etching on glass, iii. 233

paste for mounting, ii. 9S

transferring to wood, ii. 193-5

Photography, i. 24&-95 ; iv. 343-435
albumen processes, iv. 424
albumeuised paper, i. 255

argentometer, i. 250

arranging drop-shutters, iv. 424

autotype process, i. 2C6

background, i. 291
bromide cadmium, i. 259

by artificial light, i. 2s7

by magnesium light, iv. 398
camera attachment for paper negatives,

iv. 432
carbon printing, i. 266
cartes de visite, varnishing, i. 258
collodio-albumen process, England's, i. 266

Eyley's, i. 265
bromide process, i. 266
chloride paper, iv. 378

printing process, iv. 388
( itro-chloride emulsion, iv. 377

collodion, coating plate with, i. 252
enlargements, iv. 389

formula, iv. 3S7

iodised, i. 259

negatives, i. 254, 260

positives, i. 251

process, i. 250 ; iv. 377-89
sensitised, i. 259

spirits of wine for, i. 250—- Sutton's wet proci-ss, i. 202

copying pictures, i. 261

crystal enamel, i. 253
dark room, i. 247 ; iv. 403

developer lor very delicate transparencies,
iv. 388

developing, i. 253

diapbanotypes, i. 270

dry collodion process, i. 231

plate holder, iv. 430

drying plates, iv. 369
durable sen^itised paper, iv. 388
enamel photos, iv. 414

enlarging on argentic paper and opals, iv.
401

e.xposure, i. 252
; iv. 429

lixing, i. 253, 257
; iv. 380

flexible plates, iv. 410

floating albumenised paper on the silver

bath, iv. 391-3
fluid measure, i. 251

• focus, i. 249

gelatine developers, iv. 351-9
emulsions, iv. 344-51

iutensificr-s iv. 359-66

processes, iv. 343-77
gelatiuo-bromide film paper, iv. 370

glass positives, instructions for, i. 253
ground, iv. 387

pura and gallic acid process, i. 269

Hartley's dry-plate process, iv. 372-7
heliotype, i. 271

honey process, i. 285

image, tearing in transferring, i. 281
instantaneous apparatus, iv. 433-5

shutter, iv. 424

Photography, instantaneous shutter for timed

exposures, iv. 426-i8

intensifying, i. 260
iodide and bromide solution, i. 259

cadmium, i. 259

ivory type, i. 271
Jarvis shutter, iv. 428
lantern slides on albumen, iv. 391
light for daik room, iv. 403
lime toning bath, iv. 389

measuring speed of drop-shutters, iv. 425
medallions, iv. 411

miscellaneous, iv. 395-435
mounting, i. 258 ; iv. 403

negative bath, iv. 417

negatives, albumen varnish for, i. 2C1
amber varnish for, i. 201

developing solution for, i. 259
faults in, i. 255

lixing solution for, i. 200
silver nitrate bath for, i. 259

stopping out, i. 200
nitrate silver bath, i. 253
on silk, i. 290
on wood, iv. 405-10

operating room, i. 246
outdoor, iv. 416

paper, i. 255

albumenised, i. 255

negatives, iv. 399, 401

pan, iv. 404

jireparing the, i. 256

permanent silver print?, iv. 331-3

photographing paper photos, iv. 399
on fabric, iv. 389

I)igment employed, i. 279
positive collodion, i. 252

positives and negatives, i. 250

printing process, i. 255-7

positive from positive, iv. 397
prints, defects in, i. 258

fixing solution for, i. 260

obtaining quickly, i. 201
on paper in 5^minutes, iv. 4f

put'ing up pliites, iv. 307

reducing negatives, iv. 368

over-pi inted proofs, iv. 397

remedy for frilling, iv. 307

restoring faded photos, iv. 397
saturated iron solution, iv. 3s7
sensitive collodio-gelatine tissue, 1. 278
sensitising sohni'.n for, i. 200
silver prints mounted on glass, iv. 411

silvering, large mirrors for, i. 316
solution, dtveloping, i. 252

fixing, i. 252

stripping tilm from negatives, iv. 366, 395
sulphurous acid, iv. 423

Sutton's, converting negative into positive,
i. 205

process, organifler, i. 264

varnish, i. 265
table of solubilities of chemicals, iv. 39C
tannin process, i. 285

testing a lens, iv. 404
tissue negatives from plates, iv. 371

toning, i. 257
; iv. 414-6

and fixing in one bath, i, 261

baths, 1. 260, 261
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Photographv, toning silver cltro-chlorlde

prints, iv." 3G9

tourists' preservative dry-plate process,
iv. 383

transparencies, iv. SSi-l
uneven texture in finished print, i. 281

varnishes, i. 253; iv. 417-23
vitrilied photos, iv. 412

washing, i. 253

weights and measures used in, i. 251

Werge's gold toning bath, iv. 388
Winter's canvas enlargements, iv. 389

Photo-lithography, i. 280; ii. 183

Phuto-micrographs, i. 295

Pliotophoncs, iii. 178-81
seliMiium cell, iii. 179

transmitter, iii. 180

Phototypy, ii. 185

Pianos, iv. 279-S8

blocking, iv. 281

buzzing, iv. 283
Celeste pedal, iv. 238

centres sticking, iv. 2S1

damp, iv. 281

durability, iv. 282

faulty repetition, iv. 285
hammers sticking, iv. 283

keys, iv. 282

sticking, iv. 281

moths, iv. 231

pitch, iv. 283

putting in strings, Iv. 2S0

re-hinging levers, iv. 2S0

renewing pins and wires, iv. 2S5-7

repairing sticker-hinge, iv. 280

rusty wires, iv. 283

selecting, iv. 279

taking to pieces, iv. 232
Pickles fur brass, iii. 13, 15

Pickling fruit, &c., ii. 410

timljcr, Ii. 450-08

I'icks, tcnii)ering, iii. 286
I'icota for raising water, iv. 01

Picric acid as a disinfectant, II 100

I'ictet's ice-making machine, Iv. 78
Picture can v.is, preparing, i. 113

frames, cleaning, ii. 119

composition for, I. 123, 304

gilding, i. 301
ornaments for, i. 430

Pictures, cleaning, i. 27

magic, photographic, !. 291

opalotype, I. 294

Piecing Indlarubber, 1. 300
loulInT straps, I. 329

Pier-glaas, partially resllverlng, I. 315

I'ignient style, calico printing, Ii, 213
J'iguienti, I. hO; 11. 308-127

uluiu whit'', i. 03

black, 1. 07

blue, I. 9«

Ivory, 1. 97

lamp. I. 97

Uussian, i. 08

blue-, 1. 90

nziire, I. DO—
: cob.dt. I. 07

lake, i. 92

I'ruHslaii, I. 07

Pigments, blue S;ixon, i. 97

ultramarine, i. 96

ashes, i. 96
Brazilwood lake, i. 92
carminated lake, i. 92
cochineal lake, i. 92

Derbyshire white, i. 93

employed in photography, 1. 279
for colouring waterproof goods, iv.

for glass, iii. 226-9
for majiic-lantern slides, i. 53

green. Earth's, i. 94

Bremen, i. 94

Brighton, i. 94

Brunswick, i. 91

chrome, i. 95

emerald, i. 95

Gellart's, i. 05

iris, i. 95

lake, i. 93

manganese, i. 95

mountain, i. 95

Prussian, i. 05

sap, i. 05

Scheelc's, i. 95

Vienna, i. 95
lac lake, i. 92

lakes, i. 91

madder lake, i. 92

massicot, i. 89
mineral white, i. 93
Newcastle whit.\ i. 93

Nottingham white, i. 93

orangi: lake, i. 93
• pearl white, i. 93

Iiernianent white, i. 93

phutiigraphs in, i. 273

red, clialk, i. 80

Indian, i. s9

lake, i. 93

lead, i. b9

light, i. 80

Spani.^h white, i. 93

suli)hate lead, i. 01

white, i. 03

Chinese, i. 94

lliimbing, i. 01

Venetian, i. 01

wliite-lead, i. 03, 04

whiting, i. 01

Wilkinson's, i. 04

yellow, i. 95

chrome, 1. 95

King's, i. 96
lake, i. 93

Naples, I. 96
I'lltz furnaces, iii. 310
Pin wire, iii. 35

I'Inchbrck, i. 11 ; Hi. 34

Pineapple csKence, ii. 273

Ice, ii. 172
water ice, ii. 172

Pink, dyeing calico, 11. 213, 215, 219
. cotton, I. .17

paper, ii 250

silk, 1.32

woollen, I'Ycncb, i. 33
Inks. 11. 3 13

mordant, i. 40
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rinkroot extract, ii. 28»

I'ipe, leaden, iii. 360

tin-lined, ill. 361

Piperine, ii. 23

Pipes, metal, for organ, i. 13
. soldering, i. 366

Piques, cleaning, ii. lis
Piion's waterproofing jirocess, iv. "0
Pistachio candy, ii. 159

ice cream, ii. 1V2
Pitch stains, removing, ii. 132

Pivoting watch, iv. 337-9
Pixis process for transferring photographs to

wood, ii. 193-5
Plain pyrugallic developer, i. 283

Planes, oiling, i. S6

Plaster, bronzing, i. 18

casts, polishing, i. 405

cements, ii. 100
float and set, i. 122
of Paris diaiihragiiis for batteries, iii. T7

painting, i. 109

I'lastering, i. 121, 122

I'late, cleaning, i. 2«
•

glass, i. 54

pewter, iii. 30

polished, i. 55

powders, i. 404

style, calico printing, ii. 214
Plated metal, solder for, i. 364
• • silver, i. 207

Plates, drying photo, iv. 369
• for microphones, iii. 157

platinising, iii. 80

putting up gelatine, iv. 3CT

Platin, iii. 16
iridium alloy, iii. 247

Platinising plates, iii. SO

silver, i. 318

Platinum, iii. 402-4

alloys, iii. 31

deposits, i. 219
electro- deposits, i. 219
extraction, i. 222

fusion, iii. 402
Ileriius process, iii. 40.3

• malleable by wet way, iii. 402
oxide, i. 51

properties, iii. 404

purifying, iii. 403

stills, iv. 168-70

uses, iii. 404
waste mother-liquors, utilising, iii. 401

Plocaria Isinglass, ii. 355
Plum candy, ii. 159

essence, ii. 273

Plumbago, i. 244
Plumbers' cements, i. 23; ii. 100

solder, i. 365, 366
Pneumatic acid pumps, iv. 102
Poitevin's copying powder, ii. 182

Pole-pieces of dynamos, iii. 120
Polieh for carved cabinet work, i. 87

furniture, i. 87

harness, i. 327

leather, iv. 45-53—
papier mache, i. 430
turners' work, i. 87

Polished metal, varnish for, i. 72

Polished plate glass, i. 55

Polishing book edges, i. 393
enamelled dial-plaits, iii. 207
hard woods, i. 88
horn and ivorj-, i. 40G

or tortoisesliell, i. 89
in the lathe, i. 87

mahogany, i. 88

marble, i. 387, 393
materials, i. 404

metals, i. 401-5

mother-of-pearl, i. 40G
ornamental work, i. 89

planes, i. 86

plaster casts, i. 405

shells, i. 406

slate, i. 406
soft woods, i. 88

steel, alloj' for, iii. 35
vulcanite, i. 405

• walnut, i. 88

wheels, i. 403
wood carving, i. 85

Pollack's glycerine cement, ii. 85
Pollard oak graining, i. 83

• in distemper, i. 423
in oil, i. 423

Pollen ponder, i. 429

Polygraphia paper, ii. 189
Pomona green enamel, i. 49

I'onceau, dyeing wool, ii. 269

Poppy extract, ii. 287

oil, i. 373
I'orcelain body for potting, i. 43

cements, ii. 100

electro-gLlding on, i. 190
enamels for, i. 48

glazing, iii. 223
Porous pottery filters, iv. 182

Porphyra isinglass, ii. 358

Porphyry, cle:icing, i. 27

imitating on wood, i. 426
Portable glue, i. 41 ; ii. 84
Portraits, cabinet, i. 295
Positive elements of batteries, iii. 76
Positives, transparent, 1. 287
Post paper, ii. 391

Potash, i. 374
arsenite as a disinfectant, ii. 196
as a disinfectant, ii. 196

• bichromate as a disinfectant, ii. 197, 199

batteries, iii. 77-81
chlorate as a disinfectant, ii. 196

evaporating, iv. 162
nitrate as a disinfectant, ii. 197

permanganate as a disiulectaut, ii. 106-8
204

prussiate, ii. 403

tempering by, iii. 283

yellow prussiate, i. 242

Potassium, iii. 404-6
bromide as a disinfectant, ii. 190

ferrocyanide, ii. 403
iodide as a disinfectant, ii. 19G
oxalate, ii. 442

Potatoes, albumen from, ii. 9

preserving, ii. 445
Potato spirit, ii. 12

starch, bleaching, ii. 41

2 I
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Potential galvanometer, iii. 144

Pottery, gilding, i. 49, 50, 305

glazing, iii. 221-t
• lustres, iii. 221

printing oil for, i. 47
stains tor, i. 47

Potting bodies, i. 42-4

firing, i. 43
Pound cake, ii. 153

Pouring molten metal, iii. 9

Powder, cleaning plate, i. 404

gold, for gilding, i. 306

silvering, i. 31 S

Power, electric transmission, iii. 165

measurers, iii. 144

Practical units of electric measurement, iii. 141

Pradez air-cooling system, iv. 63
Precautions against fire in electric lighting,

iii. 138-40
in making white-lead, ii. 423
in using batteries, iii. 104

Precipitates, filtering, iv. 194

Preparing alkaloids, general methods, ii. 16

horn, i. 340

picture frames, i. 301

speculum, i. 317

Preservative solution for sensitive plates, i. 282

I'reserving, ii. 443-6S
anatomical specimens, iv. 41-5

bath, tannin, i. 2S5

beer, ii. 443
charred paper, ii. 443

egg albumen, ii. 9

fish, il. 443

food, il. 443-50

fruit, ii. 444-6

juices, ii. 450

furs, ii. 453-5

grain, ii. 444-6

gums, ii. 450

hay, ii. 450

honey, ii. 446

indiarubbcr, ii. 451

leather, i. 327 ; Ii. 451

belts, i. 329

leeches, ii. 451

lemon juice, ii. 452—— linen ^tuf^s and yarns, ii. 456

meat, ii. 446-9

milk, ii. 449
Pa.sicur'8 fluid, ii. 453

photographers' Jilbumen, Ii. 9—^ llaiiliij's fluid, ii. 453

skins, ii. 453-5

st'jiie, ii. 455

textile fabrics, ii. 455

tlmlMJr, 11. 456-G8

urine, ii. 456
vaccine lymph, ii. 456

vcgftubh's il. 444-6

wood, 11. 45U-0S

yeOKt, ii 46H
PreBs-biilton for electric hell."!, ill. 92

I'rcHwliig paper itull, 11. 391

PreiJHuro m'-itfurerH, 111. 144

iTevcntinK niilwince. 111. 203, 243
at gliie-workH, ii. 3u7-9
at ({ul-workH. il. 320-2

Prtiaory coil fur indu:Uoii cuUh, ill. 103

Primary coil for intensity coils, iii. in
Priming coat of paint, ii. 431

for new work, 1. lo7

paint for carriages, ii. 438

Primrose, dyeing woollen, i. 35

soap, i. 335
Print on paper in 5 minutes, iv. 400
Printers' rollers, i. 410

Printing, copying, ii. 175-95

ink, i. 346; ii. 343-6

stains, removing, ii. 136

nature, i. 289
oil for pottery, i. 47

photos on fabric, iv. 3S9

positive from positive, iv. 397

Prints, bleaching, i. 15

mounting, iv. 403

removing varnish from, 1. 72
silver chloride from washing, i. 292

from trimmings of uutoned, i. 292
varnish for, i. 68
weak and flat from negatives, i. 281

Proofing fabrics by spreading, iv. 3

Protecting battery fiuii^gs, iii. 104

glass, iii. 23s

Protein, albumen from, ii. 9

Protochloride tin, i. 2(0

Prussian blue, i. 97 ; ii. 402-4

green, i. 95 ; ii. 412
Prussiatc potash, ii. 403

tempering bj', iii. 283
Prussic acid, i. 236

Puce, dyeing wool, ii. 269

Puddling iron, iii. 250

I'ulley lor raising water, iv. 87

I'umphroy's coUograph, ii. ISO

Pumps, iv. i57-106

acid, iv. 101-3

lye, iv. 105

soap, iv. 105

syrup, iv. 103-5

water, iv. 87-101
Punch water ice, ii. 172
Puncher for cleaning, ii. 140

Purifying feathers, ii. 117

oil lor painting, ii. 427-9

Purple cotton spirit, i. 40
distance enamel, i. 49

dyeing calico, ii. 212, 215, 219
^^— cotton, i. 37 ; ii. 228

horn, ii. 233

leather, ii. 240

silk. 1. 33

wood, ii. 264

woollen, i. 34

enamel, i. 49

Ink, i. 345 ; ii. 329, 345

of Cassius, ii. 414

royal blue, dyeing silk, I. 33

woollen, i. 34

silk spirit, i. 39

vat, I. 39
woollen spirit, 1. 40

Putting togitlier ilectrlc bell, iii. 97, 104

U|) plates, Iv. 367

Putty, I. 42; Ii. 101

for carriage painting, ii. 439

glaziers', 1. 1 15

jiowUer, 1. 404
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Putty, soft, i. 42
•

softening, i. 42

I'yrogaliic developer, i. 2S3

I'yroligneous acid, ii. 16

I'yropbospliate soda. i. 244

Pyrotechnic mixtures, i. 140

Pyroxylic spirit, ii. 16

Pyroxyltne, ii. 358-66

QcAvriTT Meters, iii. 144-6

(Jiiartation of gold, iii. 241-5

Quassia essence, ii. 274

extract, ii. 287

Queen's metal, i. 12 ; iii. 25

Quenching iron, iii. 273

Quiclving glass, ii. 77

Quinetum, ii. 23-5

Quinine, ii. 23-5
and alcohol as disinfectants, ii. IflG

and muriatic acid as disinfectants, ii. 19C

essence, ii. 275

Rags, Bleaching, ii. 36
selection and assortment, ii. 3S7-9

Railway axles, composition for, i. 334

grease, iii. 378

Railwaj-s, electric, iii. 167-70
Rain-water cistern filters, iv. 188

Raising water to top of house, iv. 8?

Raspberry comfits, ii. 163

drops, ii. 168

essence, ii. 273

ice, ii. 172
rock or stick, ii. 165, ICG
water ice, ii. 172

Ratafia cream ice, ii. 172
Rate of expending electric energy, iii 141
Ran-cau isinglass, ii. 3.t8

Kaulin's fluid, preserving, ii. 453
Raw oil, preparing, i. si

Razor paste, 1. 405

Reagents, filtering, iv. 193

Realgar, ii 426
Reboulet's embalming fluid, iv. 45

Reciprocating lift forwells, iv. 94
Reckenzaun's motor, iii. 1C5

Recovering naphtha from rubber goods, iv. 3-5
salts from solutions, by cold, iv. 83-7

Rectification of alcohol, ii. 13-6
Red brass, i. 10

chalk, i. 89 ; ii. 415
cotton spirit, i. 40—- dyeing calico, ii. 212, 215, 219-21

cotton, i. 37 ; ii. 228-30

liorn, ii. 223

horsehair, ii. 234

ivory, ii. 235
kid gloves, ii. 235

leather, ii. 238-40

paper, ii. 250
wood, ii. 265

wool, ii. 269
enamel, i. 49

gold, iii. 25

heightening colour of, i. 311
house paint, i. 105

Inks, i. 345 ; ii. 330, 331, 333, 345
Lake, i. 93

lead, i. sy, 90; ii. 415

Red mordant, i. 40

pigments, i. S9 ; 414-6
stain for wood, i. 418
tombac, i. 11

Reddle, ii. 415

Reducing intensity of negatives, i. 292
negatives, iv. 368
old baths and solutions, i. 221-3, 290, 202
over-printed proofs, iv. 397

Reel for intensity coil. iii. 110
Refined liquorice lozenges, ii. 175

Refinery furnace, iii. 250

Refining flux, i. 350
lard oil, i. 334

regulus of cobalt, i. 53
of zaflTre. i. 52

Refrigerating, iv. 53-87

Ke-gilding frames, i. 304

Registering instruments for electric measuring,
iii. 144-8

Registers, Britannia metal for, i. 10
Regulus martialis, iii. 23

of cobalt, i. 53
of zafifre. i. 52

P^eimann's waterproof process, iv. 19
Reindeer moss, alcohol from, ii. 11
Remedies for boiler incrustation, ii. 42-62

for failures in photography, i. 2s0
for frilling, Iv. 367

Removing stains, i. 203 ; ii. 131-8
Rennet-essence, ii. 275

Renovating silk, i. 362

Repainting carriages, i. 82
Repairing marble, i. 393

Reproducing written and printed matters, ii.
175-95

Reserve style, calico printing, ii. 215
Resetting handsaws, i. 366
Residues from batteries, iii. 92
Re-silvering pier glass, i. 315
Resin stains, removing, ii. 132, 137
Resinates as driers, ii.430

metallic, for colouring glass, iii. 228
Resist varnishes, i. 218
Resistance coils, iii. 115

measurers, iii. 144
of wires, iii. 140

Resists or reserves, i. 217

Restoring faded photos, iv. 397
marble, i. 332
morocco leather, ii. 376

Retorting silver amalgam, iii. 418-20
Retouching carbon prints, i. 2S0
Re-transfer inks, i. 348

Reverberatory furnaces, iii. 8, 55, 57, 222, 415,
421, 422. 447, 449

Reviver, French polish, i. 86

Rhatany extract, ii. 287

Rhodium, iii. 406
Rhubarb essence, ii. 276

extract, ii. 287

lozenges, ii. 175
Rhus vernicifera lacquer, iii. 306-23
Ribbed plate glass, i. 55
Rice glue, i. 41

pound cake, ii. 154
Rice's gelatine, ii. 306
Richardson's experiments on disinfectants Ii.

200
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lUck cloths, vaterproolinj;, i. 3US

I'inp; pold, iii. 25

lliiigs fi)r firing dial-plates, iii. 206
Itiver Plate, packing guuJs for, iv. 34
Kivct nieUil, i. 13

Rivets, alloy-s for, iii. 34
Koad metal from slag, iii. 429

Roasting chotolate, ii. 159

Robson on disinfectants, ii. 202
Rocli sugar, ii. 164
Rolled brass, i. 10
Roller for graining, i. 424

Rollers, printers', i. 410
Roman punch ice, ii. 172

Rompel's aiitifricticm alloy, iii. 35
Rondcletia soap, i. 3S5
Koot alcohol, ii. 11-3
Rose candy, ii. 159

colour enamel, i. 50

drops, ii. 168

dyeing hats, ii. 233

piiper, i'- 250

silk, i. 33

woollen, i. 35

lozenges, ii. 175
^^ pink vat, i. 39

soap, i. 3H5
I'iose's alloj-, iii. 40
Rosewood graining, i. 423

ground, i. 419

imitating, i. 417
Rosin S' ap, i. 381
Rossler's process for gold refining, iii. 221

Ross's carbon battery, iii. 84

Ro.-wag process, lead, iii. 349
Rot in timber, ii. 45ii-68

Rotary pump, iv. 97

Rouge, i. 404

Roughening glass, iii. 239

Rounding books, iv. 230
Roussillon's copying process, ii. 187

Royul blue, woollen spirits, i. 40

I'.oyale essence, ii. 270
Ro/an process for dc.silvcring lead, iii. 355-7

Kubber, calendering, iv. 2

crude, cleaning, iv. 1

felt, iv. 7

Roods, iv. l-H

colouring, iv. 7

curing, iv. U

drying, Iv. 5

elastic, iv. 8

joining. Iv. 7

recovering naphtha from, iv. 3-5

spreading and doubling at one optta-
tlon, iv. 4

vandshing, iv. 7

-^— maxtlcatlng, iv. 1

t-preadiiig machine, iv. 'i

vulcanising, iv. 'i

Kubidlum, iii. 4IJC

I'.uby, dyeing cotton, 1. 30

woollen, 1. 34

glass, III. '22H

imitation, III. 2.10

liug.s, cleaning, il. 149

l!uhmkorirH r<>mmuiiit'>r, iii. 1 1 1

i:u88cll on flihinfectnnts, ii. 203

Rus-et, dyeing kalbtr, ii. 23«

Russet leather, currying, ii. 369
Russia leather, i. 323; ii. 377
Kussian lampblack, i. 9S

matting, iv. 273
Rust from steel, removing, i. 300

joints, cement, i. 25

preventing, i. 359

Uusti" piano wires. Iv. 238

Ruthenium, iii. 407

.Sable, Reviving, i. 321

.Siiccharine liquors, evaporating, iv. 1G3-8

S;ickclolli, Wiiterproofiiig, iv. 20

.Saddles, cleaning, i. 32s

Safety m.atclies, ii. 383-5

paper, ii. 394

SafBower, preparing, i. 32
.Saffron lozenges, ii. 175

.Sage-green house paint, i. IDS

Sail-cloth, waterproofing, iv. 21, 22
Sakia for raising water, iv. 93

.Salicine, ii. 26

Salicylic acid as a disinfectant, ii. 19G
Saline solutions, evaporating, iv. 150-03
Salix rods for baskets, iv. 276-8

Salmon-colour, dyeing silk, i. 32

preserving, ii. 444
Salt as a disinfectant, il. 190

glaze, iii. 222

spirit of, i. 230

pans, iv. 152-61

Saltpetre, i. 239
from damaged gunpowder, i 133

Sand-ball, i. 3s6

filters, iv. 17'2-5

Sap-green, i. 95; ii. 412

Saimnification, i. 379

Sapphire, iniilation, iii. 230
.Sardines, preserving, ii. 44 1

.Sarsaparilla essence, ii. 270

extract, ii. 2m7

Satin, cleaning, Ii. 140

Satinwood, graining, i. 423

ground, i. 419

staining wo<k], ii. 265
Sauce stains, removing, 11. 132

.Saucepans, enamelling, ii. 211

tinning iron, I. 336

.Sausage skins, il. 319-22

.Sauvage's jewelry alloy, iii. 25

S.ivonette, campiior, i. 3s6

.Savoury sjiici s essence, ii. 277

.S;ivoy cake, ii. 154

^•^w, brazing and resell itig band-, 1. 33G
Saws, tempering, iii. 2s7

.'^axony blue, i. 97
;

ii. 404

.Scammony extract, ii. 2ss
Scnmoni's copying process, ii. 184

Scarlet, dyeing cotton, i. 37

leatlier, ii. 2I0

silk, i. 33; il. 251

woollen, 1. 35
silk spirit, I. 39
woollen si)irit, i. 40

pGirves, cli'aning, il. 149

.Scheele's green, i. O.'i ;
il. 412

.Schio-llao cement, ii. 72
Schweinlurth green, i. 95; II. 412

Scoops for raising water, Iv. 89-9'i
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Scoop-wheels fur raising water, iv. 91

Scorification of copiier, iii. 62

Scouring dress goods, i. 319, 320

lace, i. 321

-shawls, i. 321
woven silk, ii. 40

Scrap tin, utilising, iii. 453

Screws, i. 410

Sculpture of marble by acids, i. 38!)

Scumbling, i. 103
Sea water, evaporating, iv. 1.50-2

Sealing iron in stone, solder for, iii. 32

tops of canned goods, solder for, iii. 32

Sealing-wax, i. 42

black, ii. 104

blue, ii. 104

bottle, ii. 104

brown, ii. 105
cements, ii. 101-C

composition, ii. 104-6

-deed, ii. 105

forming, ii. 103

green, ii. 105

ingredients, ii. 101-3

letter, without a light, ii. 105
•

-melting, ii. 103

mi.xing, ii. 1U3

parcel, ii. 105

polishing, ii. 104

red, ii. Iu5

stains, removing, ii. 132

translucent, ii. 106

varnish, i. 71

yellow, ii. 106

Seals, making glass, i. 340
wax impressions from, i. 340

Seamen's oilskins, iv. 20
Seaweed isinglass, ii. 355-8
Seaweeds, iodine from, ii. 347-9

Secondary batteries, iii. 181-9
• • acid solutions for, iii. ]S8

alkaline solutions for, iii. ISS

amalg.imated lead plates, iii. 186

applicatioti, iii. 185

changes in, iii. 187

charging, iii. 186-8
• connections, iii. 187

containing vessels, iii. 187

coupling up, iii. 188

electromotive force, iii. 183

energy returned from, iii. 189

forming cells, iii. I,s3

galvanometers for, iii. 189

hastening formaticiu of cell, iii. 186
kind of lead for, iii. Is6

lead, iii. 182
metallic solution for, iii. 188

-—
poles of, iii. IS2

principles of, iii. isi

reducible plates, iii. 183
value of lead peroxide as electro-

negative, iii. 184

coil of induction coil, iii. 108
of intensity coil, iii. Ill

Selecting marble, i. 387

Selenium, iii. 407

cell, iii. 179
Senna extract, ii. 2SS
Sensitised paper, durable, iv. 388

Sensitising, i. 274, 2S1, 284, 288
Sensitive coUo^lio-gelatine tissue, i. 278——-

plates, preservative solution for, i. 282

Separately excited dynamos, iii. 125

Separuting gold from gilt, copper, and silver,
i. 311

salts from solutions, by cold, iv. 83-7
silver from copper, i. 319
the elements of batteries, iii. 76

Sepia, ii. 410
Serbat's cement, ii. 92
Series and long shunt djmamos, iii. 127

magneto dynamos, iii. r.iO

separate , iii 126
shunt

, iii. 127

dynamos, iii. 125

.^eruni, albumen from, ii. 5-8
Seseman's embalming fluid, iv. 45

Sewage gas, detecting, ii. 195

Sewing books, i. 394; iv. 231-3
Shadoof for raising water, iv. 90
Shakdo alloy, iii. 36
Shakudo ill .Japanese bronze, iii. 38

Shammy leather, ii. 367

Shaving fluid, i. 386

soap, i. 3S6

Shawls, scouring, i. 321 ; ii. 149

Sheepskin mats, cleaning, ii. 130, 143

Sheepskins, dressing, i. 322
w ith wool on, tanning, i. 324

Sheet brass, iii. 15

glass, i. 54

lead, iii. 358-CO

Shellac, bleaching, ii. 37
cements, ii. 106

Shells, i)olishing, i. 406
Shin-chu alloy, iii. 37

Shingle roofs, tireproofing, i. 117
Shoe and boot making, i. 329

finishers' ink, ii. 342
Short circuiting in electric currents, iii. 133
Shot, iii. 361-3

silks, dyeing, i. 30

Shrimps, preserving, ii.'444

Shnut and magneto dynamos, iii. 126

separate dynamos, iii. 126

dynamos, iii. 125

Sideraphthite. iii. 39
Siemens' electro-dynamometers, iii. 142

torsion galvanometer, iii. 144

watt-meter, iii. 144

Sienna, ii. 410
marble on wood, i. 425

Sight black, ii. 401

Signboards, painting, i. 112

SiOTS, gilding, i. 29s, 299
Silent matches, ii. 387
Silicate soda paint, i. 115
Silicated carbon filters, iv. 176

paint, ii. 435

soap, i. 3S0

Siliciin, eiffct of on iron, i i. 22

Silk, blciching, i. 14; ii. 37-40

dresses, cleaning, ii. 147

dyeing, i. 30-3; ii. 251

goods, cleaning, ii. 15o

photography on, i. 290
renovating, i. 362
solvents for, i. 362
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Silk, spirits, i. :!9

vainishdd, iv. 21

J'arn, bloacliing, ii. 3f

sulpliuriiig, ii. 39

tinting, ii. 39

wnvi'u, scouring and bleacliiag, ii. 40
Sillcwonn gut, i. 410; ii. 322
iSilurus isinglass, ii. 355

Silver, i. 238; iii. 40S-28

amalgam, iii. 12

amalgamation nifthods, iii. 409-20
aiitiniunial, iii. 423-5
articles, oxidising, i. 318

Angustin's process, iii. 425
barrel process, iii. 413-5
bath tor amateurs, i. 214

reducing, i. 2y2

bright liiitre on, i. 214

bronze, i. 18
-^—. burniabing, i. 407

chemistry of patio proresi, iii. 410-2
of Washoe proce^s, iii. 417

Chinese, i. 13
chloride battery, iii. 90

chlnriilising, iii. 410-8
citrii-chloride prints, toning, iv.

Clandet's process, iii. 425

Cleaning, i, 174; ii. 13u

liquid, i. 28

colouring, ii. 246

copper ingots to, i. 336

cojipering, i. 183

Cumenge's process, iii. 420

cupellation, iii. 420-3

Knglish process, iii. 420-2
German , iii. 422

30?

deposits on, i. 215

dials, bleacliing, ii. 40
dissolved from silvered arlicles, i. 217
effect of on iron, iii. 21, 23

• electro-plating, i. 211

eliquation, iii. 423

engraving on, i. 169

extraction of, i. 221 ; iii. 409-28
from trimmings of untoned prints, i. 292

frosted, i. 319

German, i. 11

gilding, 1. 190
hot-water process, iii. 412
Hunt and llouglas procerS, iii. 420

imitation, i. 1 1
; iii. 31

in the colli way, i. 330
inks, ii. .til

Kniliiike's process, Hi. 415

leaf, vaniinlicd, i. 318

lustre, i. .11

melting, iii. 420
Mexican iinKcsS, iii. 409-12
Nevada smelting pruceb.s, iii. 423-5

rilelled, i. 21M
nltrati' as* a disiiirect.uit, II. 197

occurrence, iii. 4U8

ores, iii. 408

o.\ldiHi(l, I. 218

pan treatment, ill. 417

pntlo process, tli. 409-12

I'lTcy and I'aleru's {irucc-ss, iii. 427

plated, i, 207

pldtciilsliig, I. 3la

Silver plating, i. 319
Britannia metal, jiewter, lead, aiul

till, i. 214

piinting on albun'enised paper, iv. 393

prints, fixing without hyposulphite, iv.

330

permanent, iv. 381-3

properties, iii. 428

pnritication, iii. 428

retorling amalgam, iii. 418

separating from copper, i. 319

smelting antimonial ores, iii. 423-5
—— sodium amalgam, iii. 4 1 >>

solder, i. 304,365; iii. 32

soldering, i. 364
• solution, i. 51

stains from, removing, i. 293
Stetefeldt furnace, iii. 416
stove jirocess, iii. 412

sulphuric acid process, iii. 427

treating galenas, iii. 423-5

uses, iii. 428
varnish for, i. 72

Washoe ])rocess, iii. 415-8

web, ii. 167

weigiit of deposited, i. 215
wet methods, iii. 425-3

Ziervogel's process, iii. 427

Silvered articles, dissi>lving silver from, i. 217

Silvering, i. 206-11, 335, i30
anodes, i. 215
barometer .scales, i. 318

brass, i. 317

bright lustre, i. 214

burnishing, i. 21(j

by heat, i. 318
• cast iron, i. 319—— cheap looking-glasses, i. 314

clock dials, i. 319
curved gla.ss, i. 315

deposits (111 solder, i. 215

dipping in warm halli. i. 209

electro-plating to prevent turning yellow.
i. 214

fluid, i. 316
for ]ilat(d reflectors, i. 209

.

glas,s, Drayton's jjiocess, i. 315

globes, i. 317

specula, i. 310

large mirrors lor photographj', i. 310

looking-glasses, i. 312-4

mirrors, i. 316
——• mixture, i. 318

old, i. 218

jilated silver, i. 207

powder, i. 318
resist varnishes, i. 2I«
resists and reserves, i. 217

rubbing, cold, i. 209

whitening in a pot, i. 206
with silvii-foil, i. 208

Silvertown vuleanlsing process, iv, G

.Simllor, Iii. 14. 35

Singer's electric cement, ii. 7o

Snigle stroke bell. iii. 9'.i

SInoilor disinfectant, ii. 203

.Siphons, iv. 106-8

Illterliig, Ir. 193

lor carboys, iv. 103
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Siphons for maintaining uniform flow under

var^'ing pressure, iv. 103

settuig apparatus, iv. 107

Size, ii. 300-9
for coloured bonnets, ii. 140

gold, i. IS

Sizing book edges, iv. 2-14

Skin colour, dyeing paper, ii. 250

Skinning birds, i. 330

Skins, dnssing, i. 326

preparing, i. 325

preserving, ii. 453-5

small, preserving, i. 324

Skiver,'', dressing, i. 322
Skrivanow's battery, iii. 90

Sky-blue bouse paint, i. loS

Slag, iii. 428-43

analyses, iii. 431, 433 434, 435, 43S
artificial stone, iii. 438
bottle glass, iii. 431

bricks, iii. 437

casting beds, iii. 44 2

castings, iii. 430

cement, iii. 433-7

character, iii. 429
for insulating, iii. 440

manure, iii. 441

mortar, iii. 437

paving blocks, iii. 430

phosphates finm, ill. 441

production, iii. 42s
road metal, iii. 429

sand, iii. 432

shingle, iii. 431

wool, iii. 439

works, iii. 442

Slate, dyeing hats, ii. 233
silk, i. 32

woollen, i. 35

enamelling, i. 393

polishing, i. 406

writing on, i. 411

Slides, magic lantern, i. 2SS

photographs for microscopic, i. 295
Small articles, alloy for, iii. 40

Small-pox disinfection, ii. 200

Smalt, i. 48; ii. 404
Smear glaze, iii. 221
Smee's batterj', iii. 91

Smell of paint, removing, ii. 433
Smoke extract, ii. 288

Smoothing paper, ii. 394

parchment, ii. 397
SnufHe.ss candles, i. 359

Soap balls, i. 386

boiling, i. 377

essence, ii. 277
for cleaning, ii. 140

lyes, glycerine from, ii. 311-5

pumps, iv. 105

Soaps, i. 372
Soda. i. 374

as a disinfectant, ii. 19S

ash, for paper, ii. 390

bisulphide tor bleaching, ii. 31

pans, iv. 101

permanganate as a disinfectant ii 201

sulphate, recovery by cold, iv. 84

Sodium, iii. 443

Sodium-aluminium chloride, iii. 43

amalgam, iii. 12, 418
benzoate as a disinfectant, ii. 19G

bisulphite as a disinfectant, ii. 198

ethylate, ii. 10

glyceroborate as a disinfectant, ii. 202

sulphide for unhairing, ii. 369

tungstate, iii. 455
Soft alloys, iii. 39

brilliant varnish, i. 71

soap, i. 382

solders, 1. 305 ; iii. 32

woods, polishing in the lathe, i. 83

Softening cast iron, i. 26

casiings, i. 20

lead, iii. 353

leather, i. 329
Solar camera, 1. 288

Soldering fluid, i, 365

glass to metal, ii. 77
small pieces, i. 367
without heat, i. 365

Solders, i. 364 ; iii. 31

Sole leather, tanning, 1. 324
Soluble glass, i. 54

cement, ii. 107
Solution for coUodio-albumcn process, intensi-

fying, i. 283
for sensitive plates, preservative, i. 282

gold, 1. 51

indiarubber, 1. 360

silver, i. 51

Solutions, concentrating by cold, iv. S3-7
•

cooling, iv. 83-7

reducing old baths, i. 290

waterproof, i. 369
Solvents for rubber, i. 360
Soot black, ii. 401
Sorel's cement, ii. 107

Soup herbs essence, ii. 277

Sour, ii. 139

hay, ii. 450

Spanish bitters, ii. 30
marble book edges, iv. 243
wheel for raising water, iv. 92

white, i. 93; ii. 424

Sparkling appearance in photographs, i. 28X

Spaulding's liquid glue, ii. 83

Speaking microphones, iii. 151-3, 156

Specular alloys, iii. 32

Speculum, cleaning, i. 317
metal, i. 13

preparing, i. 317

silvering, i. 316

Spelter solder, iii. 32

Sperm oil, 1. 373

stains, removing, ii. 137

Spiegeleisen, iii. 330-3

Spinning, Britannia metal for, 1. 10

sugar, ii. 165-7

Spirit colour, oak, i. 421

style, calico printing, 11. 215

distilling, iv. 133-43

Spirits, cotton, i. 40

silk, 1. 39

woollen, 1. 40

Splashed glass, iii. 227

Splitting iron, iii. 276-8

paper, 11. 394
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Sponges, bleaching, i. 16; ii. 10

cleaning, ii. 131
. ^

filters, iv. 184

lozenges, ii. 175

Spoons, best Britannia for, i. 11

Spot marble book edges, iv. 213

Spots on dress, scouring, i. 320

Spouts, bjst Britannia for, i. 11

Sprague's current-meters, iii. 1-15

Spread fabrics, drying, iv. 5

Spreading and doubling rubber goods at one

operation, iv. 4
rubber on fabrics, iv. 2

Spring clocks, iv. 317

plate, welding, iii. 303

Springs, tempering, i. 26
; iii. 287

Sprinkled book edges, iv. 211

glass, iii. 227

Spruce essence, ii. 277

Spun glass, iii 239

Squills e-Ktract, ii. 28S

Staining, ii. 206-69

floors, ii. 261

paper, i. 429

parcbment, i. 429

woods, i. 4U ; ii. 256-G7
Stains for gla-ss, i. 56

transparent, iii. 223
from maboganj-, removing, i. 417
from marble, i. 392
on dress, scouring, i. 319

pottery, i. 47

removing, ii. 131-8

Stamping brass, iii. 13

inks, ii. 316

Starch, bleaching, ii. 41
for cleaning, ii. 141

paste, ii. 9h

waste, albumen from,

Statuary bronze, iii 17

metal, i. 13

Statuettes, making bronze.
Steam l)oiler incrustalions

colours, calico printing, ii. 215-22

lutes, ii. 108

pans for sugar, iv. I6t

process for desilvcring lead, iii. 35j
Stearic acid, i. 237
Stearin stains, riinoving, ii. 137
Steatite painl, il. 436

Steel, see Iron

alloy for polishing, iii. 35

annealing, i. 3.38

brazing without lii'at, i. 305

clojtiiiig, I. 2s, 170; ii. 123

colouring, il. 246

deposits, 1. 220

engraving on, 1. 152

K"J''ig on, i. 311

with gold solution, i. 3o7

glaze wheels for, I. 403

joints, solder for, I. 365

lacfpiirs, Iii. .'100

lozenges, 11. 175

lustre, I. 51

poliHhlng, I. 402
Hohl.r for, iii. 32
varnlNli for, 1. 72

welding, 1. 361

ii. 9

iii. 18-20
ii. 42-62

Stencil plates, i. 7

Stencilling on glass, i. 58

Stencils, ii. 191

Stereo plates, casting Iiy paper process, i. 12

Stereoscopic views, i. 2so, 2s7

Stereotype metal, i. 11 ; iii. 33-5

Stereotyping, iv. 217-28

apparatus, iv. 217—^ baking mould, iv. 220, 226

bi'ating flong, iv. 225

bevelling plate, iv. 223
• casting mould, iv. 219

plate, iv. 220, 220-S

composing flong, iv. 221

cooling cast, iv. 221

drying flong, iv. 225

mould, iv. 226

flattening plate, iv. 222

knocking-out plate, iv. 221

moulding fn>m plate, iv. 224

moiniting plate, iv. 223—— paper process, iv. 224-8

perfecting plate, iv. 224

planing back of ]ilate, iv. 222

plaster process, iv. 217-24

preparing forme, iv. 219

metal, iv. 21 h

removing mould, iv. 220

srpiaring plate, iv. 223

suiiplcmentary remarks, iv. 223

testing metal, iv. 22o

trinnning plate, iv. 228

turning jilate uniform, iv. 222
Sterro metal, iii. 42
Sti'ietVldt furnace, iii. 416

Slicking coat, iv. 3

Stilliiigia e.xtract, Ii. 288
Stills, iv. 119-43

cleaning, ii. 138
for rectifying alcohol, ii. 14-0

Siipjiling, i. 167

Stirling rods, i. 246
Siomacli bitters, ii. .30

Stomachic chocolate, ii. 160

Stone, artificial, from slay, iii, 433

cemcMt.-i, ii. los

colour painl, i. 108

drawing on, i 1,')2

dyeing cotton, i. 37

silk, I. 32

woollen, i. 35

engraving on, i. 152

etching in for jirinting on, i. 152
imitation woixlcuis on, i. 152

preserving, ii. 455
re-transfer ink, i. 348

translerring Irom c<'pper to, i. 152

writing ink, i, :il7

Stonemason ^' cement, i. 21

Stones, cleaning. 11. 1,)m

lith(jgrai)Liic, jireparing, i. l.'il

Stoneware forci-pnmi), '^- '01

Sloppi'iiiig glass boltlc'S, Hi. 240

Storage, elei irical, iii. IHl-u

ujiiilicatlon of secondary b.iltorles, iii.

Ih5

changes in secondary battery, ill. 187

charging batteries, ijl. 186

conneclions, ill. 187
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Storage, electiiail, containing vessels, iii. ls7

coupling-up batteries, iii. !««

economical use of batter}', iii. 1S4

electromotive forceof battery, iii. 188

energy returned from secondary
battery, iii. 1»9

failure of negative plate, iii. 182

forming cells, iii. 1«3

hastening formation of cells, iii. ISG
kind of lead for plates, iii. 187
lead batteries, iii. 186-8

peroxide the best electro-nega-
tive, iii. 184

poles defined, iii. 182—
principles, iii. Iwl

reducible plates, iii. 182

Storing articles of delicate odour, iv. 26-32
caustic soda, iv. 24

cbina, iv. 23

deliquescent salts, iv. 24

explosive fluids, iv. 25

flowers, iv. 25

fulminates, iv. 25

glass, iv. 23

ice, iv. 3G-41

paint, ii. 431

petroleum, iv. 25

phosphorus, iv. 24

tea, iv. 26-32
• textiles, iv. 32-6
woods suitable for, iv. 26-02

Stoughton bitters, ii. 3U

Stove, confectioners', ii. 151

process for amalgamating silver, iii. 412
Stramonium extriict, ii. 2^8

Straw, bleaching, ii. 41

dyeing, ii. 252

paper, ii. 250
• silk, i. 32

woollen, i. 35

growing, iv. 267

hats, iv. 271, 272
varnish for, i. 72

preparing, iv. 268-7U

Strawberry essence, ii. 273——
ice, ii. 173
water ice, ii. 173

Straw-plait, iv. 267-73

dyeing, iv. 272
Stream tin, smelting, iii. 450

String telephone, iii^
190

Stripping film from negatives, iv. 366, 305

Strontium, iii. 444

Strychnine, ii. 26

Stuccos, i. 390
Stuffed animals, cleaning, ii. 133

birds, cleaning, ii. 32

Stuffing l)irds, i. 33U, 333

Stuffs, bleaching, ii. 36
Substitute for copj-ing machine, i. 344

Suet, i. 373

Sugar as a disinfectant, ii. 197
• boiling degrees, ii. 151-3

-candied, ii. 156

-clarification, ii. 151

concentrating, by cold, iv. 84
of lead, i. 235

rock, ii. 166

solutions, evaporating, iv. 163-3

Sugar spinning, ii. 165-7

Sulphate aluminium as a disinfectant, ii. 199

copper, i. 244
as a disinfectant, ii. 196-8, 201

iron as a disinfectant, ii. 197, 199, 200,
201

lead, i. 94 ; ii. 417

magnesium as a disinfectant, ii. 197

mercury, i. 245

protoxide iron, i. 245_
zinc, i. 245

as a disinfectant, ii. 196, 200

Sulphide ammonium, i. 245

calcium, i. 245

potassium, i. 245

sodium, i. 245

Sulphur, balsam of, i. 52
effect of on iron, iii. 22

lozenges, ii. 175
oxide ice-making machines, iv. 7S

soap, i. 385

Sulphuric acid as a disinfectant, ii. 196, 199
for refining gold, iii. 241-5

process for extracting silver from
copper mattes, iii. 427

works, selenium from, iii. 408
ether as a disinfectant, ii. 198

Sulphuring silk yarn, ii. 3y

Sulphurous acid as a disinfectant, ii. 19C-S,
200-6

making, iv. 423
Sun heat for distilling water, iv. 119-21

Supersaturated fluid for bichromate batteries,
iii. 78

Surface for paint, ii. 433
Swan's process in photograph}', i. 273

Swape for raising water, iv. ao

Sweep for raising water, iv. 90

Sweetflag candy, ii. 159

Swing gutters for raising water, iv. 89

.Swip for raising water, iv. 90
Swiss pudding, ii. 173

Symons' carbon battery, iii. 84

Sympathetic ink, ii. 333

Syruji pimips, iv. 103-5

Sj-rups, cooling, iv. 83-7

evaporating, iv. 163-3

filtering, iv. 196

Systems of electric bells, iii. 93-6

Tabarf.t Clkaning, ii. 146
Table covers, cleaning, ii. 150

enamelled, iii. 202
of Solubilities of photographic chemicals,

iv. 396

varnish, i. 69

Tabona, iii. 409

Tallow, boiling, 1. 350

clarifying, i. 353

mafurra, i. 373

pans, effluvia from, i. 351

rendering, i. 351

soaps, i 380, 381

Tammy lining, cleaning, ii. 147
Tam-tams, alloy for, i. 12

Tangent galvanometer, iii. 142
Tannic acid, i. 326

as a disinfectant, ii. 196
Tanhin preserving bath, i. 285
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Tanuiii process in pbotography, i. 2-o

stains, remuviug, ii. 137

Tanninft, i. 322-7

Tantalum, iii. 445

Tapestry, cleaning, ii. 141

Taps and dies, tempering, ii. 23S

Tar stains, removing, ii. 132, 137

Taraxacum extract, ii. 2^9

Tarnisbedjewelrj-, brightening, i. 319
Tawed leatlier, i. 325

Tea, drying, iv. 115-7

ice, ii. 173

packing, iv. 26-32
Teaches, iv. 1C3

Teapot, cleaning, ii. 13>!

Tea-trays, japanning, iii. 329

Telephones, iii. 1S9-201
and bells, connecting, iii. flS, lCO-2

augmenting sounJ, iii. l'J(j

calls, iii. 195

cheap magnets, iii. 197

circuits, iii. 197-9

communication, iii. 201

forms, iii. 190-201

Grower's, iii. 193-5

Kennedy's, iii. 190

principles, iii. Is'J

string, iii. 190

switch, iii. 199-201

Thompson's, iii. 190-3
transmitter and switch, iii. 199-301

Tell-tale clock, iii. 75

Tell-tales for cisterns, iii. 69-72
Tellier air-cooling system, iv. 65

Tellurium rendering copper brittle, iii. CG

Temperature on photography, effects of, i. 205
on tempering iron, influence of, iii. 203

Tempering axle arms, iii. 2S2

by potash prussiute, iii. 2S3
cast steel, i. 26

chisels, 1. 26

cutters, iii. 283-5

files, iii. 285
fluid-;, ill. 263

gravir.s, iii. 285

hammers, iii. 285
• iron, iii. 256-95

,l,.fuird, iii. 2CS-71
luthe mandrils, iii. 283

millbills, iii. 285

mining picks, iii. 286
saws. iii. 2h7

springs, i. 26 ; iii. 287

taps and dies, iii. 288

fools, i. 26 ; ill. 2M9-95

Temporary furnaces for iron, Hi. 251

TeiiKUsa Isinghuss, ii. 356-8

Terbium, iii. 445
'I'etthlcjride gold, i. 144
Terebene as u disinfectant, ii. 202
Test for si'Wage gas, ii. 195

papers, i. 428 ; Ii. 391

Testing ulkall, 1. 374

IrTig, iv. 404

Hleels, iii. 266

Textiles, cleaning, Ii. 138-50

flrenroofliig, ii. 296-8

pncKJTig, Iv. .32-6

preserving, Ii. 455

Textiles, waterproofing, iv. 1S-2J

Thallium, iii. 44 5

Thao isinglass, ii. 355-3
Thenard blue. ii. 401
'rhermo-electric piles, iii. 91

Thennometer, making, 432
• • scales, silvtTing, i. 318

'I'hirty-hour English clock, iv. 31G

'Ihumpson's motor, iii. 165
• telephone, iii. 190-3
Thomson's current galvanometer, iii. 143

mouse-mill dynamo, iii. 137

potential galvanometer, iii. 144

Thorium, iii. 446
Thurston's bronze, iii. 17

Thwaites' embalming fluid, iv. 45

Thymol as a disinfectant, ii. 19U, 199, 200

Tides, utilising, iii. 172
'I'ilhet's copj-ing process, ii. 179

Timber, fireprooting, ii. 298

preserving, ii. 456-68

Time-signals, iii. 7'2-5

Tin, iii. 446-53

alloy with iron, iii. 21, 21

amalgam, iii. 12

argentine, iii. 452

cleaning, i. 176

deposit, colour of, i. 187
effect of on iron, iii. 21

foil for phonographs, iii. 173, 176

.japainiing, iii. 33U

lacquer lor, i. 75

lined le.i<len I'ipe, iii. 361

lifpiation, iii. 452

ores, iii. 446

calcining, iii. 446-8

cleaning and sorting, iii. 146

smelting, iii. 449-52

stamping, iii. 446

wasliing roasted, iii. 44s

oxide, i. 52, 404

plate, crystallised, i. 337

plates, solder for, i. 365

properties, iii. 453

refining, id. 452

salt, i. 241)

scrap, utilising, iii. 453

solution, i. 52

stream, smelting, iii. 450-2

tossing, iii. 4 52

uses, iii. 453

utilising scrap, iii. 453'

whitening by, i. l><s

'I'incturis, distilling, iv. 126-33
I'inmen's .solder, i. 366
Tiinii'd iron, solder for, ill. 32

Tiiniirig, I. 186, 335, 336

bath, i. 186
brass wires, i. 337

by double affinity, i. 1S7

colli, i. 337

electro, i. 186
iron pipes, I. 337

saiiiipalis, I. 3CG
metal for, I. 13^— Hmall articles, i. 338
7.lnc, i. 188

Tinting silk yarn. Ii. 39
I invvare, cleuliilig, i. 338
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Tinware, soliicr for, i. 3G5

Tissue negatives from plates, iv. 371

sensitising, i. 274

spontaneous insolubility of, i. 2S0

Titanium, iii. 453

green, ii. 413

steel, iii. 454
Tobacco extract, ii. 289

pipes, cleaning, ii. 150
• glazing, iii. 223

Toilet soap, i. 3a2
Tolu lozenges, ii. 175

Tombac, i. 11 ; iii. 3t

Toning batb, obtaining gold from old, i. 291

pliotos, iv. 414-G
silver citro-cliloride prints, Iv. 369

Tooled book-edges, iv. 245
Tools for tapping lacquer trees, iii. 308

generally, tempering, iii. 2a9-95

Topaz, imitation, iii. 230
Torsion galvanometer, iii. 144

Tortoiseshell, dyeing horn, ii. 234
• imitating, i. 340

Tougliening copper, iii. C6

Touiists' preservative dry-plate process, iv. 383
Townsend's waterproof process, iv. 19

Tracing clotb, ii. 192
on cloth, ii. 191

paper, i. 9, 156 ; ii. 395

Tracings, colouring, i. G
Tran-fer ink, i. 347

on glass, ii. 195

paper, i. 9 ; ii. 396

lithographic, i. 423

varnish, i. 69

writing ink, i. 347

Transferring, ii. 193-5

engravings on glass, i. 57
to paper, ii. 195

photographs, tearing of image, i. 281
to cardboard, i. 277
to wood, ii. 193-5

Transmission of power, electric, iii. 165

Transparencies, pliotograjihic, iv. 384-7

Transparent enamelling of dial plates, iii. 210

glass stains, iii. 228

paint, ii. 436

painting on linen, i. 110
on paper, i. Ill

positives, i. 287

soaps, i. 383

varnish, green, i. 73
Tread-wbeel for raising water, iv. 89

Trembling electric bell, iii. 97, UO
Trifle pewter, iii. 30
Trimmers' paste, ii. 99

Trimming books, iv. 235
Trouvd's motor, iii. 164

supersaturated fluid for bichromate
batteries, iii. 78

Trypograpli, ii. 191

Tubania. iii. 25

Tubes, bending glass, i. GO

copper, iii. 67

Tnnbridge ware, i. 78, 79

Tungsten, iii. 454

bronzes, iii. 32

paint, ii. 436
sodium tungstate, iii. 455

Tungsten steel, iii. 21, 22
Tiirf-mould dressing, ii. 202
Turmeric paper, ii. 394
'i'urnbuU's blue, ii. 402
Turners' cement, i. 23; ii. 109

work, polish lor, i. 87

Turpentine colour, i. 108
oil as a disinfectant, ii. 19G

spirits of, i. 63

varnish, i. 70, 155

Tinquoise, imitation, iii. 229
Turtle essence, ii. 277
Tussah silk, bleaching, ii. 33

Tutania, i. 13
Twin-lens camera, i. 28G

'I'ype metal, i. 13 ; iii. 33

Ultramarine, i. 9G

ashes, i. 96

blue, ii. 405-10
Umber, ii. 410
Under exposure of photographs, i. 281

Unequal sensitiveness in tissue of photographs,
i. 281

Uneven development in photography, 1. 280
texture in finished print of pbotograplis,

i. 2S1

Unhairing hides, ii. 369-71

Uniting parchment to paper or wood, i. 9
Units of electric measuring, iii. 140

Untoned prints, silver from trimmings of, i. 292

Uranium, iii. 455-G
Urano.so-uran:c acid, iii. 455

Urine, jireserving, ii. 456
stains, removing, ii. 133

Urquhart's bichromate battery, iii. 79-81
-— Bunsen battery, iii. 83

Vaccine Lymph, Preserving, ii. 45G

Vacunm-pans, iv. 167
Valeri.m extract, ii. 289
Valinagini's disinfectant, ii. 201

Vanadium, iii. 456
friiin Creusot slags, iii. 457

hypovanadic phosphate, iii. 457
nietavanadiate of ammonia, iii. 457

]injjierties, iii. 457

A'anilyke brown, ii. 410
Vanilla chocolate, ii. IGl

drops, ii. 168

ice, ii. 173

lozenges, ii. 175
'

A'arieties of iron developer, i. 294

Various-liquid ice-making macbines, iv. 70

\'arley's current, ii. 70

current meter, iii. 14G

Varnish, i. 60-74
• anti-rust, i. 359

asphalte, i. 66

backing positives, i. 72

basket, iv. 278

black, for straw hats, i. 72

japan, i. 67

boiling pot for, i. 61

bookbinders', i. 71
boot and shoe, i. 328
brown bard spirit, i. 70
Brunswick black, i. 67

brusbes, i. 73
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Varnish, cabinet, i. 64
c irriago, i. 64, 65

cheap oak, i. 70

clarifying oil for, i. C2
coachmakers' black, i. G6
Coloured drawing^;, fjv, i. 68

colourless, i. 71

common, i. 66, 71

cojial, i. 64, 65, 71, 72

clamniar, i. 72

(lark, for light woodwork, i. 70

etcliing. i. 71

furniture, i. 63

gas balloon, i. 73

nilt articles, for, i. 69

glass, i. 72

gold, i. 69

gulden, i. 73

green transparent, i. 73

gimi-pot for, i. 61

indiarubber, i. 73

iron, for, i. 72

patterns, for, i. 66

work, f 'r, i. 66, 6i
lac water, i. 74

linseed oil for, i. 63, 71

mahogany, i. 65, 7u

making on small scale, j. G2

manufacture, i. 60-74

marble, i. 391

maslic, i. 71

pale amber, i. 67

paper or cavdwork, i 6S

photographers' negative, i. 60 ; iv. 417-23

I)ictures and paintings, for, i. 6S

polished metal, i. 72

prints, engravings, or maps, for, i. 6S

removing from prints, i. 72

sealing wax, i. 71

silver, i. 72
small tools, for, i. 61

soft brilliant, i. 71

spirits of turpentine for, i. f3

stains, removing, ii. 132, 137

steel, i. 72

table, i. 69

transfer, for diaphanic, i. 69

turpentine, i. 7u

violin, i. 70

wainscot, i. 65, 70

wat4»rproolliig, 1. 71

whit'- furniture, i. 70
hard s|)irit, i. 71

wixxi, resisting boiling water, i. 70
Varnished silk, Iv. 21

silver leaf, 1. 31H

Varnlslies, I. 60-71

waterproof paper, Iv. 18

Varnishing carrlagis, ii. -140

fretwork, I. «l

inti'iisifving nepntivcs after, i. 292
rublM-r fabrics, Iv. 7

Vat, asli, tor woollens, I. .39

blue, for cotton, I. 39

blu''S, dischiirges ou, II. 210

crimson, I. 39

lavender. I. .'19

purple, 1. .'19

rose jiiiik, I. 39

Vat, woad, i. 39
Vats for various colours, i. 3S
Vaucher's alloy, iii. 41

Vegetable albumen, ii. 9

ivory, dyeing, ii. 235

oils, i. 372

Vegetables, preserving, ii. 444-6
Vehicles for colours, i. 115 ; ii. -liT-a

for wa.shing, ii. 441
Vellum books, iv. 263

cleaning, ii. 150

painting on, i. 349

Veneering, i. 411-4
with marble, i. 38S

Venetian enamel, i. 48
white, i. 94

Venice black glass, iii. 223

cake, ii. 155

Veratrine, ii. 27

Verd antique on wood, i. 424, 425

Verdigiis green, ii. 413

Verge watch, iv. 326-30

Vermilion, i. 90; ii. 416
Vert d'eau, iii. 25

Vesla.s, ii. 385

Ve.iuviaiis, ii. 385

Vibrating contact-breaker, iii. 109, 113

met<;r, iii. 146

Vienna green, i. 95

Views. siereosc<i]>ic, i. 2S6
with one camera, j. 2'^7

two cameras, i. 2S7
Vine black, ii. 399
A'iolet droits, ii. 168

dyeing calico, ii. 221

cotton, ii. 2;io

• kid gloves, ii. 23C
leather, ii. 240

l>aper, ii. 250

silu, ii. 252

wociil, ii. 265

wool, ii. 269

inks, i. 346 ; ii. 330

paint, i. 108

soap, i. 384
Violin bows, cleaning, ii. 150

cleaning, ii. 150

varnish, i. 70

ViscoMty of oils, iii. 364
\'itrilird i>liotos, iv. 412

Vitriol, blue, i. 244

Viigd's alloy, iii. 35
VnU-metor, iii. 144

Von Vi ttir's embalming fluid, iv. 45
Vulcanite. I. 360

polishing, i. 405
Vulcanised rubber cement, ii, 8S
Vulcanisiiic rubber, iv. 'i

fabrics, Iv. 6

AVakf.r.s, ii. LIS

Waggon grease, ill. 37«

AVainscot, oak ground, I. 419

polishing, 1. 87

varnishing, I. 65, 70
Wall papers, cleaning, II. 151

plates, enamelled Iron, ill. 212
Walrnit, jHillshing in the lathe, i. 8SJ

shell Hiains, removing, ii. 137
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Walnut stain, i. 418 ; ii. 265-7
AVariifke's copying process, ii. 18S

AVastiing in staining woods, i. 41-t

paper stuff, ii. 391

prints, silver chloride from, i. 202

vehicles, ii. 441
AVashleather gloves cleaning, ii. 123

Wasboe .silver process, iii. 4l5-^<

AVash liquors, recovery of salts from, by cdd,
iv. 83-7

AVatches, iv. 325-43
chain running flat, iv. 341

cleaning, iv. 325

dial, iv. 343
• hairspring, iv. 343

dials, enamelling, iii. 204-1 1

English, iv. 335-7

fitting dials on Geneva, iv. 343

hairsprings, iv. 342
• Geneva, iv. 330-5
new barrel, iv. 341

arbor, iv. 340

hook, iv. 3-10

• mainspring, iv. 339

pivoting, iv. 337-9

repairing chain, iv. 3U
taking to pieces, iv. 325

tightening barrel case, iv. 340

timing, iv. 343

verge, iv. 326-30

weakening hairspring, iv. 342
makers' oil, i. 334

oils, iii. 376

Water, boiler feed. Impurities in, ii. 42-62
-colour drawing, i. Iu4

-colours, ii. 433
materials for painting in, i. 104
on carbon prints, i. 2su

painting in, 1. 104

pencils and brushes, i. 104

cooling, iv. 70-83

distilled, as a disinfectant, ii. 196

filtering, iv. 194

distilling, iv. 119-26
fennel essence, ii. 277

filtering, iv. 172-89

gilding, i. 298; iii. 11

ice-making machines, iv. .'O

means of raising, iv. 87-101

-ovens, iv. 117-9

pipe.s, enamelling, iii. 211

power, utilising, iii. 172

proof cart coverings, i. 363

cements, i. 14; ii. 66, 1C9

goods, varnish for, i. 71

harness paste, i. 327

paper, i. 369

solutions, i. 369

proofing, i. 368 ; iv. 1-23

apparel, iv. 1-8, 15, 18-23

by alumina, iv. 19

calendering rubber, iv. 2

canvas, iv. 21, 22

cleaning rubber, iv. 1

colouring fabrics, iv. 7

pigments, iv. 3
• cuprammonium method:', iv. 8-15

curing fabrics, iv. 6

drying spread fabrics, iv. 5

Water-proofing elastic fabrics, iv. 8

felt hats, iv. 15

fire-engine hose, iv. 15

joining fabrics, iv. 7-

leather, iv. 15

linen, iv. 22— masticating rubber, iv. 1— miscellaneous preparations, iv. 15-23
oil, iv. 22

cloth, iv. 21

paper, iv. 16-8

varnishes, iv. 18
• recovering naphtha, iv. 3-5

rubber felt, iv. 7

goods, iv. 1-8

sail-cloth, iv. 21, 22

spreading and doubling at one opera-
tion, iv. 4

rubber, iv. 2

sticking coat, iv. 3
textiles, iv. 18-23
use of cativo in, iv. 3

varnished silk, iv. 21

varnishing fabrics, iv. 7

vulcanising rubber, iv. 2
Willesden labrics, iv. 10-5

woollens, iv. 21, 22
Waterlow's copying portfolio, ii. 180
Water, raising to top of house, iv. 87
AVaterhouse's copying process, ii. 189
Water pumps, iv. 87-101

Watt-meter, iii. 144

Wax, bleachirig, i. 342, 354 ; ii. 42

impressions from seals, i. 340
Waxed paper, ii. 396
Weak prints from negatives, i. 281

Weather, effect of on photography, i. 295
Webster's aluminium, iii. 44, 4tD

bismuth bronze, iii. 42

Weight of deposited silver, i. 215
^\'e. ding cast steel, i. 361

copper, iii. 67

iron, iii. 295-303

cast, iii. 303

conditions, iii. 295— fluxes, iii. 297

heating, iii. 296
nature, iii. 299

recipes, iii. 300-3
selection, iii. 298

spring plate, iii. 303

steel, iii. 300-3
AV>ldon on aluminium, iii. 465-7

Werge's gold toning bath, iv. 383
AVernich on disinfectants, ii. 204

AVestphalian essence, ii. 277
AVet method of extracting copper, iii. 63

lead, iii. 349-53

silver, iii. 425-8
AVetzel pans, iv. 165

AVhalebone, i. 362
AVheatstone bridge, iii. 110

AVheels, polishing, i. 403

Whistles, alloy for, iii. 34
AVhite alloy, iii. 40

bronze, iii. 23

Chinese, i. 94

cojial vaniish, i. 72

dyeing calico, ii. 207, 213
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AVliite enamel, i. 48

feathers, cleaning, ii. 117

furniture cream, i. S7

varnish, i. 70

pold, iii. 25
llamburtr, i. 94
hard spirit varnish, i. 71

house paint, i. 105

lead, i. 93, 94 ; it. 417-21
American process, ii. 417

composition, ii. 423
Dutch process, ii. 418-20
French ^irocess, ii. 420
German process, ii. 421

Kremnitz pr.cess, ii. 421

Pattinson process, ii. 422

precaution.- in making, ii. 423

metals, i. 13; iii. 40-2

pigments, i. 93 ; ii. 410-25

reserves, calico printing, ii. 209

tissue paper, ii. 250

Venetian, i. 94

Wilkinson's, i. 94

AVhitening prej' pig iron, iii. 250

AVhitewashing, i. 117; ii. 252-5

Whiting, i. 94; ii. 424

Wickersbeimer's embalming fluid, iv. 44

Wicks, 1. 354-6

AV'iesendanger's bichromate battery, iii. 77

Bnnsen battery, iii. «3

AV^ild cherry bitters, ii. 30

AVilkinson's white, i. 94 ; ii. 424
W^illesden fabrics, iv. 10-5

AVilliss copying i)rocess, ii. 1S2

Willow baskets, iv. 2711-9

Windliausen's ice-making machine, iv. SI

Windlass for raising water, iv. S8
Window glass, i. 54

glazing, i. 55

paint, ii. 436

Windows, cleaning, ii. 122
Windsor soap, i. 383

AVine, colouring, ii. 255

stains, removing, ii. l.!2, 131

AVinter's canva.s enlargements, iv. 389

AVires, fire risk.s from, iii. 139. 140

for electric Ix'U circuits, iii. 92, 104

impure, increased resistance of, iii. 140

joining, iii. 139, 140

AVire-work, painting, i. 99
AVond vat, i. 38

AVoliriillgel on disinf.Ht.ints, ii. 205
AV'ollaston's cemi-nl, ii. 110

AVoo<l alcohol, ii. 16

bronzing, i. 18

carving-, polishing, 1. 85
cements for joining, 1. 24; 11. 110

colour, dyeing wool, Ii. 2((!)

dyeing for vcni-crs, i. 412

enamelling, ill. 224

engraving on, i. I 10-50

photdgrapliy for, i. 290

graining, i. 4r.t

Jaiianidng, III. .331

lac<|Uered on, III. .'ill

marbling on, I. 421
oil gilding on, 1. 290, 297

pliotogTJptiinu on, iv. 400-10

jiolMiliig hard, 1. HH

AVooil, preserving, ii. 456-08

I'u'P f"r paper, i. 42s

rendering incombustible, i. 370

staining, i. 414 ; ii. 256-67

transferring photographs to, ii. 193-5

uniting to paper, i. 9

vessels, cement for, i. 24

AVoodbury type, ii. 182

Woodcuts, enlarging, i. 411

imitating on stone, i. 152
Wood's alloy, iii. 20
AVoods suitable for packing, iv. 2G-32

AVoiKhvork, painting, ii. 441

AVooI, bleaching, i. 14 ; ii. 42

dyeing, i. 33-5 ; ii. 267-9—— mineral, from slag, iii. 439
Woollen spirits, i. 40

Woollens, waterproofing, iv. 21, 22
Worcester lustre, iii. 222
AVork meters, iii. 146-8
AVorm lozenges, ii. 175
Wormseed e.xtract, ii. 289
^V^ormwood essence, ii. 277
Woven silk, scouring and bleaching, ii. 40

AVrapper for textiles, iv. 34

Writing chalks, i. 348

copying, ii. 175-95

detecting falsified, ii. 343

inks, i. 343, 348

black, ii. 325-9

coloured, ii. 329-31
_

materials, fireproofing, ii. 299
on glass, i. 5s

; iii 2 10

on slate, i. 411
on transfer i)apcr, i. 318
on zinc, i. 319

paper, gilding, i. 310

manifold, i. 427

AVrought iron, cleaning, i. 17G

Xylonite, 11. 358-66

A'lCA.'^T, rni^sEiiviXG, ii. 463
Yellow bras.s, i. 10

chrome, i. 95
colours for coach painting, i. 81

(lipping metal, iii. 25

dyeing calico, ii. 207, 215, 222

cotton, ii. 231

chrome, i. 33

horn, ii. 234

ivorv, ii. 235
kid gloves, il. 236

leather, ii. 233-40

paper, ii. 250

silk, ii. 252

wood, ii. 267

woollen, i. 35

enamel, i. 49

gold, heightening colour of, 1. 311

ink, il. 331, 346

King's, i. 96

lakes, 1.93; 11.427

Nn|iles, i. 90

IMiint, i. 105

pectoral lo/.enges, il. 175

pigments, I. 95; il. 425-7

ri'strve, calico priuting, ii. 210
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Yew tree, graining, i. 423

Yttrium, iii. 457

Zaffre, iii. 50
Zeiodelite cement, ii. 110

Ziervogel's silver process, id. -127

Zinc, iii. 457-64

amalgam, iii. 12

calcining, iii. 45S
chloride as a disinfectant, ii. 196-8

cleaning, i. 175

colouring, ii. 247

decorating, iii. 464

deposits, i. 220

electro-gilding, i. 203

extraction, iii. 458-63

garden labels, i. 349

gUding on, i. 305

green, ii. 413

lozenges, ii. 175

ores, iii. 457

osychloride cement, ii. 107

paint, ii. 436

plates, iii. 76

amalgamating, iii. 76

Zinc plates, attaching, iii. 76

cleaning, iii. 76

curling into cylinders, iii. 76

cutting, iii. 76

preparing for painting, i. 1 1 .")

process of desilvering lead, iii. 3.'j7——
production, iii. 464

properties, iii. 4 63

separating cadmium from, iii. 4s

smelting, iii. 459-63
solder for, i. 364

sulphate as a disinfectant, ii.

200

tinning, i. 183
uses of, iii. 463

veneering marble on, i. 3S8
vessels, cleaning, ii. 151

white, ii. 424-5

writing on, i. 349

Zincography, ii. 185

Zirconium, iii. 464

Zogan work on Japanese bronzes, iii. 3S
Zuccato's papyrograph, ii. 179

trypograph, ii. 191

Zumatic driers, ii. 430

196,

THE END.
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West, Practical Iron Moulder and Foundry Foreman. Second edition,
•with numerous illustrations, crown 8vo, cloth, los. 6d.

The Maintenance of Macadamised Roads. By T.
CoDRiNGTON, M.I.C.E, F.G.S., General Superintendent of County Roads
for South Wales. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Hydrajilic Steam and Hand Power Lifting and
PressingMachinery. By FREDERICK COLYER, M. Inst. C.E., M. Inst. M.E.
With

'JI plates, 8vo, cloth, \%s.

Pumps and Pumping Machinery. By F. Colyer,
M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E. With 21folding plates, 8vo, cloth, \2s. 6d.

The Municipal and Sanitary Engineer s Handbook.
By H. Percy Boulnois, Mem. Inst. C.E., Borough Engineer, Ports-

mouth. With numerous illustrations, demy 8vo, cloth, \2s. 6d.

Contents :

The Appointment and Duties of the Town Surveyor—Traffic—Macadamised Roadways—
Steam Rolling

—Road Metal and Breaking—Pitched Pavements—Asphalte
—Wood Pavements—Footpaths—Kerbs and Gutters—Street Naming and Numbering— Street Lighting—Sewer-

age—Ventilation of Sewers—Disposal of Sewage— House Drainage—Disinfection—Gas and
Water Companies, &c.. Breaking up Streets—Improvement of Private Streets—Borrowing
Powers—Artizans' and Labourers' Dwellings—Public Conveniences—Scavenging, including
Street Cleansing—Watering and the Removing of Snow— Planting Street Trees—Deposit of
Plans—Dangerous Buildings—Hoardings—Obstructions—Improving Street Lines—Cellar

Openings
—Public Pleasure Grounds—Cemeteries—Mortuaries—Cattle and Ordinary Markets—Public Slaughter-houses, etc.—Giwng numerous Forms of Notices, Specifications, and

General Information upon these and other subjects of great importance to Municipal Engi-
neers and others engaged in Sanitary Work.
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Tables of the Principal Speeds ocnirring in Mechanical
Engiticeriiig, expressed in metres in a second. By P. Keerayeff, Chief

Mechanic of the Obouchoff Steel Works, St. Petersburg ;
translated by

Sergius Kern, M.E. Fcap. 8vo, sewed, bd.

A Treatise on the Origin, Progress, Prevention, and
Cure of Dry Rot in Timber; with Remarks on the Means of Preserving
Wood from Destruction by Sea-Worms, Beetles, Ants, etc. By Thomas
Allen Britton, late Surveyor to the Metropolitan Board of Works,
etc., etc. With lo plates, crown 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d.

Metrical Tables. By G. L. Molesworth, M.I.C.E.
32mo, cloth, is. 6d.

Contents.

General—Linear Measures—Square Measures—Cubic Measures—Measures of Capacity-
Weights—Combinations—Thermometers.

Elements of Construction for Electro-Magnets. By
Count Th. Du Moncel, Mem. de I'lnstitut de France. Translated from

the French by C. J. Wharton, Crown 8vo, cloth, 4^. dd.

Electro -Telegraphy. By Frederick S. Beechey,
Telegraph Engineer. A Book for Beginners. Ilhistratcd. Fcap. 8vo,

sewed, dd.

Handrailing : by the Square Ciit. By John Jones,
Staircase Builder. Part Second, with eight plates, 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d.

Practical Electrical Units Popularly Explained, with
viiiiierous illustrations and Remarks. By Jamks Swinhurne, late of

J. W. Swan and Co., Paris, late of Brush-Swan Electric Light Company,
U.S.A. l8mo, cloth, \s. dd.

Philipp Reis, InventoroftJie Telephone: A Bioojraphical
Sketch, With Documentary Testimony, Translations of the Original

Papers of the Inventor, <S:c. By Silvanus P. THr)Mrs()N, B.A., Dr. Sc,
Professor of I'.xperiniental Physics in University College, Bristol. With

illustrations, 8vo, cloth, "js. 6d.

A Treatise on the Use of Belting for the Transmis-
sion of Power. By J. II. Cooi'ER. Second edition, illustrated, 8vo,
cloth, 15J,
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A Pocket-Book of Useful Formulcs and Memoranda
for Civil and Mechanical Engineers. By GuiLFORD L. Molesworth,
Mem. Inst. C.E., Consulting Engineer to the Government of India for

State Railways. With numerous ilhistrations, 744 pp. Twenty-first

edition, revised and enlarged, 32mo, roan, 6j.

Synopsis of Contents:
Sun-eying, Levelling, etc.—Strength and Weight of Materials—Earthwork, Brickwork,

Masonrj', Arches, etc.—Struts, Columns, Beams, and Trusses—Flooring, Roofing, and Roof
Trusses—Girders, Bridges, etc.—Railways and Roads—Hydraulic Formulae—Canals, Sewers,
Waterworks, Docks—Irrigation and Breakwaters—Gas, Ventilation, and Warming—Heat,
Light, Colour, and Sound—Gravity : Centres, Forces, and Powers—Millwork, Teeth of

Wheels, Shafting, etc.—Workshop Recipes
—Sundry Machinery—Animal Power—Steam and

the Steam Engine—Water-power, Water-wheels, Turbines, etc.—Wind and Windmills—
Steam Navigation, Ship Building, Tonnage, etc.—Gunnerj', Projectiles, etc.—Weights,
Measures, and Money—Trigonometry', Conic Sections, and Cur\'es—Telegraphy

—Mensura-
tion—Tables of Areas and Circumference, and Arcs of Circles—Logarithms, Square and
Cube Roots, Powers—Reciprocals, etc.—Useful Numbers—Differential and Integral Calcu-
lus—Algebraic Signs—Telegraphic Construction and Formulae.

Spons Tables and Memoranda for Engineers;
selected and arranged by J. T. Hi.'RST, C.E., Author of 'Architectural

Surveyors' Handbook,'
' Hurst's Tredgold's Carpentry,' etc. Seventh

edition, 64mo, roan, gilt edges, \s. ; or in cloth case, \s. 6d.

This work is printed in a pearl t>-pe, and is so small, measuring only 2t in. by i\ in. by
i in. thick, that it may be easily carried in the waistcoat pocket.

"
It is certainly an extremely rare thing for a reviewer to be called upon to notice a volume

measuring but 25 in. by if in., yet these dimensions faithfully represent the size of the handy
little book before us. The volume—which contains 118 printed pages, besides a few blank

pages for memoranda—is, in fact, a true pocket-book, adapted for being carried in the waist-
coat pocket, and containing a far greater amount and variety of information than most people
would imagine could be compressed into so small a space The little volume has been
compiled with considerable care and judgment, and we can cordially recommend it to our
readers as a useful little pocket companion."—Engineering.

A Praclical Treatise on Natu7'al and Artificial
Concrete, its Varieties and Constructive Adaptations. By Henry Reid,
Author of the ' Science and Art of the Manufacture of Portland Cement.'
New Edition, with 59 woodcuts and ^ plates, 8vo, cloth, 15J.

Hydrodynajnics : Treatise relative to the Testing of
Water-Wheels and Machinery, with various other matters pertaining to

Hydrodynamics. By James Emerson. IVM numerous iuustrations,

360 pp. Third edition, crown 8vo, cloth, ^. 6d.

Electricity as a Motive Power. By Count Th. Du
Moncel, Membre de ITnstitut de France, and Frank Geraldy, Inge-
nieur des Fonts et Chaussees. Translated and Edited, with Additions, by
C. J. Wharton, Assoc. Soc. TeL Eng. and Elec. With 113 engravings
and diagrams, crown 8vo, cloth, yj. 6(/.

Hi7its on Architectural Dranghtsmanship. By G. W.
Tu.XFORD Hallatt. Fcap. Svo, cloth, \s. 6d.
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Treatise on Valve-Gears, with special consideration
of the Link-Motions of Locomotive Engines. By Dr. GusTAV Zeuner,
Professor of Applied Mechanics at the Confederated Polytechnikum of

Zurich. Translated from the Fourth German Edition, by Professor J. F.

Klein, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa. Illustrated, 8vo, cloth, I2J. 6^.

The French- Polishers Manual. By a French-
Polisher; containing Timber Staining, Washing, Matching, Improving,

Painting, Imitations, Directions for Staining, Sizing, Embodying,

Smoothing, Spirit Varnishing, French-Polishing, Directions for Re-

polishing. Third edition, royal 32mo, sewed, bd.

Hops, their Ctdtivatioji, Commerce, and Uses in

various Countries. By P. L. SiMMONDS. Crown 8vo, cloth, i^. 6d.

A Practical Treatise on the Mami/acture and Distri-
butiofi of Coal Gas. By William Richards. Demy 4to, with numerous

wood engravings and 29 plates, cloth, 28i".

Synopsis of Contents :

Introduction— History of Gas Lighting
— Chemistry of Gas Manufacture, by Lewis

Thompson, Esq., M.R.C.S.—Coal, with Analyses, by J. Paterson, Lewis Thompson, and

G. R. Hislop, Esqrs.—Retorts, Iron and Clay—Retort Setting—Hydraulic Main—Con-
densers— Exhausters— Washers and Scrubbers— Purifiers— Purification — History of Gas
Holder— Tanks, Brick and Stone, Composite, Concrete, Cast-iron, Compound Annular

Wrought-iron— Specifications
— Gas Holders— Station Meter— Governor— Distribution-

Mains—Gas Mathematics, or Formulse for the Distribution of Gas, by Lewis Thompson, Esq.—
Services—Consumers' Meters—Regulators—Burners—Fittings

—Photometer—Carburization

of G«s—Air Gas and Water Gas—Composition of Coal Gas, by Lewis Thompson, Esq.—
Analyses of Gas—Influence of Atmospheric Pressure and Temperature on Gas—Residual

Products—Appendix—Description of Retort Settings, Buildings, etc., etc.

Practical Geometry., Perspective., and Engineering
Drawing; a Course of Descriptive Geometry adapted to the Require-
ments of the Engineering Draughtsman, including the determination of

cast shadows and Isometric Projection, each chapter being followed by
numerous examples; to which are added rules for Shading, Shade-lining,

etc., together with practical instructions as to the Lining, Colouring,

Printing, and general treatment of Engineering Drawings, with a chapter
on drawing Instruments. By George S. Clarke, Capt. R.E. Second

edition, ivilh 21 plates. 2 vols., cloth, los. 6d.

The Elements of Graphic Statics. By Professor
Karl Von Ott, translated from the German by G. S. Clarke, Capt,

R.E., Instructor in Mechanical Drawing, Royal Indian Engineering

College. With 93 illustrations, crown 8vo, cloth, SJ.

The Principles of Graphic Statics. By George
Sydenham Clarke, Capt. Royal Engineers. With 112 illustrations.

4to, cloth, izs. Gd.

Dynamo-Electric Machinery : A Manual for Students
of Electro-technics. By SiLVANUS 1'. Tmomi'Son, 15.A., D.Sc, Professor

of Experimental Physics in University College, Bristol, etc., etc. Second

edition, illustrated, 8vo, cloth, lis. 6d.
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The New Formula for Mean Velocity of Discharge
of Rivers and Canals. By W. R. KuTTER. Translated from articles in

the '

Cultur-Ingenieur,' by Lowis D'A. Jackson, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d.

Practical Hydraitlics ; a Series of Rules and Tables
for the use of Engineers, etc., etc. By Thomas Box. Fifth edition,
numerous plates, post 8vo, cloth, 5'f.

A Practical Treatise on the Construction of Hori-
zontal and Vertical IVatcrwkeels, specially designed for the use of opera-
tive mechanics. By William CuLLEN, Millwright and Engineer. With
II plates. Second edition, revised and enlarged, small 4to, cloth, I2s. 6d,

Tin: Describing the Chief Methods of Mining,
Dressing and Smelting it abroad ; with Notes upon Arsenic, Bismuth and
Wolfram. By Arthur G. Charleton, Mem. American Inst, of

Mining Engineers. With plates, 8vo, cloth, \2s. 6d.

Perspective^ Explained and Illustrated. By G. S
Clarke, Capt. R.E. With illustrations, 8vo, cloth, 3^-. td.

The Essential Elements of Practical Mechanics ;

based on the Principle of Work, designed for Engineering Students. By
Oliver Byrne, formerly Professor of Mathematics, College for Civil

Engineers. Third edition, ivith 148 -wood engravings, post 8vo, cloth,

is. 6d.

Contents :

Chap. I. How Work is Measured by a Unit, both with and without reference to a Unit
of Time—Chap. 2. The Work of Living Agents, the Influence of Friction, and introduces
one of the most beautiful Laws of Motion—Chap. }. The principles expounded in the first and
second chapters are appHed to the Motion of Bodies—Chap. 4. The Transmission of Work by
simple Machines—Chap. 5- Useful Propositions and Rules.

The Practical Millwright and Engineers Ready
Reckoner; or Tables for finding the diameter and power of cog-wheels,
diameter, weight, and power of shafts, diameter and strength of bolts, etc.

By Thomas Dixon. Fourth edition, i2mo, cloth, 3^-.

Breweries and Mailings : their Arrangement, Con-
struction, Machinery, and Plant. By G. Scamell, F.R.I.B.A. Second
edition, revised, enlarged, and partly rewritten. By F. Colyer, M.I.C.E.,
M.I.M.E. With 20 plates, 8vo, cloth, \Zs.

A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Starch,
Glucose, Starch-Sugar, and Dextrine, based on the German of L. Von
Wagner, Professor in the Royal Technical School, Buda Pesth, and
other authorities. By Julius Frankel ; edited by Robert Hutter,
proprietor of the Philadelphia Starch Works. With 58 illustrations,

344 pp., 8vo, cloth, 1 8.;.
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A Practical Treatise on Mill-gearing, Wheels, Shafts,
Riggers, etc. ; for the use of Engineers. By Thomas Box. Third

edition, wit/i \i plates. Crown 8vo, cloth, 'js. 6d.

Mining Machinery: a Descriptive Treatise on the
Machinery, Tools, and other Appliances used in Mining. By G. G.

Andre, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst. C.E., Mem. of the Society of Engineers.

Royal 4to, uniform with the Author's Treatise on Coal Mining, con-

taining 182 plates, accurately drawn to scale, with descriptive text, in

2 vols., cloth, 3/. \2s.

Contents :

Machinery for Prospecting, Excavating, Hauling, and Hoisting
—Ventilation—Pumping—

Treatment of Mineral Products, including Gold and Silver, Copper, Tin, and Lead, Iron

Coal, Sulphur, China Clay, Brick Earth, etc.

Tables for Setting out Curves for Railways, Canals,
Roads, etc., varying from a radius of five chains to three miles. By A.
Kennedy and R. \V. Hackwood. Illustrated, 32mo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Scierice and Art of the Mannfacture of Portland
Cevient, with observations on some of its constructive applications. With
66 illustrations. By Henry Reid, C.E., Author of 'A Practical

Treatise on Concrete,' etc., etc. 8vo, cloth, \%s.

The Draughtsman s Handbook of Plan and Map
Drawing; including instructions for the preparation of Engineering,

Architectural, and Mechanical Drawings. With ntimerous illustrations

in the text, and 33 plates (15 printed in colours). By G. G. Andre,
F.G.S., Assoc. Inst. C.E. 4to, cloth, gj.

Contents :

The Drawing Office and its Furnishings—Geometrical Problems—Lines, Dots, and their

Combinations—Colours, Shading, Lettering, I5urderiiig, and North Points—Scales— Plotting—Civil Engineers' and Surveyors' Plans—Map Drawing—Mech.inical and Architectural

Drawing—Copying and Reducing Trigonometrical Formulae, etc., etc.

The Boiler-7naker s andiron SJiip-builder s Conipafiion,
comprising a series of original and carefully calculated tables, of tlie

utmost utility to persons interested in tlie iron trades. By James Foden,
author of ' Mechanical Tables,' etc. Second edition revised, with illustra-

tions, crown 8vo, cloth, 5^.

Rock Blasting: a Practical Treatise on the means
employed in Blasting Rocks for Industrial Purposes. By G. G. Andre,
F.G.S., Assoc. Inst. C.E. IVith 56 illustrations and 12 plates, 8vo, cloth,

lOs. 6d.

Painti7ig and Painters' ATanual : a Book of Facts
for Painters and those who Use or Deal in Paint Materials. By C. L.

CoNDlT and J. ScUELLER. Illustrated, 8vo, cloth, lOs. 6d.
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A Treatise on Ropemaking as practised in public and
private Rope-yards, with a Description of the Manufacture, Rules, Tables

of Weights, etc., adapted to the Trade, Shipping, Mining, Railways,

Builders, etc. By R. Chapman, formerly foreman to Messrs. Huddart
and Co., Limehouse, and late Master Ropemaker to H.M. Dockyard,

Deptford. Second edition, i2mo, cloth, 3j.

Laxtoiis Builders and Co7itractors Tables ; for the
use of Engineers, Architects, Surveyors, Builders, Land Agents, and
others. Bricklayer, containing 22 tables, with nearly 30,000 calculations.

4to, cloth, 5^.

Laxtons Builders and Contractors Tables. Ex-
cavator, Earth, Land, Water, and Gas, containing 53 tables, with nearly

24,000 calculations. 4to, cloth, 5j.

Sanitary Engineering : a Guide to the Construction
of Works of Sewerage and House Drainage, with Tables for facilitating

the calculations of the Engineer. By Baldwin Latham, C.E., M. Inst.

C.E., F.G.S., F.M.S., Past-President of the Society of Engineers. Second

edition, with numerous plates and voodacts, 8vo, cloth, l/. lOs.

Screzu Cutting Tablesfor Engineers and Machinists,
giving the values of the different trains of Wheels required to produce
Screws of any pitch, calculated by Lord Lindsay, M.P., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.,
etc. Cloth, oblong, 2s.

Screw Cutting Tables, for the use of Mechanical
Engineers, showing the proper arrangement of Wheels for cutting the

Threads of Screws of any required pitch, with a Table for making the

Universal Gas-pipe Threads and Taps. By W. A. Martin, Engineer.
Second edition, oblong, cloth, u., or sewed, (id.

A Treatise on a Practical Method of Designing Slide-
Valve Gears by Simple Geometrical Construction, based upon the principles
enunciated in Euclid's Elements, and comprising the various forms of

Plain Slide-Valve and Expansion Gearing ; together with Stephenson's,
Gooch's, and Allan's Link-Motions, as applied either to reversing or to

variable expansion combinations. By Edward J. Cowling Welch,
Memb. Inst. Mechanical Engineers. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Cleaning and Scouring : a Manual for Dyers, Laun-
dresses, and for Domestic Use. By S. Christopher. i8mo, sewed, dd.

A Handbook of House Sanitation ; for the use of all

persons seeking a Healthy Home. A reprint of those portions of Mr.

Bailey-Denton's Lectures on Sanitary Engineering, given before the

School of Military Engineering, which related to the "Dwelling,"
enlarged and revised by his Son, E. F. Bailey-Denton, C.E., B.A.
With 140 illustrations, 8vo, cloth, 8.f. 6d,
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A Glossary of Terms used in Coal Mhiing. ByWilliam Stukeley Gresley, Assoc. Mem. Inst. C.E., F.G.S., Member
of the North of England Institute of Mining Engineers. Illustrated with
nunurous woodcuts and diagrams, crown 8vo, cloth, 5^.

A Pockd-Book for Boiler Makers and Steam Users,
comprising a variety of useful information for Employer and Workman,
Government Inspectors, Board of Trade Surveyors, Engineers in charge
of Works and Slips, Foremen of Manufactories, and the general Steam-
using Public. By Maurice John Sexton. Second edition, royal
32mo, roan, gilt edges, 5^.

Electrolysis: a Practical Treatise on Nickeling,
Coppering, Gilding, Silvering, the Refining of Metals, and the treatment
of Ores by means of Electricity. By Hii'I'OLYTE Fontaine, translated
from the French by J. A. Berly, C.E., Assoc. S.T.E. With engravings.
8vo, cloth, Qr,

A Practical Treatise on the Steam Engine, con-
taining Plans and Arrangements of Details for Fixed Steam Engines,
with Essays on the Principles involved in Design and Construction. ByArthur Rigg, Engineer, Member of the Society of Engineers and of
the Royal Institution of Great Britain. Demy 4to, copiously illustrated
with woodcuts and 96 plates, in one Volume, half-bound morocco, 2/. 2s. ;

or cheaper edition, cloth, 25^.

_
This work Is not, in any sense, an elementary treatise, or history of the steam encine, but

IS intended to describe examples of Fixed Steam Engines without entering into tlie wide
domain of locomotive or marine practice. To this end illustrations will be given of the most
recent arrangements of Horizontal, Vertical, Beam, Pumping, Winding, Portable, Scmi-

pjjrtable, Corliss, Allen, Compound, and other similar Engines, by the most eminent Firms in
Great Britain and America. The laws relating to the action and precautions to be observed
in the construction of the various details, such as Cylinders, Pistonv, Piston-rods, Connecting-
rods, Cross-heads, Motion-blocks, Eccentrics, Simple, Expansion, Balanced, and Equilibrium
Shde-valves, and V.alvc-gearing will be minutely dealt with. In this connection will be found
articles upon the Velocity of Reciprocating I'arts and the Mode of Apjilying the Indicator,Heat and Expansion of Steam Governors, and the like. It is the writer's desire to draw
illustrations from every possible source, and give only those rules that present practice deems
correct.

Barlow s Tables of Squares, Cubes, Square Roots,
Cube Roots, Reciprocals of all Integer Numbers up to 10,000. Post 8vo,
cloth, f>s.

Camus (M.) Treatise on the Teeth of Wheels, demon-
strating the best forms which can be given to them for tlie purposes of

M.idiincry, such as Mill-work and Clockwork, and the art of finding
their numbers. Translated from the French, with details of the pre.icnt
practice of Millwrights, Engine Makers, and other Machinists, by
Isaac IIawki.ns. Thiid cditon, with \% plala, 8vo, cloth, 5^.
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A Practical Treatise on the Sc{e?ice of Land and
Engineering Surveying, Levelling, Estimating Quantities, etc., with a

general description of the several Instruments required for Surveying,

Levelling, Plotting, etc. By H. S. Merrett. Fourth edition, revised

by G. W. UsiLL, Assoc. I\Iem. Inst. C.E. 41 plates, with illustrations

and tables, royal 8vo, cloth, \2.s. 6d.

Principal Contents :

Part I. Introduction and the Principles of Geometry. Part 2. Land Surveying ; com-

?
rising General Observations—The Chain—Offsets Surveying by the Chain only—Surveying
lilly Ground—To Survey an Estate or Parish by the Chain only—Surveying with the

Theodolite—Mining and Town Surveying—Railroad Surveying—Mapping—Division and
Laying out of Land—Observations on Enclosures—Plane Trigonometry. Part 3. Levelling—
Simple and Compound Levelling—The Level Book—Parliamentary Plan and Section—
Levelling with a Theodolite—Gradients—Wooden Curves—To Lay out a Railway Cune—
Setting out Widths. Part 4. Calculating Quantities generally for Estimates—Cuttings and
Embankments—Tunnels—Brickwork—Ironwork—Timber Measuring. Part 5. Description
and Use of Instruments in Surveying and Plotting

—The Improved Dumpy Level—Troughton's
Level— The Prismatic Compass— Proportional Compass— Box Sextant—Vernier— Panta-

graph—Merrett's Improved Quadrant—Improved Computation Scale—The Diagonal Scale—
Straight Edge and Sector. Part 6. Logarithms of Numbers— Logarithmic Sines and
Co-Sines, Tangents and Co-Tangents—Natural Sines and Co-Sines—Tables for Earthwork,
for Setting out Curves, and for various Calculations, etc., etc., etc.

Saws : the History, Development, Action, Classifica-
tion, and Comparisoji of Saws of all kinds. By Robert Grimshaw,
With 220 illustrations, 410, cloth, lis, 6d.

A Supplement to the above ; containing" additional
practical matter, more especially relating to the forms of Saw Teeth for

special material and conditions, and to the behaviour of Saws under

particular conditions. With 120 illustrations, cloth, 9J.

A Guidefor the Electric Testing of Telegraph Cables.

By Capt. V. Hoskicer, Royal Danish Engineers. With illustrations,
second edition, crown 8vo, cloth, 4^-. bd.

Laying and Repah'ing Electric Telegraph Cables. By
Capt. V. Hoskicer, Royal Danish Engineers. Crown 8vo, cloth,

y. 6d.

A Pocket-Book of Practical Rulesfor the Proportions
of Modern Engines and Boilers for Land and Marine purposes. By N. P.

Burgh. Seventh edition, royal 32mo, roan, 4J. 6a'.

The Assaycrs Manual: an Abridged Treatise on
the Docimastic Examination of Ores and Furnace and other Artificial

Products. By Bruno Kerl. Translated by W. T. Brannt. With 65
illustratiotis, 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d.

The Steam Engine considered as a ITcat Engine : a
Treatise on the Theory of the Steam Engine, illustrated by Diagrams,
Tables, and Examples from Practice. By Jas. IT. Cotterii.l, iM.A.,

F.R.S., Professor of Ajjplied Mechanics in the Royal Naval College.
8vo, cloth, I2s. 6d.
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Electricity: its Theory, Sources, and Applications.
By J. T. Sprague, M.S.T.E. Second edition, revised and enlarged, with

numerous illustrations, crown 8vo, cloth, 15 J.

The Practice ofHand Turning in Wood, Ivory, Shell,
etc., with Instructions for Turning such WorVc in Metal as may be required
in the Practice of Turning in Wood, Ivory, etc. ;

also an Appendix on
Ornamental Turning. (A book for beginners.) By Francis Campin.
Third edition, tuiih zoood engravings, crown 8vo, cloth, ()s.

Contents :

On Lathes—Turning Tools—Turning Wood—Drilling
—Screw Cutting

—Miscellaneous

Apparatus and Processes—Turning Particular Forms—Staining—Polishing—Si'inning Metals
—Materials—Ornamental Turning, etc.

Health and Comfort in House Building, or Ventila-
tion with Warm Air by Self-Acting Suction Power, with Review of the

mode of Calculating the Draught in Hot-Air Flues, and with some actual

Experiments. By J. Drysdale, M.D., and J. W. Hayward, M.D.
Second edition, with Supplement, with plates, demy 8vo, cloth, yj. dd.

Treatise on Watchwork, Past and Present. By the
Rev. H. L. Nelthropp, M.A., F.S.A. With 32 illustrations, crown

8vo, cloth, ds. 6d.

Contents :

Definitions of Words and Terms used in Watchwork—Tools—Time— Historical Sum-

nmry—On Calculations of the Numbers for Wheels and Pinions; their Proportional Sizes,

Trains, etc.—Of Dial Wheels, or Motion Work—Length of Time of Going without Winding
up—The Verge—The Horizontal—The Duplex—'I'he Lever—The Chronometer—Repeating
Watches— Keyless Watches—The Pendulum, or Spiral Spring

—Compensation—Jewelling of

Pivot Holes—Clerkenwell—Fallacies of the Trade— Incapacity of Workmen—How to Choose
and Use a Watch, etc.

Notes in Mechanical Engineering. Compiled prin-
cipally for the use of the Students attending the Classes on this subject at

the City of London College. By Henry Adams, Mem. Inst. M.E.,
Mem. Inst. C.E., Mem. Soc. of Engineers. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2f. 6d.

Algebra Self Taught. By W. P. Hiocs, M.A.,
^D.Sc, LL.D., Assoc. Inst C.E., Author of 'A Handbook of the Differ-

ential Calculus,' etc. Second edition, crown 8vo, cloth, 2s, 6d.

Contents :

Symbols and the Signs of Operation—The Fupiation and the Unknown Quantity-
Positive and Negative Quantities— Multiplication

— Involution— F.xponents— Negative Expo-
nents— Roots, and the Use of Exponents as Logarithms—Logarithms—Tables of Logarithms
and Proportionate Parts— Transformation of System of Logarithms— Common Uses of

Common Log.-irithms
—Compound Multiplication and the I'inomial Theorem— Division,

Fractions, and Ratio—Continued Proportion—The Series and the Sununationof the Series—
Limit of Series—Square and Cube Roots—Equations— List of Fornmla;, etc.

Spons Dictionary of Engineering, Civil, Mechanical,
Military, and Naval; with technical terms in French, ("icrinan, Italian,

and .Si)anish, 3100 pp., and nearly 8000 engravint^s, in super-royal Svo,

in 8 divisions, 5/. 8j. Complete in 3 vols., clolh, 5/. ^s. Bound in a

superior manner, half-morocco, top edge gilt, 3 vols,, 61. 12s.
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Canoe and Boat Building: a complete Manual for

Amateurs, containing plain and comprehensive directions for the con-

struction of Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft.

By W. P. Stephens. With mimerons ilbistratians and 24 plates of
Working Dra-wings. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7^. 6d.

Cultural Industries for Queensland : Papers on the
cultivation of useful Plants suited to the climate of Queensland, their

value as Food, in the Arts, and in Medicine, and methods of obtaining
their products. By L. A. Bernays, F.L.S., F.R.G.S. 8vo, half calf,

7j. 6d. The same, in cloth, 6^.

Proceedings ofthe National Conference ofElectriciansy

Philadelphia, October 8th to 13th, 1884. i8mo, cloth, y.

Dynamo -
Electricityy

its Generation, Application,
Transmission, Storage, and Measurement. By G. B. Prescott, With

545 illustrations. 8vo, cloth, \l. \s.

Domestic Electricityfor Amateurs. Translated from
the French of E. Hospitalier, Editor of "

L'Electricien," by C. J.

Wharton, Assoc. Soc. Tel. Eng. Numerous illustrations. Demy 8vo,

cloth, (js.

Contents:
I. Production of the Electric Current— 2. Electric Bells—3. Automatic Alarms—4. Domestic

Telephones—5. Electric Clocks—6. Electric Lighters
—

7. Domestic Electric Lighting—
8. Domestic Application of the Electric Light—9. Electric Motors— 10. Electrical Locomo-
tion— II. Electrotyping, Plating, and Gilding— 12. Electric Recreations—13. Various appli-
cations—Workshop of the Electrician.

Wrinkles in Electric Lighting. ByVincent Stephen.
With illustrations. i8mo, cloth, is. 6d.

Contents :

I. The Electric Current and its production by Chemical means—2. Production of Electric

Currents by Mechanical means—3. Dynamo-Electric Machines—4. Electric Lamps—
S. Lead—6. Ship Lighting.

The Practical Flax Spinner ; being a Description of
the Growth, Manipulation, and Spinning of Flax and Tow. By Leslie

C.Marshall, of Belfast. With illustrations. 8vo, cloth, 15J.

Foundations and Foundation Walls for all classes of
Buildings, Pile Driving, Building Stones and Bricks, Pier and Wall

construction. Mortars, Limes, Cements, Concretes, Stuccos, &c. 64 illus-

trations. By G. T. Powell and F. Bauman. 8vo, cloth, \os. 6d.

The British fugernath. Free Trade! Fair Trade!!
Reciprocity !!! and Retaliation !!!! By G. L. M. 8vo, sewed. 6d.



1 6 CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

IlTannalfor Gas Engineeritig Students. By D. Lee.
l8mo, cloth is.

Hydraulic Machinery, Past and Present. A Lecture
delivered to the London and Suburban Railway Officials' Association.

By H. Adams, Mem, Inst. C.E. Folding plate. 8vo, sewed, is.

Twenty Years zvith the Indicator. By Thomas Pray,
Jun., C.E., M.E., Member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.
2 vols., royal 8vo, cloth, I2s. 6d.

Annual Statistical Report of the Secretary to the
Mcnihers ofthe Iron and Steel Association on the Home and Foreign Iron
and Steel Industries in 1884. Issued March 1885. 8vo, sewed, ^s.

Bad Draifis., and How to Test thcvi
,*
with Notes on

the Ventilation of Sewers, Drains, and Sanitary P'ittings, and the Origin
and Transmission of Zymotic Disease. By R. Harris Reeves. Crown
8vo, cloth, 3J'.

dd.

Standard Practical Plumbing ; being a complete
Encyclopredia for Practical Plumbers and Guide for Architects, Builders,
Gas Fitters, Hot-water Fitters, Ironmongers, Lead Burners, Sanitary
Engineers, Zinc Workers, &c. Ilhistrated by over 2000 engravings. By
P. J. Davies. Vol. I, royal 8vo, cloth, 7^. 6(/.

Pneumatic Tra7ismissio7i of Messages and Parcels
between Paris and London, via Calais and Dover. By J. B. BerI.IER,
C.E. Small folio, sewed, (yd.

List of Tests {Reagents), arranged in alphabetical
order, according to the names of the originators. Designed especially
for the convenient reference of Chemists, Pharmacists, and Scientists.

By Hans M. Wilder. Crown 8vo, cloth, 4^. bd.

Ten Years Experience in Works of fjitermittent
Do7i<mvard Filtration. By J. liAii.KY Denton, Mem. Inst. C.E.
Second edition, with additions. Royal 8vo, sewed, 41.

A Treatise on the Maiiufacture of Soap and Candles,
I.uliricaiits and Glycerin. By W. Lant CarI'KNTEK, B.A., B.Sc. (late

of Messrs. C. Thomas and Brothers, Bristol). IVith illustrations. Crown
8vo, cloth, loj. 6(/.
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The Stability of Ships explained simply, and calculated
by a new Graphk method. By J. C. Spence, M.I.N.A. 4to, sewed,

y.dd.

Steam Making., or Boiler Practice. By Charles A.
Smith, C.E. 8vo, cloth, ^s.

Contents :

I. The Nature of Heat and the Properties of Steam—2. Combustion.—3. Externally Fired

Stationary Boilers—4. Internally Fired Stationary Boilers—5. Internally Fired Portable
Locomotive and Marine Boilers—^6. Design, Construction, and Strength of Boilers— 7. Pro-

portions of Heating Surface, Economic Evaporation, Explosions
— 8. Miscellaneous Boilers,

Choice of Boiler Fittings and Appurtenances.

The Fireman s Guide ; a Handbook on the Care of
Boilers. By Teknolog, fdreningen T. I. Stockholm. Translated from
the third edition, and revised by Karl P. Dahlstrom, M.E. Second
edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s.

A Treatise on Modern Stea^n Engines and Boilers,
including Land Locomotive, and Marine Engines and Boilers, for the
use of Students. By Frederick Colyer, M. Inst. C.E., Mem. Inst. M.E.
With T)6 plates. 4to, cloth. {Nearly ready.)

Contents :

I. Introduction—2. Original Engines—3. Boilers—4. High-Pressure Beam Engines—5.
Cornish Beam Engines—6. Horizontal Engines—7. Oscillating Engines—8. Vertical High-
Pressure Engines—9. Special Engines—lo. Portable Engines— 11. Locomotive Engines—
13. Marine Engines.

SteaWr Engine Management ; a Treatise on the
Working and Management of Steam Boilers. By F. Colyer, M. Inst.

C.E., Mem. Inst. M.E. i8mo, cloth, 2s.

Land Surveying on the Meridian and Perpendicular
System. By William Penman, C.E. Svo, cloth, 8j. 6d.

The Topographer, his Instruments and Methods,
designed for the use of Students, Amateur Photographers, Surveyors,
Engineers, and all persons interested in the location and construction of
works based upon Topography. Illustrated with numerous plates, maps,
and efigravitigs. By LEWIS M. Haupt, A.M. Svo, cloth, i8j.

A Text-Book of Tanning, embracing the Preparation
of all kinds of Leather. By Harry R. Proctor, F.C.S., of Low Lights
Tanneries. IVith illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth, 10s, 6d.



In super-royal 8vo, 1168 pp., luitk 2400 illustrations, in 3 Divisions, cloth, price 13J. 6./.

each ;
or 1 vol., cloth, 2/. ; or half-morocco, 2/. 8j.

A SUPPLEMENT
TO

SPONS' DICTIONARY OF ENGINEERING.

Edited by ERNEST SPON, Memb. Soc. Engineers.

Abacus, Counters, Speed

Indicators, and Slide

Rule,

Agricultural Implements

and Machinery.

Air Compressors.

Animal Charcoal Ma-

chinery.

Antimony.

Axles and Axle-boxes.

Barn Machinery.

Belts and Belting.

Blasting. Boilers.

Brakes.

Brick Machinery.

Bridges.

Cages for Mines.

Calculus, Differential and

Integral.

Canals.

Carpentry.

Cast Iron.

Cement, Concrete,

Limes, and Mortar.

Chimney Shafts.

Coal Cleansing and

Washing.

Coal Mining.

Coal Cutting Machines.

Coke Ovens. Copper.

Docks. Drainage.

Dredging Machinery.

Dynamo - Electric and

Magneto-Electric Ma-

chines.

Dynamometers.

Electrical Engineering,

Telegraphy, Electric

Lighting and its prac-

ticaldetails,Telephones

Engines, Varieties of.

Explosives. Fans.

Founding, Moulding and

the practical work of

the Foundry.

Gas, Manufacture of.

Hammers, Steam and

other Power.

Heat. Horse Power.

Hydraulics.

Ilydro-gcology.

Indicators. Iron.

Lifts, Hoists, and Eleva-

tors,

Lighthouses, Buoys, and

Beacons.

Machine Tools.

Materials of Construc-

tion.

Meters,

Ores, Machinery and

Processes employed to

Dress.

Piers.

Pile Driving.

Pneumatic Transmis-

sion,

Pumps.

Pyrometers.

Road Locomotives.

Rock Drills.

Rolling Stock.

vSanitary Engineering.

Shafting.

Steel.

Steam Navvy.

Stone Machinery.

Tramways.

Well Sinking.

London: E. & F. N. SPON, 125, Strand-
New York: 35, Murray Street,



NO^A^ COMPLETE.
With nearly 1500 ilbisiratiojis, in super-royal 8vo, in 5 Divisions, cloth.

Divisions i to 4, \}^s. 6d. each ; Division 5, lys. 6d.
;
or 2 vols., cloth, ^3 los.

SPONS' ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF THB

INDUSTRIAL ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND COMMERCIAL

PRODUCTS.
Edited by C. G. WARNFORD LOCK, F.L.S.

the more important of the subjects treated of, are theAmong
following

Acids, 207 pp. 220 figs.

Alcohol, 23 pp. 16 figs.

Alcoholic Liquors, 13 pp.

Alkalies, 89 pp. 78 figs.

Alloys. Alum.

Asphalt. Assaying.

Beverages, 89 pp. 29 figs.

Blacks.

Bleaching Powder, 15 pp.

Bleaching, 5 1 pp. 48 figs.

Candles, 18 pp. 9 figs.

Carbon Bisulphide.

Celluloid, 9 pp.
Cements. Clay.
Coal-tar Products, 44 pp.

14 figs.

Cocoa, 8 pp.

Coffee, 32 pp. 13 figs.

Cork, 8 pp. 17 figs.

Cotton Manufactures, 62

PP- 57 figs-

Drugs, 38 pp.

Dyeing and Calico

Printing, 28 pp. 9 figs.

Dyestuffs, 16 pp.

Electro-Metallurgy, 13

pp.

Explosives, 22 pp. 33 figs.

Feathers.

Fibrous Substances, 92
pp. 79 figs.

Floor-cloth, 16 pp. 21

figs-

Food Preservation, 8 pp.

Fruit, 8 pp.

Fur, 5 pp.

Gas, Coal, 8 pp.
Gems.

Glass, 45 pp. 77 figs.

Graphite, 7 PP-
Hair, 7 pp.
Hair Manufactures.

Hats, 26 pp. 26 figs.

Honey. Hops.
Horn.

Ice, 10 pp. 14 figs.

Indiarubber Manufac-

tures, 23 pp. 17 figs.

Ink, 17 pp.

Ivory.

Jute Manufactures, 1 1

pp., II figs.

Knitted Fabrics —
Hosiery, 15 pp. 13 figs.

Lace, 13 pp. 9 figs.

Leather, 28 pp. 31 figs.

Linen Manufactures, 16

pp. 6 figs.

Manures, 21 pp. 30 figs.

Matches, 17 pp. 38 figs.

Mordants, 13 pp.
Narcotics, 47 pp.

Nuts, 10 pp.
Oils and Fatty Sub-

stances, 125 pp.
Paint.

Paper, 26 pp. 23 figs.

Paraffin, 8 pp. 6 figs.

Pearl and Coral, 8 pp.
Perfumes, ID pp.

Photography, 13 pp. 20

.figs-

Pigments, 9 pp. 6 figs.

Pottery, 46 pp. 57 figs.

Printing and Engraving,
20 pp. 8 figs.

Rags.
Resinous and Gummy

Substances, 75 pp. 16

figs-

Rope, 16 pp. 17 figs.

Salt, 31 pp. 23 figs.

Silk, 8 pp.
Silk Manufactures, 9 pp.

II figs.

Skins, 5 pp.
Small Wares, 4 pp.

Soap and Glycerine, 39
pp. 45 figs.

Spices, 16 pp.

Sponge, 5 pp.
Starch, 9 pp. lo figs.

Sugar, 155 pp. 134
figs-

Sulphur.
Tannin, 18 pp.
Tea, 12 pp.
Timber, 13 pp.
Varnish, 15 pp.

Vinegar, 5 pp.
Wax, 5 pp.
Wool, 2 pp.
Woollen Manufactures,

58 pp. 39 figs.

London: E. & F. N. SPON, 125, Strand.
New York : 35, Mxirray Street.



Crown 8vo, cloth, with illustrations, ^s.

WORKSHOP RFXEIPTS,
FIRST SERIES.

By ERNEST SPON.

Bookbinding.
Bronzes and Bronzing.
Candles.

Cement.

Cleaning.

Colourwashing.
Concretes.

Dipping Acids.

Drawing Office Details,

Drying Oils.

Dynamite.
Electro - Metallurgy

—
(Cleaning, Dipping,
Scratch-brushing, Bat-

teries, Baths, and

Deposits of every

description).
Enamels.

Engraving on Wood,
Copper, Gold, Silver,

Steel, and Stone.

Etching and Aqua Tint.

Firework Making —
(Rockets, Stars, Rains, I

Gerbes, Jets, Tour- 1

billons, Candles, Fires, I

Lances,Lights,Wheels,
Fire-balloons, and
minor Fireworks),

Fluxes.

Foundry Mixtures.

Synopsis of Contents.

Freezing.
Fulminates,

Furniture Creams, Oils,

Polishes, Lacquers,
and Pastes.

Gilding.
Glass Cutting, Cleaning,

Frosting, Drilling,

Darkening, Bending,

Staining, and Paint-

ing.
Glass Making.
Glues.

Gold.

Graining.
Gums.
Gun Cotton.

Gunpowder.
Plorn Working.
Indiarubber.

Japans, Japanning, and
kindred processes.

Lacquers.

Lathing.
Lubricants.

Marble Working.
Matches,
Mortars.

Nitro-Glycerine.
Oils.

Paper,

Paper Hanging,
Painting in Oils, in Water

Colours, as well as

Fresco, House, Trans-

parency, Sign, and

Carriage Painting,

Photography,
Plastering,
Polishes,

Pottery
—

(Clays, Bodies,

Glazes, Colours, Oils,

Stains, Fluxes, Ena-

mels, and Lustres).

Scouring,

Silvering,

Soap.
Solders,

Tanning.
Taxidermy,
Tempering Metals,

Treating Horn, Mother-

o'-Pearl, and like sub-

stances.

Varnishes, Manufacture
and Use of

Veneering.
Washing,
Waterproofing,

Welding,

Architectural Mouldings, Compos, Cameos,
mention.

others numerous

London : E. & F. N. SPON, 125, Strand.

New York: 35, Murray Street.



Crown 8vo, cloth, 485 pages, with illustrations, ^s.

WORKSHOP RECEIPTS,
SECOND SERIES.

By ROBERT HALDANE.

Synopsis of Contents.

Acidimetry and Alkali-

metry.
Albumen.
Alcohol .

Alkaloids.

Baking-powders.
Bitters.

Bleaching.
Boiler Incrustations.

Cements and Lutes.

Cleansing.

Confectionery.

Copying.

Disinfectants.

Dyeing, Staining, and

Colouring.
Essences.

Extracts.

Fireproofing.
Gelatine, Glue, and Size.

Glycerine.
Gut.

Hydrogen peroxide.
Ink.

Iodine.

Iodoform.

Isinglass.

Ivory substitutes.

Leather.

Luminous bodies.

Magnesia.
Matches.

Paper.
Parchment.
Perchloric acid.

Potassium oxalate.

Preserving.

Pigments, Paint, and Painting : embracing the preparation of

Pigments, including alumina lakes, blacks (animal, bone, Frankfort, ivory,
lamp, sight, soot), blues (antimony, Antwerp, cobalt, coeruleum, Egyptian,
manganate, Paris, Peligot, Prussian, smalt, ultramarine), browns (bistre,

hinau, sepia, sienna, umber, Vandyke), greens (baryta, Brighton, Brunswick,
chrome, cobalt, Douglas, emerald, manganese, mitis, mountain, Prussian,

sap, Scheele's, Schweinfurth, titanium, verdigris, zinc), reds (Brazilwood lake,
carminated lake, carmine, Cassius purple, cobalt pink, cochineal lake, colco-

thar, Indian red, madder lake, red chalk, red lead, vermilion), whites (alum,
baryta, Chinese, lead sulphate, white lead—by American, Dutch, French,
German, Kremnitz, and Pattinson processes, precautions in making, and

composition of commercial samples
—

whiting, Wilkinson's white, zinc white),

yellows (chrome, gamboge, Naples, orpiment, realgar, yellow lakes) ; Paint
(vehicles, testing oils, driers, grinding, storing, applying, priming, drying,
filling, coats, brushes, surface, water-colours, removing smell, discoloration

;

miscellaneous paints
—cement paint for carton-pierre, copper paint, gold paint,

iron paint, lime paints, silicated paints, steatite paint, transparent paints,

tungsten paints, window paint, zinc paints) ; Pamting (general instructions,

proportions of ingredients, measuring paint work
; caniage painting

—
priming

paint, best putty, finishing colour, cause of cracking, mixing the paints, oils,

driers, and colours, varnishing, importance of washing vehicles, re-vamishing,
how to dry paint ; woodwork painting).

London: E. &; F.
New York :

N. SPON, 125, Strand.
35, Murray Street.



JUST PUBLISHED.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 480 pages, with 183 illustrations, ^s.

WORKSHOP RECEIPTS,
THIRD SERIES.

By C. G. WARNFORD LOCK.

Uniform with the First and Second Series.

Synopsis of Contents.

Alloys.



WORKSHOP RECEIPTS,
FOURTH SERIES,

DEVOTED MAINLY TO HANDICRAFTS & MECHANICAL SUBJECTS.

By C. G. WARNFORD LOCK.

250 lUustrations, with Complete Index, & a General Index to the Four Series.

Waterproofing— rubber goods, cuprammonium processes, miscellaneous

preparations.

Packing and Storing articles of delicate odour or colour, of a deliquescent

character, liable to ignition, apt to suffer from insects or damp, or easily

broken.

Embalming and Preserving anatomical specimens.

Leather Polishes.

Cooling Air and Water, producing low temperatures, making ice, cooling

syrups and solutions, and separating salts from liquors by refrigeration.

Pumps and Siphons, embracing every useful contrivance for raising and

supplying water on a moderate scale, and moving corrosive, tenacious,
and other liquids.

Desiccating—air- and water-ovens, and other appliances for drying natural

and artificial products.

Distilling—water, tinctures, extracts, pharmaceutical preparations, essences,

perfumes, and alcoholic liquids.

Emulsifying as required by pharmacists and photographers.

Evaporating—saline and other solutions, and liquids demanding special

precautions.

Filtering—water, and solutions of various kinds.

Percolating and Macerating.

Electrotyping.

Stereotyping by both plaster and paper processes.

Bookbinding in all its details.

Straw Plaiting and the fabrication of baskets, matting, etc.

Musical Instruments—the preservation, tuning, and repair of pianos,

harmoniums, musical boxes, etc.

Clock and Watch Mending—adapted for intelligent amateurs.

Photography—recent development in rapid processes, handy apparatus,
numerous recipes for sensitizing and developing solutions, and applica-
tions to modern illustrative purposes.

London : E. & F. N. SPON, 125, Strand.

New York : 35, Murray Street.



JUST PXJBLISKLED.

In demy 8vo, cloth, 600 pages, and 1420 Illustrations, 6s.

SPONS'

MECHANIC'S OAVN BOOK;
A MANUAL FOR HANDICRAFTSMEN AND AMATEURS.

Contents.

Mechanical Drawing—Casting and Founding in Iron, Brass, Bronze,

and other Alloys
—

Forging and Finishing Iron—Sheetmetal Working
—

Soldering, Brazing, and Burning—Carpentry and Joinery, embracing

descriptions of some 400 Woods, over 200 Illustrations of Tools and

their uses, Explanations (with Diagrams) of 1 16 joints and hinges, and

Details of Construction of Workshop appliances, rough furniture.

Garden and Yard Erections, and House Building
—

Cabinet-Making

and Veneering
— Carving and Fretcutting

—
Upholstery

—
Painting,

Graining, and Marbling
—

Staining Furniture, Woods, Floors, and

Fittings
—

Gilding, dead and bright, on various grounds—Polishing

Marble, Metals, and Wood—Varnishing
—Mechanical movements,

illustrating contrivances for transmitting motion—Turning in Wood
and Metals—Masonry, embracing Stonework, Brickwork, Terracotta,

and Concrete—Roofing with Thatch, Tiles, Slates, Felt, Zinc, &c.—
Glazing with and without putty, and lead glazing

—
Plastering and

Whitewashing
—

Paper-hanging— Gas-fitting
—

Bell-hanging, ordinary

and electric Systems
—

Lighting
— Warming— Ventilating

— Roads,

Pavements, and Bridges
—

Hedges, Ditches, and Drains— Water

Supply and Sanitation—Hints on House Construction suited to new

countries.

London: E. & F. N. SPON, 126, Strand.

New York : 35, Murray Street.










